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THE INITIATION OF FAST DECOMPOSITION IN SOLID
EXPLOSIVES BY FRACTURE, PLASTIC FLOW, FRICTION,

AND COLLAPSING VOIDS

M. Munawar Chaudhrl
Cavendish Laboratory

University of Cambridge
Madingley Road,

Cambridge C83 OHE
UNITED KINGDOM

Several series of high speed photography experiments have been carried
out in order to examine the relative importance of the various
mechanisms thought to be responsible for producing hot spots and
causing initiation of fast decomposition in explosives. Framing rates of
up to 2x106 a"4 were used and photographic sequences show that (i) fast
fractures in an explosive single crystal do not cause its ignition,
(ii) intercrystalline friction is an important mechanism, (iii) rapid
compression of gas bubbles down to 50 pm or less in diameter does give
rise to initiation, and (1v) the interaction of strong shocks with
spherical voids produces fast jets, which can also play a dominant role,
We have also discussed rapid plastic flow in an explosive crystal as an
effective mechanism when the plastic strains are very high.

INTRODUCTION crystals,5'6 (1i) plastic flow, including disloca-
tion pileups 7 and adiabatic shear flow,8 11

There are now many high-speed photo- (ili) friction, 12' 13 (iv) adiabatic compression of
graphic observations which show that in most, gas pockets212 and (v) shock-void interactions.2
if not in all cases, the initiation of a fast
reaction or a detonation in an explosive occurs It may be said here that, despite a vast
at microscopic regions. Representative exam- amount of research effort, our lack of under-
ples from experiments employing stimuli, such standing of the mechanisms of initiation is
as low velocity impact, high strength shock quite apparent from the fact that we would not
waves, unfocused light, and electric 110d will be able to predict accurately the initiation
be found in published reports.1*4 In the Iltera- behavior of an explosive in an impact or shock
ture, several mechanisms have been proposed experiment even if we were given all its
for the concentrated dissipation of energy of physical and chemical properties. The pur-
the stimulus at localized regions resulting in pose of this paper is to examine in some depth
their becoming 'hot spots.' At these regions, the various mechanisms in the light of
the temperature is considerably higher than experimvfntal observations.
that of the surrounding explosive material;
consequently, the rate of chemical reaction is INITIATION BY FRACTURE
much highct there. If the conditions for self Fracture studies were made on single
heating exist, the instability (i.e., initiation of crystals of silver azide, lead azide, and PETN.
fast reaction) occurs at these regions. The test crystal was supported on a hard anvil,

Of the many mechanisms proposed so and the fracture was caused by driving into the
far, the ones generally considered seriously by crystal a sharp hardened steel chisel at a speed
investigators are: (i) fracture of explosive of 10-15 ms 1 . The entire fracture process was
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Figure 1. Fast Fractures of Velocity up to 170 m,' in a Single Crystal of Silver Azide Lre Unable to
Cause an Initiation of Explosion, Interframe time: 2.0 ps; crystal height: 2.0 mm.

photographed with a Beckman and Whitley speed is variable between frames, reaching a
model 189 rotating mirror framing camera maximum value of 170 ms"' between frames I1
using back lighting, and 12. An explosion did not take place and

the fragments of this crystal were recoveredA sequence of photographs showing the ~rteeprmn.W aesonbfr

formation and growth of fast fractures in a at t frctres (0 me so before

silver azide crystal is given in Figure 1.
crystals were also unable to cause the initia-Frame I shows the crystal of size 2.5 x 2.0 x to fa xlso .1

0.5 mm3, 2-3 ps before it was impacted with
the chisel; the larger faces of the crystal are Figure 2 shows a sequence of photo-
{010}. Note that as yet no cracking has graphs of the fracture behavior of a single
started. In frame 2, a single crack is initiated crystal of PETN of height 6.9 mm, width
immediately below the chisel tip and propa- 3.6 mm, and thickness 2 mm, About 8 lis
gates along cleavage planes, changing its before frame 4, the chisel hits the crystal
direction of propagation twice. The crack resulting in the initiation of fracture in frame
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9 0 12

Figure 2. Fast F,'ractures (700 ms") in a Single Crystal of PETN. Interframe time: 1.0 /4s; crystal
height: 6.9 mm.

4 at the point of impact. The crack, which at least 1380 ms"l, In frame 3, the debris (see
appears as a dark lirne, moves with a velocity of at d) of the crystal is also ejected at a high
-350 ms" between frames 4 and 5, and it then speed (-300 ms"). Note that initially the
accelerates to a velocity of 600-700 ms"' debris is ejected at an angle of -45*, but when
between frames 5 and 6. In frame 6, a second the impacting projectile has gone deeper into
crack appears at the impact site (see A, the crystal, the debris comes out normal to the
frame 6), and both reach a maximum velocity crystal surface (see frame 19). There was no
of -700 ms" between frames 6 and 8. In this initiation and fragments of the crystal were
crystal as well, the cracks appear to change recovered afterwards.
their direction during propagation. The two
cracks merge in frame 11. The crystal did not The high-speed photographic sequences

explode and the undecomposed fragments of presented above clearly show that fracture of

the crystal were later recovered, even a sensitive explosive crystal cannot cause
the initiation of a fast reaction. One particu-

A few experiments were also conducted in lar advantage of using silver and lead azides
which PETN crystals were fractured by the for these experiments Is that, if high enough
inpact of 0.4 mm diameter soda-lime glass temperatures had been generated at even a
spheres at a velocity of - 200 ms 1 . The spheres microscopic volume at the crack tip, the fast
were accelerated individually using an explo- reaction would have been initiated and propa-
sive gun described elsewhere. 15  gated throughout the rest of the crystal., '

A typical sequence of the impact of a glass It may be emphasized that here we have
sphere on a (110) plane of a PETN crystal not dealt with such solids which may produce
(size: 6 mm x 4 mm x 2 mm) is shown irn Fig- very reactive free radicals on fracture. How-
ure 3. The contact occurs in frame 2, and ever, such solids deserve further investigation
within I ps (i.e., frame 3) a fast moving median regarding their influence on the initiation
crack (see Reference 15 for the various crack behavior of explosives.
systems) forms, the leading edge of which is
shown with an arrow. This median crack is of INITIATION BY PLASTIC FLOW
a semicircular shape and it probably lies on a
cleavage plane containing the load axis. The process of plastic flow in a solid is a
Between frames 2 and 3, the crack velocity is very efficient (95 percent efficiency) way of
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between the bands as most of the heat
generated in the bands will be conducted away.

Using a simple approach, one can
__......__.......estimate the maximum possible value of the

temperature rise in a solid which has been
deformed dynamically. We shall assume that
the heat generated at a region does not conduct
away from it. This type of situation can arise
when the deformation Is produced in a very

2 short time and when the thermal conductivity
of the solid is negligibly small. We shall also
assume that the total work of deformation is
liberated as heat.

Now, for a solid of uniaxial flow stress
Y(c), the amount of work, W, performed per

3 unit volume in producing a true uniaxial
plastic strain of c is given by

w = e Y(Ode (1)

In Equation (1), if we assume, as an
approximation, Y(c) as being independent of e,
we got

4 W] = (2)

Accordingly, the temperature rise AT in the
volume will be given by

AT =-y (3)
PC

where p is the density and C is the specific heat
of the solid.

Figure 3. Impact of a 0.4 mm Diameter Glass
Sphere on a (110) Surface of a PETN Single As said above, in a solid the deformation
Crystal at a Velocity of 200 ms'I; lnterframe is not likely to be homogeneous. Therefore, to

time: L.Opss, predict the temperature distribution, we need
to know the magnitude of the plastic strain at

converting the mechanical energy of a stimu- different points in the deformed zone. In

lus into heat. Hlowever, in most crystalline metals, the strain distribution within locallylusint het.iloeve, i mst rysallne deformed regions has been estimated by

solids, plastic flow occurs inhomogeneously,
which means that under transient conditions examining the hardness contours of sectioned
thich mpernatureeriserinsaplasticallyndeformd specimens. 17 ,18 It is interesting that in metals
the temperaturo e In a plastically deformed such as steels, strains of greater than 1 are
solid is likely to be nonuniformly distributed, found only under severe deformation condi-

In crystals, the plastic flow occurs along tions, Whether strains of this magnitude or
crystallographic slip planes, which give rise to higher can be produced in explosive crystals,
slip bands (these bands are also called shear which are very brittle, Is not known yet.
bands). Such bands can form under both quasi- Nevertheless, in Table 1, we give the predicted
static and dynamic conditions. In the former, values of the maximum temperature rises
the temperature of the bands may not be very generated in three explosives, the mechanical
different from that of the regions lying in and thermal properties of which are available
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Table 1. Calculated Temperature Rise in the temperature of the sheared bands by using
Various Explosive Crystals Due to Adiabatic calibrated infrared detectors, and estimated
Plastic Flow at Different Strains, e a value of -600*C. Taking the density and the

specific heat of the steei as 7.85 x 103 kg m"3

Temperature Rise and 4.92 x 102 J kg"1 K"1 , we estimate a maxi-
Explosive (K) ruw, possible temperature rise of -1300°C.

C=1 e=2.4 c=5 This is an overestimate, as we have taken a
T - T - constant value of the shear stress, In fact,

RDX 20 47 98 their measurements show that the shear stress
jl-HMX 31 75 156 drops dramatically to -0 during the rapid shear

. 4 process. Thus, taking an average shear stress
a-PbN6  27 66 137 of -250 MPa, our estimated temperature rise

widl be -650°C, which Is much closer to the
measured value.

Table 2. Uniaxial Yield Stress Values and An important factor to consider here is
Thermal Properties of Various Explosives the melting point of the solid. It Is unlikely

C/kJ kg"1 that the temperature rise caused by plastic
Explosivo Y*/MPa p/Mg"3 Kg 1  flow or by friction will exceed the melting point

_..... _of the solid. If the ignition temperature is
RDX 40 1.81 1.13 significantly higher than the melting point,

.- ignition by these processes cannot occur. Of
P-HMX 75 1.91 1.26 course, under Impact or shock loading condi-

tions, high pressures exist and the plastic flow
I 4occurs in the presence of these pressures. One

* Single crystal data taken from Reference 19. is tempted to think that these high pressures
will raise the melting point of the solid, If the
pressures are purely hydrostatic, then the

(see Table 2). Note that in these estimated melting point is most likely to increase.
temperature rises we have taken a constant However, under the impact or shock loading
value of the yield stress independent of the conditions, high shear stresses also prevail and
temperature and strain rate. It is only an these may inhibit any rise of the melting point,
approximation, but in reality the yield stress It Is interesting to note that Mishina et al. 2 1

will drop with increasing temperature. It report a lowering of the melting point of
appears, however, that very little work has Wood's metal when it is subjected to shear
been carried out on the variation of the yield stresses.
stress of various explosive single crystals with
varying temperature and strain rate. INITIATION BY FRICTION

It will be seen from Table 1 that even for Friction between grains of a solid
high plastic strains, the adiabatic temperature explosive, or between grains and their
rises are not high enough to take any of the confining walls is also a very efficient way of
three explosives to their ignition points. In converting mechanical energy into heat. As in
order to check our method of estimating the the case of plastic flow, most of the work of
temperature rise, we can compare the friction is liberated as heat at the friction
theoretical and experimental results in the surfaces. If the coefficient of friction of the
case of a steel suffering localized deformation. rubbing surfaces is known, along with their
Marchand and Duffy20 carried out dynamic relevant mechanical properties, one can make
torsion experiments on a steel (HY-100) a fairly good estimate of the temperature rise
having a shear yield stress of -500 MPa. They due to friction. It is interesting that if one
found that the steel showed 20 pm shear bands makes an experiment in which the dominant
in which shear strains of the order of -10 were mechanism by which heat can be generated is
produced. These investigators also measured friction, one can be In a position to predict
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whether ignition will occur. Such a situation conditions initiation of explosion of the lead
exists when a column of a solid explosive is azotetrazole did occur. Our friction model
impacted with a truncated conical striker. The predicts that the ignition will occur at the tip of
conical striker is dropped into the explosive the striker when it has penetrated the compact
vertically and during its penetration the sufficiently. These predictions have been
truncated end of the striker picks up explosive supported by our high-speed photographic
particles from the surface and then drags them experiments, In these, a column of compacted
along into the compact. During this process, lead azotetrazole was confined between two
the adhered particles rub against the sur- flat PMMA plates; a needle-shaped metallic
rounding explosive particles, The temperature striker was then impacted onto the explosive at
rise of these particles due to the friction during a velocity of -30 ms'1 and the entire event was
the penetration may be calculated using the photographed with a Beckman and Whitley
expression giver, by Chaudhrl. 22  model 189 rotating mirror framing camera

As an example, the temperature rise is using dark field illumination. A typical

calculated when a conical striker of semi sequence is shown in Figure 5. Note that the

included angle of 15', mass 0, 145 kg, strikes a ignition occurs at the tip of the striker after it

compact of lead azotetrazole (ignition haspenetrated the column by about0,3 mm,

temperature 493K) with an initial velocity of Situations similar to the one described
0,5 MsO, The average particle size of the above may also occur for high-melting point
compact is -25 pm and the inter-particle secondary explosives when they are impacted
coefficient of friction, measured using the with sharp metal fragments and projectiles.
technique of Amuzu et al., 23 is -0.56. The The point being made here is that under
predicted temperature rise is shown in Fig- suitable conditions, the frictional heating may
ure 4. Note that initially the temperature rises be more important than any heating due to the
quite rapidly, and then slows down as the shock generated by the impact.
striker penetration Increases, reaching a
steady state temperature rise of-240*K when INITIATION BY BUBBLES AND
the penetration is -0.4 mm. This corresponds VOIDS
to an interfacial temperature of 293 + 240 = Gas-filled bubbles and voids play a very
533 K, which, being higher than the ignition important part in controlling the initiation and
point of lead azotetrazole, should give rise to propagation behavior of all explosives con-
the ignition or the compact. Similar conclu-
sions have also been drawn by Haskins.24  taining them. This fact has been exploited in
Experiments showed that under these commercial explosives by adding to thein

hollow glass or plastic balloons of diameter in

the range 10-200 pm. 25 The sensitization
influence of the balloons (or voids) comes from

240 the fact that under a suitable mechanical

200 - stimulus the balloons give rise to 'hot spots,'
Most investigators are in agreement over this.

180 However, there are major differences of
opinion regarding the mechanisms by which

120 the 'hot spots' are formed. We can divide the
mechanical stimuli into two types: (i) low

o0 strength ones, such as those produced during a

40 low velocity impact of a few ms"1 or shocks of
strength of up to -5-7 kbar; and (ii) relatively
high strength shocks (pressures: 15-20 kbar

0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 and greater), such as those produced by a
Indenter penetration •mm) blasting cap or by the impact of a high velocity

projectile, The interaction of low strength
tigure 4. Calculated i emperature Rise Vs, shocks with gas-filled balloons quite clearly

Striker Penetration
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4.

Figure 5. A Sequence Showing the Location of Initiation When a Conical Striker Penetrates a
Column of Compacted Charge of Lead Azotetrazole at a Velocity of 30 m$", The penetration begins
in frame I and the initiation (dark zone) occurs in frame 5. Interframe time: 2.0 pS.

results in the rapid (near adiabatic) collapse of
the bubbles, thus giving rise to high 2
temperatures within the contained gas. From
their photographic observations of the lool-nt

collapsing bubbles, Bowden and Chaudhri28U
estimate temperatures of up to 1500 K when a
1 mm diameter air bubble in water is collapsed
by a shock of only I kbar, This temperature
rise is high enough to induce the initiation of
fast reaction of an AgN3 crystal on which it
collapses. Much smaller size bubbles of
diameter 50-70 pm also cause the initiation of
reaction 27 as can be soon in the sequence
shown in Figure 6(a), Note from the figure 8 I
that the ignition in the explosive crystal occurs " "
exactly at the point of contact of the collapsed
bubble on the crystal surface, When the,
collapse of the bubble occurred only a few pm
away from the crystal surface, no initiation
took place, When the gas within the bubbles is
butane, which has a very low value of y, the I
ratio of the specific heats, no reaction takes
place due to the collapse process Isee Figure
6(b)l. It may be noted that the effect of they of
the gas is seen only for small (i.e., <300 pm Figure 6. A Sequence Showing the Importance
diameter) bubbles, Those two sequences give of the y of the Gas Contained within Collapsing
very strong support to the theory of the Bubbles. (a) Argon; interframe time: 0.6 ps.
adiabatic heating of the contained gas, Our (b) Butane; interframe time: lOps.
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calculations have also shown that sufficient
heat is transferred from gas to the crystal
surface within a microsecond.

The collapse of bubbles by relatively
weak shocks also produces jets, but their
velocities are not high enough to give rise to
any significant heating on impact. On the
other hand, when the collapse of a void is 0
produced by strong shocks, very fast jets are
produced which can play an important role in , A

the initiation process. We have examined the
collapse process in water of a 9.5 mm diameter,
hollow aluminum sphere having a wall thick-
ness of 250 urm and by using the experimental -

arrangement which has been described else-
where, 2 5 The entire event was photographed
with a multiple Kerr Cell camera. A typical 1
sequence is shown in Figure 7. In frame 'O' we
can see the PETN charge placed to the right of
the aluminum sphere. In frame 1, the water
shock (velocity 2900 ms'1 ) has gone over the
sphere by about 7 mm and we can see the Areflected wave moving towardo the expanding
detonation products. In the next frame, the S 2

initial shock has completely gone over the
sphere and another shock, S1 , appears at the 3 4 ,
back of the sphere, During the 5 ias after the
initial shock hit the back wall of the sphere Figure 7. A Sequence Showing the Collapse of
(i.e., the wall nearest the charge), it has moved a Hollow Aluminum Sphere (Diameter =
in the direction of the shock at a velocity of 9.5 mm, Wall Thicklness: 0.25 mm) by - Shock
1000ms"1 . In frame 3, part of the back wall From a 20 g PETN Charge. Frames 3 and 4
has hit the front one and another shock, S2, show the fast jetting. The times at which the
appears around the collapsed hollow sphere, various frames are taken: 1-0 ps; 2-3 p8;
which appears to be generated by the impact of 4 -5 ps; 4.10 ps; exposure time for each frame:
the jet. The jet penetrates the sphere and the 0.1 ps (Reference 25).
latter takes the shape of a dumbbell. The
velocity of the secondary shock, as measured theory in our bubble-shock wave interaction
from frames 3 and 4, is 2.4 kms"1 (correspond- studies.
ing to a pressure of 10 kbar), but near the
point of the jet impact the strength of the shock As regards the sensitization of an explo-
may be much higher. A rough estimate of the sive containing voids, when the former is
jet velocity is -3.5kms 1 . Itappearsquitelil ely subjected to a relatively strong shock, we
that under suitable conditions, the shock believe that the highest temperature hot spots
produced by the jet impact may even lead the are formed at the point, of impact of the jet on
primary shock. Note that Mader's 28 theory the front wall of the void. This is because the
predicts regions of high pressures and high temperature of the materiel of the jet will be
temperatures due to shock focusing at a higher than that of the initial uncompressed
distance of about one diameter of the original material, as there is always a residual temp-
sphere and in the direction of the original erature rise after shock compression. Some
shock. We have not found any evidence in evidence in sopport of this can be found in a
support of these or any other predictions of the recent paper.
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CONCLUSIONS 4. Chaudhri, M. M., "High Speed Photog-

It has been shown experimentally that raphy of Electrical Breakdown and Explo-

fast fractures travelling at several hundred sion of Silver Azide," Nature, Vol, 242,

ms" in sensitive explosive crystals are unable 1973, pp. 1 10-1 11 .

to cause their explosion. We have interpreted 5. Copp, J. L.; Napier, S. E.; Nash, T.; Powell,
this as being evidence of the lack of high W. J.; Skelly, H,; Ubbelohde, A. R.; and
enough temperatures at crack tips. We have Woodward, P., "The Sensitiveness of
also argued that plastic flow, whether local- Explosives," Philosophical Transactions
ized or not, can only be effective in producing of the Royal Society, Vol, 241, 1948,
initiation in an explosive crystal if the strains pp. 198-296.
are very high. Whether such high strains in
explosive crystals, which are very weak and 6. Fox, P. G., "The Explosive Sensitivity of
brittle, can be formed has yet to be seen. the Metal Azides to Impact," Journal of
Frictional processes have been shown to be Solid State Chemistry, Vol. 2, 1970,
relevant for causing initiation in explosive pp.491-502.
materials, the melting point of which are at 7. Atmstrong, R, W.; Coffey, C. S.; and
least as high as their ignition temperaturea, Elban, W. I., "Adiabatic Heating at a
Strong experimental evidence has been pro- Dislocation Pile-up Avalanche," Adta
vided in support of the adiabatic heating of Metallurgica, Vol. 30, 1982, pp. 2111-
the gas contained within a collapsing bubble. 211,1
In the case of the interuLion of strong shocks
with spherical gas bubbles and voids, fast jets 8, Afanas'ev, G. T, and Bobolav, V. K.,
have been shown to form. We have proposed "Initiation of Solid Explosives by Impact,"
that these jets are the most important factor in Israel Programme for Scientific Transla.
the high pressure regime. tions, Jerusalem, 1971.
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Real Contact Area Measurements," DISCUSSION
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20. Marchand, A. and Duffy, J., "An Experi- West Jordan, Utah
mental Study of the Formation Process of How would you expect your results to
Adiabatic Shear Bands in a Structural change if you studied glass or plastic
Steel," Journal of Mechanics and Physics microballoons instead of gas bubbles?
of Solids, Vol. 36,1988, pp. 251-283.

21. Mishina, H.; Sasada, 'r.; and Watanabe, REPLY BY M. M. CHAUDHRI
K.; "Freezing Point Depression Within a In the case of my experiments in which I
Shear Field and the Effect of a Shear collapsed small gas bubbles on individual
Field on Crystallization of Bi-Pb-Sn-Cd single crystals of silver azide, the initial water
Alloy," Japan Journal of Applied Physics, shock was just about 1-2 kbar in strength. I
Vol, 25, 1986, pp. 260-262. have not yet studied the interaction of such a
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weak shock with a glass or plastic micro- have worked out the total heat generated
balloon, though we have done so for mm size within a collapsed bubble. In Reference 27, we
glass balloons (see Reference 25). 1 believe have shown that a sufficient amount of heat is
that the static fracture strength of a glass transferred to the crystal surface to give rise to
microballoon is higher than I kbar (of course, an initiation of fast reaction in a time of the
this strength depends upon the wall thickness order of 1 microsecond or less.
and the type of glass). 1, therefore, wonder if
the weak water shock will collapse the glass DISCUSSION
microballoon, If it does not, the gas inside it (I P. KATSABANIS
believe the pressure inside a glass micro- Queen'sUniversity
balloon is less than 1 bar at room temper-
ature) will not be heated and I would not We have observed sensitization of
expect an initiation of reaction in the silver explosives when mixed with higher density
azide crystal. If the strength of the water solids (example: emulsions with sand). What
shock is high enough to collapse the glass is the mechanism if shock interactions are not
microballoon, the initiation of fast reaction in important?
the crystal is only possible if the heated gas
makes thermal contact with the crystal Similarly, sensitization is observed in low
surface. In the case of a plastic microballoon density explosive systems with microballoons.
resting on a silver azide crystal, the weak Jetting is quite difficult with the very low
water shock will collapse the microballoon, pressures involved. Are shock interactions not
but, perhaps without breaking it, Assuming important?
that it is so, the gas within the bubble may REPLY BY M. M. CHAUDHRI
only heat the walls of the balloon without
raising the temperature of the crystal surface In the case of low strength (1-2 kbar)
to a significant value. In the case of a plastic initial shocks, a direct comparlson of the
microballoons-sensitized emulsion explosive, I sensitization efficiency of a bubble and a high
would think that the breakage of the micro- density solid particle can be found in Figure 7
balloon by the initial shock, say, from a cap, is of Reference 27. You will see that the initia-
necessary for efficient sensitization. tion occurs at the bubble and not at the solid

particle. In some cases, such as the one you
DISCUSSION mentioned and that reported by Engleke

M. M. SAMIRANT (Physics of Fluids, Vol. 22, 1979, pp. 1623-
French German Resp arch Institute 1630), the hot spots are likely to form byFrSnc frictional heating at the interface of the
St. Louis, France colliding sand and silica particles.

In the case of your low-density explosive
in your experiments you see a large systems containing glass microballoons, I

influence of the s of the gas contained within would expect the sensitization to be observed
collapsengbubbles, l)oyou mean that hot spots only if the microballoons collapse, thus,
energy comes from adiabatic compression? producing jetting and causing heating of the

contained gas. If the initial shock is unable to
REPLY BY M. M. CHAUDHRI collapse the balloons, I would not expect any

Yes, I do think that the thermal energy in sensitization.
the hot spots in my experiments comes from I do believe that shock interactions,
the rapid compression of the gas contained which give rise Wo hot spots away from the
within the bubbles. By knowing the volume discontinuity, are only important under very
change (from high-speed photogr'aphs), we extreme conditions.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECT MICROSTRUCTURE IN HIGH
EXPLOSIVES SINGLE CRYSTALS BY SYNCHROTRON X.RAY

TOMOGRAPHY

W. C. Tao and J. H. Kinney
Lawrence LIvermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

This paper was presented at the Ninth authors have submitted it for publication (late
Symposium (International) on Detonation. 1990) in the Journal of Chemical Phyaic8.
However, it is not published here because the
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CAVITY COLLAPSE IN A HETEROGENEOUS COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVE

N. K. Bourne and J. E. Field
Cavendish Laboratory

University of Cambridge, Madingley Road
Cambridge, CBS OHE UNITED KINGDOM

The collapse of large (1.12 mm) cavities formed within inert gelatine
slabs and sheets of an emulsion explosive has been studied using high-
speed framing photography and employing a schlieren technique. The
cavities were punched, and in some cases solid particles were cast, Into
sheets that were then sandwiched between transparent blocks. This
allowed processes occurring within and around the cavity to be
recorded. Shocks were introduced by impact from a metal flier-plate or
directly from an explosive plane wave generator. The asymmetric
collapse of circular cavities was observed; a high-speed liquid jet
crossed the cavity and impacted on the downstream wall, Perturbations
to the direction of jet travel and to the convection of the collapse site in
the flow were caused by adjacent solid particles. Regions of high
temperature within the collapsing cavity appeared as areas of gas
luminescence, The development of reaction sites around collapsing
bubbles in an emulsion explosive was photographed,

INTRODUCTION and Starkenberg4 found that in situations
The voidage present in many classes of where large cavities collapsed relatively slowly

explosive has long been recognized as a gas phase heating was the dominant ignition
sensitizing agent to ignition by shock or mechanism,
compression waves. This has prompted the Meanwhile the features of bubble collapse
addition of artificial cavities to insensitive in water were being considered by workers in
energetic materials, particularly ammonium connection with the cavitation erosion of pro-
nitrate (AN), in commercial applications. The pellers and hydraulic machinery. Kornfeid
role of bubble collapse in initiation was first and Suvorov5 had suggested as early as 1944
systematically investigated by Bowden and that a bubble might collapse asymmetrically
Yoffe. 1 They considered collapses occurring forming a high-speed liquid jet. Benjamin and
over times of the order 100 ps to I ms and Ellis6 obtained photographic evidence of such a
ascribed the thermal initiation of the reactive collapse, and Plesset and Chapman 7 produced
material surrounding the bubble to adiabatic a numerical simulation of a bubble collapsing
heating of trapped gas within the cavity during in the asymmetric pressure field due to the
collapse. Johansson 2 calculated the increase in presence of a solid boundary; a liquid microjet
temperature around a gas cavity due to heat- formed which was directed towards the solid
ing by conduction from the compressed gas, surface. In the work presented here, such a
and showed it to be insufficient to cause igni- steady but asymmetric pressure field is
tion ir the surrotdindlngexplosive. He hypothe- replaced by the transient pressure dis-
sized that the reaction of droplets spalled into continuity ofea shock wave.

the hot gas from the cavity wall during col-
lapse would be sufficient to raise temperature A description of such asymmetric
to the point where ignition of the surrounding collapses in terms of the conservation of fluid
explosive might occur. Chaudhri and Field' momentum (the Kelvin impulse) has been
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advanced by several authors. 6'8 It can be EXPERIMENTAL
shown that the cavity surface must deform to
become multiply connected so that a vortex Our experiments have been carried out
system results that conserves the original using a two-dimensional geometry originally
Kelvin impulse. Vortex generation has been suggested by Brunton and Camus 6 '1 7, 18 for
observed in the interaction of acoustic shocks studying drop impact and cavity collapse in
in air with various gas-filled spherical and water. The technique was further developed
cylindrical cavities 9,10 and with solid cylin- by Dear and Field 19 ,20 who used gelatine
ders.11 The presence of vorticity in the flows layers; this is the approach used here. The
studied in this work considerably enhances advantage of using such a method is that
mass and thermal diffusivity. details of processes occurring within the cavity

may be followed without the refraction
The gas shock induced by the passage of problems associated with viewing through a

the incident liquid shock over the cavity and three-dimensional curved wall.
subsequently trapped within the cavity during
its collapse, determines an inhomogeneous A 12 percent by weight mix of gelatine in
temperature field within the gas. The gas water at 330K (to give a gel density, Pgel =
temperature along the shock front during its 970 ± 50 kg m-3) was cast into a sheet of
first pass across a cavity has been modelled12  thickness 3 mm, Chosen cavity distributions
and shows variations. However, the higher were then created in the sheet by application of
ignition temperatures are not realized until a suitable punch, Solid particles were cast into
much later during the final stages of collapse, the sheet as required. The prepared sample
Our work suggests that the positions of high was then sandwiched between glass or poly-
transient temperature within the cavity occur methylmethacrylate (PMMA) blocks, and
at temporally distinct times, and influence the PMMA spacers were butted against the
initial shape of the reaction site. remaining free gelatine surfaces to prevent

rarefactions relieving shock pressure from the
Many studies in the past have sides, Alternatively, the sample was sand-

highlighted the role of mechanisms other than wiched between two further sheets of gelatine
gas compression in concentrating shock energy and the entire block was placed in a water-
at points at which rapid reaction might filled aquarium. Sample sheets of emulsion
commence. Amongst these mechanisms must explosive of the same thickness wore similarly
be mentioned viscous heating in the matrix prepared with chosen cavity distributions and
material and the heating produced by placed between PMMA blocks as above.
compression of material downstream of the
cavity on impact of the liquid jet, Mader and Plane shock waves were introduced into
Kershner"3 have reported the initiation of the sheets by firing a rectangular, phosphor-
sensitive and insensitive liEs in a bronze flier-plate (of weight 5.5 g) so that it
hydrodynamic model. Chaudhri et al. 14  impacted the surface of the gelatine or by using
reported the initiation of fresh emulsion an explosive plane wave generator with shock
explosive by the jet impact from a glass sphere pressure controlled by a IPMMA gap. Blocks or
collapsed by a 2 GPa shock in water. Frey15  aquaria could be bonded directly onto the sur-
has noted that viscoplastic work is the most face of the attenuator (Figure 1), The gelatine
efficient mechanism for production of high underwent a phase change under the shock
temperature and that only for small cavities (of overpressures introduced and lost all of its
size <1 pm) will heat conduction away from viscoelastic properties. A disadvantage of
the hot spot be significant. In our work, where using a large aquarium to contain the gelatine
the cavity size is large, gas compression, sandwich was that viewing the event through
viscosity, and jet impact will be the major the slightly curved shock front masked some of
factors in hot spot formation, the details of events occurring within the
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Figure 1. Plane Wave Generator with Figure 2, Two Mirror Z Configuration Con-
Aquarium. Alternatively PMMA blocks con- structed Around the Twol-Dimensional Experi-
taining a sheet of emulsion explosive were ment, The mirrors are of focal length 1.2m and
cemented onto the PMMA gap. are 0.1 m in diameter.

cavity, although effects due to an impedance RESULTS
mismatch at the gel/block interface were Sigle Cavity Collapse and the Formation
eliminated, of High.speed Jets

The interaction of the incident shock with The collapse and initial stage of rebound
the cavities and solids was photographed using oa2 cavit in ini agd ront
a high-speed camera, the Imacon 790, at rates of a 12 mm cavity in gelatine and containing
ranging from 2x106 to bxl0 frames per air is shown in Figure 3, The incident shock
second. When gelatine was used as a matrix, introduced by the slider Impact was of over-
shocks were visualized using a schlieren pressure 0.26 GPa and it isjuot visible in frame
method. The arrangement was of the two 1 marked S. The initial shock Is gone by frame
mirror Z configuration (Figure 2). 2 and an air shock, A, runs within the cavity at

close to its acoustic velocity, flattening as it
The flash source employed was a Xenon approaches reflection In frame 4. The shock is

Mullard FA5 tube, When emulsions were just apparent in frames 5 and 6 (at the base of
photographed, no external lighting was used the arrows) where it appears as a dark line as a
and only emitted light was recorded, result of a phase change on reflection, and can

The flash source employed was a Xenon be followed throughout the remaining frames
Mullard FA5 tube. When emulsions were bouncing within the closing cavity and thus
photographed, no external lighting was used strengthening.
and only emitted light was recorded.

Figure 3. A 12 mm Cavity Containing Air Collapses in Gelatine. The sequence is a composite
constructed from several experiments. Instability starts in frames 3 and 4. A jet appears in frame 6
and impacts in frame 11. Interframe time 10 ps.
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The onset of jett-ag itarts as an instabil- Tablo,/. VWiriation of t, v, and P for 3, 6, and
ity of sinusoidal form in irames 2 and 3, and a IZ mme Cavities. The designations A, B, and C
well-formed jet appears in frame 6, impacting refer to 0ti' Neometries of Figure 4. The shock
in frame 11. The jet tip travels at a constant pressures are those recorded exiting the PMMA
velocity of 130 m 0-1 throLghout its fligh'.. Two attenuator except for t where the pressure in the
lobes of gas, L, are isolated in frame 12. Jet gelatine is knowt,.
penetration produces a vortex pair, V, after - .-
collapse. Shock Cavity Collapse Plmpaet Jet

Pressure, Diameter Time, t Velocity,
The violence of the collapse when the P(OPa) (mm) (Ps) (OPa} (mu'5)

bubble is subjected to higher incident shock 0,26t 3A 15±1 0.14 190+5
pressures from a plane-wave generator is 0,26t 3B 10i- 0.23 300+6
apparent in the reduced collapse times and 0,26t 38 10±1 0.23 300±5
increased jet velocities. If the jet hits the 0.26t 3C 20±1 0.11 150±5
downstream wall with velocity v, then a 1 3 2±1 1.1 1000.3000
transient pressure, Plmpact, of magnitude 3 3 1.0±0.2 2,3 3000±600

pea

"lmpact (1) 0.26t 6 40±1 0.11 150±5
1 6 4±1 1.1 1600±400

will be created in a liquid of density p for a 3 6 1.8±0.2 3.8 5000±300
time i given by 5 6 2±1 2.3-4.5 3000.6000

r-, (2) 0,26t 12 96±1 0,1 130±5
C

where r is the radius of the jet tip and c is the 1 12 1±1 1,3 1700±250

liquid shock velocity. The radius of the jets is
of the order of 0.1 mm giving T,= 100 no. The Collapse of Cavities in the Presence of
Table I shows the recorded jet velocities and Solid Particles
times to collapse, t (defined here to be the time
fro.• which the shock passes the rear wall to Cavity/solid interaction is only important
the moment of impact of the jet tip), for several when an inhomogeneity is placed sufficiently
cavity diameters and shock pressures. Veloc- close that an acoustic perturbation travels
ities are measured directly from photographic from its source to the collapse site before the
sequences, while impact pressures are calcu- collapse is complete. Cavity and particle den-
lated from Equation (1). sity are thus major variables determining the

In other work 14 ,19 it was found that effects due to adjacent inhomogeneities. This

bubbles placed side by side and close together useful work to the investigation of the

collapsed such that their jets diverged from one Interactions of inhomogeneities up to five

another, In the case of three bubbles placed in cavity diameters apart.

a line parallel to the shock front it was found In these experiments the particles were
that the central of the three jetted in a direc- 3 mm diameter lead or nylon discs cast into
tion perpendicular to this front, whereas the the gelatine sheet. Five geometries have been
jets of the outer two diverged away from the studied and are illustrated schematically in
central cavity. If separations were very small, Figure 4(a). The cavity collapse times and jet
multiplejetswercobserved. When cavitieswere velocities measured for the geometries A, B,
placed in a column, the rebound shock from the and C have appeared already in Table I with
first collapse triggered collapse in the next cay- the same labeling. The interacting com-
ity downstream. Similarly, the incident shock pressive shocks, C, and tensile shocks, T, due to
interacting with a square array was shielded reflection of the incident shock at solid parti-
from all but the first row of the array and sub- cles and cavity boundaries are marked in on
sequent cavity collapse was by the rebound the schematics, and can be followed in the
shocks from this row. collapse sequences. Note also areas of lower
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F'igure 4. (a) Schematic of Con figurations Used (b) Collapse of 3 mm Cavities in Presence of Solid
Particles. Notefjet deviation as separation is varied. (c) Sequences Showing Collapse Geometries B
and C. Note incident shock, S; tensile shock, T'; rebound shock, R; and surface waves, PI and Pg.

pressure, 11, that appear at the downstream rebound shock, R, are apparent. Later frames
stagnation points of the cylindersIn the flow. show the convection of the collapse site

In Figure 4(b) frames from sequences downstream at 10 m s-1 where It parts to flow
taken from the collapse of cavities adjacent to around the particle, which Is hold stationary
lead and nylon discs (geometry A) are shown, by its inertia,
Trhe initial cavity wall motion is perpendicular In the alternative geometry in which the
to the incident shock and can only deviate from cavity is placed in the diffraction zone of the
this direction after arrival of the compressive particle, the violence of the collapse is mark-
reflection from the particle. Jet deviation edly reduced to t-20 pzs. The incident shock,
away from both lead and nylon particles is S, is clearly seon In frame I of 4(c) B, As the
observed if the c.avity/particlo separation is stagnation area, 1P, begins to form behind the
greater than a cavity diameter, d, for lead particle (frame 2) a wave, P1, centered on the
particles, and greater than 1.5d for nylon rear of the cylinder is seen to begin propa-
particles [Figure 4(b) ililI. Interestingly, when gating at a velocity of some 1400 m 9-1, It is
cavity and particle are within a diameter of believed to be a surface wave propagating at
one another the jot moves towards the particle the glass/fluid interface, As the area is shed In
IFigure 4(b) il. Similar effects are observf~d frame 4 a further surface Wave P2 is emitted.
when a particle is placed up or downstream of Finally, the area shed from behind the cavity,
cavities as In geometries D. or E. and the collapse site are convected downstream

When cavity and particle are placed on an with the flow (frame 5)
axis perpendicular to the shock front, no jot Areas of High TIemperature in Gas
deviation is observed, However, this configura- CnandWti olpigCvte
tion alters the collapse times according to the CnandWti olpigCvte
geometry, Figure 41(c) C shows the interaction Measurements of the temperatures
of the incident ahock with a cavity placed reached by gas under coumpression within col-
directly in front of a particle. 'I'he cavity lapsing cavities have yielded values between

.12 -a ... a... 0

collapse time of 10 pHa is marginally faster than 600 and 1600K.1 2  Deare l 2 used an image
would be expected for a single cavity alone. intensiflier to observe the collapse of a 3 mm
The release wave from the cavity, r, and the cavity in glatine by a 0.9e6 a shock and
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observed two lobed-shaped regions on the back
cavity wall in which luminescence occurred. In )
other work reported in Reference 20, 10 mg of
silver nitrotetrazole was embedded in the mate-
rial downstream of the cavity. An incident
shock of strength 0.26 GPa passed upwards 2
and ajet started to form. Ignition occurred at a
site to the left of the point of jet impact, adja-
cent to one of the lobes isolated in collapse. In a
further experiment, the gas confinement was
removed by placing the primary ahead of a
semicircular cavity in air. The jet impinge-
ment alone was insufficient to cause ignition. 4

In Figure 5(a) a sequence is shown of a Intcrframe time 24ts
6 mm cavity collapsing in gelatine with an
incident shock pressure leaving the PMMA
attenuator of a PWG of 3 GPa, The experiment I)
was carried out in an aquarium. Collapse has
begun by frame 2 and proceeds to jet impact
between frames 2 and 3. The rebound shock R
is visible in frame 4 between the shock and the
reaction products, Although the finite curva-ture of the shock front obscures the cavity, two I tle'LIt me ti me
flashes of luminescence, L, are observed in FigureS. (a) Collapse of a Single 3 mm Cavity
frame 3, These correspond in position to the in an Aquarium, The shock pressure leaving
luminescence observed In Reference 20. Fig- the PWG is 3 GPa. Luminescence, L, is seen in
ure 5(b) shows the luminescence of the above frame 3, The rebound shock is visible in frame
collapse at the same incident shock pressure 4. (b) At higher framing rate a single flash, J,
observed at a higher framing rate. Frame 1 is observed followed by lobes, L.
shows the appearance of a flash J, which has
disappeared by frame 2 -where only a faint spot
is seen. In frame 3, however, the two lobes L, Figure 6(a) shows the collapse of a
are observed as in the sequence of Figure 5(a). hexagonal array of I mm cavities and 6(b), a
Note that the Initial flash appears in an axial rectangular array of 2 mm cavities. The light
position, while those I:iter appear to the right emitted corresponds well with the position of
and left of this area. The duration of the high cavities in the emulsion, Linear areas of flame
temperatures giving rise to this luminescence at the right and left hand edges of the frames
is less than I ps. correspond to the reac.lton of emulsion frag-

ments smeared onto the PMMA spacers at
The Initiation of Sites Within an Unsensi- either side and sensitized by trapped air. The
tized Emulsion Explosive areas of emitted light have been transferred to

In this section we present results showing a time-integrated frame to the right of each
the collapse of 1, 2, and 5 mm cavities punched sequence. The hexagonal array is much better

into a 3 mm sheet of an emulsion explosive defined than the rectangular array, even

(ammonium nitrate, oil, and water), 'The sheet though the cavities are larger In the latter.

was held between PMMA blocks of thickness Figure 7 shows the collapse of a rec-
25 mm and an incident shock (leaving the tangular array of 5 mm cavities in the same
PMMA gap) of 8 GPa was introduced. The emulsion. The incident shock starts collapse of
emulsion was not sensitized with micro- the first cavity row in frame 1 and jet impact
balloons, occurs between frames I and 2. The material
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Figure 6. A Hexagonal Array of I mm Cavities (a), and a Square Array of 2 mm Cavities, (b)
Collapse in an Emulsion. The interframes time is 2 ps. The areas of burning are transferred to
frames on the right,

corresponds with that of the collapse sites seen
earlier, When a corresponding close-packed
hexagonal array is created, sites form between
adjacent cavities in the downstream row and
the reaction site Is of shorter duration,

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the collapse of a circular
cavity under shock has been attemptedanalytically in two dimensions by Lesser.'9 t-le
allows each particle of the free rear surface of

0 - the cavity to move with a resolved part of the
velocity of the incident shock. The model

3 4qualitatively predicts the form assumed by the
back wall, but underestimates the measured
jet velocities.

It seems that the collapse should more
correctly be regarded as a process comprising
three different regimes. In the first, the free
cavity surface Is accelerated into the gas

5 6within the cavity, The surface might be

expected to form a shock induced Rayleigh-Figure 7, A Square Array of 5 mm Cavities Taylor 21 instability sometimes called the
Collapses in Emulsion. The shock pressure Richtmeyer-Meshkov instability. 10 Such an
leaving the PMMA is 8 GPa, Note the sequential instability is seen to arise in the early stages of
collapse of each row and reaction occurring in Figure 3, developing as the amplitude of the
the material ahead of the rear cavity wall. disturbance becomes large into the constant

velocity jet characteristic of the second regime
downstream of the first row ignites in frame 2 of collapse. The final regime begins with the
and these sites persist for 3-4 ps, convecting in jet impact upon the downstream wall, and
the flow behind the shock up to frame 6. The includes the formation of two vortices ahead of
second row collapses in frame 5 where ignition the collapse site as the jet penetrates. The
at a point at the jet tip of the central cavity is compression ol' the gas trapped in the remnants
observed. The shape of the reaction sites of the cavity completes the collapse.
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The transition from the linear acoustic interactions with the voidage, Such cavity
regimes of the flier-plate impact experiments interactions may be seen here explicitly giving
to strong-shock collapses by explosively-driven rise to the chaotic motion inferred by Leiper et
shocks does not qualitatively appear to intro- al. These sites of high vorticity are also those
duce any new features due to non-linear associated with the initiation of burning in an
effects, However, the jet impact pressures are unsensitized emulsion of the type used in
of significant magnitude and generate a Reference 22,
rebound shock capable of inducing further Dear et al,20 estimated a temperature
collapse in adjacent cavity layers, within their luminescing cavity in excess of

The interactions of cavities with other 750 K by assuming adiabatic compression of
cavities and particles within a fluid is a the gas within the cavity, consistent with
complex, time-varying function of pressure and luminescence arising from free-radical crea-
particle velocity around the collapse site, The tion and radiative recombination. The experi-
important features of the collapse are the ments with the primary explosive indicate the
direction of jet travel within the cavity, the importance of gas confinement when dealing
compressive and tensile reflections from with regimes in which cavity size is large and
inhomogenelties in the fluid, and the pro- shock pressures are relatively low,
duction of areas of high vorticity and mixing Lesser and Finnstr~m1 2 explained the
within the flow, results of Reference 20 in terms of temperature

The direction of jetting may be explained gradients existing along the front of the
in terms ofthe pressures acting around the back induced gas shock running inside the cavity.
boundary of the cavity during collapse. The However, their model put the high tom-
compressive reflections of the incident shock perature areas, giving rise to luminescence, in
by solid particles act to divert the direction of the first pass of the gas shock across the cavity,
jetting in adjacent cavities away from the par- in contradiction to the sequence of Figure 5
ticle, This Is sufficient to explain the observed which shows luminescence occurring in the
results for situations in which bubble and parti- final stages of collapse. It seems that the
cle are separated by more than a bubble diam- creation of these transient high temperatures
eter, At closer separations the jet directs itself is a multi-stage process. The strengthening
toward the particle, an example of the Bjerknes gas shock bouncing within the cavity (see
effect which will decrease in strength with Figure 3) will give rise to an Inhomogeneous
distance away from the particle. In the case and rapidly varying temperature field. This
where an inclusion is axially downstream from culminates in a flash of light associated with
the cavity, the collapse time may be reduced by the jet impacting, followed some 0.4 ps later by
the acceleration of the downstream cavity wall further luminescence associated with gas
towards the inverting upstream wall. compression in the two lobes of gas isolated by

The areas of lower pressure that develop the jot impact. This implies that there are two'l~e aeasof owe prssue tat eveop temporally distinct positions on the down-
behind the particle are believed to be stagna- tral ditinct whit s the don

tion points similar to those produced in steady stream cavity wall at which thermal initiation
flow around cylinders. Associated vortices are might occur, The first, near the jet tip isthen shed downstream. A vortex pair is also associated on impact some nanoseconds later

present in the collapse site after the jet has with high transient potssares, The second, to

penetrated the downstream wall. The flow thus the loft and right of this area, experiences high

contains significant regions of mixing which Comporatures for a more extended time.

are distributed through the flow by convection The above observations of collapse in an
of sites around solid particles Isee Figure 4(c)1. inert medium may be used to describe ignition
leiper et al.22 attributed the rate Increase in at cavity collapse sites in an AN, oil, water
an air-sensitized commercial explosive (AN, emulsion explosive. The general features of
water, oil) with increased voidago to the higher such collapses are ignition at the point of jet
mass and thermal diffusivity resulting from impact followed directly by ignition of the
the chaotic motion arising from complex shock material ahead of the original downstream
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cavity wall (as observed in the simulations of 5, Kornfeld, M. and Suvorov, L., J. Applied
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The sequences I have taken suggest that
DISCUSSION in the explosive system presented in this work

it is the hydrodynamic heating resulting from
J. ROTH, Consultant the jet impact that is the primary ignition
Portola Valley, CA mechanism, The adiabatically compressed gas

Have you tried different gases in your does have an influence on the ignitions
collapsingcavitries? dobserved, but at s temporally distinct timecollapsing cavities? after a site has begun to develop centered on

REPLY BY N. K. BOURNE the point of'jet impact, The spatial extent of
the site is thus influenced by the ignition from

The only gas introduced into the cavities the hot gas, In a few cases, ignition of vapor
was air at ambient pressure and temperature. within the cavities has been tentatively
It would be interesting to vary the ratio of identified. These sequences will appear in a
specific heats of the cavity contents and/or the future paper. I must stress that our system is
initial gas pressure in order to quantitatively one in which viscosity Is low and cavities are
assess the importance of jet impact ",vrsus large so that visco-plastic work contributes
adiabatic heating as an ignition mechanism. negligibly to tem:ierature rises. This is not

generally the case in many systems of interest.
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RESPONSE OF COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS TO SHOCK LOADING

Bai Chunhua and Ding Jing*
Beijing Institute of Technology

Department of Engineering Mechanics
P. O. Box 327, Beijing 100081, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

The response of two composite propellants, FT-I and FT-2, to two
shock loadings, 2.0 GPa and 10.0 GPa, has been studied. In the shock
initiation process produced by a 2.0 GPa shock wave, there are two
peaks behind the shock front in histories of particle velocity, pressure,
reaction rate, and others. The reaction proceeds with three stages. In a
detonation process under 10.0 GPa shock loading, the reaction zone
extends for more than 1.0 ps and the detonation is non-ideal. Analyses
using the Lagrangian technique show that the two peaks are produced
by the physical and chemical interaction of the ammonium perchlorate
and the binder, HTPB or thiokol.

INTRODUCTION (Al)/anmonium perchlorate (AP), and that

During the development of propellants, for FT-2 is 11/18/68 wt percent hydroxy-

the shock wave sensitivity must be considered. terminated polybutadine (HTPB)/AI/AP.

In manufacturing, machining, stockpiling, First, by using Lagrange gauges and

transporting, and during use, propellants are Lagrangian analysis, histories of particle

often acted on by shock waves. On the other velocity, pressure, specific volume, and
internal energy are obtained. Then, based on

hand, in a process of deflagration to detonation ternal reaotin Thenstisedaon

transition (DDT), the shock to detonation these results, reaction characteristics are

transition (SDT) is the final stage.1, 2 For a calculated which are composed of reaction
long time the shock wave sensitivity of solid extent, reaction rate, energy-release rates, and

long instantaneous heat of reaction. Finally, thepropellants was evaluated by Gap Test,3 '4 the retinposssaaledwhtehepo

behavior of propellants under shock loading reaction process is analyzed with the help of

has been widely studied. Later, the Modified component experiments.

Gap Test56' was developed. Using this test, METHODS
two thresholds can be obtained. One is the
reaction threshold and the other is the The shock wave system consists of a
detonation threshold. Probe and wedge 100-mm diameter plane wave generator, a
experiments7'8 were used to get the locus of the 10-mm thick Baratol pad, and a gap used to
shock front. Some researchers9 studied quali- adjust pressure. Using EMV gauges and man-
tatively the interaction of components using ganin pressure gauges, a set of particle veloci-
numerical modeling. ties and pressure histories are measured. The

In this work, two composite propellants assemblies of the two kinds of gauges are
are studied which are named FT-I and shown in Figure 1. When using EMV gauge,
FT-2. The main formulation for FT-1 is the influence of detonation product conduc-
21/8/65 wt percent thiokol/aluminum powder tivity on th.3 results of measurement was

studied. The results show the error is less than
4 percent.1 0 The magnetic field, which is

*Currently on sabbatical leave at CETR, New produced by a Helmholtz coil in a 160 mm
MKxicoTech, Socorro, New Mexico87801 diameter sphere, is 1,000 ± 5 Gauss.
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Pressure History Measurement Particle Velocity History Measurement

I- 80x25x30mm I. 80x25x30mm
2- 8Ox3Ox3mm 2. 80x3Ox3mm
3- 80x3Ox2Omm 3. 80x3Ox2Omm
4. H type manganin gauge 4- UtypeEMVG

a. b,

c. d.

Experimental records of particle velocity histories (a,b) and pressure histories (c,d)

a,c- FT-I Propellant b,d. FT-2 Propellant

Figure 1. A ssem blies of a set of(a) EM V gauges and (b) manganin pressure gauges
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Based on the experimental results for 1
particle velocity and pressure, specific volume P = V (9)
and specific internal energy are evaluated
from the following equations: Here Q is the heat of reaction; co and a are

the coefficients in the Hugoniot relation D = co
1 h/ + sU, and are determined by experiment; and

V(h,t) = VanL) + - dt (1) k is the ratio of specific heat of the products,
Subscripts u and p indicate unreacted propel-
lants and reaction products. Other reaction
characteristics-reaction rate r, volumetric

l (aU enerff-release rate 1, chemical energy release
E(h,t) =i E(h,t) - P( LU) dt (2) rate ror, and instantaneous heat of reaction13

PoJit 'h t 4--can be calculated based on the results of

Here, U, P, V, and E are particle veloc- Lagrangian measurements and Lagrangian

ity, pressure, specific volume, and specific analysis.

internal energy, respectively. h and t are (.X
Lagrangian coordinates, i Is the time of shock r -h (10)
front arrival, subscript 0 expresses initial state at

and

2_U )t+(j2L
a h (L at (h

is determined by the pathline technique,11

The state of shocked propellants is described
by Equations (3) to (9). Reaction extent, A, or = 2 (12)
is obtained through substituting the results of Pc2

Lagrangian moasur'ements and Lagrangian
analysis to these equations.

(3) Q~j (13)p1 co(PU - PO) + (y - I) PuEu (3) rpr

Here c is the frozen sound speed, r the
GrOneisen parameter, and a the thermicity

( P0) coefficient.y = 4s- 2 1--- L s2- 1 (4) cefcet

Pu SHOCK INITIATION

The shock initiation process of FT-1

E =P /tp k 1)] and FT-2 produced by a shock wave with a
p p p front pressure of 2,0 GPa was studied.

Histories of particle velocity and pressure were
measured at four profiles using Lagrangian

P--' Pu = PP (6) gauges. Specific volume and specific inter-
"nal energy were calculated using Lagrangian
analysis. Reaction extent, reaction rate,
energy-release rates, and Instantaneous heat

V = AV p + (I _X)VU (7) were also calculated. FT-I and FT-2 have
similar behavior. Some results of FT-2 are
shown in Figure 2.

E =E p+ (1 .- A) Eu + XQ (8) From the experimental and calculated
results, two peaks behind the shock front are
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volume, and specific internal energy, other
reaction characteristics are calculated. Figure
3b is the results of volumetric energy-release
rate of FT-2, From these results it is found
under detonation the reaction continues for
about 1,0 ps and the width of the reaction zone
is more than 5.0 mm.

S8Experimental detonation parameters
were obtained from Lagrangian gauge mea-
surements and ideal detonation parameters

1/010 were calculated using BKW code, 14 Some
results are shown in Table 1, Comparison of
the experimental and calculated results shows
th,. '•tonation of composite propellants is non-
ideal,

1 IMI* IMIC O'I| 5N

(C) 11 -- 111

Figure 2, Histories of (a) Pressure, ( b) Reaction V /
Extent, and (c) Volumetric Energy Release Rate i 1

/

of FT-2 '

found in the historie•s of particle velocity, pres- / //

sure, reaction rate, and arbors, The history of ý;d -aI.-- :••JA
reaction extent Is composed of three stages with t IM: (MI"CRO
the middle one being a reactionless stage. (b)
Comparison of the first and last stages shows Figure 3. 2istories of (a) Pressure and (b)

that in the last stage the reaction develops Reaction Extent of FT.2 Under Detonation
more quickly.

D)ETO N ATI 0 N Table 1. Experimental and Calculated Detona-
Etenttion Velocity D and Detonation Pressure P

10,0 o Pa sets on FT- and FT-2, Lagrangian Pr tDep calc Pup Peale
gauges record the detonation process, In par- (ki/s) (kn/s) (Gla) (GPa)

ticle velocity and pressure histories there is
one peak behind the shock fronto In Figuret3a FT- 6.10 7s03 14.5 23.9b

are thi ofethe pirs a f at seshistories of (a)2 Pres sr and (b)the results of Lgrangian gauges, specifica
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ANALYSIS The result of binder alone (Figure 4c),
HTPB or thiokol, shows that under 6.0 GPa

In order to help analyze the complicated shock loading the reaction of the binder

process of shock initiation and detonation of continues near the front so that the pressure of

composite propellants, manganin pressure fontis abot 8 r0 o w ha w the
gaugs wee ued t mesurethepresure front is about 8.0 GPa, which agrees with the

gauges were used to measure the pressure result of numerical simulation, 1* The reaction
histories individually for the following six of AP starts at the shock front, but occurs
kinds of compositions: mostly behind the front (Figure 4a).

(1) AP From the results of AP + Al (Figure 4b),
(2) l1TPB and thiokol it is found that Al starts to react before the
(3) mixture of AP + AI reaction of AP stops. In the mixtures of AP
(4) mixtures of A13 + IITPB and AP + + binder there are two peaks similar to

thiokol those in FT-I and FT-2 (Figure 4d), This
(5) mixtures of Al + ItTPB and Al + indicates the double peaks are the result of

thiokol interaction of AP and binder, HTPB or thiokol.
(6) FT- I and FT-2 Comparison of the results of AP and the

Some results are shown in Figure 4, mixture of AP + binder shows the first

VI.
i A

'+~ o i.' c ' 2 0Di.o ,, v. .0 00 1, . o40 4 610 MI . MP~l o. IJIA t IMI, MlCRO, iltL

(a) (b)

G d .a .d .o 0.10TI .4 10 J 3 00 .,00 4.60

TIME (MIl cO-SEr) I I HM ICRO-liC'

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Pressure Histories of Single Component and Mixtures of Two Components System.

a - AIP under different shock loadings.

b . Mixture of AP and Al under 6 GPa shock loading.

c - llT'PlU alone (curve 1) mixture of IlTPU and Al (curve 2).

d - AP + 117'1Pi (curve 2) in comparison with F'T-2 (curve 1).
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DEFORMATION AND EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES OF HMX
POWDERS AND POLYMER BONDED EXPLOSIVES

J. E. Field, M. A. Parry*, S. J. P. Palmer, and J. M. Huntley
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge,

Madingley Road, Cambridge CBS OHE, UNITED KINGDOM

Techniques have been developed for studying the behavior of explosives
when impacted for recording their strength, failure, and ignition
properties. They include a drop-weight facility with transparent
anvils, an instrumented drop-weight machine, a miniaturized
Hopkinson bar system for high strain rate property measurement, laser
speckle for studying the deformation and fracture of PBXs, an
automated system for analyzing speckle patterns, and heat sensitive
film for recording the positions and temperatures of "hot spots."
Polishing and staining methods have been developed to observe the
microstructure of PBXe and failure during quasi-static loading.
Further evidence is given of shear banding in PRTN, and the effect of
particle size on the behavior of HMX during impact is described. The
quasi-static strengths of PBX samples were measured using the
Brazilian test with the strains recorded using laser speckle
photography. Data is given for five PBX compositions.

INTRODUCTION photography. The ability to obtain both tern-

This paper idescribes the response of poral and spatial resolutions during impact has

explosives to stress and Impact. Samples in the been particularly valuable in establishing the

form of powder layers, pressed pellets, and sequence of events. The arrangement used in
polymer bonded explosives (PBXs) have been the present work (Figure 1) was originallystudied. It ie enportant with all of these employed by Blackwood and Bowden1 and hassystudies Ito inse orthefactos w hch all ftse more recently been extensively used bysystems to understond the factors which affect Heavens, Field, Swallowe, and others. 2 -
their mechanics! etrd thermal properties since Typically, 25 mg samples of material, in the
these influence the mechanisms of "hot spot" yor of p d ,r e isc, or PBXformation and the ,oxplosives' "sensitiveness"t form of powders, pressed discs, or PBX
and "explosivenesns." samples, are compressed between toughened

glass anvils with an impact velocity of typi-

EXPKRIMENTAL cally 4.5 m s"1. The drop weight (mass 5 kg)
which carries the upper anvil is dropped from a

High Speed Photography-, Transparent height of up to 1.5 m and is guided by threeHnvigh Drp-Weed hoto prap trns a rods to ensure a planar impact. Shortly before
Anvil Drop-Weight Apparatus contact, the mirror within the weight comes

Advances in the understanding of explo- into alignment to complete the optical path
sive phenomena have been greatly assisted by from the xenon flash light source, through to
direct observation of events using high-speed the high-speed camera. The AWRE C4 rotat-

ing mirror camera, is of the continuous access
variety so that synchronization is not required.

*Now at Materials Research Laboratory, The full length of film (140 frames) is scanned

Ascot Vale, Victoria 3032, Australia. in approximately 1 me so that the duration of
the flash also functions as a shutter.
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Figure 1. A Cross Section of the C4 Drop- Figure 2, Instrumented Drop Weight. W is the
Weight System. W is the weight, M a mirror, weight; A the anvil; R1 , R2 , and R3 the steel
and G the toughened glass anvils with S the rollers, the lowest being the load cell having
specimen. strain gauges G; and D the light detector.

Field et al.8' 7 determined that the initia- force, The cell is of in-house design being made
tion of explosive samples usually occurs after from a 12.7 mm x 12,7 mm stool bearing roller
rapid radial flow (greater than ca. 100 m 01) with two pairs of strain gauges fixed axially on
unless sensitizing grits are present. Valuable opposite sides of the roller which has four flats
data which can be extracted from the photo- machined on it. An impact cell is formed by two
graphs is, therefore, the radius as a function of further rollers stacked on top of the load cell,
time and, thereby, the velocity as a function of and samples are placed between this pair, the
time. Rapid flow can occur as a result of whole arrangement being kmpacted by a
mechanical failure of the sample but while this weight of 2.5, or 4.7 kg,
may be true in some cases, it is not a necessary The dynamics of the system have been
precursor. If the material is sufficiently weak described In detail earlier, 2 3 but a compArison
that it generates negligible retardation to the with the behavior of a direct impact, Hopkinson
fa ling weight and deforms at constant volume,then high radial velocities arc a natural bar (next subsection) is illuminating. Unlike

outc m e. n a diti n t the b ul pla tic the H opk inson bar, the dynam ics of th e drop

behavior, other physical processes such as t system o ntrequire explicitnacoue
fracture, jetting, bulk plastic flow, localized to be taken of stress wave propagation. TheS~pressure 

bar in the smallest of our

adiabatic shear, melting, and elastic recovery miniaturized Hopkinson apparatuses is made
can be observed under favorable conditions. deliberately long at 150 mm, so that a stress
Explosive reaction is visible since it is self- wave can be observed without interference
luminous. Although photographs present a from reflections. The drop-weight load cell Is
large amount of information, they cannot much shorter, being 25 mmn including the
usually tell the whole story without corrobo _ uch roller on to of inlut the
rative evidence from other sources such as protective roller on top of it, but the timeucale

dynamic stress measurement. over which It operates is 400 ps compared with16 pis for the pressure bar. Consequently, there
are many stress wave reflections in the load

Ifl~r~mfltd lrop-eigt Apartuscell and its behavior Is therefore quasi-static.
A second drop-weight machine is avail- A further facility which Is used with 25 nig

able with instrumented steel anvils (Figure 2). samples when initiation is expected is the
The system rests on a large blacksmith's anvil, detection of electrical conductivity between the
which provides an almost ideal rigid support anvils. This can detect ionized gas and pin.
for a small load cell which measures the impact point the initiation of explosion. Alternatively,
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ignition is detected by monitoring light output ot = 2P/n Dt, (1)
with a photo-cell.

in which P is the failure load, and D and t
Miniaturized Hopkinson Bar the diameter and thickness of the specimen,

respectively. The validity of Equation I IsIn a conventional Hopkinson bar system based on the assumptions that failure occurs at

(see, for example, Reference 10), the specimen the ont assumptensile stre occurs at

is placed between two long, cylindrical rods. A the point of maximum tensile stress (i.e., at the

stress pulse is then sent down the input bar, center), and that the compressive stress has no
and gauges record incident, reflected, and influence on the failure. In practice, the use of

transmitted waves. From these records, It is plane anvils can produce very high contact

possible to obtain stress/strain behavior of the stresses at the loading points, and lead to the

specimen at strain rates of ca. 103 0. A few collapse of the contact edge. Awaji and Sato"3

yearsago, Oorham11 developed a direct impact have shown that by using curved anvils,(no Input bar) miniaturized system. Initially, a collapse of'the edge can be avoided, and shear

high-speed camera was used to measure strains, stresses under the points of loading may be

but this is not essential and stress strain curves substantially reduced. If the ratio of the

can be obtained from the gauge records on the larger than approximately 0d27, the maximum

output bar following an analysis given by Pope princi proximate 0ontacthe a re

and Field,1 2 The advantages of the new principal stresses near the contact area are

apparatus are that strain rates up to ca, 105" '1 compressive. Then the tensile stress at the

can be achieved and high strength specimens center is given by

investigated. Results on a range of PBXs were o= f_ (b/R)2)ot- (2)
presented at the last Detonation Symposium.9  -

Other workers 14"16 using the Brazilian
Brazilian Test and Laser Speckle for test geometry have employed displacement
Tensile Strengths and Strains to Failure transducers to meanure the average tensile

The Brazilian test geometry (Figure 3) strain across a diameter, However, the use of a
and laser speckle photography have been used relatively simple optical technique called
to study the tensile strengths and rupture "speckle photography"allowsIn-planedisplace-
strains of a variety of PBX compositions at ments to be measured to an accuracy of ca. 0.1
strain rates of ca. 10-4 g 1. pm at different positions on the sample

surface, and thereby determine the strain fieldT he compression induces tensile stresses at any point. 17' 18 There is the added advantage
normal to the loading axis which are sensibly that it is a remote sensing technique which
constant over a region about the center of a does not involve attaching gauges to the
specimen, The tensile strength of the material sample, For displacement and strain measure-
is then calculated from ments, a double exposure is photographically

recorded before and after deformation,
Displacement information can be extracted by
allowing an unexpanded laser beam to pass
through the negative, If, at the point
illuminated the "speckles" have been displaced
between exposures, the displacement vector is
manifested by a Young's fringe pattern
observed at the far-field Fraunhofer diffraction
plane. The displacement vector is perpendi-
cular to the fringe orientation with magnitude
inversely proportional to the fringe spacing.

P Complete analysis involves many measure-
Figure 3, Loading Arrangement UWed in ments, and becomes tedious when performed
Brazilian Test manually. For this reason, a fully automatic
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electro-optical system for measuring the dis- of the fracture route through the micro-
placement field from a double exposure speckle structure provides a valuable insight into the
photograph has been constructed. 19 With the fracture mechanisms. It is not, however,
present system the computation time per fringe usually possible to determine where failures
pattern is under 10 s, giving a total analysis initiated, or the order in which events occur
time per photograph oftypically 30 - 40 minutes, during crack propagation. A technique has

therefore been developed using a computer
Heat Sensitive Film Technique operated camera (Olympus OM2 with motor

The technique used in this work was first drive), attached to a microscope stage to record
dJacobs. 2 0 It is based photographic sequences of the microstructuresuggested by Coffey and Jat the center of a sample during a Brazilian

on the use of an acetate sheet coated with a test.
sensitive layer which darkens on exposure to
heat. For very short duration heat pulses RESULTS
(<10"4 a) the film color is yellowish-brown
rather than black, and the degree of darken- Drop-Weight Impact on PETN; Further
ing increases as the contact time is increased, Evidence for Ignition by Adiabatic Shear
until the film is fully blackened. The color-
ation is believed to be due to the reaction in the Drop-weight impact, using the trans-
sensitive layer being unable to go to comple- parent anvil, and instrumented apparatus
tion in the time available, Film darkening is a (Figures 1 and 2) was first used by Heavens
function of both temperature and time, so to and Field in the early 1970s.2,3 They showed
use the film to estimate the temperature that thin layers exhibited fracture, compac-
achieved during deformation, one must know tion, sintering, plastic flow at high velocities,
the time over which the deformation occurred, jetting, melting, and ignition in the glass anvil
and then refer to a set of calibration curves apparatus. Banded structures which became
(darkening as a function of time and temper- visible in some sequences, with both PETN and
ature) for the film. Details of how the film has RDX, were interpreted, we now think wrongly,
been calibrated can be found in Reference 21, as ripples caused by jetting. The evidence on

this point was re-interpreted by Field et al.6
To use the calibration to obtain a and evidence was presented to show that the

temperature in an impact experiment, it was features were shear bands; a mechanism for
necessary to measure the time during which hot-spot production and ignition which had
the darkening took place. These measure- been suggested by Winter and Field for other
monts were made by using the transparent explosives in 1975,22 At the last Detonation
anvil arrangement described above. Experi- Symposium, photographic evidence was presen-
ments were carried out by placing the film on ted of adiabatic banding in PBXs and PETN.9

the glass anvils with the sensitive side in
contact with the sample. Results giving the Figure 4 shows the result of an experi-
temperatures achieved during the defor- ment when the heat sensitive film was used,
mation, shear banding, and fracture of a range The original is in color, but the black and white
of polymers can be found in Reference 21. reproduction shows the key features. Where

there has been fast reaction the products have
Microstructure and Fracture Paths In removed much of the heat-sensitive layer, butPBXs at the top of the picture where the film

remains, it is a deep orange-brown. In the
Polishing and staining techniques have lower part of the film there is a great arc of

recently been developed to study the relation- banding, and where the heat sensitive layer
ship between the microstructure of polymer- remains attached, it varies from light brown to
bonded explosives and their fracture routes almost black, all indicative of high tempera-
when broken in the Brazilian test under quasi- tures. The ignition also clearly starts from the
static conditions. A post-failure examination region where the bands are located. Figure 5
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Table I

Particle Median
Type Comments size particle

range/ size/im

A Granular powder 100 to 480
produced by 1000
recrystallization
from cyclohexanol.

B Fine powder 2 to 130 28.5
produced by
colloid milling of
type A. Bimodal
distribution,

TC/14 Micronized by 2 to 180 20

fluid energy
milling of type A.

TCI/13 f2 to 36 10
TVC/12 o 2 to•29 6,4

Drop-weight Impact on HMX of D~ifferent

Figure 4, Heat Sensitive Film Record of an Partclle Sizes

Impact on PETN. Original in color, Clear

evidence of shear banding and associated The IIMX was provided by AWRE and
ignition, Table I gives details.

Nxperiments with Heat-Sensitive
Film. The IIMX samples were impacted using
12 mm discs of heat-sensitive film (11SF) on the
lower roller of the steel anvil apparatus, with
the emulsion side of the film against the

• explosive, A range of drop-heights were used,
and the 116 0's determined for the 1IMX samples;
in the presence of IISF, These 1150's were in
fact higher than the 1Io5's with bare anvils.
T he desensitizing effect of the i1SF is thought
to be due to the increased friction which
decreases the velocity and extent of rapid flow,

Figure 6 shows two IISF discs viewed in
silhouette, and also the extent of flow of the

S.• a IHMX (dashed line). The sample originally
occupied an area similar to that of the

Figure 5. Shear Banding in PETN After discolored region. The extent of radial flow of
Impact, Where Ignition Failed to Occur the sample with 11SF was less than when bare

metal anvils were used, Presumably this was
shows an impact from a subcritical height due to increased friction between the explosive
onto a PET1N layer. It shows the families of and the IISF. The band-like character of the
shear bands particularly well in part of the heat output during the impact experiment is
unexploded layer.
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Figure 6, Two Recovered Discs of Heat-
Sensitive Film (1SF), The explosive has been
removed: (a) The area that the HMX occupied
after impact is indicated. The discoloration of
the HSF appears as a pattern of both radial and
parallel lines. The sample originally covered
an area similar to the discolored area, (b) Par-
tial reaction has occurred and part of the 11SF
disc hag been consumed, but the band-like pat-
tern is still apparent near the center of the disc,

evident in Figure 6a, and can still be detected
in Figure 6b, even though partial ignition and
propagation of the explosive had occurred.

Figure 7 is an 11SF disc viewed by
reflected light, Note, the original photograph
was in color! The patterns on the recovered
1iSF disc consists of families of approximately
parallel lines, some of which bifurcate, and
which are characteristic of shear bands, rheo
figure shows that black (very hot) areas also oigure 7. laS i Recovered after Impact and IMX
occur at the junction of some lines (labeled C), Showing Branching of the Shear Hands and
Figure 8 shows failure patterns in IIMX which Discoloration Where Branching Occurs,

has remained on the steel rollers after impacts Original in color.

from sub-critical heights, Figure 8a shows the
1lMX after a test with IISF and reveals the the drop-weight experiments, This type of
close resemblance between lineson the 11SF and behavior was found in the present work, with
failure In the explosive. This type of failure the residue varying considerably. All the
pattern was also observed during impact of experiments were from a I m drop-height onto
HMX with bare metal rollers. Figure 8b is a 25 mg powdered layers.
clear example of shear bands in an impacted Figure 9 is for type A IIMX and is typical
layer of HMX. The conclusion is that HMX of all impacts on this coarse material (Table 1)
fails by shear banding in these experiments where ignition took place. The small, slightly
and that these shear bands are the hot-spot darker region which is just visible near the
sites which cause ignition. center in most of tCle frames is due to

High Speed Photography. Heavens overwriting as the camera mirror comes into
and Field 2'3 showed that IIMX compacted, position again. All the stages listed above are
jetted, flowed plastically, and Ignited, but clearly shown. Ignition occurred on rebound
unlike PETN and RDX did not sinter and melt, after a short plateau region and is a perfect
Although the propagation rate in lIMX was example of what we classify as a "widespread"
high, combustion was invariably incomplete in ignition from a multitude of sites, The finer
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Figure 8. Photographs of Explosive Remaining
on Hardened Steel Rollers after Impact. (a) is
from a test with HSF. Notice the lines in the
disc resemble the failure pattern in the
explosive. (b) was obtained during impacts
with bare metal rollers and shows a band-like
failure pattern.

46
Figure 10 Impact on Fine Grain HMX
(TC/12). Local ignition during rapid flow
(maximum velocity 240 m s- ), framing interval
7kps, field of view 20 mm.

stage at a group of small sites (three white
dots) in frame 48. But these fade and
extinguish (frames 48-54). Local ignition at a
new site eventually takes over. Enlarged views
of frames 48, 49, and 54 are shown in Fig-

ure 12. Note that the structure of the main hot
spot is reminiscent of the patterns on the HSF.

Figure 9. Impact on Type A HMX, Widespread Finally, the banded struc!1ire which influences
Ignition With Rapid Flow (Maximum Velocity the propagation so strongly In frame 57 also
240 m s 1). Framing intervals 6.5 ps, field of suggests the presence of shear bands in the
view 20 mm. deforming HMX.

Explosiveness, Propagation; Depend-
grain samples all exhibited "local" ignitions, ence on Particle Size. Damage to the surface
Figure 10 is an example for TC/12 HMX of the glass anvils after impact depended on
(Table 1) where it took place during the initial the particle size of HMX used, and only
rapid flow stage. The initial propagation in occurred when there was an explosive reac-
frame 42 is very similar to the petterns found tioti. The area of damage for coarse HMX was
on the heat-sensitive film (Figures 6-8). larger than for fine tlMX, although there was
Figure 11 ia for type B IIMX (Table 1) and overlap. The high-speed photographic records
contains some interesting extra features. also showed that the propagation of reaction
Local ignition occurs during the rapid flow was higher in coarser material. This fits in
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04P**

Figure 11. Type B IIMX, Maximum velocity of
185 m 8"'. The first local ignition seen in frame
48 fades, A local ignition which propagates
starts in frame 54, Note the banded appearance Figure 12. Eniarged View of Frames 48, 49,
in frame 57. Framing interval 7ps, field of view and 54 of Figure 11. Frame I is 337 ps after
20 mm. first contact,
with IAIlSET data (the AWlS test for the bulk conductivity, We have measured the

"explosiveness") on the PBXs that we have thermal conductivity of pressed powdered

tested. The IABSITr figure is usually higher if layers; the value for coarse IIMX was twice
it contains coarser material compared to that of micronized IIMX.
micronized crystals,

Cross sections of impacted layers which Quasi.Statl c Strengths and Strains to
did not ignite show a denser compacted
material with fine powders and an open Samples from five different PBX corn-
structure with courser material. The burning positions in the form of discs 6.35 mm ill
front clearly propagates more readily through diameter by 2.0 mm thick (Table 2) were used
a compacted layer of coarser material. See, for to measure the quasi-static strengths and
example, Figure 9 with Its "widespread" igni- strains to failure, at a strain rate of 10.4 sn,
tion and propagation, For finer material (see, with the laser speckle technique,
for example, Pigures 10 and 11) there is Typically ten samples were tested for
propagation from "local" sites along a few each material. There is only space to illustrate
channels. A second factor which assists morechanels A scon facor hichasssts ore one set of data (Figure 13) and to discuss the
rapid propagation through a compacted layer rflts ofro
with larger particles is the higher heat results briefly,
conduction, The more frequent grain bound- Stress Versus Time Plot. Of the five
vries with compacted fine-grain crystals lower materials tested, compositions PBX 0298 and
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Table 2. Details ofPBXCompositiona than half this value. The remaining three
materials, PBX 0344, 0407, and 9502,

Weight Tensile Fracture exhibited very similar tensile strengths,
Composition Constituent W strength Strain particularly 0407 and 0344, The stress-strain

/MP& /Imilistrain curves for these materials (an example is given
B -. - in Figure 13) show a much more brittle

XSTAI NMK 2,60 0.78 ± 392 behavior. Although the tensile strengths of
BDSAN 125 ., 0344 and 0407 are very close, the failure strain
HI)NPA 1,26 of 0344 is significantly smaller than 0407, If
BD)NP1' 1.26 the tensile strengths of 0407 and 9502 are

PiBX 9502 TATIB 96.0 compared, together with their compositions, it
KEI, F 5.0 3.23 ±0.1 2•91 appears that the replacement of TATB (IHE)

by a TATB/PETN mixture, significantly
PBX 0298 IIMX 97,50 increases the tensile strength of the composite

Kraton 1.125 1.06±0.1 11.20 without affecting its strain to failure.
Oil 1,376 Replacing TIATB by a T ATB/IlMX mixture (as

JIBX 0407 ''A'l 69.8 in 0344) also increases the tensile strength by

PI0 TIN 25,0 a similar amount, although the strain to

KELP' 6.0 4.12±0.3 3.03 failure is r'educed, This may be due to the
Dye 0.20 , 3,MX component, as this Is a weaker and more
Dyo 0,20 brittle crystal than PETN, and may be more

P!BX0344 TATB 71,25 susceptible to fracture as a result of
UIMX 23,76 4.17±0.4 1,70 deformation twinning.23 Since neither of the
KEI,' 6.0 two weakest materials contained the KEL-F

_L I . I I--binder, It is not possible to ascertain the
$TMss STRAIN PBX 0344 influence oif the binder on the mechanical

- properties of the composites, Consequently, it
may be the large volume fractions of IIMX, or
the replacement binders, that are responsible

4 for the low tensile strengths of 0298 and 9501.

Fracture Paths. Figure 14 is an
3 example of a fracture path in PIIX 9501. The

sample was stressed in the Brazilian geometry
(Figure 3). In this case there is little or no

S' /evidence of crystal fracture except at the
bottom left of the picture. The most striking
feature is the amount of interfacial failure

-PBX 0344/0 with the fracture path predominantly follow-
P•X 0344/10 ing the boundaries of crystals.

01 ,An example of time lapse photography is
0.5 1 1.5 a 2.5 given in Figure 15 for PBX X-0298 again

STRAIN/millllstralin loaded in the Brazilian test. This sample failed

Figure 13, Results for PBX 0344 at a load of 1.64 kgf corresponding to a tensile
stress of 1.28 Mila at a Lime of 167 s after start
of loading (t - 10*4 s8"), The frames were

9501 showed the lowest tensile strengths, recorded at 8 s intervals. Failure started at
failing at a stress of I Ml-a or less, Both three separate sites (arrowed in frame (a)). Note
materials behaved in a rather ductile manner, that the upper failure propagated through two
However, the strains to failure were very crystals while the lower failures propagated
different since PBX 0298 fails at about along crystal boundaries and through the
1 percent strain, while PBX 9501 failed at, less matrix. By frame (d) a continuous fracture
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Figure 15. A Time Lapse Photographic
Sequence for PBX X-0298
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL NATURE OF HOT SPOTS
IN TATB AND HMX

J. Sharma, B. C. Beard, J. Forbes, and C. S. Coffey
NaVal Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

and

V. M. Boyle
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground
Aberdeen) Maryland

The physical and chemical response of TATB, HMX, and AP to
underwater shock, impact, high rate shear, and beam irradiation have
been investigated, The initiating stimulus was held to sub-ignition
levels to assure the maximum effect without consuming the sample.
The products observed were identical to those observed by thermal
decomposition and were independent of the extent decomposition. New
products in the solid residue of damaged AP and nitramines have been
detected. Physical evidence of extinguished hot spots, surrounded by
partial decomposition products of increased sensitivity, has been
observed in shocked explosives.

INTROI)UCTION to bulk analytical techniques (i.e., chroma-
tography).1 We attribute much of this advan-

Our report in the last detonation p ydu- tage to the fact that reactions seem to be
poseure discussed the initial reaction products localized on the surfaces of the particles whereobserved for several materials,1 Trho current friction and boating are concentrated.

report will concentrate specifically on TATB,

the nitramines IIMX and RDX, and the oxi- The importance of this work goes well
dizer Ammonium Porchlorate, (AP). The beyond fundamental curiosity, In most cases
driving force of our investigations is a funds- the reaction products which result from par-
mental understanding of the initial chemical tial decomposition of energetic materials are
and physical response of energetic materials more sensitive to impact or shock initiation
to stimuli leading to sustained detonation, than the parent material,. Even though the

concentrations of these products are very
For this study, TlA'rIl, the nitramines small (10.2. 10"3 percent)2 their existence poses

IIMX and RDX, and the oxidizer AP were a safety hazard, In addition, identification of
driven close to the threshold of ignition by the first steps of reaction will answer such
different stimuli such as shock, impact, high questions as which bond is the first to break,
rate shear, or irradiation. 'The recovered sam- and whether the first reaction is inter- or
pies were analyzed by x-ray photoelectron intramolecular.
spectroscopy (XPS), and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The surface specific EXPERIMENTAL
chemical information obtained from XPSgives For studying the effects of shock, the
an advantage of at least a thousand compared aquarium test of Liddiard3 was used, where a
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shock of 4-10 kbars with the duration of a few
microseconds was given to the explosive. The
surviving samples were recovered and -. 4
analyzed. For the study of impact, a 10 Kg
drop test machine 4 was used, in which the
sample was sandwiched between sheets of I 1k

heat sensitive film, When necessary, the
effects of friction are augmented by adding
sand to the explosive, The effect of high rate
shear was studied by using an actuator, which "i
pushes a plug of polyethylene at a pressure of S W
about 10 kbars through a layer of explosive at

60 m/sec. The effect of irradiation was studied
by soft x-ray (15 KV, 12 ma) and pulsed
particle beams.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic study
of the recovered samples was carried out In a
Kratos ES-300 instrument described earlier.1

Fine particulate debris from the recovered
samples was mounted on Duco cement then
decorated with gold for analysis in an AMR 2i.l
1000A scanning electron microscope,

Figure 1, Spherical Deposits of TATB
RESULTS Decomposition Products Located About

Quenched Hot Spots
TATB

As has been reported earlier,6 the Initial
reaction products of T ATiI are furoxan and
furazan derivatives of TATB. The physical
nature of such decomposition products was
determined by SEM, Figure 1 shows the
formation of spherical deposits close to the A
edges of the crystallographic planes of TATi3,
In many cases, the damage was characterized
by small holes (~0.5 x 10 0 m) in the crystal
planes, with products deposited all around.
The new products appear as heady deposits on
the planar structure of the parent TATB. The
interpretation is that a hot spot initiated, but
reaction died out prior to consumption of the
bulk material. rATB pyrolyzed by beam
irradiation showed products with morphologi-
cal structure (Figure 2) and chemical
composition similar to those obIserved In the
shocked or impacted samples,.

Nitramines HMX anti il)X

For the first time, reaction products in the
solid residue of shocked IIMX have been detec- Figure 2, Residue oftPyrolyzed TAT)) Shows
ted. Recent experiments with IIMX and RI)X Similur Morphology and Chemistry as the
have generated samples, subjected to shock Products D)eveloped in Shocked TATB
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and rapid beam heating, that demonstrate the
presence of partial decomposition products,

Underwater Shock. HNMX recovered
from underwater shock of 4.1 kbar suffered
nitro group loss observed as a decrease in
intensity from the nitro peak in the XPS N(ls)
spectrum (Figure 3), Nitroso and triazine-like
nitrogen chemistries were also observed in the
N(ls) XPS spectra of shocked HIMX, These
chemical states of nitrogen were identified by
comparison with N(ls) binding energies
obtained from trinitroso IU)X and s-Triazine,
Nitroso groups appear 1,4 eV above the peak
from the amines in IIMX while triazine
appeared 1.8 eV below this same peak.

Electron microscopic analysis of the
shocked IIMX demonstrated a significant
change in the morphology when compared to
the starting pressed pellet (Figure 4), The
micrographs of the pressed pellet indicato a
large degree of included porosity presumably a)
from residual voids, Following the passage of
the shock wave through the material the
porosity is lost. The exact mechanism
involved in this transformation is uncertain,

Shooked HMX
4.1 Kber

I Nitromo - Triazine

Control HMX

415 405 395

Sinding Energy (v)

Figure 3. Comparison of N(Is) XPS Spectra
from Shocked and Control HMX. Shocked Figure 4. Electron Micrographs of a) Pressed
IIMX has lost intensity from the nitro peak iIMX Before Shock, (2000 x), and b) Pressed
(407.3 eV) and shows the development of new tIMX After 4.1 kbar Underwater Shock,
nitrogen chemistries. (5000 x).
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The relatively long duration of the under- found significant losses in intensity from the
water shock may favor such a transformation nitro peak and the emergence of intensity
while not depositing enough instantaneous attributed to nitrogens in a triazine-like
energy to initiate detonation, chemical state. The peak for nitroso was not

Beam Irradiation Pyrolysis. Rapid observed in these samples indicating highheating of HMX by bmam irradiation produced temperature instability of the nitroso product.

a fused mass of material filled with bubbles, Washing the pyrolyzed HMX with water

The HMX began as pellets which flowed and generated a solution which, when dried, left a
consolidated during heating without residue that yielded an XPS N(ls) spectruminitiating (Figure 5)i Xgray diffraction anal- comprised almost exclusively of the triazine-

iniiatng Figre ). -ra difratio anl- like nitrogen. Figure 6 is a comparison of
ysis of the pyrolyzed sample indicated that the like ctro m the 6 solution rd
material had been completely converted to the N(ls) spectra from the wash solution residue,
8-phase, 6 This result indicates that the the pyrolyzed HMXandcontrolHMX.
temperature during irradiation was at least
167-1830C, the temperature of the 0--* 8 phase
change. 7 Consolidation of the pellets suggests
that the temperature was even higher
approaching the melting point of 275°C. The
highly porous nature of the resulting material
is presumably due to gas generation by Residue
decomposition, XPS analysis of these samples I

I\TriezIne
Pyrolyzed HMX

Control HMX

I I I
415 405 395

Figure 5, Mass of !lMX Resulting From Binding Energy (ev)

Liquefaction During Beam Heating. Bubbles Figure 6. Comparison of N(Is) XPS Spectra
in the material suggest development of gaseous From Control, Pyrolyzed, and Water Wash
reaction producvs. Solution Residue, IIMX Samples
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Recent studies of the degradation of RDX bulk explosive. In Composition B, surface loss
under soft x-ray irradiation in the XPS of TNT was evident; however, where Compo-
instrument have provided now insights into sition B was impacted with a steel plate, it
the initial reactions of nitramines. Slow caused preferential decomposition of RDX,
radiation degradation by the XPS x-ray source giving triazine-like products, as discussed
is a controllable method for damaging a above,
material while continuously monitoring its
chemistry. Data collected at room tempera- Ammonium Perchlorate
ture demonstrate the slow development of the Studies of the initial reactions of AP in
same nitroso and triazine products as in the Ses o the nal rection inshoc , im act and pyrlyze sa ples By response to shock have recently begun in our
shock, impact, and pyrolyzed samples. By laboratory, The application of XPS to the
cooling the RDX to -50TC during irradiation, study o he a dvatage due to theadditional products are observed, Shown in study of AP has great advantage due to the
Figureonarel productsareobsition. frohown in large shift in binding energy between all ofFigure 7 are the N(ls) peak positions from low the oxychloride anions, (CIO,', x = 0 - 4),
and room temperature x-ray damaged RDX teoyhoieain,(1~ )samplesmcomperatured wh sadareds. Rho Previously reported results demonstrated thesamples, compared with standardsc The effect of impact on AP,1 tentatively identi-detection ofthe nitrite ester is a now discovery fying the products as chlorite, hypochlorite,
that suggests several reaction steps In the and chloride, Compilation of reference spectrainitial decomposition oe nitramineso Upon from the alkali salt of each oxychloride avail-warming, theie nitrite e s ak iteoso able provided support to definitively identify
and triazine-like nitrogen XPS peak intensity the decomposition products, These Cl( 2 p)is lost, demonstrating the intermediate role of XPS spectra clearly demonstrate the shift
these products under combustion or explosion between each of the oxychloride anions, Using
conditions, the standard spectra for comparison, the

High Rate Shear. Most of the reaction product peaks developed are attributed to
was observed on the surface that was created hypochlorite, and chloride, Figure 8 shows the
by the plug and was found not to penetrate the Cl(2p) XPS binding energy position from

ROOM TEMPERATURE X.RAY DAMAG&D RDXAA A
I Standards

:b N.i Oj 404.0 OV N "* NO, 300.0 OV 3 , V

R.O.NO I TRIAXINE MELAMINE

A A
rRIMMTROSO RDX

CONTROL RDX

40 "404 405 400 3

Binding Energy (OV)

Figure 7, XPS N(Is) Peak Positior,; of the Products Formed by X-ray Radiation Damaged in RDX
Compared With Standards
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molecules. The size of these sites ranges from
tenths to tens of microns, agreeing with the
suggestion of Bowden and YoffeA The
location of the reaction centers at the exterior

IMPACTED AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE of the crystalline planes of shocked TATB
suggests that the accumulation of crystalline
defects involving dislocations and molecular
disruptions at the plane edges may lead to the
initiation of reaction, Impact initiation favors
interparticle friction developed as the

J material rapidly flows away from the high
pressure of the striker.

The size of the reaction sites and the

extent of decomposition have been found to be
governed by the nature of the stimulus, For
example, more extensive decomposition is
observed when the effects of impact are

24 210 20 209 I nl 194 taugmented by friction from added particles of

BINDING ENERGOY () sand, Extensive damage to the planes
themselves was also evident, indicating that

Figure 8, Composite Figure Demonistrating the the shock induced compression and friction
Cl(2p) Binding Energy Positions of Four were concentrated at the exposed crystal
Oxychloride Anion Salts Superposed on a planes of the particle,
Spectrum from Impacted All I0uroxans and furazans have been

identified as the product species that develop
perchlorate, chlorate, chlorite, and chloride around the reaction site. Furoxans are the
chemical states of chlorine compared with a result or the first endothermic step and
spectrum from Impacted All, The observation furazans are created by the exothormic release
of the hypo-chlorite product is very confusing of a water molecule from TATB, providing
as this compound is not known, At this time, energy to propagate the reaction. The trend
we do not offer a mechanism for the formation indicated by our data is that the furoxan
or stabilization of this material, If the hype- product is always present at low con-
chlorite is indeed the major product, its centrations, The concentration of the furazan,
instability is of great concern with regard for however, increases as damage becomes more
the safetyofdamagcdAll, severe. The furoxan product, therefore,

Data currently in hond demonstrate that appears to be an intermediate which reacts
the hypochlorite pi'oduct formation is greatly further to produce furazan, It Is suggested
reduced in the case of high temperature that furoxan actually promotes the formation
decomposition of AP. This result supports the of furazan by reaction with TATI to form
notion of instability of the hypochlorite salt furazan and another molecule of furoxan. The
while indicating chloride as the favored high reaction steps could be summarized as:
temperature product, -112

DISCUSSION 1. TATS -+ Furoxan
-1i120

The results presented for the response 2. TA-I11 + uroxan - Furoxan + Furazan
of TATB to shock or impact demonstrate that

the reaction begins at microscopic sites. The result of such a reaction scheme would be
Observation of these initial reaction sites is the consumption of TATB with the formation
highly encouraging for the application of of the stable partial decomposition product
similar experiments to other energetic furazan, 10uroxan concentration levels would
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remain small and essentially constant until anticipated mechanism for the formation of
all TATB Is reacted. this intermediate is by the rearrangement of

the -N-NO 2 to -N-O-NO. Quantum chemicalFuroxans are far more sensitive than calculations of this rearrangemont have shown
TATB havini a drop height comparable to cacltosfthsrrane ntavsow

it to be a lower energy pathway in the decom-
that of TNT', (Amino dinitrofuroxan has a position of nitromethane. 12 Evidence for the
drop weight impact sensitivity of 56 cm; TNT existence of this intermediate was first
sensitivity is b4 cm, compared to 185 cm for observed by Wodtke et al. in molecular beam
TATB,) The presence of furoxan compounds in experients, aga in mecuar Loss
a quenched hot spot creates a site for sensiti- experiments, again with nitromethanedam Losszation of the TATB3, due to its inherent of the nitrite ester upon warming the damaged
sensitivity and physecal pr to Itsinhert sample to room temperature is not a surprisesensitivity and physical proximity to the based on the bond energies and free energies
defect site, We have chosen to refer to such bastdon th vond Nerie e energiessite as senitiztionceners.'l°of reaction involved. Nitrite ester would
sites as "sensitization centers."10 decompose via -N-O-NO -* >N-O + NO, The

For the first time, condensed phase surprising result observed fcom warming the
partial decomposition products from the low temperature damaged sample to room
nitramines iIMX and RDX have been temperature was the loss of significant
detected, The predominant products observed intensity from the peaks attributed to nitroso
in the N(ls) XPS spectrum from underwater and triazine nitrogen chemistries. Further
shocked IlMX were a nitroso compound and warming ofdamaged nitramine, as in the case
triazine compound. Nitroso compounds are of the pyrolyzed IIMX, produced a sample
well-known products in the decomposition of demonstrating the presence of little if any
nitramines,i1 and are stable under typical nitroso, These results provide very interest-
ambient conditions. Triazine is known to be ing information about the solid state reactions
highly susceptible to hydrolysis, The observed and relative stability of partial decomposition
triazine-like product, however, is water stable products that occur during the evolution of
as Indicated by its recovery from water gaseous products (i.e., NO).
solution. The stability of the product moleculeto water indicates that the triazino nitrogen hi• It has been a generul observation for the
tomeho w w tarbindicated t hertriainle nrog t i materials studied to date that under all forms
somehow stabilized, Certainly the product of stimulation the same products appeared no
molecule has enhanced water solubility rela- matter what the extent of decomposition
tive to IIMX as indicated by the relative observed. Therefore, the same reactions are in
concentration of the products observed by X.S play during the onset of decomposition as at

the exhaustion of the parent material, Tho

Unlike the results from the shocked condensed phase products observed then are
TA'rIH, shocked IIMX does not show the truly stable intermediates representing early
existence of reaction centers. Probably the stages of the decomposition mechanism, Our
unique layered structure of TATB facilitated method of examination has the advantage of
the observation of new products. Changes of observing such products, in that those mole-
the pressed lIMX powder did occur; however, cules that completely decompose lead to the
these were limited to the removal of included formation of small gaseous products which
porosity left from pressing. Transformation of cannot be seen by XPS, (unless somehow
the IIMX from 13 to 8 phase has been found to trapped in the lattice).
occur readily in the presence of' RI)X,6 The An important question concerning the
ii MX preos'd into pellets for the beam effects of different stimuli on materials is how
experiments was of a production grade and do the products formed compare with those
therefore contained traces of RI)X which from slow thermal decomposition. Our
wouldl favor the 11 -+ 8 transformation, results, so far, indicate that the principal

The low temperature radiation damage producls are similar to those of thermal
of RI)X has detected for the first time the decomposition, although minor reaction
presence of a nitrite ester intermediate. The products are not observed. This is not
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surprising, because the amount of decomposi- Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak,
tion seen is not very large and so to date only MD, U.S. Government Printing Office,
the principal products have been Identified, Washington, D.C., 1965, p. 487.

SUMMARY 4. Coffey, C. S. and Jacobs, S. J., J. Appl.
Phys., Vol. 52, 1981, p. 6991.

The damage inflicted by various stim-

uli on energetic materials manifests itself 5. Sharma, J.; Hoffsommer, J. C.; Glover, D.

in chemical and physical changes, The J.; Coffey, C. S.; Santiago, F,; Stolovy, A.;
physical changes are dependent upon the and Yasuda, S., Shock Waves in

physical properties of the materials them- Condensed Matter-1983, J, R, Asay, R,

selves, (i.e., melting point, crystallinity). A. Graham, G. K. Straub, Eds, Elsevier

Chemical changes are always toward a more Science Publishers B.V., 1984, p. 543.

reduced product molecule, reflecting the red- 6. Cady, H. 11. and Smith, L. C., Studies of
ox nature of the reactions involved in the Polymorphs of HMX, LAMS-2652,
energetic materials consumption. Typically, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los
at least one of the partial decomposition Alamos, NM, 3 May 1962,
products is more sensitive than the parent
molecule, Clear examples can be listed from 7, Meyer, R,, Explosives, Second Edition,
the materials discussed above: furoxans from Ver1ag Chemie, Deerfield Beach, FL,
TATB, nitrite esters in nitramines, and hypo- 1981, p. 249,
chlorite in AP, The observed decrease in 8, Bowden, F, P, and Yoffe, A, D,, Initiation
stability of these products may stem solely and Growth of Explosions in Liquids and
from their chemistry or be aggravated by the Solids, Cambridge University Press,
physical structure in which they are produced, Cambridge, 1952.
(e.g., holes at the plane edges of TATB), 9, H R., NWC, China Lake, private
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DISCUSSION the damaged sample. Mounting was

PER-ANDERS PERSSON performed by sprinkling the material onto a

CETR/New Mexico Tech Duco cement covered microscope stub. There

Socorro, NM was no attempt to maintain any account of the
position of specific particles; the samples were

Where on the samples wore these powders that were completely randomized
electron micrographs taken? during recovery. The mounted particles were

decorated with gold at a very slow rate to
REPLY BY BRUCE C. BEARD eliminate any possible heating effects. Areas

SI4M micrographs are shown for both of imaging were chosen at random; however,

impacted and shocked TATH. The material the greatest effect of the shock or impact

used for the micrographs were recovered from appeared at the edges of crystallographic
planes,
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HOT SPOT FORMATION IN A COLLAPSING VOID
OF CONDENSED-PHASE, ENERGETIC MATERIAL

P. B. Butler and J. Kang
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

and

M. R. Baer
Fluid and Thermal Sciences Department

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87165

In this work a hollow-sphere configuration is used in modeling the
dynamics of hot spot formation in porous, condensed-phase, reactive
materials. In addition to treating the mechanics of pore motion,
thermal processes such a vlscoplastic heating, finite-rate chemical
effects, and heat exchange between the pore gas and surrounding
material are evaluated. The analysis considers chemical decompoo'•.
tion at the pore interface and in the gas phase. Two proposed reaction
mechanisms are used to investigate the role of gas-phase chemistry on
hot spot growth in RDX. In preliminary calculations, the gas-phase
chemistry is modeled using a finite-rate, single-step process. Following
a discussion of the preliminary results, the simple gas-phase chemistry
is replaced with a more detailed reaction scheme involving 167
elementary reactions and 43 chemical species. Both studies incorporate
a real gas version of the CHEMKIN chemical kinetics package to
assemble the gas-phase thermodynamic properties and chemical
production rates.

INTRODUCTION In brief, the dynamic pore collapse
addresses t analysis described in Reference 1 is extendedThe work discussed here adesste in the iresent study to include condensed-

issue of hot spot initiation in porous, energetic p rese nt sty anclude condense

materials. Carroll and Holt's original pore phase material viscosity ard pore gas pressure

collapse formulation 1"4 Is extended in this in the integrated form of the radial
a of a momentum equation. In addition, first lawwork to model the dynamic behavior of a nlssfrtecdeedpaemeil

hollow sphere subjected to an externally analyses for the eondensed-phase material
hollowd shere sjtress. Thehollo w a sphernal and pore gas are introduced in order to track
applied hydrostotic stress. The hollow sphere temporal variations of Interface and gas

field of condensed-phase, reactive material. In temperatures. Material decomposition at the

addition to treating pore dynamics, the hot pore interface is also considered, whereby a
spot model includes energy balances for the portion of the condensed-phase material reacts
spot moand surrounding material, lmpor- exothermically at the interface, and the
pore gmeras pro un h al Impor- remainder of mass flux into the pore is
tntthrough equilibrium vaporization. In some
heating, finite-rate chemical effects, and heat instances, gaseous species generated at the
exchange between the pore gas and sur- interface further contribute to the net energy
rounding material are evaluated.
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release by undergoing exothermic, gas-phase void has uniform temperature and is in ther-
reactions. mal equilibrium with the pore gas (T10 = To).

A principal objective of this work is to The initial external radius of the sphere
study the role of gas-phase chemistry on hot bo together with ao prescribe the initial sphere
spot formation. Two different gas-phase reac- porosity:
tion mechanisms are investigated here. In the V
preliminary calculations porl'ormed in Part 1, 4o0 v3-+
the gas-phase chemistry is modeled using a o0 o = a /b 0 )
finite-rate, single-step process,5 In Part II, the
simple gas-phase chemistry is replaced with a In Eiquation (1), Vgo represents the initial pore
more detailed reaction scheme 6 involving 167 volume and V,0 is the volume occupied by the
elementary reactions and 43 chemical species, solid. Following the earlier work of Carroll et
Both Parts I and 11 incorporate a real gas al,,1"3 the initial pore radius and sphere pores-
version of the CHEMKIN chemical kinetics ity are taken to be descriptive of the average
package 7 "8 to assemble the gas-phase thermo- pore size and porosity of a much larger
dynamic properties and chemical production material sample.
rates, Although the hollow-sphere hot opot

formulation treats just one pore and its Imme-
HOT' SPOT MOI)EL diate surroundings, it can easily be extended

Figure 1 shows a hollow sphere of to analyze pore-pore interactions in a matrix
condensed-phase, energetic material, This of pores. In the latter configuration, the
simple configuration is used to model the quantity 2(b0 -ao) represents the approximate
dynamic and thermodynamic interactions distance between adjacent pores when the
between a material void and its immediate material is in the relaxed state,
surroundings when a constant hydrostatic
stress, P., is exerted on the system. The pore GOVERNING EQUATIONS
has an initial radius, a,, and contains a
nonreactive gas mixture at initial pressure, Pore Radial Motion
Pgo, and temperature, T.o, Initially, the Formulation of the governing equations
incompressible solid material surrounding the for Ws model begins with an expression for

p. P4 •conservation of radial momentum for the one-

CONDENNED dimensional pore geometry shown in Figure 1,
Here it is assumed the gas-phase thermo-
dynamic properties are time-varying and
spatially uniform within the pore, It is further
assumed the solid density, p,, and material
viscosity, pg, are constant. Under these con-
ditions, the radial motion of a spherically

:GAS symmetric pore in an incompressible, viscous
medium with internal pore pressure can be
expressed as:.

3 acpha&C +-PUA 2 C=-Pt - 4ps -(1- 4) (2)

pa PO where

Figure 1. Illustration of Hollow-Sphere 3t - P- + sign(Ol.I, (3a)
Configuration Used to Model Hlot Spot
Formation in Porous, Energetic Material C1  1 - (3b)
(RDX)
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and The three terms on the right-hand side of the
equation represent energy contributions due

C2  1 4•"• . (3c) to heat conduction in the radial direction,
viscous dissipation, and plastic work, respec-

The porosity-dependent variables, C0 and 02 tively. It is apparent from the form of Equa-
appearing in Equation (2) result from the tion (5) that both the viscous and plastic work
finite-volume assumption (be * a*, 4PO * 0). contributions to condensed-phase heating
For the ideal configuration of a pore In an decay rapidly for r > a. In addition, it should
Infinite medium (b. = c, io = 0), Cl = C2 = I be noted the plastic work term In the energy
and Equation (2) reduces to a form of the equation is written here with the absolute
Rayleigh bubble equation,9 value of interface velocity JAl in order to model

plastic work during pore colle.pse (A> 0) and
In the equation of motion, (Equation (2)), expansion (A < 0).

the term P.. represents the hydrostatic stress
applied at the external radius of the sphere Rather than solve the complete thermal
(r = b), Pg is the Instantaneous gas pressure field over the domain a ! r S b, an
in the pore, and Pe is the diviatoric component approximate solution for the intLrface
of stress, For the conditions considered in this temperature, T1, can be developed by applying
work, 01 is expressed for a material under- an integral approximation to the energy
going plastic deformationI with a yield stress balance, This technique simplifies the
y; problem at hand by reducing the energy

equation from its partial differential equation
= Y2 n/4) 4 form, to an ordinary differential equation for
-. 1l4) Ti. Correctly tracking the interface temper-

The contribution P. has on interface ature is important to this modeling effort since

motion depends on its magnitude and the sign Tj governs the transport of mass and energy

of A, For example, during pore collapse P, can across the pore boundary.
be considered an inward driving potential that Consistent with the classical integral
is resisted by the combination of stresses Pg + approximation method for a hollow sphere
P3g. Under conditions of pore expansion, how- with time-varying heat flux at r = a, the
ever, Pg acts as an outward driving potential following functional form of the thermal
and P, and P. resist the motion, profile In the solid phase is assumed:

Energy - Condensed Phase Trt-,=1r-.+2atQ exp( ra 2

An important aspect of this modeling T , -T,+
effort is the treatment of transport phenomena
at the pore/solid Interface. In order to properly
address these issues, the thermal field in the 2atQ ex( C r2-a 2

solid material must be examined. More - -xt C- / (8)
specifically, an evaluation of the temporal
variation of interface temperature is required. Equation (6) is a reasonable candidate

In general, an expression for energy con- for the thermal profile since it exhibits the
servation in the solid material surrounding exponential-type behavior that is
the pore can be written as: characteristic of many spherical conduction

solutions.10 Also, Equation (6) satisfies the
DT a 8 2(rT'.) 2 i2a4 proper initial and boundary conditions: T(r,O)
Dt = - + = T., for a ! r -5 w; T(a,t) = T1 and aT/8r (a,t)

PD r r6  = Q, for t >0;T(w,t) T= .andaT/ar(.,t) = 0
for t > 0. The term C3 is a pure constant that

Laja2j ]is included in the thermal profile (6) to correct
+ y - (5) for the time-varying heat flux at r a.
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Given the differential form of the energy condensed phase.5 Consequently, the quantity
balance (5) and an assumed form of the (1-G) is the mass flux fraction that reacts
thermal profile (6), a differential expression exothermically at the surface to produce
for T1 can be developed by performing product gases. A value of G = 0 implies
Leibnitz's rule, complete condensed-phase decomposition,

whereas, G = 1 implies complete vaporization
d r2(t) at the surface. In a study on nitramine

f f(r,t)dr
"dt J (r d deflagration waves, Mitani and Williams5

report G s 0.70 for HMX (C4HSNsOs) over the
range 0,01 < Pg(MPa) < 100. Melius6 has

r2M/ dr dr1  indicated that G m 0.90 is more characteristic
= r fdr + f(r 2,t) d -f(r 1 1t).,-)2 (7) of RDX (CaHNN606)deflagration waves.

An approximation to the instantaneous

with mass flux at r = a is obtained through an acti-
vation energy asymptotic solution for steady

f(r,t) = r(Ts(r,t) - To) (8) state deflagration waves. 5 The resulting

The integration in Equation (7) is expression used in this model is:
evaluated over the limits ri = a to r2 b. In /plkTjf RTrj AreiýE /R'
practice, the upper limit (r2 = b) can be )npA + (1p-Es/R) .(12

replaced with r2 = wo since the thermal layer %A E iil-G)+ -6)In(/G)(
diffusing into the solid from the pore interface
typically has a thickness much less than b, In Equation (12), the term 8 represents a
The physical significance of this substitution nondimensional heat release in the condensed
is that the hot spots are thermally Isolated phase:
from their nearest neighbors during the
preheat period. 8,=q[ T (13)8=q•/|C~dT, 13

Interface Boundary Conditions J

The energy boundary condition at thesolid/gas interface is given as: In both Parts I and II of this work, it is
assumed the condensed-phase nitramine

k 'T ( surface reaction is irreversible and produces
- kM i.rT - 'hl (9) four product species (CH 20, NO 2, N20, and

N2). For decomposition of condensed-phase

In Equation (9) the term qW represents the RDX (RDXc), the chemically balanced
effective heat exchange with the pore gas: reaction is thus:

4 = - Tg-T 1 ) + c5o ( 4-T4) . (10) RDX = 3CH20 + NO 2 + N20 + -N 2 . (14)

Also appearing in Equation (9) is the product
of effective heat release, q%, and the surface Equation (14) has a heat release of Qr =
mass flux, rh,. The term q. combines thermal 360 cal/gm (1.51 MJ/kg), a reaction rate pre-
contributions from two processes, exotherixac exponent of AE = 5 x 108l sl1, and activation
surface reaction, q,, and the latent heat of energy orE8 = 46.1 kcal/mole (193 Md/mole).
phase change, L. The effective heat release is: Continuity - Gas Phase

q. L~G 0-Q)q, . 0 1) As stated previously, the gas mixture

In Equation (11), the quantity G repre- contained within the pore is assumed to have
sentu the mass flux fraction of energetic tirne-varying, but opatially uniform thermo-
material entering the vapor phase from the dynamic properties, Thus, the time rate of
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change of gas density for the spherical void In the limit of low gas density, Equation (19)
with surface mass flux and nonconstant vol. approaches perfect gas behavior, whereas at
ume is: highly compressed states the covolume

correction term (I - rips) corrects for nonideal
dp 1h.(1 thermodynamic states.

dt a a GAS-PHASE KINETICS
The first term on the right hand side of
Equation (15) treats density variations due to Part I • Single Reaction
pore volume changes, whereas the second In Part I of this work, it is assumed
term reflects the increase in gas density due to the nitramino 'present in the vapor phase
surface mass flux. (RDXg) undergoes a single, finite-rate, gas-

phase reaction. The product gas is assumed
Energy- Gas Phase to have the same composition as the final

From classical thermodynamics, the product of a constant-volume explosion of
energy balance for a spatially uniform RDXg (i.e., major species: N2 , CO, C0 2 , H2 ,
reactive gas mixture takes the form: H20, H, OH, 0, 02, NO). Also, the gas-

dT phase reaction for Part I proceeds Irrevers-
pC . -. 3 3 byibly and has a molar production rate given

9 YL (UkCAk)_ ;Pl+ ;4gby

&RX -g P-:Aiexp(-EV/RT' . (20)
+ Is [1h : Y ( - Uk(TI)I (16) RDX-f --- e(

The coefficients (i.e., As, E•, n) appearing in
Equation (16) is written specifically for Equation (20) are based on estimates
a spherical system with nonconstant vol- developed in a previous study of steady-state
ume and energy/mass flux at the surface, nitramine deflagration at pressures up to
Under the same constraints, species conserva- 100 MPa.O
tion within the spherical pore yields the
equation: Part II. Multiple Reactions

dYk 3 For Part II of this work, the
pg-- - Wk(ýk + am dnk(Yka - Yk) (17) decomposition of gas-phase RDX is modeled

using a set of 167 elementary reactions
In Equations (16) and (17), Wk is involving 43 chemical species. 6 "7 Table 1

molecular weight and Wk is the molar presents a list of the gaseous species
production rate of the k-th species in the gas. considered in this work, including inter-
Also, Yks represents the mass fraction of mediate species. Some of the CHNO species
the k-th species created at the interface: appearing in Table 1 are given abbreviations

in parentheses. For example, RDXR
Yka = irkl/T.he (18) represents CaHeNs0 4, the radical formed

when a nitro group is removed from RDX.
Equation Of State The decomposition of RDXc was modeled

For both Parts I and It of this work a by Equation (14). This is the same as the

constant-covolume equation of state8 was condensed-phase reaction law used in Part 1.
used: However, in Part l1 the four species produced

by the surface reaction (CH2O, N20, N02, N2)
p RT were allowed to react with other species

P = . (19) present in the pore.
I 1 -ziP9
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Table 1. List of Specie.: Part HI

CsHeNejOe(RDX) H C02 H2CNH
C8H6N5O4(RDXR) 0 Co H2CNO
C8H6NsOj(RDXRO) N HCNO HgCNNO%1
COHONG0 5 (MRDX) H20 HOON HgCNCH2
CsHeNsO3(MRDXR) OH NNH H2CNNO
C8H7Ng0 4(RDXH) HO2 CNO H2CN
CsH7N4O2(RDXHR) NOg N20 C2N2
CH20 NO HNO HONO
H2  NH NH2  NH3
02 CN HCN HCO
N2 NCO HNCO

RESULTS Table 2. Input Parameters for RDX

Part I - Single Reaction Variable [units) Value
Input parameters and initial conditions p,[kg/m31 1806

for a series of test cases are presented in
Table 2. In all cans, the energetic material Tu= T.o Too1K] 300
surrounding the pore was the nitramine ,[ al00
explosive RDX. Two initial porosities (0.05, P 0 Ma ______

0.10) and a range of applied external a0ham] 5.0
stresse, were examined. The applied stress at i[niisJ 0
r = b was a constant with P =Pob for all time. .
For consistency with the results presented _____________ 1.
In Part 11, the chemical kinetics FORTRAN C3 100
package CHEMKIN7 6 was used to assemble ppol)500
the thermodynamic properties and molar A. 1  O
production rates of allI gaseous species, _____________X______

Figures 2-5 show some of the trends ESJMJ/molel 193
predicted by the version of the hot spot model 3g-1 4785
that incorporates simple gas-phase kinetics gM/oe13
(Part 1). Here, the applied stress in 300 MPa [M/oe13
and the Initial porosity Is 0.05, During the 0.090
time interval 0 < t (pis) < 0,34, the pore Y(~1110
collapses from the initial radius of a0 =- 5 JimLMa ____

to a minimum value of a = 4.5 Pim (see L(MJ/kgl 0.392
Figure 2). Pore collapse (A < 0) occurs during kg[W/m-kj 0.0883
this period since the total resistive stress
(P5 + P11 is less than the external hydrostatic kj(W/m-kJ 0.2093
stress P., qe[MJ/kg] 1.51

As the pore collapses, several different n1.22
heating mechanisms contribute to an j3kg0.1
increase In Interface surface temperature T1 [jI .0
(see Figure 4). An examination of the Cg[J/kg-KI 1465
individual terms In Equation (5) Indicates the -0,10,0.05

primary source of surface heating during pore
collapse is from plastic work, Since this PjMPaI 200 -800
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Figure 2. Pore Radius Profile for Part I, P. = Figure 4, Temperature Profiles for Part I, P.
300 MPa and 00 = 0.05. Initial pore collapse = 300 MPa and #0 = 0.05. Runaway gas-
is followed by a brief Induction period at mini- phase reaction occurs at t - 0.38 ps.
mum volume state and eventual pore explosion.

100- 1.0

o0.6

0,4

0 ... '...... .O1
C.O 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5

TIME (AS) TIME (Pis)

Figure 3, Gas Pressure Profile for Part I, P. FigureS. Fuel Mass Fraction Profile for Part !,
300 MPa and 0o = 0.05. Initial increase in P, P. = 300 MPa and #0 = 0.05. Initial
is primarily due to gas compression. Rapid production of RDX5 is from decomposition at
increase in P1 after delay is associated with pore interface. Rapid decrease in Y at t
pore explosion. 0.38 p8 is from runaway gas -phase reaction.

contributes through the yield term in the The reaction model used in both Paris I and II
energy equation (i.e., Y I1L,2/r0), the heating assumes the gases evolving from the surface
rate decays rapidly (~-/r ) for radii much are composed of 90 percent unreacted nitra-
greater than r = a. Thus, the heating due to mine vapor (RDXg) and 10 percent reaction
plastic work is effectively confined to the pore products (3CH2O + NO 2 + N20 + (3/2)N2).
surface and adjacent material, Compared The 90 percent of mass flux undergoing phase
with the yield term in the energy equation, change from RDXc to RDX requires energy
the viscous work contribution is very small (latent heat). The remaining 10 percent of
(yield term: viscous term -3.3). Similar to mass flux that reacts from RDXG to gaseous
plastic work, the viscous contribution to products releases heat at the surface.
heating also decays rapidly for r > a. Since the net surface mass flux is

The presence of mass transfer at the dependent on interface temperature, Ti, the
gas/solid interface is apparent from the ther- rate of gas production increases steadily over
modynamic profiles displayed in Figures 3 - 5. the pore collapse time frame (t < 0.34 ps).
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Figure 5 shows a steadily increasing mass Moo
fraction of unreacted RDX, in the pore prior to •
t = 0.34 pa, Also, Tj > Tg during most of this 150,
time frame and heat transfer occurs from the _ d 0.05
solid interface to the pore gas. The pore gas
pressure increases during this time as a result 1000
of two differont processes, pore volume **"p~I"i P24
decrease and mass flux into the pore. 5

By t = 0.34 lie the gas temperature has 4-0 oft" Pis
increased to approximately Tg = 1500 K and a a
reaction initiates in the gas phase. Over the i0o -00 Soo 700

next 0.04 ps, Tg steadily increases from 1500 APPLIED PRESSURE (MPs)
K to approximately 2000 K and the gas-phase
composition changes from 90 percent Figure&, Maximum Pore Pressurs for Several
unreacted vapors and 10 percent products, to Porosities and Range of Applied Stresses
almost 100 percent products. Because of the
magnitude of Ti, the rate of nitramine vapors corresponding applied stress is referred to as
being produced at the pore surface is very Pi.. For cases where the applied stress is less
high. During this gas-phase thermal than Pi., the pore generally undergoes a slow
induction period Tg > TI and the flow of heat rate of collapse and exhibits minimal heating
is from gas to solid, at the interface, The increase In Tj is not

enough to initiate significant surface decom-While the system is at rest in the state of position and gas-phase reaction,
minimum pore volume, P must overcome the
total resistive pressure (I, + P.) in order to For applied pressures in the range Pi. <
initiate motion in the outward direction, Over P. < P2., interface heating is sufficient to
the time interval 0.34 < t (ps) < 0.38 the pore cause some gas-phase decomposition, but the
pressure increases, but A = 0 since P < ps + rate of gas production is insufficient to result
I'.. At approximately t = 0.38 ps, P1 exceeds in pore explosion. In brief, energy is being
the resistive pressures and pore expansion conducted away from the interface faster
takes place (a > 0). Due to the high rate of than it is accumulating in the pore. When the
increase in pore pressure, pore expansion is applied stress exceeds P2. the rate of energy
very rapid (see Figure 2). accumulation in the pore far exceeds the rate

at which it is transported away and the resultThis example is characteristic of. a situa- is pore explosion. Figure 7 shows the thresh-

tion where the applied pressure is large old ofr explosion (Pig) for a range of initial

enough to result in pore collapse, decomposi- porosities.

tion of the energetic material, and rapid pore

explosion. However, not all cases result in the 4o0
type of behavior exemplified in Figures 2 - 5.
The pore dynamics and thermodynamics 30 ON
predicted by this model depend, of course, on PEXLO
the initial conditions and material properties.
To examine the influence of initial conditions 20o
on hot spot formation, a parametric study was NO PORE EXPLOSION
made on the effects of P. and Jo on maxi-
mum pore pressure, Figure 6 highlights the IL 100

results of this study. 0 _ _._._._._ _ _ _ _
0 • . . A ,,

For a given initial pore configuration, U.o0 0.05 0.10 0.16
there are two characteristic states of hot spot POROSITY
formation. The first state is idantifled in Fig-
ure 6 as the point of first ignition and the Figure 7. Critical Applied Stresa P2 . for

Range of Material Porosities (a0 = 5pm)
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Part 11- Multiple Reactions

The single gas-phase reaction used in ONO
Part I of this work was replaced in Part II with
the lengthy set of elementary reactions 0 4Nss
discussed previously. Input parameters and W \
initial conditions for Part II were the same as se

those cited for the previous cases (Table 2). =0
For comparison with the result shown in
Figures 2 - 5, the applied stress and initial 0 a

porosity for this case were again, Pa = 300 F
M Pa and 4 o = 0.05. . .. ... --_ ... ._.. .. ...

Figure 8 shows the pore pressure profile. c 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1

Similar to the pressure history shown In TIME (pA)

Figure 3, there is a slow initial increase in Figure 9. Temperature profiles for Part II, P.
pressure followed by a rapid increase at = 300 MPa and #0 0.05 (compare with
approximately t = 0.40 ps. Unlike Figure 3, Figure 4)
however, Figure 8 displays a second distinct
increase in pressure after a short delay time.
The pore gas temperature profile shown in
Figure 9 reflects this same behavior. Selected 0.3 .2
species profiles help mxplain the observed two-
tier pressure and temperature profiles (see
Figures 10- 14).

During the initial pore collapse and

interface heating phase (t < 0.40 lps), the
gaseous species RDXg, CH 2O, NO2, N20, and o.1 N
N2 are produced at the pore surface. Because
90 percent of the mass flux into the gas phase NO 0go

is unreacted RDXg, the net exothermicity and 0.0 Oz
rate of To increase are very low. During this 0.0 0.1 0.' 0 1' '0. 4 0.5

period, the event is essentially identical to the lIMe (",)

Figure 10, NOX, N2 , and NO Species Profiles
for Part lP. = 300 MPa and , = 0.06

0.3•
1000

0.2 - iH 0 .
. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.s 0.o

04 050.0 .1 . 2.: 0.3 0.40.5

Figure 8. Gas Pressure Profile for Part II, P. TIME (04)
= 300 MPa and 0o = 0.05. Multiple gas-
phase reactions are evaluated (compare with Figure 11. 1120 and HS Species Profiles for
Figure 3). Part I1, P. = 300 MPa and to = 0.05
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case examined in Part I (Figures 2 - 5). Once

0. .. the gas temperature increases after the first

- delay period, RDX and the other species react
* to form additionaf intermediate species such

0.3 as HONO, HCN, NO, H2O, etc. Recall in
Part I, the reaction went directly from RDX
to final products. The delay time associates

0.1 with the first energy release is not a true
"thermal induction time" since a portion of the

cc gas heating is from other mechanisms (e.g.,
0.0 compression, et.) besides self-heating.

0.0 0.1 03.2 0.3 0.4 a.$ Following a second induction time delay,
TIME (A) the intermediate species further react causing

Figure 12. COg and CO Species Profiles for the second-tier increases in Tg and PS The

Part 1, Po 300 MPa and o 0.05 gaseous chemical composition after the second
energy release is similar to the equilibrium
composition for a constant-volume explosion
process involving RDXg. Table 3 compares the

_ mole fractions of major species predicted by
the pore collapse model with the composition
predicted by an equilibrium calculation for

0,3, constant-volume explosion,

"N Table 3. List of Species at Final State
0.XONO Mole Fractions

Species
0.0 .. .. .-. I (Partial List) Hot-Spot Equilibrium

CIO 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.5 (Final State) Calculation
Time (us) N2 0.313 0.309

Figure 13. 1ICN and HONO Species Profiles CO 0.253 0.255
for Part II, P.= 300 MPa and o = 0.05 CO 0,___ 0,__5

H120 0.212 0o186

H2  0.087 0.093
0.6. C02 0.067 0.060

0., OH 0.027 0.038

0.4 NO 0.016 0.012

oH3 H 0.013 0.034

o0.2 - 02 0.002 0.006

0,1 N20 0 0002 0.008

0.0 .-a ---- ,-.---. NO2  0.000 0,000
0 . ..0,2 0.4 0.8 N20 0.000 0,000

TIME (pL)

Figure 14, RDX N20, and CHiO Species CH20 0.000 0.000

Profiles for Part II, P. = 300 MPa and So 6 HONO 0.000 0.000
0.05
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SUMMARY Temperature on Viscoplastic Pore-

Under certain initial conditions, the Collapse," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 59, No. 6,

model presented here predicts a well-defined 1986.

sequence of events leading to hot spot 4. Maiden, D. E. and Nutt, 0. L., "A Hot
formation in porous, energetic materials. Spot Model for Calculating the Threshold
After a constant hydrostatic stress, Ps, is for Shock Initiation of Pyrotechnic
applied to the porous material, a time- Mixtures," Proceedings of the Eleventh
dependent pore collapse commences. Heat International Pyrotechnics Seminar,
generation due to plastic work and exothermic Vail, Colorado, 7-11 Jul 1986.
reaction, and heat transfer at the solid/gas 5. Mitani, T. and Williams, F. A., A Model
interface, result in an increasing interface for the Deflagration of Nitramin..,
temperature. As the interface temperature Sandia National Laboratories Report,
increases, thermal diffusion within the solid SAND 86-8230, 1986.
phase generates a growing thermal layer that
extends into the solid from the pore interface. 6. Persona) communication with C. F.
Nitramine vapors produced at the pore Melius, Sandia National Laboratories,
interface react in the gas phase while Livermore, CA, 1989.
simultaneously being compressed by the 7. Koe, R. J,; Miller, J. A.; and Jefferson, T.
collapsing pore, Both mechanisms contribute H., CHEMKIN: A General-Purpose,
to an increase in pore gas pressure and under Problem.Independent, Transportable,
certain conditions, the pore pressure FORTRAN Chemical Kinetics Code
overcomes the inertia of the collapsing solid Package, Sandia National Laboratories
and the pore explodes rapidly outward. Report, BAND80-8003, 1980.

Two different gas-phase reaction 8. Butler, P, B., Real Gas Equations of State
mechanisms were investigated in this work, for CHEMKIN, Sandia National
In the preliminary calculations performed in Laboratories Report, SAND80-3118,
Part I, the gas-phase decomposition was 1989.
modeled as a finite rate, single-step procass, 9. Plesset, M. 8, and Prosperetti, A.,
In Part II, s more detailed reaction scheme "Bubble Dynamics and Cavitation," Ann.
involving 167 elementary reactions and 43 8e dyMich Vod v, A9n.
chemical species was incorporated into the hot Rev. Fluid Mech., Vol.9,197".
spot model. Although the overall trends were 10, Carslaw, H. S. and Jaeger, J. C.,
similar for both parts, the multiple gas-phase Conduction of Heat in Solids, Second
reactions treated in Part II demonstrated a Edition, Oxford University Press,
two-tier induction stage prior to pore London, 1959.
explosion, This was a direct result of the
production and ultimate destruction of DISCUSSION
intermediate species in the pore gas mixture, DAVID F. ALDIS
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1. Carroll, M. M. and Holt, A. C., "Static Your model assumptions include spheri-
and Dynamic Pore-Collapse Relations for cal symmetry that may not be realistic at some
Ductile Porous Materials," J. App4. shock strnngths. Over what shock pressure
Phys., Vol. 48, No. 4,1972. range do you think this would be appropriate?

2. Butcher, B. M.; Carroll, M. M.; and Holt,
A. C., "Shook Wave Compaction of REPLY BY P. B. BUTLER
Porous Aluminum," J. Appl. Phys., Vol. It is difficult to identify the shock
45, No. 9, 1974. strength at which the pore no longer exhibits

3. Carroll, M. M.; Kim, K. T.; and spherical symmetry since it dependsonmany
Nesterenke, V. F., "The Effect of factors, including the material properties of
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the condensed phase. This value would then pore sees a ramp in pressure, terminating at
have to be compared to the minimum shock pore closure time. This kind of pressure
strength required for ignition, It it exceeds boundary history will greatly influence inner
the minimum ignition criterion, the spherical wall motion and thus problem solution.
symmetry assumption is valid since ignition
would occur prior to pore deformation, REPLY BY P. B. BUTLER

DISCUSSION Our hot spot model is formulated suchthat any P(t) profile can be specified as the
DENNIS HAYES exterior (r = b) boundary condition, Finite rise
Sandia National Laboratories time shock waves are of interest, and we
Albuquerque, NM intend to study this problem in the near

A shock In a porous bed will broaden future, However, it should also be mentioned
A shck i a orou bedwil broden there are circumstances where a condensed-

until the rise time of t.he shock is approxi-
mately equal to the pore collapse time. Thus, phase energetic material can experience a
instead of a step function in pressure, each very short rise time shock input,
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BROAD BANDWIDTH STUDY OF THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE
FRACTURE SURFACES OF EXPLOSIVES

M. Yvonne D. Lanserotti and James J. Pinto
U.S. Army ARDEC

Plcatinny Arsenal, New Jersey 07806-5000

and

Allan Wolfe
Department of Physics

New York City Technical College
Brooklyn, New York 11021

The Z,X coordinates of the fracture surfaces of TNT and Composition B
have been measured with a stylus profilometer, The fracture surfaces
of the material under study are obtained by accelerating prepared
samples in an ultracentrifuge, When the tenslle or shear strength is
exceeded, a fracture surface is obtained, Using diamond and sapphire
styli the topography of the fracture surface has been studied from a
wavelength of 1,0 micron to nearly 1,0 centimeter, The power spectra
have been calculated from the data using a prelate spheroidal data
window in the horizontal space domain prior to the employment of the
fast Fourier transform algorithm. The power spectra are found to
decrease with increasing spatial frequency, Peaks are observed in the
low frequency region of the TNT power spectra and indicate that much
of the fracture is occurring at grain boundaries, Peaks corresponding
to the RDX particle size are observed in the Composition 8 power
spectra and indicate that the fracture is occurring between the ItDX
and TNT grains,

INTROI)UCTION mechanical properties of contacting surfaces,6

In this work power spectral techniques and the understanding of mechanical sensi-

have been used to study the topography of tivity tests including friction and Impact

the fracture surfaces of energetic materials. 14  Spectral analysis techniques are also
The slopes of the log-log power spectra are useful tools to understand the fundamental
studied, and the slopes are used to deter- physics of the fracture processes of energetic
mine if the surface topography can be materials and to make quantitative compari-
characterized by a fractal dimension. The sons between different materials, Since the
fractal dimension is a parameter describing fractal dimension provides concise quantita-
the scaling properties of surface topography. tive descriptions of the fracture surfaces of
That is, how topography or roughness varies energetic materials, it might be expected that
with surface dimension, The mechanical such descriptions will lead to improvements in
properties of two surfaces in contact depend cast and composition, Such quantitative
strongly on the topography of the contacting descriptions are not presently available by
surfaces. Therefore, knowledge of the fractal any other method. Improved knowledge of
dimension is potentially important for deter- energetic materials has resulted from this
mining the scaling of surface topography, approuch,
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EXPERIMENT the edge in the direction of motion, 2,6 pm for

A Beckman preparative ultracentrifuge the diamond stylus.
model 1,8-80 with a swinging bucket rotor RESULTS
model SW 60 TI is used to rotate the sample
under study up to 60,000 rpm, The distance of TNT
the specimen from the axis of rotation can be
chosen as a variable between 6 and 12 cm,6"9  The sample of melt-cast TNT has been

Samples are prepared as follows, found to fracture at 41,000 g at 250C,
Cylindrical polycrystalline plugs of explosive Crystallitos are visually seen to protrude from
are prepared by pouring about one-half gram the surface and range in size from
of the material into 9-mm internal diameter approximately 100 to 500 plo, The topography

of the fracture surface of TNT has been(14. poycabonae tbesand lloingthe studied from wavelengths of 1,0 lpm to 8 mm
material to crystallize, The open-ended sam-
ple tube is then joined to a short, closed-end using a stylus profilometer.
polycarbonate centrifuge tube, The as-cast An 8-mam surface height profile of one
surface of the explosive faces away from the trace across the fracture surface of TNT Is
axis of rotation, The sample experiences a shown in Figure 1, The Z,X coordinates of this
time rate of change of the acceleration up to a profile have been measured with the diamond
maximum acceleration, The sample then stylus at a horizontal spacing (mean sampling
doceleratossmoothlytozeroacceleration,- The interval) of 0,006 mm, The vertical
initial maximum acceleration is less than the displacement is plotted as a function of
fracture acceleration for the material, The horizontal displacement,
maximum acceleration for the sample is then Tho spectrum analyses are performed by
increased systematically in each successive using a prelate spheroidal data window12,13 In
run, Particles break loose from the surface the horizontal space domain prior to the
exposed to the acceleration and transfer to the tehrzna pc oanpirt hclposed-edo ube wcel on te strafenthof the employment of a fast Fourier transform algo-closud-end tube when the strength of the rithm to compute the power spectral density. 14
material is exceeded, A hemispherical The prolate spheroidal window is used because
fracture surface Is formed. it is superior to more commonly used windows

The Z,X coordinates of the concave in analyses of short series,1' The spatial
fracture surfaces are measured with a stylus power spectrum of the fracture surface profile
profilomiter, Two types of styli were used to of the TNT 6umple of Figure I is shown in
measure the Z,X coordinates, One stylus is a Figure 2. The power spectral density is
diamond tipped, 90 included angle truncated
pyramid with a 1,3-pin edge in the direction ol'
motion, The other stylus is a sapphire ball
with 397 p~m radius. The Form Talysurf 0,

instrument is capable of recording profile .,IAMONOTYL

lengths from 0.5 mm to 120 cm. The diamond I• •1,MTAL ,MINI,1
stylus height range is 4,0 mm with 10 nm J
resolution, 'The sapphire stylus height range
is 8,0 mnim with 20 nm resolution, The largest
wavelength is the length of the profile, The o .4
smallest wavelength is twice the horizontal
measurement spacing corresponding to the -o,
Nyquist cutoff froquency., In addition, the
finite dimendon of the stylus imposes a cutoff'
wavelength equal to the tip radius,") 397 pm -,i
for the sapphire stylus. The truncated pyra- ROMI.OXTAL 0,2,.IMMY W01

mid diamond stylus cannot resolve a Figure I. Surface Height Profile of the
wavelength shorter than twice the length of Fracture Surface of TNT
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Peaks are observed in the low frequency
9.., region of the power spectrum and correspond
". %. Iroughly to the size of the crystals in the

'O # sample. These peaks indicate that much of the

0-, fracture is occurring at crystal boundaries.
Wel The power spectral peaks are listed as a
"[.4 function of spatial frequency in Table 1. The

power spectral peaks appear to be quasi-
periodic over the range measured,

We W26 AM•,--i.W The spatial power spectrum has also

s" been calculated from the Z,X coordinates of an
"independent fracture surface profile of TNT

I-,, ,measured with the sapphire stylus. Similar
,AIIALIGINGIm-,1  results are obtained. The power spectral

Figure 2. Spatial Power Spectrum of tte density decreases with increasing spatial
Yracture Surface Profile ofTNT frequency. At low spatial frequencies the

slope of the spectrum is about -3. At high
spatial frequencies the slope of the spectrum

plotted as a function of spatial frequency on a is about -4. Again the change in slope
log-log plot. The power spectral density corresponds approximately to the smallest
decreases with increasing spatial frequency. grain size observed in the fracture surface,
At low spatial frequencies the slope (dashed Peaks are also observed in the low frequency
line) of the spectrum is about -3. At high region of the power spectrum and correspond
spatial frequencies the slope (solid line) of the to the size of the crystals in the sample. The
spectrum is about -4. The location of the power spectral peaks in this power spectrum
change in slope corresponds approximately to are also listed as a function of spatial
the smallest grain size observed in the frequency in Table 1. These spectral peaks
fracture surface (0.1 mm). also appear to be quasi-periodic. In addition,

many peaks in both spectra from the two
The relationship of the spectral slo pe, s, individual samples are at approximately

to the fractal dimensin, 1), is given 5,15.' for similar frequencies.
a profile by Peaks have also been observed in the

u= -(5.21)). lFourier spectra of fracture profiles of

This is the relationship used5" 7 to interpret metals,18-19 The periodicities observed for
the power spectra ofa profile with a self affine these peaks have been ascribed to a
fractal model. 16 The slope must lie in the fundamental fracture unit which has a
range .3 < s !5 -26 in order to yield inteor triungularshape.'1 1

pretable results. Therefore, at low sputial The root.inean-square (rms) roughness,
frequencies the fractal dimension is founld to It, has been calculated for the fracture surface
be about 1. At high spatial frequencios, thi profile of TNT shown in Figure I. The
slope is ubout 4, lior spectral slopes steeper roughness has been obtained from data
than -3, the relationship between spectral measured by the diamond stylus. The
slope and fractal dimension does not hold.5 In determination has also been made for thirty-
this cause, the dimension is exactly equul Ito 1, two separate subprofiles chosen at random
the topologicul dimension. The1refore, at from this profile. A straight line has been fit
spatial frequencies greater than ; *' mm 1 the to the points by the method of least squares.
fracture surface is non-fractal. Apparently The equation of the line Is:
these fracture surfaces are not fractal at
wavelengths smaller than tho grain size when log - (0.83 ± 0.10) log L - (064 + 0.22),
the prol'ilometer st)lus traverses smooth where 1, is the profile length. The best line
crystal cleavage surfaces, fit has a linear correlation coefficient equal
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Table 1. Power Spectral Peaks as a Function of Spatial Frequency for TNT Profiles

Diamond Stylus Sapphire Stylus
Horizontal Spacing = 0.006 mm Horizontal Spacing - 0,005 mm

Peak No, Spatial Frequency Spatial Frequency Peak No.(mm*1 ) (mm' 1)

1 0.9 0.8 1

2 1.7 1.5 2

3 2.1 2,1 3

4 2.5

5 2.9 2,8 4

6 3.4 3.5 5
7 4.2 4.0 6

8 5,2 4,7 7

9 6.3

10 7.1 6,7 8

11 8.1 8,3 9

12 8.8

to 0.83. This is beyond the 99,9 percent signi-
ficance level for the thirty-two data points, 20

The log of the rms roughness increases j- a
linearly with the log of the profile length,
Nevertheless, each specific value of rms
roughness is valid only for the particular
subprofile from which it is obtained. , 2 1 These
rms roughness values are plotted as a function 3 2
of profile length on a log-log plot in Figure 3.

Composition B **

The topography of the fracture surface
of Composition 1B has been studied from 2' ......... 3,5 4.0
wavelengths of 1.0 pm to 5 mm using the LOGPROPII.ELENGTH(MICRONI)
diamond stylus. Composition Bi is a formula-
tion containing 59 percent cyclotrimethyl- Figure 3. Log of the Root-mean-square
enetrinitramine (RDX), 40 percent TNT, and I Roughness of TNT!as a Function of the Log of
percent wax. The sample of melt-cast Comn- the Profile Length
position B hat been found to fracture at
41,000 g at 25°C. The crystals are seen
visually to protrude from the surface; they The distribution for an actual MtA)X sample,
appear to be approximately 0.1 mm in size. ilolston lot 21-40, is also shown. The
The logarithmic normal crystal size geometric means of the particle sizes
distribution of RDX as specified by military (50 percent point on the graph) are 189 pm
specification Class 122 is shown in Figure 4. and 123 prm, respectively. The geometric
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lot

I." A I"'

.A Il:Is.I

4 1 HOLITON LOT 1I-0 t

AMILR.366, CLASI I lot
.&PATiAL lUINOV |MI N)

O'II
,1 .0 14 15 4 "A 144 0.d WAODN NORlG iO T Ui ,4m

Istl

F'igure 4. ltDX Particle Size Distribution, P is ,,,

the cumulative percentage of measurements
equal to or less than the particle size, i .

mean particle size corresponds approximately t ,,,
to the size or the crystallites observed in the ,AML ,FPAMEOV Im"'l1

fracture surface, bigure 5, Spatial Power Spectra of Fracture
Surface Profiles of Composition B. The slope of

laive mm and 5-pmr surface height pro Profile #1 is -3.3; the slope of Profile #2 is -3.9.files of two traces across the fracture surface u1'

Composition 1B have been studied. The Z,X
coordinates of these profiles have been meas-
ured with the diamond stylus at a horizontal
spacing (,ean sampling interval) of 0.006 min ,.,
and 0,O00b mam, respectively. The spatial
power spectra of these fracture surface profiles "
are shown in ligures 5 and 6, respectively.
The power spectral density decreases with I
increasing spatial frequency, The spectral
slopes vary from -3,3 to -3,9 and indicate that
the fracture surface is non-fractal.

As in the case of the TN'i' sample, peaks &PATI PREGINGY I-1 '1
are observed in the power spectra ofr " ' mug

Composition B. These peaks indicate that III tmOia

much of' Lhe fracture is occurring between W
Rl)X and TNT grains, The power spectral "4

peaks are listed as a function of spatial
fIrequency in Table 2. The opeaks appear to he
quasi periodic over the range measured, 'T'he
(Iuasi-harmonic peaks correspond roughly to ,.,the size eo'the IRlX crystals in the sample.,o

CSPATIAL FAIRUNGOV loo-1)CONCIUSIONS iigure 6. Spatial Power Spectra of Fracture

The results presented here of the power Surface Profiles of Composition II. The slope of
spectra (if profilometer traces across TNT and Profile #1 is -3.8; the slope of Profile #2 is -3.4.
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Table 2, Power Spectral Peaks as a Function of Spatial Frequency for Composition B Profiles

DIAMOND STYLUS

Horizontal Spacing = 0,006 mm Horizontal Spacing = 0,0005 mm

Profile #1 Profile #2 Profile #1 Profile #2

Peak Spatial Spatial Peak Peak Spatial Spatial Peak
No. Frequency Frequency No. No, Frequency Frequency No,(mira t) (mm'1) , (mnl) (mm1l)

1.0 1 1 2.2 1.8 1
1 118 1,9 2 2 10.0 8.6 2
2 2.9 3,2 3 3 14.2 ......
3 4.4 3,9 4 4 19.4 19A4 3
4 5,3 5.2 5 5 25,5 26,5 4
5 6.9 .........- 33.6 5

Composition B fracture surfaces show that experimental and analysis techniques used
the spectral slopos change with spatial here have wide applicability in future studies
frequency, At the lower frequencies, the ofenergetic materials,
slopes for the TNT spectra, interpreted in
terms of the sell'-affne fractal model, yield a ACKNOWI Ll)GFM ENT
fractal dimension of approximately 1. At the We would like to thank Dr. Stephen R.
higher frequencies, for both 'TNT and rown, w ikomechanics )ivision, Sandia
Composition B, the slopes are <-3, and National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, for
therefore, the spatial scaling is non-fractal, helpful isu io ns, and qM r que NM, for
Such band-limited fractal dimensions and helpful discussions, and Mr. Steve Pollaine
non-fractal behavior have been reported by National Laboratory, for a 1ASIC program to
sBrown and Scholz6 in studios of natural rock transfer data from the Form 'ralysurf to a PC
surfacesi, formatted diskette.

Understanding of the fracture and
rupture of energetic materials subjected to REFERENCES
high acceleration is a key to better practicaldeIgn 1n seeails icuigod. [,anzerotti, M, Y, 1), and Pinto, J,,
designs in several fields, including ord- "Fractal Dimension of Fracture Surfaces
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EFFECTS OF MICROBALLOON CONCENTRATION ON THE
DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS OF NITROMETHANE - PMMA

MIXTURES

H. N. Preoles, J. Campos*, 0. Heuz6, and P. Bauer
Laboratoire d'Energ6tlque et de D16tonique, E.N.S.M.A., 86034 Poitiers, FRANCE

*Faculty of Sciences and Technology. University of Coimbra 3000 Coimbra,
PORTUGAL

The detonation velocity and pressure of mixtures of nitromethane
(NM) - PMMA and glass microballoon8 (OMB) were measured with
respect to the GMB concentration, These results show the detonation
characteristics of NM can be changed in a drastic way when high
concentrations of GMB are used,

The detonation of these mixtures is far from ideal, so there exists a large
discrepancy between the experimental and calculated values.

INTRODUCTION istics, with respect to the GMB concentration,
Glass microballoons (OMB) are generally would be a key parameter,

used to sensitize emulsion explosives. This
kind of explosive is very important today, from INITIAL STATE OF THE
an industrial view point. In order not to MIXTURES
decrease their detonation characteristics too Because of the large discrepancy between
much, these explosives contain only a few per- the NM density (.135) and yMB density,
cent of GMB. 'rho initiation sensitivity, det-
onation characteristics, and critical diameters (0,132) it is not possible to obtain a
depend upon the concentration of GMB. 1,2 '3  homogeneous mixture without increasing the
Nevertheless, one may wonder about the NM viscosity, Such requirement was met byeffective role of GMB In these complex adding PMMA. 4 Thus, a 3 percent mass
heterogeneous explosives, fraction of PMMA in a NM/PMMA mixture

was used in each composition. Each NM-

Nitromethane (NM) is a homogeneous ex- PMMA/GMB composition that is presented
plosive, and likely to be the best known among hereafter is defined by the mass fraction X of
all explosives. Like emulsions, its sensitivity GMB in the mixture. The size of GMB is 5 to
is very poor. rherefore, mixtures of NM and 170 plm, The initial density Po of mixtures up
GMB could be very useful to understanding the to X = 40 percent was measured (Table 1),
specific role of GMB. Furthermore, these since a steady detonation can propagate in any
mixtures are very easy to prepare, and could of them,
allow the study of the influence of several
parameters such as concentration, size, and 'rhreecomments must be made:
nature of microballoons. Thus, they could 1) when X > 15 percent, there is not
contribute to a better knowledge or hot spots, enough NM in the mixture to fill the gap

between the GMB, which loads to extra voids.But, first of all, it is necessary to

investigate whether, if any and under which 2) the density of mixtures with X > 15
conditions, a self-sustained detonation would percent is lbus than the density which could be
propagate in these mixtures. In such a case, expected from that resulting from each
the determination of its detonation character- component.
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Table 1. Density of NM-PMMA/GMB Mixtures

Volume
Fraction ofX (%) NM- PMMA Pc

0 100 1.14 i-

10 61,6 0.78 " X 10% IPRAV TUBE

20 40.3 0.575

30 24 0.39 ,(3260) X v20 %

40 13.6 0,258 '"00
"X 30%

(2322)
3) when X > 15 percent, each GMB is - A

covered with a layer of NM-PMMA, 0,1 Q3 05 1/0 (cm-1)

DETONATION F'igure I, Detonation Velocity of NM.
CHARACTERISTICS PMMA/GMB Mixtures Versus The Inverse

A previous study led to experimental Diameter of the Charge
detonation characteristics of mixtures with
15 "a X k 0 confined in brass tubes,5 As soon Table2, Measured and Calculated Detonation
as X > 20 percent, a steady detonation cannot Characteristics
propagate in this kind of confinement. This
can be explained by the detonation velocity D, I) "
that becomes less than the sound speed of Brass PVC D(BKW) P(exp) P(BKW)
brass, For this reason experimental data X tube Tube rds kbar kbar
reported In this paper, In the case where 40 ;t ( Tb/s) (m/s)
X 2!10 percent, were obtained using PVC .......
confinements. 10 4540 4354 4557 37,4* 48

i)etonation velocity and pressure were .... 43

measured and compared to calculated values 20 3260 3575 15
provided by the QUATUOR Code, 6 using the
BKW equation of state, 7  30 2322 2769 6 10,7

I)ETONATION VELOCITY 40 2152 4 4.5

The det(mation velocity ol' X = 10, 20, *Configuration Figure 3a,
and 30 percent mixtures was measured with
respect to the diameter,ý of the load (44 zP llence, only experimental values
14 mm) (Figure 1) in order to extrapolate to the obtained in mixtures where X t 15 percent
Infinite diameter detonation velocity (1). and shot in strong confinements may be
(Table 2). These values are reported in Figure compared to calculated values,
2, as well as the corresponding value obtained
in the mixture defined by X = 10 percent As X increases, the discrepancy between
confined in brass tubes, Th is result is 5 experimental and calculated values increases,
percent greater than that obtained in a weak reaching 16 percent at X = 30 percent.
confinement, and is correctly predicted by the Obviously, the behavior or these mixtures is
BKW equation of state, far from ideal,
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DETONATION PRESSURE
Detonation prassures of the mixtures

were measured by means of the electromag-
aetic gauge technique, which consists in
recording the potential generated by a metallic

0 1.DIBRASS TUBE an foil dragged by the detonation products inside

Wm/s) .,CALCULATION IBKW EDS.) a magnetic field.
+ N .0D( PVC TU3E +) Up to X = 15 percent, .,wo configurations

4001 of the metallic roil were used, namely, with the

D d0mm foil located (I) inside the explosive and (ii) at
(PVC TUBE A the inLerface between the explosive and the

PMMA plate at the end of the de'onatiia tube
(Figure 3), All of the results are shown in

3000 Figure 4. irst, one can observe that both
configurations lead to similar values (within
an experimental error of about 8 percent).

As the GMB concentration increases, the
2000 detonation pressure decreases reaching 4 kbar

at X = 40 percent. These results show that the
I , .. *.. -NM detonation characteristics can be changed

10 20 30 x 1%, 40 to a large extent by addition of a large amount
of GMB, since neat NM detonation pressure Is
120 kbar or so,

Figure 2. Detonation Velocity of NM. As we already mentioned, the detonation
PMMA/OMII Mixtures Versus GMB Assue epriednts oned, phed usingConcentration prsueeprmnswere performed using

Cn30 mm, .d,, PVC confinement. In this case the
detonation velocity is much less than ideal,

'l'he critical diameter of th•se mixtures which explains why the experimental values of
was not studied but is likely to be very small, the detonation pressure are less than the Ideal
since, regardless of the composition, all the oes.
values in lFigure I (even for 4 = 14 mm) iall on T'he fact that experimental and calculated
the same line. values are nearly the same when X = 40

One must recall that the critical diame- percent has no significant physical meaning.
ter of NM confined in PVC tube is close to
15 mm.8 This shows the very efficient role of
GMI1 in the detonation propagation mech-
anism. iPVC....., -"

TIhe detonation velocity of the mixtures . AL FOIL.
confined in 30 mm i.d. PVC tubes is reported 10 THICKNESS
in Figure 2, as are detonation pressure mea- 0.1 MM m
surements which were conducted using the
same confinement. A detonation velocity as PMM
low as 1500 m/s is obtained with X = (a) (b)
40 percent, This value is nearly 40 percent
lower than the calculated one. l, xperimental
values are far from ideal and, therefore, cannot Figure 3. Different Gauge Locations Inside the
be predicted by an a priori calculation derived Detonation T'ube for Particle Velocity
from classical thermochemical codes. Measurements
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION

P. KATSABANIS, Queen's University A. VAN DER STEEN
Kingston, Ontario, Canada TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory

What calibration parameters were used The Netherlands
for the calculations with the BKW EOS and do Did you measure the shock sensitivity as
these parameters reliably predict performance a function of the microballoon concentration?
of low density explosives?

REPLY BY H. N. PRESLES
REPLY BY H. N. PRESLES

Such experiments are planned in the near
We used the parameter set fitting TNT. future. Right now we can say that the mixture

We know from related studies that with the most concentrated with microballoons (X =
detonation of compressed gaseous explosives 40 percent) upon which we performed experi-
those parameters lead to an overestimation of ments is very shock sensitive, since with a
the performances of low density explosives detonation pressure of about 4 kbar the ZND
and so, with our mixtures, to an increasing pic pressure is about 10 kbar.
discrepancy when increasing the glass micro-
balloon concentration.
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DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
DENSE GASEOUS EXPLOSIVE MIXTURES

P. Bauer, M. Dunand, H. N. Presles, and 0. Heux6
Laboratoire d'Energdtique et do D6tonique

E.N.S.M.A., 86034 Poitiers, FRANCE

A new experimental technique is described. It allows the measurement
of detonation velocities of gaseous explosives at an initial pressure of
100 bar to 500 bar. The detonation is initiated by means of a solid
explosive generating an overdriven detonation in the gaseous mixture,
The velocities are measured on eight successive sets of ionization probes
located along 2 m long tubes, Their inside diameter varies. The
detonation is rapidly steady except at the upper limit of the pressure
range where side effects occur. They are probably due to the proximity
of the critical point of the hydrocarbon, which could lead to some
heterogeneity in the mixture, It appears that the Percus Yevick SOS is
no longer valid, and one must use the JCZ3 EOS instead, These
calculated results were obtained by QUATUOR Code involving the
Redlich Kwong QSO to describe the initial state of the mixtures,

INTRODUCTION 15 kbar, which may be regarded as a gateway

In order to provide data on the detonation to the field of high explosives,
properties of dense gaseous explosive mixtures, Previous experiments were performed In
an experimental investigation was undertaken, two different tubes: (1) 2 m long and 20 mm
During the last decade hydrocarbon-oxygen- i.d. and (2) 4,5 m long and 55 mm i.d, They
nitrogen mixtures In various concentrations could only withstand a pressure of 7 kbar and
were studied at an initial pressure of 100 bar. 3 kbar, respectively; therefore, a new tech-
Simultaneously a thermochemical code nique had to be created. The mixtures were
(QUATUOR Code2'3) was developed. This code confined in tubes that could only contain them
is based on several equations of state (EOS). at the initial pressures but were torn after each
The Boltzmann KOS together with the Percus shot. In addition, detonator #8 turned out to
Yevick EOS turn out to yield detonation be inoperative when located in an ambient
velocities that are in good agreement with pressure beyond 150 bar; therefore, a new
experimental ones. However, the purpose of ignition device had to be designed.
the work in progress is to check whether the
validity of these EOS can be stretched to a EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
higher range of density, In other words, more
compressed gaseous explosives are more likely Several i.d. tubes were used: 12 mm,
to substantiate such a range of validity, 16rmm, 21 mm, and 26 mm. They were 2 m
Moreover, one has to fill a gap between the long with 8 consecutive sets of measurements
gaseous explosives at ambient pressure and 20 cm in length (Figure I), This allowed a
the high explosives. Such a goal was that of check of the stability of the detonation wave.
the present study which deals with gaseous Ionization pickups, which had to be carefully
explosive mixtures at an initial pressure adjusted to avoid any leakage, were installed
ranging from 100 to 500 bar. These mixtures for this purpose. The first set was located at a
yield detonation pressures on the order of 10 to distance of 40cm from the ignition point. Each
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

NAI IIT Despite the strong ignition device, values
oma recorded over the different sets of measure-
Sn ments were quite close -- less than 1 percent --

1 0,MI at least within the experimental uncertainty,
"" n" showing the CJ self-sustained state of the• detonation, This can be explained by the rapid

opening of the confinement that occurs within
Figure 1, Sketch ofthe Detonation Tube the first 40 cm of the tube, prior to the first set

of measurements. Depending upon the tube
gauge consisted of a central pin stuck In a diameter, that is, upon its strength, one could
2 mm cylindrical glass piece inserted and glued observe in the lower range of initial pressure
Into the tube wall, some fluctuations in the velocity on the order

of 1 percent. However, the average velocity
The difficulty encountered previously, can be regarded as reliable. Therefore, shorter

concerning the inability of the ignition device tubes may be used in the future.
beyond P. = 150 bar, led to operation in such a
way that the triggering of the detonation Measured detonation velocities are
would be from outside of the tube. For this reported on Figure 2 as a function of the Initial
purpose, a 1 cm thick layer of solid explosive pressure. All sets of values fall along the same
was pasted around one end of the tube over a line, and the light change In the equivalence
length of approximately 10cm, This technique ratio does not lead to any significant
was used previously by Sellam et al.4 to discrepancy, All sets of data may be regarded
generate overdriven detonations, The date- as reliable up to an initial pressure of 300 bar
nation in the outer explosive leads to the or so, Beyond this value, the velocity exhibits
formation of a Mach stem in the inner core and
an overdrivon detonation takes place in the
central gaseous explosive. r

As will be discussed later, the opening of 2900 CALCULATION
the confinement leads rapidly to a steady state, (JCZ 3 EOS)
at least beyond the first 40 cm of propagation, 2800 A

Three different. mixtures of slightly rich AIP.Y EOSN

ethylene-air were studied in a range of initial 2700/
pressures varying from 100 to 500 bar. The %
mixtures were prepared in storage vessels 2600o
using a weighing systemt and the composition
was checked by a gas chromatography analy- 2500
silm.

A preliminary study5 has shown the 2400
feasibility of the whole experimental technique
at an initial pressure of up to 320 bar.
However, several particular problems had to 2300 * C2H4 * 13.12 Air
be solved, namely, the effect, ifany, of the tube C2H-4 12,7 Air
diameter and, moreover, to what extent a 220 C2H 12.8 Air
much higher initial pressure could be reached To0 283 K
experimentally, A pressure of 500 bar was the ___
very highest that could be expected since the 100 200 300 p. (Ybr-)-
installation was only designed to operate Figure 2. Detonation Velocity Vs. Initial
safely to this limit, Press we
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large fluctuations; the uncertainty attached to EOS, was also very efficient. However, as the
its value is far from what can usually be plot shows, the Percus Yevick EOS is no longer
expected, i.e., less than 1 percent, For valid -- either in terms of profile or deviation
instance, the values corresponding to Po = with experimental data -- in a higher range of
350 bar and P. = 400 bar were exhibiting fluc- initial pressure, unless its parameters are
tuations on the order of 3 percent. Although thoroughly adjusted. But then it would not fit
they have been reported on the plot, one must the previous range of initial pressures, The
be very cautious as to the reliability of such JCZ3 must be used instead, since it yields
data, Results obtained at a pressure of 500 bar results in good agreement with experimental
were not reported in this paper since all shots data. This HOS was designed in order to
provided values that were unlikely to be describe the behavior of detonation products of
realistic, iLe., D = 3000 ± 200 m/s. This can be high explosives; therefore, its validity in the
explained by the proximity of the critical present case is not totally surprising, although
conditions with regard to the initial state of the detonation pressure is one order of
ethylene prior to each experiment. Some heat- magnitude loss than that of high explosives,
ing of the mixture at a temperature of 300 to As a reference, the calculation providing
310 K would presumably help avoid this detonation pressure as a function of initial
critical state and favor a more homogeneous pressure is presented in Figure 3 for the
mixture, Another side effect is that of the pre- present mixtures,
cursor wall waves with associated rarefactions,
This phenomenon, as described by Watson,0  10
may locally act in such a way that the
hydrocarbon would undergo a change of state, MOUS.VVCK 906
Anyhow, this upper range of initial pressure " "
cannot yet yield reliable results, at least with
this type of hydrocarbon, =O 909

In order to check the eventual role of the
diameter of the tube, experiments were per-
formed at a pressure p,, = 200 bar in several
i,d. tubes, No significant discrepancy between
the measured values was observed, at least
within the range of uncertainty. This result
leads to the conclusion that the reaction zone
thickness Is very small compared to the deto-
nation wave curvature. This is supported by a -- _--_-__,_-_--_,_.. . ._,_ ,
previous investigation on the influence of 200 300 400 500 ,00
pressure on the cell size of the detonation
front,7 It shows that an extremely thin struc-
ture ofthe detonation front can be expected. Figure 3. Computed CJ Pressure Vs. Initial

Pressure
COMPARISON WITH A PRIORI
CA LCU IATION Thermodynamic data used in the

Together with these experimental values, calculations of the detonation velocities were
calathed v e thse reporitedonthsame vlus, those provided by Gordon and McBride poly-

calculated values are reported on the same plot. nomial forms, which have been extensively
They were obtained by means of QUATUOR detailed in previous papers,
Code" running with lPorcus Yevick KOS as well
as with JCZ3 EiOS.9 This former EOS was very The calculation was performed consider-
satisfying since it predicted the detonation Ing fresh mixtures at a temperature of 283 K.
properties of most hydrocarbon-oxygen- Moreover, the initial state of the mixture was
nitrogen mixtures at initial pressures up to calculated using a real gas EOS, that of
100 bar.10 A more simple one, Boltzmann Redlich Kwong. It is fairly suited for rnixLures
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at pressures less than 1000 bar; moreover, its results show the feasibility of this new setup
formulation is quite simple and the required and, presumably, should provide new data in
data are solely the critical pressure and the nearfuture, It may, therefore, be regarded
temperature of each pure component. We used as a reliable technique to generate detonation
a combination rule to obtain these critical pressures on the order of those obtained by
parameters with regard to the mixture, This means of inhibited high explosives." This
rule has been dotailed in a previous paper 12  would make a continuum in the knowledge of
and leads to satisfying results, It appears that both gaseous explosives at atmospheric pres-
a calculation ignoring this real gas behavior of sure and high explosives.
the fresh mixture would be unrealistic and
would not allow any reliable comparison of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
both calculated and experimental values, This
was a key point in the buildup of the The authors are indebted to Y. Sarrazin
thermochemical code. The calculated results and H. Simonnet for their technical assistance,
presented in this paper were based on the as well as to J, J. Denis for his advice in design-
assumption that detonation products only yield ing the probes system, to D. Falaise who
gaseous species, A different statement led to a carried out all the gas analysis, and to F. G.
greater discrepancy between both sets of data. Marsh for literary corrections.
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fore, be stated in a range of pressure -- from 10 Gazeux A Pression Initiale Sup6rieure &
to 15 kbar, one order of magnitude less than 100 Bar," CR.A.S., Paris, Vol. 308, 1989,
that for which it had been deelgned. The pp. 1405-1408.
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6. Watson, R. W.; Summers, C. R.; Gibson, Mixtures," Proceedings oftheNinth Inter-
F. C.; and Dolah, Van R. W., "Detonation nationa! Symposium on Detonation,
in Liquid Explosives: The Low Velocity Portland, OR, 28 Aug - 1 Sep 1989.
Regime," Proceedings of the Fourth Sym-
posium on Detonation, Office of Naval DISCUSSION
Research, MD, 12-15 Oct 1965, pp. 117-
124. J. KURY, Lawrence Livermore

7. Bauer, P.; Presles, H. N.; Heuzd, 0.; and National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Brochet, C., "Measurement of Cell Lengths Additional information on EOS could
in the Detonation Front of Hydrocarbon -- easily be obtained by measuring the wall
Oxygen and Nitrogen Mixtures at velocity of the confining tube with a technique
Elevated Initial Pressures," Comb. and similar to that used In the cylinder test for
Flame, 6,1986, pp. 112-123. solid explosives.

8. Heuzd, 0.; Presles, H. N.; and Bauer, P.,
"QUATUOR: A Thermochemical Code for REPLY BY P. BAUER
Computing Thermodynamic Properties of This type of information would indeed be
Detonation and Combustion Products," interesting to collect. However, since it would
Proceedings of the Twelfth International require the observation of the wall velocity, we
Pyrotechnics Seminar, Ed, SERIEP, Paris, could not perform these experiments in the
Juan-lee-Pins, France, 8-12 Jun 1987, present range of initial pressures. The opening
pp, 91-96. of the confinement started to be compared to

9. Cowperthwaite, M. and Zwisler, W. H., that of a solid explosive at initial pressures
"The JCZ Equations of State for Detona- beyond 300 bar, In the lower range of initial
tion Products and Their Incorporation pressures, we sometimos observed a partially
into the TIGER Code," Proceedings of the torn tube, However, we do believe that such
Sixth Symposium on Detonation, Office of experiments could be conducted in the future
Naval Research, MD, 24-27 Aug 1976, for higher values of the initial pressure.
pp. 162-172.

10. Bauer, P.; Brochet, C.; and Presles, H. N,, DISCUSSION
"Detonation Study of Gaseous Mixtures J. ROTH, Consultant
at Initial Pressures Reaching 10 MPa," Portola Valley, CA
Archivum Combustionis, Vol. 4, N°3,
1984, pp. 191-195, Did you calculate initial gas densities

11. Austing, J. and Selman, J. R., "Part 1: using realistic equations of state? Also, were

Equations of State, and Thermodynamic, there any Pej measurements mado?

and H ugoniot Relationships," Proceedings
of the Eleventh International Pyrotechnics REPIY BY P. BAUER
Seminar, Vail, CO, 7-11 Jul 1986, The calculation of Initial gas densities is
pp. 631-632. part of the thermochemical code QUATUOR.

12. Bauer, P.; Vidal, P.; and Manson, N., It is a key point in the code since the com-
"Applicability of the Inverse Method for pressibility effects start to play a prominent
the Determination of CJ Parameters for role beyond an initial pressure of the order of
Gaseous Mixtures at Elevated Pressures," few tens of bar. The equation of state used for
AIAA Progress in Astronautics and this purpose is that of Redlich and Kwong
Aeronautics, Vol. 114,1988, pp. 64-76. (refer to Kemp, M. K. et al., J. Chem. Educ.,

13. Presles, If. N.; Campos, J. , Ileuz6, 0.; and 52(12), 1975, pp. 802-803).

Bauer, P., "Effects of Microballoons We have not performed any reliable CJ
Concentration on the Detonation Char- measurements. However, the CJ detonation
acteristics of Nitromethane -- PMMA pressure has been calculated on the basis of the
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inverse method. A detailed description of this appearing in the various equations of state
method is provided in the following reference: used in the theoretical comparisons with
P. A. Bauer et al., A.I.A.A. Progress in experiment were chosen.
Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 114, 1988,
pp. 64-76. REPLY BY P. BAUER

DISCUSSION Most of the equations of state (EOS) we
used in the code are based on a virial

H. GRYTING, Gryting Energetics development, either in a straightforward form,
Sciences Company, San Antonio, TX like in Boltzmann EOS, or in form of a

Have you determined any detonation summation, like in Percus Yevick EOS.limits for ethylene in air? What other fuels Concerning the description of the molecular
limis for eth ned? iinteractions, two different approaches were
have you studied? made: either a simple one where only like

REPLY BY P. BAUER molecules interactions are considered, or a
more sophisticated one like that involved in

We did not observe any detonation limit JCZ3 EOS, for instance. In any caoe, we used
in ethylene-air mixtures. The only problem data that are available in the literature either
was the detonation velocity fluctuations in the for the intermolecular potential exponent
higher range of initial pressures, as mentioned k-egarding the molecular interaction distance
in the paper. We believe that such limit is or energy involved in the reduced temperature.
unlikely to occur, due to particularly small size In order to fit experimental data, a degree of
of the cells in that case, This is the reason why freedom was kept using an adjustable param-
the diameter effect is not anymore noticeable eter in the average interaction distance as
at initial pressures higher than 10 bar, suggested by Edwards, J, C, and Chaiken, R,

We performed a great number of experi- F, Comb. and Flame, Vol. 22, 1974, p. 269.
ments in various hydrocarbon oxygen mlxtures In the case where extremely high
more or less diluted in nitrogen, These were pressures are concerned, namely beyond
CH4, C2H4, C2H6, C3H 8, Hg, as well as various 100 kbars, the Morse potential is supposed to
compositions of CH4 - C2H6 and CH4 - C3H8  give a good description of the interaction
(supposed to exhibit the same behavior as phenomenon. However, due to the lower range
natural gas) and CH 4 -C2H6 - 12. of pressure with which we are confronted, we

did not use this form. We kept the form
DISCUSSION suggested by the authors from whom we chose

W. BYERS BROWN, University of the EOS, One may find a thorough description
Manchester, Dept. of Chemistry of these parameters in References I and 2 of
Manchester, United Kingdom the present paper.

I would like to ask Dr, Bauer how the
various intermolecular potential parameters
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DETONATION TEMPERATURE OF SOME LIQUID
AND SOLID EXPLOSIVES

Y. Kato, N. Mori, and H. Sakai
Chemicals and Explosives Laboratory

Nippon Oil and Fats Co., Ltd.
Taketoyo, AlchI 470-23, JAPAN

and

T. Sakural and T. Hikita
Fukul Institute of Technology
Gakuen, Fukul 910, JAPAN

Detonation temperature of liquid explosives containing Hydrazine

Nitrate and solid explosives at various initial densities was
investigated with a four-color pyrometer, The liquid explosives
containing Hydrazine Nitrate were chosen as representative of H-N-O
composition, The experimental results show that the detonation
products of H-N.O composition radiate like a blackbody. It was shown
that the measured detonation front temperatures of solid explosives are
almost constant within an experimental error, in the range of initial
density investigated. The measured detonation front temperatures of
solid explosives were compared with CJ temperatures calculated using
various types of equations of state. Good agreement was obtained
between the measured and calculated values,

INTRODUCTION very useful tools in detonation study; signif-

It Is importan' to know the detonation icant contributions have been made by
t sUrtiew, 1 Burton et al,,2 and Kato et al.3"5 In a

characteristics of high explosives from both a previous paper, 5 it was shown that optical
practical and a theoretical point of view, techniques can be used to measure the
Detonation temperature may be the most temhnique ca be use d uto measur ihimportant parameter for understanding temperature of detonation products of solid
chemical kinetics in the reaction zone and the explosives. In this study, we applied the tem-
thermomical k csintate odetaction pronnducts. perature measurements by optical pyrometer
thermodynamic state o/detonation products. to liquid explosives containing Hydrazine

At present, for various applications, the Nitrate and solid explosives at different initial
detonation characteristics can be predicted density. The measured detonation tempera-
using thermo-hydrodynamic computer codes tures were compared with CJ temperatures
with various types of equations of state for calculated using various types of equations of
detonation products. It is well known that the state. Good agreement was obtained between
detonation velocity and pressure are less the measured and calculated detonation
dependent on the type of equation of state. temperatures.
Measurements of detonation temperature are
very important as criteria to check the validity EXPERIMENT
of equation of state. Temperature measurements were

Recently, it has been proven that temper- obtained using a four-color pyrometer shown in
ature measurements by optical techniques are Figure 1, The four-color pyrometer consists of
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Table 1, Properties of HIN/H2 0 and HNIHH
Solutions

Composition Fudge Initial
Explosive (wt,%) Point Temp.

HN/HI20 95/5 60 65-70
90/10 50 55-60

" r " t85/15 40 45-50
PI phctodiod. 80/20 30 35-40

HN/HH 75/25 20-25
e cmplfe 70/25 20-25

N. "I "1. 1 65/35 20-25
vaiuo•uu.m rmilcoop" 60/40 20-25

55/45 20-25

HN: Hydrazine Nitrate- N2H4 .HNO3
Figure 1, Experhnental Setup HH: Hydrazine Hydrate - N2H4 ,H20

condensing optics, optical fibers, Interferential
filters (center wavelength X = 0.65, 0.75, 0.85,
and 0.95 pim; band width at half peak trans. ionition pro•.

mission AX =0.01 and 0.07 pim), PIN photo- y odrOhle
diodes, and an amplifier, Radiation, emitted • hl.r
from the area of 1 mm in diameter on the glas tube .y. disk
advancing detonation front or detonation prod- M r
ucts, was focused on one ond of the optical . e barrier

fibers by a condensing lens, The output of the booster
amplifier was recorded by digital recorder
(Sony-Tektronix 390 AD) via coaxial cables PH tube
and 50 ohm load resistors. The rise time of the d
overall system was measured to be less than 1 0

10nsec. The calibration of the four-color
pyrometer was performed with a tungsten Figure 2. Detonation Tube
ribbon lamp and a carbon arc,

Liquid explosives studied were Hydrazine Table 2. The PVC tube had a 10-mm thick
Nitrate (IIN)/Water (1120) and HN/Hydrazine transparent anvil (pyrex glass) at one end and
Hydrate (1111) solutions. Composition of the a booster charge at the other, The transparent
liquid explosI yes Is presented in Table 1, Those anvil was pressed to the end surface of the solid
liquid explosives were chosen as representative explosives to avoid voids at the interface
of the H-N-O composition, Liquid explosives between explosive and anvil, The detonation
were contained in glass tubes to avoid contact tube was placed in an explosion chamber
with metal (Figure 2), The initial temperature where the internal pressure was reduced to 20-
of liquid explosives was maintained at a 30 mm Hg for each shot,
temperature 5-10°C higher than Its fudge point
(Table 1), RESULTrS AND DISCUSSION

Solid explosives studied were TNT, Detonation Temperature of HN/H20 and
Tetryl, and RI)X which were loaded in PVC HN/HH Solutions
tube (50 mm long, 20 mm in diameter) by hand
press to the desired initial density. The Figure 3 shows a typical record of tem-
properties of solid explosives are presented in perature measurements of the IIN/HII solution
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Table 2. Properties of Solid Exploslues

Explosive Formula Initial Density

TNT C7HSN 3 06 1.0± 0.02 (g/cm 3 )
2,4,8 Trinitrotoluen 1.2±0.02

1.4±0.02
1.51±0.01

Tetryl C7 HN5N'08  1,0±0.02
N-Methyl-N ,2,4,6-tetranitroaniline 1.2± 0,02

1.4± 0.02
1,61 ± 0,01 (cont, 1.0 wt,% graphite)

RDX C3HgNe0 6  1.0±0.02
Cyclotrimethy lone trinitramine 1.2 ± 0.02

1.4±0.02

1,66± 0,01 (cont. 5.4 wt.% wax)

ao (fiN/-iHH mass ratio: 70/30). It is shown that
during the first 1 psec, the detonation wave

HN/HH : 70/30 was In an overdriven state, and afterward it
AD D 0.75 pinpropagated at a steady state (detonation

velocity - 8200 m/s), The detonation front
interacted with the transparent anvil at about

..- 'aoo7.5 ps after initiation. The measured deto-
*1 nation front temperatures were 2530 ± 100 K

for four wavelengths. In the case of HN/HH
100 •solutions, very stable detonation waves were

obtained in the HN mass ratio range of 55-
2 £ , 75 percent, Figure 4 presents a typical record

Time ,mic-•o too) of temperature measurements of the HN/H 20O
solution (HN/H 20 mass ratio: 85/15). After
initiation, a steady detonation wave propa-
gated, although localized failure waves were
produced. These localized failure waves were

-- observed in all HN/H 2 0 solutions studied,
Detonation failure occurred when the HN mass

o= ratio became less than 75 percent in the case of
SHN/H2O solutions. For all IIN/H 2 0 and
HN/HH solutions investigated, the measured
detonation front temperatures showed no
particular wavelength dependence within the

L accuracy of the measurements. The results
_ indicate that the detonation products of H-N-O

m ( to compositions provide high optical thickness
T tme tm o .. and radiate as a blackbody,

IP'igure 3, Typical Record of Temperature The measured detonation front tempera-
Measurements of Detonation in HN/IHh turesofHN/lH 2O and HN/H H solutionsare sum-
Solution (HN/IHH Mass Ratio: 70/30) marized in Figure 5, and compared with CJ
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HN/HxO : 85/15 3000

A 0.865 m 2800 [3
2600

02400 - 0

0
r o a Time,4 (m c o 2200 0 0 HN/HH

2000 * a HN/HH (OAL.)
" 2000 o H/~

0[ HN/HO

1800 U HN/HjO (CAL-)

i .4 • 1600 -

"1400 *

1200 .

50 60 70 80 90 100
a Time 4 (mco I an) It HN MASS RATIO ()

Figure 4. Typical Record of Temperature F igure ., Summary of Measured and
Measurements of Detonation in HN/IHO Calculated Detonation Front Temperatures of
Solution (1NtH 2 O Mas8 Ratio: 85115) HNIHgO and HN/HIH Solutions

temperatures calculated using KHT equation of close to that of pyrex glass, 6 In the case of
state, It is shown that the measured detonation [N/till solutions, a temperature increase of
front temperatures decrease linearly with the more than 300 K was observed at all
decrease of I-IN mass ratio. Good agreement wavelengths after the Interaction between
between the measured detonation front detonation front and transparent anvil. It is
temperatures and calculated CJ temperatureý impossible to explain such a high temperature
was obtained in the case of HM/1IH solutloi,.. increase by the effects of difference of shock
However, a discrepancy of more than 1000 K impedance,
was observed between the measured and calcu-
lated results in the case of HN/H-20 solutions. Detonation Temperature of TNT, Tetryl,

After the detonation front arrived at the and RDX
transparent anvil, a reflected shock or rare- Figure 6 shows a typical record of temper-
faction wave propagated into detonation ature measurements of TN'T (initial density
products, due to the difference of shock 1.2 and 1.51 g/cm 3). Because solid explosives
impedance between the detonation products are opaque, the four-color pyrometer begins to
and the transparent anvil. For HN/H 20 and record the radiation emitted from the
tlN/HH solutions investigated, the shook detonation wave when the detonation front
impedance of the detonation products Is very approaches the transparent anvil, During the
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agrees with the results of numerical simu-
TNT (.P- 1. 2g /cmr) lation by the 2DL hydrodynamic code using the

KHT equation of state. From the comparison
between the measured and calculated time

".4 '-variation of detonation products' tempera-
tures, the detonation front temperature of sclid
explowives was evaluated. In this study, a
"similar procedure was applied to TNT, Tetryl,
and RDX at different initial densities.

The time variations of measured detona-
tion products' temperature of TNT are shown
in Figure 7. Time variations of measured

4i detonation products' temperature are very
Time tm~tro *,so similar in the range of initial density

4* investigated, For TNT at an initial density of
TNT (.-1.51g/cmO) 1.51 g/cma, the measured temperature of

detonation products are compared with calcu-
lated values, Good agreement was obtained
betwoen the measured and calculated results,
The temperature of detonation products is

2 10slightly increased by reflected shock, because
the shock Impedance of pyrex glass Is higher

*. than that of detonation products of TNT. To
• verify the influences of the transparent anvil

material, temperature measurements were
obtained using pyrex glass, sapphire, and
lithium fluoride (LIF) as an anvil, in the case of

0 2 the Nitromethane. In the case of the sapphire
Time (mr oi ,so.) and LIF anvil, a higher temperature increase

Figure 6. Typical Record of Temperatutre by reflected shock was observed because of the
Measurements of TNTDetonation higher shock impedance of these materials.However, the effect on the time variation of

detonation products' temperature was negligi.
first 0,2 - 0.5 ps, radiation intensity increases bly small. From the time variation of measured
exponentially with the decrease of radiation detonation products' temperature, detonation
absorption by the unreacted explosive, and it front temperatures of TNT are determined,
attains its maximum when the detonation They are summarized in Figure 8. The
front interacts with the transparent anvil. The measured detonation front temperatures of
duration of this peak is less than 0,2 Ps. It is TNT decrease slightly with the decrease of
erroneous to deduce the detonation front teirn- initial density in the range of the initial
perature from this peak because of possible density investigated. They aro compared with
effects of voids contained in the heterogeneous CJ temperatures calculated using various
solid explosives. After the interaction between types of equations of state (Figure 8). Good
detonation front and transparent anvil, the agreement was obtained between the
temperature of detonation products at the measured detonation front temperatures and
interface is measured, and it decreases calculated CJ temperatures.
gradually because of a Taylor wave behind the The time variations of measured detona-
detonation front, tion products' temperature of Tetryl and RDX

In the previous paper,5 it was shown that are very similar to those of TNT. rTlhe meas-
the time variation of measured temperatures ured detonation front temperatures of Totryl
of detonation products of solid explosives and RDX are summarized in Figures 9 and 10.
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TNT (•.1,51 0/CM')

4000 TNT 1 .2, 0/CM')
M4000. .. - 0,8 .6000 P calcut"ated

A,9 MM8p

3500 3500

30000

2500

0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2.0 0 0.5 1.0 15t (sc) 2.0
t (HscO) t(s

F'igure 7, Time Variation of Detonation Products Temperature of TNT

*IT TETRYL

4000 
4500

JCZ-3 JCZ-3
LJO WCA-4

WCA-4 4000 LJD3500 KHT 
KHT

3500
3000 -B KW m e kti o

measured 3000 BmKW

25001 , 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.' 18
1 ,O 1 ,2 1 ,4 1 ,6 R ( g /c mo )

o,(g*lý) Figure 9, Comparison of Measured Detonation

Figure 8. Comparison of Measured Detonation Front Temperatures aLd Calculated Cd

Front Temperatures and Calculated CJ Temperatures of Teiryl

Temperatures of TNT
with a four-color pyrometer. The measured

They are compared with CJ temperatures detonation front temperatures present no

calculated using various types of equations of particular wavelength dependence within the

state (Figures 9 and 10), Good agreement was accuracy of measurements. The results

obtained between the measured detonation indicate that the detonation produts of Il-NO

front temperatures and calculated CJ composition radiate as a blackbody, Good
temperatures, agreement between the measured detonation

front temperatures and CJ temperatures
CONCLUSIONS calculated using the KIlT equation of state

was obtained in the case of IIN/liti solutions.
Detonation front temperatures of IliN/ However, a discrepancy of more than 1000 K

1l2O and IIN/Illl solutions were measured was observed between the measured and
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Temperatures of RDX 1985, pp. 658-566,

6. LASL Shock ilugoniot Data, University
of California Press, CA, 1983,

calculated results in the case of HN/H20

solutions. DISCUSSION
Detonation front temperatures of TNT,

Tetryl, and RDX at various initial densities J. A. MORGAN
were measured with a four-color pyrometer, Los Alamos National Laboratory
'rhe measured detonation front temperatures Los Alamos, NM
of these solid explosives are almost constant S102 end window problem --

within the accuracy of measurements, in the
range of initial density investigated, The 1, The anomalously high temperature seen at
measured detonation front tomperatures the end of the temperature measurement on
present good agreement with CJ temperatures transparent explosives may be due to emission
calculated using various typos of equations of of light from the pyrex end window, S102
state. The results Indicate the capability of the collapses into coesite and stishovito on
optical technique to measure the detonation compression. The volume change and, hence,
temperature of heterogeneous solid explosives the PAV on compression Is quite large. The
at low initial density, accompanying temperature changes in the

pyrex window may have become brighter than
REFERR ENCES the temperature of the reflected shock in the

1. Urtiw, P., A., "Brightness Tremperature detonation products, thus explaining the

of Detonation Wave in Liquid Explo- anomaly,
sives," Acta Astronautica, Vol. 3, 1976, 2. The graph showing temperature or
pp. 555.566, detonation products in solid explosives
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indicates different temperatures at different that light emission from shock compressed
wavelengths. One possible explanation of this pyrex glass is the cause of the anomalously
observation is that the optical density of the high temperature seen at the end of the
detonation products varies with wavelength, temperature measurement.
and their measurement is looking at differing 2. The precision of calibration of our
regions of the reshocked detonation products. pyrometer is i IOOK at -3400K. The measured

REPLY BY Y. KATO temperatures do not present particular
wavelength dependence. It is difficult to refer

1. CJ pressures of HN/HH and HN/H 20 the observed temperature difference at
solutions are in the range of 16-25 GPa, and CJ different wavelength to the nature of the
states of these solutions are very close to shock detonation products.
Hugoniot of pyrex glass,1 Prescure of shock
compressed pyrex glass is estimated to be in REFERENCES TO REPLY
the range of 168-25 GPa. According to reference 1, LASA Shock Hugoniot Data, University
1, shock Hugoniot of pyrex glass is practically of California Press, CA, 1983,
identical to that or fused quartz, Recently,
shock properties of fused quartz, particularly 2. Sugiura, H.; Kondo, K,; and Sawaoka, A.,
radiation properties of shock compressed fused "Shock Temperatures in Fused Silica
quartz were studied by several authors,2 ,3,4,5  Measured by Optical Technique," J,Appl,
Calculated shock temperature and measured Phys,, 53(6), Jun 1982, pp. 4512-4514.
brightness temperature of fused quartz com-.pressed to the pressure range of 16-25 GPa 3, Kondo, K, and Sawaoka, A., "Electrical

eresespetotively lessue tange o -21K ad Measurements on Fused Quartz under
were respectively less than 2100K and Shock Compression," J. Appl, Phya,,1800 )(02-3 .4 and w ere m uch low er than 6 ( ) u 9 ,p .5 8 - 0 9
measured detonation front temperatures of 52(8), Aug1981, pp. 5084-5089.
HN/HH and HN/JH20 solutions, At the pres- 4. Kondo, K.; Ahrens, T, J,; and Sawaoka,
sure below 25 OPa, radiation Intensity from A,, "Shock-Induced Radiation Spectra of
shock compressed fused quartz increases very Fused Quartz," J. Appl, Phys,, 54(8), Aug
gradually with time, which is characteristic of 1983, pp. 4382-4385,
radiation from partially transparent mate- 5, Brannon, PR J.; Konrad, C. H,; Morris, R,
rials, 2 .4 The anomalously high temperature W,; Jones, E. D,; and Asay, J. R.,
at the end of the temperature measurement "Spectral and Spatial Studies of Shock-
was observed only in the case of liN/HII Induced Luminescence from Quartz,"
solutions, and it was not observed in the case Sandia Report SAND82-2469,1983,
of 11N/11 20 solutions. It is difficult to consider
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THE STUDYING OF DETONATION TEMPERATURES OF SOLID HIGH
EXPLOSIVES

Shi Huisheng, Han Chengbang, Kang Shufang, and Huang Lihong
XVan Modern Chemistry Research Institute

Xian, CHINA

Detonation temperatures of solid high explosives (TNT, Tetryl, PETN,
RDX and HMX) have been determined. In order to estimate the
accuracy of the results, the effects of density, i•mpedance matching, and
void gas on the temperature measurements were studied. The
measured temperatures were compared with the calculated results
uuing various types of equations of state.

INTRODUCTION Lemperature according to the physical

It is important to know the detonation consideration.
temperature of solid high explosives in the Measurement of detonation tempera-
study of high explosives. In practical ture of solid explosives, which are essentially
applications, the knowledge of detonation opaque and granular, is very difficult, In
temperature is helpful for us to predict and this study, the detonation temperatures of
control the performance of explosives, solid high explosives (TNT, Tetryl, PETN,

RDX, and I4MX) were determined using
Currently, it is well-known that the optical technique. In addition, the effectsdetonation characteristics can be predicted by of the charge density, impedance matching,

using thermo-hydrodynamic computer codes
with various types of equations of state for and void gas on the temperature measure-

detonation products in practical applications. ments were studied. In the end, the measured
temperatures were compared to the cal-Detonation velocity and pressure are lees culated results using several equations of

dependent on the type of equation of state, state.
Measurement of detonation temperature is state.

very important; it can be taken as criteria to EXPERIMENT
check the validity of equations of state.
Unfortunately, there are few measured data Detonation temperature of solid high
on detonation temperature and no measure- explosives was measured with a two-color
ments of detonation temperature for many pyrometer similar to that described in the
high explosives. previous work.9

Recently, it has been proven that the The explosives we studied in the
measurements of detonation temperature by experiment were TNT, Tetryl, PETN, RDX,
optical technique are a very useful means in and IHMX. The properties of these explosives
detonation study. Initial attempts to measure are presented in Table 1. The pressed charges
detonation temperature of high explosives were made in two sizes: one was 20 mm in
were made by Gibson et al followed by diameter by 20 mm length, and the other
several investigators. 2"8 tlowever, in these 30 mm in diameter by 30 mm length. Two or
studies the measurements were mainly liinited three pieces of these charges were asserabled
to transparent liquid explosives or explo- in a plastic tube 80 mm long, 20 mm (or
sive mixtures, and the measured detona- 30 mm) in diameter, and 3 mm thick,
tion front temperatures were referred to C-J Covering over samples with transparent
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Table I. Properties of Solid High ExplosiveS EFFECT OF CHARGE DENSITY
Studied ON THE TEMPERATURE

- -.. MEASUREMENT
Name Formal Composition The detonation temperatures of several

TNT C7145N30 6  drnsities of explosives in Table I have been

Tetryl C7H5N.S. determined. Figure 2 shows the results of
Tery C_________ _different densities of PETN. In the experi-
PETN C5|IIN 4 012  ment, we prepared PETN charges withIiDX C 3H3Ne2 5w -densities of pl = 1.62 ± 0.01 g/cm 3, p = 1.66
RDX C3HeN66 wt. %wax ± 0.01 g/cm 3 P3 = 1.71 ± 0.01 g/cm , and p4

X Cw. a= 1.78 g/em, respectively. We observed the
HMX C4HsN808  5 wt. * wax time histories of measured temperature of

detonation products. In Figure 2, curves 1, 2,
3, and 4 represent the relations between

medium not only eliminated the influence of temperature and time at different densities of
lumirnescence of airshock waves on the results, PP P2, P3, and crystal density.
but also improved the impedance matching. In Figure 2, it is also shown that with the

RESULTS increase in density, there is a drop in
temperature, approaching the detonation

Figure I presents typical records of temperature of the crystal,
temperature measurement of RDX. Because
solid explosives are opaq' e, the two-color THE EFFECT OF IMPEDANCE
pyrometer begins to record the radiation MATCHING ON THE TEMPER-
emitted from the detonation wave when ATURE MEASUREMENT
the detonation front approaches the trans-
parent medium. During the first 0.2 psec., Because most solid explosives are not
radiation intensity increases exponentially transparent, we can only determine the
as radiation absorption by unreacted explo- brightness of radiant light at the moment it
sives decreasci, and radiation attains its radiates out from the end of the detonating
maximum. The duration of this peak is less charge. Thus, the reflection of a detonation
than 0.1 isec. Thus the time history of meas- wave at an interface will change the pres-
ured temperature of detonation products is sure of detonation product, causing the tem-
recorded. perature determined not to correspond to the

T(K)

4500

4000

10 mv/div 10 mv/div 3500
0.1 MS/div 0. 1 Xs/div Time (mioro seo)

6940 A 4880 3 3000 Tim. (oo ...)

0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 1. Typical Record of Temperature Mea- Figure 2. Time History of Measured Temper-
surement of RDX Detonation ature of Detonation Products of PETN
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true detonation temperature. In order to Table 2. The Detonation Front Temperature of
evaluate the effect, we have tested different 11MX (po = 1.70 + 0.01 glcm.) in Contact with
transparent mediums of different impedance, Different Transparent Medium
such as water and bromoform, etc. With a -

density of po = 1.64 ± 0.01 g/cm, the Charge Medium ront Average
impedance matching of Tetryl is equal to that Number Temper (K)
of bromoform (P, = 2.89 g/cm3 ): ature (K)

poD 0927-3 Glass 2670 2700
q - = I ± 0.01 (1) 0927-4 Glass 2660

pU 0929-1 Glass 2780

where, pot) is the density and detonation 1007-1 wster 2550 2560
velocity of Tetryl, and p.U is the density and 0929-5 water 2560
shock velocity of bromoform. The tesults are -

shown in Figure 3. 1011-2 Plexiglass 2750 2690
1011-3 Plexiglass 2600

In addition, with IMX oi" the density of 0927-1 Plexiglass 2720
Po = 1.70 ± 0.01 g/cm, water, glass, and 0927-2 Plexiglass 2690
plexiglass have boon tested, The results are -

shown in Table 2.

In Figure 3 and Table 2, It is shown that Through treating these experimental results,
if the voidage in an adjacent charge is less, the measured temperatures of detonation
there is no apparent efTect on the measured products ofa'TNT charge with density of Po =
detonation temperature, the data variation 1.61 ± 0,01 g/cma and 'retryl with density of
being within experimental error. For con- Po = 1,70 ± 0.01 g/cma are shown in Figures 4
venience, from then on, we only used water as and 5,
the charge closing medium, In these figures, It is shown that if the

THE EFFECT OF VOID GASES voidage in the charge is less-In other words,

ON THE TEMPERATrURE the charge density is higher-the results are
MEASUREMENT less different than each other in the lowdensity.9 It Is also shown that while i'lgh

The experimental work had been fin- density charges of TNT and Tetryl treater by
ished by our pioneer lie Xianchu et al. 9  vacuumization are detonating, the fluctuation

T(K) of measured temperature of detonation
products can be observed. This fluctuation

4000

w water (I)--ordin y
3000 (2)--propane

3000o )o--vauumization
bromno f ••re0

2500 e2500 (3

2000 -Time (mirnio moo)i ~2000 -

Time (mioro eso) 0.25 0.50
2000 -

0.50 1.00 1.50 Figure 4. Time ilistory of Measured Temper.
Figure 3. Time Hf istory of Measured ature of Detonation Products of TNT Treated
Temperature of Tetryl with Different Methods
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T(K) TNT

4000 VLW

T (K) M()--propmne t-3
4000 ) (2 )--vacuumtzation LJD4000riay 50 C-

3500 (2)

3000 3000 oo

2500 Time (mro So) " M

0.25 C.50 1.0 1,2 1.4 1.6

Figure A, Time History of Measured Temper- Figure 6, Comparison of Measured Detonation
alure of Detonation Products of Tetryl Treated Front Temperature and Calculated C.J
with Different Methods Temperature of TNT

disappeared gradually as the charge densities 4500 0 VLW
decreased.

JOZ-3
Compared Measured Temperature with 4000 WA-4
the Calculated Result t °', 1 LJP

The temperature of detonation products KHIT

of some solid high explosives (TNT, Tetryl, 3500
PETN, RIX, and IIMX) was measured with a
two-color pyrometer, Through treating these
experimental results, detonation front
temperatures of TNT charges with densities 3000of P 1 = 1.50 + 0.0 1 g/cm 3, P2 = 1 .56 ± . .. . , .. W

0.01 g/cm , and p3 = 1.61 ± 0.01 g/cm3 , 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1,8 9/
were determined to be 3700 ± 100 K, 3400
± 100 K, and 3000 ± 100 K, respectively, Figure 7, Comparison of Measured Detonation
They are compared with the C-J temper- Front Temperature of Tetryl and Calculated
atures calculated using various types of C-dTemperatureofTetryl
equations of state in Figure 6. The difference
between these results and the results in
Reference 9 were within 5 percent. Similarly, detonation front temperatures

of PETYIN, RDX, and IlMX have been
From the history of tim e of the m eas- o r mie T h s res lt and compav e been

ured temperature of detonation products, determined. rThese results are compared with

detonation front temperatures of Tetryl the C-J temperatures calculated using various

charges with densities of pi= 155 types of equations of state in Figures 8,9, and

0.01 g/cna, P2 1.62 ± 0.01 g/cm , and 10, respectively.
P3 = 1.69 + 0.01 g/CMa, are determined to SUMMARY
be 4200 + 150 K, 4000 ± 150 K, and
3200 ± 100 K, respectively. They are corn- The detonation temperatures of some
pared with the C-.J temperatureA calculated solid high explosives have been determined
with various types of equations of' state in with a transient optical electrical two-color
Figure 7. pyrometer. In order to estimate the accuracy
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T(K) PENT(K) HIAX
5000

VLW 4500 VLW
450 OA-4

4500 L DWOA-4 4000 '=,J07--3 M-3
40 3500

KHTKH
3500 3000

3000 B 2500

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.'6 1.18 9,(/Wm) 1,0 1.2 l.' 1.6 1.8 ',(slom')

Figure 8. Comparison of Measured Detonation Figure 10. Comparison of Measured
Front Temperature and Calculated C.J Detonation Front Temperature and Calculated
Temperature of PETN C-J Temperature of HMX

T(K) RDx that or a black body or a grey body? Secondly,
being under high density and shock pressure,

4500 - how much does the change of transparent
medium characteristics at the front of the

WOA-A shock wave affect the reception and
LJD4000 JOZ-3 conduction of the radiant light of high

explosives detonation? Thirdly, does the

,0oo method of end measurement truly reflect the
detonation temperature of solid high
explosives? These questions should be further

3000 studied,
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FREE-EXPANSION EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING IN DETONATION:
CHEMISTRY AND HYDRODYNAMICS ON A LABORATORY SCALE

N. Roy Greiner and Normand Blais
Chemical and Laser Sciences Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87845

Laboratory.scale (25.50 mg) detonation of PETN, RDX, HNS, and
TNT have been carried out in a high-vacuum chamber, and collision.
leas molecular beams of the freely expanding detonation products have
been analyzed as a function of time with a mass spectrometer. Con.
currently, time.sequenced schiieren anid shadowgraph image# of the
initial expansion of the product plume are recorded using a pulsed
later for illumination, These data tie the chemistry and hydrodynam-
ice of the detonation event together. The results, interpreted with the
aid of a computer model, suggest that this experiment freezes the
chemical reactions of detonation by rapid adiabatic cooling and
provides a continuum of samples in the molecular beam, representing
the sequence of reactions in the detonating charge. With a suitable
model of the expansion hydrodynamics, the hydrodynamic histories of
a sequence of volume elements can be associated with their frozen
chemistries, We expect experiments like this to provide a test for
molecular models of detonation.

INTRODUCTION link molecular quantum mechanics to det-
onation science, Further development and

Chemical reactions drive detonation modeling of these experiments appear to have
through several measurable processes. Among potential as a laboratory-scale test for high

these are shock (hot-spot) initiation, run-to- po sia es a sibor t or s le t est r es

detonation, reaction zone chemistry, and reac- explosives that simultaneously measures

tions during product expansion. Insofar as several aspects of sensitivity, performance, and
thesedur pro duts arexpcansion nsoa deviate chemistry. Numerous publications of thisthese processes are measurable, they deviate work have already appeared.l'6  This paper

from the assumption of instant equilibrium will be an overview of the main features of the

and affect the process of detonation. Yet, we progre ss main f u ofteh

know almost no details of these important progress made to date.

chemical processes, which, with hydrodynam- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ics, form the basis of detonation science and IISCUSSION
engineering. Although molecular quantum
mechanics is making contributions to low- We have reported some experimental
pressure combustion science, it does not assist data identifying the rmajor reaction products or
effectively in understanding detonation some common solid explosives, such as HNS, 1

because the molecular detail necessary to test PETN, 4 and RI)XM Here we report additional
and challenge theory under detonation condi- data on these explosives and new data on TNT.
tions (up to 106 atm and 5000 K) is lacking Almost all of the studies were conducted with
from detonation experiments. The work we laboratory-scale explosive charges of 25-50 mg,
describe here provides a look at detonation and all were reasonably "pure" detonator-
processes in the molecular detail necessary to grade explosives without plastic binders. They
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were detonated in a vacuum chamber using data with computer models, we find that some
only slappers, except for TNT, which required of the products we observe represent conditions
a PPATN booster charge of about, 10 mg. The that occurred less than a fraction of a microsec-
apparatus used to make the measurements has ond after the detonation wave passed through
been described previously in some detail, 1'4 but the explosive charge. For some explosives such
briefly can be described as a vacuum chamber as TNT and IINS, these products are probably
with dimensions and operating conditions that characteristic of the reaction zone conditions,
permit the free expansion of the detonation
products to occur without any collisions other Figure I shows composite time-integrated
than intermolecular collisions between the spectra from the explosives PKT'N, RDX, |INS,
products themselves. That is, this method and TNT, The most striking characteristic of
samples the detonation products without these spectra is that, in all four cases, they
reshock, A skimmer adm!tw a collisionless differ enormously from the spectra expected
molecular beam of the expanding products to a from complete reaction of the explosive. For
mass spectrometer where the abundance of a example, Figure 2 shows the reconstructed
chosen molecular mass is measured as a func- spectra of the products observed in a detona-
tion of time, By interpreting our experimental tion calorimeter from these same explosives,7

I jIPETN LIHNS 4,
U 8

0,1'

4.44

IS-,4, S _ 0 4U

PEW IDX IIS ant ~tTNT, nec pcrmms ek r aee ihpsil aeto
fro slwl queche deouin shw in Fiur 2

O1 0.95 4N, 'i .....iL I I

RNN DX JV n NX nec peru asea r lbldwhposleprfTNT r
fragentions Thse pecta fom apidy qenced dtontion ca becompredto hoseexpcte

frm0, l qece eontosow nFgr 2',
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Figure 2. Reconstructed Spectra of the Detonation Products Observed from Slow Quenching in a
Detonation Calorimeter,7 The products are approximately the distribution expected from the BKW
equation of state anda freeze-oul temperature of 2000-2500 K.

The calorimoetr detonations were confined occur without the expeeted complete reaction!
inside a gold pipe, so those products expanded Mechanitflit oi detonation at the molecular
slowly and are believtd to r.prusent typical level will have to take into account results like
.1,tn.tAo.i products quenched by freeze-out in these,
the vicinity of 2300 K. On the other hand, the
rree-expanslon spectra presented here show Other comparisons are ulso interesting.
many more components and a markedly dif- 1INS and TNT are oxygen-poor explosives that
ferent distribution or the expected equilibrium produce lots of soot in the products,7:8 whereas
products, 1120, CO2, CO, and 112, A possible PETN and RI)X have a higher oxygen balance.
explanation is that the freo expansions are It is evident that the oxygen-poor explosives
much more rapid (see Modeling), freezing out a have spectra that are similar to each other,
variety or reaction intermediates from incom- Similarly, RI)X and PWI'N have spectra that
plote reactions, These intermediates might be are much alike but difTer considorably from the
stable molecules or even r'ee radicals, It Is two oxygen-poor explosives, There were no
startling to note that the explosives appear to significant product intensities at masses larger
detonate, but the products observed are not the than 60 mass units, where some effort was
expected final products. Ir this is true, a made to find larger clusters of soot or mass
process closely resembling detonation can peaks orunburned explosives,
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Time-resolved schlioren and shadow- i* recorded Wor each mass, then a time-resolved
graph images of the first 35 mm of the det- spectrum is obtained by plotting density-vs.
onation product expansion have been .'ecorded mass for each 10 Ps time interval (Figures 3
for several of th, ixplosives. These data give a and 4), The composition recorded for each
useful view of' the initial stages of the oxpan- 10-ps time period corresponds to a particular
sion dynamics, such as profiles of expansion- volume element on the axis of the charge,
front velocity and density, which can be identifiable by the hydrodynamic model and
compared with schlleren images derived from the equation of state used in the KIVA
our computer model described below.3, 9 These calculation. A mass spectrum of the material
time-resolved images are closely related to the coming from each volume element can then be
product equation of state, the detonation voloc- constructed by assembling the mass filter data
ity, and the progression of the detonation front for the corresponding time period from
through the explosive pellet, Some informa- individual shots with the filter tuned for each
tion about slow chemical processes, such as mass in the spectrum, A hydrodynamic history
soot formation, may be obtainable by compar- (density, temperature, and other properties vs
ing simultaneous schileron and shadowgraph time, Figure 5) can be computed for each
imagesoftheexpandingcha-ge, volume element sampled (approximately

0,02 mm in the charge corresponds to the 10-p.s
MOI)IING sampling time at the mass spectrometer) so

that the time-sequenced chemical analyses
A common question Is whether the small associated with that volume element can be

charges we study, particularly of the less sensi. Interpreted kinetically, The chemical data
five explosives, are reali, detonating, Tho (Figures 3 and 4) can then be used to test
schlieren and shadowgraph photography and reaction mechanisms and rate parameters
the modeling ofC the early expansion now give derived from quantum mechanical reaction
us Independent Information to assess whether dynamics calculations,
they are detonating or not, The images for
PmiPN, RI)X, and IINS Indicate that the early In addition to the quenching process, the
rapid acceleration of the products, the product free expansion affords another valuable
velocities, and the product density profiles are advantage. Material in a sayer 0,020 mm thick
as expected from detonations, and the experi- in the detonating charge experiences the
mental images agree with images computed passage of the detonation wave (moving at
with the KIVA code using the equation of state 8 km/O) in 2,5 ns. Detailed results from our
(l1KW) of the expected detonation producLs.3 model10 show that after expansion this same
The expansion-front velocity profiles computed layer will take about 10 microseconds to
by KIVA also match the velocities observed transit the sampling point in the mass
experimontally, Under free-expansion condi- spectrometer. Thus, the technique affords us a
Lions, the expansion front Is expected to have a "time lever," so that the characterization of
velocity equal to the local particle velocity plus events that differ in time during the
the sound velocity in the medium if gamma is detonation process only by a few nanoseconds
equal to 3, as it is, approximately, for many can be accomplished at the mass spectrometer
explosives of interest, The expansion front during the leisurely time period of ten
)elocity under these conditions Is also equal to microseconds, Material deeper below the
the detonation velocity, a fundamontal per- charge surface experiences the detonation
formance parameter for an explosive, Further wave earlier and therefore has a longer time to
work on this result is being done to extend this react before the expansion wave reaches it and
concept to conditions where gamma may differ quenching begins. Its quenching history also
from 3. lasts longer, because it expands more slowly

while it pushes material nearer the surface out
The molecular density as a function of of the way, The expansion model allows us to

arrival time measured at the mass filter also map progressively later arrival times at the
agrees quite well in several respects with mass spectrometer to correspondingly deeper
KIVA computations. A density-vs-time curve layers in the charge, so we have a series of
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Figure 5, liydrodyn amutic th ory Calculated by KIVA for Cell (1,20) of a 3ncmiliag x 3.mmhigh
Charge ofPecTN with an Initial Density of 1,67rleqlu, This cell Is on the charge-soimmer axis and
Is the ferl layer (0, 15 mm thick) to expand into the vacuum. Units of the parameters are cmg-sec-h
units, D=density, P=pressure, Z =mean diffusion distance, T=temperature, M Ph d =mean free
path, TIBIM =reaction time for a himolecular reaction (A =1I012 cm'7 sol"! 8"1 and E =10 000 cal

ol'p), TUNo=lreaion time for a unimolecular reactihn (A= 1016 S"u and E40 000 cal sols),
The partial line cutting the last two curves indicates the point of quenching h

mass spectra that are assignable to cont~iguous require larger charges or greater confinement

volume elements, each experiencin. the than we report herm.
arrival of the detonation wave at times
progressively later by only 2 to nanoseconds. We expect that, as the detonation wave
Deeper volume elements experience the reaches the outer surface of the explosive,
detonation wave earlier, No they cook longer small Jets form between the particles of tile
before quenching andt expansion. The latest pressed powder making up the charge. The Jets
arrival time recorded in those experiments come from the collapse of void volumes exposed
(1000 microseconds) corresponds to a layer directly to the vacuum, and they would be of

0,65 mm deep in the charge and 0,006 mm lower density, higher velocity, and higher
thick, which experienced the detonation wave temperature compared to the bulk material,
about 180 ns before the release wave reached it These are conditions that might favor ion
and quenching began. This depth encompasses formation and longer molecular mean-free-
typical reaction zones and part or the Taylor paths (see MFP in the bulk material, Figure 5),
wave, Characterization of slower chemical possibly resulting in some mass differation, as
events far behind the detonation wave would reported by Lundborg12 and Ilay, et al., 1" who
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visualize this region as "a lamina of infinites- is expected that this database will provide a
imal thickness." We picture the collapsing robust test for molecular quantum mechanical
void volumes (similar to hot spots deeper inside models of bonding and reaction dynamics in
the charge) as being about a particle diameter explosives. Additionally, these experiments
deep with an area exposed to the vacuum hold promise for elucidating the interaction of
amounting to a small fraction of the bulk sur- chemical and physical effects, such as in the
face area, depending on the void fraction in the tribochemidal processes believed to be the basis
explosive charge. We sometimes observe, prior of hot-spot initiation of detonation by shock
to the rapidly rising front of our product wave, and impact, Finally, these experiments and
a precursor (barely detectable by our mass the associated modeling appear to give us a
spectrometer) that may correspond the high- prototype laboratory-scale test that links
velocity material reported by Lundborg12 and quenched detonation chemistry with shock
Hay et al,11 However, the material that we sensitivity and a rudimentary mesqure of
identify with layers of the reaction zone, and detonation performance.
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DETONATION PRODUCTS OF LESS SENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVES
FORMED UNDER DIFFERENT PRESSURES OF

ARGON AND IN VACUUM

F. Volk and F. 8ehedlbauer
Fraunhoter-lnstltut ftr Chemische

Technologle, ICT, 7507 Pflnztal, FRG

Less sensitive high explosive charges of TNT/nitroguanidine (NQ) and
PBX charges with polybutadiene (PB) and Carillex binder containing
RDX with and without NQ and Al were detonated in a stainless steel
chamber of 1.6 m3 in vacuum and under different ambient argon
pressures up to 0.3 MPa, Gaseous and solid reaction products were
analyzed and enthalpy of detonation calculated from the products and
the components of the charge. It was found that the products were
highly dependent on the ambient pressure of argon. The most
important changes of the reaction products were found between vacuum
and atmospheric pressure of argon (0.1 MPa). With Increasing
pressure, H2 and CO decrease and CO., H2O, C,& NHS, HCN, CH4 , and
C2H11 increase. In the same way enthalpy of detonation increases up to
50 percent,

INTRODUCTION Both reactions increase the heat of

The energy output released during the detonation ofconfined charges.

detonation reaction of high explosives (HE) Earlier investigations have shown that
depends on the following parameters: less .annsitive high explosive charges consist-

"* energy content of the charge ing of TNT and nitroguanidine produced very
"* oxygen balance different detonation products when initiated in

"* grain size of the components vacuum, compared with those under one
" degreinsie ofthcone ents atmosphere of argon. 3 In this case, argon• degree of confinement behaves as a confining medium.

1b completeness of the reaction of metals,

such as Al, with the reaction products In order to learn more about prepressuri-
of the high explosive. zation, we also studied other high explosive

Confinement influences the reaction in so far charges, such as PBXs based on HDX and

as it adds resistance to the expansion of the nitroguanidine, with and without additional

gaseous detonation products, and maintains aluminum in our stainless stgel chamber. By

high pressure and high temperature for a varying the argon pressure from vacuum up
longer period of time before lateral rarefac- to 0.3 MPa, the detonation products werelongr. analyzed with regard to the gas and soot
tions from the side quench it.t formation. Additionally, the heat output of

By using a confinement, the Boudouard- detonation was evaluated.
Equilibrium

2CO0±- C0 2 + C; Al -172.7 kJ/Mol EXPERIMENTS
is influenced to form higher concentrations of For the experiments, a container of stain-
CO 2 and C1. Additionally, the amount of 1120 less steel which could be evacuated, with a
increases, whereas H2 and CO decrease.2  volume of 1.5 n 3 was used.
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The high explosive charges had a (IDPI) was added, After mixing a short time,
diameter of 50 mm and a length between 85 the explosive mass was cast into a cylindrical
and 95 mm. The mass was approximately 300 g form. The following mean particle size distri-
without boosters. For the initiation, a deto- butions were used:
nator cap No. 8 of Dynamit Nobel AG, together RDX Class C; X6o 0 225 prm
with a 10 g RDX booster, were used. Because
of the corner effect, a second booster of about RDX ground; X5o " 10 lrm
18 g having the same diameter as the main Al Alcan; XSO 5 prm
charge was glued onto the charge.4  Charges with Thermoplastic Binders.

After hanging the explosive charge For the preparation of high explosive charges
horizontally inside the chamber, the vacuum containing a thermoplastic elastomer binder,
pump was started in order to provide a deto- the triblock copolymer Cariflex 1107 was used.
nation in vacuum or under different pressures A granular mix consisting of 85 percent RDX
of argon. After firing, gas samples were taken and 15 percent binder was used, The granulated
for the measurement of NO in a chemilumi- material was heated in a double piston press to
nescence analyzer and the mass spectrometric 80C, and pressed at 25 MPa under vacuum.
analysis of the detonation gas. Then the
chamber was opened in order to collect the High Explosives Investigated
solid residue as completely as possible by the
use of vacuum cleaner. The residue was The following high explosives were

analyzed for carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen. investigated:
The unreacted aluminum was determined
after reaction with HCl by measuring the Detonation
volume of hydrogen. Composition De/Cmsl Velocity

In some cases, soot was examined in more ._[m__ _

detail at the Los Alamos National Laboratory TNT 1.64 6900
by using X-ray diffraction and convergent-
beam electron diffraction. Previous investiga- 45% TNT/56% NQ 1.63 7224

tions have shown that X-ray diffraction powder 46% TNT/55% NQ
patterns exhibited the same diamond spacings, (Gla confinement) 1.63 7224
"matching the pattern from an authentic
diamond sample.5 HX 72:

80% RD X 0I o m V20% PB 1.48 7760

Manufacturing of the Explosive Charges HX 76:

TNT-Charges. The charges containing 55%NQ/30%RDX(10 n1n)
TNT were manufactured by heating TNT 15% PB 1,51 7420

above its melting point, and by the addition of PHX 31:
ingredients such as spherical nitroguanidine S8%,RDX(10 pmUI1%
(NQ), Al, and others. Cylindrical high explosive Carflex 1 107 1.57 7960

charges of 50 mm in diameter and 80 to 90 mm
in length were cast in order to obtain charges HXA 123:
of about 300 g. With regard to nitroguanidine, 66% RDX Clpm a c114% RDX
a distribution of spherules of 28 percent with (10 l Aun)

158% PB/151, Al Aican 400 1.;62 7350

150-200 pm and 72 percent with 500- 1000 pm
was used,

Charges with Polybutadlene (PB) Evaluation of esults

Binder. The pre-mix consisting of the pre- Most of the gaseous reaction products
polymer R 45 M and the ingredients RDX, NQ, such as 112, N2, NO, N20, CO, C02, HCN, CH 4,
Al, etc., was treated in a horizontal mixer, and C2H4 can be analyzed quantitatively by
Later, the curing agent lsophorondiisocyanate mass spectrometry.
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In order to determine the amount of -120 Finally, the computer program provides
vapor, we calculated it as the difference of the us with the following results, as seen In
hydrogen balance which was evaluated Table 1:
between the total hydrogen content and the
analyzed content. The same was also done for 1. Mass of the explosive charge
evaluating the amount of free carbon, which 2. Mass of the boosters
was formed as soot during the detonation 3. Composition of the charge
reaction. 4. Heat of formation of the charge

On the other hand, the amount of 5. 0--balance
unreacted aluminum (Al) was analyzed by
measuring the hydrogen content of the 6. Sum formula of the explosive charge
reaction included the boosters

Al + 3 1CI-* AIC13 + 1.5 112 7. Sum formulaofthe soot
8. Amount of unreacted aluminum

Also, the soot. was analyzed for determining

the amount of C, It, and N using elemental 9. Mass spectrometric analysis of the
analysis based on the complete combustion to reaction gas without water vapor
C02 , H20, and N2 . 10. Complete reaction products including

If we have analyzed water vapor, solid carbon, Al and A120 3
in Mol percent, and reaction products per

a) the gaseous reaction products by mass kilogram high explosive charge (mollkg)
spectrometry: 112, N2 , NO, N20, CO, 11. Enthalpy ofdetonation (-tlde)

C0 2, I2CN, CH4, C2H41 12. Water gas equilibrium constant Kp (T)
and 02112,

b) the composition of the soot: % C, %1, 13. Amount of carbon in residue (percent of

and% N, and total C or in grams)
14. Amount of unreacted Al in percentc) and the amount of the unreacted Al, 1.Gafomtninolk

we are able to calculate the amounts of water 16. Comarion of to l a e r
vapor and of solid carbon, 16, Comparison of theoretical and experi-

mental mass balance, with and without

For this calculation a computer program ammonia (NIl 3)
was written. Input parameters of this program
are: the above mentioned analytical results RESULTS
(a, b, c) and, additionally, the stoichiometric
composition of the complete explosive charge, Reaction Products of TNT
including both boosters. By comparing the The reaction products of a charge consist-
mass balance, it is possible to get a complete ing of 300 g TNT and 29 g booster without con-
composition of the reaction products. Beyond finement wore compared with those published
that, we calculated the heats of formation of by D. Ornellas 2 which have been formed in a
the products and the unreacted explosive detonation calorimeter; see Table 2.
charge. Additionally, the freezing-out temper-
ature of the components of the water gas Twonsames of in arnelisder tested
reaction products is evaluated by calculating under confinement: one in a cylinder of geld,
the equilibrium constant, using the partial th other ofalumina(A 203 ). The thirdsample
pressures according to: (28 g) was without a confinement.

It is interesting to see that our unconfined
PCO X PHuO large TNT charge (300 g TNT + 29 g booster)

Kp (T) 2. exhibits nearly the same reaction products as
Pco10 X pt1 2 the small charge (22 g) with the gold confine-

merit, but is very different from the unconfined
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Table I. Example for the Evaluation of the Table 2. Heats and Products of Detonation of
Complete Detonation Products and the Heat of TNT Under Varying Conditions: Comparisons
Detonation of Composition B Between ICT and LLNL

s..eg.ee..$$.s..e......e e..e.e..e.e..e., ICT Detonation Calorimeter
9. L.:M No. SiNA COMPOSITIONe Sample 28/30 D. Ornellas, LLNL

*Ollle*.beisSllllle~egeleelllgglllleeegallll~lllllllllOSelllOlll..es

IXPLORIVN MASA 801.9101 Confinement no Gold A1203 no
*KPr31olVi POPI• 1716101
ADX W MOOe, rt 10.101 Charge:
TOMALMAMa 832.5101 Density Ig/comi ? 1,533 1.533 1.000

5S1I.1 % HMXOGMN 1.50 Diameter 1mm] 50 12.7 12.7 12.7
0.11% PARAMPINU 1.00c% Weight TNT [8i 300 22 22 26

84,108 1 ,4,TN7 5.50S
If , *UXPLOSIVS POll, 0.00% Booster tg) 29 ? 7 7

Heato orn ds i'111' Oll .&,KCALUKU 0 ,Sl9AKJ/KG . .....................~o .o ~.o ~.o. +o..... .....oxHlu, balUo 48.6 1 % Product., H, 3.4 4.3 4.1 20.4
[Mol C h, 0,2 0.9 1,0 0.1

sm tormuhe4 0 0 N H CO 17.2 18.5 18.9 53.9*,os01 2m0117 mac11 m.4o CO2  9,9 11.7 12.5 0.3
60414 1 .9001) 0,0009 0.0"3 00.o1 Nb 13.5 12.3 12.6 11.9Nb 0,07 . 0.01 0.01
IMOLMl ANALYTSI WITH.ilMdAOOT IMOLG CN 0,0 1,9 0,5 0.3
Ha 12.05 7A Us H.N 0.8 1 0
CH4 a 0 0.1? 0.01 NIs ? 1,5 1,8 0.9
CO a 8,40 30.51 AM '1IO 19.6 14.9 13,3 3,4
coga 15,15 9,A 4.50 C, 35,4 234.0 353.2 8,8N3  a 30,58 33,1) 15 ...... ...

N20 a 0,00 0,00 0.00 A Hd.t I KJ/Kg1:
NO a ,09 0, 01,o Experimental 4576 4480 2437
Ito 0.3? 0.25 0.10 a
Hsu aAT C0, Caic, from products 4320 4744 4091 2977

Kp(TI Watarlgau a 11540A H dot IKJ/KGl j 500.1,MA &ad.-IK,'Ka a ......I Table 3, Chwrge8 of 45 Percent TNT/55 Percent

M1i9UT QI ,A_ .... gAALIIM.?i _.cu,.iI NQ in Different Ar Pressures
compatisoa of mua balonoos Thwory *hptlqwanot

N/it 1,0975 1,.071
NIH 0.7083 0.71913 Sample No, 1450/1c 1450/2c 1450/3c
N/O 0,7815 0,7350 Ar pressure, MPa Vac, 0,05 0.1

Composition 45% TNT/ 55% NQ
Thoor, amount of carbon In rlsiduua 2,90101 - 5A, % of carbon 02-Balance, % .47.6

Charge Welght, g 331 332 331
A Hr, KJ/Kg -661 .662 .657

small TNT charge (26 g). This leads to the Products. Moul%: 11 20.7 8.3 5.0
CI114 0,04 0.I 0.24conclusion that for a large charge with a CO 32,1 17,9 14.3

diameter of about 50 mm, argon atmosphere Co2  3.7 7,9 10.3
behaves as a confining medium. NK 27,5 26.1 25,6

NO 0,1 0,1 0.13
HCN 0,3 3.2 3,6

Charges With Nil 0.5 3,0 4,9
45 Percent TNT/55 Percent NQ C2l1,/ 0.02 0.03 0.1

1120 10.7 19.6 20.0
In order to determine the influence of C, 4.4 13.8 15.9

different argon pressures on the detonation A 11M, KJ/Kg 2999 3653 3763
products of cast high explosive charges con- C in Residue
sisting of 45 percent T NT and 55 percent iof'totalcI 10,8 32.2 36.7
spherical nitroguanidine (NQ), experiments Gasformatiam
have been conducted in the detonation Imol/Kgj 44.5 37.9 15.7
container described. In each case, the detona-
tion products of three shots were analyzed: one
in the evacuated container, the other under Additionally, three charges of the same
0.05 MPa, and the third under 0.1 MPa of mass and the same composition but in a glass
argon (Ar); soe Table 3. confinement with a thickness of 9 mm were
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investigated, also in vacuum, under 0.05 and species representative of a lower-temperature
0.1 MPa argon. The results are listed in Table 4. isentrope such as C02, H120, and solid carbon

(C.), and a corresponding decrease in the species
Table 4. Charges of 45 Percent TNT/55 Percent representative of a higher-temperature Isen.
NQ in Glass Confinement and Different Ar trope: CO and H2 .2

Pressures From vacuum to 0.1 MPa argon, enthalpy

Sample No, 1451/1 14812 1451/8 of detonation increases from 2999 to 3763 kJ/kg
Ar preussure, MPa Vac. 0,05 0,1 by 20.6 percent, On the other hand, the glaus
Composition 45S TNT/ 55% NQ confined charge exhibits at 0,1 MPa argon a
02.Balance, % -41.6 value of 4003 kJ/kg, which corresponds to an
Charge Weight, g 032 335 332
A Hh KJ/Kg .656 .658 -658 increase of only 6.4 percent, compared with the

Products. M%: H2  8.7 4,2 31 unconfined charge at the same pressure (see
CH4  0.2 0.4 0,44 Tables 3 and 4).
CO 15.9 10.2 9.3
CO9  7.9 11,9 12,7 Because of the effectivity of argon, we tried
Nt 27.3 26,0 25.6 to analyze also the detonation products formed
N 0,06 0.05 0,14 under higher argon pressures such as 0.2 and
HCN 1.35 2,4 1,1
NH 1.15 4.7 5,3 0.3 MPa, The results are listed in Table 5.

C £ 6:7 0.1 0,13
H2O 20.5 20.7 21,0
C, 16,8 10,92 21,3 Table 5, Charges of 45 Percent TNT/55 Percent

a Hd.t, KJ/Kg 3179 3960 4003 NQ in Ar Pressures ofO. I to 0,3 MPa

C in Residue u'ample No. 1450/3S 1450/2b 1450/3b
1% oftotai Cl 39.8 43.3 47.2 Ar pressure, MPa 0.1 0.2 0.3

Composition 45* TNT/ 556 NQ
Gas formation 02-Balance, % .47.6
[mol/Kgl 37.1 34.4 30,0 Charge Weight, g 331 328 327

A Hr, KJ/Kg -657 .648 .646

The results of the unconfined shots in Products.Mo%: H, 5.0 4.2 4.4
CH4  0.2 0.3 0.35

Table 3 show that the products formed under CO 14,3 1114 11.4
an evacuated condition are very different from CO0 10,3 10,7 11,3

N2 25.6 25.2 24.8
those produced under 0,5 bar (0.05 MPa) and NO 0,13 0,22 0.3
one bar (0.1 M Pa). HCN 0.5 0,5

NH 3.6 1.4 1.0
With increased pressure we see a distinct C292 0.1 0.1 0.1

decroase of H2 and CO on one side and a strong H20 20.0 21.7 20.8
increase of C0 2, H20, and solid carbon (C.) on C, 15.9 20.8 21.2

the other. A Hdet, KJ/Kg 3763 3790 3706

In the same direction the enthalpy of C in Residue
detonation (Alidet) increases markedly from I[atotalCl 35.7 46,4 46.6

vacuum to 0.05 MPa of argon, but only slightly Gas rormation
from 0.05 MPa to 0.1 MPa of Ar. The highest imol/Kgl 365: 33.4 32.8

value of the gas formation is obtained in
vacuum. As we see, an additional atmosphere of Ar

It is also Interesting to see how the con- (0.2 MPa) increases the heat of detonation only
centrations of ammonia (NH3) and hydrocyanic by 27 kJ, and a further pre-pressurization to
acid (HCN) increase with a higher pressure of 0.3 MPa exhibits no additional improvement of
argon; the same holds also for methane (C014) the heat output.
and acetylene.

It seems as if argon behaves as a confine. Analysis of Soot

ment, It leads to a distinct increase in the heat After each shot, the residue was collected,
of detonation because of the increase in the dried, and analyzed for carbon, hydrogen, and
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nitrogen by combustion analysis. For compari- Table 7. PBX Charges with 80 Percent
son, carbon residue is also calculated from the RDX/20Percent PB
mass balance,

Sample No. lIX 72/1 HX 72/2 HX 72/3
In Table 6, we have listed the elemental Ar premsure, MPa Vacuum 0.05 0.1

analysis of the soot, as well as the analyzed and Composition 20% PBI/0% RDX 10 Wrn)
calculated amounts of carbon. We clearly see 02-Ba1encet g 73,8 3Chargle Weight, g .329 328 330
how the carbon content increases when going A Ht, KJ/Kg .94 .90 .95
from vacuum to 0,05, 0.1, and 0,2 MPaofargon. P 33.5 15.0 12.3

CH4  0.1 0.7 2.9
CO 34.4 17.3 13.1

Table 6. Analysis of the Residual Soot of the cog 1.2 15, 6.6
Charges 45 Percent TNT/55 Percent NQ Nb 18,8 18.0 18.8

_.. .. NO 0.05 0.03 0.02
Ar Total Carbon [gi HCN 0.1 0.8 0.9

Sample Presure C H N NH, 0.5 2.9 2.8
No, IMPej % % % Analysed Calculated C2H2  0.06 0.6

1lie 4,8 19.6 19.9
1450/11 Vacuum 87,3 1.0 10A4 5.9 8.1 C, 6,8 22,2 22.2
1450/2c 0.05 86,9 1.1 12,0 20.9 24.2
1450/3c 0,1 85.4 1,3 13.8 31.6 20,6 A.6d,,KJ/Kg 2949 4214 4440
1450/lb 0,1 82,4 1,7 15,9 31.7 36,6 CInResldue[i of toteal C]15.7 49,9 4'7.3
1450/2b 0,2 73.1 2,4 24,5 3,t1 34,6 O9

1450/3b 0.3 68.9 2,8 28.2 35.8 34.6 (moIIKgl a2s1 42.0 39,7

The elemental analyses have shown that
the nitrogen content increases, too, when There is also an increase in the enthalpy
argon pressure it raised. We assume that the ofdetonation, and a decrease in the gas formsi-
formation of organic substances containing tion, It is notable that the very high formation
nitrogen increase in the same manner as HCN of 112 in the vacuum shot is due to the high
and Nil3 • amount of PB binder, which leads to an extreme

negative oxygen balance of -73,3 percent. But,
We suspect that the formation of nevertheless, the heat of detonation is much

diamonds will also be favored under stronger higher than that of 45 TNT/55 NQ. The reason
confinement.6  for this is that the enthalpy of formation is

much less negative for the RDX containing
Reaction Products of PBX-Charges in charge (-94,0 kJ/kg) than that of 45 TNT/
Different Argon Pressures 55 NQ with a value of -646 kJ/kg. From vacuum

In addition to the TNT/nitroguanidine to one bar argon, heat of detonation increases
cast high explosive, some PBX charges were by 50.6 percent from 2949 to 4440 kJ/kg,
investigated which exhibited different RDX
and binder contents, Also, charges containing PBX -. Charges Containing RDX and
aluminum (Al) were included. Spherical Nitroguanidine (NQ)

"The detonation products of charges con- On the basis of' the more negative
sisting of 80 percent RDX, with a mean grain enthalpy of formation of nitroguanidine, we
size of 10 pm and 20 percent of a polybutadiene understand that the detonation decreases by
binder, are shown in Table 7, replacing RI)X with nitroguanidine (NQ). In

Comparing the results of the evacuated Table 8, the detonation products of charges

container with those of' 0.05 and 0.1 MPa of with 15 percent PI3 binder, 55 percent NQ, and

argon, we see the same behavior as discussed 30 percent RIX are listed.

before: a decrease of 112 and CO, and an The most important difference between
increase or CO 2, 1120, Cj, NI 3, [ICN, C2112, here and the RDX containing charges in
and CI!4. Table 7 is to be seen in the formation of liCN
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Table 8, Charges Containing RDX and the charge, including both boosters. Besides a
Spherical Nitroguanidiner (NQ) high gas formation, a considerable heat output

was also determined by analyzing the detona-
Sample No. HX 76/1 HX 76/2 HX 7M tion products, as is shown in Table 9.
Ar pressure, MPa Vacuum 0.06 0.1
Composition 15% P1/155% NQ/30* RDX (10 1aW)
0C.Balanre, g 3 4,8 Table 9. Charges With 85 Percent RDXCharge Weight, g 330 330 331
A H, KJ/Kg -625 .626 .629 (10pum) and a Thermoplastic Cariflex Binder

E •:giasMol%: H, 23,2 9.2 5.9
CA, 0.7 1.7 2.9 Sample No. PHX 31/1 PHX 31/2 PHX 31/3
CO 22.4 10.7 7.7 Ar pressure, MPa Vacuum 0,06 0.1
cog 38. 7,5 9.6 Composition 16% Cariflez/ 85 RDX (10 pm)
N 23.4 22.9 24,0 02-Balance, % .64.5
N 0.06 0.07 0.1 Charge Weight, g 328 329 329
HCN 6,1 6.0 A.4 A Hf KJ/Kg .78 -80 .81
NH• 4,0 8.6 9.3 Pocshhl HA 28.8 17.6 11.7

0.1 0.1 0.8 0.5 1.7
CeH4  0,1 0.5 CO 341 20.4 14.6
HI0 11.8 18.6 19,0 CO2  1,4 3.8 6.2
C, 6,2 13,9 16,8 Nb 20,7 20,8 20.8

NO 0.06 0,03 0.02
A Hd.t, KJ/Kg 2575 3274 3580 HON 0,6 0.6 1,05
C in Residue NH 0.9 1.1 2.4
1% of total C] 16.4 3.6 39,0 csHl 0,06 0.4

Gas formation H20 8.1 18,4 21.2
lmol/Kg] 47.2 39.8 31.1 C, 5.4 16,9 20.0

A H41., KJ/Kg 3428 4323 4676

and NH3 : nitroguanidine is responsible for C in Rasidue
concentrations up to 6.0 Mol percent HCN and Moitotal 0.

9.3 Mol percent NH 3. This behavior may be Gas formation
explained by the fact that NH 3 and HCN are ...... ....
decomposition products of nitroguanidine.
Because of the positive heat of formation of The concentration of NH 3 and HCN is
HCN, the enthalpy of detonation is decreased much smaller than in the case of NQ
distinctly, containing charges.

We assume that the relatively high HCN From vacuum to atmospheric pressure of
concentration of detonation gases produced argon, the enthalpy of detonation increases
from nitroguanidine containing high explo- from 3428 to 4676 kJ/kg (36.4 percent).
sives, is responsible for discrepancies between
calculated and measured detonation velocities. PBX Charges With RDX and Aluminum
The calculated velocities will be marked lower
when taking into account the heat loss for The aim of the following investigations
which HCN, with its positive heat of forma- was to find out the influence of different argon
tion, is responsible: pressures on the detonation products of Al-

2 HCN --. H2 + Ng + 2C, AH = -257,8 kJ/Mol containing PBXs.
In the container, a high explosive consist-

Charges With 85 Percent RDX (10 pm) and ing of 56 percent RDX Class C, 14 percent RDX
a Cariflex Thermoplastic Elastomer Binder (10 prm), 15 percent Al Alcan 400, and 15 per-

It is the special merits of thermoplastic cent polybutadiene binder was detonated in

binders that the manufacturing process of high vacuum and in argon atmosphere (0.1 MPa).bindrs hatthe anuactrin proessof igh The results are listed in Table 10.
explosives is more flexible. Using 15 percent of

a Cariflex binder and 85 percent RDX, an oxy- It is shown that the shot in vacuum
gen balance of -64.5 percent can be obtained for produced detonation products which were
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Table 10, PBX Charges with RDX and Al high for the shot in vacuum, whereas it has a
Alcan 400 realistic value of 1365K under 0,1 MPa of argon.

Sample No, HXA 123/I HiXA 123/3 CONCLUSIONS
Ar pressure, MPa Vacuumn 0.1
Composition 15% PH/ 15% Al Alesn 400

56% RDX Clan C/ 14% RDX (10 g We have presented results demonstrating
02.Halance, % .69,3 the usefulness of analyzing detonation products
Charge Weight, g 331 331 in a stainless steel container of about 1.5 m3.
A 1ir, K,!/KM .73 .71

Products. Mo: 11,1 29,5 25.8 By using less sensitive high explosive
cI.I, 0.04 1,1 charges of more than 300 g, the influence of
CO 26.1 20,1 different ambient pressures of argon on the
COV, 0,01 2,7
N V 16,9 18,1 detonation products was determined,
NO 0,07 0.05 1
iICN 0,1 2.36 Charges containing TNT/nitroguanidino,
NH3 2,2 0,9 PBX charges with polybutadien binders
C2%14  0.04 0.2 containing RDX/nitroguanidine, and RDX/AIC2ll4 0.03 0,3
t120 4,2 7,2 and thermoplastic binders with RDX were
A1203 4,6 3.9 detonated in vacuum in 0,05 MPa and 0.1 MPa
Al 1,6 3.0 of argon pressure. We have shown that the
C. 14.6 14,3 detonation produets were highly dependent on

Kp(T) ? 2,018 the pressure, At &'tmosphoric pressure of argon,

Freeae outTemp. IKi 1366 enthalpy of det0i\ation was up to 50 percent
higher than un'de" vacuum. With increased

A lid,L, KJ/Kg 6143 5066 pressure, we found a distinct decrease of 112
C In Residue and CO and a strong increase of CO, 110,
1% ortotal C) 35,0 34.5 solid carbon, N1113 , HCN, C114, and C2H2.
UnreactedA I, % 16,0 28,0 On the other hand, Al containing PBX
OGas frmation charges exhibited only a small effect under
Inol/Kg] 38,6 37.0 different pro-pressurization.
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vacuum and 28,0 percent for 0.1 MPa of argon 4. Held, M., "Corne!.Turning Distance and
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Comparing the freeze-out temperature of 1989, in press,
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5. Greiner, R. N.; I Phfllips, D. S,;* Johnson, DISCUSSION
J. D.;* and Volk, F.,** "Diamonds in JOHN KURY
Detonation Soot," A"c•'tare 333, 1988, Pp. Lawrence Livermore National
440-442. Laboratory

6. Greiner, R. N.,* "Chemist'ýy uf itonation Livermore, California
•3oot," DEA-A-78-I- 1218, L~nsrgetic Male-ri3la for Munitions, Fraunhofer Institut The product composition differences seenf or Chemitcho Technologie, PfInztal, between experiments with confinement andFRG, Jun 20-23, 19688 those in vacuum are primarily due to reshock-ing of the products to well above freeze out

DISCUSSION temperatures for the vacuum experiments (see
Ornellais' paper).

HAROLD GRYTING
Gryting Energetics Sciences Company REPLY BY F. VOLK
San Antonio, California Yes, I agree, Reshocking means that the

In Table 3 for composition 45 percent freeze out temperature of the water gas
TNT/55 percent NQ, is the increased pressure equilibrium shifts to a higher temperature and
of argon primarily responsible for the increase that carbon formation and detonation heat is
in 1120 from 10.7 mole percent to 19,6 mole reduced.
percent from vacuum to 0.05 MPa argon pres- In our case, it is shown that the uncon-
sure in the predetonation condition? fined charge under argon pressure leads to

If so, how do you account for the almost detonation products which are nearly the same
negligible increase in H20 when the argon as from the confined charge: a high con-
pressure is doubled (increasing from 0,05 to centration of C02, 1120, and C, In this case,
0.1 MPa) with H20 only increasing from 19,6 reshocking must be negligible. However,
to 20,0 mole percent for about the same charge under vacuum conditions, products have been
weights? Tables 4 and 5 do not show these analyzed which are very similar to reshocked
anomalies, conditions: a high content of 12 and CO, a low

heat of detonation, and a high freeze-out
RI PLY BY F. VOLK temperature of the water gas equilibrium,

In all cases we found that the reaction DISCUSSION
gases changed strongly between vacuum and
0.05 MPa argon, PER ANDERS PERSSON

From 0.05 to 0. 1, 0.2, and 0.3 MIla only a CETR/New Mexico Tech
little change of the products was analyzed, see Socorro, New Mexico
'rable 5, For a 300 g charge of these relatively

Tables 4 and 5 do not show these changes insensitive explosives, one would expect the

because Table 4 deals with a glass confined detonation at the surface of the charge when in

charge and glass confinement behaves like a a vacuum to be a groat deal less ideal than at
high argon pressure. Table 5 shows that there the center of the charge, The confinement, and
is nearly no changing between 0, 1 MPa and increased Ar pressure would presumably
0.3 MWa ofargon. decrease this difference. Do you feel that the

glass-confined 300 g charges produce reaction
products representative of those from a large

* Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los charge of the same explosive, say a 300 kg
Alamos, NM charge?

* Fraunhofer Institut fOr Chemische
Technologic, 1) 7507 Pfinztal, FRO
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REPLY BY F. VOLK We suppose that the interaction of the

The critical diameter of the charge con- early detonation products during the expan-
positions we have analyzed is between 30 and sion process with the argon atoms promote
40 mm. Our charges that we investigated in reactions which are pressure dependent such

the detonation chamber exhibited diameters of as:
50 mm. So we can assume that by increasing 2 CO -* CO + C; A H - -172.4 kJ/kg
the diameter we will not have a distinct change We will have the same behavior when using
of the detonation products compared with a nitrogen as inurt atmosphere.
glass-confined charge.

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION

GREGORY A. BUNTAIN I.B. AKSTLos Alamos National Laboratory Los Alamos National LaboratoryLos AlamosNwMxo Los Alamos, New Mexcico
Los Alamos, New Mexico

I wonder what affect the argon flash in Regarding re-equilibrium by shock at
your chamber will have on product decomposi- container walls, a calculation at LLNL sometion, time ago showed that products would not reach

the walls of a container of your size (-1 meter

Could some of the changes in product diameter) in significant quantities if there was
distribution in the presence of argon be a result 150 mm Hg pressure of a noble gas in the
of secondary photolytic reactions? sphere,

REPLY BY F. VOLK REPLY BY F. VOLK
I do not know if photolytic reactions are Thank you for this comment.

responsible for the reactions in the chamber,
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EXPLOSIVE POTENTIAL OF CARBOHYDRATE-METAL COMPOSITES

A. J. Tulle, J. L Austing, W. K. Sumida, D. E. Baker, and D. J. Hrdina
lIT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois 60616

Chemical equilibrium computer calculations establish that typical
carbohydrates, such as starch or sugar, would provide about half as
much energy as TNT if thWy could detonate. Similar computations
using metal additives to these carbohydrates indicate that they would
provide about 50 percent greater energy in detonation than TNT.
Because of the anticipated difficulty in achieving detonation in
carbohydrate-metal composites, experiments were conducted using
small amounts of high explosive additives to these composites. In
particular, use was made of 10 weight percent nitroglycerine in /3-
lactose, a commercially available pharmaceutical formulation, Adding
10 percent aluminum powder to thi, composition caused it to become
detonable in 25.4-mm steel tubes at 2500-mis detonation velocity, and
about 1.2-OPa detonation pressure at a density of about 1.0 Mg/Mr. A
4,54.kg oharge of this same composition was detonated, and the blast
output was monitored, It was established that the blast output was just
slightly less than that for TNT, both in terms of blast pressures and
impulses, A further experiment, in which 40 weight percent ammonium
perchlorate was added to this composition, resulted in a blast output
more than twice as great as that from an equal amount of TNT.

INTRODUCTION The potential of energy release in the

Organic high explosives (e.g., TNT, RDX, explosion of carbohydrates, such as starch and
and PETN) are metastable molecular com- sugar, are legend, Of course, in these instances
pounds composedofcarbon,hydrogen, nltrogen, these materials are fuels, and load to cata-
and oxygen atoms, i.e., CHNO compounds, strophic explosions only upon dispersal and
The nitrogen plays a key role in bonding the combustion in air, However, these materials
oxygen atoms (e.g., as -NO 2 or -O-NO 2 ), but are also known to undergo autocatalyticwhen yielded as a product such as NO or HCN, decomposition, even under anaerobic condi-

does not appreciably contribute to the exother- tions, with considerable exothermic energy
micity of the detonation, It does provide energy, release. Consider a typical unit molecule of
in that its bonding in the metastable CIHNO starch, and assume decomposition as follows:
explosives provides energy release even when C6ltt006--* 6 C(s) + 5 H20 (1)
It is released as elemental nitrogen. This is the Under this ideal, optimum chemistry, the net
energy release mechanism in the detonation ofy
the azides, such as lead azide, which decom- energy yle would be 0.53 kcal/g starch e Thisto he eta an N2  Neerteles, he is about half the energy release in the
poses to the metal and N2. Nevertheless, the detonation of TNT. The carbon remains
lack of nitrogen in carbohydrates is not unroacted.
considered a disadvantage, because exothermic
species such as 1120, CO, and C02 are the major Because of the many devious decom-
product species that provide the energy in position paths of starch, as well as of most
decomposition, or in detonation. Let us now con- carbohydrates, it is most unlikely that they
sider the carbohydrates; Ie., C01O compounds, would detonate, Next, consider the addition of
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a metal fuel, such as aluminum, to this typical mixtures as a function of concentration, it is
unit molecule of starch: evident why mixtures of the two would be

advantageous; i.e., both starch and aluminum
3C6 H 1oO 8+10AI-.5Al 2 03 +18C(s)+15H 2  alone provide relatively low values, just over

(2) 2 MPa for starch and about 2.4 MPa for alumi-
num, whereas mixtures of the two components

Even though neither the carbon or the provide CJ pressures greater than either alone.
hydrogen are combusted in this simplified This is due to the fact that the compromise
chemistry, the net yield would be 1.83 kcal/g between the very high temperatures in the case
starch and aluminum reactants. This is far of the aluminum, and the very high amount of
superior to most high explosives, gas in the case of the starch, results in heating

Initially, the intent in studying these of the gases to achieve much higher pressure.
carbohydrate-metal composites was to consider Of particular Interest is the 80/20 weight*
them as energetic fuels for use in fuel-air percent starch/aluminum mixture, for which
explosive applications, which objective is the pressure increases monotonically with
presently under investigation. However, they increasing concentration. Computations were
have also been investigated In the work being extended to 1 Mg/ma, which is about bulk den-
reported here as candidates for a new, very sity of these materials, For comparative pur.
novel approach to the development of powerful, poses, a similar computation was conducted for
yet extremely safe, insensitive explosives, TNT, Figure 1 illustrates the results of these

computations over four orders of magnitude of
BACKGROUND concentration; i&.,, from an aerosol in air to

essentially bulk compositions exclusive of air,
Although both starch (or other carbo- At the lower concentrations, the higher values

hydrate) and aluminum (or other metal) are of pressure are attributed to the influence of
both extremely energetic when combusted, in

they manifest their energy release in different
ways, In considering these materials as fuels
for fuel-air explosives, thermochemical com-
puter codes were implemented to assess their
potential Chapman-Jouguet (CW) character-
istics, if they were to detonate as dispersions in
air at various concentrationsI The CJ "
temperatures for the two pure components are
extremely different, with starch about 2600 K
and aluminum about 4200 K at their optimum W" "a1"u-

concentrations in air, Mixtures or starch and
aluminum fall at Intermediate levels of
temperature between those two extremes, In
regard to the amount of gas output for the two
pure components, starch provides the highest.
amount of gas per unit weight of material, ,.
about 46 mol/kg, while aluminum provides " ° " ''
substantially less, about 30 mel/kg at very low Figure 1, TIGER Code Computed Chapman.
concentrations to about 23 mol/kg near Jouguet Pressures for a Specific Mixture of
stoichiometric conditions. This is as expected, Starch and Aluminum and for TNT as a
as the aluminum forms condensed species, Function of Concentration in Air from an
whereas the starch forms gases. Again, Aerosol to Bulk Densities ofl Mg/mn3
mixtures of Etarch and aluminum fall
Intermediate between those two extremes,

However, when the CJ pressures are con- * All percent values will be on a weight basis,
sidered for the two pure components and their unless stated to the contrary,
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air on both TNT and the starch/aluminum not detonate under the conditions of the tests;
mixturo, TNT is very fuel-rich, so that at low ,1,, confined in 25,4-mm diameter steel tubes.
concentrations 2 oxygen in air provides lience, to sensitize these compositions so as to
improved performance, However, the main possibly achieve detonation, small amounts
purpose of this illustration is to demonstrate of explosive powders were added, This tech-
that an 80/20 percent starch/aluminum nique was based on previous work involving
mixture at concentrations approaching, and the dotonability of very poorly detonable explo-
achieving, bulk densities, provides CJ pros- sives, such as ammonium perchlorate (AP),
sures almost comparable to those of TNT! which were sensitized to achieve stable

detonation in tubes of about 6-mm diameter,Hlence, additional computations were con- using as little as 2 or 3 percent nitroguanidine

ducted and effort was expended into investiga- (NQ)g23

tion of carbohydrate-metal compositions as

explosives, in particular, as insensitive explo-
sives, Of course, analytical thermochemical ANALYTICAL COMPUTATIONS
computations for CJ conditions only provide CJ Before these experiments were conducted,
characteristics that could be expected If the thermochemical computer computations were
investigated material/composition were to deto- conducted to assess the Influence of some
natoe As will be shown later, even starch by molecular explosive additIves upon CJ charac-
Itself provides relatively good CJ charactoris- teristics of the starch/aluminum compositions,
tics, If It should detonate, Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the influence of

Several mixtures of starch and aluminum various amounts of NQ and PHTN additives;
powder were prepared and tested, and although eg,, from 9 to 33 percent, for a 67/33 percent
very energetic outputs were obtained, they did starch/uluminum composition,

Table 1, Computed Chapman-Jouguet Detonation Characteristics for 67/33 Weight Ratio Starch/
Aluminum Alone and with Various A mounts of Nitroguanidine Additive at a Density of) .0 Mg/M3

Compoosulon Percent .empgr.ul eressure VeoiyGsStarch/Al/NQ K 'GP8 nnf o/i

67/33/00 3463 3,09 3,49 17,3
61/30/09 3343 3.73 3.78 20.4

55/28/17 3272 4.25 4.01i 22.7

52/26/23 3296 4.40 4,05 23,4

4-5/22/33 3093 5,05 4.40 27,7

Table 2, Computed Chapman-Jouguet Detonation Characteristics for 67/33 Weight Ratio Starch/
Aluminum Alone and with Various A mounts of PETN Additive at a Density of 1.0 Mg/m3

Starch/AI/l 3ETN K GPa km/s mol/kg

67/33/00 3463 3.09 3,49 17.3

61/30/09 3427 3.85 3,84 20.5

55/28/17 3418 4.44 4.07 23.0

52/25/23 3403 4.89 4.25 25A1

45/22/33 3529 5.04 4.41 28.1
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In both cases all of the CJ characteristics the carbon to CO first, and then for the
improved; i.e., detonation temperature, pres- hydrogen to H20 next, especially in the case of
sure, velocity, and amount of gas, except in the the PETN. Species below 3 mole percent were
case of NQ where the temperature decreased not included in these figures, Even at the high-
with increased amounts of NQ. Figures 2 and est levels of explosive addition; i.e., 50 percent,
3 Illustrate the influence on detonation product there is insufficient oxygen to combust the
species as a function of explosive additive. It is hydrogen, much less to combust the CO to C02,
evident, that the slightly oxidizer-rich PETN For experimental purposes, use was made
explosive causes much quicker combustion of of commercial nitroglycerine (NG) as available
carbon to CO than does the fuel-rich NQ. Hence, in the pharmaceutical product absorbed on [-
the addition of explosives to the carbohydrate- lactose (LAC), Therefore, thermochemical
metal compositions causes improvement In oxy- computations were conducted on this formula-
gen balance by providing oxygen to the uncom- tion with various amounts of aluminum
busted carbon and hydrogen; preferentially for

I' ' " ' ' , , I.

ol,, I l 00 H,
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Figure 2. TIGER Code Computations of the Figure 3, TIGER Code Computations of the
Influence of Nitroguanidine Additive on a Influence of PETN Additive on a Typical
Typical Mixture of Starch and Aluminum at Mixture of Starch and Aluminum at 1,0 Mg/m3

1.0 Mg/m3 Regarding the Chapman-Jouguet Regarding the Chapman-Jouguet Product
Product Species Species

Table 3, Chapman-Jouguet State Computations for LAC/NG/AI Compositions at a Density of
1.0 Mg/ma Using the Tiger Code

Comoosition Percentr Teeoraturg Possure Detonation Velocity

1,ACING/Al K M Pa m/s

100.0/00,0100,0 1703 3948 4087
90,0/10 '/00,0 1806 4955 4563
85.5/09,5/05.0 1890 5710 4771

81.0/09.0/10,0 1870 5684 4655
76.5/08.5/15.0 2321 5668 4619
72.0/08.0/20.0 2660 5396 4427

67,5/07.5/25.0 3022 5073 4199
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additive. Table 3 illustrates the results of aluminum, wherein the amount of NG makes
these computations, from the carbohydrate little difference. In Figure 4, at 10 percent NO
alone to 75 percent of the 10/90 percent and 10 percent aluminum, a near optimum
NG/LAC and 25 percent aluminum, condition for detonation velocity is achieved.

As was indicated earlier, note that the In Figure 5 temperature, as usual, increases,

carbohydrate alone is theoretically (thermo- although here it maximizes at about 40 percent
tfor all levels of NO additive, Figure 6, wbich

dynamically) capable of detonation, For the illustrates the most Important characteristic,
aluminum additive, it appears that CJ pres- indicates a maximum of 10 percent aluminum
sures and velocities become optimized at about with no substantial improvement with
5 percent, degrading considerably beyond about increased amount of NG. This further con-
15 percent. The temperature, of course, contin- firmed that the 10/90 percent NO/LAO was
ues to increase with increase in aluminum, as firme d that t0 percent aluwas

would be expected, due to continued increase in near optimum, and that 10 percent aluminum
the ormtio ofhigly eothrmi A103,would also be near optimum. These computa-the formation of highly exothermic Al 2 . tions provided the basis for the subsequent

Hence, computations indicated that about experimental investigation.
5 percent aluminum and no more than 15 per-
cent was optimum for the aluminum additive, EXPERIMENTAL
whereas explosive additive improved without INVESTIGATION
such optimum level, to the extent investigated The experimental investigation was
at 50 percent explosive. Since it was desired conducted using two types of experiments:
that the amount of explosive additive be mini- conduced using twots o experients
mized, eventually no explosive additive would (1) confined "pipe" t estto assess the detona-
be desired based on the critical conditions for bility of the compositions in terms of go/nogo of
achieving detonation in carbohydrate-metal detonation, as well as establishing detonation
compositions. Later, in carbohydrate-metal- velocities and pressures; and (2) large-scale
oxidizer compositions, the least amount of blest-pad experements, wherein blast outputs
explosive that would provide sufficient sensiti- were monitored to establish relative outputs of
zation of the composition to achieve detonation •he compositions in comparison to standard
was desired. However, the influence of various explosives, such as TNT.

explosive additives on the computed C ConfinedDiagnostcPipeTests
characteristics had to be considered. Therefore,
computations were conducted using glucose as Figure 7 illustrates the "pipe" apparatus
a typical carbohydrate with various explosive that was used to evaluate the detonability of
additives; e.g., NQ, NO, PHTN, RDX, and candidate explosives, as well as to measure
HMX. The results indicated essentially very both detonation velocities and pressures at
little variance in detonation characteristics in multiple incremental stations over an extended
regard to the type of explosive, In all cases, the distance; i.e., 304.8 mm. This experimental
temperature continued to increase in the technique, which was developed and described
region investigated; i.e,, up to 25 percent many years ago by IITRI, is an excellent
explosive, whereas both pressures and veloci- diagnostic device (for evaluating the detona-
ties appeared to peak in the neighborhood of 10 tion, as well as deflagration, characteristics of
to 15 percent explosive additive. This was explosives and pyrotechnics. The size of the
especially fortuitous, since the experimental device is made sufficiently long to establish
composition that was to be used in this steady-state propagation velocities, if they
investigation was 10percent NO. Neverthe- exfist, !1nd the diameter can be varied to
less, it was of interest to assess the amount of evaluate critical diameter effects, Typically,
NC as a variable with the amount of the device is 25.4 mm in diameter and
aluminum to be added. Figures4 through 6 304.8mm long. The collocated fiber-optic
illustrate the results of these computations, light-detector probes and carbon-resistor shock
TheamountofNG provides improvement across arrival-time/pressure gauges are located at
the whole region, except at the higher levels of multiple stations along the length of the tube,
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Figure 4. TIGER Code Computations of Chopman.Jouguet Detonation Velocity for Glucose at
Several Amounts of NG Additive as a Function of Aluminum Additive at a Density of 1.0 Mg/m3
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Figure 5. TIGER Code Computations of Chapman-Jouguet Detonation Temperature for Glucose at
Several Amounts of NO Additive as a Function of Aluminum Additive at a Density of 1.0 Mg/M3
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Figure 6. TIGER Code Computations of Chapman..Jouguet Detonation Pressure for Glucose at
Several Amounts of NG Additive as a Function of Aluminum Additive at a Density of 1.0 Mg/rn3
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Figure 7. Schematic of the UITRI-Developed Apparatus for Characterization of Detonation or
Deflagration in Explosive and Pyrotechnic Compositions with Emphasis Upon the Reaction Flame
and Shock Fronts

and provide information regarding the detona- Although illustrated In the figure of this
tion/deflagration velocity, induction time, apparatus, the continuous-velocity probe was
pressure, and presence of instability or not used in the present work. Initiation of
transition of the reaction process; or steady detonation is generally attempted 0sing con-
propagation velocity, as the case might be. The ventional detonator and booster pellets, but
light-detector sensors respond to the flame further augmented by using one or more sheet
front (arid reaction duration) of the reaction, explosive discs of DetasheetG, as needed, of the
while the pressure gauges respond to the same diameter as the I.D. of the tube.
shock/pressure front. Since the flame- and Overdrive or underdrive is readily identified
pressure-front sensors are collocated, induction from the light-detector signals.
times between the two fronts can be assessed, As discussed earlier, for expediency the
An extended reaction zone, generally quite pharmaceutical formulation 10/90 percent
luminous, is also observed when present but NG/LAC was used as is, and additives,
may complicate the resolution unlesa the nioni- therefore, roused the amount of NO to vary
toring stations are sufficiently separated or are teeore, caused the amo of NG to t AC
monitored on individual channels. In the accordingly; i.e., the ratio oy NO to the LAC
experiments discussed here, the light-detector i a1ways rem ained unchanged. Hence, by add-
stations were 101.6 mrn apart, and their ing10 ercent flokedaluminumtpowder to thisrespnse wee mnitredon two channels; i.e., inateriai, the' ovterall per'centages became as

responses were monitored vs: aluminum, 1C; NG, 9; and LAC, 81,
the odd-numbered stations were monitored on ni' ,,s ownponition was tested in the apparatus
one channel, and the even-numbered stations de..•tbed here, and detonated with stable
on the other channel. Ilence, on each channel velV ity ofabout 2500 W/s, Figure 8 illustrates
the distance between consecutive stetions was Lhe light-detector output signals obtained
203,2 mm, using the fiber-optic probes, which are then

The use of the carbon-resistor gauges tn plotted incrementally in Figure 9. It appears
dethrmne usetonathcon-resistres aues b that the detonation was initially underdriven,

determine detonation pressures has been nacertdto sbeveoiy

previously described,6 but considerahle present and accelerated to a stable velocity.

effort is being conducted to better quantify the In another test, a composition containing
responses, as well as tc develop better a 5-percent additive of aluminum was simi-
utilization of theso gauges for high pressure larly tested. Figure 10 illustrates the stable
output explosives. Their present use for the detonation velocity observed in this case. It
work described here is based on calibration became quite stable at about 2000 m/s, and
procedures using Composition C4, RDX, and appeared to be initially slightly overdriven by
NQ, and will be publi.hed in the near future. the iuitiation charge. In this test, the actual
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Figure 8, Example of Fiber-Optic Light-Detector Probe Signals Obtained in the Detonation of 10/90
Percent NG/LAC with 10 Percent Aluminum Powder Additive in the Detonation/Deflagration Tube
Apparwatus Illustrated in Figure 7
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Figure 9. Incremental Velocities Obtained from the Fiber-Optic Light-Detector Probes for the
Detonation of 10/90 Percent NO/LAC with 10 Percent Aluminum Powder Additive at a Density of
1,0 Mg/rm3 Tested in the Tube Apparatus Illustrated in Figure 7
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Figure 10. Incremental Velocities Obtained from the Fiber-Optic Light-Detector Probes for the
Detonation of 10/90 Percent NG/IAC with 5 Percent Aluminum Powder Additive at a Density of 1,0
Mg/m"r Tested in the Tube Apparatus Illustrated in Figure 7
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composition percentages were: aluminum, 5; an implosion method of initiation might be
NO, 9.5; and LAC, 85.5. A composition contain- necessary because of the anticipated insensi-
ing 15 percent aluminum failed to detonate. tivity of this composition, especially In the
Hence, another test was conducted with a corn- unconfined condition.
position that contained 12,5 percent aluminum. A high-speed 16-mm color flm Photec
In this case, an incipient detonation occurred, camera was used to monitor the results, in
but failed by the third monitoring station, addition to the blast pressure, impulse, and

Chemical equilibrium TIGER code arrival times obtained from the piezoelectric
computations for the 10 percent aluminum PCB pressure transducers located in the blast-
10/90 percent NG/LAC composition at I Mg/ms pad facility. The composition did detonate,
predicted a detonation velocity of 4655 m/s, generating a spall from the center of the 25.4-
which is about double the value obtained mm thick steel plate upon which the charge
experimentally. !t L. highly probable that the had been placed. Such spall could only occur if
test condition of only 25.4-mm diameter was the total composition detonated; i.e., not simply
subcriticul, and although a stable detonation the outside wrap of Detasheete. However, it
velocity was obtained, it was not the CJ was also evident that considerable energy
condition. Further studies in larger tubes will release occurred after the detonation, as a huge
be required to resolve this, orange fireball appeared. This is consistent

Nevertheless, detonation was obtained in with the analytical predictions, and indicative

both the compositions containing 5 and 10 of the vast amount of hot carbon generated.

percent aluminum additive, The composition The blast data from this test are plotted
containing 10 percent aluminum provided in Figures 11 and 12, and compared to those of
superior velocity and pressure. It is quite a TNT hemisphere, as functions of scaled
possible that, although the finest aluminum distance. It is apparent that the blast
powder, I.e,, flaked aluminum at 3 to 4 m2/g pressures were comparable to thnse of the
surface-to-mass ratio, was used (which would TNT, especially close-in to the charge, but that
be equivalent to spherical aluminum particles the scaled impulses were well below those of
of less than a micron diameter for the same the TNT, Nevertheless, these results are very
surface-to-mass ratio), all of the aluminum
powder was not available to the detonation
regime. This will also require further study. 10000

Large-Scale Blast-Pad Test
TNT HEMISPHEREAlthough detonation of the carbohydrate- (REFERENCE)

metal composition was achieved, albeit son-
sitized with NO additive, it was not known how i 10oo
much energy was In fact released or to what
extent the carbohydrate-metal components
were Involved. Therefore, a large-scale uncon-
fined blast-pad test was conducted, using 100
4.165 kg of the same composition of 10 percent
aluminum and 90 percent NG/LAC. The com-
position was placed in a cardboard cylindrical
canister of 177.8-mm 1.1), and about the same 10
height. Implosive initiation was achieved 0.1 1.0 0o 100
using two wraps of C1 DetasheetO, In turn SCALED HORIZONAL DISTANCE, m/kg'1/
initiated with a wagon-wheol Detasheetu on
the top of the charge. Hence, the total weight Figure 11. Blast Pressure Comparison for the
of the initiation charge was 371 g. Although Detonation of 10/90 Percent NG/LAC with
this is a considerable amount of initiation 10Iercent Aluminum Powder Additive at a
charge, it was believed that such amount and Density of1.0 Mg/m 3 and Cant TNT
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and 4000 m/s with accompanying detonation
1000 , . . . . pressures ofnominally 10 to 20 GPa.

A large-scale test was also conducted,
TNT HEMISPHERE using 4.165 kg of the standard NG/LAC/Ai

IEERaMCE)
0composition, to which 40 percent AP was added.
100 This test was also conducted upon the blast-

pad to monitor blast output. The teat was
I. conducted in an identical manner as the

previously described large-scale test without

1o the AP. The output of this detonation, as
expected, was substantially greater than in the
case of the test without the APR Figures 13 and
14 provide a comparison of this test with the
former test, Figure 13 illustrates the blast

0.1 , pressures that were obtained for both testit--......
SCALED HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, mA9kg 11 and Figure 14 illustrates the scaled impulse for

both tests; plotted as functions of scaled dis-

Figure 12. Blat Scaled Impulse Comparison tance in both cases. As these are logarithmic

for the Detonation of 10/90 Percent NO/LAC plots, it is evident that the composition with

with 10 Percent Aluminum Powder Additive at the AP provides very substantial improvement

a Density of!1O Mg/1n3 and Cast TNT in both blast pressure and impulse, In fact, the
improvement of the composition with the AP is
better than twice the effective equivalence for

encouraging, especially since no effort was TNT,
made to compensate for the extremely fuel-rich
condition of this composition, Such effort is
presently underway, and some preliminary
information on these studies is included here, 1 . . ...

Improved Stolchipmetry Using
Ammonium Perchlorate

Although it was established that, under 1

the compromise of sensitizing with a small
amount of explosive powder, the carbohydrate-
metal compositions were capable of detonation, ,QO
both components are indeed excellent fuels.
Therefore, in order to assess the potential of
these compositions as ingredients to Insensitive
explosives, some experimento were conducted ........ . ,*, , .0
using various amounts of AP additive. This ,0. W. 10 100
work is currently in progress, and results will SCALED HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, m/Wkg1 s

be published at a future date. However, some orra, AOITH +TPS, BAST *TF11 sMoN a TF14 ,AT
preliminary results are included here,

Several tests were conducted with the Figure 13. Blast Pressure Comparison for the
standard NO/LAC/Al with percentages of Detonation of 10/90 Percent NG/LAC with
9/81/10, respectively, to which 15, 30, and 10 Percent Aluminum Powder Additive (TF18)
45 percent AP was added, These compositions and the Same Composition at 60 Percent with
were nominally at a density of 1.0 Mg/m 3, and 40 Percent AP Additive (TY21), Both at
achieved detonation velocities between 3500 Nominally 1.0 Mg/mr3
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discussed in this work, as well as in typical
1oo . ,.1 ....ll .... .. fuel/oxidizer composite explosives.7

Further work is required, and is, at
present, underway. The carbohydrate-metal
compositions, alone and with oxidizer additive
to improve the fuel/oxidizer balance, are
expected to form the basis for novel categories
of insensitive explosives, with perhaps an
added advantage of more powerful explosives,

10 However, the bulk densities of these com-
positions are presently too low to provide the
anticipated performance that would be

I ____ obtained at densities comparable to typical
o high explosives, such as RDX and TNT.

0.1 1.0 10 100
OCALED HORIZONTAL D1iTANCE, m/kUill

0 TFEI NORTH 4TPIII LAIT * T1PIi M)T1H aTFIG CAST ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The work reported here was conducted at

Figure 14. Blast Scaled Impulse Comparison IITRI under Internal Research and Develop-
for the Detonation of 10/90 Percent NG/LAC nient (IR&D) effort, and is considered proprie-
with 10 Percent Powder Aluminum Additive tary, The authors express their appreciation to
(TF18) and the Same Composition at 60 Per. IITRI for the opportunity to conduct this work.
cent with 40 Percent AP Additive (TF21), Both
at Nominally 1.0 Mg/rn3  REFERENCES
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The manufacturer of the flaked alumi-
DISCUSSION num used in this work quotes a 3 percent by

H. GRYTING, Gryting Energetics weight aluminum oxide coating. The thickness
Sciences Company, San Antonio, TX of the aluminum oxide coating, of course,

degrades the probability of detonation as well
Can you indicate the reliability of detona- as degrading performance.

tion of sucrose and aluminum mixtures with
and without ammonium perchlorate present? DISCUSSION
Have you established any detonation limits for
such mixtures? Have you established the D. F. ALDIS Lawrence Livermore
amount of oxide coating on the aluminum you National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
use? Do you have any experimental results

REPLY BY A.J.TULIS with aluminum and starch?

We have not, to date, obtained sustained REPLY BY A. J. TULIS
detonation in sucrose and aluminum mixtures We do not have any detonation results
without sensitizing with small amounts of with aluminam and starch; in 25.4 mm diam-
explosive powder, probably due to the tre- eter steel pipes such compositions deilagrated
mendous insensitivity (and associated critical eto y At pres we are experi tin
diametes)violently. At present, we are experimenting
presence of ammonium perchlorate, we have with aluminum and starch sensitized with
qualitatively achieved detonation, but it is not PETN, RDX, and nitroguanidine powder, The
known to what extent the detonation was problem rests with obtaining starch of juffl-

driven by the aluminum and ammonium clentlysmall particlo size.

perchlorate irrespective of the presence of the
carbohydrate.
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A REVIEW OF PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE PRODUCTS
IN CONDENSED PHASE ENERGETIC MATERIALS

M. D. Pace
Code 8 120

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, 1). C. 203754-000

Since 1980 studies of free radical formation in condensed phase
explosives and propellants have expanded, As a result, free radicals
have been detected in most well.known energetic materials including
RDX, IIMX, TATB, tetryl, TNT, and nitroguanidine, Researchers at
F. J. Seiler Research Laboratory (FJSRL.), the Army Armament
Research and Development Center, and the Naual Research Laboratory
(NRI,) have contributed to much of the current literature. Reports of
work by these Laboratories have appeared in prior Proceedings of the
Symposium (International) on Detonation, Many additional reports by
these and other researchers have been published in the scientific
literature. In this review, the detection and identification of free
radicals in energetic materials is sum marized and discussed,

INTRODUCTION in the section untiLled Shock Initiation, which
do not report experimental detection of free

This review covers papers from 1971 to radicals, but allude to their formation,
1988 describing the analysis of free radical Tables I and 2 show structures of the mole-
products in condensed phase energetic materi- cular and free radical products which are
als. Free radicals are paramagnetic having an referenced by Roman numerals,
electron spin quantum number of S Z 1/2.
Most studies of free radicals )n the condensed PHOTOLYTIC INITIATION
phase (including crystals, powders, and solu- The number of papers on free radicals in
tions) have detected free radicals by using ew energetic materials has increased since 1980;
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy however, several key papers were published in
(EPR), The spectra derived from cw EPR are the period from 1970-1980. Early studies
used to determine a free radical's structure, recognized that photochemical decomposition
Dynamics of the electron spin system require of RDX produces free radicals, In studies by
time-resolved pulsed experiments yet to be per- Stale and co-workers,1 powder samples of RDX
formed. were irradiated with y-radiation or by 254-nm

Free radicals may be produced in con- light yielding evidence o( paramaý,netic NO 2

densed phases by electron transfer reactions or and other unidentified free radicals. The EPR
by fragmentation of parent molecules during spectra generated at 77K were invariant to
photolytic, thermal, or shock initiation. This added amounts of NO, NO, al'l 02 during the
review Is divided into these three categories of photolysis. Mechanisms ordecomposition were
initiation. This review is not comprehensive, suggested from these resulU. However, in
In particular, the vast amount of material of these st•dles only paramagnetic NO 2 was
photolysis of nitroaromatlcs in solution is not specifically identified, During the same period
covered, Instead, selected papers are included two additional papers appeared which reported
whose references lead to most other literature similar findings for other nitramines. Bodnar
on this subject. Some references are included and Rowell 2 give one of the first reports of
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nitroxyl free radicals formed in nitramines as a equatorial NO1 groups were assigned to the
result of uv photolysis. In this study, nitroxyl RDX results.lO HMX has higher molecular
radicals were produced for a series of cyclic symmetry and loss of NO due to dissociation
nistamines including N-nitropyrollidine, nitro- of the N(S)-N(4) bond was ausigned. 5 NO0

piperidines, N-nitromorpholine, and cyclic di., production was further investigated in solu-
tri-, and tetra-nitramines including RDX and tion, RDX, HMX, and Nitroguanidine dis-
HMX. Their study found that at room temper- solved in DMSO and DMSO-de were shown to
ature uv-irradiation ofsingle crystals produced undergo a complex uv-initiated decomposition
detectable free radicals in these compounds reaction to form an adduct radical with the
except in RDX and HMX where irradiation led deuterated solvent (III).20 A different free
to degradation of the crystals, but no detect- radical was observed from RDX uv-irradiated
able EPR signals. Ultraviolet irradiation of in DM8O (I1) HMX and nitroguanidine did
solution phases produced nitroxyl radicals at not produce detectable BPR signals in DMS0
room temperature for RDX (1), but not for during uv-photolysis.
HMX. There are several energetic materials in

Another paper by Darnes and Paviot 3  which stabilized free radicals are observed at
reported results for uv photolysis of RDX and room temperature. Salt crystals of nitro-
HMX in acetonitrile solution. These research- guanidine yield detectable levels of NO2 and a
ers used 16N-labeled and deuterium substi- second radical (MI.) when irradiated with
tuted RDX and HMX to deduce the structures x-radiation at room temperature. These struc-
of the nitroxyl radicals. They also reported tures ware correlated with the reported crystal
that the irradiation of RDX solutions produced structures," A crystalline phase matrix iso-
three successive paramagnetic species whose lated radical (EJ) is observed by uv-irradiation
appearance and decay depends upon temper- of tetryl.81 This radical is stable at room
ature, The radicals are assigned as a cyclic temperature, but has a complicated set of
nitroxyl radical (1), an unidentified radical single-crystal EPR spectra, In further studies
with a spectrum similar to that observed for of tetryl at NRtL, we have observed that
thermal decomposition of neat RDX near crystals of tetryl exposed to visible light for
200'C, and a third radical (1A). HMX was several months also contain the same radical,
found to produce only a nitroxyl radical fl stable at room temperature. An attempt to
and IV) providing evidence of different analyse the complicated EPR spectra is in
decomposition pathways of these two nitra- progress,
mines. Researchers at FJSRL showed that The photochemical decomposition of TNT
uv-photolysis of RDX and HMX in dioxans and related compounds has been studied by
solution produces identical nitroxyl radicals to FJSRL.II Photolysis of TNT in dioxane pro-
those reported in Reference 3,8 Photolysis of duced three types of radicals: a radical anion
N,N'-dimethyl-dinitroxamide produced the
radical with structure i in Table 1, Photolysis (mVI), a hydrogfen-addut radical (MVI), and a
of dimethylnitramine in acetonitrile was found solvent-adduct radical (uV). The radical anionto produce (CH8a)NO. radicals, A study oft was produced immediately upon irradiation.
potoyrodusie (cH ryst cals, or sim tudylotf The formation of &XUI was attributed to decay
photolyzed single crystals of dimethylnitraw of the hydrogen-adduct species which was
mine was later reported by Owens and Vogel In observed by the photolysis of TNT in diethyl

ether. Photolysls of' the related compounds
The initial findings of Stale that NO 2 is nitrobensene and p-nitrotoluene yielded sol-

produced In photolyzed RDM powder at low vent adduct radicals. Owens2 3 later investi-
temperatures was further investigated by gated the formation of uv-induced radicals in
researchers at NRL. Single crystals of RDX TNT and DNT powders. The complicated
and HMX phutolyzed with broadband uv-light powder spectrum and a five-line solution phase
at 77K are shown to have ordered orientations spectrum of the radical extracted into benzene
of NO 2 in these crystal lattices. Different sites led to assignment of a nitroso anion radical
corresponding to loss of both axial and species (&Lf.i)2, Similar studies of TATB
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Table 1. * Nitroxyl Radicals of Energetic Materials

Designation Structure Parent Means of Phase* Temperatureb References
in Text Compound Initiation

I 1 RDX uv sulfolane RT 2, 3,20,
thermal acetonitrile 170*C 21, 29

11 RDX-d6 uv DMSO-de RT 3,21

I,o

1Ir".I HMX uv DMSO RT 2,3,24
Lthermal sulfolane 1906C

IV ot I, I MX-ds uv crystal RT a
-•--o DMSO-de

V Dimethyl uv DMSO RT 3
Nitramine

VI --•t°< Tetryl uv crystal RT 3,31
No'

VIl ° N',Ye RDX-d 6  thermal sulfolane 1904C 28

VIII oll-!-i, RDX/DMSO-de uv DMSO-de HT 20
g o

IX RDX uv acetonitrile RT 3

X QJH- .•.H N-N'-dimethyl uv acetnitrile RT 3
o aI dinitroxamide

X I , ~ TNT thermal kioeueguhrl 240TC 32

XII thermal kieselguhr 240*C 32
011, 0 O

*The condensed phases are indicated as the medium in which the free radicals are detected.
Solvent names are indicated for solutions, and crystal or powder for solids,

b Temperatures at which free radicals were observed are listed.
SKieselguhi is an inert powder.
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Table 2. Other Free Radicals ofEneargetic Materials

Designation Structure Parent Means of Phases Temperatureb References
in Text Compound Initiation

XIII RDX,HMX uv crystal RT, < RT 1,67, 9,
TNT, NQ+C1" powder 13,15, 26

XIV Hg"fUNl NQ 4CI' x-ray crystal RT 26NHI

XV nitrobensene uv dioxane RT 11
A' dinitrobenuene

XVI aim *,H TATB uv-vls DMSO RT 10
NO#

CH3

XVII ofit NOR TNT uv dioxane RT 11
NON

XVIII ON * map TNT uv benzene < 50C 23

No-

XIX Mg p-nitro- uv HgO RT 33
phitnylacetate

INO0

2+
XX Cu(NH8 )2  Cu(NHa) 4 (NOa) 2 thermal powder 1600C 16,17

The condenved phases are indicated as the medium in which the free radicals are detected.
Solvent names are indicated for solutions, and crystal or powder for solids,

bTemperatures at which free radicals were observed are listed,

have shown the formation of a hydrogen adduct contains a single nitro group, has been shown
radical in uv-irradiated powders (XYJ.D, 0 In to produce an anion radical in uv photolyzed
related studies p-nitrophenyl a'totic acid, which solutions (MjX). 33
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Some general observations are that RDX Dilution of RDX in this viscous aolvent reduces
and HMX undergo different photolysis decom- the diffusion rate of the molecules. At 1700C, a
position mechanisms as shown, for example, by signal was detected which corresponded to the
References 2 and 16. Another significant point identical nitroxyl radical observed in solution
is that different EPR spectra are observed in photolysis studies (I).21 The radical is con-
the solution phase photolysis studies of TNT sistent with lass of NO from the parent RDX
versus the spectra observed by thermal decom- molecule. At 190"C the nitroxyl radical
position of TNT, However, the nitroxyl radical decayed and a free radical identical to that
originally postulated by Stale as occurring reported by FJSRL in neat RDX near 2000C
near the melting point of RDX has been was observed. 21 Experiments were repeated
observed in thermal decomposition studies as with the same conditions using isotopically
described in the next section. labeled RDX-d~j and RDX- 15 N0 2 in sulfo-

lane.2 8 The results were consistent with
THERMAL INITIATION assignment of the radical spectrum at 190C to

a nitronyl nitroxyl radical (YII). This assign-
Two of the most widely studied energetic ment requires further work to be conclusive.

materials are RDX and HMX, Past studies
have investigated the end products of pyrolysis The observation of RDX free radicals has
or thermal decomposition pathways, Some been reported using different experimental
initial pyrolysis studies of HMX used matrix conditions, RDX in molten TNT is observed to
isolation to detect condensed NO 2 as a by- form 3 different free radicals when heated at a
product of the pyrolymis,7 The procedure used constant temperature of 145nCd1@ 3 The first
by these researchers consisted of heating IHMX radical formed within seconds of heating and
slowly in a constant temperature sandbath or was assigned hyperfine couplings of
heating HMX rapidly with a flame or quartz aN p ,o mT and aH =c,3s T with four equivalent
iodine lamp and then condensing the gaseous proton couplings. A second free radical species
products in a frozen argon matrix at 15K having a spectrum identical to that in molten

where spectra were recorded. Their results RDX at 195"C appeared after 50 minutes at

detected NO 2 and (NO2)2 as products of the 145*C. A third radical was assigned as NO 2.
rapid heating by the flame and NO 2 and The third radical's formation was found to

CH 2N' as products of the slow heating, correlate with the decay of the second species

These findings were significant, but only suggesting that NO 2 is derived from the

gaseous products from thermal decomposition decomposition of the second species, The

of HMX were detected. overall experimental evidence suggests that
the RDX molecule thermally decomposes by a

Since 1980, research has addressed real- stepwise process with the molecular rings
time condensed phase thermal decomposition intact up to 200C.
mechanisms. In three separate studies, free Similar thermal studies of HMX reveal a
radicals in RDX have been shown to correlate different behavior, When neat HMX is heated
with temperature as RDX was heated from to its decomposition, only one free radical EPR
room temperature to 200iC, These studies signal Is detected.8 When HMX is heated in
include neat RDX, RDX in solution, and RDX solution with sulfolane, a nitroxyl radical (I!!)
In molten TNT, Therst rep o s spectrum similar to that observed in photolysis
researchers at FwJSRLo8 Thermal decompos - studies is observed,24 The significant differ-
tion of neat RDX wasn found to produce a free ence, as compared to RDX, is that no secondary
radical spectrum from the molten phase near free radical was observed.
200*C. A steady-state concentration of the free
radicals can be detected for several hours from Attempts have been made to use the spin
a single 100 mg sample at a constant tem- trapping technique to identify the free radicals
perature of 1950C, At NRL this result was observed during thermal decomposition of
reproduced and experiments of RDX in RDX. In a study using four different spin
solution with sulfolane, a viscous high boiling traps, adduct radicals were detected at
point solvent, provided additional results. temperatures well below the decomposition
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temperatures of RI)X (110°C.150*C), but no significant, increase in the free radical EPR
assignment was made due to linebroadening. 27  signal of TATB.2 2 Evidence of shock damage in

In more recent studies of TNT thermal RDX, TNT, and ammonium nitrate was also

decomposition, adduct radicals have been detected. When subjected to shocks of 20-

shown for the first time to form by intermele- 40 kbars paramagnetic products in TNT andRDX were observed at room temperature.
cular coupling.3 2 'This study by MdcKinney, These results provide direct evidence that a
Warren, Goldberg, and Swanson shows that shock less than necessary to cause detonation
neat TNT or TNT in the presence of hydrogen can break or alter internal molecular bonds.
donors (such as hexamethylbenzene) forms
intermolecular nitroxyl radicals QU and &jI). Explosives may also be desensitized by
The TNT or TNT/li-donor mixtures had to be shock, Impact formation ofnitroso-delivatives
dissolved into a matrix of kieselguhr in order of RDX have been reported.3 0  The
to observe the signals. The mechanism sug- trinitroso-derivative of RDX has been shown to
gested by their findings correlates closely with be less shock sensitive than RDX. 1 9 In
the mechanism of photolytic decomposition ox unpublished thermal decomposition studies at
nitramines which undergo proton transfer. NRL, we have observed that the

trinitroso-derivative of RDX does not form
SHOCK INITIATION nitroxyl radicals under the same

Shock or Impact studies of energetic decomposition conditions as RI)X. This may
materials provide information of the origin of help to explain the absence of an NO 2 EPR
hot spots, the propagation of hot spots, and the signal from RDX samples subjected to shock
hotsen tsitheipoation of hetic smtels, arnd t pressures less than 4 kbar since formation of
sensitization of energetic materials during nlrs-eiaie lae h - od

handling. Field and co-workers"8 have nitroso-derivatives leaves the N-N bonds

deocribed how viscous heating, frictional intact.14 (Shock pressures of 40 kbar do

heating due to mechanical shear, and adiabatic produce EPR signals in RDX,9) In shock
studies of inorganic explosives, Owens16' 17 has

compression mochanisms of energetic shown that copper tetramine nitrate converted
materials during Impact can create hot spots.
Studies of Kamlet and Adolph5 have shown completely into copper diamine nitrate during
that impact sensitization of organic high shock loading.
explosivea correlates with the thermal SUMMARY
decompoeiion processes generated by impact.
In support of this, recent progress has been In general, nitramines are found to form
made toward identifying diamagnetic reaction free radicals by fragmentation pathways,
prodticts formed near hot spot remnants of whereas nitroaromatics tend to form adduct
impacted TATB. 3 4  These are furoxan radicals. Detection of free radical products
derivatives of 'ITA'PII which are more shock produced by shock has not been as extensively
sensitive than TATB, As discus.,,d in studied as photolytic or thermal initiation of
Reference34, tho discovery of furoxan free radicals in energetic materials.
dcrivatives provides additional evidence that
thermal procesces are ,ignificant In impactnd REFIRENCES
explosives since furoxans are observed during I. S J,; Buchanan, A. S.- and
slow thermal decomposition of TATl, Barraclough, C, G., "Chemistry of' Ali-
Pdramagnotic products of impacted 'tATy phatic Unconjugated Nitramines Part 5,
have also been detected, 6 In this study, Primary Photochemical Processes in
ft'.mation cf NO2 was observed f,'om e.mples of Polycrystalline RI)X," Trans. Faraday
shocked 'rATHi, In other studies, TA'TB w Soc., Vol. 67, 197w1, p. 1749
found to form free radicals by mechanical
grinding and by shock initiation. Studius of 2. Bodnar, J. W. and Rowell, C. F., "ESR
MH!OS, GLusLaveson, and l)eVries in 1983 Studies of Unsubstituted Cyclic Nitrox-
showed that mechanical grinding and impact ides in Solids," J, (Chem. Phys., Vol, 56,
of TA'l'l at room temperature produces a 1972, p, 707,
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PROPERTIES OF BIS (2, 2, 2, -TRINITROETHYL-N-NITRO)
ETHYLENEDIAMINE AND FORMULATIONS THEREOF

Dong Haishan
Southwest Institute of Chemical Material and Technology

P. O. Box 518, Chengdu, Sichuan, CHINA

Bis (2, 2, 2-Trinitroethyl.N.nitronshylenediamine is a zero oxygen
balance exploslve (ZOX) with cqstal dmnsity 1.87 /cm3 , detonation
velocity 8970 M/S(po - 1.842 g/1cm"). ZOX Is characterized by its small
critical diameter, sen8Jtivity to shook and exploding bridewire
inigiation, It can be used in EBW detonators, explosive train., and
some other special applications.

THE SYNTHESIS OF ZOXI 0 Adding ethylenedismine/formalde.

ZOX being an outstanding representative hyde condensation product and sodium nitrite
of explosives based on nitroform (NF) was simultaneously to acetylene nitration solution
synthesized first In 1952 by Avakyan In the composed of NF, NA, and a little mercury
USSR. (The yield is 58 percent on NFp). nitrate asanitration catalyst:
According to Avakyan's procedure we synthe- H2-NH-CH2OH
sized ZOX in 1962 and designateu it as 2# CHNCHO + 2HC(NO2 )8 + 2NaNO2
(Number 2 Explosive). Then we studied the tH2-NH-CH2O"] + 2HNOa
synthetic process carefully and developed two
new procedures: NOI

0 Adding ethylenediamine/formalde - CH 2-N-CH2-C(NO2 )3
hyde condensation product to a solution of NF . (!&H2-N.CH2-C(NO2)8
in diluted nitric acid (NA), followed to nitrate
it by sulfuric/nitric acid mixture. The yield is NO
78 percent:

NO 2I
CH 2NH 2 + 2 0H 2-NH-CHgOH HNO3 CH 2-N-CH 2-C(NO 2)3

%HNlH2  H2OHCH H2SO4 H2-N-OH 2-C(NO 2 )3

HNOB NO 2

2HC(NO 2)3  CH 2-NH-CHn2 -C(NO2)3  Filtrating the precipitated Bis (2, 2, 2-
I trinitroethyl-N-nitroso) ethylenediamine and

2HNO3  CH 2-NH-CH 2-C(NO 2)3  nitrating it to ZOX.I
IIN0 3  ZOX was put into production in 1969 in

NO2  China.
I

H2804 CH2-N-CH 2-C(NO2 )3  PHYSICAL. PROPERTIES OF-6 1 ZO X 2,
-2H120 CHI2-N-CH 2 -C(N0 2 )3

I ZOX Is monoclinic, Its cell parameters
NO2  are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Cell Parameters of ZOX The crystal density in 1.87 g/cm3 by direct
measurement. X-ray determination gives a

Length of unit cell edge A value of 1.88 g/cm. 3

a 5.9767 Its melting point is 179.2-181.5"C with

b 12.0146 decomposition.
c I11,8436• 183CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF

Angle 0 97,1710 ZOX

Molecules per unitcell 2 ZOX is relatively stable in acids, but

sensitive to alkalis, Reacting with NaOH
The data of its bond length and angles are solution, ZOX decomposes to ethylene dinitra-

given in Figure I and Table 2. mine, nitrof'orm sodium and formaldehyde:

0 igureI! Molecule Con7stiution of ZOX

Table 2. Bond Length and Angle Data of ZOX

"Bond Length (A) Bond angle (degree)

C1 -CI' 1,543 N2 -01 1.239 ZCI -NI -N2  114,9 Z0 2 -N2 -N1  118.1

CI -NI 1.482 N2 .-0 2  1,219 ZCI -NI -C2  121.9 ZO3 -N 3 -O4  128.3

N1 -N2 1.379 Na-O 1,205 ZNI -C2-C3 114.6 Z03 -N3 -C3  118.1

NI -C2  1,432 N3 -0 4  1.206 ZC2 -C3 -N3  111.9 Z0 4 -N3 -C3  115.4

C2 -C3  1.531 N4 -06  1,212 ZC2 -C3 -N4  110.5 Z05 -N 4 -05 127,1

C3 -N3 1.523 N4 -06 1.196 ZC2 -C3 -N5  112,5 ZC 3 -N4 -05  115.8

C3 .N 4  1,529 Ng-0 7  1.195 ZN3 -C3 -N5 107.7 ZC 3 -N 4 -0 6  117.2

CaiN5 1,522 N5 -0 8  1.217 ZN4 -C3 -N6  106.8 Z0 7 -N5 -0 4  125.5

...... L0 1 -N 2 -0 2  124.8 Z07 -N5 -C3  117.7

Z...... O1 -N2 N1 117.1 ZOg-N5-C3 116.7
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NO2  The combustion heat of ZOX is
1 7.25 MJ/Kg (1732 Kcal/Kg) and its formation

H2-N-CH 2 C(N0 2)3  heat is 53.5 KJ/mole (12.79 Kcal/ mole).

CH 2-N-CH 2 C(N0 2)$ DETONATION PROPERTIES OF

NO2  ZOX 3

Owing to ZOX's zero oxygen balance com-
H-NIIN O2 NOONa + position, it has a high detonation heat, TheCH 2-NINOC (N02) CHO calculated detonation heat is 1704 Kcal/Kgand the measured Is 1542 Kcua/Kg (6,456 MJ/

Kg) with a specific volume of its detonation
ZOX is soluble In acetone, hot NA and products 0,712 M3/Kg,

dioxane, methyl and ethyl acetate- slightly The detonation velocity of ZOX is
soluble In methanol, ethanol and acetic 8970 M/S (po= 1,842 g/cm 3, charge diameter
anhydride; insoluble in water, ether, benzene, 10mm),
toluene, chloroform, tetrachloromethane, and
dichloroothane. It can be purified from ethyl. its detonation pressure was determined
acetate, nitromethane, NA, and dioxane, The by aluminium free-surface velocity measure-
ZOX solutions in solvents containing carboxyl ment with i 100- X 80-mm charges initiated
radical become yellow when heated for a long by a plane wave lens. In view of the hazards
time, The solubilities of ZOX in some solvents involved in the process of pressing 100-mm
are shown in Figure 2, diameter billets of pure ZOX, we formulated a

mixture of ZOX with the additives which are
,,, -the same as those of PB-HMX-9159 to measure

- -- its Pcj, The experimental data are shown in
t ,Table 3.

S- ,,- - -Standard cylinder tests and plate push
tests were performed to evaluate the ability of

-' r - - -ZOX to accelerate metal, In the plate push test
a 100-mm diameter 80-mm-thick explosive

S- charge is Initiated by a 100-mm diameter
N Comp B/Baratol plan wave lens to push a

96-mm diameter, 2-mm-thick steel plate, The
X X •plate velocities U, at 45 mm displacement are

5s 40 te 0measured with a streak camera technique (seeAS 40 M t14 Figure 3). Comparative results of three

1. Acetone Tempeatu4'e formulations in cylinder test and plate push
2, M acet ate test are given in Table 4, Thus the Increase in

3. nitromethane 0-dtoxane energy of ZOX over HMX is about 5 percent.

X-N A (98,7 percent) ZOX is characterized by It. small cri-
tical diameter, A formulation of ZOX/silicon

Figure 2, Solubility of ZOX resin (80/20) was tested, Ito critical diameter

Table 3. Detonation Parameters of PB-ZOX

Explosive p0(g/cm3 ). D(M/S) Pci(GPa) K

PB-ZOX-9159(95%ZOX) 1.840 8816±6 37.8 ± 0.3 2.79 ± 0.03

PB-HMX-9159(95%11MX) 1.860 8862± 17 36.8 ± 0,2 2.97 ±0.02
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1. Detonator
"7 2. Booster

.- 3. Lens
4. Steel Case

O 5. Explosive
4 .= S. Plexiglass

7, Steel Plate
8. Cavity
9. Barium Nitrate

10. Plexiglass
11, Al Foil

Figure 3. Setup of Plate Push Test

Table 4. The Energy Output of PB.ZOX

Cylinder Test Plate Push Test

Explosive TMD Po po/'MD H0(19 mm) Pa Uf 1/2 U2 r
__ plo___e (5/cm0) (g/cma) (W) (KJ/g) (g/cma) (MWS) (KJ/g)

PB-ZOX-9159 1,865 1,802 97.1 1,722 1.840 4632±22 10.73

PB-HMX.9159 1.889 1,863 98.6 1,651 1,860 4557±19 10.38

PBX-9404 1,865 1,841 98.7 1,620 1,840 4519±31 10.21

in open channels of Al plate is 0,2 mm, ZOX Song Quancal et al. studied thermal
used in the formulation was prepared by add- decomposition of ZOX (double recrystallized
ing its acetone solution to cool water with rapid from NM) with Bourdon glass barometer, They
agitation, But thermostability of so obtained found that the activation energy for 0.01 per-
ZOX Is exceedingly decreased (see next para- cent sample decomposition in the temperature
graph), In order to obtain the explosive range 70-130°C is 35.8 Kcal/mole and the times
mixture with qualified thermal stability, needed for 0,01 percent decomposition (,0,01,%)
normal ZOX (recrystallized from ethyl acetate, in 70-130°C are as listed in Table 5. The data
NA or NM) must be used; under this circum- of initial decomposition velocity (We) and half
stance the critical diameter of the formulation life (%,5,) in a higher temperature range (130-
is 0,7 mm, 170'C) are shown In Table 6 where the data of

PETN (double recrystallized from acetone) are
THE RMAL STABILITY AND given for comparison,4

COMPATIBILITY OF ZOX
ZOX is the most stable of high explosives Table5. Thermal Decomposition ofZOX

based on NV, However, the compounds con- Temper- 70 85 100 115 130
taining the NP radical generally are less stable aturo
than common nitrocompounds--which are (1C)
more closely related to the longer C-N bond in
the NF radical (1.523, 1.529, 1,522 A) than to 10,1% 65760 7428 1212 567 28.2
that of normal C-N (1,47 A), (min)
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Table 6. Initial Decomposition Velocity W0 (ml/min, gramm) and Halflife o , 5 (min.) of ZOX and

PETN

T(oC) 130 140 145 150 155 160 165 170

W 'to.5 To,5 We Wo 'o, W0  Wo To.6 Wo We Zo.9

ZOX 0.001 9540 -- -- 0.032 449.5 -. 0.060 110.3 0.30 26.0
PETN .... . 0.58 1.1 -- 2.0 3.5 6.2 --..

Table 7, Experimental Data ofZOX, PETN, Tetryl in VST, BGET, CRT and TO
VST 120"C, BGET 120' C, CRT 150' C, TG 100" C,

Explosive 48 hrs,, mI/Sg 48 hrs., ml/Ig 2 hrs,, ml/lg 48 hrs,, %

ZOX (Indust, grade) 3,7 1.861 3.9 0.06

PETN (Indust, grade) >20 28.2 98.2 0.23

Tetryl (Induut. grade) 1.12 -- 36.3 0.09

Table 8, Effect of Recryatallization Process on Thermal 3tability of ZOX

Sample No. Process of Recrystallization VST 1000 C, 48 hrs., mI/g

1 ZOX recrystallized from ethyl acetate-benzene 0,09, 0,24.

2 ZOX precipitated by pouring acetone solution 8.7
ofesample No. I to cool water with agitation

3 PETN precipitated by pouring its acetone 0,642
solution to cool water with agitation

The experimental results of ZOX, PETN compatible with ZOX. Some VST data are
and Tetryl in VST, Gas Evolved Test in given in Table 9.
Bourdon glass (BGET), CRT and TG are shown
in Table 7. SENSITIVITY OF ZOX

Therefore, the recrystallized ZOX is more The results in the Drop weight impact
stable than recrystallized PETN, However, test and Kazlov friction test show that ZOX is
ZOX precipitated by pouring its acetone solu- more sensitive to mechanical stimulus than
tion to cool water with agitation owing to its common explosives of interest. The compara-
crystal defect is remarkably less stable than tive results are given in Table 10,
PETN as shown in Table 8. It is very difficult to reduce the senuitiv-

The compatibility of ZOX with related ity of ZOX to low value. The sensitivity of ZOX
materials is poor. Experimental data in VST, formulations to impact and friction can be
CRT, BGET and DT-OC show that only a few of reduced enormously when composite phlegma-
binders and phlegmatizers, like silicon rubber, tizers are used and some appropriate amount of
fluororubbor, and fluorographite (FG) are HMX Is added, The sensitivity data of nuch a
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Table 9. Compatibility Data of ZOX in VST (1200C, 48 hra.)

Material ml/Sg Mixture (1:1) ml/5g

ZOX 3.70 ZOX/nylon explode

F2 e14  1.15 ZOX/F2a 14  4.15

Polyisobutylene 0.25 ZOX/PIB 96.35

Silicon resin 2.65 ZOX/Sllicon resin 2.60

Wax 0.55 ZOX/Wax 87.45

Table 10. Sensitivity of ZOX, HMX, RDX , PETN to Impact and Friction

ZOX RDX HMX PETN

Friction test Pendular angle 900
(Percent of Explosion) Gage pressure 25Kg/cm2  88% 4% 28% 32%

Pendular angle 901
Gage pressure 40 Kg/cm 2  100% 76% 100* 92%

Impact teot Hammer weight 10 Kg
(Percent of Explosion) Drop height 25 cm 100% 80% 100% 100%

formulation B-01 (ZOX/HMX TATB/F 23 1 1  ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
IP&/Graphite/Wax = 70/22/ 4/ 2/0.5/0.5/ 1) are The author wishes to thank Chu Shijin,
,,hewn below:6  Zhang Xiaoyi, Li Guanglai, Hua Pinhuan, Han

Dunxin, Lu Xueguo, and Chen Qizhen for
Impacttest Frictiontest H5 0  measuring thermal stability data and
10Kg,26cm 90',40Kg/cm' cm detonation parameters. The author also0'_ wishes to thank Ye Huntang, Tang Yepeng, et

10-4% 4-16% 78 al. for their participation in formulation work.
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NTO DEVELOPMENT AT LOS ALAMOS

Lonnie B. Chapman
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

NTO is an explosive with calculated performance near that of RDX but
with sensitivity approaching that of TATB. Possible uses for NTO
would be as an alternative to RDX in formulations where a lower
sensitivity is desired or as an alternative to TAlTB where more
performance is required without a large Increase in sensitivity, Efforts
have been concentrated on producing NTO and in testing the
performance and sensitivity of NTO and NTO formulations, Two.
hundred pounds of NTO have been produced and some performance
and sensitivity data have been obtained. Work is being done to
determine the diameter effect for large-crystal -size NTO, Additional
work is being donte to improve the small-charge diameter performance
of NTO by adding small amounts of IDX or by changing the crystal
size and/or crystal habit of the NTO.

INTRODUJCTION 90 percent formic acid at 90 to 1000C as is

A new molecule, 3-nitro-l,2,4-triazole-5. shown in Figure 1, NMR studies by Don Ott3

one (NTO), was found in the literature1  have shown that the reaction to TO is essen-
without reference to its energetic properties etially complete when the IICI gas evolutionNTO was first recognized as a potential stops and there is no need for extended reac-eplowasfirst mo ecoe n d then asy the ntiaed tion times, It was also determined that someexplosive molecule and then , synthesized by K. IICI is needed to complete the reaction and
Y, Lee and M, 1), Coburn2 at Los Alamos. that semicarbazide alone without the HCi
Small-scale sensitivity and thermal tests Indi- stabilizer does not produce ring closure to form
cated thai, NTO was a very impact insensitive TO. TO batch production has been scaled up to
and thermally stable molecule. Preliminary
performance calculations also indicated that a 30-gal reactor with recovered product weight
the performance of NTO would be near that of of 16.82 kg ata 73.8 percent yield.
RDX. Based upon this preliminary informa- The nitration of TO to NTO is shown in
tion, NTO was synthesized and tested In small Figure 2, NTO reaction yield has averaged
scale at Los Alamos, 'ho performance of NTO 76 percent when a mixture of nitric and
in these small-scale tests was not as good as sulfuric acid is used to nitrate TO. The highest
the preliminary calculations indicated it yield (87,6 percent) was obtained when the acid
should be, therefore, larger quantities were mixture was first added to the reactor and
required for more extensive performance and brought to 60.70*C. The acid mixture contains
sensitivity tests as well as for development of an 85:15 ratio of nitric 4o sulfuric acid (the
NTO formulations that might be usel'ul in both nitric acid concentration used is 70 percent
DOE and I)ol) applications, while the sulfuric acid is 96 percent), TO was

then added slowly, after the acid reached
NTO SCA !E-l-P AND reaction temperature.
PRODUCTION NTO was produced in 5-kg batches with a

NTO production begins by producing the total recrystallized production of 47.7 kg
intermediate, 1,2,4-triazole-5-one (TO), TO is (104.9 Ib), Three 15-kg batches have also been
made by reacting semicarbazide IICI with produced but have not beon recrystal.lized.
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TOXICOLOGICAL STUDIES ON
I 1110 H O NTOANDTOI fI I I II

N- N- C - N 1H1C + H - C - OH "m Toxicological studies have been done for
I I both NTO4 and the production intermediate
H H TO.6 Results of the tests indicate that neither

NTO nor TO present concerns of acute toxicity,
Semicarbazide Formic Acid skin irritation, skin sensitization, or eye
Hydrochloride Irritation, In fact, the acute oral LD 50 for both

NTO and TO is greater than 6 g/kg in rats and
mice, which Is considered only mildly or non-

Hi toxic In both species,

N I)EPARTMENT OF
O 0+2,/N,2 +'I'RANSPORTATION

+ 2.1120 + IlCl(9) CLASSIFICATION TESTS

Thermal stability and sensitivity tests
N-C were done at Los Alamos in order to apply for a

DO,T. shipping hazard classification, A heat-
ing test was conducted for 48 hours at 750C and
produced no evidence of decomposition or dis-

Figure 2. P0C) Synthesis Reaction coloration. Two ignition and unconfined burns
were done with a single sample 2 x 2 x 2 inches
and another wis done with four samples end to
end. There was no detonation and burn times
exceeded 800 seconds, Impact sensitivity for
large-particle-4soc NTO is much less than RIDX

N and near the height limits of the Los Alamos
SN, , drop-weight Impact machine. The shock

N + lIN0 3  ..-. i-4 sensitivity was tested by a confined-gap test
and results were comparable to PBX 9502 in
the same test. A sample of bulk NTO was

/N- detonated with a numnber. blasting cap.
11 11 Based upon the results of these tests,

1,2,4-triazole-5-one NTO fits the criteria for a Class A explosive.
(1'1O) NTO has not received a permanent 1).O.T.

classification at this time,

II H IGH-SPEEI).MACHINING TEST
N Pure, pressed NTO and NTO cast with 50

weight percent, TNT have undergone high-
N + 1120 + AIIR speed-machining tests. The standard test is

performed by drilling 40 0.250-Inch diameter
holes Into an explosive charge. The drill speed

N•C is 2260 RPM and tý.e penetration rate is

11 NO 2  0.025 inch per revolution. NTO is soluble In
water and was, therefore, machined dry. Both

3-nitro. 1,2,3-triazole-5-one samples produced no reaction during testing
(NTO) and wore approved for remote-control

Figure 2. TO Nitration Reaction machining operations.
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NTO PERFORMANCE Table I. Performance Comparisons

NTO Cylinder Tests Calculated(uncnfied) Measured
Density (unconfined

Two-inch diameter NTO charges were (De/cms) (uc.fVed) M
pressed at 1,855, 1,825, and 1,800 g/eram, The (knDV)
diameters were machined to fit into 2-inch dia- (kbar) (kmins)

meter copper cylinders for cylinder-expansion 1.93 340 8.67
tests, Two of the three charges were fired (100%TMD)
successfully indicating NTO has a performancegreater than TATB, 1.871 ... .. 8.22

(97% TM D) confined

Confined NTO Plate.Dent/Detonation 1,871 ... ... 8.12

Veiooities (97% TMD) unconfined

Several plate-dent tests were made with 1.855 306 8.34 8.20
explosives of known performance to try and (96.1%TMD) confined
calibrate a confined plate-dent test, The explo-
sives were confined in schedule 80 steel pipe 1.825 294 8.21 8.09
with an inner diameter machined to accept (94.6% TMD) confined

1-5/8.inch pressed charges. NTO was also 1,800 283 8.11 8.02
tested in the same manner to determine if (93.3% TMD) confined
confinement would improve its performance in - -

smaller diameters, The preliminary measured Rate sticks are normally initiated usingRateiie stick arew nomal initate 1uaoniwit
velocities are shown In Table 1 along with an RP-1 detonator with a 1/2 Inch diameter by
calculated values. Additional tests were donewith NTO pressedto 97% TM D(1.,871 ff/cma) in 1/2 inch high PBX 9407 booster pellet. This
with conTfipreed to9n d (1.871ined m s ir booster pellet then initiates a PBX 9404 charge
both confined and unconfined modes for that is at least as large in diameter an the
comparison. The detonation velocities are largest diameter test charge. A fourth NTO

obtained from piezoelectric pins in contact with raestiakewas asse wh An NTc
the E srfae an ar fo screnig oly. rate stick was assembled with an NTO charge

the HE surface and are for screening only. 25,76 mm diameter, using a booster consisting
Those results indicate that there is a diameter of a P22 plane-wave lens followed by a
effect present in NTO fired in 1-5/8-inch 0.25 inch thick by 2 inch diameter PBX 9404
diameter at high densities, charge, This rate stick propagated its entire
NTO Failure Diameter and Diameter length with a steady velocity. Detonation velo-
Effect Fcity results are shown in Table 2. These results
Effect indicate the failure diameter of large-crystal-

Ex9eriments were performed by Ray size NTO at this density is near one inch.
Engelke to determine diameter effects and
failure diameter of large-crystal-size NTO NTO/Binder Formulation#
(Blend 87-10). The first NTO charges were NTO/binder formulations in 95/5 weight
pressed to 1.868 g/cm 3 (96.8% TMD) and percent concentrations wore tested in 5.g slurry
machined down to 36 mm diameter, A 36 mm batch sizes to determine conmpatibility before
diameter rate stick was fired and propagated further scale-up, FPC-461, Viton-A, Kel-F
at 8.176±0.001 km/s. A second rate stick was goo, Estane, and Kraton ( were evaluated for
fired that included three different diameters; possible binders. None of the NTO/binder
32.5, 28,9, and 25,35 mm. A third rate stick combinations showed evidence of incompati-
was set up with 25.1, 19.1, and 167 mm bility. All of the binders produced a formula-
diameter NTO charges arranged from large to tion that was loss impact sensitive than the
small diameter following the booster, This pure NTO. Ethyl acetate was chosen over
failed in the 25.4 mm diameter sectiorn. MlMK as a solvent because it produced a
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better attraction between the lacquer and the determine the performance of the X-0489. The
explosive. Because NTO is soluble in hot results are shown in Table 3, along with a
water, a saturated NTO solution at 55C was calculated performance for comparison.
used as the carrier instead of pure water. NTO
was mixed with the lacquer to provide intimate Table 3, Performance ofX.0489 Catings
contact and wetting of the NTO crystals before
the water was added. Based upon high binder Stick Density Pressure Dot, Vol.
density and the higher bulk densities obtained Number (g/cm 3 ) (kbar) (km/u)
in the initial 5-g scale work, four binders wore 1 1.733 240 no data
chosen for scale-up to 50.g batches, Kraton G
did not produce an acceptable formulation, Au 2 1,717 241 7.226 -
was found in the 5-g scale batches, PPC-461 I 0.011
produced the best agglomerates with a bulk 3 1.720 242 7.225 -
density of 0,7 - 0.75 g/cm 3 . Based upon small. 04008
scale results, FPC 461 was used to make a 1-kg
batch of' X.0483* by the water-slurry method, Calculated 1.720 246 7,56

Table 2, NTO Blend 87-10 Detonation Velocity NTO RECRYSTALLIZATION

Diameter Det, Vol, (kmls) Density
(mm) (g/cma) Introduction

36,00 8.176 ± 0.001 1,868 Normally NTO Is recrystallized from hot
_ .... ._ water after Initial production to remove

32,51 8.1680 0.001 1,870 entrapped nitric acid, A mean particle size of
28,91 6.169 +0.004 1,869 250 microns, shown In Figure 3, is obtained by

29 0 ,04 19 the normal recrystallization method of cooling
25.35 8,144 ± 0,001 1.867 the entire vessel and contents from 90 to 5oC

25.40 F~ailed 1,868 over a 30-minute period, A smaller particle
size was desired for PBX formulations work

25,76 8.142 ± 0.005 1,870 and to determine the effect of smaller particles
-.. on performance, sensitivity, and failure diam-

TCASTINGS eter, Preliminary results Indicate that impact
NTOTNT Asensitivity and performance do change with

X-0489** was cast in one 4-Inch diameter particle/crystal-size distribution,
by 6-inch high cylinder and In eight 1-5/8-Inch
diameter by 4-inch high cylinders, All the
charges were radiographed and showed mini-
mal shrinkage and bubbles, Vacuum was not
applied to the melt but the castings wore cooled
from the bottom to the top, A casting sample
was taken for thermal-stability and impact.
sensitivity testing and a release has been issued " • |
for this butch, The 4-inch diameter by 6-inch /4

high cylinder was usod for a high-speed
machining test. After the material passed the
machining test, the casting risers were removed
from the 1-5/8-inch charges, which were then
fired in a combination plate denti'ato stIck to

• X.0483 - 95/5 wt% N'1TO/10l1C-461 Figure 3. NTO Rtecrystallized Slowly From

X-0489 - 50/50 wt%N'lTO'I'N1' Water
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NTO Recrystallization From Water

Work was done to reduce NTO particle
size by crash precipitating a saturated
NTO/water solution at 93"C into ice water. The
melting ice maintained the recrystallization
temperature between 0 and 5VC, Particle size
in this batch (LBC-lI1-7B) averaged about
40 microns, SEM photographs in Figure 4
show that the NTO clumps are made up of 5 to
25 micron crystals. Theso clumps are smaller
and more randomly arranged than previous
precipitations done at 5 to 20*C,

NTO Batch Recrystallization From NMP

Particle/crystal size were reduced further Figure 4. NTO Cravh Precipitated From Water
by dissolving NTO into N-methyl pyrrolidone
(NMP) in a 65 g/100 g concentration at 90*C.
This solution was poured into ice water with
agitation and with ice being added to maintain
the temperature below *C, Batch IBC-III.6C,
shown in Figure 5, was made using this
procedure, This SEM photograph shows 50 to
100 micron "clumps" that contain many 2 to
10 micron crystals, but the crystals are ran.
domly packed and look like they contain a
large amount of voids,

NTO dissolved in NMIP and crashed into
ice water can produce spherical crystal growth
that Is similar to spherical NQ produced at Low
Alamos. The crystal size produced with a 3:1
ratio of 1120:NMP, shown In Figure 6, is very Figure 5. NTO Recrystallized From NMP,
small (i.e., I-5 microns) and is in spherea rang- Random Growth
Ing from 1o to 30 microns in diameter, lndivi-
,Jual crystal size can be controlled by changing
the ratio of ice water to NMP:NTO solution,
Agglomerates containing a random arrange- ... ..
Mentof small crystals can be obtained by adding . "4'

additional NMP:NTO solution to the combined
solutions after crystal formation has begun,

Small-crystal-size (i.e., 1-10 micron)
spherical NTO produced by batch recrystal.
lization from NMP was pressed into 1/2 Inch
diameter pellets for plate dent comparison with
previously produced NTO, Plate-dent results
for Batch-Ill-222, shown in Figure 7, were
263 kbar at 1,764 g/cm 3 (91,4k rPMD) and
257 kbar at 1.827 g/cm3 (94.7% IlMI)), Drop- Figure 6. NTO Crystallized From NMP,
weight- impact sensitivity is about 200 cm for Spherical Growth
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this small-crystal-size material. These results was increased from -12 to -5oC and a distilled
are not significantly different from other smallI- water flush was installed to reduce heat
crystal-size NTO, which indicates that exchanger plugging.
spherical crystal habit does not seem to be as A new recrystallization vessel is being
important as individual crystal size in made Loallow flow pLtterns approaching plug-
reducing failure diameter. flow and to provide capacity for increased flow

Plate-dent results, shown in Figure 7, rates. The new vessel is Jacketed to provide
indicate the performance of Batch LBC-1Il-6C cooling to replace the double-pipe heat
(designated 60) is close to the BKW prediction exchanger that is currently causing plugging
while the other small-particle-size batches problems.
(designated 7a and 222) perform better than
the lar-go-particle-si,&e NTO at the same NTI'/RD%/BINI)IiR
density. Pro-vious unconfined plate dents using FORMULATIONS
large-pairtiole-size NTO In 1/2- and 1-inch dia- PI3Xs using mixtures of NTO and RDX
meter failed to 3propagate at densities greater are being prepared in an attempt to reduce the
than 1.70 g/cm . Also 1/2-inch diameter plate failure diameter of NTO formulations. The
dents using NTO Blend 87-10 failed to failure diameter as a function of RDX contenit
propagate at 1.78 g/cm 3. Unconfined 1-5/8 Inch will be investigated. PBXs containing both
diameter plato dents using largci-particle-size, NTpO and IMX were successfully made with
NTO have propagated at densities 4up to good agglomerate size and strength. Impact
1.872 g/cvm3 but the performance, shown ira F~ig- sensitivity and thermal analysis data for theme
ure 7, is lower than expected and begins to drop B9IdctthrIsnicopibly

withInceasng dnsiy a 1,65 gcin, Tese between NTO, RDX, and these binder's.
results show that smaller particle sizes can
improve N'lO performance in small diameters EPH N S
and might, perform close to 13KW predictions at RF~EC~
higher densities inlarger diameters. I., Chipen, 0, IL; lBokalder, R. P.; and

0O- 0 4181d (91110 *-O,1/21. f. NUP (Ilk) Crishten, V. Ya. "1,2,4-Triazol-3-one and
34- 0 6 I*P "A V. Nitro and Amino Derivatives," Khim,

320- q7 .. /I in fr. NUP(?e) Gelero, Soed., Vol. 2, No, 1, 1966, pp. 110-
166,

kilo- -2. Lee, K.-Y. and Coburn, M. 1j., 3-Nii'ro-
a- 1,2 ,4-iriazole-Si -one a LeessSensitive Explo -

240- al - - ive, Los Alamos National Laboratory
240-- Report No. IAA- I 0302-MS, Feb 1985.

2.70 17 .417 .611 .1 .4¶616 ,01 3. Ott, 1), G., Los Alamos National Labo-
1iu e . 7 C 0 2 g 1 e.7 4t 1 . 6( g / cm01 . 2 1 8 4 1 0 5 1 8 0 1 90) r a t o r y , 1 9 8 6 , u n p u b l i s h e d d a t a .

Figue 7,Chare Dnsit (g/m3)4. London, J. E. and Smith, D. M., A
NTO ontnuos Rerysallzatin Fom oxic~ologic'al Study of NTO, Los Alamos

NM'OCntuuserytliainro National Laboratory Report No. LA-
NMI~10533. MS, Sep 1985,

E~quipmnent for continuous, single-vessol 5. London, J. K., A Toxicololical Study of'
recrystaudlization was tested at a rate that I,2,4-Triazole-5 -one, Los Alamos
would produce 800 g/h of NTlO at 90 percent Ntoa aoaoyRpr o A
yield Tlhe NTO/NM13 solution is first cooled to Ntoa aoaoyRpr o A
room temperature before mixing with the 11461-MiS, D~cc 1988.
water to reduce the amount of heat exchange 6. E~ngelke, R. P., N'rO Diameier-iEffect
required. NTO/N MI remains a stable solution Curve and Failure Diameter, Los Alamos
for several hours at room temperature in the National Laboratory, D~ec 1988, unpub..
concentration usod, The coolant temperature lished report.
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DISCUSSION REPLY BY L. CHAPMAN

L. B. MISHRA Recrystallization from water removes the

Kanan Associates, Inc. residual nitric acid that is trapped in the cubic

Churchville, MD crystals during the nitration reaction.

I am worried at how easily you get DISCUSSION
spherical NTO, and its significantly reduced
Impact data and yet contradictory other data. C. D. HUTCHINSON
You also show voids (more) in spherical NTO. Atomic Weapons Establishment
Is It possible you have solvent sticking to it? Reading, UK
Have you analyzed this? Have you any information on the hazard

RE PLY BY L. CHAPMAN properties of NTO or its formulations?

The spherical NTO has been analyzed for REPLY BY L. CHAPMAN
residual solventby NMRand there is nosignif- The above paper contains all the
icanit amount evident, information the author has on the hazard

DISCUSSION properties of NTO and its formulations,

F. VOLK DISCUSSION
Franhoffer Institute L. ROTHSTEIN Consultant
Pfir.ztal, FRG Newport News, VA

Can you say something about the melting Nitration in an inert solvent may solve
aind decomposition behavior of NTO? the problem of impurity formation, is easier to

REUPLY BY L. CHAPMAN control nitration temperature, and if chosen
well, will precipitate a pure material by

NTO shows nc endotherm or exothermnin precipitation that should not require
our standard DTA until decomposition takeo recrystallization.
place at about 260'C.

DISCUSSION

H. SHUBERT
Franhoffer Institute
Pfinztal, FRG

Do you find other liquid in the cubic
NTO?
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USE OF OXYNITROTRIAZOLE TO PREPARE AN INSENSITIVE HIGH
EXPLOSIVE

A. Becuwa and A. Delclos
S.N.P.E.

Centre do Recherches du Bouchet
91710 VERT-LE-PETIT

FRANCE

A comparison between experimental data concerning performance# and
sensitivity on differens high explosives Is presented.
High explosives involved are:

0 an industrial French PBX named ORA 86 filled with 86
percent of HMX,

0 a pilot-plant.ecaled French PBX named B 2214 filled with a
mixture of 12 percent of HMX and 72 percent of NTO.

In, some cases comparison includes comp. B (hexol 60/40). The decrease
of the sensitivity obtained with the NTO based P13X indicates that B
2214 is an Insensitive High Explosive belonging to the 1,6 cla, and
has a very good behavior i'ersu8 sympathetic detonation,

INTRODUCTION velocity of the NTO based PBX in confined and

For several years, SNPE has been unconfined has also been measured.
working to prepare high explosives compo- COMPOSITIONS
sitions with a low aensitivity level intended for
low vulnurability ammunitions (LOVA), In ORA 86 is an industrial composition used
the past, SNPE has shown the interest of using in a French missile warhead, B 2214 is a
either Triamino Trinitro Benzene (TATB) or composition prepared at pilot-plant-scale by 50
Oxynitrotriazole (ONTA or NTO) as kg-batches, Composition of both PBX are
insensitive molecules to decrease the shown in Table l.
sensitivity of HMX based PBX.1, 2 -3 The
purpose of our present work is to actually prove Table 1, Composition of PBX
that a cast-cured PBX containing a high - ....... ...
content of NTO can be an Insensitive High Name ORA86 B2214
Explosive (IHE) belonging to the 1.6 class, and % Mass
having a very good behavior versus sympa- % inert binder 14 16
thetic detonation. A set of sensitivity tests is % HMX 86 12
used to compare an industrial cast-cured PBX % NTO 0 72
"ORA 86," filled only with HMX, and a pilot. Density 1.71 Iles
plant-scaled cast-cured PBX "B 2214," filled Density 1,71 1.6_
with a mixture of HMX and NTO, For some
tests, the comparison includes data concerning Both compositions have been formulated
a melt cast explosive "hexol 60/40," to have a with a classical process to prepare cast-cured
more precise idea of the improvement on a PBX. Paste viscosity of B 2214 was optimized
well-known melt cast explosive. Detonation by using available classes of NTO particle size
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manufactured by SNPE, Samples for eval- - - -

uation are obtained directly by casting and
curing, or by machining after curing. " '

DETONATION VELOCITY I
For ORA 86, the detonation velocity is 7

given versus charge diameter in an unconfined 1

configuration, For B 2214, the detonation
velocity was measured versus charge diameter low
either in an unconfined or confined (10 mm of , I
steel) configuration. All samples were ignited _ . . CHANICE

a . _ DIAI4TERby a plane wave generator. The results are 20 .M0 40 50 60 70 60 90(m)

shown in Table 2, FIGUE I

Table 2, Detonation Velocity Figure 1. Det, Vel.' V. Charge Diameter B
.. . _____ - 2214: (72 percent NTO 1 12 percent HMX)

Charge ORA 86 82214
Diameter Un.onfl.ed 800C, For both compositions, ORA 86 and B

(iMM) (Uno U)Confined Confined 2214, there is no detonation, but only a pneu-
___am__ __ _ _ _n_) (m/141 matic burs.t of the confinement after 2 minutes.

15 8250
20 8280 .BULLET IMPACT TEST
30 8310 SD This test is performed on a small-scale
40 7100 warhead with a 125 mmi diameter, 90 mm
o0 8380 ND 7360 longth-sample confinod by 20 mm steel

63 ND 7320 (rupture pressure 140 MPa), 12.? AP bullets
70 6770 are shot by a gun with |.-reasing velocities
75 7540 from '740 to 1140 m/a,
80 7410 74409o 7 7440 The results obtained for the highest

velocity (1140 m/s) are as follows:
ND: No Detonation - llexol 60/40: detonation
SD: Stop Detonation

ORA 86: no detonation -, Burning and
For B 2214, the detonation velocity opening of the confinement

progression is illustrated in Figure 1 for the
confined and unconfined tests, The failure 2214: no detnation o Burning
diameters are respectively 35 or 65 mm with or wtotoen i
without confinement, finement

FAST COOK OFF An illustration of the final state of the

The fast cook off test is used to assess the confinement is given by Figure 2.

explosive bohavior of PBXs confined in a bomb, LARGE-SCALE GAP TEST
and subjected to fuel fire type thermal
environments, The bomb consists of a steel The gap test is uged to determine the
pipe [40 mm internal diameter, 4 mm threshold oftthe propagation of detonation in a
thickness, 200 mm lengthl encloaed with two solid substance. An inert barrier (.19 mm thick
plugs. The calculated static rupture pressure of cellulose acetate cards) is placed between an
this pipe is around 75 MPa. The bomb is set initiating booster thexo wax 95/5 - 40 mm
horizontally 20 cm above a fire pun filled with diameter] and a sample of explosive to be
1.5 liter of fuel, The fire temperature is about tested 140 mm diameter - 200 mm length]
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confined in a 4 mm thick steel pipe. A
reference booster in contact with the lower end
of the sample and a steel witness plate permit
verification, if detonation of the sample has
occured or not. The result is given in number
of cards needed to avoid the detonation of the
sample. It can also be expressed in thickness of
barrier or in shock pressure for the ignition.
The detail of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3
below.

The results obtained with hexol 60/40,
ORA 86, and B 2214 are given in Table 3.
When taking hexol as a reference, it can be
seen that the needed pressure to ignite the
high explosive sample is 1.6 times higher for

Figure 2a. No Reaction. Bullet velocity 1140 ORA 8$ and 4.8 times higher for B 2214,
m/s. Composition B 2214, Smooth burning
without violent pyrotechnic event. CLAPINU RING

DEIONATOR

CARBO.ARD TUBE INIJtAIING BOOSTER

d mRON/W4X1 160 MM95/5

CARDBOARD IUBE

\j CL�LI.I.OSE ACET ATI:
SCARD

SUSPENION -(thii'kneou 0,19 mm)
SIUSPENS ION -',---

ROPES SAMPLE, i.n
U5BSIANCE UNDER

51M IIU
•IEEI, i-

Figure 2b. Pneumatic Burst. Bullet velocity 48 m- M
1140 mrn, Composition ORA 86. Burning with /
pneumatic burst... MNHrENr L pir

d2 4n RDX/Wnx
CARDBOARD 1 40 M 95/-

SIMt WITNqSS PLATE
(thickness % in mu)

Figure 3. Gap Teat for Solids,

Table 3, Gap Test Results

Co•rd Gap Teat
Compositions Number of Thickness Pressure

Card. (mm) (kbari

Hexol 60/40 200 38 30

ORA 86 160 30 50
Figure 2c, Detonation, Bullet velocity 1140
m/s, Hexol60140. Detonation, B 2214 26 4,7 148
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FLYER PLATE TEST
This test is not only a sensitivity test, but

it is much more representative of the level of
energy needed to ignite a high explosive by a
pure shock wave, The shock wave is gener-
ated by impacting a sample of the high
explosive (60 mm length - 63 mm diameter) ,4U I gt

confined by 10 mm steel with a metallic plate,
The pressure and the duration of the
shockwave can be calibrated by varying the ,
impact velocity and the thickness of the 4 _
impacting plate. The crude result of the test is
deto-nation or no detonation, After performing -' .4 '1 ' i1, M.,

the test around ten times, a curve of sensitivity
can be drawn in the pressure-time plane, Figure4, Flyer Plate Test
Results obtained for ORA 86 and B 2214 are
shown in Figure 4. Table 4, Flyer Plate Test Results

To compare high explosives in this kind of Ignition Threshold at 1,5 ps
test, it Is convenient to look only at the
pressure and the surface ersergy for a shock Composition Pressure Energl
duration of 1.5 ps. These values are given in (kbar) (J/cm)
Table 4 for Ilexol 60/40, ORA 86, and B 2214.
If Hlexol 60/40 is taken as a reference, it can be Hexol 60/40 23 150
seen that the ignition pressure is 1,7 times ORA 86 40 400
higher for ORA 86 and 6,5 times higher for B
2214, The ignition energy is 2,6 times higher B 2214 150 3200
for ORA 86 and 21 timen higher for B 2214, 1 ..

Table 5, lleavy Fragment Impact Maximum
SENSITI VITY TO HEAVY Velocity Without Detonation
FRAGMENT IMPACT

This test, usually performed in France, is Heavy Fragment
a good way to simulate the impact of a sea-to- Composition Velocity Pressure
sea missile fragment, The impact test is car- (m/s) (kbar)
ried out using a steel ball (39,6 mm diameter ... ..
- 252 g weight) shot by a gun, The velocity can Iloxol 80/40 1350 25
be increased up to 2300 m/s. The high
exploslve sample is a cylinder (123 mm ORA86 1910 60
diameter- 240 mm lengthl confined by a 10 mm B 2214 > 2270 >90
thick shell, For each velocity the result is
detonation or no detonation, and the final
result of the test is expressed as the maximum When taking Hlexol 60/40 as a reference,
impact velocity avoiding detonation of the the maximum pressure avoiding detonation is
explosive sample, This result can also be multiplied by 2.4 for ORA 86 and more than
expressed in terms of initial shock pressure. 4.4 for 1 2214,
The results obtained with Ilexol 60/40, ORA SENSITIVITY TO A SHAPED-
86, and B 2214 are summarized in Table 5. It CHARGE SHOT
should be noticed that for the maximum
velocity which can be reached in this test, it Both PBX involved in this work (i.e.,
was not possible to make the B 2214 detonate. ORA 86 and B 2214) have been subjected to
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the impact of a 90 mm caliber shaped-charge then its use as an insensitive high explosive in
jot. This shaped-charge was filled with a 91 per- PBX, have permitted us to perfect at the pilot-
cent PETN containing PBX, The sample of plant scale (50 kg batches) an inert binder
high explosive tested are 90 mm diameter - based PBX (B 2214) filled with 12 percent
320 mm height cylinders. The "stand-off' was HMX and 72 percent NTO,
one caliber, The following results were The characterization in terms of:
obtained:

A sensitivity to fuel fire and bullet impact,* ORA 86: Detonation
2 sensitivity to ignition by a shock wave,

- B 2214: No detonation - sensitivity to shaped-charge Jet, and

SENSITIVITY TO SYMPATHETIC - sensitivity to sympathetic detonation
DETONATION show. that B 2214 is clearly less sensitive than

This test is performed to evaluate the Hexol 60/40 or ORA 86; a 86 percent HMX
behavior of an explosive submitted to a detona- PBX. The studies made by SNPE were mainly
tion (blast, fragments, and heat), The experi- to show it was possible by using an insensitive
mental setting is shown in Figure 5, The filler, such as NTO, to obtain 1,A classed PBX;
sample ofhigh explosive to be tested is a 75 mm insensitive to sympathetic detonation, Of
diameter - 280 mm height cylinder confined by course, performances of B 2214, in terms of
12 mm steel, The donor has the same size, Its detonation, velocity, and pressure, are a little
composition is Hexol 60/40, The distance weak but can be improved by increasing the
between donor and receptor is 25 or 500 mm, filler content, increasing the HMX ratio in the
Reactions obtained with Hoxol 60/40, OKA 86, mixture NTOO-HMX, or by adding various
aad B 2214 are summarized in Table 6. ingredients like aluminum or ammonium

perchiorate to obtain special effects (blast,
500 - 75 W bubble, etc.),

5 "4, 7•- REFERENCES

STEEL 1, Doenuville, P.; Gaudin, C.; de Longueville,
BASE Y.; and Mala, J,, "Compar-Ison of TATB
PLATE and DINGU Explosive Properties,"

Proceedings of the 7th International
RACCCPtOR Symposium on Detonation, Annapolis, 16-

19 Jun 1981,
Figure 5, Sensitivity to Sympathetic Detona- 2. Becuwe, A. and Delcios, A,, "'oxynitro-
tion- Experimental Setting triazole et Son Utilisation en Tant

Table 6, Behavior Vs, Sympathetic Detonation Qu'explosif Insensible," Proceedings of
18th International Annual Conference of

Behavior at a Distance of' ICT, Karlsruhe (FRG), 1-3 Jul 1987,
Composition .......... m3, Becuwe, A. and Delclos, A., "Use of

2, 5cm 50cra Oxynitrotriazole as a Low Sensitivity
Explosive," Proceedings of the Interna.

l~exol 60/40 Detonation Detonation tional Symposium on Pyrotechnics and
ORA 86 Deflagration Deflagration Explo-sives, Beijing, China, 12-15 Oct

1987.B 2214 No reaction No reactionB 2This work has been performed under the
auspices of the French Ministry of Defense

CONCLUSIONS (STPE).
The studies performed by SNPE in the

fiold of synthesis and recrystallization of NTO,
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DISCUSSION did not permit us to obtain an acceptable
feasibility with more than 84 percent filler

INDU B. MISHRA content. Volumetric loading for HMX-HE was
Kanan Associates, Inc. 76.5 percent and for NTO-HMX-HE, 71.5
Churchville, Maryland percent.

In your NTO formulation for insensitive HILTMAR SCHUBERT
HE, you have taken NTO-HMX of 84 percent Fraunhofer Institut
and 16 percent binder (by weight) where am West Germany
your HMX composition had 86 percent RDX
and the rest binder, Is it not possible to Which particle size do you use in your
formulate, with 14 percent binder, your NTO. NTO composition?
based HE? What was your volumetric loading
for IIMX-IIE and NTO-IIMX-HE (by com- REPLY BY A. BECUWE
parison)?

It is a mixture of three different particle
REPLY BY A. BECUWE sizes: a fine one around 10p, a medium one

When the B2214 PBX binder was around 200p, and a coarse one around 700p,
formulated, the particle sizes of available NTO
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EFFECTS OF BINDER CONCENTRATION ON THE PROPERTIES
OF PLASTIC.BONDED EXPLOSIVES

Raymond D. Steele, Lawrence A. Stret, Gene W. Taylor, and Thomas Rivera
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A series of plastic-bonded explosives (PBX) has been formulated with
more binder than is normally contained in high-energy formulations,
Adding a relatively small amount of binder to a material such as
PBX 9501 [95/2.5/1,25/1.25 wt percent HMX/1Etane/BDNPA/BDNPF
(the BDNPA and BDNPF form a eutectic that is frequently called
simply the eutectic)] was found to decrease the shock sensitivity while
not decreasing the energy of the explosive, The best compromise for a
PBX 9501 -type material contains about 92 wt percent HMX, Adding
additional binder does not continue to decrease the gap sensitivity of
the formulation; however, the energy of the PBX decreases as expected.
The higher-binder formulations are of potential use because of the
possibility of formulating a PBX with energy similar to TATB
formulations, such as PBX 9502 (95/5 wt percent TATB/Kel-F 800),
and with a higher strain to failure.

INTRODUCTION the voids is the logical starting place to

This study was initiated to determine the desensitize a PBX.

effects of binder concentration on the proper. EXPERIMENTAL
ties of a PBX. The sensitivity of the Estane/
eutectic system used for PBX 9501 was not The experiments used in this study were
known as a function of concentration, The the large scale gap test and the plate dent test
sensitivity of the system was of special interest described by Gibbs and Popolato.1 The plate
when the energy was matched to PBX 9502, dent test is a measure of the energy delivered
The behavior of PBX 9502-like systems is by an explosive to a calibrated steel plate. It
interesting because their unique mechanical has been found experimentally that this
properties, such as high strain to failure, might delivered energy can be closely related to the
be designed into a useful formulation usable as Chapman-Jouquet (CJ) pressure of the explo-
a substitute for PBX 9502. sive being tested. A theoretical basis may be

found for this relationship in such works asFickett and Davis. 2 For this reason it isanother reason for undertaking this work, One
of the most important mechanisms for the customary to calibrate the plate dent test to
initiation of explosives is believed to be hot accepted CJ pressures and to report the resultssoscaused by voids or other density as CJ pressure. Because this pressure is
spots cmeasure of the delivered energy, we will refer
discontinuities, High-energy PBXs, such as to the results of the plate dent test as the
PBX 9501, typically can be pressed to
98 percent of theoretical density (TMD). This energy of the explosive.
means that the explosive composites have A low-void material was formulated to
about 2 'olume percent voids that may serve as investigate the effect of the removal of voids
hot spot locations. It appears that removal of from a PBX, The material to be tested was a
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formulation with HMX and the Estane/ used in processing this PBX were responsible
eutectic binder used in PBX 9501 (X-0242-92- for the improved performance. All the vari-
01-04 - 92/8 wt percent HMX/binder), ables used in the processing of X-0242,-92.01-

This formulation was chosen to provide 04 were varied from normal to extreme in an
more than ample binder to fill all the voids In experimental design, and the density of the
the composite. To assure elimination of all sample at these conditions was measured. The
voids, the PBX was pressed at an unusually concentration of the binder and, to a lesser
high pressure (30,000 psi), at a maximum extent, the number of pressing intensifications
permissible temperature (100*C), with maxi- were found to be the only variables thatmum vacuum on the powder before pressing, significantly influenced the densities of the
and with five intensificationwe The resulting pressed samples. The CJ pressure and the gap
PBX had a density of 99.7% The The CJ sensitivity were redetermined for one sample

pressure and gap sensitivity were measured for of X-0242-92-01-04 pressed under nominal
this material; the results were CJ pressure of pressing conditions, The results reproduced
366 kbar and a gap sensitivity of 47 mm. This those of the formulation pressed under more
compares with values of 360 kbar and 55,6 mm extreme conditions, Decreased sensitivity in a
for PBX 9501,0 These data are included in PBX can be obtained by simply increasing thefraction of binder In the composite while using
Table 1. It Is possible to formulate a PBX with three intensifications,
less sensitivity than PBX 9501 at no loss in
energy, and perhaps even a small gain. To Investigate in detail the behavior of

the HMX/Estane/eutectic system, a number of
Table 1, Performance and Sensitivity of formulations were made with HMX composi-
High-BinderPBXs tions varying from 80,5 to 94 wt percent.

Gap ... These materials were pressed, the detonation
Mtip (14 pressures were determined with plate-dent

...MMaterilL -Mi Jflz~ .IML experiments, and the gap sensitivity was
PBX9601 96/2.5/2,5 measured. These data aro listed in Table 1,

6M9E0tane/ with the literature values for PBX 9501
eutactic 856 included for reference,

X.0242-94- 94/3/3 H M X/
01.03 Extane/autectic 85.1 363 99,1 All the IMX/Estane/eutectic materials
X.0242.93. 9H3M3/3,5 IIMX/ listed in Table I made satisfactory pressings
01.03,5 Etifnetoutedtic 60,3 364 99.4 with the exception of the 80.5 wt percent
X.0242-92. 92/41411MXJ formulation, This material was extremely
01,04 EHitane/eutectic 47,68 366 99.7 "gummy" and tended to extrude around the
X.0242.91. 91/4A./4.5 HMX/ seals in the press, We were not able to obtain
01-04,5 Nstano/eutectic 48,46 360 99,6 the desired density for this formulation, The
X.0242.90. 90/5615 HMX/ properties of this material are interesting even01-06 Eu..ineleutewtlc 48,06 855 99,6r p riso hs m trilaeitr si ge e01.044 e/ott .06 55 996 though they are not directly comparable with
Xt0444 SHOO HMX/ the other formulations,

Estan(V
eutoctLi 46 340 99,8 The first observation made from the data

X.0438 8u,5/9.5/9.510.5 in Table I Is that the gap sensitivity falls offHMX/Eutanoleutedtu• dramatically as the HIMX In the formulation Is

stearatW 47.3 284 96.3 decreased, reaching a plateau at about 46 or
X.0430 8816/611MX/ 47 mm (Figure 1), The second observation Is

Kratomifufflo that the energy of' the system remains rela-
Oil 46 283 99,6 Lively constant as the HMX in the formulation

is decreased until the mixture is approxi-
The pressing conditions used to obtain the mately 92 wt percent HMX (Figure 2). This

void-free samples of X-0242-92-01-04 were result does not seem too surprising, If one
rather extreme. A pressing evaluation was realizes that voids of zero energy are being
conducted to evaluate which of the measurew replaced with an energetic binder, Looking at
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54-- 54

52- 52

48 - 48
S464

44 -. .- -. . - 98,000 98.500 99.000 99.500 - 100,000
so as to 93 leO

WT PERCMNT HNX PERCENT OF THEOnIRECA, DENSITY

Figure 1, Gap Sensitiulty as a Function of Figure 4, Gap Sensitivity as a Function of
HMX Concentration Percent of Theoretical Density

the results presented in Figures 1 and 2, one
concludes that an improved version of
PBX 9501 can be obtained by decreasing the

360-, 0'o,%'o10 HMX content to 92 wt percent, The gap sensi-
/0 tivity will be decreased while the energy will

340- 0 remain conotant.
Additional insight Into the behavior of

2o. the HMX/lstane/eutectic system can be
obtained by examining the data in Table 1.

00 ooThe percent TMD is seen to be a function of the

2800, ~binder loading in the system, with the percent
80 82 89 9 oo TMD decreasing rapidly as the HMX fraction

P 86061969 * 16 Is Increased (Figure 3), There does, howover,

Figure 2. CJ Pressure as a Function of IIMX appear to be a reasonable amount of scatter In

Concentration the system, which indicates that variables
other than binder loading are probably
important when trying to reach very high
percent TMI)s, The importance of reaching
very high percent TMDs is seen in Figure 4,

100_ 000 where the gap sensitivity Is plotted as a

0oo,0o0 . ... .function ofpercent TM D. It Is apparent that a99.500o 0"' PBX s~hould be at the maximum possible

percent TMD, To obtain the best sensitivity
9,c00 0 in a tlMX/Eistane/eutectic formulation, It will
a.soo0 be necessary to determine what controls the

h relatively small differences in pressing

98000,00 densities,

97.o00 - I I . When Figures 1 through 4 are examined,
00 82 84 55 88 90 92 94 96 95 o00 it appears that PBX 9501 may be anomalous,

HMX CONCINTMATION WT PERCENT 'rhe PBX 9501 data were taken from the

Figure 3. Percent of Theoretical fle:'e;ity as a literature and may not be consistent with the
Function of IMX Concentration other data in Table 1, Additional experiments
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are planned to verify the behavior of is about 92wt percent HMX, Adding addi-

PBX 9501. tional binder does not continue to improve the

The behavior of binder systems other gap sensitivity of the formulation. However,

than the Estane/eutectic is also of interest. A the energy of the PBX decreases as expected,

PBX with 88 wt percent HMX, 6 wt percent The high-binder formulations are of potential
Kraton, and 6 wt percent Tuflo Oil was for. use because of the possibility of formulating aKraonand6 w pecet Tfil Oi wan fr- PBX with energy similar to PBX 9502., but
mulated (X-0430) for this reason, Its gap with a much higher strain to failure and other

sensitivity and CJ pressure were determined wirabme higes.

and are reported in Table 1, Interestingly, the desirable advantages.

gap sensitivity is the same as for the high. REFERENCES
binder Estane/outectic formulations, Based on
very limited evidence, the gap sensitivity of a I, Gibbs, T. and Popolato, A,, LASL Explo.
high.binder formulation does not appear aives Data, University of California Press,
extremely dependent on the binder material, Berkeley, 1980, pp. 105-119, 280, 425.

One of the purposes for this study was to 2. Fickett, W. and Davis, W., Detonation,
investigate the properties of HMX-based PBXs University of California Press, Berkeley,
with energies similar to PBX 9502s. Two of 1979.
the formulations discussed above, X-0430 and
X-0438, were designed to have the energy of DISCUSSION
PBX 9502. The energy of these two formu.
lations was indeed very near to that of I. B. MISHRA
PBX 9502, The X-0430 performed very much Kanan Associates, Inc,
as expected; the I-I MX coated well and no major Churchville, MD
problems were encountered in pressing. The 1. It is perhaps risky to say that binders had
X-0438, however, was another problem "no" effect toward sensitivity at the 8 percent
because the Estane/eutectic is a very soft, level, In our work we find binder playing a
rubbery material that flows much too easily significant role in PBX in contributing to or
and sticks to the metal parts in the press. altering sensitivity, We have even found
Excessive amounts of this binder make the energetic binders reducing sensitivity.
samples very hard to press and creates
problems in uniformity of material, and 2. It is interesting that you find a 92 percent
produces a pressing that is not dimensionally formulation a somewhat "ideal" one, Not
stable. Additional experiments are planned to knowing your results we have been
investigate the properties of Estano/outectic formulating 01-92 percent solids loaded lIE
binder formulations with decreased amounts of and insensitive 1iE.
the outectic, This will provide a stiffer
material and perhaps overcome some of the REPLY BY R. D. STEELE
problems of X-0438, The amount of HMX will
need to be increased in those experiments to , We do not claim that the different bindersmaintain the desired energy level. do not have an effect on sensitivity, In fact, we

know that different binders have extreme

CONCLUSIONS effects on different types of sensitivities, Two
important formulations, PBX 9404 and

In conclusion, a series of l1BXs has been PIBX 9501, differ principally in their binders.
formulated with more binder than is normally When the two materials are subjected to a drop
used in high-energy explosives, It was deter- skid test, they have a drop height of 4 and
mined that adding a relatively small amount of 26 feet, respectively. We did, however, observe
binder to a material such as PBX 9601 will that two different binders did not seem to have
improve the gap sensitivity without degrading an effect on a gap test, We cannot make any
the energy of the explosive. It appears that the general conclusions on these limited data.
best compromise for a 131X 9501-type material I-lowever, at least for our limited sample, it
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appears that shock initiation is not affected by REPLY BY R. D. STEELE
the nature of the binder. Since in shock imi- The eutectic is a 50-50 percent mixture
tation we have probably exceeded any of the by weight of bis(2,2-dinitropropyl)-acetal
limiting mechanical properties of the binder, (BDNPA) with bis(2,2-dinitropropylformal
this observation may have wider applicability (BDNPF). This is our normal plasticizer used
than the limited data might suggest, to soften Estane for use in PBX 9501. The

2. We would like to add a note of caution BDNPA/BDNPF mixture provides an ener-
that this optimization was for one binder with getic contribution to the formulation, As the
one particle size distribution of HMX, Should terminology eutectic suggests, the mixture
one change the binder, the particle size forms a minimum freezing point eutectic at
distribution, or the explosive, then 8 percent 50-50 percent by weight. This property is
binder would probably no longer represent an important because it prevents the plasticizer
optimal formulation, from freezing and stiffing the binder.

DISCUSSION
H. GRYTING
Gryting Energetices Sciences Company
San Antonio, TX

Is the eutectic just the usual combination
of energetic plasticizers? Does either of these
also form a simple binary or a ternary eutectic
with HMX?
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CHEMISTRY OF NITROMETHANE AT VERY HIGH PRESSURE

Stephen F. Agnew and Basil 1. Swanson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry Division
Group INC-4, Mall Stop C346

Los Alamos, Now Mexico 87545

and

John Kenney and Inga Kenney
Department of Physical Sciences
E~astern New Mexico University

Partales, New Mexico 88130

Decomposition of nitromethane is reported over the range of 115-1 809C
and 0.6.8.5 OPa, About 5 pg of nitro methane is comnpressed with a
diamond-anvil cell, heated to the point that reaction occurs, and held
typically 10.20 minutes at the reaction temperature, The cell is cooled
and the volatile contents of the cell are frozen an a thin layer in uacuo
and an infrared absorption specirum is recorded, The three volatile
products obser'ved are N20, C02, and water, with N20 production
peaking at 1A5 OPa, 135*C, and 35 percent of NUkE; C0,2 production
peak ing at 3.5 OPa, 135'C, and 65 percent of NME, and water yields at
20-50 percent of NME at the highest pressure measured, 8,5 GPa and
1 75*C. Water yields were difficult to quantify due to background con-
lamination. Results indicate three different reactions for solid NMk
dependent primarily on the pressure of the reaction, and that fluid
NME does not decompose at 0.6 GPa and I 75*C, although the solid
decomposes readilyat 1, ONa and 120*C. The authors conclude that,
while various decom position mechanisms are possible, the initial step
C113N0 2 -* .CII,,? + -NO2 Is Very unlikely.

INTRODUCTIO In order to obtain a bettor understanding
of the kinds of chemistry that might be

TIhe tendency for energetic inaterials, Important for Initiation events, we are study-
both high explosives and propellants, to Ing reactions of simple energetic materials,
uindergo Inadvertent detonation is a serious e~g., nitromiethane, under conditions of con-
and not well understood problem. [)otonations finoe mnt at, very high pressure, We have
cain be thought of as welf-driven shock waves chosen thesei conditions for two reasons: 1) The
and are initiated by a variety of stimuli or reactions that are expected to be Important in
insults, The initial chemistry that drives the deflagration to detorwtion transitions are,
deflagration (or fast burning) to detonation under low pressure conditions, solid to gas
transition is of primary Importance to under- reactions. Tlhese reactions drive the energetic
otanding the Initiation event, and a good decomposition that leads to detonation and are
amount of activity Is occurring with regards to reactions that produce small, stable, and hot
trying to understand the reactionii that tire molecules. Since theso reactions are both fast
important for this chemiistry, and not diffusion limited, they will probably
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involve many concerted steps. Performing Studying the reactions of energetic
measurements at high pressure allows us to materials at high density allows us to probe
choose the phase of the products, which, since chemistry that is slow or even nonexistent at
we can choose the pressure, can be either fluid low pressure, In particular, concerted inter-
or solid. This allows a control over diffusion molecular reactions should become very
and mixing that is impossible by any other important at high density, whereas at low
method. 2) We expect the initiation reactions pressure one often sees volatilization of the
to be extremely pressure dependent. The very material prior to any actual chemistry. With
notion of a detonation wave is one that the aid of pressure, then, we can hold
involves pressure- and temperature-induced molecules in their lattice to much higher
chemical events that lead to further pressure temperature than would otherwise be possible.
and temperature increase until finally a Another important factor in condensed phase
dissipative process limits the energy release reactions is that of the solvent cage and its
rate and a stetdy state is reached. effect on reaction rates. Cage effects are

The concept of an activation energy for a extremely important in solution reactions and

given reaction and the role of temperature in they certainly will be even more important at

surmounting it Is well understood and the high density. Furthermore, reactions of

traditional Arrhenius activation is normally energetic materials ultimately will have more
even at very high density. In common with solid state chemistry thanassumed to be valid evna eyhg est, with solution chemistry. Thus, for energetic

Pressure-induced reactivity, on the other hand, materials the solid-state chemical notion of

does not involve overcoming the activation matials the so cncal ntioneof

barrier in a dynamical sense. it is more subtle reactive cages and also concerted intermolec-

and involves actually changing the activation ular reactions will be very important.

energy, now more properly considered the We are trying to understand the very
activation enthalpy. It is then reasonable to complicated reactions at high density for an
expect that we must, from the very start, energetic material undergoing deflagration or
consider the activation enthalpy instead of detonation. We must find ways of understand-
only the activation energy, E1 . The activation ing these reactions, despite their complicated
enthalpy will be a natural function of pressure natures, in order to predict and possibly control
as AM - AE$ + PAV*, and pressure-induced such properties as sensitivity, performance,
reactivity should really, by all rights, be called and burn rate. The obvious limitations of
"pressure-catalyzed" reactivity, This empha- performing experiments on such materials
sizes the very different role that pressure has while they are reacting and the small amount
compared to temperature and the critical of information that is obtained from those
parameter in describing the pressure depen- experiments means that we will always have
dence of the reaction rate or branching ratios to resort to some kind of approximation in
then becomes the activation volume, AVI, order to understand the chemistry associated

An initial reaction or transition state with Initiation. With this work, we hope toAn nital eacionor ranitin sate establish at the very least, some general
with a substantial volume decrease (-4V or
-*AV*), incr..ases the reaction rate and the principles for the kind of chemistry that is

presumption is that with energetic materials, associated with detonation initiation.

.he initial reactions do possess *4Vt. Other- EXPERIMENT
wise, increasing pressure would not increase
the reaction rate, and may actually decrease it. We have used diamond-anvil cells of the
While the initial reaction must involve -AV, Merrill-Bassett designi Lo compress nitro-
the overall reaction must, on the other hand, methane and have used the position of the C-N
have a + AV in order to sustain the detonation, stretch infrared absorption, calibrated versus
Thus, we expect to find (and must look for) the ruby fluorescence standard, is a measure
reactions that have these two important of pressure. Optica: microscopy was used to
characteristics observe the onseL, of reaction while the cell was
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heated with an external heater. For many of melt on increasing temperature, but began to
the samples, infrared absorption micaoscopy react at 120C as evidenced by the nucleation
was used to determine the extent of reaction and growth of bubbles. Infrared spectra in
and also to determine the reaction products Figure 2 show the spectra of the nitromethane
that accumulated within the cell. The release within the diamond-anvil cell before reaction,
apparatus, shown in Figure 1, allowed the after four hours, and after six hours at the
release and freezing of the contents of the temperature and pressure indicated. As the
diamond-anvil cell onto a CsBr window sample reacted, the infrared signal became
mounted on an Air Products closed cycle progressively weaker, but new features are
ielium refrigerator (a displex) and held at evident: 1) a broad, saturated absorption at
200K. Following deposition, the cryotip was 3200-3400cm' 1 ; 2) a broad, saturated band for
rotated 90* within its shroud and an absorption the -NO 2 group symmetric and antisymmetric
spectrum was recorded at 2 cm"1 resolution and stretches in place of the two features that were
256 scans. Such a procedure allowed the deter- evident before reaction; and 3) two absorption
mination of absorption peaks on the order of bands at 2220 and 2250 cm1I that are partially
0.005 A, although this apparatus had a large obscured by the diamond second-order absorp-
water background due to outgassing. Water tion. Little spectral information is available
also did not evaporate readily from the cell for the reacting sample, implying that the
when the cell pressure was released and, as a products are absorbing completely at the
consequence, only very qualitative data was nucleation sites. Eventually, as the reaction
obtained on the amount of water that evolved proceeds to completion, the infrared signal
from the experiment, completely disappears.

A Digilab FTS-40 spectrometer was used When we release the contents of the
for the thin layer experiments with a Blo~ltud diamond-anvil cell following reaction, freeze
infrared microscope installed in an auxiliary the volatiles in a thin layer, and measure the
sample compartment to record the spectrum of infrared absorption of that thin layer (Fig-
nitromethane and/or products while under ure 3), we find that N2 0, CO2 , and water are
compression within the diamond-anvil cell. the dominant volatile products. Their relative

RESULTS amounts depend on the particular temperature
and pressure at which the reaction was per-

At pressures less than 0.8 GPa, the formed as shown in Figure 4. One can see that
nitromethane melted about 80*C and showed these volatile producLs are substantial frac-
very little reaction up to 175"C for over two tions of the starting material. We know that
hours. However, at 1.1 GPa, the NME did not water is present in significant amounts among

Air Products Closed Cycle
Helium Cryotip

vacuum. -

Diamond-Anvil Cell 11o
Reluase cell assembly

D glab FTS 40 . . . -

Fast Fourier Translorm - - -oo

Spectrometur plwlrnwg01hw, 0, 34,1a .3 d 100T

Figure 2. Nitromethane Before and During
Figure I. Diagram of the Release Apparatus Reaction Wilkin Diamond-Anvil Cell
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the products, but have beon unable to quantify
3.7 PA it very well. (Evidently, water escapes from

0,04- 3 the cell upon release in variable amounts,

since our results with releasing pure water
from a diamond cell under identical conditions

0.02 were subject to a large error.) Whenever NME
melts before the temperature reaches -120'C,
no appreciable reaction occurs up to 1750., We
conclude, then that fluid nitromethane does

2.90P& not react appreciably over a period of 30 min-
144 a utes at the pressure and temperature noted on

the diagram. A P-T reaction diagram is shown0.04 In Figure 6 and shows that between 1.0 and
2.5 OPa (reaction regime A), nitromethane is

00 -solid at 120'C, while the N2 0 and CO2 pro-
@0.02 ducts are fluid, and nucleation and growth

centers can be readily observed in the solidnitromethane involving these fluid products,
1.05 e Thus, the reaction is assisted by topochemical

1.5 G•scontrol of the crystal lattice (i.e,, the relative
14n orientations of the NME molecules in the

solid). There is time for subsequent dissolution
0o01 I of some NME into these reaction product

bubbles, but we feel that any reaction that
takes place subsequently in the solution may/, follow a different pathway, since fluid NME

,,I , itself shows no reaction at this temperature
0 .. ... and slightly lower presoure,

1000 21)oo 3000
-Or 01  

Between 2.5 and 5.0 OPa (reaction
am regime B), C0 2 becomes the dominant product,

Figure 3. Infrared Absorption Spectra of Thin consuming nearly 65 mole percent of the NME
Layer of NME Reaction Products at Various _ _0_ __

Pressures and Temperatures 1q.

04 
I

0 IOO' -- *s , • ,t-- - - -' - - -- -/ ~ ~

I

0 lO0 00 0'" L)

o0 0 0 oo

Pressurs (OPs) Pre-mum (kbar)

Figure 5. Pressure.Temperature Reaction
Figure 4. Reaction Yields of C0 2 , NSO, and Diagram for NME Decomposition Showing the
Water for NME Decomposition as a Function of Temperature for the Onset of Reaction at
Pressure and Temperature of Onset of Reaction Various Pressures
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at 3.6 OPa, and then decreasing with increas- we have no information yet to confirm that,
Ing pressure. In both regimes B and C, we The relatively small amount of residue would
expect that N20 and CO 2 will be solid, and we then be a polymer, possibly similar to poly-
do not observe the bubble growth that was so vinyl alcohol (PVA), Regime B involves
pronounced at lower pressure. The tempera- oxidation of the carbon and presumably, simul-
ture at which the reaction begins is increasing taneous reduction of the nitrogen to amine.
with increasing pressure, indicating that very Direct attack of the oxygen on the carbon and
high pressure suppresses all NME chemistry, then hydrogen transfer to the nitrogen site is a
At pressures > 6.0GPa (reaction regime C), plausible route to produce hydroxyamine
both N2 0 and CO 2 become much less pro- formate, a likely precursor to CO2 evolution. It
nounced and water is the primary volatile is notable that even under conditions that
product, and we have qualitatively determined produce the largest amounts of CO2 , neither
that with pressure in excess of 20 GPa, NME is formaldehyde (as a volatile) nor paraformalde-
stable to 300*C. The solid residue that remains hyde (detected In the residue) are observed
following chemistry at all of these pressures among the products.
and temperatures qualitatively reflects the
trends noted with the volatile products. In Finally, In regime C a notable amount of

orange colored solid remains after the reaction,
roaction regimes A and B with the highest with water as the only volatile detected. This

residue, and that which remains has an oily dehydration product could be related to the

nature, On the other hand, at the highest methazonate polymer that is known to result
thtre we ohaer measd, reactiohet following further reaction of the aci-lon. Onpressure that we have measured, reaction

regime C, a solid residue fills our gasket the other hand, there are reports5'6'8 that this
regmpeteC, andolidre sidueh flls our gaskt n solid is largely either ammonium formate or
completely and there is much less CO2 and no ammonium oxalate, with the orange color then
N20. due to small amounts of other minor products.

DISCUSSION These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that, for nitromethane initiation,

There have been many different kinds of reactions that produce small, stable molecules
studies of NME decomposition including are going to be important. These reactions will
studies under conditions ofphotolysis,2,3 pyre- release the large amount of compressive
lysis,4 and high pressure,'6.9' We believe that energy that is necessary to drive subsequent
the decomposition chemistry in compressed chemistry, Therefore, we consider both reac-
nitromethane found for reaction regime A 's tions A and B to be important in the initiation
different from any that has boon previously process. Reaction C, however, largely results
reported for this molecule. This chemistry, in solid products and should consume com-
therefore, does not involve radical production, pressive energy due to its -AV, thereby
C113-NO 2 -* .Cit 3 + ,NO 2 , which Is typical quenching any initiation chemistry that might
of most of nitromethane's pyrolytic and photo- occur.
chemical reactions. Although we have not yet
determined our limits of detectivity for moth- These reactions occur in the solid state

ane, ethane, or NO 2 , we do not observe any of and are therefore quite complicated, but one

these products and their absence would mean must study these types of neat phase reactions

that the radical reaction is not the dominant if a bettor understanding of the chemistry of

decomposition pathway. initiation is to follow. We feel that even a
crude understanding of many of the reactions

The three basic reaction regimes that we is preferable to io understanding of the neat,
observe can be categorized as the nitrogen condensed phase reactions at all. It Is obvious
coupling regime (A), carbort oxidation regime that extreme caution must be used, for exam-
(B), and dehydration regime (C). We suggest pie, if one wishes to relate these condensed
that the nitrogen coupling reaction necessary phase reactions to gas phase pyrolytic chemis-
for N2O production (regime A) involves either try or photochemistry. The implication il that
an N-nitroso or an N-nitrato intermediate, but concerted reactions will more often than not
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dominate over the bond-breaking reactions formaldohyde polymerizes readily under these
that dominate at low density in the gas phase. conditions to form paraformaldehyde, which is

directly characterizable in the infrared. Since
Both HMX(cyclo tetramethylene tetrani- we find no evidence for either formaldehyde,

tramine) and RDX(cyclo trimethylene trini- formalyn, or paraformaldehyde among the
tramine), which are very important military reaction products of nitromethane, the aug-
high explosives, produce N20 in their thermal geption is that there is another pathway to
decomposition at low pressureo. It has been both N20 and COS. Also, there is no reason to
shown"0 that RDX, under isolated molecule expect the isomerization to be inhibited in the
pyrolysis, undergoes a concerted ring breaking fluid phase, at slightly lower pressure. The
step to first produce methylene nitramine, fact that we do not observe significant NME
subsequently decomposing to formaldehyde decomposition in the fluid then implies that
and N20 as 1/3RDX -+ CH2 = N-NOg -+ N2 0 the nitrite isomerization is not the initial
+ CH2O, Ammonium nitrate, the primary reaction leading to decomposition.
component of industrial high explosives, also
produces N 20 upon decomposition.11 This Much previous work has been per-
latter N20 production has been explained as formed13 on the role of the act-ion of nitro-
due to the initial dehydration to produce methane in the sensitization of nitromethane
nitramine as (NH4)(NOa) -+ H2N-NO 2 + H2 0, to shock initiation. We therefore consider the
followed by further dehydration of nitramine activation of nitromethane by means of either
with an HNO dimer intermediate as H2N-NO2 water or hydroxide ion to be a logical first
-. (HNO) 2 -* N20 + H20. Key in both of reaction step. Since it is well established that
these schemes is the nitramine intermediate, the act-ion dimerises readily under ambient
and we suggest that nitromethane decom- conditions to form the methasonate ion, it is
position most likely involves a dimerization or hard to believe that the acd-ion itself would
reaction between the nitrogen. of adjacent lead to the chemistry that we observe, since
nitromethanes. This could be due to unimolec- subsequent reaction of the methazonate pro-
ular rearrangement of NMIE to hydroxyl- duces an Ill-defined colored polymer. That is,
amine formate, HCOO.NH 2 , with subsequent the acd-ion form evidently activates the carbon
attack on another nitromethane to produce center for further reaction. In order to produce
H2COOCH5 + NH 2-N0 2, simultaneous ioom- N20, we must have a nitrogen activation.
erizations of adjacent NMEs to methyl nitrite The exact nature of this nitrogen coupling
with a coupling reaction to produce CHBOCHS reaction will have to wait for further experi-
and N20, or unimolecular formation of an ments. We are currently working to improve
(H2CO)(HNO) intermediate for adjacent NMEs our apparatus by increasing the heating rate
with reaction of two HNOs to form N20 and and decreasing the contamination level of
water as shown above. All of these mech- water, Such an improved apparatus should
anisms must in turn be controlled by the solid allow us to improve our measurements
state phase that we know is important for the significantly.
reaction to proceed.

Another possible initial reaction is the CONCLUSION
isomerization to the nitrite form, CH 3-NO 2 -. Very different decomposition reactions
CH 3-O-NO, with subsequent reaction to pro- occur for solid nitromethane at high pressure
duce the observed products. This reaction as compared with ambient or low pressure
would presumably result in N 20 and C0 2  conditions. These reactions are evidently
production through an intermolecular coupling concerted intermolecular reactions, and three
reaction, although one expects significant very different reaction regimes occur as a
amounts of methanol or perhaps formaldehyde function of pressure and temperature. We
to result. A recent report 12 on supercritical suggest that the first two reaction regimes,
nitromethane pyrolysis also suggests this those that produce N20 and C0 2 , are most
reaction is a first step under those conditions, closely related to the chemistry of initiation.
However, we have independently found that Moreover, we expect that, in general, reactions
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in energetic materials that very quickly DISCUSSION
produce small, stable molecules (i.e., + AV
overall), but are nevertheless associated with CHARLES DICKINSON, NSWC/WO
-AV$ (a decrease in volume for the activated Silver Spring, MD
complex), will be most Important for deter- Is there a reasonable chemical pathway to
mining the Initiation of the material, obtain the ammonium format. reported as a
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This process will be thermodynamically continued heating of nitromethane eventually
favored, since the carbon oxidation and produces a colored reddish and then black
nitrogen reduction are the driving forces for deposit. Have you observed this and could you
nitromethane's decomposition. Thin molecule comment as to what may be happening here?
is not, however, known to be stable. It would
be the simplest amino acid if it were. I suggest REPLY BY STEPHEN F. AGNEW
that a condensation polymerization that forms
various oligomers is very likely as As I noted in my talk, there are at least

three very different product distributions,
.nitO 1-1 H H which I attribute to at least three separate

N /,. pathways, The one that I believe that you are
referring to involves the formation of formyl

II II II amine and its condensation analogs. I have
0j 0 0observed reddish and black products, andbelieve that the reddish color is due in part to

DISCUSSION the nitroxalates that are formed upon attack of

the oxygen on the carbon, I also expect that

STEVEN F. RICE there will be significant nitronate formation
Lawrence Livermore National (i.e., reduction of the carbon) to form

Laboratory Y2C=NOO-, species of which are known to

Livermore, CA 94550 polymerize, The corresponding oligomers
should range from red to black,

I have noticed in experiments similar to
yours, without nearly your detail, that
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DECOMPOSITION MECHANISMS AND CHEMICAL SENSITIZATION
IN NITRO, NITRAMINE, AND NITRATE EXPLOSIVES

M. D. Cook and P. J. Haskins
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment

Fort Halstead, Sevonoaks, Kent TN 14 7BP, UNITED KINGDOM

In this paper we report the results of ab-initio molecular orbital
calculations on C-N bond scission in nitromethane, and on the
influence of an ammonia molecule on this mode of decomposition.
Similar, but more preliminary, results are given for methyl nitramine
and methyl nitrate. These calculations are discussed in conjunction
with the results of some recent experiments, and a new mechanism for
the amine sensitization of nitro compounds is proposed.

INTRODUCTION understanding detonation chemistry. He
realized that the sensitization of nitromethane

The chemistry involved in initiation and by amines implied one of two things: either
detonation of energetic materialest over the last new faster chemical pathways are afforded by

rapdlygroin fild f nteestovr te lst the action of the amines, or the pathways
few years, A number of decomposition schemes already in effect without the amine present are

have been suggested for some explosives, but enhad, fo ef amle by the product a

conclusive evidence to support these predic- enhanced, for example, by the production of a
tions has not been forthcoming to date. This is higher concentration of a rate controlling

not hasurprsnot in vorthcomiew the cdaterb Tspecies. Engelke3'4'5 has written a number of
not surprising In view of the considerabls papers in which he has reported spectroscopic
experimental obstacles to studying such fast and chemical studies on the sensitization of
and complex reactions. Theoretical treatments nitromethane by amines. He has attempted to
are also difficult due to the complex nature of explain his results in terms of the production of
the reactants and the large number of reaction
pathways that need to be considered. It is a new chemical species; the "aci-ion," In this

therefore necessary to proceed cautiously using paper we present now experimental and

all available experimental evidence to guide theoretical evidence to support an alternative

the theoretical predictions, In the work mechanism.

reported here we have adopted a joint POTENTIAL ENERGY
theoretical/experimental approach in an CALUNTIONE
attempt to elucidate the rate controlling step CALCULATIONS
in the decomposition of a number of energetic Our theoretical studies have been based
materials, Our studies have encompassed anumbr o nironitamie ad ntrae eter on ab-initio molecular orbital calculations
number of nitro, nitramine and nitrate ester performed using the Gaussian 86 code and its
explosives, with the major effort to date predecessor Gaussian 82.6 All computations
directed at nitro compounds (some preliminary were carried out on a Cray IS computer. The
results are given in References I and 2). majority of the calculations have been carried

This study has concentrated upon the out using a modest sized (6-31G split-valence)
effect some compounds have on the sensitivity basis set in order to save computational time,
of various explosives. For example, nitro- and to ease problems of SCF convergence
methane is strongly sensitized by amines, which were experienced with Gaussian 82.
Engelke was probably the first to study such Convergence problems were negligible with
systems and recognize their significance in Gaussian 86 and some of the more recent
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calculations have been carried out using a .,, 2

larger (6-311G**) basis set. Additional calcu.
lations have been carried out at post SCF -. 43m

levels using Moller-Plesset MBPT to either
second (MP2) or fourth order (MP4). The MP4 -"4." 4op (uN:)MIND#

calculations include single, double, triple, and
quadruple excitations. "

Nitromethane .I ,I

At the last conference in this series,? we , 43 0 &OF ,,,,
reported details of some Hartree Fock cal- H .,..,o,
culations of the potential energy surface for -143 4,

unimolecular CH3 --N0 2 bond scission. How-
ever, the HF approach to this problem suffers .,
from two major defects. Firstly, the single
determinant wavefunction gives a poor repre- '943 so

sentation of the ground state (and distorted
species on the potential surface) due to the -'4' •'
significant singlet bi-radical character of nitro
compounds,' Secondly, IlF calculations are
generally very poor at predicting the ener-
getics of reactions involving rupture or forma-
tion of electron-pair bonds. It is generally .,43 b4

found that HF dissociation energies will be too N 7*Oe WHAN O-N 110•- 0AQtH IA'

low, sometimes by as much as 50 kcal/mol,9 It
Is also worth noting that a HF study of the Figaure 1, HF Calcuationa on Nitromnethana
potential energy surface for this reaction and anAmmonia.NifromethaneComplex
(obtained by systematically increasing the CGN
bond and re-optimizing the remainder of the surfaces derived by both methods are shown in
geometry) would suggest CHla and NO2 as Figure 2. The MP4 surface is a smooth curve
the products instead of the (lower energy) from the ground state of the molecule to the
neutral radicals which are formed. However, final radical products "CH 3 and "N0 2 , and
the bond dissociation energy can be obtained even predicts a small Van der Waals attraction
from i1F calculations by carrying out UHF between the radicals at around 3.2 A*. The
calculations on the separated product radicals. bond dissociation energy obtained from the
if one also makes the reasonablk assumption MP4 calculation is 65.6 kcal/mol which corn-
that there will be no significant barrier to the pares reasonably well with the experimental
radical back reaction then the bond dissocia- value of 60,3 kcal/mol, particularly when one
tion and activation energies are identical. The considers that the geometries were optimized
results of such 1110 calculations are shown in at the itF (as opposed to MP4) level to reduce
Figure 1, the bond dissociation energy computational time, The MP2 calculations
obtained being 46 kcal/mol, give a very similar bond dissociation energy

(67.1 kcal/mol) but like the HF approach
Clearly the 111 approach is inadequate, predict an incorrect dissociation to Cu3 + and

and it is well-known that corrections for N02
electron correlation are necessary to satis- N0 2 -
factorily describe systems of this type. We To ascertain if a smaller basis set would
have therefore repeated our early calculations still give reasonable dissociation energies, the
on the unimolecular C1i 3 --N0 2 decomposition ground state and radical product energies were
at both the MP2 and MP4 levels of accuracy recalculated at the MP4 and MP2 levels with a
using the hF optimized geometry and a 6-31G basis. These yielded dissociation ener-
6-311G** basis sot. T he potential energy gies of 68.1 and 66.7 kcal/mol for the MP2 and
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NERGY (au) nitromethane methyl group, while a hydrogen
0.o atom on the ammonia molecule was adjacent to

an oxygen atom. The interaction of the
ammonia hydrogens with the nitromethane
oxygen atoms was also examined. Pull

0.16. geometry optimizations on these structures at
the RIIF/6-310 level indicated that the
ammonia was hydrogen bonded to the

" ".... ........... nitromethane molecule in all cases, The
0.1 interaction energies ranged from 4.7 kcal/mol

for the ring structure to 1,0 kcal/mol for the
WE Interaction of the ammonia hydrogens with the

MP4 nitromethane oxygens, The ring structure was
0.0- / the most energetically favored arrangement,

although only by a small margin.

In a previous publicationi we described
0 - HF studies of the potential energy surface for
1, 1.7 1. 2,1 2,5 2.6 2.7 2.0 3.1 C-11 bond scission of nitromethane. Identical

C-N BOND LENGTH (A') calculations have also been performed with an
Figure 2. MP2 and MP4 Calculations on ammonia molecule aligned along the nitro-
Nigromethane methane C-11 bond. The results of these

calculations showed that the C-H bond break-

ing process was not affected, the activation
MP4 calculations respectively. On the basis of energies calculated, with and without an
these satisfactory values it was decided to ammonia molecule present, being identical,
carry out the calculations, reported later, on
the ammonia/nitromethane complex with a Recently we have carried out potential
6-31C basis, In addition, we have carried out surface calculaticis on C-N bond scisslon in
full MAP2/6-310 optimizations of the ground nitrometharie with an ammonia molecule
state and final products. This more refined aligned along the nitromethane C-N bond. The
approach lowered the dissociation energy to initial calculations were at the IIF/6-310 level57 kcal/mol, and these gave the potential surface shown in

Figure 1. The surface was generated by
Amine/Nitromethane Calculations incrementing the C-N bond and fully optimiz-

ing the geometry at each point, It can be seen
We have recently described' some prelim- that it is markedly different from that for an

inary calculations on the interaction of an isolated nitromethane molecule, which is
ammonia molecule with a nitromethane shown in the same figure. The potential
molecule, This work was carried out in order energy surface for C-N bond scission of the
to study the sensitization effect that amines ammonia/nitromethane complex shows some
have on nitromethano, and hopefully, aid us in interesting features. Firstly, the |IF calcula-
understanding the decomposition of pure tions appear to behave sensibly as the C-N
nitromethane. In our calculations an ammonia bond is stretched, rising in energy initially,
molecule was used as a model amine to reduce reaching a peak at B, then dipping to a local
computational time. Full geometry optim- minimum before rising again. The regions
izations were carried out on a number of labeled A, B, C correspond to the structures
orientations. These included structures where shown in Figure 3. Structure A corresponds to
the ammonia nitrogen atom was aligned along the ground state of the ammonia/nitromethane
the C-li and C.-N bonds of the nitromethane hydrogen bonded complex. Structure B repre-
molecule. In addition a ring structure was sents the transition state, while C corresponds
studied in which the ammonia nitrogen atom to the interacting species {C[I3 Ni131+ +
was adjacent to a hydrogen atom on the N0 2 -. The activation energy for C-N scission
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N 0 calculations were also carried out at the
.....------ C - N A MP4/6-31G level using SCF optimized geome-

H- H 0 tries, Results from both these calculations are
shown In Figure 4. It can be seen that
although neither of these surfaces show a local
minimum, they are in all other respects

H similar to the SCF surface shown in Figure 1,
H 0 The dissociation energies are also very similar

N .N (MP2 gave 51 kcal/mol and MP4 49 kcal/mol),
H N/\ •0 Examination of the optimixed geometries

H H H shows that when the C-N bond length is
increased from 2,.26 A to 2.3 A* there is a
sudden drop in the optimum ammonia nitro-

H0 gen/nitromethane carbon distance from 2.7 A*
"N-- - . . .. to 1.77MA, The methyl group inverts at the

N -------- N C same C-N spacing. This represents the point atN.. H which the N02 group is effectively no-longer

H H bonded to the methyl group. The calculations
Figure 3, Illustration of" Structures on the therefore suggest that the C-N bond scissionPotential 3 Surface fof StncAmmonia. occurs abruptly at around 2,3 A', but a
Potential Surface for an Ammonia- well-defined transition state has not been
N~itromet han. Complex identified to-date,

in the hydrogen bonded complex was cal- These calculations show that the presence
culatbd to be 50 kcal/mol, of an ammonia molecule provides a consider-

ably lower energy pathway for C-N bond
The potential surface for C-N bond scission in nitromethane, The MP4/6.31G

scission in the ammonia/nitromethane com- calculations show a reduction in activation
plex was recalculated using full geometry energy of ca. 17.7 kcal/lnol, Clearly if C-N
optimization at the MP2/6-31G level. Further bond scission ti the rate determining step in

"",.' the shock decomposition of nitromethane then
these calculations provide an explanation for
"the large increase in sensitivity upon addition"•"" //of amines.

Moo ! • The similarity of the liP results to those
at MP2 and MP4 levels for the ammonia/
nitromethane complex is interesting in view of
the significant differences for nitromethane
alone, The different behavior of the lIF

0 "="solutions is probably largely due to the fact
that in the complex, unlike the isolated
nitromethane, the number of electron pair

-=oo, /bonds is conserved throughout the reaction.
.3}00 1 .,'//

Methyl Nitrate and Methyl Nitramine

The majority of our computational effort
- A0033 to-date has been concentrated on nitrometh-

S. .a, I& It , I ,P V ' t a . ane, W e are, however, interested in other
N1Mo.,I.HA1.M 6I o lo,.D 10 classes of energetic materialB, the most

Figure 4. MP2 and MP4 Calculations on an important of these being nitramines andAmmonia.-Nitromethane Complex nitrate esters, For studies on these systems we
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have chosen methyl nitramine and methyl the NOL, large-scale gap test and also the
nitrate as model compounds, We have Rotter drop weight impact test, The experi-
computed potential energy surfaces for the mental details of these tests have boon
unimolecular bond scission process leading described in a previous publication. 2

to loss of a nitro group for both of these Using the gap test we have examined the
molecules as a comparison with the work on sensitization effect of diethylene triamine on a
nitromethane. Initial calculations were again series of nitroalkanes having progressively
carried out at the IIF/6-31G level using the less readily abstractable Q-hydrogens, These
same procedure as described in the section nitroalkanes wore nitromethane, nitroethane,
entitled "Nitromethane." The calculated bond nitroalkanes wer niethane, nitroethane,
dissociation energies were 30 and 31 kcal/mol 2-nitropropane, and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane,for methyl nitrate and nitramine, respectively. Gap test experiments showed that the pure
forWmethaye nirateined theserests resccultiveg nitroalkanes were all very insensitive, and
We have refined these results by recalculating with the exception of nitromethane all failed
the energies of' the ground states and the to detonate even with the donor charge in
products at the Ml14/6-31G level (using SCF direct contact Further gap test experiments
optimized geometries), The MP4 estimates for on nitroalkane/dcethylene triamine (5 percent
the bond dissociation energies being 47 kcal/ v/v) mixtures have shown that it Is Increas-
mol for methyl nitramine and 38 kcal/mol for i/vl dixt to sen that themethyl nitrate. These results taken with those ingly difficult to sensitize them along the
ftr nitromethane are, as expected, in the order series, A mixture of 2-methyl-2-nitropropane
fnitror ntrane > expete, th e order and 5 percent diethylene triamine failed to
nitro > nitramine > nitrate, This ordering is detonate even with the donor charge in direct
consistent with the well-known trends In contact, It should be noted that while both
stability and sensitivity for these families of nitroethane and 2-nitropropane were sensi-
energetic materials. tized their shock sensitivity is still consider-

The calculations on the interaction of ably less than nitromethano.
ammonia with nitromethane (section "Amine/ Addition of diethylene triamine to both
Nitromethane Calculations") suggested that nitromethane and nitroethane gave straw-
ammonia (and presumably amines) sensitize yellow solutions, addition of the same amine to
nitromethane by providing a low energy 2-nitropropane gave a thick white precipitate
pathway for C-N bond scission, To further which, if left, evaporated. No precipitate or
explore this possible sensitization mechanism color change was noted when ethylene diamine
on explosives, some preliminary I1F calcula- was adde to nothenethylene ane
tions were performed on methyl nitramine and was added to 2-methyl nitropropane, and the
methyl nitrate, with an ammonia molecule mixtureremained colorless.
placed by the methyl group and aligned along In order to examine the effect of amines
the C-X bond of each molecule, The results of on a greater variety of explosives we have
these calculations Indicated that while these used the Rotter drop weight impact test
compounds formed hydrogen bonded complexes which is a faster technique than the gap
with amines the X-N02 bond strength was not test, and has the added advantage of only
affected. Consequently, provided it is assumed requiring a few grams of the explosive, This
that X.N02 bond scission is the rate deter- test is an impact sensitiveness test, as com-
mining step in the decomposition, those pared with the gap test which measures the
preliminary results suggest that methyl shock sensitivity of an explosive. With nitro-
nitramine and nitrate should not be sensitized methane the results from this test correlate
by amines. well with those from the gap test experiments

even to the extent that the test correctly
EXIPERIMEN'I'A1, STUDIES ON predicts that ethylene diamine has a greater
SENSITIZATI'ION EFFECTS sensitization effect than diethylene triamine.

Unfortunately the other nitroalkanes failed to
In order to test our theoretical predictions initiate at the highest drop heights available

we have carried out a number of initiation in the Rotter machine. This is a result of the
experiments using both a modified version of low sensitivity of these materials (even when
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sensitized) combined with a relatively low good estimate of the dissociation energy, MP4
maximum available drop height, on the other hand, appears to adequately

describe the whole potential surface and givesRssecsntlwe uensitizing fedcthe Rottertst similar dissociation energies with both 6-313
assess the sensitizing effect of diethylene and 6-311G** basis sets,
triamine on a number of crystallirne explosives.
The detailed results of these tests have been Comparison of the activation energy
reported elsewhere,10 but we summarize the required for C-N bond scission in an isolated
main points here as they provide additional nitromethane molecule and in the ammonia/
support for our proposed sensitization mecha- nitromethane complex shows a dramatic differ-
nism, The first crystalline explosive we studied ence, The MP4/6-31G calculations show that
in the Rotter test was 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene the presence of the ammonia molecule appears
(TNT), This showed a marked sensitization to lower the activation energy by ca, 27 per-
effect on addition of ca. 5 percent diethylene cent. This new low energy pathway is
triamine, The TNT was also observed to primarily the result of a bimolecular process in
change color from pale yellow to dark purple on which a new bond is created, to form a
addition of the amine, This is indicative of a protonated methylamine molecule, as the
charge transfer or Meisenheimer type complex, nitromethane C-N bond is broken, To date we

In view of Engelko's hypothesis3'4'6 that have only examined this reaction in a

the ace-ion is the important species in the geometry where the ammonia nitrogen is

sensitization of nitro compounds by amines we aligned along the nitromethane C-N bond, It is

decided to use the Rotter test to investigate quite possible that other geometries, parti-

sensitization in 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TN B). cularly the ring type (mentioned in the section

TNB cannot form a resonance stabilized acl- entitled "Amine/N itromethane Calculations"),

quinone form (as TNT can), hence the asd-ion may provide even lower energy pathways,

theory would not predict a sensitization effect The chemistry that occurs in the ammo-
in TNB, The results of the Rotter sensitization nia/nitromethane reaction after the nitro-
experiment on the TNB showed not only that it methane C-N bond is essentially broken (ie,,
was indeed sensitized, but that the sensitize- greater than 2,3 A*) has not yet been inv,"sti-
tion was of the same magnitude as with TNT, gated, )e-protonation of the (CHa3NI 3+
TNB also underwent the same color change as species may well occur at an early stage and
TNT on addition of the amine, may even be part of a concerted reaction in

some orientations. The potential surfacesWe have also carried out R 5otter tests on beyond 2,3 A*, shown in Figures I and 4, reflect
Rl)X and PI•'rN, both pure and with 5 percent certain geometry constraints which were

diethylene triamine, For both these explosives imposedr These constraints were convenient

no sensitization effect was observed. This is fostdy The initrain btreventeus

consistent with our tentative hypothesis con- for Studying the Initial reaction but prevent us
cearning nitramines and nitrates (section drawing any firm conclusionsH US to the
"Methyl Nitrate and Methyl Nitramine"), subsequent chemistry. It is our intention to

"investigate further reactions in the near

DISCUSSION AND future,

CONCLUSIONS The hydrogen bonding between the
ammonia and the nitromethane may be

The results presented in the section significant in two contexts, Firstly, it might,
entitled "Nitromethane" on the unimolecular in the bulk material, help to ensure a favorable
C-N bond scission in nitromethane are a good orientation for the subsequent bimolocular
illustration of' the inadequacy of' lIlF calcula- reaction, Secondly, it is possible that the
tionv to realistically model such reactions, hydrogen bonding has a direct influence on the
Although this has been remarked upon by strength of the nitromethane C-N bond. In a
other workers it is probably less well-known recent paper Pliszar et alIt gave a theoretical
that MP12 calculations also fail to predict the basis for weak interactions involving the
correct dissociation, MP2 does, however, give a "exterior" of a molecule (e.g. hydrogen bonds)
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having a marked effect on "interior" bonds in a nitroaromatics it seems likely that a complex
molecule, They note that although the former may be formed. We intend to address the
bonds may be relatively weak, any charge structure of these aromatic complexes in the
imbalance resulting from their formation is near future,
capable of inducing significant modifications
in the "interior" of the bonded partners and Calculations on two model explosives
thus can affect their reactivity, This is possible suggested that neither nitramines nor nitrate

because for a reaction involving a bond scission esters should be sensitized by amines since the
process the product radicals will be electro- X-N02 bonds are not weakened by the

neutral whereas the same individual moieties interaction. This is of courau true only if it is

in the reactant will probably not be, Thus to assumed that the first step Involves cleavage of

describe the dissociation energy, a term which the X-N02 bond. The results from Rotter
accounts for the neutralization of one fragment experiments appear to be consistent with this

(e~g., C113) by the other (NO 2) must be included, hypothesis although only one nitramine and
Examination of the calculated charges in nitro- one nitrate have been tested to date.
methane and in the nitromethane/ammonia The calculations that we have presented
complex shows that the polarity of the C-N in this paper suggest a new mechanism for the
bond is reduced upon formation of the complex, chemical sensitization of nitro compounds by
It might therefore be argued that the inter- amines, The mechanism proposed is consistent
action will have weakened the C-N bond Hlow with the evidence from sensitization oxpori-
important this aspect is relative to the ments, Considerably more work is needed to
bimolecular reaction discussed above is not yet understand the details of the reactions
clear, suggested here, particularly for the nitro-

The theory that we have proposed aromatics,
regarding the sensitization of nitromethane
would also be expected to apply to other alkyl REFERENCES
nitro compounds, It is also conceivable that
aromatic nitro compounds may be sensitized by I, Cook, M, D, and ilaskins, P. J.,
a similar mechanism. To back up our theore., "Decomposition of Nitromethane: A
tical predictions we have performed a number Critical Study of the Initial Steps," 12th
of experiments to study the sensitization International Pyrotechnic Seminar,
effects of aminos on a variety of explosives. Juan-L~es Pins, 1987, pp. 43-48.
Rotter drop weight impact experiments on 2. Cook, M. I), and lHaskins, P. J., "Chemical
sensitized nitromethane were found to be in Sensitization of Nitro Compounds," 19th
accordance with gap test sensiiization experi- International Annual Conference of ICT,
ments, Further experiments on sensitized Karlsruhe, FRG, 1988, ppr 85.1-85n8.
TNT and TNB showed that these compounds
were not only sensitized, but to the same 3. Engelke, R,; Earl, W, [,,; and Rohlflng, C,
extent, The TNB result Is very significant M., "Production of the Nitromethane
since, while it can be argued that an Aci-lon by UV Irradiation: Its Effect on
aci-quinone form could be responsible for the Detonation Sensitivity," J. Phys. Chem.,
sensitization of TNT, the same reaioning 90, (4), 1986, p. 545.
cannot be applied to TNB, This is because, 4. Engelke, R.; Earl, W, L; and Rohlfing, C.
unlike 'TNT, TNB has no alkyl groups and it is M., "The Importance or Enolate Anions in
energetically unfavorable for a ring hydrogen the lfigh Pressure Kinetics of Nitro-
to be abstracted to form an aci-ion type alkanes and Nitroaromatics," Init. J.
structure. 'The only explanation for the Chems Kinet,,r18,1986, p , 1205,
observed experimental results is for both TNT
and TNB to be sensitized by the same mech., 5. Engelke, R.; Earl, W. L'; and Rohlfing, C.
anism, which negates the aci-ion theory for M., "Microscopic Evidence that the
aromnatics. In view of the color change which Nitromethane Aci-lon is a Rate Con-
takes place when amines are added to these trolling Species in the Detonation of
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Liquid Nitromethane," J. Chern. Phys., to TNT? I believe the TNT anion is
84, (1), 1986, p. 142. colored also, and so are Meisenheimer

6. Gaussian 86, Carnegie-Mellon Quantum complexes. TNB can react differently
r P n U , with amines than TNT. Just because

Chemistry Publishing Unit, Pittsburgh, there is a similar color change does
PA, 1984, not mean that there is the same reac-

7, Haskins, P. J. and Cook, M, D., tion; that is not sufficient evidence.
"Quantum Chemical Studies of Energetic 3. There is substantial literature on
Materials," Proceedings of the Eighth amine interactions with nitroaroma-
Symposium (International) on Detona- tics, It might be helpful to consult
tion, Albuquerque, NM, USA, 1985, thisliterature,
pp. 827-838.

8. Kleler, D. A. and Lipton, M. A., "The REPLY BY MALCOLM COOK
Elactronic Structure of Nitro Comn- 1. Addition of ammonia will increase
pounds," J, Mol. Struct,, Vol. 109, 1984, the concentration of acl-ions that is
p. 39, not disputed, However, no one yet

9, Pople, J. A,; Binkley, J, S.; and Seeger, R,, has explained how the aei-ions could
"Theoretical Models Incorporating actually cause sensitization of nitro-
Electron Correlation," Int, J. Quantum methane, whereas the alternative
Chem., Vol. 10, 1976, p. 1. explanation outlined in the paper

10, Cook, M. D. and Haskins, P, J,, "Chemical does,

Sensitization of Secondary Explosives," 2. It is true that the TNT anion, as well
Fourth International Conference of the as the Meisenheimer complexes, are
Groupe de Travail de Pyrotechnie, in colored. The term charge transfer
press, 1989, complex was used as a general term to

11. Fliszar, S. and Minchino, C,, "Bond Ener- cover a range of possibilities. The

gies and Bond Dissociation Energies," actual form of the complex is not

Approches Microscopique et Macro- known, The important point which
scpiueds etnains MgeePalais was highlighted in the paper' wasscopique des Detonations, Megeve ali that both TNT and TNB have been

des Congres (France), Jlournal De hto TTadNIhvebndes ongrs (Fanc), Jurna Deshown to exhibit identical sensitiza-
Physique, 48, (C4), 1987, pp. 367-375.shwtoeibtdniclestzation effects as measured in the Rotter

©Controller HMSO, London, 1989. Drop Weight Impact Test. The
conclusion that both are sensitized by

I)ISCUSSION the same mechanism is, therefore, not

HORSTADOLPH based on the color change alone.

Naval Surface Warfare Center Indeed, the very fact that TNB can be

Silver Spring, MD sensitized by amines, ye•t cannot form
any significant quantity of aci-ions

I. It may be true that the addition of (as it has no easily abstractable
ammonia does not affect EACt for C-H hydrogens) implies that the formation
bond breaking, but it should affect of aci-ions are not important to the
the equilibrium concentration of aci- sensitization effect.
anion and this could be the cause of 3. The authors are well aware and have
sensitization, consulted the substantial literature

2. What is the evidence for charge trans- on the interactions of amines with
fer when diethylenetriamine is added nitroaromatics.
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DISCUSSION study the structure-description in Memorial

P. R. BOLDUC des Loudres in the year 1950.

USAE iMSD/AFATL3 MNE 2. How do you explain through a cycle the
Eglirn AFB, FL 32542-5434 sensitization of CHSNO2 by a tertiary amine

Nitronate ions are often implicated as the such as NE + 3?
"bad actors" in nitroalkanes sensitivity. It
seems to me that an acid-base reaction of the 3, It would be interesting to verify if crystals
ammonia with the nitronic acid (aka aci) form can sensitize nitromethane: formula of
(which Is some 6 pk units or so more acidic cryptand 2-2-2
than the nitro form) would be a more straight
forward explanation. Couldn't the amine CH2 CH2 OCH 2 CH2 OCH 2 CH 2
sensitization be Just a special case of general
base catalysis? /

N -CH 2 CH9 OCH 2 CH2 OCH 2 CH 2 -N

REPLY BY MALCOLM COOK C C
\12 CH2 0CH2 CH2 0CH2 CH2

I refer back to my answer" given to the last
question. I do not dispute that addition of (The cage has a known geometrical form and
ammonia will increase the concentration of can trap the cations,) Is the nitromethane
aol-ions, but the question arises how the aci- desensitized by cryptand 2-2-2 after
ions could actually cause sensitisation of sensitization by NaOH by trapping Na+, the
nitromethane. This has not been explained, cation CH2N02  complexed by the 2.2-2
Furthermore, if aee-ions were responsible for cryptand?
the sensitization effect increasing amine
concentration should lead to further
sensitization whereas, 5% v/v amine/ REPLY BYMALCOLMCOOK
nitromethane appears to give the maximum The sensitization of amines by tertiary
effect, Htowever, probably the most important amines (eg., triethylamine) has been observed,
experimental evidence against the ael-lon although I have not personally verified this.
theory is that both TNT and TNB have been The oenuitization effect can be explained in
shown to exhibit identical sensitization effects exactly the same way as with ammonia.
as measured in the Rotter Drop Weight Impact Although I described a cyclic complex
Test. The very fact that TNB can be sensitized structure for nitromethane/ammonia, linear
by amines yet cannot form any significant and non-linear structures are similar in
quantity of aci-ions (as it has no easily
abstractable hydrogens) implies that the energy. The important interaction occurs
formation of ael-ions are not important to the through the amine nitrogen and the
sensitization effect, nitromethane methyl group.

As far as cryptand 2-2-2 as a sensitizing

DISCUSSION agent for nitromethane is concerned, I would
have thought that it would indeed sensitize

JAEQUES BOILEAU nitromethane provided that it was soluble
SNPE enough. We have not carried out any

Paris, France experiments with cryptand 2-2-2, but if
desensitization were to occur following

1. I had prepared a complex TNT-ammonia sensitization by NaOlf it could be explained
through a reaction In totally anhydrous simply by a competition between formation of
through aut raio n toth a llythe anhdrous tthe nitromethane cryptand 2-2-2 complex and
medium, but I did not have the apparatus to reaction of NaOH with the cryptand 2-2-2.
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DISCUSSION REP14Y BY MALCOLM COOK

C. P. CONSTANTINOU It is always possible that an acid-base
Cavendish Physics Laboratory sensitization leading to a more reactive species
Cambridge, England is responsible, but less effective. However,

addition of HaOH to nitromethane is an
In some of your NM experiments you are exothermic reaction probably due to the

getting sensitization with NaOH - a smaller presence of water. Thus the nitromethane was
effect than with amines but nevertheless there. hotter in these experiments than usual and
Would you say that an acid-based sensitization this could increase the likelihood of physical
mechanism is also operative but less processes playing a part.
effectivoly?
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DECOMPOSITION OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS ON THE DROP-
WEIGHT-IMPACT MACHINE

Gregory A. Buntain, Theodore L McKinney,
Thomas Rivera, and Gone W. Taylor

Los Alamos National Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The drop-weight -impact test is heavily relied upon for initial
characterization of limited amounts of new energetic materials, The
mechanisms for reaction of energetic materials on the drop-weight
machine are largely unknown. Partly as a consequence of this lack of
understanding, results obtained on the drop-weight machine are often
misleading and Inconsistent, We are investigating decomposition of
explosives on the drop.weight machine using radiometric and
spectroscopic methods. Initial radiometric results reveal consistent,
sequential emissions for specific impacted explosives that may
correspond to time-resolved chemical reactions, A method to quantify
the extent of an impact.induced reaction using radiography is
discussed, Limited results have also been obtained using time-resolved
spectroscopy.

INTROI)UCTION bullet, high-speed machining, and heavily

The drop-weight-impact test is one of the confined heating tests,2 While all of these

cornerstones of explosive sensitivity testing. tests provide valuable information regarding

D)espite widespread use, however, numerous explosive sensitivity, all require far greater

problems detract from the reliability of the amounts of material and effort than does the

test. These problems have inspired work at impact test. Because of the pivotal role the

this Laboratory directed towards better under- drop-weight-impact test plays in explosive
sensitivity testing, one might expect the test

standing the principles of the drop-weight- to be well characterized and defined. Unfortu-
impact test as well as the ducomposition ntlti snttecs.Fragvnsto

chemistry of impacted explosives. Work in this nately, this is not the case. For a given set of

vein is being conducted by radiometric and explosives, the ranking of sensitivity predicted
spectroscopic examination of impacted ener- by the impact test is often different from thatetcmtriexamins tn predicted by other tests.1 Indeed, even cor-
getic materials. relation between different drop.weight-impact

The drop-weight-impact test is one of the machines seems to be the exception rather
methods most relied upon for initial character- than the rule, For example, Table 1 lists 1160
ization of high-explosives (I1E) sensitivity, values (that height from which a falling weight
This does not bespeak of superior results causes explosive reaction 50 percent of the
provided by the impact test but, rather a lack time) for some common explosives tested at
of better results obtained by other methods Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
with limited amounts or materials and a (LLNL) and Los Alamos National Laboratory
limited investment of time and effort. Other (LANL). The use of a 5-kg weight at LLNL
preliminary sensitivity tests include the compared to a 2.5-kg weight used at LANL
minimum-priming, friction, spark, and small- should dictate drop height ratios of approxi-
and large-scale gap tests.1 Subsequent large- mately 1:2, Obviously, this is not the case. The
scale tests include the Susan, spigot, skid, British impact-sensitivity test, or Rotter Test,
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Table /. ComparionofH50 Values(CM) this study (Figure 1) consists of a modified
Published at LANL and LLNL drop-weight machine with a specially designed

anvil (Figure 2) to allow light transmission
LLNL LAN l via a fiber-optic bundle to an RCA 8850

(5.0 kg) (2.5 kg) Ratio photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT signal
Is amplified by an Ortec 9301 fast preampli-

FEFO 28 60 2.1 fler and an Ortec 9302 amplifier/discriminator.
TNT 80 148 1.9 The amplified analog signal is stored and
PETN 11 14 1.3 processed on a Nlcolet 4562 oscilloscope. Sig-
Baratol 95 1t0 1,2 nal plotting is accomplished with an Apple

PBX 9501 44 48 1,1 Macintosh computer, while integration is done

RDX 28 28 1.0 with a Hewlett Packard 3390A recorder/RDX 8 281,0 integrator.

HMX 33 32 0.97

Octol 41 38 0.93 In a typical experiment, 30-mg samples of
Otol 91 386 0,93 explosive powder are placed on the sapphire
DIPAM 95 85 0.89 window of the anvil. The weight is dropped

from varying heights and the resulting light
gives yet a different set of results.3 Problems signal recorded on the oscilloscope, The
of reproducibility are further aggravated by a duration of light emission is typically between
lack of protocol for sample preparation at 70 and 90 microseconds. Representative signal
different laboratories. Particle size, percent traces are shown In Figure 3,
voids, sample handling, etc. are all variables
that profoundly affect explosive sensitivity yet
are not addressed when reporting 115o values,
This degree of uncertainty in a test as crucial Moidi,,,d D ap a a r

as the drop-weight-impact test is disturbing, two

Thus, efforts have been made in this Labor-
atory and others4',6,' 7 to better understand the
chemistry occurring on the impact machine, --f-IO o-e.-euap. AmphiI.sr/CIsar mIt,,ato

While some progress has been made, the
problem is far from resolved,

CURRENT RESEARCH

Efforts at Los Alamos havo centered on
utilizing light emission from Impacted Figure 1. Experimental Apparatus for
energetic materials in an attempt to better Radiometry
understand the decomposition chemistry
occurring on the drop-weight-impact machine,
These efforts can be divided into two parts: sapphire
time-resolved radiometry and time-resolved Plug
emission spectroscopy. rb

RADIOMETRY M i Mrror

Equipment Q "

In the course of radiometric work con- • I'
ducted with the drop-weight-impact machine,
the relationship between drop height and Striker
temporally resolved light omission was
examined, The experimental apparatus for Figure2, Modified Experimental Anvil
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Early radiometry results indicated the
. . quantity of light produced by an impacted

..............- explosive varied as a function of impact height.
R. i Thus, total emission seems to be an intrinsic

6. ............ ...... . indicator of the extent of chemical decom-
position. A set of explosives extensively used

t .. at Los Alamos was subjected to impact from

s .. ....... 3.kg weight on a modified drop-weight-impact
6 • machine and the total Integrated light
. emission recorded, A plot of averaged total
Slight emission for PETN, in arbitrary units,

gtg '.Z versus drop height is shown in Figure 4. At
U MI least five drops were made at each height,

CIS "No-goes" were obtained along with "goes" at
, *,', . . '",- the lowest drop heights, In these cases a value

PITH of zero light omission was averaged Into the
emission obtained from "goes," Apparently,
drop heights above some threshold value
provide sufficient energy for propagation of
the decomposition reaction and ard character-
ized by a more-or-less consistent amount of
emission. At lower drop heights, a break

IN -* occurs where light produced by the explosive
begins to drop off rapidly with decreasing drop

,l .. ,height, This is probably indicative of insuffi-
1, I * Il , , 1, eient impact energy to guarantee propagation

of the decomposition reaction to the point of
"Figure 3, Time Resolved Emission from sample consumption. Eventually a point is
Impacted Explosives reached whare no sample reaction occurs and

no light signal is obtained within the number
Results of experimental trials performed. Statistically,

if the numbeir of drops from very low heights
In the case of full "goes," a consistently were Increased, a reaction with accompanying

shaped light trace was obtained for each light would eventually be obtained, but
explosive examined to date, The fact that light experimental practicality limits the number of
emissions from different explosives show char- drops that are reasonable.
acteristic and consistent features implies that
unique, sequential chemical reactions are so
occurring and are being resolved temporally.
Using filters, this light can be broken down
into ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), and .
infrared (IR) components. UV light occurs
early and is of short duration, while visible and so ,
IR components are present throughout the
emission, Occasionally, duplicate, yet vir-
tually identical traces are obtained, indicating d ,
perhaps that two separate hot spots are
forming displaced in time and propagating0
independently, The consistency in omission 20OP ,O0 CM

characteristics fails when samples are only DROP MIIOMT (CM)

partially consumed and essentially no light is Figure 4. Plot of Drop Height Vs. Average of
generated by "no-goes." Total Integrated Light from Impacted PE"N
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These results are consistent with high- few practical means of exploring this chemical
speed photography work done by J. E. Field discontinuity, Radiometry work has suggested
where it is possible to see hot spots form and that emissions from sequential chemical reac-
die out in impacted secondary explosives.4 At tiors occurring during explosive impact can be
low drop heights, hot spots quickly die out, temporally resolved, This suggests that
thus decreasing the amount of light signal emission spectra obtained at different times
detected, after impact might permit identification of

unique chemical species associated with differ-
Conclusion ent stages of decomposition. If time-resolved

We believe that light emission from chemical emissions can be identified, some
energetic materials might offer an alternative mechanistic Insight regarding Impact-induced
method for quantifying sample decomposition decomposition might be obtained,
on the drop-weight machine, While this Equipment
method Is probably not practically suited to
replace the electronic ear now used, it does The experimental apparatus used In this
offer supplemental information regarding study is described in Figure 5, A bifurcated,
explosive behavior on the drop-weight machine fused-silica fiber-optic bundle is used to
and does not suffer from some of the connect the drop-hammer apparatus with a
limitations imposed by the current method, 0.25-m Jarrel Ash spectrometer and a PMT.
For example, this method would be far less The PMT-amplifier/discriminator section,
sensitive to operator and equipment-related already described, is used to provide a trigger
inconsistencies associated with the electronic for a Tracer Northern TN6500 optical multi-
ear. In the radiometric method, long-term channel analyzer (OMA) and TN6143 vidicon-
equipment fluctuations such as a loss of array detector. By utilizing a TN6130-1 pulse
sensitivity in the PMT, would be characterized amplifier/driver, it is possible to gate the
by shifts of the integrated light curve up and detector on and off to obtain spectra down to
down without affecting the point where the 150 nanoseconds pulse width. By varying the
curve breaks. Long-term fluctuations in the delay between first emission and fast spectrum
sensitivity of the electronic ear currently in acquisition, it is possible to obtain time-
use can allow misleading H1o values to be resolved emission spectra.
published. Furthermore, impact character- A large variety of explosives were exam-
ization of propellants, which occasionally do Ined cn the drop hammer, including 1iMX,
not "pop" on the impact machine because of RDX, TATB, NTO, TNT, tetryl, [INS, 4-nitro-
their slow rate of reaction, might be improved.Befoe cnclsion ca bedran reardng he -picryl-1,2,3-triazole, sulfur nitride, andBefore conclusions can be drawn regarding the PHTN. Loss sensitive explosives that would
practicality of this method of characterizationLe
however, more work must be done to assure
test predictions are in agreement with histor-
ical knowledge regarding sensitivities of specrOty F anel Analyser
c o m m o n e n e r g e t ic m a te ria ls , p ae r lo t ni c

SPECTROSCOPY

In addition to examining radiometry from Mu 1tiPl11
impacted explosives, attempts were made to
identify the molecular species responsible for
emission, Previous work in this area involved
examination of IR emission, but few questions
were resolved.6 The mechanism whereby an
impacted explosive goes from reactant to
products is largely unknown. The light Figure 5. Experimental Apparatus for
emitted during that process offers one of the Spectroscopy
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not react on the experimental drop hammer maximum consistently at 5890+-IA. The
under normal conditions were initiated using emission from impacted explosives samples
aslapper accessory in conjunction with the maximized between 5896A and 5970A
modified anvil already described, This slapper although 5899A was typical, The shape and
accessory consists of a hardened steel piece intensity of this peak prwved to be a function of
that attaches to the anvil and locates a 2-mm time after impact. For example, impacted
hole directly over the sapphire window, A flyer PETN samples first exhibit the 5899A band
from a Kapton sheet placed over the hole is 40 microseconds after first light, with maxi-
driven into the explosive under investigation mum intensity occurring after 70 micro-
by the primary explosive sulfur nitride that ia seconds. All the samples exhibiting a 5899A
resting on top of the Kapton and initiated by emission did so at late time relative to first
impact, Barrel length is approximately 5-mm. light. When the samples were slapper ini-

tiated, however, prompt initiation eradicated
Results time dependence of the 5899A emission.

Attempts to obtain emission spectra from Only carbon containing explosives show
impacted explosives have met with limited emission at 5899A, although not every carbon
success, The light obtained from all the containing explosive emits in this region (for
explosives examined is largely black body in example, 4-nitro-l-plcryl-I,2,3-triazole), The
nature with a few areas ofexception, non-carbon containing explosive, sulfur

Most of the explosives investigated nitride, does not emit in this region even when

exhibit a strong emission in the vicinity of doped with sodium salts, Furthermore,
8e). Sodium emission has been intimate mixing of strong oxidizers such as5899A (Figure ),Sduemsinhtben KMnO 4 or OxoneTM (Aldrich) drastically

identified frequently by other workers examin- reduce or eliminate the peak In question. NTO
Ing light from detonating explosives and, emits strongly at 5899A, yet the sodium and
consequently, this feature was initially attrib- potsof Nsy t O show no emission
uted to the strong sodium lines occurring at potvsseum b ac ts od N shwrea,
5890A and 5896P,, Further experimentation, above black body In this area,

however, indicated sodium an unlikely source Thus, tho source of emission in the 5899A
for this emission feature, region in impuctod explosives is probably not

Spectra obtained rroni a sodium source sodium. Positive Identification of the emission
speotra obtarpiunresoled daodiublt s e a source from the present data is impossible.show a sharp, unresolved doublet with a The peak position does correspond closely with

a high pressure C2* (6,8) emission attributed
in to carbon radical recombination, e.g,, IC( 3P) +

C(OP) -> C2' (d3 ng)l. If the emission source
were C2*, this would help explain the effect of
strong oxidizers on the peak intensity. Other
investigators have identified C2

4' emis1ion
l llfrom detonating explosives, but have identified

numerous peaks in a band system rather than
I a single emission.9' 10 Why, in this instance,

only the C2 * (6,8) emission would occur is notP

known, but others have observed this
phenomenon.1 1

No other molecular omissions were con-
sistently Identified. Nitraminos occasionally
showed a strong Oil band tt 3064A, but no
pattern for appearance was discerned, TNTr
exhibited a shoulder at 4315A above black
body radiation. A strong CII system begins at

Figure 6, Emission from Impacted PETN 4315A, but no other peaks in tho system wore
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observed, thus definitive assignment is Simulants, UCRL 52997, Lawrence
impossible, Livermore National Laboratory,

Emission for all the explosives examined Livormore, CA, Jan 31, 1985, p, 9-1.

consists of UV, VIS, and lR comporents. UV 3. Smith, L, C., Los Alamos National
light is of short duration, occurring early, Laboratory Explosives Orientation
while VIS and IR components persist through- Course, LA-11010-MS, Los Alamos
out the emission, In PETN, for example, UV National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM,
light Is detectable for the first 40 microseconds Jul 1987.
of emission, while VIS and IR light linger the 4, Field, J, E.; Swallowe, G. M.; Heavens,
entire 90microsecondsofemission. S, N., "Ignition Mechanisms of

Limited results using powdered and Explosives During Mechanical Defor-
pelletized explosive samples promoted usage mation," Proc. R. Soc. Lond., 1982,
ofvery thin, optically transparent explosive Vol. A382, pp. 231-244.
samples, Unfortunately, this did not alter the
experimental results in any positive way. It 5. Miller, P. J.; Coffey, C. S.; y)e Vost, V, Fo ,
was concluded, therefore, that definitive Infrared IEmision Study of Deformation
identification of discrete molecular emissions and Ignition of 8 5nergetc Mate riras,
from impacted explosives was not practically NSWC TR 85-452, Naval Surface
feasible. Weapons Center, White Oak, MD, 1985.

6. Eilban, W, I,; Iloffsommer, J. C,; Coffey,
CONCLUSION C. S.; Yoo, K. C;,; Rosemeler, R. G.,

A thorough understanding of the Microstructure Origins of Hot Spots in
chemistry occurring on the drop. weight-Impact RI)X Kxplosive and a Reference Inert
machine remains elusive, Results from this Material, NSWC MlP 84.200, Naval
work imply that reproducible sequential Surface Weapons Center, White Oak,
chemical reactions unique to a given explosive M 1), 1984,
are probably initiated by impact. Further- 7, Mullay, J., "Relationships Between
more, the amount of light emitted by an Impact Sensitivity and Molecular Elec-
impacted explosive may be used as an Intrinsic tronic Structure," Propellants, Explo-
indicator for extent of impact-induced reaction, sives, Pyrotechnics, 1987, Vol. 12,
Identification of specific molecular species pp. 121-124.
along the reaction pathway for impact-induced
explosive decomposition has not proven possi- 8. Renlund, A, M, and Trott, W. M,,
ble by this method. Further mechanistic work Spectra of Visible Emission from
in this area is cert•ainly warranted, At this Detonating PETN and PBX 9407, Sand-
Laboratory, research examining emission from 83-2168, Sandia National Laboratories,
explosives subjected to laser induced decom- Albuquerque, NM, Feb 1984.
position is underway in con unction with other 9. D L, R,, Mound National Labora-
projocts. tory, personal communication, 1987,

REFERENCES 10, Runlund, A, M, and Trotl., W. M., "Time-

1. Urizar, M. J,; Peterson, S. W.; Smith, L,. Resolved Spectroscopic Studies of
C., Detonation Sensitivily Tests, LA- Detonating Ileterogeneous lxplosivos,"
7193-MS, Los Alamos National in Proceedings 8th Symposium (Interna.
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, Apr 1978, tional) on Detonation, Jul, 15-18, 1985,

2, l)obratz, B, M. and Crawford, 11, C., pp 691-700.

lI LNL Explosives Hlandbook, Properties 11, Davis, W, C., IiNI,, personal communi-
of Chemical Explosives and Explosive cation, 1938,
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DISCUSSION 2. The ratios of published impact sensitiv-

STEPHEN F. AGNEW, Los Alamos ities between LANL (2.5 kg weight) and LLNL
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM (5 kg weight) are Indeed closer to I than 2.

Furthermore, this holds for quite a few explo-
Did you see N2 emission at 314 nm? sives other than those listed in Figure 1. This

What was the line width orthe 5899A line? implies velocity may be more significant than
mass In determining impact numbers. On the

REPLY BY G. A. BUNTAIN other hand, there is unpublished data from
No I did not see any aign of N2 emission work done by Larry Hlantel at Los Alamos,

at 3140K The shape of the 5899A emission where drop-weight mass was varied while
varied as a function of detector head gate other conditions were held constant, Indicating
delay. Generally, the FWlIM was about 500A. that mass has a very significant effect on

Impact numbers. I do not understand this
DISCUSSION incon-sistency, and feel further work in the

BARRY T. NEYEN area could be productive.

EG&G Mound Applied Tech DISCUSSION
Miamisburg, Of HOWARD SHEINFELD
1. How does the radlometric measurement U.S. Army Foreign Science &
look for explosives that do not detonate? Technology Center

2. It looks like the ratio of drop weight Charlottesville, VA
energies for explosive Initiation for the LLNL To what specific transition do you
and LANL testers is closer to I than 2, attribute the brief emission of UV in some of
indicating that sensitivity Is it function of your tests?
velocity rather than energy. Any comment on
this? REPLY BY G. A. BUNTAIN

REPLY BY G. A. BUNTAIN All of the impacted explosives givA a
broad, short-lived UV emission. Wo do not

1, The radiometric traces for impacted attribute this to a specific trailsition, but
explosives that did not decompose to rather to a multitude of electronic transitions
completion were not at all reproducible. These that cannot be discretely identified.
traces tended to be characterized by isolated,
free-standing light spikes as if the sample lit,
but did not react to completion,
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BEHAVIOR OF AN UNREACTED COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVE
ON LOW VELOCITY IMPACT

C. Loupias and A. Fanget
C. E. G. 46500 Gramat- FRANCE

This paper demonstrates the behavior of a composite unreacted explo.
sive under aggression by a small caliber projectile. The CEO has
studied the dynamic behavior of the composite explosive: octorane 86A
(composition: 16 percent Pu, 84 percent HMX), Hopkinson bar and
plate impact tests were carried out on this material to fit a viscoelastic.
plastic model obtained with an inert composite, This behavior model
was then validated by testing its capacity to reproduce the propagation
of a plane wave produced by plate impact, The range of application of
this model is 10., 0.5 GPalpressure and [10 2 , 5.10 4 s t I strain rate.

INTRODUCTION material is submitted to pressure of a few GPa,

Vulnerability of explosives against low To describe the mechanical behavior of an

velocity impact is an Important part of tile inert material, the study starts by making
general vulnerability problem, To understand quasi-static experiments In order to obtain
how an explosive can react under this kind of some basic parameters (elastic modulus, bulkhow anmodulus, etc.) and to get an idea of the form to
loading, the first step is to be able to simulate bo uus ,ed andsoe geti an i dc o fst hec f o w-

the mechanical behavior of the unreacted be used (viscoelastic, viscoplastic, etc.). How-
explosive In the appropriate range of pressure ever, most of these experiments are not possi-

and strain rate. This problem is complicated ble with an energetic material, and we have
by the composite nature of many of the therefore been obliged to develop an inert

explosives used. This composite nature w th material with the same characteristics as the

a large amount of polymer, usually about explosive we are interested in. Both materials

10 percent, requires sophisticated behavior are compared in Table 1.
models, The aim of this work is to present a The inert material was used to get quasi-
behavior adapted to vulnerability studies of static information, and dynamic experiments
composite explosives, were conducted with the explosive.

Range of Investigations INFORMATION FROMEXPERIMENTS ON THE INERT
Two-dimensional calculations were made MATERI AL

to obtain pressure range at low velocity
impact. A steel bullet with a velocity of A behavior model was first developed for
1000 m/s impacts the target, In this calcula- the inert material of Table I. This work was
tion, the explosive is treated as a nonreactive
material with a simple Mle-Gruneisen equa- Table 1. Characteristics of the Two Composite
tion of state. The tfull code was used for these Materials
calculations. Close to the axis, the maximum
pressure can reach about 3 GPa. For off-axis Material Polymer Grain %
locations, this maximum pressure drops Polymer
strongly to a few GPa when the distance from Explosive PU lIMX 16
the axis is greater than two or three times the In e PU I-MX 16
diameter of the bullet. Therefore, most of the I .Inert PU KCI-Mg Si 4  19
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presented by J. Cagnoux at the DYMAT V V 3
Congress In Ajaccio (September 1988). Static, K 0
quasi-static, and dynamic experiments were V
performed. They allowed the determination of Unloading:
a model adapted to these kinds of materials.
The basic features of the model are:

1) A viscoelastic response expressed by: 1 = Kd V

01' j = 2 P'1'ij where K1, K2 , Ka , and Kd are material
ofij = stress deviator parameters.
elij = strain deviator The experiments gave the value of the
p' = apparent shear modulus material parameters. The parameters

and obtained from static or quasi-static axperi-

a + (F ments were then used for the explosive.

D)YNAMIC EXPERIMNNTS ON
with p., A1, C1,, and tas material parameters, THE ENERGETIC MAT' RIAL
and ,as the equivalent strain rate: Dynamic experiments were performed In

2 7 dynamic uniaxial compression (Hopkinson
3 iJ ij bar) and dynamic uniaxial strain (plate

2) A sensitivity of the yield stress Y to impact) on the energetic material,

pressure, strain-rate, and equivalent plastic- For dynamic uniaxial compression using
strain. This was expressed by assuming the a llopkinson bar, the results also revealed an
existence of a plastic potential: increase in the elastic moduli and in the yield

stress in relation to the strain rate (Figures Ia
F = V (o, 7 , P) and lb). As expected, the two materials of

Table I have a similar behavior, For dynamic
= equivalent plastic strain uniaxial strain, experiments consisted of the

projection of plates onto a flat target using a
2, 13compressed gas gun. A pyrex glass Impactor

32 ii IJ was used to provoke instant unloading of the
composite material. The signal of the dilata-

and tional wave produced by the impact was
PI measured at the PMMA-Window interface,

= - + II + B using a visar velocity interferometer, The
particle velocity diagrams (Figures 2a and 2b)

II + A (r')ml 11 + C PI show a 33 rn/s intensity precursor for shot 1031
Y and 21 m/s for shot 1038. The targets had a

Y4, Ay, B, Cy, and m are material parameters, diameter of 80 mm and a thickness of 5 or
J'2 is the second .nvariant of the stress 10mm according to the test. The dynamic
deviator, experiments allowed us to get specific param-

3) A pressure-volume relation of the sters for the explosive. All parameters for theform: model of the explosive are given in Table 2.

Loading: The model was introduced into the lluil
code and a numerical simulation was made or

V -V V0 -V 2 the dynamic uniaxial strain experiments.
P =K ( + K•• Comparison with the experiments is given in

V V / Figures 3a and 3b.
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a) Apparent Elastic Moduli Vs, Strain Rate b) Linearity Limit Vs. Strain Rate

Figure 1, Yield Stress Vs. Strain Rate (Hopkinson 'Test)
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o
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0 U 0 I -------I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Time (us) Time (pz.)

a) Shot N' 1038, VP = 78M/S b) ShotN103I, VP = 93M/S

Figure 2, Visar Results of Two Experiments

CONCLUSIONS range of pressure will allow us to study its
capacity to reproduce two-dimensional experi-

We have developed a model adapted to ments (Figures 4a and 4b). A study of the
low vulnerability problems involving com- damage (Figures 5a and 6b) to these kinds of
posite explosives. This model is able to materials has also been undertaken, We hope
describe the mechanical behavior of the that this research will lead us to a better com-
unreacted explosive. The extension of validity prehension of an explosive's response to a low
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Table 2. Parameters Used for the Explosive

Parameter Value Experiment used for calculation

K1  53.3 kbar hydrostatic compression (inert)
K2  - 278 kbar hydrostatic compression (inert)
K3  1.27 104 kbar hydrostatic compression (inert)
Kd 100 kbar hydrostatic compression (inert)
p1 0.838 kbar quasi-static uniaxial compression (inert)
Ap 1.6 104 dynamic experiments (explosive)
1 1.006 dynamic experiments (explosive)

CP 1.5 kbar"! same as Cy by hypothesis
Yo 17 quasi-static uniaxial compression (inert)
Ay 1.077 dynamic experiments (explosive)
m 0.238 quasi-static uniaxial compression (inert)
Cy 1,5 kbar'1  quasi-static triaxial compression (inert)
B 50 quasi-static triaxial compression (inert)

80 I 80

Experiment Experiment

>600S60 a • 0

, Calculation
/ Calculation

S20 20
0 020

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Time (,us) Time (,us)

a) Shot N0 1038 b) Shot N° 1031

Figure 3. Experirment -Calculation Comparison
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Figure 4, Two-Dimensional Experiment

a) Explosive Sample Before Loading b) Explosive Sample After Loading

Figure 5. Micrographics Views Before and After Loading

velocity impact and to determine the condi- 2. Cagnoux, J., "Dynamic Behavior of a
tions of initiation. Filled Polymer," Proceedings of Dymat

W8, AJACCIO France, 1988.
REFERENCES

1. SociWt• Nationale dos Poudres et Explo-
sifs, Private communication.
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RESPONSE OF ROCKET PROPELLANTS TO PROJECTILE IMPACT

S. Y. Ho
Weapons Systems Research Laboratory

Defence Science and Technology Organisatlon
P.O. Box 1700, Salisbury, South Australia, 5108, AUSTRALIA

Two high atrain-rate impact tests (modified Hopkinson Bar and
Shotgun tests) have been developed to measure the facture and ignition
properties of energetic materials, These tests are useful in determining
the impact and ignition senaItlvity of energetic materiale and also giue
an insight into the Impact ignition mechanism. Photographic evidence
of the events prior to and during ignition and initial burning were
obtained by microflash photography,

INTRODUCTION
There are generally two response modes fracture, ignition, and initial burning events,

to impact leading to detonation of energetic Detonation does not occur in these tests
materials: (1) prompt initiation to detonation because the propellants were unconfined and
which is induced by strong shock transmitted the sample sizes were small.
into the sample, and (2) delayed initiation The modified Hopkinson Bar test consists
where detonation is produced by weak shock or of a moving Input bar (projectile) which is fired
conditions/reactions that first cause Ignition at a specimen fixed to a stationary output bar
tion (DDT), It is widely accepted that the (Figure 1). A fast response photodetector and ap pntion mechaism is reasonably acceptedthablast pressure pencil gauge are used in conjunc-
well understood. However, the mechanismi in tion with the Hopkinson Bar test apparatus,
thell udeldrection modver, te morcoanismpes IHigh strain-rate mechanical properties of the
the delayed reaction mode are more complex as propellant, ignition time, and light output andthe time scales are longer, and the events blast pressure (as a result of ignition and/or
before DDT are less clear. This paper presents initial burning) can be measured using this
results from two high strain-rate impact tests, technique,2
These results give some insight into the
sequence of events in the pre-ignition and The mnWor components of the Shotgun test
initial burning regimes, and may perhaps be are a shotgun, a target assembly (consisting of
relevant in the DDT threshold process in the a target plate in an instrumented tube), a
delayed initiation mode. velocity measuring system, light detectors, a

The modified Hopkinson Bar (used in blast pressure pencil gauge, and strain gauges

conjunction with light detectors and blast to measure applied stresses (lW'igure 2). The

pressure gauges) and the Shotgun tests1' 2 have test sample Is fired from the shotgun and

besren d evesop atndS, tohdetermine the high impinges on the target plate, The light outputbeen developed at WSRI4 to deemn h ih and blast pressure, as a result of ignition
strain-rate fracture and Ignition properties of a and/or burning, and work done on the pro-

variety of composite and cast double base

propellants, Both tests are high strain-rate pellant prior to ignition are measured,

(10, to 1o4 94) impact tests measuring the The two techniques used are based on
sensitivity of a propellant to high velocity slightly different concepts, In the Hopkinson
impact, and can be used to investigate the bar test the deformation of the sample is by
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CAPACITOR
(strain) STRAIN GAUGES

LIGHT DETECTOR (stress)

PROJECTILE PENCIL SPECIMEN
(moving input bar)

RANSET GUN PRESSURE STATIONMY OUTPUT BAR
GAUGE

Figure 1, Schnttutic Diagram of/Modflfed HIopkinson Bar 'r'ei

Concrete tunnelimpact
safety screen plate

Sphotodetector

pressure

transducer concrete

Shotgun light detectors block
for chronotach

force transducer

Figure 2, Schematic Diagram of Shotgutn Test

compression and shear, whereas in the Shotgun impact in the Iiopkinson Bar test is only 2-3
tost the deformation is mainly by shear, Also, times lower than that for the Shotgun Lost
the Impact velocity used In the Shotgun test Is because of the muss of the projectile used to
approximately ten times higher than that used Impact the propellunt. Ilence, assuming that
In the Ilopkinson liar test. Ilowever, the the rate of eiiurgy translor and the distribution
kinetic energy transferred to the propellant on between heat and kinetic energy are similar
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for the two tests, and the amount of energy various times during the load-time mea-
that is delivered to the propellant on impact is surements, the sequence of events leading to
the important factor in the ignition process, fracture and ignition, The experimental
the impact ignition mechanisms for the two arrangement for photographing the Impact
tests would not be expected to be very different, event is illustrated in Figure S. Photographic

This s ytrecords were obtained by using a standardThig sstudy presents the results from two 35 mm camera operated in the open flash mode
high strain-rate impact tests that provide some i akndevrnet h vn en

insight into the impact ignition riechanism, in a darkened environment; the event being

Microflash photographic studies of the impact manually triggered during a I second camera

event were also conducted to obtain further exposure, The flash gun was a multiple head
short pulse (flash duration of 0,5 ps) photoflash

information on the fracture, ignition, and system, designed for ballistic photography, and
burning processes, equipped with a variable trigger delay of 4-

EXPI RIMENTAL 1000 ps. Flash delay intervals of 50 ps were
used to obtain photographs at various times

Materials during the load-time measurements, Delay
times varied from 400 lis to I me, A detailed

The composite propeilants and cast double description of the microflash photographic
base propellants were made by standard pro- experiments is given In another paper,.

ceasing techniques, as described previously,,4
The processed propellants were machined into
8 mm diameter x 8 mm cylindrical pellets for -

the llopkinuon Bar test, and 17 mm diameter x

20 mm pellets for the Shotgun test, L 1

Measurements soldltios ] tlh lt

Hopkinson Bar Test, Por the ilopkinson c Cito r /

Bar test, the specimens were fixed to the stur ai IN"

output stationary bar (connected to strain T
gauges to measure applied loads) by grease, A -- 7potodet , Nramut ut~ut bar
moving input bar (projectile) was then fired gu

(using a ramset, gun) at the specimen which fr.In dvics
was compressed between the two bars, A high u mdetectorl

sensitivity photodetector (5 Vu response time)
and a blast pressure pencil gauge were used In Figure 3, Experimental Arrangement for Micro.
conjunction with the Hlopkinson Bar to flash Photography l)uring llopkinson Bar Test
measure the ignition and explosive properties
of the propellants, The light and pressure Shotgun Test. F'or the Shotgun test, a
resulting from sample ignition and/or burning 12-gauge shotgun was used to fire pellets of
and the stress-strain data were collected using propellauts against a target plate in a tube
a NiCOLIET 4094 four-channel digital oscillo- Instrumented with two light detectors. A blast
scope and a lIP 9826 computer, and the results irument it two ig detector A las

anayse aspreiouly esclbe.a 4  Aot pressure pencil gauge Is mounted on a leadanalysed ams previously dascribed.av About block and placed at a fixed distance from the
v-10 specimens were temted at u given impact target assembly, About 50 specimens were
velocity at ambientd temperature, Impact fired over a velocity range of 120-600 ms"u, at

ambient temperature. Projectile velocities
During impact it was possible to conduct were varied by varying the amount of led Dot

single photographs of the compressed specimens smokeless gunpowder in the shotgun shell, prior
using microflash photography, Thus, it Is neces- to firing, A Chronotach was used to calculate
sary to impact a number of specimens (under the projectile velocity, light intensity and
identical impact conditions) to photograph, at blast overpressure, produced by ignition and/or
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burning, were collected using a NICOLET

4094 four-channel digital oscilloscope,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION dIplcmnt

Hopkinson Bar Test ,

The load-time, visible emission (A = 360- I

1100 nm with a maximum response at 800 nm), •". '

intensity-time, and blast pressure-time profiles
(load, light, and pressure triggered simultane- 4
ously on the oscilloscope) of a typical propellant loadload

are shown in Figure 4(a). lInterpretation of the
fracture processes that occur in the different
regions of the stress-strain curves (Figure 4(b)) , \ A
and of the ignition data, has been discussed in I
detail in previous papers,1'4 This is confirmed ........ i
by recent microflash photographic studies5 of
the impact ignition event, Figures 5(a) to (g) t', .. r,.r

show the photographs for a typical composite t I0)
propellant taken at various times during the
load-time mea.uremonts, The vertical line on Figure 4(a). Hopkinson Bar Test - Simul-
the corresponding load-time Figure 5 (h) curve taneous Load-Time, Displacement -Time, Light
indicates when the photograph was taken, The Intensity-Time, and Pressure-Time Profiles for
diameter of the specimens (10 mm) used for a Typical Propellant at the Impact Velocity
this study was bigger than that for the stan- 18 mi"
dard size (8 mm), to obtain clearer photographs,

Figure 5(a) was taken in the initial linear
"elastic" region of the stress-strain curve, and
shows compression of the specimen on impact
by the moving input bar (projectile), The
initial linear region or the stress-strain curve
is only a pseudo elastic phenomenon, since
there is good evidence from SEM examina-
tions that small cracks do occur in the sample
during this portion of the stress-strain curve,3

Figure 5(b) shows rurther compression of I
the specimen, This occurs in the post-yield - ,
"ductile" region of the stress-strain curve,
Viscoelastic/plastic deformation, further crack -

propagation, and other secondary deformation STRAIN
mechanisms contribute to this portion of the
curve, 3 The specimen is still intact in this Figure 4(b), Schematic Stress-Strain Curve, at
region, as indicated by the photograph, Impact Velocity 20 ms'l, Defining the Regions

Where the Various Fracture Processes Occur
Figure 5(c)0hows extensive crushing and

bulging of the propellant, Big cracks and some areobservedaroundcracksandatthespecimen-
plastic flow are also visible, projectile interface (region of maximum shear),

Figure 5(d) shows the propellant under- Plastic deformation and flow is a possible
going further compression, crushing, and mechanism for hot spot formation and subse-
plastic now, Some fragmentation of the propel- quent ignition, It is widely believed6'7 that the
lant is also visible. The first signs of ignition heat dissipated by plastic deformation/flow is
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TIME -

F~igure 5, Photogrcaphs Taken ul Various Ti'mes During the hoad-Time Measuremnents, The vertical
line on. the load-time curve indicules wphen the photograph was taken.
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localized in shear bands because only a small which exhibit brittle fracture under impact
temperature rise would be produced if the loading at high strain-rates, e.g., cast double
deformation energy was uniformly distributed, base (NCING) propellants, preliminary photo-
as the energi is dissipated over a relatively graphic sequences indicate that these sam-
large volume of material during plastic flow. pies showed comparatively little tendency to
In the present work, it was not possible to undergo plastic flow. Processes involving
observe whether or not shear bands had formed friction, such as pinching or grinding of the
In the impacted propellant samples, because sample, may play a more important role in
they were fragmented after impact. ignition in brittle propellants than in ductile

Figure 5(e) shows further crushing of the propellants. A !ornparison of the mechanism of
remaining fragment to a thin layer, plastic Impact ignition of brittle propellants with that
flow, sample breakup, and further ignition and of ductile propellants will be described in

burning of the propellant. greater detail elsewhere. 5

Figure 5(B) shows a low order deflagration Fracture toughness of the propellants in
or burning and the structural collapse of the the initial linear "elastic" and post yield
remaining fragment under compressive stress "ductile" regions can be obtained from the area
(i,e,, mechanical failure of the specimen where under regions I and 2 of the stress-strain curve
the stress rapidly drops to zero with increasing (Figure 4(b)). The stress-strain curves up to
strain). The structural collapse of the sample region 2 are reproducible to within ± 30%. The
is not associated with explosion of the pro. results from the Hlopkinson Bar test can bepeliant, as structural collapse is also observed used to obtain the threshold velocity forignition (this gives an indination of the easeIn inert propellants where explosion does not with which the propellant is ignited) and the
occur, At this stage, the remaining propellant extent of the reaction, once, Ignition has
appears as a very viscous liquid and viscous occurred (slope of the light intensity vs. impact
flow is visible. velocity plot). 1' 2 Previous studiest, 2 high-

Figure 5(g) is attributed to an explosion, lighted the importance of mechanical prop-
and a corresponding increase in blast pressure erties in impact ignition. The ease with which
is noted, The light emitted in an explosion the propellant is ignited by impact is
appears to be more intense and of shorter determined to a large extent by its fracture
wavelength than that emitted in ignition and toughness, However, the extent to which
burning, where a more reddish color emission propellant burning develops, once ignition has
Is observed, taken place and releases enough energy to

The results clearly show that ignition cause ignition to continue, Is governed by
occurs at a much later time in relation to several Interrelated propellant properties such
fractur.}, iLe., after viscoelastic/plastic deforma- as energy content, burning rate, thermal
tion, extensive crushing, and fragmentation of decomposition and kinetics, etc.1

the propellant. For relatively ductile materials, Shotgn Test
such as the composite propellants, the photo-
graphs provide clear evidence that plastic flow The visible emission intensity-time and
occurs before ignition (which is first detected in pressure-time profiles of a typical propellant at
regions of maximum shear, ie,, the specimen- low projectile velocity are shown in Figure 6(a).
projectile interface). These results support the The small light peak in the visible emission
theory that plastic deformation and shear intensity-time profile corresponds to a flash or
induced flow, and the probable localization of a spark (due to ignition) observed visually. As
energy in shear bands in the crystalline the impact velocity is increased, other reactions
oxidizer particles, is the main mechanism for (large flash, burning, explosion, and violent
hot spot formation. Cracks and voids (formed explosion) are noted The visible emission
by dewetting of the c:'ystalline oxidizer parti- intensity-time profile changes from a single
cles from the polymer matrix) may also act as peak to a peak and a broad region of high light
sites for hot spot formation, For propellants intensity IFigure 6(b)l. At very high velocities
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the small peak and the broad light signal
merge into one broad region of' high light_/ _ ___-__

intensity I ligure 6(c)), The observed light sustained burning/ defhlugratlon
signals are dssigned to (1) ignition and initial
burning, and (2) sustained "steady-state" ignition velocity. 310 m-1
burning or deflagration [Figure 7(a)l, The initil burning
assignment of the broad light signal to sus-
tained "steady-state" burning is supported by (b)
the visual observation of intense burning
whenever the broad light signal is recorded. At
very high velocities, the time between ignition
and sustained burning is very short and the "--'--
two light signals merge (Figure 7(b)l. A velocity 620mi"1
marked increase in blast pressure is also
observed and explosion is noted, When an
explosion occurs, the reaction is very rapid (-45 Figure 7. Shotgun Test - Schematic Diagrams
ma compared to 650 ms for sustained burning)
and the measured light intensity Is much lower ofLight Output vs Time, Wt Various Velocities,
than when there is ignition and sustained Defining the Regions Where Ignition, Initial
burning, rho low level of light intensity that Burning, Sustained 0urning/DIe/agration, and
was measured during an explosion may be Explosion OccurUOO ma Time Interval)
explained by a shift in the spectrum of the
emitted light to shorter wavelengths; i.e., most red/near lIt region of the emission spectrumy
of the emitted light from an explosion is not When the filter was used, the light intensity
detected because It Is outside the range of the for ignition and sustained burning decreased
photodetector used in this study. Some by a factor of 2.i whereas that for explosion
evidence for this blue shift of thle emission remained almost the same, suggesting that the
spectrum comes from experiments where a emitted light from explosion is of shorter
blue pass filter was used to cut off light in the wavelengths than that i'rm Ignition andsustained burning.

A detailed discussion of analysis and
Hqht interpretation of the results has been given in

a previous paper. 2 A typical plot of total area
--- ......... of light output vs. impact velocity is shown in

Figure 8. Results lbr impact velocities where
h (there Is an explosion are not included in these

plots. The total area of light output vs. impact
velocity plot shows that the light output
increases almost linearly with impact velocity,
and then increases very rapidly above a certain
velocity, CV1. The velocity where the sudden
increase in light output occurs corresponds to
the velocity where the broad light signal starts
to appear, ie,, where the mechanism changes

... ....... .... ..... from ignition and initial burning to sustained
. ... .. .burning or deolagration.

time MI Impact Ignition characteristics that can

Figure 6. Shotgun Test - Simultaneous Light- be obtained from the Shotgun test include:
Time and Pressure-Time Profiles for a 'ypical (1) The critical impact velocity for
Propellant at Various Projectile Velocities (40 ignition and initial burning (CVI)
ms 'rime Interval), (a) 10 ms'), (b) 260ms 1 , and slopel from Figure 8, and
Ic) 370 ms1.
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samples, e.g,, a HTPB/AP propellant contain-
724 ing plasticizer, This may be explained by the

slightly different deformation mechanisms, In
- the Hopkinson Bar test, cracks tend to close up

16 during compression and the specimens appear
tougher than what they would be under shear
deformation, Samples subjected to the
-0 Hopkinson Bar test appear to behave more
viscoelastically than those subjected to the
Shotgun test and are, therefore, more sensitive

-, ¢Yto the effects of temperature and strain-rate.
The propellant appears more brittle in the

VELCIT 29, 1ohotgon test because of the higher strain-rate,
VELOCITY Microflash photography has been used to

Iigure 8, Shotgun Teat Total Area of light follow the sequence of events leading to
Output us. Impact Velocity fracture, ignition and burning in energetic

materials during impact at high strain-rate, It

(2) The critical impact velocity for sus- gave further insight into the mechanism of

tained burning/deflagratlon (CV 2) impact ignition. For ductile composite

and slope2 from Figure 8, propellants, fracture and plastic deformation/
flow were observed before ignition (which was

The critical impact velocity for ignition first detected at the propellant-projectile
and initial burning, CV1, can be used to rank interface, ie,, where shear was maximum),
propellants according to their sensitiveness to These experiments also gave clear evidence
Impact ignition, The results generally show that ignition and reaction buildup are separate
the same trends as the lHopkinson Bar test, i.e,, processes in energetic materials during
CVI Is related mainly to the mechanical impact.
properties of the propellant,2

The critical impact velocity for sustained REFERENCES
burning/deflagration, CV 2, appears to be re. 1, l1o, S, Y, and Fong, C, W., Combustion
lated to several factors, These Include (1) type and Felame, 75, 139, 1989,
of oxidizer, (2) oxidizer loading, (3) mechanical 2, He, S, Y.; Fong, C. W,; and llamshere, B,
properties, and (4) energy content of the 2. C uo n an d Y lame hero, B.
propellant. The extent of the influence of those I,,, Cornbustios and Flame, Vol. 77, 1990,
various factors on CV 2 is not clear, p

Similar trends are observed for til('pol ard 3. !lo, S. Y, and Fong, C, W,, Polymer, Vol.

slop02 of the total area of light output vs, 28,739,1987.
Impact velocity plot. They give an Indicetion of 4. lio, S. Y. and Fong, C. W., J, Mater. ScL,
the extent to which propellant burning devel- Vol, 22, 3023,1987,
ops at velocities above the critical value. ThhesK
values appear to be related primarily to the 5, Ito, S. Yd Wiammond, A .G.,; SchIbella, K.
energy content (oxidizer loading, oxidizer type, J,', and Wilson, A. ., 198W9. Report
binder type, and NO content) and burning rauw WSRI-000-000, In press, 1989.
(surface area available for burning, etc.) of the 6. Winter, I. K,, and Field, J. K,, Proc, R.
propellantI Soc. Lond, A., Vol. 343, 399, 1975.

CONCLUSION 7. Swallowe, 0, M. and Field, .1. K'., Proc.
Roy. Sor. Lond,, Vol, A 379, 389, 1982,

T['he impact ignition sensitivities obtained

from the llopkinson Bar and Shotgun tests are
generally comparable, except for very "soft"
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CHARACTERIZATION OF BOOSTER-ROCKET
PROPELLANTS AND THEIR SIMULANTS

h. J. Weirick
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

A series of ahoc&-loading experiments on a composite and an energetic
propellant and their simulants was conducted on a light-gas gun. The
initial objectives were to obtain Hugoniot data, to investigate the
pressure threshold at which a reaction occurs, and to measure spall
threshold at various impact velocities, The Hugoniot data measured
for the propellants fit the Hugoniot curves provided by the manu-
facturer of the propellants extremely well, and the Hugoniot curves
developed for the simulants matched those of the propellants, Thresh.
old pressures to initiate reactions in the composite and energetic
propellants were found to be 40 and 3 kbars, respectively, In spell tests,
the composite propellant and its elmulant exhibited spaUl strengths
around 0,25 and 0,18 kbar, respectively, The energetic propellant and
its simulant were somewhat stronger with spoll strengths just above
0.33 and 0,22 hbar.

INTRODUCTION explosions were observed in the impact-
damaged propellant at impact pressures aboveThis investigation wa. begun to aid in the 30 kbar.

studies of the vulnerability and lethality of
solid propellant booster stages, The materials The sensitivity and power of energetic
of interest are a composite and an energetic propellants was studied in the 1970's at
propellant and their slmulants, LLNL,2 This work, together with investiga-

tions by SRI International and others, wasThe shock Hugonlot of a material is summarized in a report from the High Energy
determined when the relationship between the Propellant Safety (IEPS) Committee, 3 More
shock and particle velocities is known, This recently a study was done at LLNL on the
relationship can be experimentally deter. detonability of energetic propellants. 4 They
mined from planar, gun-impact experiments found a delayed detonation threshold of
and can generally be approximated by 9, linear 6.2 kbar and a shock detonation threshold of
fIt: 13,2 kbar for the most energetic of these

UN = Co + SUp (1) propellants,
The process of spallation has been studied

where U. is the shock velocity, C0 is the initial in a number of laboratories with a view to
bulk sound velocity, S is a constant, and UP Is obtaining the criteria for dynamic fracture at
the particle velocity. high stress rate. Tension Is induced within a

sample by allowing a stress wave to reflect as a
The detonabillty of composite propellants rarefaction from a free surface, The tension

has been studied since their Inception, A increases by interaction of the rarefaction
recent study was done at Lawrence Livermore wave with the primary wave until a critical
National Laboratory (LLNL)' on the detona- value is reached and fracture occurs. The fact
bility of a composite propellant, Delayed that the free-surface velocity stops dropping
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and then rises ("spall rebound or pullback") is velocity measurements using a laser interfer-
due to the generation of compressive waves at ometer, SRI International performed dynamic
the spall plane that increase the pressure. The fracture experiments on energetic propel-
clearly defined onset of fracture at a specific lants.6 They observed no damage for impact
value of pullback suggests a characteristic stresses up to 1.4 kbar. At an impact stress of
material strength which corresponds to a 1.58 kbar, the recovered specimen was
damage threshold tension. This material fragmented, and at 6.3 kbar, the propellant
property is referred to as the incipient fracture burned,
strength or spall strength, a. The value of o The initial objectives of this study are to
may be approximately related to the observed obpullback by considering the interaction of the otaina Hugonlot data, to investigate the
refleactd wav woithn the peratim n wve pressure threshold at which a reaction occurs,
reflected wave with the primary wave and to measure spall damage at various impact
assuming a perfect reflection at the free sur- velocities.
face,5 The resultant expression is:

a = 1/2 C(2) EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
One propellant, TP-H1207C, and its

where C. is the initial bulk sound velocity, Pa simulant, H-19, are of composite formulation
Is the material density and Ap is the measured and the other propellant, WAK-2, and its
pullback, The Incipient fracture Is understood simulant, UGS, are based upon energetic
in material terms as the macroscopic yield formulations, as given in Tables 1 and 2,7
stress necessary for the growth of internal None of the materials have any significant
voids into a free surface or spall plane, One porosity, The 11-19 contains large, rectangular
method of observing the details of the com- crystals of potassium chloride and small,
plete fracture history has been free-surface spherically-shaped particles of metallic

Table 1, Composite Formulailons and Mechanical Properties

TP-1i 1207C 11-19

Composition (weight %)

-Fuel Aiuminum Al 31.75

-Oxidizer Ammonium Perchlorate AP 5,0

.lnorts KCI 51.5

-Polymerns Hydroxy-Terminated trTPB 8.8
Polybutadiene

,.Curatives IPDI 0.7

-Plasticizer DOA 2.0

-Bonding Agent Tepanol 0.2

-Processing Aid 01)1 0.04

-Cure Catalyst TPB 0.02

Mechanical Properties

-Density (g/cc) 1.84 1.89

-Tensile Strength (psi/kbar) 140.0/0.01 114.0/0.008

-Maximum Elong, (%) 45.3 32.0

-Tensilo Modulus (psi) 637.0 450.0
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Table 2. Composite Formulations and Mechanical Prop.rtle.

WAK-2 UGS

Composition (weight %)

-Fuel Double-base Propellant DBP 19.7
Aluminum Al 5.0

-Oxidizer HMX HMX 0.0
Ammonium Perchlorate AP 0.0

-Inerts Na2SO4  65.3

-Polymers HDAP 9.0

-Curatives N100 1.0

-Processing Aid HDI 0.04

Mechanical Properties

-Density (g./cc) 1,85 1.85

-Tensile Strength (psi/kbar) 100.0/0,007 158.0/0.011

-Maximum Elong. (%) 250.0 50.0

-Tensile Modulus (psi) 450.0 490.0

aluminum. Tho matrix which binds these quick-change design with two inserts; one
constituents together is a hydroxy-terminated, termed a "wraparound" for low-velocity shots
polytbutadiene-polyurethane polymer, HTPB. utilizing nitrogen (below 0.5 km/6) and a
The TP-H1207C propellant formulation is second called a "dual-diaphragm" for higher-
based upon ammonium perchlorate with velocity shots using helium (up to 1.5 km/u for
aluminum additions and bound together with projectiles with weights below 0.2 kg).
the HTPB. One modern techniqup used for mea-

The WAK-2 propellant formulation is surement of shock phenomena is the Velocity
based upon a double-base mix of nitrocellulose Interferometer System for Any Reflector
and nitroglycerin. It also contains aluminum (VISAR).9 A "Push-Pull" VISAR method
and HMX. The UGS simulant contains large, developed by HemsingI° and used in these
rectangular crystals of sodium sulphate and experiments results in effective cancellation of
small, spherically-shaped particles of alumi- self-light from a reaction. An important
num. The matrix which binds these constitu- variation on the Push-Pull VISAR is a system
ents together is a mix of diallyl phthalte, which has an extended (that is 166 cm long)
HDAP, and the double-base propellant. The air-delay leg in place of the quartz-delay leg.
"static" mechanical properties of these This replacement allows the accurate measure-
materials are also given in Tables I and 2. The ment of particle velocity in a very-low velocity
tensile strengths of these materials are very regime, that is below 0.1 km/s.
low (near 0.01 kbar) with moderate elonga-
tions (50 percent), Densities near 1.86 g/cc are Projectiles/Targets for Hugoniot/Reaction
typical of solid rocket booster propellants. Threshold Set-up

The light-gas gun system used is A 5-cm diameter by 1.2-cm-thick disc
described in detail in Reference 8. Briefly, the (50 g) of propellantlsimulant is epoxied to the
barrel is 9 meters long, with an inside diame- front. end of a lightweight (200 g) nylon/foam
ter of 63.4 mm. The breech is of a quick-acting, projectile. The target consists of a 6.2-cm
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diameter by 1.2-cm-thick disc of quartz or The lfugoniot curve determined for H-19 is
lithium fluoride with an evaporated layer of also shown in Figure 1.
aluminum on the front covered by a 0.5-mm- WAK-2 Propellant and UGS Simulant.
thick quartz (Dynasil 1000) buffer plate, The Propellant discs were impacted at velocities
laser beam comes in from the back of the target ranging from 0.15 to 0,53km/s (impact
end is reflected off the back surface of the renging from 5,2 to 22.0 kb/s actmirror, The buffer plate smooths the spatial pressures from 5.2 to 22.0 kbars) and the

ati resultant particle velocities were determined.
non-uniformities in the wavefront generated at he Hugonlot curve for this Propellant is
the inmpact Interface and generates some initial shown in Figure 2. The solid curve is the
fringes which simplify the VISAR data Hugoniot calculated from the 1lugoniot
reduction. parameters provided by the manufacturer of

Projectiles/Targets for Spall Set-up the propellant, Morton-Thiokol. Simulant
discb were impacted at velocities ranging from

A 5-cm diameter by either 0.75-cm or 0.25 to 1,00 km/s (impact pressures from 9.1 to
1.25-cm thick disc of propellant/simulant is 43.8 kbars) and the resultant particle
bonded to an aWuminum ring holder on the
target mount, A 0,01-mm-thick piece of alumi.
num foil is epoxied with urethane cement to LeP.eoO
the back side of the propellant/simulant disc to " PROPELLANT

function as a reflecting mirror for the laser m. SH-IU1
beam. This mirror is considered a "free sur- SMULANT

face," The projectiles are designed for maxi-
mum weight (3.5 kg) by using aluminum • "
cylindrical shells to contain a lead-shot/epoxy
mix. A 0,32-cm-thick PMMA disc (low-
impedance impactor) is attached to a 6-mm
long, aluminum standoff ring at the front of
the projectile. By using heavy projectiles and
pressurizing the breech with nitrogen, the UAR
best control for very-low projectile velocities .. .. .. 1.. ,, ,
(0.01 km/sec) can he attained, PARTICLE VELOCZTY, mm..ufa

RE SU ITS Figure 1, Ilugoniogs for TP-H1207C and 11-19

Hugonlot Curves

TP-H1207C Propellant and HID Simu-
lant. Propellant discs were Impacted at
velocities ranging from 1.0 to 1,44km/8 4 WAI/-2
(impact pressures from 41 to 66 kbars) and the LT.-
resultant particle velocities were determined.
Plotting the particle velocities versus the .
stress (impact pressure) gives the Ilugoniot
curve for this propellant as shown in Figure 1. 0

The solid curve is the I-lugoniot calculated from
the ltugoniot parameters provided by the
manufacturer of the propellant, Morton-
Thiokol. Simulant discs were impacted at
velocitieu ranging from 0.51 to 1.37 km/s !a -,-, .4 .. .8 ,, 1.0

(impact pressures from 20 to 58 kbars) and the PRRTICLE VELOCITY, mm/uvec

resultant particle velocities were determined.
Figure 2. Hugoniots for WAK-2 and UGS
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velocities were determined. The Hugoniot occurred. The target holder and associated
curve for UGS simulant was found to be the hardware were fragmented and no remnants of
same as that for the propellant WAK-2. propellant remained. The test at an impact

pressure of 5.2 kbar produced an interesting
Reaction Thresholds result, also shown in Figure 3, The particle

velocity jumped to 0.037 mm/fisec and
When a material which does not subse- remained constant for 3.3 pose, at which time a

quently react-such as a simulant-is impac, reaction began and the particle velocity
ted, the velocity record should show a jump at increased, a pattern analogous to the other
impact to the equilibrium particle velocity and WAK-2 tests, However, after 3,3 posec of reae-
then remain constant with time until release tion time, the reaction ceased. Post-test
waves from side walls or rear surfaces reach observation of the test hardware gave no
the observation point. Figure 3 gives the evidence ofea reaction in that the target holder
particle velocity versus time record for UGS and focusing lens were found intact and the
impacting quartz at 0.53 mm/psec (20.4 kbar propellant was found to be mechanically
impact pressure). The particle velocity record damaged but unreacted.
for lithium fluoride upon being impacted by
WAK-2 at 0.53 mm/psec (22,0 kbar impact Figure 4 gives the particle velocity versus
pressure) is also shown in Figure 3. At impact, time record for H-19 impacting quartz at
the particle velocity of the quartz jumped to 40 kbar impact pressure, a typical record for a
approximately 0.156 mm/psec and remained non-reacting material, The particle velocity
essentially constant for 3.5 psec. At 3.5 psec record for quartz upon being impacted by
after impact, the velocity begins to steadily TP.-H1207C at 41 kbar impact pressure is also
increase, indicating the initiation of a reaction shown in Figure 4, At impact, the particle
within the WAK-2 propellant. Post-test velocity of the quartz jumped to approximately
observation of the test hardware indicated that 0.36 mm/psec and remained essentially
a violent reaction had occurred. The propel. constant for 2.0 psec. At 2,0 psec after impact,
lant had completely reacted and no remnant the velocity begins to steadily increase,
traces were recovered, indicating the initiation of a reaction within

the TP-H 1207C propellant, A violent reaction
Figure 3 also shows the particle velocity was not observed for this test, in that the

versus time record for WAK-2 impacting target holder and focusing lens were recovered
lithium fluoride at 9.1 and 5.3 kbar, respec- in an intact condition. However, the
tively. Post-test observation of the test at propellant had completely reacted and no
9.1 kbar confirmed that a raction had remnant traces were recovered. Similar

0.311 / WAK-2 22 kbar

0.30: IIM-.PH12010 41 ka
0.1" WAK-2 9.1 kbar

0U (01 20C.4. arP y4H04 kbar

WAK-2 5.8 kbar

'I .•.ITim, M94*NLW .40 w* ,trol4k

,Time, a "Time,•

Figure 3. Reaction Profiles for WXAK-2 and Figure4. Reaction Profiles for TP -1ll 207C and

UGS 11-19
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results wore found for shots at higher impact Table.3. SpoiL Reaulta forH1.19 Simukrnj
stresses, but with more violent reactions
observed, particularly at impact pressures Projectile Impact Spall
above 50 kbar. Veloerlty Stress Strengthi

SpliStenthMeasured Calculated Measured
J(m/sec) (kbar) (kbar)
Hi19. Spall shots were done on H-19 at - _____

impact pressures from 0.18S to 2.75 kbars, with 10 0.178 No SpallI
projectile velocities of 10 to 147 rn/sec. respec-
tively. An examiple of the resultant particle 3 .4 .8
velocity versus time plot for H-119 impacted by 88 1609 0,175
PMMA is shown In Figure 5. This example Is
for an Impact pressure of 1.6 kbar, corre- 101 1.856 0.132
sponding to a projectile velocity of 88 rn/sec. 102280.154
The spall strength for H-19 calculated for this11 22
shot using lSquation (2) with velocity pullback 147 1 2,7 45 1 0,132 1
of 0.008 mm/psec, density of 1.89 g/cc, and
sound velocity of 2,25 mm/psec, producing a
spall strength of 0,l175 kbar (2540 psi), Th impacted sample showed a discontinuous
results for, this let of spall tests on 11-19 are cracking along the potential spall plane.
tabulated in Table 3. TP-H12O1C. Spall shots were done on

Figure 6 shown the 11.19 samples after TP-H1207C at impact pressures from 0.63 to
the spall shots. TIhe spall planes are readily 2,7 kbars, These results are given in Table 4.
visible in most of the samples. However, the A representative value for spall strength for
samples Impacted at 10 rn/sec (0.18S kbar) and TP~H 120701. 0,22 kbar.
38 rn/sec (0.85 kbar), respectively, do not show UGS and WAK-2. Spall shots ware done
obvious spa11 planes, The sample impacted at on UGS at Impact pressures from 1, 1 to
10 rn/sec did rnot spallI, according to the VISAR 3.1 kbars and on WAK-2 at impact pressures
record, which agrees with the visual evidence, from 1.38 to 3.03 kbars, respectively. The
The VISAR record for the suample Impacted at results for theme sets of upall tests are tabu-
36 rn-sec indicated that the sample had spalled. lated In Table. 5 and 6. The data in Table 6
The photograph does not show a spall plane.
However, an SIHM analysis at higher magni-
fication (150X) done in tiue center of the

H-19 1.6 kbor

Spill Strength

2SIO psi

IFigure.5. Spa!! Profile for 1. 19 F~igure&6 11-19 Spall Samples
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Table 4, Spall Results for TP.HI207C also indicates that a WAK-2 sample reacted
Propellant upon being impacted by PMMA at 3 kbar, 'This
.. ... _ _result is to be compared with the result

Projectile Impact Spall obtained in the reaction threshold tests where

Velocity Stress Strength a WAK-2 sample impacted at the same velocity
(0.15 mm/psec), but onto lithium fluoride, to

Measured Calculated Measured produce a higher impact stress (5.2 kbar),

(n/ee) (kbar) (kbar) reacted briefly, and then stopped.

35 0.63 0.185 DISCUSSION

61 I.11 0.209 Hugonlot Measurements

72 1,31 0,247 The impact shots of TP-H1207C pro-

108 1.99 0,083* pellant resulted in Hugoniot data which
8 1 1 0 3 agreed very well with that supplied by the

144 2,69 0.209 manufacturer, Morton-Thiokol, Using the
SPost. cure.upn values for density p = 1,84 g/cc and initial

Post spall curve loaded up, not unloaded; bad bulk sound velocity Co = 2,3 mm/psec, the
shot? coefficient S can be calculated from the

flugoniot curve and Equation (1). The value of
Table 5. Spall Results for UGS $imulant S for TP-1.11207C was calculated to be 2.16,

The impact shots of H-19 simulant resulted in
.Hugoniot data which were close to that of

Projectile Impact Spall TP-H1207C, particularly at low impact pres-
Velocity Stress Strength sures, The values for the 1-119 simulant were

Measured Calculated* Measured 1.89 g/cc, 2.25 m/pasec, and 1,5, respectively,
Thus, the H-19 is acting as a good simulant for

(m/sec) (kbar) (kbar) TP-1H11207C propellant with respect to shock
properties, particularly at lower input

62 1.11 0.224 pressures.

132 2.42 0.214 The impact shots of WAK-2 propellant

167 3.10 0.305# resulted in Ilugoniot data which agreed very
well with that supplied by the manufacturer,

* WAK-2:PMMA Morton-Thiokol. Using the values for density
# best estimate p = 1,85 g/cc, initial bulk sound velocity C. =

2.2 mm/pasec, and coefficient S = 2,66, provides
Table 6. Spall Results for WAK.2 Propellant an accurate Hugoniot relation for this material

for modeling. The impact shots of UGS
simulant resulted in Ilugoniot data which was

Projectile Impact Spall the same as that of WAK-2 for the range of
Velocity Stress Strength pressures investigated. Thus, the UGS is

Measured Calculated* Measured acting as a good simulant for WAK-2 pro-
pellant with respect to shock properties,

(m/eec) (kbar) (kbar) particularly at lower input pressures.

76 1.36 0.346 Reaction Threshold Measurements

115 2.10 0.315 The reaction threshold pressure for
3 3WAK-2 propellant was found to be approxi-163 3.03 Reacted# mately 3 kbar, for the material dimensions and

* WAK-2:PMMA physical constraints of these tests. This reac-
# trigger pin malfunctioned tion threshold pressure is in agreement in
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magnitude with values reported in the impacts. The sample hit at 24 kbar burned at a
literature for energetic propellants. The study moderate rate whereas the one impacted at
done at SRI Internationale on VRA propellant 33 kbar reacted violently. Thus, a threshold
found that an impact pressure of 6,3 kbar value for TP-H1207C of 40kbar, particularly
caused the propellant to burn. The sample size for the smaller size (50.8-mm diameter by
was 60.8-mm diameter by 6,4-mm-thick, Thus, 12,7-mm long), is in good agreement with
a threshold value for WAK-2 of 3 kbar, results from past experiments,
particularly for the larger size (50.8-mm
diameter by 12,7-mm-thick), is in good Although these reaction thrushold
agreement with results from SRI experiments, pressures measured in the two studies agree in

magnitude for the various sample sizes, there
Experiments done at LLNL4 on VXV, an is a disagreement on when the reaction occurs.

energetic propellant analogous to WAK-2, The study done at LLNL indicated that a
found that for samples of dimensions 152-mm reaction did not begin upon passage of the
diameter by 102-mm long an impact of 8A4 kbar shock wave through the propellant, but a latter
produced a mild reaction and an impact of explosion occurred upon impact of the shock-
8,6 kbar caused a detonation after a 201 gs damaged propellant, VISAR data taken
delay, Smaller samples (76-mm diameter by during the presently discussed study showed
76-mm long) needed higher-pressure impacts the beginning of a reaction within two micro-
to produce reactions and detonations, The seconds after the shock jump, Additional study
sample hit at 10,1 kbar burned at a moderate ofthis phenomenon is necessary to address this
rate whereas the one Impacted at 10,2 kbar difference,
detonated, Since the objective of the LLNL
study was primarily to determine the impact Spall Strength Measurements
pressure at which a delayed detonation The upall strengths of most materials
occurred, they did not investigate the lowest thepals strengts of m ostm era
pressure at which a reaction was initiated, (plastics, metals, ceramics, and explosives)
However, their findings that impact at 8 and increase with increasing strain rate, Typi-
10 kbers produce reactions and detonations cally, the spall strength foa material increasesfrom twofold to tenfold with an increase in
that agree with the results from this study, strain rate from "static" (103 01) to "dynamic,"
where a 9 kbar Impact produced a complete greater than 10+3 0". The spall strength ofsam ple burn and a 22 kbar im pact produced a t e111 i u a ti h ss u yi c e s df oviolent reaction (detonation?), the H-. 19 slmulant in this study increased from

a static value of just above 0,008 kbar (114 psi)
The reaction threshold pressure for to about 0,175 kbar (2540 psi) under shock

TP-H1207C propellant was found to be loading. The strengths of the individual
approximately 40 kbar for the material constituents of H-19 are all above those of the
dimensions and physical constraints of these H-19 composite, Therefore, the resultant
tests. Increasing the impact pressure above strength of 11-19 is not an average of the
this threshold decreased the reaction delay strengths of the individual constituents
time and increased the reaction rate or proportional to their percentage within the
reaction intensity, These reaction threshold composite. The magnitude of the relative
pressures agree in magnitude with values strength values suggest that the strength of
reported in the literature for composite propel- 11-19 is a result of fracture of one or more
lants, those being near 50 kbar. Experiments materials in the composite and separation
done at LLNL 1 on TPII-1123, a composite between boundaries of other constituents of the
propellant analogous to TP-H 1207C, found composite along the fracture plane. One
that for samples of dimensions 152-mm possibility for fracture takes Into account the
diameter by 102-mm long an impact of 17 kbar very weak bonding between the urethane
produced mild burning and an impact of binder and potassium chloride and aluminum
35 kbar caused a moderate burn. Larger particles, In this fracture hypothesis, the crack
samples (152-mm diameter by 366-mm long) propagates along the KCI-urethane and Al-
reacted more vigorously at lower-pressure urethane boundaries causing a separation at
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these locations and then propagates across the stresses over 1.3 kbar were needed to observe
urethane along the fracture plane, This the spatl fracture. However, this work has
phenomenon is called "dewetting" and occurs shown that opall strengths inferred in this
in all composite solid propellants to some manner are an order of magnitude too high.
extent when a load is applied,11 The relative First, incipient spall can be seen in samples
motion of particles embedded in the matrix impacted at low pressures If a microscope
produces sufficiently high stresses near the (10OX) is used for observation, Second, if a
binder-filler interfaces to cause rupture, and free-surface velocity measurement is done to
the binder-filler bonds may be pulled loose, As obtain the value for pullback, a value for spall
dewetting takes place, the reinforcing effects of strength is obtained which it an order of
the filler are reduced, and a decreasing magnitude lower than that obtained by visual
modulus of elasticity results, Any continued observation of spall detachment. Also, these
deformation, such as tearing, is sustained by values of spall calculated from the pullback
the binder until the sample breaks or spalls. measurements are closer to values estimated

Examination of a rracture in 11-19 from static tensile strengths. In addition, the

confirmed this second hypothesis. The fracture impact stress Is not the same as the tensile

runs alongside of the KCI crystals and Al stress experienced at the location of spall,

spheres, thus at the bond planes between them which Is the cause of failure, The pullback

and Che urethane, and through the connecting signal is a true measure of this tensile stress.
ndheurethane, Thefractr thrength irefoectdin Therefore, incipient opall strengths of' theseurethane, The fracture strength Is reflected in c m oi e p o el n s a d t a r s m l n s I

the stress needed to fracture the proportion of composite propellants and their armulants in
urethane binder between solid fillers, the KCI the range of 0,175 to 0.25 kbar are good values
crystals and Al particles. This "line density" to use In numerical modeling.
for urethane is approximately equal to the The spall strength of the UGSsitmulant in
volume percentage of urethane in the corn- this study Increased from a static value ofejust
posite, approximately 18,7 percent, Multi- above 0,011 kbar (158 psi) to about 0,.22 kbar
plying this percentage, 0'187, times the (3200 psi) under shock loading, The fracture in
measured spall strength of urethane, 0,91 kbar UGS is similar to that discussed in 11-19, The
(13110 psi), results in a value of 0,17 kbar fracture runs alongside of the NaSO4 crystals
(2465 psi) which is in very good agreement and Al spheres, thus at the bond planes
with the spall strength measured for 11-19, between them and the polymers, and through
0.175 kbar (2540 psi). the connecting polymers, The fracture

Similar results have been found for the strength Is reflected in the stress needed to
TP-111207C propellant. The tensile strength fracture the proportion of polymer binder
was reported to be near 0,01 kbar (140 psi).7  between solid fillers, the NaSO 4 crystals and
The spall strength was found to be 0,25 kbar Al particles, Similar results have been found
(3625 psi). The same arguments can be used for the WAK-2 propellant, The tensile
for the fracture of TP-III207C as were used for strength was reported to be near 0,007 kbar
the fracture of 11-19. The spall strength is a (100 psi).1 The spall strength was found to be
result of the fracture of the IITPB urethane 0.33 kbar (4785). 'The spall strength Is a result
and the strength is approximately proportional of the fracture of the double-base propellant
to the volume percentage of binder material in and the strength is approximately proportional
the propellant, to the volume percentage of polymer materialIn the propellant.

Lee et al.12 reported spall data for the

propellant ANIB-3600, ANB-3600 is an In addition, it was found at SRI on studies
ammonium pechlorate-based, composite pro- of VRAO that the dynamic tensile strength was
pellant. They found that it took an impact of near 0.1 kbar (1500 psi), a factor of fifteen
1.8 kbar to see incipient spall and 2,0 kbar for higher than the static tensile strength, There-
detachment, 'These; values agree very well fore, a spall strength of 0.33 kbar measured on
with those reported for this work In Table 3 for a similar propellant Is in good agreement with
TP-I11207C and Table 4 for 11-19, Impact these tensile strength values.
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Results from the SRI study also indicated 4, Green, L. R,; Chambers, E.; James, E.;
that an impact stress of near 1.6 kbar was Lee, E,; and Weston, A., Summary Report
necessary to produce a visible spall plane in a on Experimental Work Using the 155-mm
sample. This result agrees with results from Gun, UCID 19424, Jne 1082, LLNL,
this study. However, this study has demon- Livermore, CA.
strated that a spall plane may form in the 5, Speight, C. S., Observation of Spalla.
sample at lower impact stresses, but that it is tion and Attenuation Effects in Aluminum
necessary to use a microscope at 100X to see from Fres.Surface Velocity Meaurements,
the fracture. In addition, the value of spell FDN 4/71,AWRE, Aldermaston, England,
strength is more properly calculated from
"pullback" measurements, and these values 1971.
are at least a factor of five lower than the 6. Murri, W, J,; Horne, Y.; and Curran, D.
values obtained from visible fracture at R., Dynamic Fracture Experiments on
threshold impact stresses. VRA Propellant, UCRL-15550, LLNL,

Finally, observations on the fracture Livermore, CA, Jun 1977.
morphology of VRA propellant at SRI6 showed 7. Morton-Thiokol Inc,, Wasatch Operations
that fracture was Initiating both within HMX Memorandum, SubJ: Extended Ambient
grains and at the HMX-matrix interface arid Cure of H.19 Propellant, Brigham City,
then propagating across the double-base pro- Utah, 12 Oct 1987.
pellant matrix. This result agrees with the
observations of this study. The spell strength 8. Sheffield, 8, A. and Dugan, D, W.,
is primarily a result of fracture across the "Description of a New 63-mm Diameter ,
double-base propellant matrix, Gas Gun Facility," Shock Waves in Con-

denied Matter, ed. Gupta, Y. M., Plenum
The spall strengths measured for the Press, 1986.

energetic propellant, WAK.2, and its simulant,

UGS, in this study, 0.33 and 0.22 kbar, 9. Barker, L, M. and Hollenbach, R, E,,
respectively, are somewhat higher than those "Laser Interferometer for Measuring
found for the composite propellant, TP- High Velocities of Any Reflecting
H1207C, and its simulant, H-19, 0.25, and Surface," J, Appi, Phyi,,, Vol. 43, No. 11,
0.18 kbar, respectively, in the previous study. Nov 197.,
All of the materials had similar fracture
characteristics and the spell strengths were in 10. Hemsing, W. F., "Velocity Sensing Inter-
the same strength range. ferom~ter (VISAR) Modification," Rev.

S¢i. Instrum., Vol. 50, No. 1, Jan 1979.
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EXPERIMEN'M Ai STUDY AND NUMfIiCAL MODELING OF
THERMAL AGNiTION AND COMBU.9T!ON OF HIGH

HETEROGENEOUS EXPLSi'VES

C. C toat1e D. Bainvil,•, P. Reynier. and R. Bsluns
Commlssa•iat a L'norglie Atomique

Cntre DWEtudes do Vaujours, Moronvilliers
BP n'?. 77-181 Courtry, FRANCE

The study of thermal ignition and combustion propagation is one of the
main topics Involved in explouive safety. We preent the experimental
studie performed in our laboratories to examine this hind of pheno.
mena, These thermal tests allow us to develop models and codes which
can be applied to the analysis of the safety of exploeive structures sub.
mitted to thermal loading.

INTRODUCTION A spherical explosive sample is heavily

The experimental investigation and confined between two steel anvilio regulated to

numerical simulation of the thermal n the test temperature (see Figure 1). What is

tion of the explosives and subsequent measured is the time to obtain a significant

phenomena are necessary in the assessment reaction, (typically the breakup of the

of the hazard and vulnerability of ssembly) and the evolution of the decomposl-

munitions. tion gase pressure.

When submitted to thermal loading, low ANVIL

sensiediHty explosives like TATt based, or
mixed HdX-TATB compositions can exhibit flTNl
slow rate decomposition reactions characteris- li i HEATI NOS
tic of the combustion process.

The analysis of this reactional scheme SAL

needs to take into account two phenomena: JOIN? T o

. thermal ignition,
- combustion propagation.

All compositions mentioned in this paper
are about 95 percent explosive and 5 percent
inert binder in volume. ANVIL

EXPERIMENTAL STU DY Figure 1. ODTX Test--Experimental Setup

Thermal Ignition
For a given explosive or composition, the

The One-Dimensional Time to Explo- ODTX test allows the determination of the
uion (ODTX) test developed at the Law- following:
rence Livermore National Laboratory is
of great interest. 1 A detailed description of - The relationship between the time to
our experimental setup is given in Refer- explosion (t) and the test temperature
ence 2. (T),
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- The critical temperature below which brium and the reaction develops on the
no reaction occurs, sphere boundary. 0

As an example, the results obtained with a These different (and somewhat complex)
TATB (TM) and a mixed TATB-HMX (TX1) behaviors between high and low test tempera-
explosive compositions are presented in tures show that kinetics parameters cannot be
Figure 2, deduced simply from these plots, Especially,

TIME (6) / activation energy for zeroth order Arrhenius
kinetics cannot be directly determined from
the linear part of the curves because con-
duction effects are of great importance in this

/0 ids range of test temperatures.
S.3. The critical temperature is about

2300C for the TATB composition and about
S1801C for the mixed one.

However, these results are useful to
compare the thermal sensitivity of different

•, Ill 1,0 40o sit &3• L2 • '•) explosives and to test the validity of the
S M 4..0 t kinetics of decomposition used in th6

numerical simulations. This latter point
Figure2. ODTX Experimental Resul.s is one of the main interests of the ODTX

test,

This plot exhibits the following results: In order to analyse, the behavior of

1. The mixed composition is much explosives when submitted to dynamic

more sensitive than the TATB one, In fact, we thermal loading, we have modified the ODTX
verified that a pure HMX composition would apparatus to perform another kind of

give essentially the same results as the mixed experiment where the temperature rises

one from which we can infer that HMX deter- with time all along the test at a given
mines the step at which the reaction begins, rate.
However, HMX compositions develop more Another dynamic thermal loading experi-
violent and damaging reactions than mixed ment is the induction test where a cylindrical
compositions, which shows the interest of these explosive sample is brought into contact with a
for explosive safety. heating plate, the temperature of which rises

2. The log (t) = f (lIT) curves are linearly with time (see Figure 3). Intermediate
composed of three parts (I, 11, IIl): materials sian be put between the heating plate

end the explosive sample to simulate pyro-
- (1) The test temperature is closed to technic structures. We measure the time to

the critical temperature and time to explosion and the temperature as a function of
explosion becomes very long, time at different depths in the explosive

. (I1) At these intermediate tempera- sample.
tures, the explosive samples roach These tests are useful for explosive
thermal equilibrium and the reaction safety studies and for the validation of the
develops at the center of the sphere kinetics of decomposition used in numerical
according to a cook off phenomenon (as simulations by comparing experimental
shown by computations--see the results and computations,
"Thermal Ignition section under. The temperature rise rate can be adjusted
"Numerical Simulations and Coi- to simulate accidental environmental con-
parisons to Experimental Results"). ditions (e.g., wild-tiros, etc.) and to study the

S(III) The temperatures are high. The behavior of the explosive under these condi-
samples do not reach thermal equili, tions.
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very good point of comparison with numerical

simulations.

Combustion Process

* A cylindrical explosive sample is initiated
by a hot plate regulated in a furnace at the test

GXPL6, SVJ vtemperature (see Figure 5), What is measured
is:

T The time at which the combustion

reaction begins.

The temperature at different points of
the explosive.

Figure 3. Induction Time Test Experimental
Setup

TIM" ) 11 NAIUANS IN-TW o APLOSIVa VfSUS TIM

.6/o

4 / Figure 5. Combustion Test Setup

, As an example of results, the temperature
G , GOeM a, the h,,tin, p,,te records obtained for composition T2 are given

in Figure 6.

These measurements allow us to deter-
mine, for a given composition:

igure 4, Induction Test..Experimental - The maximum combustion tempera..
Results ture (I100"C ± 50'C for composition

T2).
The results obtained for an HMX compo-

sition XI and a temperature rise rate of O.5C/s - The rate at which the combustion
are presented in Figure 4. A strong reaction is front propagates through the explo-
obtained at about 7 minutes. Because of a sive (-3.5 mm/minute for composition
little Imperfection In the contact between the T2).
plate and the sample, the temperature in the . The temperature rise time when the
explosive at the interface Is slightly lower combustion wave passes through. This
(about 250*C) than the temperature at the kind of test is very convenient to deter-
center of the heating plate. mine physical parameters necessary

Nevertheless, the explosive temperature for the combustion models uned In
is greater than the critical value measured in numerical simulations. Similar pheno-
the ODTX test, which is presently due to mane can be obtained with TXI com-
dynamic thermal loading. This fact offers a position.
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This increase is greater for the mixed
composition TX1 than for the TATB one, T2,
and this is an important point for explosive

ffN safety.

What is important to notice too is that, for
mixed compositions, the burning front velocity
can be simply evaluated from the following

4# 44 Irm formula (neglecting the small percentage of
"binder),

VHMX + VTATB VHMx VTATB

CM CHMX CTAT8

. . . where: CM, CHMY, OTATB, are the burning
front velocities for mixed composition, and
pure HMX and TATB; VHMX and VTATB are

Figure 6, Combustion Teat Experimental the volume percentages of the two explosives
Reesults in the mixed composition,

This indicates that, insfde this kind of
"composition, the HMX and TATB grains burn
alternatively, which shows how TATB moder-

I ates the reaction intensity in the mixed
explosives.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
AND COMPARISONS TO
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Thermal Ignition

We have developed a finite element code
(named CAT) for the calculations of thermal
ignition phenomena.

It is based on the numerical treatment of
the classical heat transfer equation to which is
added a special term (Q) to take into account
the exothermic decomposition of the explosive.

Figure7, Influence of lnilial Temperature on div Xgrd0dV+ QdV+
Burning Front Velocity v gV

The sample can be preheated to a given
temperature before the beginning of the test to d r
study the influence of initial temperature idS = .dtdV
distribution on combustion process,

An example of this influence is given in 0 = temperature
Figure 7 where we can qee the in-rease of the X = thermal conductivity
burning rate as a function of the initial C = hsat capacity
temperature. = surface (S) fluxes
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V = element volume A plot of the temperature at various
t = time points of the explosive sample as a function of

The main capabilities of this code are: time is presented in Figure 9 in the case of the
thermal induction test applied to composition

- Two dimensional plane or axisym- X1.
metric geometries. We obtain a good agreement between

. Nonlinear calculations (materials con- measurements and calculations for the time to
ductivity and heat capacity vary with explosion and the temperature values.
the computed temperature).

- Convection and radiation fluxes in ,Timo NO •TIMPIUAT'llN T.XPLOSIVI V..uiNgUI

cavities of the studied structure or in 3 " . -. ,. ,.o,. upr.e,
the surrounding medium. .. .. " ;epalD (MINI

The Q-term form depends on the kinetic I
chosen to describe the thermal decomposition
of the studied explosives.

- euperlrneni

We used multi-staged kinetics of the .... .alleno
same type as those developed at the LLNL,3  

AI eo.I,, Of IN h.aling Olai.

but different in the details. sO ioo 0Ia 30 Da 0 00Ic O

A plot of the time to explosion as a

function of inverse temperature for the ODTX Figure 9, Induction--Comparison Between
test is given in Figure 8 for compositions T2 Experiments and Computations
and TX1.

The kinetic parameters are scaled in Combustion Process
order to obtain a good agreement between
experimental results and numerical We have modified the CAT code to imple-
simulations performed with CAT, The valid- ment a combustion model based on experi-
ity of the kinetics is controlled by compari- mental observations and measurements.
sons of computations to other experimental The flame front velocity is fixed to its
results. experimental value depending on temperature

before the front. When it is attained by this
front, an element burns, giving a heat flux q

TIMI (5) during a time & which is a function of the
temperature of this element just before the
front arrival. This simple model allows the use
of coarse meshes which reduces time com-

-ro putations.

All the parameters necessary for this
model are deduced from the one-dimensional

"",,,,combustion tests previously described.

A good agreement between computed and
measured temperatures at various points of

_L.,,iW (0) the explosive sample is obtained as shown in
*-9 510 $g9o 40• ,,i Figure 10, for composition T2. The little

discrepancy between calculations and mea-
surements for h = 15 mm is due to an experi-

Figure8. ODTX.-Comparison Between mental imperfection (involuntary cooling of
Experiments and Computations tho sample).
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The good agreement between measure-
P "e/ ments and computed results confirms the

validity of the CAT code as an efficient
numerical simulation tool for experimental
results analysis and studies of explosive safety,
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ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVITY TESTING OF
EXPLOSIVES AT LOS ALAMOS

Thom" IL Larson, P. Dimus, and C. H. Hannatord
Los Alsmos National Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87645

An electrostatic sensitivity test for determining the handing hasard.
associated with both new and established explosives has been developed
at Los Alamo. and is now in routine use. The apparatus is a moving
electrode device similar to that deseribed by Kusler and Brown.1 The
energy stored in selected capacitors of a capacitor bank is discharged
through the sample of explosive. A unique system of confining the
samples with lead foil allows one to measure various degrees of sample
response to changes in the electrostatic stimulus. Varying the foil
thickness provides information about both the "senuitiveness" and the
"explosivenesse of the sample. The lead foil-confinement technique
eliminates the subjective description of the responee of a secondary
explosive to a marginal stimulus as is common in many explosives tests
on secondaries. Variables studied included: particle size, sample
weight, electrode material, series resistanre, temperature, voltage,
sample volume, and degree of cnflnement.

INTRODUCTION skid test, the PBX 9404 has a 50 percent drop

In'any organization engaged in research height of 1.5 m, while the value for PBX 9501
an development on explosives, energetic is 8 m. It required an accident in the UK toand deeomn nepoieeegtc bring about development of the skid test.

materials, propellants, etc., it is necessary to

develop small-scale sensitivity tests to eval- Even the well-characterized gap test,
uate their hazards and establish safe handling which determines shock sensitivities of explo-
conditions to ensure personnel safety. These elves, can have faults. If one tests explosives
small-scale tests do not necessarily provide with very short duration shocks, one observes
exact scientific values, but rather relative ones differences and details that cannot be found in
that depend upon the testing conditions gap-test results. 2

employed. We must rely on knowledgeable, Another problem with sensitivity tests is
experienced personnel to interpret even the the demand for standardization. Standard-
relative values in any safety assessment. ization can result in many problems, accidents,

It is important in any sensitivity test, blind acceptance of numbers, and neglect of
especially small scale, to avoid the temptation Important parameters, especially if one stan-
to attribute a greater scientific content to the dardises on the "wrong" test.
results than is really present. To further complicate matters, secondary

Most of these small tests will not scale to explosives are more difficult to test for
either larger circumstances or slightly differ- sensitivity characteristics than are primary
ent stimuli, so their results must be used with explosives. The primary explosives give clear-
caution. For example, the ERL drop-weight- cut responses to low-level stimuli. (Yes, they
impact machine does not distinguish between explode or No, they don't.) With secondary
PBX 9404 and PBX 9501. Yet, in a large-scale explosives, the response is proportional to the
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stimulus up to a point where the reaction general, to subject it to a single discharge
becomes self-sustaining. For example, if one from a condenser that has been charged to a
hits a small sample of PETN with a high voltage. The energy of the discharge is
hammer, it oes 'bang;" if hit harder, it goes varied, and by an up-and-down procedure, the
"bang"' louder. Thus, in the sensitivity testing energy producing initiation of the sample In
of secondary explosives, one is forced to make 50 percent of the trials is estimated. (Bruceton
a decision as to what level of response is method.) 11

significant. A variable (0-1.5 kV) power supply is

RECENT ESD IGNITION used to charge the selected condensers In
CONCERNS a condenser bank.12 Any total value of capaci-

tance from 2 x 104 to 3 pF may be obtained
The Pershing accident in January 1985, by a switching arrangement that allows one

clearly Illustrates that small-scale ESD tests to connect any of the 18 condensers in the
either do not scale or that they neglect some bank in parallel. 12 The condenser output, in
important parameters. The accident has been turn, is connected to a moving electrode
officially attributed to an ignition of the rocket device, similar to that of Brown, Kusler, and
propellant by an electrostatic discharge.3 This Gibson. 13 It may be described as a spring-
propellant did not show any adverse behavior loaded phonograph needle chuck or, per-
in the small-cale ESD tests used by propellant hape more simply, as a single-itroke sewing
manufacturers. The French 4 had shown in the machine, The apparatus is cooked, and a
late 1970s that some types of propellants could metal phonograph needle placed in the
be ignited by electrostatic discharges in a chuck. When the spring Is released, the
particular large-cale test. As a result of the needle moves downward 31.75 mm (1-j inches)
Pershing accident and subsequent events, and returns. The duration of this stroke is
there has been a considerable effort among the approximately 0,04 s. In all tests carried
propellant community to develo7p large-scale out so far., the needle has been positively
ESD tests. Covino and Graham of the Naval charged, and the spark produced passes
Weapons Center have duplicated the French through the explosive sample to ground. By
test and Drietzlerd of the Army Missile Com- keeping the needle positive, corona losses are
mand has developed another large-scale ESD avoided.
test. Loses 7 of Hercules has carried out an
ESD test on a 500-pound segment of a rocket The npark energy is taken to be the
propellant under the auspices of/ Lockheed and energy stored in the selected condensers, E =-
the Navy. An Electrostatic Discharge Panel j CV', where E is the spark energy, C the
was formed In the JANNAF Propulsion Sys- tapacitance. and V the applied voltage. Fifty
tome Hazard Subcommittee in 1985, and has tests were performed in which the voltage
met regularly since that time. The progress in on the condensers was measured Immedi-
testing, modeling, and interpretation can be ately after spark discharge. The voltage was
found in the Proceedings of these meetings.8 found to be anywhere from less than 10 to
The French9 have not observed reactions in 390 V. The condensers had originally been
explosive formulations using their test unless charged to 5000 V in the tests. Therefore, less
the formulations contained metal particles, than 0.6 percent of the energy remains after
We have had two DOE explosives, 9501 and discharge.
9502, subjected to the French test at the Naval
Weapon Center facilities at China Lake. No Sample Holders and Degree o: Reaction
reactions or ignitions occurred. 10  During preliminary experiments using

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS this apparattus, it became evident that it

AND TEST VARIABLES was very difficult to describe the results of
subje'.ting secondary explosives to low-energy

The mathod used to determine the sensi- discharger in any quantitative fashion.
tivity or'an explosive to spark initiation is, in Therefore, special sample holders were
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designed that would allow the reproducible degree of reaction can be changed by
detection of a limited amount of reaction in the changing the foil thickness because as one
sample. increases the confining lead foil thickness, it

Such a sample holder is shown In should take a greater degree of reaction to

Figure 1, A polystyrene sleeve Is cemented provide sufficient pressure build-up to ruptureFigue 1 A olysyree seeveis emeted the foil.
around a steel dowel pin, leaving a space
4.76-mm diam x 6,35-alm (3/16-inch diam x PETN was chosen as the material to
1/4-inch) high to contain the sample, A study the variables involved in this test.
circular piece of lead foil is placed over this Figure 2 shows the results of a number of
opening to confine the sample. The poly- experiments with several types of PETN and
styrene clamping ring, which holds the foil by several degrees ofconfinement.
the outer edges, is then clamped down over the These results suggest that two types of
polystyrene sleeve, reactions may be occurring:

In using these sample holders, the needle a. In the low-energy region, the amount
punctures the lead foil and a spark is dis- of rnationers to be pro unt
charged through the explosive sample. A "o" of reaction appears to be proportioal
(positive event) is indicated by a ruptured t the energy.
foil, while a "No-Go" In evidenced by a 20, r
punctured, but otherwise intact foil. The

18"

Polystyrene Clamping
Ring• " • 14-

Q Confining Foil 10

Polystyrene Sleeve B

4 Il a . e.ueM '

"iOe .,,, IN•

2- 0 PM an =M V a

Steel Dowel a / M m sitmISM Itsam
* NWU• aMl~ Ilk

0~ PW RO ...

0- 1 I I I I
0.0 0.4 0.8 12 1.6 2.0 2.4

50-POINT ENERGY (Joules)

Figure 1. Exploded View of Sample Holder Figure 2
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b. As the energy is increased beyond a explanation is that detonator material forms a
certain value, the amount of reaction kind of mat, and the spark is forced to take a
is no longer proportional to the longer, more circuitous path through the
energy because a self-sustaining material that results in a lower energy density
reaction occurs. The pressure from in the spark.
this reaction is sufficient to rupture
the thickest foils tested. In fact, many Series Resistance
of these reactions destroy the plastic Other investigators14 have reported that
part of the sample holder. Sample increasing the series resistance in the circuit
destruction is tabulated as percent resulted in an increase in the sensitivity of the
explosions (% Expl.). explosives. Their studies were carried out

It can also be seen that while the fine using only primary explosives.
PETN is only slightly more sensitive to a spark A series of tests was carried out using
in the minimum reaction region, it is very the following explosives: PETN, RDX, HMX,much more sensitive than the coarse PETN in tefoownepoivsPTRD H ,
the violent regionv Pentolite, Tetryl, and TNT. Resistances of

0.1, 0.51, 1.0, 5.1, 10, 51, and 100 kQ have
been used individually in series with the

Partile-.Size Effects spark gap. Each of the listed explosives was
In preliminary experiments, it appeared tested at energies of 1, 5, and 10 J. PETN, the

that the fines in a sample governed its most censitive explosive, was also tested at
sensitivity. To otudy this effect of the particle 25 J. All samples were confined with a 3-mil
size of the sample in greater detail, one lot of Pb foil. In no ceae did a "Go" occur. When
PETN was sieved, and each fraction was using resistances of 51 and 100 ka (long RC
tested. Table I shows that, as the particle size times), an examination of the PETN samples
decreases, the sensitivity increases. It is after the spark discharge clearly indicated that
interesting to note that for the minimum the samples were flsed and that some melting
reaction region, the sensitivity has only had taken place.
increased about 1.5 times, but for the more The 50 percent point energies for the
violent reactions, the sensitivity has increased above materials with no added resistance
about ten fold as the particle size was range from 0.19 to 0.54 J. Thus, secondary
decreased, explosives behave opposite to primary explo-

Tablel. PETN: Particle Size Effects sives in that adding resistances to the
discharge circuit decreases the secondaries'

Sample 5OW.-.Point Energy - -) sensitivities very markedly.
Sampe 5•t.oin Enrgy(.joules)

Particle Size' 1-milleoil 10-Mil Foll %EtIl Sample Weight
On38 0.:362 4.00 0 A series of experiments was performed
Through 35 on 42 0.150 2.42 0 with samples of PETN that weighed 30, 40, 50,
Through 60 on 80 0.106 1.23 0 60, 75, 100, and 110 mg. The samples were
Through So on So 0,11.8 1,23 0 confined with 1- and 10-mil Pb foils. The
Thr,,agh SOon 116 0.135 1.00 15 sensitivity of the minimum reaction samples
Through I15 on 325 0.098 0.408 3 decreased by a factor of 2, while the severe

*U.S. Standard Sieve Series reaction samples' sensitivity increased by a
tested with steel phonograph needles factor of -3.5. These results were explained on

the basis of two competing effects of increasing
the sample weight; namely, the decrease in
free volume of the container, and the greater

Detonator-grade PETN having a large inertia of tho material over the site of the
surface area appears to be slightly less sensi- ignition. The first was presumed to
tive than fine crystalline PETN. A possible predominate with the thicker foil, the second
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with the thin foil. This explanation was at in the last section indicate that
least partially confirmed by fabricating special maintaining a constant free volume
sample holders in which a free volume of 0.086 in the sample holder results in less
cmr was maintained above the bulk sample dependence of the sensitivity upon
at each sample weight (lengthening the the sample weight.
polystyrene sleeve). The same sample weights a. A voltage of 5,000 i standard.
mentioned above were tested with the modified Energy is taken as * CV2 and Is
sample holders. The variation of the results changed by varying the capacitance.
with sample weight were reduced considerably Limited studies on PtTN showed that
in these tests, indicating that our explanations energy, not voltage, was the Impor-
were confirmed, and that a constant free tantquantity,
volume in the loaded sample holder was
desirable. As a result of this set of experi- We have tested our "impact standard"
ments, we chose to standardize on constant- explosive- over the years in our routine
volume samples. version of the test. Table 2 gives typical

results.
STANDARDIZATION AND At Los Alamos, we use many molding
RES8ULTS powders that are pressed into large pieces.

As a result of our studies, we chose a set of Electrostatic discharges have been thought
conditions that were used as a routine version to be less of a hazard with consolidated
of the spark-sensitivity test, These conditions charges than with powdered explosives. (This
are listed below: may no longer be valid in view of the past

a. Tests would be run using two dif- few year's experience with propellants.)
ferent foil thicknesses, a thin foil Therefore, we prefer to test an explosive(rnt a ahin the most sensitive form in which it is
The data from the thin foil handled. In the case of many molding pow-
confinement would be used for the ders, the agglomerates or pellets are too lprge
evaluation of hazards, while the test to fit into our sample holders. Therefore, we
eauationg ofe thazerds wile tnemest decided to test these materials in the form
using the thicker foil confinement of chips and turnings from machined
would provide information about the charges. This is actually a commonly occur-
sever ity of the reaction, ring condition, since there are still facilities

b. Brass pins would be used as the upper where these materials are machined dry. The
electrode rather than steel phono- materials were tested under our standard
graph needles. Experiments showed conditions, previously out-lined. Samples were
that the variationl in the sensitivity of scooped to a constant volume, where volume,
PETN with sample weight is less
when brass pins are used as the upper
electrode. Tab, 2. Common Explosiues

c. Experiments with PETN have shown 50% Point Energy (Joules)
that Its spark sensitivity is very M 8-milfoil 10.mi]Foil
dependent upon the particle size of
the sample. Therefore, it may be PNTN (DuPont) 0,19 0.76 8

necessary to specify particle size RDX (lmpactSW) 0.21 0.96 0

when comparing a series of HMX(lmpat Std) 0.23 1.42 29
explosives. On the other hand, in Tetryl(ImpactStd) 0.64 3.79 42

evaluating a material for hazards it TNT((Impactatd) 0.46 8.75 0
should be tested "as received," PYX 1.18 9.00 0

becai se it is handled in this form. DATB (Lot 11426) 1.48 10.79 0
TATB (X498) 4.25 18.14 0

d. Samples are scooped to a constant mai. human statia charge S 0,OlSjouleat
volume rather than weighed. Results
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where possible, and yielded samples weighing minutes. The average time from removal from
27-40 mg. Otherwise, 30-mg samples were the oven to firing is about 15 s. In elevated
weighed and loaded. Theme results are given in temperature testing, the polystyrene sample
Table S. holders are replaced by identical Teflon

holders.
Table 3, Molding Powder# Tables 4 and 5 show the results obtained

(Machined Trninigs) when testing several common military explo-

50% Point Energy Qoules) sives and typical DOE molding powders as a
Mti 8.mii Fa function of increasing temperature. It can be

seen that the sensitivity increases somewhat
Pentolits 0.32 1.96 15 as a function of temperature. The major effect
"75/•25 Cyclotol 0138 3.29 28 appears to be the severity of the reaction when
PBX 9404 0.42 3.13 0 confined with a 10-mil Pb foil. The percent
PBX 9205 0.55 1.37 42 explosion increases, and the degree of reaction
Comp A 0.63 4.38 0 to shatter a Teflon holder is considerably
PBX 9407 0.77. 1.50 50 greater than that required for destruction of
PBX 9010 0.79 1.53 64 one fabricated from polystyrene.
Octol 0.82 4,63 17
PBX 9501 0.84 2.52 78
LX-04 1,04 2.58 38 Table 4. Heated Explosives
POK9011 1.09 2.77 33

.0%..Point Energy (Joules)
TempeureCC a-mil pol 10.milFail %Z28,L

The materials are listed in order of PErN(Troian Barre No.1)
decreasing sensitivity as determined by the 22 0.25 0.70 508
rupture of a 3-mil Pb foil. This is a minimum G0 0.24 0,78 4 2b
type of reaction. If the 10-mil Pb foil results 75 0.21 0,70 1b

were used, an entirely different order would 100 0.18 o0.o 426
result, with the RDX-based explosives being 125 0.26 0.79 40b
the most sensitive materials, RDX (Wabash Ground)

22 0.27 1,88 8.31
Heated Samples 75 0,18 1.05 7,7'

125 0.18 0,93 23,06In some cases, it is desirable to test 175 0.10 0.37 92,0b
materials at temperatures above room
temperature. This allows one to evaluate 1MK (88.62
hazards that may exist during the processing 22 0.26 1.12 74:
of these materials (for example, molding 75 0.28 1.03 0b
powders at their preheat temperatures). In 125 0.19 0.80 0
this variation of the test, each sample 175 0,12 0.52 2 5b

holder is fitted with a heat reservoir, which 200 0,125 0,36 54b

consists of a steel block 25,4-mm diam x 'Polystyrene holders
19.1-mm (1-inch diam x 3/4 inch) high bPoflynehoiders
drilled to receive the dowel pin of the standard
sample holder. The sample-holder/heat-
reservoir assembly is heated to the desired
temperature in an oven, then rapidly Materials Exhibiting
transferred to the firing chamber and tested. Anomalous Behavior
It was found that when the sample.
holder/heat-reservoir assembly was removed Since testing was begun at Los Alamos,
from an oven at 160*C, the tempereture we have found a number of materials that
dropped at a rate of -0.2C/s for the first several behave somewhat differently than our usual
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explosives and molding powders. Some of our equipment, The value of 0.0025 J is -1/6
these are listed in Table 6. of the energy that can be built up on a

Cedesol 10 is a double cesium nitrate human. In fact, we set the material off by

salt of decaborane. It always exploded at sliding out of a chair. It also had an impact
the lowest energies we could supply from sensitivity of 4-7 cm drop height, The

material behaves like a primary explosive

in these two tests. It is believed to be an
ingredient of Hivelite, which has been

Table &. Heated Molding Powders Implicated in several accidents,

5O%.Polnt snow Q001s) The next three materials are best classed
TmperauAre 40 eLtMj 1il ll i as pyrotechnics. One of their characteristics is

that once a reaction starts, the entire sample is
2osa 4. A o' consumed, Both the heat powder and Ti/B

20 0.42 4.75 0b igniter have sensitivity values similar to
76 0,51 6.785 human electrostatic energies.125 0,58 5.25 0

ZPCP, BTF, and pentanitroaniline all
94242 ( .42 HMMYCEP) a transform into very vigorous reactions with

752 0,3°4 8 b25 only a slight increase of energy, This behavior
125 0.30 2.50 ib is more typical of the behavior of a primary
175 0.24 1.92 25" explosive and care should be exercised with

LX-04 (85I5. HMX/Vtan) these materials, The lattor two materials, BTF
22 1,04 2.53 388 and pentanitroaniline, have threshold sensitlv-
75 0,78 2.25 0 ities similar to that of PETN.

125 0,78 2.10 42
17S 20.15 1? KHND, potassium picrate, and the

11407 (Q4A. -RDx/Eop triasole are anomalous in that they require
22 0,71 1,50 50o less energy to cause a reaction under heavier
75 0.58 1.14 05 confinement. These reactions are also much
25 04.04 1.01° $6 more severe than those with light confinement,as shown by the sample holder destruction.

"Polystyreneholders While none of three materials are unduly
bT•flon holders sensitive, one would predict that in an

I accidentpropagation would occur that could
lead to serious results.

Table 6. Anomalous Materials GLOSSARY AND COMPOSITIONS

501 Point Energy 0Joula) B/KNOe 18/82 wt%

Malarial . mii oil Afllroi %ini BTF bensotrifuroxan

Codeo 10 (sarm valuefor 0.0025 ... Cedosol 10 BloH12 (CsNOe) 2
0and I mil)

Heat Powder S/I12 0.018 01019 ... Comp A RDX/Wax 91/9 wt*
TU/B 0.02 (astme value ...unconf00ed) 75/25 Cyclotol RDXITNT 75/25 wt%
D/KNO8  0,23 0.82 -ZPCP 0.a117%, 0.40 100 Heat Powder Fe/KClO4 88/12 wt%
BTs (HNB) 0.14 0,19 85,7 KHND potassium salt ofPontnltroanlllne 0,21 0.81 75 hexanitrodiphenlamine

4-Nitroa.lpieryl. 0.24 0.23 100 LX-04 HMX/VIton A 85/15 wt%1,2,3,1H-trrasole
KHND 0.51 0,48 67 Octol HMX/TNT 75/25 wt%
K Picrate 0.78 0.54 100

PBX 9010 RDX/Kel-F 90/10 wt%
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PBX9011 HMX/Estane90/10wt% 9. Kent, R. (France), private communi-

PBX 9205 RDX/polystyrene/dioetyl- cation, Oct 1985.

thalate 92/6/2 wt% 10. Contract between Los Alamos and the
Naval Weapon Center, DE-Al 32-87ALPBX 9404 HMX/nitrocellulose/ 48224.

chloroethyl-phosphate
94/3/3 wt% 11. Dixon, W. J. and Mood, A. M, J.

American Stat, Assoc., Vol. 43, 1948,
PBX 9407 RDX/Exon 461 94/6 wt% p. 109.

PBX 9501 HMX/dinitropropyl acetal - 12. Los Alamos DrawinC Numbers 4Y 40403,
formal/Betane 95/2.5/2/5 4Y-40410 D-1 1.
wt% 13. 1oa Aiamoo Drawi.tg Number 27Y-81341

PYX 2,6-bis(picryIamino)-3,5- 0L. 14,
dinitropyridine 14 Wyalt, R. M. R,; Moore, P. W. J.; Adams,

TI/B 68/32 wt% G. K.; and Sumner, J. F,, Froe, Roy, Soc.,

ZPCP auidopentanmine cobalt Series A, No, 1245, Jul 1951, p. 189,

(11) perchlorate DISCUSSION
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MOLECULE-SURFACE COLLISION-INDUCED EXCITATION AND
DISSOCIATION: ni-CaF7NO, C6F5 NO 2-METHYL 5-VINYL TETRAZOLE

AND C(NO2)4 WITH MgO(100) SURFACES AT Eincident S 7.5 9V

E. Kolodney, P. S. Powers, L Iwata, H. Reisler, and C. Wittig
Department of Chemistry

University of Southern California
Los Angeles. California 90089-0482

and
1. B. Mishra

Kanan Associates
II, 2925 Churchville Road

Churchville, Maryland 21028
and

C. Capellos
ARDEC

Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey 07849

A technique is described in which neutral pol~yatomip molecules are
acclerated aerodynamically to velocities -3x10" cm sa , corresponding
to lab kinetic energies up to 7.5 eV, using 300 K II2 or He carriers,
Collisions with MgO(100) surfaces then excite a sisable fraction of the
incident molecules to energies above Do, and subsequent decomposition
is monitored state selectively using laser photoionization, Processes
examined include excitation, dissociation via simple bond fission, and
dissociaiion via nitro.-*nitrite rearrangement followed by bond fission,
It appears that reactions occur via low energy pathways, thus providing
a valuable diagnostic, and a rough statistical model is in qualitative
agreement with the initial results,

INTRODUCTION statistical unimoleculhr decomposition, follow-
ing the rules of RRKM/QET models.3 hI retro-Coluisional energy teansfcr between gase- spect, it is not suerrising that T--V transfer is

ous species during t hoiay encounters im of both efficient at collision energies of at least sevora!
scientific and tchnoeorgsa1 importance, span- eV, since distortion oe the molecular frame is
ningawiderangerfenrverglesandtotuhinagareas necessarily severe, and the requirements for
at diverse ait laser dno~c'opment nd mass spec- elasticity carry the burden of entropic defici-
trogcopy, With cente, - of0maW s (ctrn,) collision ency. High energy collisions (> 1 keV), on the
energies below n'-100 c, the exchange of trans- other hand, have relatively low reaction cross
lationbeel and inte l energiesihns ofbeen 3hown sections, which car be attributed to electronic
to be very efficient in collisions of polyatomic excitation followed by interP 1 conversion and
ions witi small neutrals (e,g., C6IF5 X+ + unimolecular decomposition. Key issues that
N2(Ar)],' with observed thresholds corre- remain in the lowenergy ion-molecule colli-
sponding to known reaction undoergicities, sions are the fraction of the collision energy
rapidly-increasing reaction cross sections above lost per event, how it varies with collision
threshold, and saturation of the reaction cros! energy, and how it depends tin the nature of the
sections at close to the hard sphere values, collision partner,
Although it is thought that perhaps+ not all of
the degrees of freedom ore randomized in the In molecule-surface collisiors at incident
collision, the subsequent fragmentation or the energies as high as 7.5 eV (i.e., those uwed in
eniergized molecular ions can be described as the present study), many of the abuve issues
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and questions remain valid, One cannot over- we observe the NO(X211) produ~ct with full
look the obvious fact that serious distortions of state resolution following high-energy impact,
the molecular and crystal structures can result using 2-frequency, 2-photon laser ionizatk'n,
from such encounters, and that this can lead to and assign its parentage to the decomposition

effiien coverionof oleular translational of excited parent molecules that have scattered
mo~tion in the laboratory system into lattice inelastically from the ourface, Signals increase
phonono and molecular V,R excitation In the sharply with collisionenergy,.and reaction prob-
rebounding molecule, abilities as high as several percent are reportedi

The ffiacius pomoionof mleclar Several possible mechanisms may participateThe ffiaclus pomoionof mleclar In CID under the present experimental condi-
vibrational excitation in inelastically scattered tioras. A model is described In which Inelastic-

pool. ca ths beantcipaedbase on ally scattered parent species obtain substantial
3imilarities to the previously-studied gas- virtolextaonrmthipuie
phase systems and the mechanical principles mlce-surface collision, with conversion of a
common to both systems. It Its with this back- ag rcino h Icdn rnltoa
ground and perspective that we present here lrgfacinfthindett'satol

thefirt eampes f mleulesuracecolisin- energy to molecular and crystal excitations,
indued dirstxmls oiaton(lD)experiment clisin- This excitation is assumed to be randomized
wIndchd dstaersolvedo (ID raton peroduct exin amongst the molecular and some of the crystal
whionstateresobseved unerti Ioonpr duc xitions vibrations, In accord with the rapid intramo-tion ar obervd uder IIVP~oditons lecular vibrational redistribution (lVRi)that isusing well-characterized, chemical ly-inert common to large molecules. Although qualita-
MgO( 100) surfaces, tive and empirically-based, the -model agrees
n,i-CslFiNO +MgO(1OO)-+n,1.Co11 7N0t1- with the observed rapid increase of 'the signal

C3F'7+ NO(X 211) (1) with collision energy and the nearly-statistical
CaF50 + gO(' 00-*CiP6N0 -+NO Internal state distributions. It predicts

Ce5N+MO~0O~~COelNO(X21)(2 that the technique may be a generally
C6F~+NO(2I1)(2) applicable and useful means of energizing

C(N 02)4 + M 6p(100)-4 0(N0 2)4 t-0 large polyatomics under well-characterized
C(NO2) 3ONOT-+C(NO 2)3O +NO(X 2fi) (3) conditions in order to stud decomposition

A schematic drawing that Indicates the Pathways, mechanisms and kwIct
molecuie-surface collision for the case of In the material that follows, we first give
n-C3F"7NO Is given in F~igure 1, In each case, a detailed description of the experimental

arrangement and procedures, as this has not
been done previously. CID results are then
preoented for C3F7NO and C61[6NO, where sim-1,. (pie bond fission occurs. Next, tetranitrometh-
ane decomposition involving n itro-+ nitrite

- rearrangement Is shown to occur, underscoring
the viability of the method for perusing the
low-energy decomposition channels, MVT, a
polymeric binder, is then shown to undergo
dramatic excitation (possibly dissociation) at a

o01, 0O 0 collision energy of only 3.6 eV, Next, detailed
0 (D000( 0 0 photodlesociation results are presented foe the

0 0 o ouase of CaF7NO. These can be invaluable In
'~~-o- O~- -- helping assign a mechanism(s) for the CID

process, Finally, a mimple model it; presented,
~ * and future work is discussed.

_____ flEXPERIMENTAL

Pigure 1. A Polycatomic Molecule, in this Case ARKANGEMENTS
n-C3F7NO, Moves Toward the Surface with Miolecule-Surface Collision-induced
Hligh Incident Kinetic Energy, Undergoes a Dissociation
Collision with the Surface that Leaves the
Molecule Internally Excited, and Subsequently The ClD experimiental arrangement
Decomposes involves a pulsed, seeded (112 or fie carrier),
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supersonic molecular beam source that is ratio for pumping light gases, and several
mated via a differentially-pumped region to a vapor traps. This allows all molecular beam
UHV chamber containing the MgO(100) constituents, Including the light He and H2
crystal, The central and UHV regions are carriers, to be officiently removeI• between
bakable to 200C and can be isolated from the pulses. The base pressure is -2x 10" Torr, and
source region. Schematic drawings of the after two years, there are stiIl no signs of pump
overall arrangement are shown in Figures 2 oil in the mass spectra. A small ion pump
through 4, and Figure 5 depicts the most salient (Perkin Elmer 25) maintains UHV when the
features of the experiment-namely, the inci- system is not in use, The central region
dent and scattered molecular beams and the between the source and UHV chambers has
laser detection regions (darkened circles). The laser beam ports and an ion detector for
source region is pumpod by a standard diffusion molecular beam diagnostics,
pump (VHS-6), while the main scattering The pulsed, piezoelectrically-driven valve
chamber Is pumped by a very carefully LNN2trapped and isolated Alcatel 150 dit?',sion (Laser Technics, 0,5 mm diameter) Is operated

which Is backed by another diffusion In a choked-flow regime (effective diameterpump, In od t a se therompression 0.2 mm) because of the small plunger move-
pump, in order to increase the compression ment (-30 pim). Temporal pulse widths were

typically 100-150 ps. These long pulse
VA~lfDmn* dye lur, (dinbld) 12ý ml_1

= ' *k 226 ,,'

ci ill

ptob~ Ijelintt

vded Mpglt 21 linm t # 22"m

prn. later Mon~tt

Figure 2. Schematic Drawing of the Overall
Experimental Arrangement for Molecule,

Surface CID Studies
UHV Surfakce Scaftering Apparstuv

Figure 3. Sketch of the ColliJsion Chamber
Arrangement Shown Schematically int Figure 2
(Side View). The probe laser beams (not Figure 4. Sketch of the Collision Chamber
shown) enter from the bottom of the ULIV Arrangement Shown Schematically in Figure 2
Portion, The nozzle-surface distance is 43 cm. (Top View)
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the lower velocities in the incoming beam. We
conclude that contributions from velocity

jNO inhomogeneities In the beam pulse are within
the experimental uncertainty of the Elncid.nt
measurements, as discussed below.

SThe valve was m ounted on an XYZ trans-
2 t0lation stage and could be resistively heated to

]D 120C continuously under normal operatin( )conditions, and heated intermittently to 160*9
using differential heating. The main problem(a) encountered at high temperatures was failure
of the glue that ho'ds the plunger to the
piezoelectric dibc, The expansion was skimmed
using thin nickel electroformed skimmers
(Beam Dynamics, 0.8-1,5 mm orifices), and the
optimal nozzle-skimmer distance (typically 12-

1 C3 F7NO 15 mm) depended on the skimmer orifice and3 the nozzle throughput, The skimmed beam
was further collimated by a 1,2 mm x 4.0 mm
slit as it entered the main scattering chamber,

The incident molecular beam was scat-
2tered from a bleaved, single-cryotal MgO(100)

ID surface (Atomergic, 10 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm).
The beam was scattered from the center of the
surface and !ts dimension at the surface was
1,6 mm x 6,0 mm. The crystal was x-ray
analyzed in order to determine the plane and
azimuthal directions prior to mounting. Once

Figure 5, Schematic Drawing Showing Probel inside the UIIV chamber, the crystal was
Surface Configuration# for (a) Detecting Scat. annealed at 1100-1200 K for several hours, and
tered NO from an Incident Beam of Known fast Ar-atom bombardment (Ion Tech) was
Composition and (b) Detecting NO Following sometimes used to clean the surface before
CID of C3F 7NO, C(NOU)4, etc. (ID = channel. thermal annealing. The crystal holder, which
iron). The t = 0 pulse (darkened) appears was made of tantalum and molybdenum,
concomitantly with the firing of the probe provided for resistive heating of the crystal up
beams, and is probably due to photons striking to 1600 K.
the channeltron. These arrangements are used This arrangement and cleaning proce-
to estimate the CID efficiency. dure resulted in reliable lie diffraction patterns

and a sharp, background-free Xe scattering
durations, as well as velocity Inhomogenelties angular distribution (8' FWIWM at Eincident. =
in the leading and trailing edges of the beam, 2.1 eV), as shown In Figure 6. Although tlie
precluded meaningful velocity analyses of the diffraction was characterized by a substantial
scattered beam. In order to quantify the veloc- amount of incoherent elastic ýackground, as
ity distribution of the incident beam, NO was expected for cleaved surfaces,0 Xe scattering
seeded in a light carrier (e.g., 1 porcent In He) was essentially background-free, indicative of
and detected state selectively (see below) at an atomically clean surface, as seen by the
two points spaced 20 cm apart along the beam physically large and heavy collider. In order to
axis, i.e., in the center of the buffer chamber ensure surface cleanliness (adsorbate-free and
and 10 mm from the surface In the scattering direct scattering conditions), the surface tern-
chamber. By recording the NO density profiles perature, TO, was maintained at 600 K during
at these points, the velocity distrihution could all experiments, except those in which T5 -
be obtaik, ed quite accurately, and leading and dependences were investigated. None of the
trailing-edge effects were seen to be minor. In results reported here depended strongly on
addition, the steep dependence of the CID temperature in the range 400-800 K, reflecting
probability on MliniLon dlscriminateo against the impulsive nature of the scattering process,
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0 specular [x7/go oo]
Eincident =2.1 eV

'i' :'b)

.. . .. .. .. . .I I I I I I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0 incidlcnt (degrees)

Figure 6, Scattering of Xe with R' = 2.1 eV from (a) a Dirty Surface and (b) a Clean Surface

although proliminary measurements In our (c) the rectangular density profile approxi-
laboratory indicate that dissociation efficiency mately matches the effective Ionization zone,
increases with T., particularly above 700 K,6  since the probe laser is mildly focused (150 cm

The beam was scattered from the surface focal length), resultIng in an Increased depth of
center, and as mentioned above, the geome- field.
tries of the skimmer and slit resulted in a beam Xe Scattering
shape at the surface which could be approx-
imated by a 1,6 mm x 6.0 mm rectangle- We found that Xo scattering at 'Hincident
meaningfully smaller than the effective values of 1-5 eV was quite useful for character-
(weighted by a cosine projection factor) surface lzing surface conditions for collisions of heavy
dimensions (7,5 mm x 10 mm), The rectangular molecules with the surface, The angular scat-
beam offers several advantages over a circular tering width narrows with increasing liciedent
one: (a) the rectangular shape matches the (e.g., 8' FWItM at 2.1 eV vs. 60 FWHM at 3.6
shape and area of the rotating square surface, oV) without any background contribution, At
while scattering from the surface holder in the such energies, no surface damage was
slit lateral plane (scattering plane) Is avoided; observed, as opposed to fast atom bombardment
(b) increasing the beam size in the slt longi- with Elieldent a 10 OV, 7 We also studied the
tudinal direction provides larger signals, while scattering of lower energy Xe atoms (1In.du,1
not degrading the in-plane angular resolution; = 2.1 eV) from partially contaminated
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3 I in.-CsNO/M.1OO00) scattering plane at right angles, for an in-planet 3- Eimtw", 6.0 ev
BT[sIw, 61o K angular resolution of approximately 8' and full

, .intogration out of plane (iLe,, along the long

(a) •dimension of the rectangular scattered beam
profile). For increased angular resolution, the

*1 laser beams were moved as much as 4 cm from
the surface. Both probe beams were either col-

S..limated or mildly focused using a 150 cm focal
221,0 226.5 226.0 22.5, length lens. Ions were collected with a channel-

NO/MgO(JOD) tron (Galileo) whose output was amplified,
in.Ident 0 0,9 eV digitiz and sent to the
q "460 X

()~ 2  Controlling and Varying Hincident

-�NEinpident values for the heavy molecules
were varied using aerodynamic acceleration in
seeded beams (112 or He carriers) with small
amounts of Ar used for deceleration, Typical

227.0 226.5 226.0 225.5 dilution ratios in H2 or He were 1:300 to 1:600,
3- Nozzle heating was limited to about 750C

1191018 IMpg I because or C0F7NO thermal decomposition;
*1 lo'rTrr'3LK 10 percent dissociation at 95'C was observed,

(C) 2 Thus, all EKiedemt values uP to 6 eV were
obtained with the nozzle at room temperature.

I Beam velocities were determined using the
TOP technique, measuring the time delay
between the valve's electrical trigger and the

227,0 226.5 226,0 22,$ peak of the gas pulse arriving at the QMS
wav,.Ien (M) ionizer, located 76 cm downstream from the

Figure 7. NO A 2 2;#-X21 2-Pholon, 2. nozzle orifice, Reliable miasurements wore
Frequency Photoionizaiion Spectra. (a) NO is essential due to the existence of considerable
detected 12 mm from the 610 R surface using velocity slip in qeeded beams with mass ratios
C3FNO at Ejtuid# = 6 eV, (b) NO is scattered as high as 100, 1 The main problem arising in
inelasticully from the 460 K surface at ltgje.,tu accurate TOP measurements using the Laser
= 0.9 eV. (c) A room-temperature, static NO Technics pulsod valve was estimating the
sample can he used for calibrations, electromechanical response time. Since it was

found that this delay depends on plunger
amplitude and backing pressure, erch TO01

300 K NO, which is alwuys good to have on measurement was preceded by a set of callbra-
hand for calibration and comparisons, tion measurements with nemt He and Ar hoeans,

It should be pointed out that the for which the terminal supersonic velocities for
inadvertant detection of NO as a photodis. 300 K expansions are known, The ion T010 In

sociation product (iLe,, RNe + hv(226 jim) _* the QMS was calculated iteratively and sub.
R + NO(X 21), 1followed by NO(X 11) + tructed from the measurod delay. We have also
hv(226 nno - NMO(EA); NO(AW ) + comparedthe kinoticenergiesdoterminedusliig
hv(280 nm) -. NO' + o) Is a 3-photon process, this procedure with the more accurate laser-
requiring two 226 nm photons, and its T610 measurements, where the beam contour
probability is, therofore, negligible under the was obtained using NO photolonization vs, the
present exporimentul conditions, An experi- valve-luser delay at points along the beam
mental verification of' this is given In the path 20 cm apart, as described above, Good
Experimental Results section, In the presont agreement bhtween the two methods was fond
experiments, 2-photon photooioization with whet, compared for different H2/NO mixtures.
two 226 nm photons was < I percent as efficlent
as 2-photon 226 + 280 nm photoionlzation, iPhotodissoelation of Expansion-Cooled

The probe beams entered the main seat- C3FVNO
tering chamber from the bottom through a 6 cm The experimental arrangement that was
diameter sapphire window, crossing the used to study the collision-free 1-photon
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photolysis of expansion-cooled C9 F7 NO has ciation experiments, samples of ! 1 percent
been described previously, 1 1 and only those C3F7 NO seeded in -500 Torr He were prepared
aspects germane to the present measurements daily in a blackened glass bulb, C3BFNO was
are given here, A schematic drawing is given stored at 77 K and was purified by trap.-to-trap
in Figure 8. A pulsed nozzle (Laser Technics, distillation to minimize NO contamination.
0.5 mm diameter) was used to expand Although NO could not be completely
HE:CaF7NO samples (typically 100:1) into eliminated, expansion-cooled NO is limited to
the LIP chamber, which was maintained at a few states (i.e., X2 I1/2ij,, J" 4.5). Care was
0-110 Torr, Care was taken to purify samples taken to avoid this region of the spectrum.
imnmediately prior to use, in order to minimize
NO contamination, A standard pump-probe C6F5NO was used as supplied by PCR and

configuration allowed nascent NO(X21I) to be refrigerated when not in use. H2 carrier was

detected at variable delays following pho- flowed through the nozzle, which contained a

tolysis throughout the visible/near-JR n**-n piece of the solid material, The seed ratio could

system using the output from a tunable dye be controlled by changing the carrier backing

laser. NO was detected via 1-photon laser- pressure or heating the sample to increase its

induced fluore sconce (LIP) using the vapor pressure, The measured 300 K vapor

A2E +X2I y-system. The probe laser energies pressure was -2 Torr.

were maintained below 40 pJ pulse" to avoid TNV, (98 percent) was used as supplied by
saturation of the transition and dissociation of Aldrich and refrigerated when not in use,
C3F,'NO by 226 nm radiation, Photofragment Approximately 0.5 ml was placed in a stainless
yield spectra were obtained by positioning the steel liquid vessel through which the carrier
probe laser at the P1 bandhoad and scanning gas was flowed, As with CeF 5 NO, the seed
the photolysis laser, Room temperature ratio could be controlled by changing the
absorption spectra were taken with a carrier backing pressure. The 300 K vapor
Shimadzu UV-visible spectrophotometer. pressure is approximately 12 Torr.

The n**-n systems of both n-C3 F7NO and EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
i-C3 F7 .NO extend from the visible to the near-
IR. It is known that St decays non-radiatively
in these systems, and following the extensive Collision-Induced Excitation and
work done with similar systems, 12 unimolecu- Dissociation
tar decomposition on 'l' and/or So is anticipated. The high S/N shown in Figure 7(a) was

typical of results obtained in the CID experi-
Sample Handling and Purification ments, and therefore It was straightforward to

For the CID experiments, C3 F7NO was obtain NO(X2 f1) V,R and spin-orbit distribu-

used as supplied by Fluorochem, without tions under a variety of conditions. No marked

further purification. Checks were made peri- A-doublet propensities (Hund's case (b) regime,

odically for NO contamination by probing the J" • 15.5) were observed, so this matter was

incident molecular beam. For the photodisso- not pursued. For the case of C3F 7 NO, where
our data base is most complete, both normal
and iso conforners were used, yielding similar

PM'I' results, in accord with the smill difference in
Do values (40.8 and 39.4 kcal mol"1 , respec-
tively), Thus, no attempt was made to explore

polosi differences between n-C3 F7 NO and i-C3 FTNO

phoolysiser probe laser in the CIID experiments.
10 -It should be emphasized that all measure-

ments are of relative NO state densities. These
S~orzle measured populations are not the same as therelative rates of C3F7NOt decomposition into

valcuuI the different product-state channels, The latter
chamber is a fundamental quantity in the C3 F7 NO c,m,

Figure 8. Schematic Drawing of the Pump- system, while all measurements are done in the
Probe Experimental Arrangement Used in the lab system. Namely, the CID measurements
Collis son-Free, I-Photon C3F 7NO Photolysis detect those species having small lab speeds
ExperimItents. more efficiently than their faster counterparts,
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since the slower fragments accumulate higher of the incident molecules and a number of
densities. Therefore, we expect the nascent adjacent atoms of the lattice are coupled. Thus,
NO ir•ternal state distributions that derive from Figures 9 and t0, one anticipates that NO
fiom reaction (1) to be somewhat hotter than populations will display a weak Ta-dependence,
the measured populations reported below, but that the dissociation probability will show

a quite measurable dependence, partLiclarli
C8 F7NO + Mg(lO0) + Elneioent-CF, + NO near threshold, as is observed experimentally."

The measured NO(X2 rI) interlal itate dis- Finally, therc is the possibility of photo-
tribution associated with the spectrum shown dissociation of molecules that are Viboationally
in Figure 7(a) is presented in Figure 9, along excited following inelastic scattering from the
with distributions obtained at two additional surface. To test this experimentally, the
Elncldent values, 3 and 5 eV, Although NO rota- product 122e'•120 was varied, where 1226(26o) is
tional excitation rises slightly, it is hardly a the probe fluence at 228(280) nm. The linear
marked effect. More striking is the change in variation shown in Figure 12 indicates that
dissociation probability that occurw over this only two photons are Involved in producing
range. Figure 10 summarizes data obtained NO+, thus eliminating the possibility of
over a 8-month period, using both n-C3 F7NO unwanted C9 F7 NO photodissociation with
and i-C4F1NO, and the technique described in either of the probe beams.
Section II and shown In Figure 5 for obtaining
relative NO(X21") densities at different ]tincident CeF'5NO + MgO(100) + EIlneldentrCeF5 + NO
values. The sharp rise in dissociation probabil-
ity is striking, as are the rather high values-up For the sake of brevity, these results are
to 9 percent, albeit with an uncertainty of as ,ummarized succlac:,ly as follows: (I) Dissocia-

uch as9 afactor ofa2bin the absolute percentg tiont was observed asid nascent NO(XI) was
r tages, detected, just as with C3F7NO. (ii) The CID

There was little, if any, dependence of the efficiency was much smaller than for the case
measured NO interral state distributions on of C3F7NO at all values of Eincident, This was
T,, as shown in Figure 11, This iW not surpris- expected; the aromatic skeleton is much stiffer
ing in light of the weak Elidcide,t-dependenee than that of C3F 7NO, (iii) NO stue distribu-
shown in Figure 9, After all, at the clikssical tions were similar to those shown in Figures 9
turning point, of the molecule-surface interac- and 11. (iv) A large number of ions were
tion, vibrational kinetic and potential energies produced by the impulsive impact-at least a

(a) M __. __ C3F7NO / MgO(100)
12... 3.0 W0

iaC3a73ma)a s

0 . . .40 .. 0. nc3F7NO

(b) .

1 ,. S
)%ý 0 so IS

(C) "° 9891500M 1' *",°'v 2

Q - i I I I I i I I i I I

o NOl" ia emi 0 2 4 6(

Figure 9, CID of n.C 3 F 7NO at Efcudgpjj Values E Incl.! (eV)
of 3, 5, and 6 eV (T. = 600 K). Relative (a), (b),
and (c) populations are not given; i.e,, the Figure 10. Dissociation Probability Vs.
vertical axes are offset from one another Einwm for both n-C 3 F7NO and i-C3F7NO; Do
arbitrarily. = 1.71 and 1.87 eV, Respectively
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n-C F1 NOMO(100) Fluence Dependence
IE•wid-5. sv I .... 10 ,,
*Q21+Rn MP2t+Qni 0, 1o i oa(to)
o Q22÷R12 OP22+Q2C8F 7NC1(0)

4 000 Ts 768 K6
3 7Z 88 '600 4eB,
2 a 132

I I I , 0P

0 200 400 600 800 0 5 t . 1 2 2 30
NO+ Signal (arb. units)

= 578 K Figure 12. The inearity of the NO+ Vs.
8b a1 uo Plot Indicates that NO is not Produced

SPhotolytically

2 mentation. In contrast, the present experi-
200 40' 600 800 ments probe lower energies, namely, those JLst

0 no0 4W 600 too above Do. Here, on the ground PES, one must
s . consider the possibility of isomerization, as is

well-known for nitroalkanes,14 This can be
4 0 e IT,- = 418 K followed by simple bond fission, in this case

3 - o W energetically over the C(NO2)3 + NO 2 channel,

0 . Indeed, we have observed nascent NO

I I , ,- following CID of TNM at several Einaldent
0 200 400 600 goo values, A representative spectrum and the

NO Rotaional Energy (cmI) corresponding NO state distribution are shown
in Figure 13. Although we have not yet

Figure II. CID of n.C 3F7NO at T, Values of K collected as many data as with C3F7NO, the
(Rinvides = 5.0 eV), Relative (a), (b), an4l S/Ns are comparable and the observed channel
(c) populations are not given; i,e. the vertical Is clearly a major reaction pathway, although
axes are offset from one another arbitrarily, possibly not the only one, This result further

underscores the generality of the method and
hundredfold more than with C3F7NO at the the efficacy of energy exchange in the hyper-
same value of Eincide.t, However, even with thermal energy regime. Although we have not
the relatively smaller dissociation probabil- yet ensured (as in Figure 12) that NO+ derives
ities and large ion yields, (Ionsl 41 neutral solely from a 2-photon process, the 280 nm
fragmentsl for the case of CGFsNO. absorption Is rather weak (see Figure 14), and

If NO were deriving from NO 2 photodissol-
C(NO&)4 + MgO(100) + ation, the resulting dissociation efficiencies
Elneldent+C(NOI)aO + NO would be unrealistically large.

Tetranitromethane has been studied in 2-Methyl.5.Vinyl Tetramole: A Somewhat
the gas phase by Capellos and co-worker., who Energetic Polymeric Binder
showed that UV excitation near 248 nm results
in the formation of electronically excited In Its polymeric form, MVT is somewhat
NO 2(112 ) as a nascent product.3 In this case, more energetic than other hydrocarbon binders
the full 5 eV photon energy is implanted as used in gun propellants and explosives. It was
initial TNM excitation, ano the observation of first synthesized by lienery, 1 and Mishra et
vibrationslly-excited N0 2('Bl2) is attributed to al. 6 discovered tha-, an energetic binder poly-
initial excitation remaining localized at an mer blend composed of poly-2-methyl-5-vinyl
NO 2 moiety during the rapid ensuing frag- tetrazole and polyethylene glycol selectively
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desensitized explosives containing nitramines
TNM/MgO(100) and was less violent to shaped charge jet attack

upon a LOVA gun propellant. 7 These results
IEjfnfita S.S5 ev led Mishra et al. to look for hitherto unknown
_s,4o" modes of rapid energy dissipation and storage

TS a 10 Kin these binders.

MVT molecules were accelerated to a
maximum kinetic energy of 3.6 eV, and mass
spectra and fragment intensities were mea-
sured for both direct and scattered beams, for

___......... ___....___....___ surface temperatures between 500 and 725'C.
227.0 226., 226A0 225.5 Since NO is not a product of MVT decompo-

Wayelesh (nifl) uition, it was necessary to carry out all product
4- analyses using mass spectroscopy. In compar-

e Qt ing fragmentation in the direct beam with that
0; *,+R2 a .. 2.. in the scattered beam, one needs to account for, 0 small differences between the similar QMS

3 Q : 0 0 probes. In order to eliminate these differences,
0 0 we used the same probe for both the direct and

n C3 1scattered beam measurements,

2 Mass spectra for the direct molecular beam
, I I I ,I I I I I I differed from those obtained under 100-200°C

200 400 600 So0 bulk conditions, The bulk spectra were taken
NORoationa Ignarw(om.I) -- P with a similar QMS working at the same

electron energies (30, 50, and 70 eV) and mass
Figure 13. (Upper) NO Spectrum from the CID resolution, The main differences between the
of TNM; (Lower) Corresponding Rotational molecular beam and bulk apectra are for the
State Distribution mass ratio M(82)/M(54), which Is lower by a

factor of -4 with the molecular beam, Tempera-
0.7 ture effects were also observed in the bulk mass

spectra over the range 100-200°0, and all such
variations are tentatively attributed to the

0.6 influence of parent vibrational energy on mass
spectrometer cracking patterns. Such depend-
ences are to be expected for large energetic

0.5 -4specices like MVT, and need to be understood
before evaluating the relative roles of collision-

0.4 inducod vibrational excitation and dissociation.
The scattered beam angular distribution

was nearly specular, indicative of an impulsive
0.3 molecule-surface interaction (i.e., no sticking),

This was superimposed on a weak, diffuse

0.2 background. Mass spectra wore scanned at the
specular angle (22.5°), The main findings from
the scattered beam mass spectra can be sum-

0.1 marized as follows: (a) The molecular peak at
lI0amu disappeared completely (within the
detection limits) in the scattered beam mass
spectra, as shown in Figures 15 and 16, In

200 300 400 order to quantify this, we compared the signals
wavelength (tum) 0- at 82 and 110 for both the direct and scattered

beams, Forthedirectbeam,M(82)/M(110)- 10,
while for the scattered beam, M(82/M(110) >

Figure 14, UV Absorption Spectra of TNM 1000, i.e., M(10) is essentially undetectable.
(from Reference 13) The temperature required to produce Bo large a
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ratio would probably exceed 1000 K. (b) The
ratio of signals M(82)/M(54) varies with surface

aUnscattered 1  temperature, from -1,5 at 500*C to -5 at 7250C.

MVT beamn C3 FVIO + hv--C 3F 7 + NO: Nascent
_E icidet 3.6 eV NO(XW )

_Both n-CSF 7NO and i-0 3FINO display the

tions characteristic of RNO species, Room
temperature absorption spectra (cmrs 22.7)
showing barely resolvable structure are
presented In Figure 17, where NO fragment
yield spectra obtained using expansion-cooled
samples are seen to sharpen this structure for

CA the case of i-C3 F7 NO. With i-C 3 F7 NO, the
Scattered yield spectrum seems to follow the small bumps

(b) MVT beam in the 300 K absorption profile, turning on near
in idt .80 nm, at the rising elge of the n*+-n systen,

eV The lowest accessible o valuesare -1500 cm",
limited most probably by the n**-n absorption
strength, In all cases, measured reaction
lifetimes are < 200 ns, dropping slighily with
increasing Et to values -100 ns near ET values
of 4500 cm 1, These short lifetimes lead us to
believe that dissociation takes place from TI,
This is consistent with RRKM calculations,

54 82 110 750 700 650 600 550
mass (amu)--' I I i I I

Figure 15, Mass Spectrometer Signals Do
Showing the Unscattered and Scattered MVT'1
Beams, Note in (b) that the peak corresponding
to the parent is absent, NO yield

gnozzle
L~e xpn Lionj

g n PMV t (1M 10) a h=ter

(82)~~~~~~~ Peaks Not Ahbasotrmpeepts fthigur 7.00KAbrpIonSetaadN

signaluat 1 6, . YildeSpectralfrdMosFNpeandtnomet Se ctr a veleth

High t 1 i0i • m o.4% ieSerfr-.104
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In contrast, yield spectra obtained using NO internal state distributions were
n-C3F 7 NO show a marked increase in signal obtained at several values of El for both n-
with decreasing photolysis wavelength, in a C3F 7NO and i-COF 7 NO, as shown in Figures 18
part of the spectrum where the room tempera- and 19. The NO is produced predominantly in
ture absorption is decreasing with decreasing v" = 0 (< 1 percent v" = 1). The solid lines
photolysis wavelength. Unlike i-C3 107NO, the correspond to calculated statistical distribu-
NO yield is negligible where the iz*z-n tions (priors) of product excitations at fixed St
absorption is strongest, rising sharply only on values. 8 Details of the calculations will be
the high energy side of the peak of the room published elsewhere. For the prior diitribu.
temperature absorptio.n spectrum. Since S1 tions, each spin-orbitstate is separately normal.
decays non-radiatively (i.e., there Is essentially ized to the data and the true relative spin orbit
no parent LIF), this indicates that n-C3IFNO populations are as shown in the figures (i.e.,
molecules just above Do do not dissociate the populations of each of the spin orbit states
within the time frame of the pump.probe are statistical, but the spin.orbit ratio is non-
delays used in these measurements, < 1 ps, statistical), The remarkably good fit, with the
This is consistent with n-CSF 7 NO existing on
So, where the long unimolocular decay times
(iLe, estimated using RRKM theory) preclude Bt 5 2 m Ea2 1 r-
the possibility of reaction on a 9 I pAs time E
scale. Therefore, dissociation on So is a dark
channel in the photodissociation experiments. teem)

The observed rise In the n-C.QF 7 NC NO. I
yield spectrum can be rationalized in several I 61 11. 1 "1 us *s 0
ways. One explanation Involves a competition Ht a3467 amg 5t, 4-46-8a m1
between dissociation on T1 (which may or may , 6
not have a small exit channel barrier) and
intersystem crossing (ISC) from T1 to So, If,
with increasing , the 'T1 reaction rate
increases faster than the ISC rate, dissociation
via T1 will rise with , Since slow dissociation .. 0 ,, A, Ill' 2M

on So is a dark channel, only products reacting NO oRowio,,,Quantum Numbor
on T1 will be observed, In this case, the rise in Figure 18, For the Case of i.03FINO Photo.the yield spectrum, despite the fall in the room ire1. orteCfefiCjNOPtotheyierltdrabsorption spectrum, reflects the dissociation, All of the Measured NO Statetemperature pDistributions Obtained at Different Ef Fit the
ratio of the two rates out of T, Corresponding Prior Distributions,

Another possible eixplanation for the rise n-c',P7NO Fbcolyasl
in the product yield spectrum is a competition
between reactions that transpire via the zeroth- Eta It.5 •Cm4 .u 1cmCn-1

order So and T1 surfaces, Namely, ,just above
D)o a barrier on T, blocks this channel, as h• / [".-rlbeen seen previously for the case of t-BuNO,11I I
Thus, reactions occur solely on So, and the

corresponding small unimolecular decomposi- I_ '
tion rates render this channel 'dark' in the br , . WV-,t M31•0m.
present experiments, Above the T1 barrier, lis so iemti on

there is competition between the two channels: 00 0ga

via T1 increasing with E0,

In either of the above cases, we note that
calculated reaction rates for T1 are much 0i 101 203 M i5 i101 , o., M5
larger than those for So at the same energies mt(iono ,,I QuntumNbr ---- o,

relative to the respective exit channel barriers. Figure 19. For n,.C3 F7 NO, the NO Rotqtional
Thus, we conclude that the observed NO frag- Distribution Obtained at the Hlighest EI Does
ments are due to dissociation via T1. Not Fit a Prior Distribution,
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exception of the higher excess energies, is con- . % Col,.lo..ide dulati~oi0i W• as. EWm•-6,0$V, T,-*O
sistent with previous results, in which So "1 Mosog
and/or Ti were implicated as the reactive (a) " i A
surfaces, following radiationless decay of S1.1Qa
One possible explanatiop for the nonstatistical
behavior at higher E•T i.e., n-C 3 F7NO at U

3800 cm") is direct dissociation from S1 over a o , ,
barrier. Since the rotational distributions at a sm 750 Iwo 1"D

lower El were statistical, by fitting the lower
energy prior distributions to the best fit of E0, Btu IpC0m.1
Do could be obtained, For i-CF01'NO, Do = 56
13200 :t 100cm" and for n-C3F,0NO, Do = N
13670:±1100 cm 1l, r .-a(b)

The correspondence between the CID and I Me
photolysis results Is shown in Figure 20, where 2 . 0

one sees that the CID distributions are not far
from those observed at low Et in the photolysis o , . .
experiments. Since the latter react via a long- 0 290 no 73 1000 20

lived intermediate-at least at low M4T--it is NO Rotational Buly (cm'l)

clear that the CID results are consistent with a ,igure 20. Comparison Between NO Diatribu.
unimolecular decomposition mechanism, in tiona Obtained Vsing (a) CID and (b) Photo.
this case probably via TI, with little or no exit dissociation at Sr = 19 60 cm"I

channel barrier, However, it is very difficult to
make a direct comparison between the two consequences of the molecular catastrophe
experiments, The photodissocJation experi- brought about by abruptly converting Hlnaldunt

ments are done at a specific ST and the ClII into vibrational kinetic and potential energies
experiments are done at a distribution of sT at the classical turning point of the molecule-
values, the incident kinetic energy being an surface collision. Certainly the situation can
upper limit, be different for metals and semiconductors, but

for an Insulator such as MgO, we envision a
D) ISC U SS1 ON A NI) purely repulsive molecule-surface interaction
CONCLUSIONS at the high Eineldent values reported here.

Although MgO itself has no electronic states
The main features of the work reported below -6eV, RNO does, and low-lying S1 and

here are purely experimental--direct observa- Tr PESs are energetically accessible via
Lions of molecule-surface CI), variations of intramolecular conversion, However, as men-
measured NO internal state distributions with tioned above and documented thoroughly in
HiOlid et and T , variations of the dissociation the literature for a number ol' RNO species,12

probability with Incialdt and Tm, observation of the zeroth-order Si state is strongly mixed
the isomerization pathway In the case of TNM, with T1 and/or So: WI = a4'al + bW80 + cWTl,
excitation and possible dissociation in MVT, as evidenced by the very low fluorescence
etc, It appears that the method is general, quantum yield, Thus, S1 has no legitimate
dissociation can be efficient, and that low- separate identity, and we limit our consider-
energy pathways are followed, Thus, we ations to Tj and So, both of which react via
envisage a technique that can be applied to the unimolecular decomposition mechanisms, the
study of a number of reactive processes in former with possibly a small exit-channel
medium/large polyutomic molecules, with barrier and the latter with no such barrier,
particular applicability to energetic molecules From the photodissoclation results pro-
with their churacte,'isticully low lo values, sented in the last section, where we tentatively
A Model forMolecule-SurfaceCIl) concluded that the observed NO productProcesses derived from 'l'j, it is clear that 'I'l may also be

implicated in the CIl) results, since the

In discussing possible models that can nascent NO distributions are similar, In the
rationalize the present experimental observa- photodissociation experiments, the NO quan-
tions, we are less inclined to invoke entrance tuin yield was very low (compared to that or
channel charge transfer mechanisms1 9 than CF 3 NO, for example), while the CID
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efficiencles are not so low at all. Hlowever, in count procedure and good molecular vibrational
the CID experiments products can accrue near frequencies, This formula for P(Ernol) predicts
the surface over 10os of ^s, while in the (i) a fairly steep increase in the variation ofthe
photodissociation experiments observation was dissociation probability with Eine, as observed
limited to 9 1 pB after initiation, Thus, So experimentally; (i) increasing dissociation
may participate to a greater extent In CID probability with To, more pronounced at
than photodissociation, and the similar nascent threshold than high EHin, as observed experi-
product state distributions anticipated for both mentally; and (Wii) relatively little dependence
T1 and So channels preclude differentiation on of the measured NO internal state distribu-
this basis, Also, as pointed out above, state tions on To, again confirmed experimentally.
distributions from photodissociation and OlD Thus, we think we are on the right track,
experiments cannot be compared directly, since Details will be published separately,
the former represent the microscopic product
state branching ratios, while the latter are Possibilities for Future Work
laboratory densities that include effects of c.m.transformations, backacattered NO-.surface col- Clearly, there are a number of twists and
trasformions, andits sp-surfac/time variaion .ivariations that can and will be tried in thelisiono, kunl and its apace/time variation in the

lab, etc, While these effects may not markedly future. For example, species can be adsorbed
affect conclusions, they should be taken into on the surface and subjected to high energy
account in any detailed analysis of the process, impact, so that binary encounters can be

explored (e,g,, MVT on the surface with TNM
We conclude that NO deriving from incident, RDX on the surface, Xe or 12

molecule-surface CID has the signature of 'hammers', etc.). Furthermore, beams of free
statistical unimolecular decomposition and radicals (NH2, (CH 3)2N, etc,) can attack
that this probably implicates the low-lying T1  adsorbed species, where the radicals can be
and So PESs, Their respective roles are either expansion-cooled or prepared state-
unclear, but what is clear Is that a significant selectively, Such experiments address issues of
number of incident molecules are excited above initiation, shock, initial chemical steps, etc,, and
Do, and that serious contortions of the we hope they will enlighten us about energetic
molecular frame occur during impact. material decomposition and sensitivity,
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MLO(100) surfaces, i.e., left overnight at 3 x -1 mJ of the 280 rim radiation was overlapped
10"I Tort, mainly water contamination. The with the 226 nm radiation, thus providing 2-
combined effect of partial surface cleaning by frequency excitation. Both beams travelled
Xe-atom bombardment and the chemical inert- similar pathlengths between splitting and
ness of the MgO(100) surface resulted in quite recombination. Temporal overlap was bqtter
similar angular scattering distributions, i.e., than ± 0.3 ns when using .- 4 0 (in I mm) to
slightly broader and with some background. excite y(0-0) rotational transitions, and -I mJ

near 280 nm to pump the ionizing transition.
Detectors High S/N was achieved without even partiallysaturating the y-bands.

Throughout the experiments, we used a
probe laser as the main detector, providing There are two distinct advantages to this
state-selective scattering distributions in the 2-frequency photolonizatioii scheme, as
energy, time, and space domains. In addition, opposed to using two 226 nm photons, Both are
two quadrupole mass spectrometers (QMSs) associated with the low intensities of the
were used for measuring angular scattering 226 nm radiation used: (a) there was a very
distributions and time-of-flight (TOP) spectra, low level of stray photoions caused by scattered
and also served as residual gas analyzers 226 nm photons hitting the channeltron. The
(RGAs). A channeled Ionization gauge (CVC 280 nm radlation generates almost no photo-
1G28) was used as a flux detector for the He lons--less than 1 percent yield relative to
diffraction measurements, The scattering/ 226 nm photons, despite the markedly differ-
detection arrangement is that of fixed detec- ent Intensities; and (b) no dissociation of the
tors and a rotating crystal, One QMS was oil- parent molecule is detected, :,o,, less, than
anted at 45* relative to the incident molecular 2 percent of the scattered signal. This is
beam, 26 cm from the surface, and was equipped mainly due to the fact that the 226 nm n*+-n
with a collimator to give t.1" resolution both in RNO absorption cross section is larger, by at
and out of the scattering plane. A second QMS least a factor of 50, than that at 280 nm,
was placed In-line with the molecular beam for
beam diagnostics, and incident kinetic energy NO+ ions are collected with the multi-
measurements using the TOP technique. The pliers labelled ID in Figure 5, and spectra were
channeled ionization gauge was mounted at analyzei according to previously reported pro-
90* relative to the boam direction, Its entrance cedures, Using this system, we demonstrated
aperture was a rectangular duct with dimen- 1 angular resolution 4 cm from the surface
siena 15 mm x 2.6 mm (sides) and 12rmm length, when scattering NO from MgO100),9 which is
providing high signal flux detection (beam better resolution than required by the physics
trapping) with an inherent response time of 17 of the processes of concern. Since it is possible
ms, both measured and calculated, Under to use a trade-off between angular resolution
these conditions, operating the pulsed valve at and sensitivity, it seems reasonable that a sen-
40 H7z resulted in a periodic exponential signal sitivity of 10" Torr per quantum state can be
having a duty cycle of --1/2 and high intensity ultimately achieved with 5-10* angular resolu-
in the first harmonic, thus giving a nice tion, without challenging the theoretical limit,
diffraction signal using a loelk-in amplifier This corresponds to extracting ions efficiently
(PAR HR-8), from a volume of -0,1 cm 3 , From our expe-

riences with higher pressure environments,
Laser Detection such high sensitivities are possible with UHV

NO was detected state-selectively using mainly because of little or no background.

2-photon,2-frequency ionization via the With the overlapped, co-propagating
A7E_-X2 ly-system; several pJ of radiation probe beams located approximately 12 mm
near 226 nm and --1 mJ of Ionizing radiation from the point where the incident molecular
near 280 nm resulted in a sensitivity of approx- beam strikes the surface, NO fragments were
imately 10" Torr per quantum state when readily detected over a wide range of con-
using a 300 K static sample, The output from a ditlons, Figure 7(a) shows the NO spectrum
Nd:YAG-laser-pumped dye laser (Quanta-Ray) obtained with T. = 610 K, 01 = 02 = 450, and
was doubled to give approximately 5 mJ of Hinicident = 6,0 eV, for the case of n-C0F 7NO.
tunable radiation near 280 nm, Part of this For comparison, the spectrum of inelastically
output was converted to -226 nm (second anti- spattered NO [see Figure 5(a)] is shown in
Stokes line from a high pressure 112 c0l1), and Figure 7(b). Figure 7(c) shows a spectrum of
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INITIATION AND PROPAGATION IN PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES

P. M. Dicklson, M. A. Parry,* J. B. Field
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge

Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0H1, UNITED KINGDOM

The initiation and propigation of deflagrationt and detonation in
mercury fulmhmte, lewi aside, mercuric.5.nitrotetrasole, and silver-5.
nitrotetrazole has been studied uaing various techniques. Streak, and
framing high-speed photography were used to observe these events
directly. The main objective has been to investigate the factors which
affect DDT and the related phenomenon of dead-pressing, which may
be regarded as a failure of the DDT process at high pressed densities,
These factors include the variable properties of pressed density, grain
size ditribution, void structure, conflnement and charge dimension and
geometry, and also fixed properties (for a given explosive) such as shock
and thermal sensitivities, heat of explosion, and the quantity and state
of the reaction products, The nature and strenrgth of the initiating
stimulus also has a major effect on the subsequent reaction,

INTRODUCTION Lead aside was used from the early 1900a

The main difference between a primary and seemed to be the ideal detonant; it
explosive and a secondary explosive Is the ease detonated reliably at high pressing loads,
of Ignition of the former. The two main smaller amounts were needed to reliably
requirements of a primary explosive are that detonate an adjacent explosive, and it had

requremnti01'a pimar exlosve re hat much better thermal stability, Lead aside is
first, it must reliably detonate upon receipt of a use extensivel tabioerncomeal and

low energy stimulus, either thermal, electrical, used extansively in modern commercial and

or mechanical, and second, it must detonate military detonators, but is now the subject of a

strongly enough to initiate the next eiement of replacement program because of problemsaasociated with hydrolytic Instability and
the explosive train. Additionally, it should not incompatibility with copper.l
be so sensitive that it might detonate acciden- i
tally under expected operating conditions, and Bates ani Jenkins3 examined a range of
it should be chemicaily stable in its operating possible replacements for lead aside and con-
environment, Relatively few materials have a cluded that oil ver-5-nitrotetrazole and
combination of properties which perform this mercuric-5-nitrotetrazole were two promising
role satisfactorily. materials which deserved further study. Sil.

Mercuric bisfulminate was described by ver-5-ritrotetrazole was reported to exist in
Moward in 1800,c but it was not until the mid more than one polymorphic form, to exhibit

1Howard Alfre No00 bet ptwasoteunted t.he min dead-pressing at varying densities, and also to1800d that Alfred Nobel patented Its use In hae a lower output than lead aside.4 Only one
detonators. Mercury fulminate was replaced polymorphic form of mercuric-5-nitrotetrazole
because It had poor stability, unreliable was found, giving a performance superior to
performance, anld it exhibited dead-pressIng lead azide when tested in a small detonator.
(DDT failure at high pressed densities). However, the purity of the chemical

intermediate used in the preparation of
mecuric-5-nitrototrazole, sodium-5-nitrotetra-

* Now at Materials Research Lab., Ascot Vale, zolate, affected the properties of the mercuric
Victoria 3032, Australia. salt. The temperature of ignition and the
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loading pressure at which dead.pressing of has been conn.eorned with secondary explosives
mercuric-5-nitrotetrasole occurred increased and propellants, and so the existing theories
with the purity of the intermediate. When the are not based on observation of primaries.
intermediate was recrystallizd, dead-pressing Relatively few instrumented studies of DDT in
of the mercuric-5-nitrototresole did not occur primary explogives have been made.
with pressing loads to 28 MPa (the maximum
tested). Since silver-5-nitr•tetrazole had been Thorrnal ignition at the surface of the
found to dead-press, further work has mainly explosive gives rise to laminar conductive
concentrated on the mercuric salt; its burning which proceeds relatively slowly into
manufacture has been scaled-up5 and it has the explosive bed. Intrusloll of hot gaseous
been proposed for use in a number of single- products hito the bed ahead of the burning
component detonators.'" Silver-5-nitrotetra- front leads to convective burning and a build-
sole and merauric-5nitrotetrasole have since up of pressure due to confinement of the
been prepared via a new chemical products, causing the burning rate, which is
intermediate, bis(ethylenediamine)-copper(II) usually observed to be roughly proportional to
nitrotetrazolate, and Parry9 found that the pressure to increase, Burning speeds of up
mercuric-5-nitrotetrasole prepared in this way to I m~m Ps1. may be achieved by this means.
did not exhibit dead-pressing at pressing loads Some workers10 have suggested that under
up to 69 MPa. The nitrotetrazoles used in this suitable confinement, which may include
study were also prepared by this route, inertial confinement by the explosive, this

convective burning can lead to shock waveDDT has been studied fairly extensively, formation when the rate of energy release
particularly in secondary explosives, for sed becomes Kreat enough. It has also been
eral decdes, but less work has been directed at suggested" that under suitable conditions the
primary explosives where the process is more compression waves from the burning zone may
difficult to observe and there is a less clearly reinforce, and steepen into a shock wave,
defined burning region. We have used high' causing compressive heating, possibly with
speed photography to try to observe dead- hot-spot formation due to pore collapse,
pressing and to obtain information on DDT in adiabatic shear, and other effects,
primary explosives under a variety of different
conditions. Differential scanning calorimetry An alternative explanation12 is that as
and thermogravimetric analysis have been the pressure continues to rise, and with suf-
used to measure heats of explosion and ignition ficient confinement, bed compaction begins to
temperatures where these values were not occur, decreasing its permeability and leading
already known. Grain sizes before and after to the formation of a non-porous plug of
pressing were estimated by optical microscopy, unreacted material in front of the burning

DEFL-AGRATION TO zone which Is driven into the unreacted
DETONATION TRANSITION explosive by the high-pressure combustion

products. The compaction wave caused by the
The precise mechanism by which a defla- plug is reinforced by the increasingly strong

gration at the surface of a pressed granular compression waves which overtake it, and It
explosive makes the transition to detonation steepens Into a shock wave at some point ahead
is not well understood, but it is generally of the burning zone, leading to detonation
believed to pass through a number of distinct forwards and the occasionally observed
stages: conductive burning, convective burn- retonation back towards the burning zone.
ing, compressive burning loading to the for-
mation of shook waves of increasing strength, Ermolaev et al.1 3 suggest that there are
and, when the critical shock initiation pressure two distinct forms of DDT: one through shock
of the explosive Is exceeded, detonation, It Is wave formation ahead of the reaction zone, and
the mechanism by which the shock waves are the other involving the formation of a secon-
first formed and then strengthen which is least dary compressive wave behind the reaction
easily explained. Most of the work In this field zone which subsequently overtakes It.
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DEAD-PRESSING deflagration products could not penetrate, and
Dead-pressing is a problem associated Muraour et al. advanced similar theories.

with compacted granular primary explosives, Chaudhri et al. 18 used high-speed pho-
It manifests itself as a failure of the charge tography to look at the propagation velocity in
to undergo satisfactory detonation, either by single crystals of lead aside after ignition by an
failing to detonate at all or by exhibiting a exploding wire, and found that small crystals
large induction time and/or a long run-to- deflagrated but large crystals detonated with a
detonation length, If the detonation occurs, it VOD of about 8 mm ps'l, Single crystals
is usually of reduced strength, i.e., lower represent the limit of high density, and clearly
detonation pressure and lower VOD, Dead- have a negligible void structure by comparison
pressing is now generally accepted to be due to with compacts. I3ither DDT or SDT is
inadequate propagation of the initial defla- occurring here in the absence of void structure,
gration into the bulk of the explosive, so that However, dead-pressing has been
prompt DIDT does not odcur. Most of the pos- reported by Kistiakowsky1 5 in samples of lead
sible mechanisms for DDT are strongly aside, and so there are clearly other factors to
dependent on the porosity of the explosive bed, be taken into consideration, In particular, the
and so this may be due to high compaction in method of initiation may plan an important
pressing, or the formation of a non-porous plug role in determining whether or not dead-
in the initial stages of the reaction without the pressing manifests itself In a sample, The
necessary conditions for this to lead to the same sample might detonate normally when
production of strengthening shock waves, If initiated by a powerful stimulus such as an
the deflagration does not propagate into the exploding wire, and yet appear to be dead-
bulk of the explosive, then there will be no pressed when a more gentle stimulus is used.
significant build-up of pressure, no shock wave This is of great practical importance since most
formation, and no run to detonation, detonator systems employ much lower energy

Swallows and Field1" investigated dead- ignition methods than exploding wires, In this
pressing in samples of mercury fulminate study, the following indications have been
using high-speed photography, pressure mea- taken to suggest that dead-pressing has
surements, and scanning electron microscopy, occurred: (i) non-linearity in the plot of VOD
They found that detonation performance after against density at higher densities; (iS) an
impact initiation, as measured by detonation increase in the induction times, i.e,, the time
pressure, decreased considerably when the from initiation to visible propagation.
mercury fulminate was pressed to densities Bowden and Yoffe' t reported that pri-
exceeding 4 g cm3a, and they noticed distinct mary explosives fall into two classes with
differences between the void structures in the respect to their behavior on initiation. The
two samples. They described the void struc- first, which includes lead styphnate and mer-
ture in the dead-pressed samples as essentially cury fulminate, resembles secondary explo-
unl-directional, whereas the non-dead-pressed sives in that it shows an accelerated burning to
samples had a network of inter-connecting detonation. The second, including lead aside,
voids. If the propagation of the reaction front shows no clear burning zone, with the deto-
in the early stages depends on the intrusion of nation starting close to the point of initiation.
hot gaseous reaction products into unreacted
explosive, then the relatively closed void struc- EXPERIMENTAL
ture in a highly compacted sample could be The photographic study of the explosives
expected to hinder this process more than the involved streak and framing photography, in
branched void structure in a less dense sample, order to observe the structure of the reaction as
Kistiakowskyt5 suggested that dead-pressing well as measure the reaction rate, Streak
in mercury fulminate at high pressing loads photography was used extensively since it
was due to its soft consistency, leading to the allowed accurate measurements of VOD, to
formation of a non-porous mass into which the within a few percent, and was performed using
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2 mm
an Imacon 790 with a variable streak unit.
Both the Imacon 790 and a Beckman and ,,M\,
Whitley 189 framing camera were used to take
framing sequences.

The explosives were pressed into a vari- alcarbonate 50 mm
ely of polycarbonate test pieces. Figure 1(a)
depicts two polycarbonate blocks bolted
together, with the channel milled into one of . -80 mm M-
the blocks. In Figure I(N) the channel is cut
Into a brass plate between the blocks, which
complicates the nature of the confinement but (a)
acts as a useful witness plate for determining
run-to-detonation lengths. The design in
Figure 1(c) allowed the explosive to be pressed
in a single increment, with the dlrectioký of the .(b)
pressing load perpendicular to the direction of S EE
propagation of the reaction. This allowed us to 2ms braks plate
investigate whether the direction of the
pressing load affected the void structure
sufficiently to modl,"y the response of the
explosive. Figure 2 shows a simple circular
channel drilled into a polycarbonate rod, an
arrangement which replaced the version in
Figure 1(a) In all the later work, being easier 1% (c)
to produce and fill, and more closely repre-
senting the 2-I) situation. This was produced
with 2-mm and 3-mm diameter channels, In
each of these cases., the explosive was incremen-
tally pressed Into the channels at various press-
ing loads, the height of the increments being Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Poly-
less than the diameter of the channel to ensure carbonate Sandwich Teat riecea
as uniform a pressed density as possible,

The channel dimensions were chosen so
t•hat the mass of explosive fired in each shot 13mm x 3mm channel
was small enough (<0,5 g) to permit the tests
to be conducted in the laboratory without using Pmo carbonate 2ftm
an elaborate test cell, while keeping well above
the critical diameter of the primarieb, The
pressed density was estimated from the volume
of the channels and a knowledge of the mass of 80 mm
explosive used In each pressing. Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Cylindrical

For the purpose of framing photography Polycarbonate Test Piece

with the Beckman and Whitley 189 camera Other Initiation methods, ranging from hot-
and some of the streak shots, initiation wasached byme pasthesineak fshots, 16nJictricwal wire to a No. 8 commercial detonator, were also
achieved by passiig a fast 5 kV, 16 J electrical tested to determine to what extent the nature
pulse through a 6-mm long, V-shaped, 100-pm and magnitude of the stimulus affected the
gold bridge-wire held In contact with the sur- DDT process.
face of the explosive. This produced a prompt
and reproducible stimulus which was neces- Table I gives some data for the explosives
sary to achieve satisfactory synchronization studied: crystal density (p), heat of decom-
with the rotating mirror framing camera. position (Alj)), temperature of ignition (TI),
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Table 1. Physical and Thermodynamic Data

p -A1l 0  -AHD T P Foel
(g cm-3 ) (kJ mol) (kJ g-l) (K)

Mercuric-5-nitrotetrazole 3.20 890 ± 4020 2.07 ± 0.09 510 -20

Silver-5-nitrotetrazole 2.85 430 ± 2020 1.94 ± 0,10 538 -10
"Lead azide (RD1 333) 4,66 44821 1.54 603 30
Mercury fulminate 4.42 430 ± 1020 1.52 ± 0.03 483 10

and figure of Insensitivity for impact (F of 1). densities tested and with a variety of strengths
Table 2 shows the range of pressing loads and of stimuli. No evidence of dead-pressing has
pressed densities. been found, and stneak reiords do not reveal

the presence of a distinct burning zone before
RESULTS transition to detonation, The measured VOD

Our results suggest that the explosives for these primaries was found to increase
tested may be usefully split into two groups steadily with pressing load.
from the point of view of initiation by a Figure 3 shows a typical streak record
thermal stimulus. Lead azide, silver-5-nitro- from one of those materials, in this case ullver-
tetrazole, and mercuric-5-titrotetrazole deto. 5-nitrotetrazole pressed at 69 MPa to a density
nife promptly even at high pressed densities, of -2.7 g cm'3 , initiated by an exploding gold
and show little or no evidence of a well-defined wire, DDT is not apparent, and the detonation
burning zone. Mercury fulminate, in contrast, propagate#; uniformly at 5.2 mm ps-1. The
does not detonate reliably at high pressed light output at the beginring of the trace is
densities and even at lower densities, when from the wire, Figure 4 is a section through a
detonation does occur, it is characterized by cylindrical test-piece showing the damage
long induction times and run-to-detonation caused by mercuric-b-nitrotetralole pressed t",
lengths. 69 MPa, Initiation was by hot-wire, awld

prompt detonation appears to have taken
Lead Azide/Silver-5-Nitrotetrazole/ place. Figure 5 is a selection of frames from a
Mercuric-5-Nitrotetrazole sequence takeon on the Beckman and Whitley

These materials are ch~kracterized by 189 camera of a detonation propagating in aprompt detonation over the range of preried column of mercuric-5-nitrotetrazole pressed at
103.5 MPa to a density of 3,08 g cm*3 , and

initiated by an exploding gold wire. The
Table 2, PressJing Loads and l)esiaes Tested column was front-illuminated using an argon

Pressing Range of flash tube, The reaction is seen to pick up and

Loads Densities run vory soon after the wire explosion. The

(MPU) (gcm-3 ) VOD was estimated from these frames to be
Sabout 7 mm ps"1. The large apparent thickness

Mercuric-5- 34.5- 103.5 2.25-2.92 of the reaction zone in sequences such as this is
nitrotetrazole caused by the finite exposure time, which is

Silver-5- 6.9- 103.5 1.18-2.72 approximately one fifth of the interframe time

nitrotetrazole for this camera.

Lead azid 86.3 3.05- -33This sample was pressed into one of the

(RD1333) polycarbonate sandwich test pieces, and it is
interesting that there is also light emitted

Mercury 6.9- 103.5 2.00- 3.88 from the polycarbonate to the side of the explo-
fulminate sive column, which is clearly coupled to the
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detonation front and appears to coincide with
the position of the rhock wave in the poly-
carbonate. Tests have shown that this is not
caused by triboluminescence of the polycar-
bonate but is due to adiabatic gas compression
in the small gap between the two blocks. The
measured shock velocity in the confinement
can be used to estimate the shock pressure
from the detonating explosive.

Figure 3, Streak Record of Detortation in In order to obtain a better view of the
Silver-5-Nitrotetrazole Pressed at 89 MPa. reaction zone, the Imacon 790 was operated in
Ignition byI exploding gold wire, Streak speed streak mode with the time axis parallel to the
98 sa mmW. direction of propagation of the detonation

wave, Figure 6 shows the reaction zone of a
detonation wave in mercuric-5-nitrotetrazolo
pressed at 69 MPa to a density of 2,85 g cm"3.
The streak speed was set to twice the expected
VOD In order to obtain an expanded image.

Mercury Fulminate

Mercury fulminate has been found to
dead-press with normal pressing methods at
pressing loads of 69 MPa and above to the
extent that on initiation with an exploding
gold wire, the samples did not achieve deto-
nation within the I 3-mm length of the channel.
Virtually all the samples reacted completely,
but the deflagration was accompanied by
relatively little damage to the test piece and,

Figure 4. Section Through Polyearbonate Test in some cases, was slow enough to be audible
Pigure 4.ter Secontion Th ~roug Po arbonte Teat as a whistle. All the samples displayed long
PiceAftePrDeton6tion ofM rcurig5i N b trotet.a- and variable induction times before prop-
zole Pre~sed at 69 Mi'a. I nition by hot-wire. agation. As a result of these induction times,

Figure 5. Mercurc.-5-Nitrotetrazole Pressed at 103.5 MPa. I pa lnterframe time. Ignition by
exploding gold wire.
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Figure 6, Streak Optical Image of Detonation
Wave Running in a 3 mm Column of Mercuric.
5.-Nitrotetrazole Pressed at 69 MPu

DDT in the less dense samples was not
recorded on the streak records, but is in
evidence on examination of the brass plates in Figure 7. Brass Witness Plate Showing Evi-
those samples which included them, Figure 7 dence of DDT Near the Bottom of the Channel.
shows the result of DDT occurring towards the Mercury fulminate pressed at 6.9 MPa.
bottom of one of these brass channels
containing mercury fulminate pressed to
6.9 MPa. Figure 8 Is a selection of frames from
a sequence from the Beckman and Whitley 189
camera of mercury fulminate pressed at
69 MPa to a density of 3,9 g cm'a, No
propagation is evident down the column from
the top surface, The three frames given here
were taken about 17 ps after the wire
explosion, and show reaction down the side of
the column, presumably where the pressing
operation had left loose powder in the gap
between the blocks, The entire sample was
eventually consumed, but did not detonate.

In contrast to these findings, those sam- Figure 8. Mercury Fulminate Pressed at
ples which were pressed in one increment, with 69 MPa. 1ps interframe time. Ignition by
the direction of the pressing being perpen- exploding gold wire,
dicular to the direction of propagation of the
reaction, did not exhibit dead-pressing up to reaction is vital to achieving the necessary
69 MPa, which was the maximum tested, but
detonated strongly when initiated by an
exploding gold wire. Relatively long induction Mercury fulminate samples pressed
times were still found, but the damage to the conventionally to 69 MPa and 103.5 MPa were
test-pieces indicated that the run-to- also initiated by shock from a flat ended No. 8
detonation length was small, This suggests detonator fired through brass shims of varying
that the void structure within the pressed thicknesses to establish that they were capable
compact may be somewhat an isotropic with the of sustaining a stable detonation wave and to
voids being more interconnected in a direction measure the VOD at higher densities. The
perpendicular to the pressing load, which is No, 8 detonator contains a main charge of
consistent with the findings of Swallowe and about 400 mg PETN and produces a shock
Field14 and directly supports the view that the pressure of about 100 kbar, All the samples
intrusion of the hot gaseous reaction products initiated in this way detonated promptly, as
into the compact in the very early stages of the would be expected, producing linear streak
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records. Figure 9 shows one of these for CONCLUSIONS
mercury fulminate pressed at 69 MPa to a Of the explosives studied, only mercury
den.sity of 3.75 g cm 3 , indicating a VOD of fulminate exthibited dead-pressing, Indicated
5.0 mm . This technique Is being extended by failure to detonate, long run-to-detonation
to measure the relative shock sensitivities of lengths, and/or long induction times (> 100 ps)
the primaries, in heavily pressed samples. However, the

Velocity of Detonation dead-pressing was found to be dependent on
the direction of pressing, being far less evident

These were calcul ted from the streak in samples pressed at right angles to the
results, and the valuet Atained for merctoric- direction of propagation of the reaction,
5-nitrotetrazole and silver-5-nitrotetrazole are Neither of the nitrotetrazoles nor lead azide
presented graphically in Figures 10 and 11,
The time axis on the streak pictures was cali.
brated with a certified 1 MHz signal, and the . .

spatial axis by photographing the test-pieces in
framing mode before firing, The results from
the present study are compared, together with
earlier results2el 22 for mercury fulminate and
lead azid it, in Figure 12, 4

2 -
.

0,0 0,4 0,5 0,8 0.7 0,1 0,9 1,0
Fraction of crystal density

Figure 11, VOD Versus Fraction of Crystal
Density for Silver-5 -N itrotetrazole

Figure 9. Streak Reenrd of Detonation in
Mercury Fulminate Pressed tit 69 MPa. Ignition 7 0
by no, 8 detonator, Streak speed 98 ns inmHN

-i 6,0

8-

60

• 4,0MF

7 I U 4.0

M 30 AgNT

0 .o R 0.4 06 0, 1.0
0,7 O,S 0,09 1.0 Fraction of crystal density

Fraction of crystal density

Figure 12. Comparison of VODs For Mercuric.
Figure 10. VOD Versus Fraction of Crystal 5-Nitroietrazole, Silver-5-Nitrotetrazole, Lead
Density for Mercuric -5 -Nitrotetrazole Azide, and Mercury Fulminate
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exhibited dead-pressing over the range of loads 3. White, J. R. and Williams, R. J., ibid,
studied, up to 103 MPa. The earlier reports of Paper 16,1975,
dead-pressing of sllver-5-nitrotetrazole were 5, Farncomb, R, E.; Chang, M.; and Picane,
not confirmed by our tests on samples prepared F. J., NSWCo WOL TR 77-82, 1976.
via the intermediate bis(ethylenediamine)-
copper(l1) nitrotetrazolate, possibly due to the 6. Scott, C, L. and Leopold, 1H. S., U.S.
higher purity of the latter than of the sodium Patent 3,985,951, 1976.
salt used previously, Muraour1 ,'17 has Bug- 7, Scott, C. L. and Leopold, H. S., U.S.
gested that the lack of gas penetration into the
bulk is a major factor in explaining dead. Patent 4,024,818, 1977.
pressing, Earlier studies in this laboratory 14  8. Baudler, B, and Simpson, B,, NSWC
of the microstructure of pressed mercury fulmi- TR 82-484,1983.
nate have given clear evidence that heavily 9. Parry, M-, Field, J. E,; and Chaudhri, M.
pressed samples have uni-directional voiding M,, Annual Report (RARDE Agreement
(across the column) while lightly*.pressed sam- No. 2029/197), 1986.
pies have a network of branched voids, The
problems of dead-pressing shown by mercury 10. Taylor, J, W,, Trans. Faraday Soc., Vol.
fulminate, when ignition was by exploding 58,1982, pp. 561-568.
wire, were not found when samples were shock 11, Macek, A,, J, Chem, Phys,,Vol, 31, 1959,
initiated, Our findings support these ideas,
but do not explain why only mercury fulminate pp, 182-167,
of those tested Is susceptible, This may be due 12, Campbell, A, W,, Deflagration-to-
to the crystalline properties or the materials, Detonation Transition in Granular HMX,
which determine the amount and character of LA-UR 80-2016,
the grain fracture under compacting forces, 13, Ermolaev, B, S,; Sulimov, A, A,; Okunev,
and hence the resultingvoid structure, V. A,; and Khrapvoukii, V, E., Fix.
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20, Brown, M. E. and Swallows, G. M., Thor- not initiate with a hot bridge wire, it can be
mochemica Acta, Vol, 49, 1981, pp. 333- readily detonated by a detonating fuse, This
349. behavior is thus similar to what you observed

with~mercuric fulminate,
21, Dobratz, B. M., LLNL Explosives

Handbook, UCRL-52997, 1985, REPLY BY P. M. DICKSON
22, Properties of Explosives of Military This observation is quite correct and this

Interest, U,S, Army Material Command
type of behavior is probably even more marked

Pamphlet 706.177, Alexandria, VA, 1971, in the case of lead styphnate because It is more

DISCUSSION difficult to initiate (i.e., less sensitive) than
mercury fulminate anyway.J. ROTH, Consultant

Portola Valley, CA
Lead styphnate is easy to dead-press,

Hlowever, at loading pressures at which it will
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PROMPT DETONATION OF SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES BY LASER

Dennis L Paisley
Los Alitmos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87548

Secondary high explosives have been promptly detonated by directing a
laser beam of varlous wavelerngths fPom 268 nanometars to 1.06 micron
on the surface of the explosives, For this paper "prompt" means the
excess transit time through an explosive charge is -260 nanoseconds (or
less) lest than the accepted full detonation velocity time. Timing
between later pulse, explosive initiation and detonation velocity and
function time have been recorded. The laser parameters studied
include: wavelength, pulse length, energy and power density, and
beam diameter (spot #ise). Explosives evaluated include: PETTN, HNS,
HMX, and graphited PETN, HNS, and IIMX. Explosive parameters
that have been correlated with optical parameters include: density,
surface area, critical diameter (spot mlis), spectral characteristics, and
graphite as an additive to alter spectral characteristics and enhance
absorption. Some explosives have been promptly detonated over she
entire range of wavelengths, possibly by two competing initiating
mechanisms. Other explosives could not be detonated at any of the
wavelengths or power densities tested.

INTRODUCTION magnitude more absorping at 250 nanometers
than from 550 nanometers to 1.06 micron.Numerous experimenters since the mid. Therefore we decided to begin our experiments1960. have used lasers of various wavelengths at UV wavelength.. We will present the rAno-

(usually 694 nm and 1.06 micron) to initiate tlonalengthsnWe will esive f o

primary and secondary explosives.2.'3 Initia. tional performance of several explosives to

tion can be accomplished by three methods: various wavelength laser pulses, correlate

1) ablating a metal film In contact with the traditional explosive and spectral parameters
explosiveng a metal fim2)nablating aimetale with performance results, and offer severalexplosive (EBW-mode), 2) ablating a metal poibeyoteeasothmcanmsf

filmto aunh ahig velcit fler lat to possible hypotheses as to the mechanisms offlmn to launch a high velocity flyer plate to initiation and transition to prompt detonation,

impact the explosive, and 3) directing a laser

beam on the confined (or unconfined) explo- EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES
sive surface. This paper covers experimental
resulto for the third case of direct laser ini.
tiation of explosives. Direct laser initiation Chemical and Physical
incorporates knowledge of optical properties of The explosives tested include PETN,
the lasers and explosives, and optical coupling HNS, HNMX, and 5 and 10 percent graphite
efficiency. Literature 4'5 and explosives chem. mixtures of each explosive. Surface area,
isis suggest the UV end of the spectrum is batch number to identify processing method,
better absorped by most crystalline explosives and other characteristics were recorded for
and the higher energy photons (248 nm = each explosive sample. For ease of handling
5eV) could break molecular bonds. Spectral and experimentation, all explosives were
transmission studies indicate that most pressed in small aluminum cups. Except ftr
secondary explosives are about an order of special tests, all explosive column lengths were
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35i~i *~ '7M.w~w ,l~w~m4nm I'laIIHfLAIR 0HNL1 ION LOOPrICIEN1
3,5-am and 7,5-ms in diameter. Explosives fo. ^RY.tfALLIW rxl IS. AM.brl/1.

powders under test were pressed to densities .
ranging 0.9 - 1.5 l/cm over a 1.6-g/cm3  -- ,.,HI
PBX-(407 output charge 3.00 mm long 1 1 C" M
(Figure 1). 9.. . IN"" M' 21A'

Optical
Optical extinction coefficients at variouis i

wavelengths f'or mý0st explosives of interest
have been determined, • H, H, Cady, Los
Alamos, made'ailditional measurements onlarg6, single crystals or PIET '(Pigure 2), Most

optical measurements are made Iii solutions, Figure 2, Molar Ixtinction Coefficient for
buspensions, or single crystal transmissions, Single Crystal# of PETN
Since our experiments Involved compacted
explosive powders, it seemed appropriate to ,,
measure reflection (R) from the surfaces of
compacted, powder samples and determine "
absorption by (0-R) assuming no transmission, -
W. Fleming, Unidynamics-Phoonix (UPX), -
used a Varian Carey 2300 'pectrophotometer -
to record the spectral reflection from samples e - .
of PETN, HIMX, lINS, and g'aphltod PETN,
HMX, and [INS, Typical data are reported T' -.. -.

(Figure 3), These data are not absolute values
but are relative to one another, Different ,
particle size and density explozives wore tested WAVELICNOTJ, nsmohru
by UPX with a fixed solid angle for collection of FIgure 3. Reflection of PETN, HMX, and HNS
reflected light, To evaluate the affect of angle Surface#
dependence and wavelength on optical scatter- Albeos. 0.,9 g/ao PITN vs Wavelength
ing from compacted explosive powder surfaces, "i '

John Stephens, Los Alamos, made reflection
optical measurements that were angle and j can, VialbleScene
wavelength dependent (Figure 4). Theme data 1_22(N2) - Q.19(02)
correspond to UPX data, H. IL. Cady's single . 21 ..,
crystal PEIP'N and published optical data,4 'n 04 .

EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUE 1,... 0 £,o ..°...°..°, ....o ,,o ,, o ,00..,co0

WOO 00 10 00 60£00 110 600 610 ?00 70 0#50 0901 0

Initial testing was begun using a XeCI Wavelength (nm)
Excimer laser (308 nm) with a 20 ne pulse Flgure4a. Wavelength Vs, Reflection

Albedo - 0.S glee PITN ve Angle
0.127 mm ..
thick Al cup .- 2- (02)

3,5 mm length 2_ 2.- 2 (03)
*-6.9- 1.6 g/cc PETN 3._20(4)

3.0 mm length 0.4 4_22 (#4) Repeat

1.6 g/ca PBXg407

7,35 mm diam,

Figure 1. Explosive Test Sample for Laser 8cattering Angle

Initiation (UV-Quartz Window, Optional) Figure 4b, Scattering Angle Vs. Reflection
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length and up to 180 mJ on target. Most tests
were conducted with a Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG
laser operating at 1.06 micron, 355 nm, or Won
266 nm, The Nd:YAG pulse length was 10 no
with a pseudo-annular ring beam profile
resulting from the diffraction coupled reso-
nator (DCR). The experimental set-up and
technique (Figure 5) involve operating the
laser at near maximum output and atten-
uating the beam for the desired energy on awnI I ,b SPLoM-f(M-,faI..)
target. The laser beam was focused through a I NAM Wr: N ( 0AL! ID100 M11001%(KINUMA7IO)barricade window and on the surface to the 4IN•.,MOKN.
explosive sample, The lens used was a 250.mm I~T UM 01NUAToRS

focal length Iens with fV28 and largG depth I IRINS CHAMlIG W GUAMTZWINDOW

of feld, The explosive surface to be initiated j 1I00%0D=OW NA01
was either unconfined or confined with a aMEZRO AUV-quartz window. Care was taken to assure r '• n.onTESTEAPL

that dielectric breakdown did not occur in the
air or UV-quartz window before the beam
reached the explosive surface. All tests were
performed at ambient atmospheric conditions Figure 5, Optical Test Set-up for Laser
for Los Alamos, No gap existed between the Initiation oftxplosieaS
window and the explosive surface, Each sam-
ple was aligned to the laser beam using an
autocollimator/alignment telescope, In all Each test data includes: explosive parameters
tests, 8 percent of the beam was split off and (particle size, batch number, density, physical
sent to a energy meter and recorded, Extensive dimensions), laser parameters (energy, power,
testing was performed to assure correlation energy/power density, pulse length, beam
between on-target energy and energy mea- profile), and function time of the explosive.
surement readings were accurate, A fast Special tests were performed to evaluate explo-
(500-p. risetime) biplanar photodiode detected sive run distance to full detonation and
the laser pulse for a time zero (t4) to be used for induction time (time from laser pulse to onset
explosive timing purposes. A conventional of chemical reaction),
electrical pin switch was placed on the output
side of the aluminum cup opposite the EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND
1,6g/cm3 PBX-9407 explosive for measuring RESULTS
function time (ti). Both signals were recorded PETN and HMX were promptly det.
on a digital oscilloscope and digital time inter- onated at 308 nanometers at power densities
val counter. Since we are interested in prompt that relate to explosive type and density (Fig-
detonation, function timing is essential todetonationgfuis ctw n proming Insetontito nd ure 6), These data represent approximately 30distinguish between prompt detonation and tests at each density. The threshold value and
deflagration- to-d eto nation transition (DDT). ro aewr eerie yteAE,
Many previous experimenters apparently did error barc were determined by the ASENTenot have the need to record function time, computer code, HNS could not be detonated at
mothakin thei nedata rese otiay funeati e to, any power density up to the laser's maximum
making their data essentially unrelatable to of -5 GW/cm 2 . The reason is uncertain, since
our work where we must distinguish prompt the optical reflection data for all three of thedetonation from DDT, The Initiation process explosives is not significantly different.
cannot be understood without timing con-
uiderations. Midway in our testing, we Approximately 400 PETN and 100 HIMX
acquired and installed a BeamcodeG CID two- total tests were performed at 1.06 micron,
dimensional beam profiler (200 nm - 1100 nm) 1. 55 nm, and 266 nm at explosive densities 0.9-
to record beam profile for each individual test, 1.3 g/cm 3. The explosive function times (ti)
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1.01 0.o f/"e PITh/eS 5oe Px$4oT
PAL t L4' 1.04 10 no losirpUIIe

1.,0UnUx L2 with UV.qusait window

1.40 UIs nm IO IIA WNt,4•PW 100613 ""llu~t MINrII 2.0

,.E PAILURE

11.0

02ih 00P aTi 1.6iT i P 1.1 H4i 0.o "m N 1, 1 fl.0 'o 0.o 1 _ - . - v , .. .
Nt .TM 61W• 0Ne•IFry) .16 .72 1,A 1.44 1.80 3l1

POWER DENSITY, OW/m A

Figure 6, Threshold for Initiation of PETN, Figure 7, Power Density Vs. Function Time
IIMX, and FINS at 308 nm and Threshold for PETN at 1,06 Micron

were measured from the time the laser beam __ _ _

impacted the explosive surface (t0) to the time 0,1 soP.OW 1.,oglee PIx6o0
of pin switch closure at the output side of the 3.4,nohm, lit low, p411k

explosive sample (Figures 7, 8, and 9). In all lo-
tests as the stimulus increased the function
time1dereased to an asymptotic hiie t ofu-ld0t i"
150 nanoseconds longer than the full detonaf - 1. .
tion velocity through the sample would predict, 1.4. Roomu * . .
As the stimulus waw decreased to near thresh- 1.9
old, the function time would increase by -300
nanoseconds and at lower stimulus fail. The
mixed region stimulus between fire/fall was 0 0.. 0.72 1.00 . . . t i() T 1.5.

usually small (-0.05 GW/cm 2), POW, R DENSITY, 0W/em I

Since power densities (> 0,7 GW/cm 2 ) Figure 8. Power Density Ve, Function Time
resulted In an excess function time of -100 - and Threshold for PETN at 355 nm
300 nanoseconds, we conducted experiments to
evaluate the explosive surface during the 2.-

imparting of the laser energy at various power 2.4

densities from threshold to well above thresh.2 0.*ccPETNI1.IXHO?

old. We added to our experimcntal set-up .. m, Wn .
(Figure 10) to include the ability to view the ! 2,0 .FAILUREI

surface of the explosive with arn cloctronicI'streak camera synchronized with the laser s
pulse, Streak records were recorded from

below threshold (0,7 GW/cm 2) to 1.82 GW/cm 2  1,4 * *s *

(Figures 1 I a-f). These streak records show the 1,2
plasma from the laser pulse interacting with
the explosive, tho time delay between laser
pulse and initiation, and the detonation front 0.0
expanding out radially at the explosive/ u.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0./ 1.0 1.2

window interrace, One can see the slope POWEROEN~rTY, Mum

(detonation velocity) increase and then con- Figure 9, Detonation of 0,9 g/cc PETN at

tinue at a constant detonation velocity. These 266 nm, 10 na Laser Pulse with Window
data have been quantified (Figure 12) and
compared with full detonation velocity for (tr) less the inherent delay time from laser
0.9 g/cm 3 PETN, The measured function time pulse to initiation should result in the full
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Streak records can help interpret earlier

LAWN SIRA timing data, One particular test (Figure 1 I),
AmA LOW fired at near threshold condition, exhibits an

ur n M,..•^U6cu.". unusual initiation begun on the periphery of
A the laser pulse, We originally thought this

AP streak record to be an anomaly, however
review of earlier theoretical calculationsi

CO INOMOWN suggest periphery initiation is possible. R, J.
INPI 5Harrach, Lawrence Livermore National

.AMLE, . Laboratory, has calculated a thermal Initiation
model indicating that undei' certain circum-
stances the center of a beam could ablate the

Figure 10, Streak Camera Technique for explosive surface and initiate on the beam
Induction Time Measurement edge, This is exactly what we observed under

slightly different, but similar conditions, and
detonation velocity, The streak record in thus adds credence to a thermal initiation
Figure I Ic was tested near threshold mechanism at 1,06 micron, At UV wave-
(0.75 OW/cm 2) and exhibits an unusual initia. lengths, confinement of the initiating surface
tion profile. The explosive, initiated'along the is not as significant as with 1.06 micron, Since
periphery of the laser pulse, propagates an order of magnitude increase In optical
radially outward, but not inward, at least on absorption in the UV and confinement at UV
the surface of the PETN, wavelengths has no appreciable affect on

initiation, one can speculate that different
DISCUSSION OF mechanisms might be taking place at
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 1.06 micron and 266 nanometer (possibly

XeCI (308 nm) lExcimer beam diameters thermal and photodissociation, respectively),

were measured by laser burn patterns on laser
burn paper, The CID beam profiler was
incorporated early in the Nd:YAG test data. The longer wavelengths (i.e. 1,06 micron)
The beam envelope on target was essentially appear to cause initiation by thermal hot spots
the same on all Nd:YAG tests, but energy/ that grow to detonation, whereas the shorter
power distribution in the envelope did vary, wavelengths (266 - 308 nanometers) may
hlowever, we have not been able to attribute possibly initiate by bond-breaking (or at least
any unpredictable performance because of energy deposited inside crystals, Table 1).
energy distribution within the envelope. These hypotheses are partly supported by the

Prompt laser initiation or PETN is easier fact that for longer wavelengths, the laser

than HMX at wavelengths 1,06 micron, puls/explosive surface must be confined by an
355 nm, and 268nm, I-INS (0,9g/cm) cannot' optically transmitting window in order for

be initiated at power densities as high as prompt detonation to occur, but short
5.0 GW/cm 2 at any of the wavelengths tested wavelengths can promptly detonate the same
even though spectral data would suggest explosive at lower energy and power densitieseventhogh sectal dta ouldsugest with or without physical confinement of the
otherwise. The addition of graphite (5-10 per- interfacew

cent) does not decrease the power threshold,

Streak camera records of laser/explosive sur'- ACKNOWLEI)GEMENTS
face Interaction show how the lower optical
power density input affects the initiation and We greatly appreciate the technical
builds to full detonation velocity, The lower assistance of N. Montoya and D. Stahl, and
power densities result In longer times between J. Meier in conducting tests and collecting
laser pulse and first reaction of the explosive, data, We also thank 1-1, I, Cady, J. Stephens,
This phenomenon is similar to streak records and W. Fleming for their discussions and
for initiating PETN by exploding bridgewiros. 7  optical measurements on explosive samples,
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Camera• j

Sa~~ia._meter

Figure Ila, Streak Camera View of Figure Ilb, Fired at 0,82 OW/cm2 ; Laser
Exploaive/Laser Pulse Interaction Surface Plasma Only
Through a UV.Quarts Window

SI r M

Figure Ilc, Fired at 0.67 OW/cm 2 ; Laser Figure lid. Fired at 0.73 GWtcm 2 ; Laser
Plasma and Detonation Front Recorded Plasma and Detonation Front Recorded

1 ~is I j.LS

Figure lie, Fired at 1,13 GW/cm 2; Laser Figure llf. Fired at 1.60 GW/cm 2 ; Laser
Plasma and Detonation Front Recorded Plasma and Detonation Front Recorded
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Table 1. PETN Data Summary

Detonation Power Density Detonation Power Density
Threshold with Threshold without

Wavelength UV.Quartz Conflnement UV-Quartz Conoinement
(nin) (OW/cm') (OW/cm')

1064 0.71 >5.00

365 0.60 2.50

308 0.50 0.70

266 0.25 0,50
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DISCUSSION to directly answer to your question; however,
the thinnest plates tested did initiate high

BARRY T. NEYER density secondary explosives.
EG&G Mound Applied Technology
P.O. Box 3000 DISCUSSION
Miamisburg, Ohio 45343

Have you noticed any changes in the MANFRED HELD
velocity at threshold as a function of flyer Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm
thickness? 8898 Schrobenhausen, West Germany

What was the diameter of the laser spot?

REPLY BY I)DNNIS PAISLEY

No, I have not noticed any changes in the REPLY BY DENNIS PAISLEY
thickness of the plates that we tested. Thinner The diameter of the laser spot was about
plates have a higher velocity, We have not 1 millimeter.
performed detailed tests that would allow me
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LASER INITIATION OF SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES

Anita M. Renlund, Philip L Stanton, and Wayne M. Trott
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

We have performed several experiments to investigate the effects of
explosive material parameters on energy thresholds for direct laser
initiation of secondary explosives. Laser energy requirements for
initiation of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) were decreased for
small particle size powder and low density pressings. Promptness of
detonation, however, was aided by higher densities. Initiation of
PETN was achieved at energies at or be'!ow 10 mJ (power densities
-0,2 GW cm"2) at laser wavelengths of 1.06 pm, 532 nm, and 355 nm
and strong confinement of the explosive sample assisted buildup to
detonation. At 355 and 308 nm, PETN could be initiated by
irradiation on the bare explosive surface. Hexahydro-1,3,5.trinitro-8-
triazin, (RDX) was initiated at 308 nm, but not at 1.06 pm. We were
unable to initiate hexanitrostilbene (IINS) by direct irradiation at any
of these wavelengths, The results suggest that if sufficient energy is
deposited, a fast deflagration or convective burn is achieved and that
this grows to detonation via a conventional deflagration.to-detonation
transition (DDT).

INTRODUCTION initiation via a shock mechanism. 5 Further
characterization of this initiation scheme is

Experimental and theoretical studies on needed; however, the important liE param-
prompt initiation of energetic materials began eters are expected to be very similar to those
in the 1960., shortly after the advent of the associated with electrically-driven flyer ini-
laser. Thie continues to be an active research tiation. Another approach to prompt HE
field driven, in part, by improvements in initiation relies on direct interaction of the
miniaturization of high-power lasers. 1"7 Sur- laser output or the laser-generated plasma
vey of much of the literature reveals that in with the explosive material. 3'6 The experi-
several cases these studies of laser initiation ments described in this paper focus on the
have not documentEd Important experimental effects of both laser ý.nd explosive material
parameters, In particular, description of the parameters on these "direct" initiation proces-
high explosive (NE) material (e.g., microstruc- see. In addition, we consider initiation of only
tural properties, dopents, etc.) has genei ally secondary liEs.
b•ea. inadequate. Thus, while feasibi'ity oflamer ih:;tin;tion of lies ii well establishe3d, Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) has
thsere remainsof lttle undwer lestabdin e ofco been our explosive of choice for this study, inthere remains little understanding of con- n ok s o e h ti ol
trolling mechanisms or material parameters part because recent work showed that it could

which affect initiation thresholds, be initiated at modest laser energies.6' 7 Other
HE materials which we have attempted to

Laser radiation has been used in two initiate include hexanitrostilbene (fINS) and
distinct approaches to lead to prompt ini- hexahydro-i,3,5-trinit.o-s-triazine (RDX).
tiation of an HE. Aecrleratior of a thin flyer The sheer number of material and laser
plae by a lascr-generated plasma and subse- parameters which may influence initiation and
quent impact of the flyer onte the HE cause3 detonation behavior make this ongoing study
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complex and time consuming. The variables that confined the HE radially in an aluminum
over which we have exercised some control ring and on the faces with optical windows.
include the HE particle size and density, the The powder was pressed to the desired density
confining window materials, dopants added to (linear mechanical pressing) into the ring
enhance absorption of the laser energy, coat- against the optical window through which the
ings on the window to enhance plasma gener- laser radiation was later admitted. For
ation, and laser wavelength, pulse duration reference purposes, this will be called the front
and spot size. Our aim has been to observe the or initiation face, To obtain different
effects of these variables on both the energy confinement conditions we used windows of
threshold and promptness of initiation. In different shock impedances, namely sapphire,
addition we have employed optical diagnostics fused silica (FS), and lucite. In some
that might aid In elucidating the initiation experiments we used windows onto which
mechanism, 500-A thick aluminum had been vapor

deposited, The aluminum was used to enhance
EX PERIMENT AL plasma formation at the window/HiE interface.

After pressing, a lucite window was affixed to
Sample Preparation the back of the aluminum ring to complete

confinement of the lIE powder column,
PETN powder was obtained from several Nominal densities of PETN ranged from 0,9 to

sources, Table I lists some of the powders we 1,4 g cm"3 (51 percent to 79 percent theoretical
tested, their sources and lot numbers, and maximum density) and the charge dimensions
particle size information where available, were 3.18 mm in diameter by 6.35 mm long.
Since particle size measurements based on the
Fisher sieve size and BET are not directly corn- Initiation Tests
parable, we obtained scanning electron micro-
scopy photographs of samples of the first four The experimental arrangement is shown
materials listed. These showed that the schematically in Figure 1, For most of theseMoud E1719 ltSA) as n actsmalerin tests we used a Q-swltched Nd&YAG laser
Mound eR17119 (HSSA) was in fact smaller in (Quanta-Ray DCR 2A) operating at 1.064 pm,
particle size than the Pantex 7119-304M-01 At full power, the temporal profile of the
(Micronized) and the listing in the table is in output consisted of several high intensity mode
order of apparent particle size. spikes in an envelope of -10 ns (FWttM). The

For the initiation tests described here, the pulse width could be lengthened to 35 ns by
powders were pressed into cylindrical fixtures adjusting the bank voltages to the oscillator

Table 1. PO'WN Powders for Laser Initiation Studies

Source' Lot # Sp, Surf. Area Comments

Mound ERI97119 2.1 (Fisher) "High Spec. Surf, Are'a" (lISSA)

Mound UK L-160) 0.6 (Fisher) UK fine

Pantex 7119-304M-.0 3.0 (BET) Micronized

Pantex 1076-0211-195 0,4 (BET) XTX grade

LANI, Type 12 1.3 Type 12

UPI EL!-82493 NA XTX grade

UPI FL-82494 N A 3% Zr-doped XTX grade

Samples obtained from R, Thorpe of EG&G Mound Laboratories, A. Duncan of Mason & Hanger
Pantex Plant, i). Paisley of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LAN L), and J. Fronabarger of
Unidynarnics Phoenix, Inc. (UPI).
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charge is often due to emission shining
through unreacted material.8 Fortunately, the
light coincident with detonation wave "break-

LAE .T-from "shine through" light by direct com-
parison of the temporal and spatial properties

EEG o0o of the emission. Accordingly, we have verified
MONIRDIGITAL - the timing by simultaneously measuring the
FOSCILLOSCOPEJ output of the PMT and recording the emission

on a fast-framing electronic Image-converter

Figure 1. Schematic Drawing of Experi- camera (Hadland Photonics Ltd., Imacon 675).

mental Arrangement for Laser Initiation Tests A limited number of initiation tests were
made using wavelengths other than 1.06 pim.

and amplifier lamps. Most of the tests were Both the second and third harmonics of the
carried out with a pulse width of 20 no, The Nd:YAG laser were used in experimental con-
energy was attenuated to the desired level figurations much the same as that described
using optical filters. The spatial profile of the above, The only substantive change concern-
output was not uniform over the output spot itant with doubling and tripling the laser
but was in the familiar "donut" mode, frequency wats In the pulse width. For condi-

tions yielding a 20 ns pulse width at 1.06 pm,
Simple lenses (12- to 15-cm focal lengths) the pulse widths at 532 nm and 355 nm were

were used to focus the laser energy onto the 15 ns and 12 ns, respectively. In addition to
liE, In order to avoid air breakdown due to the the Nd:YAG laser we used an excimer laser
high optical power density near the focal plane, (Lambda Physik, EMG200) at 308 nm in some
the sample fixture was mounted in a vacuum tests. Its pulne width was 24 no (FWIIM), The
chamber which was evacuated to < 0.1 Torr temporal profile of this laser lacked the intense
prior to firing. The fixture was positioned so mode spikes of the Nd:YAG laser. Its beam size
that the laser output was brought to a focus at at the focus was .- 1 X 2 mm.
the windowlHE interface; some defocussing in
the window, however, limited the spot size to Optical diagnostics were used to study
-0.5-mm diameter on the lIE surface. The reactions at the Initiation face of the HE. In
sample position was adjusted as needed to the simplest configuration (see Figure 1)
account for the different refractive indices of PMT #2 viewed light from the front surface to
the window materials. Spot sizes were esti- observe the time at which substantial reaction
mated from energy measured through a occurred, We also analyzed that emission spec-
pinhole scanned in contact with the rear sur- troscopically. Single-pulse Raman spectro-
face of a window. A 10 percent beamsplitter scopy was employed to monitor reaction
was used to direct a portion of each laser pulse progress at the front face, This required a
to an energy probe, This was calibrated to the second laser pulse (a dye laser at 527 nm)
actual energy delivered to the HE sample, All delayed relative to the initiation laser with the
laser energies cited here are those calculated to Raman signal collected and analyzed as
be seen by the liE, In addition to the energy described in Reference 9.
monitor, a phototube (not shown) viewed the
laser pulse to give an initial time marker. RESULITS

A photomultiplice Lube (PMT #1) moni- Initiation'rhresholds
toring light outpuL at the bock surface of the
liE charge was used to determine function At the present stage of this study, we
time, In previous experiments we have have been unable to fire enough identical
observed that care must be exercised when explosive devices to establish the initiation
using detonation emission as a timing marker threshold values at a high statistical confl-
since first light observed from the back of the dence level. Generally only five identical
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samples were fired at different laser energy
levels (all other conditions, i.e., laser spot size, a
wavelength and pulse width being unchanged) LASER PULSE
to establish go/no go levels. Threshold values
cited here are the lowest energies at which
detonation was achieved. A practical upper 1500 nle
limit on laser energy was reached at -250 mJ
(>1 GW cm"2) due to damage and energy
dissipation in the windows, Two types of f.
explosive events were observed, In a few cases, j bT #1
buildup to detonation did not occur and the Z
PETN only detlagrated. At somewhat higher 05
laser energies, detonation was usually
achieved in similar samples. Clear differences
were observed between the deflagrating and
detonating samples, both in the device function
times and in the damage to the explosive.
fixture. Table 2 lists results from several test TIME
conditions for initiation of PETN using 1,06- Figure 2, PMT Traces from Which We Derive
pm radiation, In separate tests we observed DeviceFunction Time, a) Laser initiation pulse.,
no significant difference in initiation three- b) Temporal profile of emalsion observed at the
holds for laser pulse widths between 10 and 25 end of the detonating PETN column, (Com-
ns, but slightly higher laser energies were pare to spatla[ profile of emission shown in
required at longer pulse widths, Figure 3.) The function time for this device

(HSSA, p = 1.0 g cm"3) was 1,35 ps, the excess
Function Times transit time was 200 na,

Figure 2 shows typical data traces from
which we derived the device function times.
The upper trace is from the phototube viewing
the laser pulse, the lower trace is from PMT #1
viewing the end of the PETN column. Figure 3
is a fast-framing photograph of the detonation
event as seen from the back of the fixture. The
early frames show the shine-through of
detonation light from within the sample, The
two bright frames (frames 5 and 6) are of light
generated when the detonation wave
interacted with the rear lucite window. These
are coincident in time with the sharp rise and
narrow peak of the PMT #1 signal shown in
Figure 2. The function time of the device was
therefore the interval between the laser pulse
and the sharp rise observed on the back PMT Figure 3. Fast-framing Photograph of Emis-
signal. Our measure of promptness was the sion Viewed at the End of the Detonating
excess function time, i.e., the time measured in PETN Column. (Compare to temporal profile
excess of that of a steady detonation wave shown in Figure 2b.)
traveling through the 6,35.mm long column of
PETN, at the given density. In all cases, we
observed an increase in function time as the transit time approached a limiting value which
laser energy was reduced to the threshold depended on the HEi sample and its con-
value. At sufficiently high energy, the excess finement. We include in Table 2 the shortest
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Table 2. Initiation Test Data Summary

A, Effect of powder (FS window, 1,2 g cm*, 0,7-mm spot size)
Powder Threshold Min tr 1  Energy at min t,1

HSSA 47 mJ 60 ns 53 mJ
Micronizod 43 150 72

UK Fine 52 300 54
LANL-12 59 50 72

XTX 165 >5000--Deil 195
XTX/Zr 100 700 105

B. Effect ofdensity (PS window, HSSA, 0.6-mm spot size)
Density Threshold Min to, Energy at min tes

0.9 g cm' 20 mJ 120 ns 41 mJ

1.0 18 110 44
1.2 39 50 50
1.4 .. 5. 40 86

C, Effect ofewindow (UK fine, 1,21 gcm-3 , 0,7-mam spot size)

Window Threshold Min t*x Energy at min t.
Lucite 64 mJ 400 no 73 mJ
PS 52 300 54
Sapphire 46 100 70

D, Effect ofAl on window (HSSA, 1.2 gcm"', 0,5.-m spot size)

Window Threshold Min t., Energy at min t.,

FS 36 mJ 50 ns 52 mJ
FS with Al 22 15 38

excess transit times (min t.) we measured for with excess transit times of 200 no. Under
a given test series. The laser energies at which similar conditions the lowest energy at which
these min tex's were measured are also given in PETN was initiated at 1,06 Pm was 10 mJ,
Table 2. In some cases, the min t., may not The corresponding power densities were all
represent the true limiting values which can -0.2 GW cm'2 . Experiments at 308 nm used an
require a laser energy twice the threshold excimer laser operating on XeCI. The spot size
energy. was larger and the pulse lergth longer with

this laser. Initiation thresholds were -75 mJ
Wavelength Dependence (power density -0.15 GWcm' 2), The excebs

We performed some initiation tests at transittimes were generally <lO0n.

wavelengths other than the Nd: YAG fun- One marked difference was observed in
damental to see if there was any wavelength initiation of the PETN at the shorter wave-
specificity to the initiation process. For HSSA lengths. The need for confinement was not
PETN at a density of 1.0 g cm4a, confined by a as great. In fact, the PETN was easily ini-
fused silica window, we observed no significant tiated at 308 nm without window confinement.
changes in laser energy thresholds or function We observed roughly the same initiation
times in going to 532 or 355 nm. For both thresholds with and without windows at this
wavelengths, we achieved initiation at 7 mJ wavelength-, those samples with windows
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functioned, on average, about 50 ns faster than
those without windows, At 355 nm there was a -
more marked difference in thresholds with and PMT #2

was required to initiate unconfined PETN, At
both 532 nm and 1,06 pm we were unable to 0
initiate PETN without window confinement at
energies up to 200 mJ, J

Optical Diagnostics

These preliminary studies were aimed at
giving us Information on the mechanism of the TIME
initiation process, In the simplest case, we
looked at the time when light was omitted from Figure 4. Temporal Profile of Emission
the front face of the detonating HE sample, Viewed at the Initiation Face of the PETN.
Data from such experiments are shown in The first peak is due to the laser pulse. It is
Figure 4. The first peak in the emission profile broadened relative to that in Figure 2a because
is due to the laser and the lamer-generated of emission from the laser-generated plasma,
plasma. Emission from the plasma was which was characteristic of all experiments
observed in all experiments including initla, including those samples that failed to initiadke.
tion failures. The second emission feature The function time for this device (1I88A,
varied In time depending on initiation param- p= l.0 g cm"3) was 1.44 ps, the excess tranait
eters, It was usually delayed by less than time was 290 na,
400 ns relative to the laser pulse for those
samples which detonated fairly promptly
(< 200 no excess transit time), In slow
functioning devices, however, It was occasion- PITN

ally delayed so that It appeared after the light
was viewed at the rear surface, Experiments
that resolved this emission spectrally showed
that the light was broad and unstructured,

Raman experiments on the front surface Iwere difficult, The Raman signal was viewed ,0 I

on top of an emission continuum from either 1k
the laser.generated plasma or the detonation I _ _ _ _
light, Also, there were some lines that arose
from the interactions of the driving laser with t0o0 1100. 000
the confining window, A typical spectrum is RAMAN SHIF t

shown in Figure 5, In general, we were unable Figure 5. Single-pulse Raman Spectra of the
to see anything but bright plasma emission at Front Face of the PETN Before and 80 ns After
early times and only detonation light at late Initiating Laser Pulse, The peak marked with
times, In between, we observed mostly a an asterisk (0) is emission at 580 nm from Na
decrease in the Intensity of the PETI'N signal impurity in the PETN, The Raman laser
with time, but observed no significant new excitation wavelength was 527 nm.
species. The parent PITN signal persisted
until It was swamped by the detonation light, The laser energy threshold was similar to that
KDX and HNS for IISSA PpirTN, but the excess function time

was considerably longer at > 300 ns. We were
RI)X was successfully initiated at unable to initiate fine particle lINS (specific

308 nm, but not at 1,06 prm. The RDX powder surface areas of 6 m 2 g.' and 13 m2 g9") at
has not been fully characterized at this time. densities from 1.2 to 1.6 g cm 3 by direct laser
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irradiation at energy levels to 250 mJ (power Detonation would then proceed from this
density > I OW cm"n). We did see significant surface at the usual detotiotion velocity, The
charring of the HINS pellet, but reaction did not excess transit time would thlos be a measure of
grow to sustained deflagration or detonation, this induction or delay time. An alternative
In separate experiments, however, HNS was description of the Initiation, process viiws
initiated by a laser-accelerated flyer at laser detonation as reached after transition from a
energies < 100 mJ, slower process (deflagration or reactive..shock

propagation) generated by the laser pului. In
DISCUSSION this case, there is a transition to the steady

detonat',on wave after some induction length,
Examination of the results presented e, within the bulk of the H9. The excess

above shows that specific design choices can be transit time is then a measure of the velocity of
made to optimize the Initiation of PETN at the slow process and how for ittravels prior to
1.06 prm. At these densities it Is clearly transition to detonation,
advantageous to use fine particle PETN; this ,
leads to a decreased energy threshold for Our rmoults lead us to believe that it is the
initiation at no cost to detonation perfor- second mechanism, lnvlving a transition to
mance. By contrast, while decreasing the detonation, either defla atto-detdnation
density of the PRTN in this range also leads to transition (DI)LI), or Nhock-to-dIetnation
lower threshold energies, the excess transit transition (SDT), that dominates In these laser
time generally increases, Moreover, timing initiation experiments. Ilnq. indication of this
reliability is compromised, Lo., the Jitter in the is ubtained from tho obiurvaLion ti f light
function time increases, Whether the observed generated at the front face of the explosive at
uncertainty in timing is duo solely to the some delay after the laser pulse (see Figure 4).
device reproducibility in this study or to some If the first mechanism controlled initiation,
fundamental difficulty in the physical and one would expect the emission observed at the
chemical processes leading to detonation front face to occur at a time indicative of the
cannot be Inferred from the limited data base, excess transit time, but we usually observe

light from 0.1 to I ps later. Instead, if this
While we have not yet employed emission results from the interaction of o

extensive diagnostics to determine the details rotonation wave at the front surface of the
of the initiation mechanism, we do have explosive, the time at which we observed the
sufficient data to explore how the absorption of
optical radiation can load to detonation, In
particular, we are intorested in understanding
the processes that give rise to the excess
transit times measured In these experiments,
For applications of laser initiation it may be
vital to control the excess transit time as this
will govern the function time precision of an
optically-driven detonator. k.2

A simplified distance-time (x-t) diagram N,
is shown in Figure 6, which illustrates two , 3
possible causes of the excess time. Point #1 in ex"i
the figure is the measured function tims, of the X /w
device. The slope of the line approaching point
#1 is determined by the known detonation
velocity, l)*, for I'lTN at the given density.____,__,, __ --
Extrapolation of this line to x = 0 describes a DISTANCE, x
process where an Induction time is needed at
the front surface to generate the pressure and Figure 6. Simplified Disiance-Time Diagram
temperature conditions to promote detonation. Describing Laser-Initiation Mechavnisms
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light corresponds to point #2 on the x-t plot of pressure, the slow process may be absent. In
Figure 6. Assuming the retonation velocity agreement with the above analysis based on
equals that of the detonation, point #2 would the emission, the trends in threshold energy
be reached along a line which intersects the and function time as a function of density and
detonation at point #3. From this intersection particle size within the ranges of this study are
we can obtain the induction distance, t, and consistent with conventional DDT models.10,1
the average defiagration or reactive shock
velocity, v. For most of our experiments this The primary role of the laser in prompt

analysis leads to values of t from 0.4 to 2.5 mm initiation appears to be generation of suf-

and v in the range of 1.5 to 3 mm ps' ! ficient pressure and chemical energy release to
sustain the fast convective burn, Confinement

The actual DDT process Is more complex Is usually necessary to allow buildup to the
than the description above, The compressive needed pressure, hence the beneficial effect of
nature of the deflagration or shock wave leads high impedance window materials we
to two main differences from the simplified observed. Below the initiation threshold, not
analysis, First, retonation is generally faster only is there insufficient energy for DDT to
than detonation since the wave propagates occur but the fast convective burn is itself
through higher density material, Second, dissipated, The ease of DDT is governed by the
point #2 probably is displaced from x = 0. material parameters, In this density range,
Another complication arises from the multi- coarse particle PETN is less likely to undergo
dimensional wave profile; as the laser pulse DDT than the fine particle material." Also,
impinges on the small area of the surface the buildup of a convective burn in RDX is less
compressive wave leaves a concave dent in the facile than in PETN and is extremely difficult
liE and the ensuing waves are decidedly non- in fine particle HNS due to its poor gas
planar. The arrival of the retonation at the permeability,12

emitting surface therefore occurs first at. 'he
deepest point on the emitting surface, i.e., the While the details of laser interaction with
spot where the laser beam impinged, The these materials are not well understood, we
retonation wave will then continue to expect facile plasma formation during the laser
propagate to the sides of the charge, which pulse at the power densities used in these
were originally compressed only slightly, This experiments. The evidence strongly suggests
should lead to an emission temporal pro,"1le that the generation of the plasma is enhanced
longer than if the interaction had been with a by the aluminum coating we used in some of
flat surface, This was indeed what we .aw the experiments and which led to reduced laser
when we compared emission at the front and energy requirements. This effect has also been
back surfaces. These effects combine such that observed by others.213

the real value of e is less than predicted from While much of the laser absorption Is
the simplified analysis and that the deflagra- done by the plasma, it appears that the
tion velocity, v, should be larger than the material absorptivity has specific conse-
earlier estimate. quences. It is most probable that initiation of

Discriminating between SDT and 11)1T is the Zr-doped PETN was assisted by improved
difficult, and further experiments are neces- absorption of the laser radiation, although
sary to determine unambiguously which is doping may also alter the DI)T characteristics
active in these initiation processes, A main of the lIE. Similarly, RDX, with its uv
difference is the need for gas permeability in absorption band beginning between 320 and
D)DT, Many of the trends observed in these 340 nm*, was initiated at 308 nm, but not at
tests indicate that D)D)T is quite likely, the longer wavelengths, The most striking
Conventional descriptions of D)D)T in low- consequence of the material absorptivity was
density PExPN contain three distinct regions:
layer-by-layer deflagration which is slow, a *Absorption spectra wore measured %ising a
fast convective burn, and the steady-state Cary 2300 uv-vis-nir spectrophotometer by J.
detonation.10  If there is sufficient initial Fronabarger of Unidynamics Phoenix, Inc.
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seen in the initiation requirement of confine- W. P. Brigham, and H. C. Richardson. We also
ment as a function of laser wavelength. The thank C. E. Haynes for his help in preparing
red edge of the absorption band for PETN is the explosive test devices. We have benefited
between 300 and 320 nm,* In general, strong from helpful discussions with M. R. Baer and
photochemical effects, such as photoablation1 s R. E. Setchell of Sandia National Laboratories
occur at shorter wavelengths, It is not and with D.L. Paisley of Los Alamos National
necessary to invoke an alternative initiation Laboratory.
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Have you considered correlating input
DISCUSSION energies from lasers with that from impact,

DOUGLAS E. KOOKER friction, or electrostatic sensitivity methods?

U.S. Army Ballistic Research
Laboratory REPLY

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
I am intrigued by your results, although I Currently, we do not have sufficient data

know nothing about laser initiation. Evidently to make a meaningful correlation with other
your data suggest that the transition region is initiation mechanisms.
characterized by an effective wave speed of 1.6
to 3 mm/ps, Since wave speeds in this runge
often imply a reactive shock wave, I was DISCUSSION
curious about your reference to a "fast con-
vective burn" and use of the term DDT, Would BARRY NEYER
it be possible that the laser-induced reaction is EG&G Mound Applied Technology
strong enough to begin driving a reactive Miamisburg, O 45343
shock wave into the granular material, and the
transition process is more like an SDT? It is possible, even with sample sizes of 5

to 10, to determine precise threshold values if
an efficient threshold tout and proper analysis

REPLY BY ANITA M. RENLUND techniques are used,

With the diagnostics employed in these
tests, it is indeed difficult to discriminate REPLY
between a fast convective burn and a reactive
shock wave, At this point, we note that the No reply from the authors.
trends for initiation thresholds and function
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INTENSE ELECTRON BEAM DETONATION OF TATB EXPLOSIVES
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Initiation threshold experiments have been conducted employing
submicrosecond pulses of high current relativistic electrons. Pulsed
electron beam detonation of a highly insensitive explosive was demon.
strated and the initiating beam energy fluence parameters measured.
In these experiments, exposores were made at a series of beam fluence
levels by aperturing the #is# of the incident beam current, Electron
energy distribution spectrum and radiation exposure time (i.e., current
pulse-duration) were accelerator.defined "fixed" parameters, Nano.
second resolved measurements of the electron charge distribution were
obtained, both at the surface and through the depth of the explosive
sample. Fabry.Perot interferometry and shock velocity pine were
employed to assess levels of explosive response and the initiation-onset
over a wide range of incident beam current densities. In this paper, we
present the experimental criteria and techniques used in studying fast
transient electron beam-explosiue interactions. The diagnostic methods
successfully employed to achieve our experimental goals are described
in some detail. We endeavor to discuss some of the observed explosion.
detonation phenomena which are unique to electron beam induced
detonations,

INTRODUCTION of "nearly-instantaneous," detonation-like

In a series of experiments performed with behavior was observed, Using interferometer

the ECTOR accelerator, a pulsed relativistic data, the event onset was inferred to occur

electron beam was used to produce in-depth, about 127 nanoseconds after the beam front

sudden (adiabatic) heating and molecular penetrated the incident surface of the

decomposition (radiolysis) of an insensitive explosive.

explosive. In these experiments, a high fluence The explosive selected for study is the
electron pulse of I 0 nanosecond duration was TATB-based composite, PBX 9502. In addition
nonuniformly deposited 7-9 mm into cylin- to having a well-established explosive data
drical TATB samples to induce relatively base, PBX 9502 is known for its inherently
constant volume (isochoric) explosion. For high thermal insensitivity, making It a well-
sufficiently high electron depositions, evidence suited candidate for e-beam "worst-case"
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vulnerability studies.' Whereas TATB is con- synergetically activate a high level explosion.
ventionally surface-area shock initiated via Moreover, two of these model, namely
explosive-to-explosive (e.g., booster) coupling, thermogenerated shocks and spark discharges,
we have evidence of bulk-volume thermal will be somewhat radiation dose rate dependent.
explosion and thermogenerated shock Initia- Although not investigated here, multipulse
tion by prompt electron charge deposition. interactions may induce yet other possible

Experiments and computer simulations mechanisms, either through presonsitization

indicate these Initiation events to be dependent or by predischarge space-charge reconfigura-

indieptheseinitionrateionfnement, ao dcharge tion. At this time, the optimal initiationupon deposition rate, confinement, and chre mechanism is still unknown, and the noted

size. In these experiments, the explosive sam-

ples were laterally confined in open-ended mechanisms are not well understood,

cylinders; about half the exposures were made Initial Condition Specif'cations
on samples confined in heavy-walled, steel

witness cylinders. In assessing explosive sensitivity, the

Our experimental goal was to reliably quantities of interest are incident beam fluence,

measure the electron beam threshold for absorbed dose, and dose rate. The electron

detonation. A secondary purpose was to gain a energy sctrum and the primary current are

better physical insight into the initiation sufclent to characterize initial conditions.

mechanisms with the hope of adjusting beam For threshold studies, the physical quantity
parameters which would ultimately enable us expressly minimized Is the beam fiuence or
paurathers ltime-integrated beam power density (iLe., the
to further lower threshold requirementse electron energy-current density product) deliv-
Within the experimental constraints imposed ered to the target, In practice, to achieve theby the accelerator "machine parameters" (i.e., characteristic threshold level, a given beam

pulse width, beam emittance, and energy cneristibution i eed, the beam
spectrum), we were able to measure the critical energy distribution Is specified, the beam cur-
beam parameters establishing the fluence rent is incrementally attenuated, and exposure-
bevem praetuiredfors theonsetabl ongthonce time (i.e., the pulse-width) is shortened. For
levels required for the onset of detonation. these experiments, the primary beam current

ECTOR is nominally a 3.5 MeV diode was "stopped-down" by using a conically
accelerator, generally configured to perform tapered carbon collimater with a thin brass
pulsed radingraphy tests. In these experi- aperture behind it. The current was monitored
ments, It was reconfigured to e-beam mode to at the target surface, downstream of the
produce a beam current of tens of kiloamperes, collimator assembly, Our dialnostic approach
in a half cycle sinusoid waveform of 110 nano- provided a direct measurament of the primary
seconds, full pulsewidth. This current pulse beam current impinging the sample; it
was collimated and aperturod down to a circumvented the return plasma current com-
critical level where detonation was observed to plications generally plaguing such measure-
quench out from insufficient beam initiation mento. The beam energy distribution was
energy. Above this level, sustained detonation determined from coincident measurements of
was found to occur; below this level, the the accelerator diode voltage waveform, taken
initiation was overdriven and varying degrees at the diode gap. In this series of experiments,
of explosion ensued, exposure times could not be varied (e.g., by

Traditionally, four e-beam generated pulse-width "clipping").

initiation mechanisms have been proposed: Interaction Parameters
compressive shock; thermogenerated shock;
thermal activation (e.g,, pyrolysis, deflagra- Primary beam parameters alone do not
tion, thermal explosion); and spark discharge. provide adequate insight on how dose rate and
Generally, not all four of these exist dose distribution can be adjusted to influence
independently. Depending on the current various explosive reaction mechanisms.2 For
pulse-waveform and radiolysis rates, some instance, the primary beam current does not
interactive combination of these modes will account for the multiplicity of secondary
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charged particles produced in its passage distribution deposited through the explosive
through the sample. In fact, experimental sample, by employing an array of electron
evidence Indicates that a substantial fraction charge-viewing detectors down the length of
of the initiating chemical decomposition is the sample.
known to result from the lower energy,
secondary electrons, Moreover, as the elec- RAD IOLYSIS-STIM ULATE D
trons are slowed down to expend more of their DETONATION
impulse time In the vicinity of an absorber, the
density of multiple Ionizations Increases. 3  Geometric Criticality Conditions
Specifically, the averago energy lose to molec. Figure I schematically illustrates a
ular excitation varies inversely with electron sequence of events in response to a collimated
velocity, Local hot spots become closer-spaced incident beam, of a diameter which is signif-
as particle energies are reduced to thermal icantly less than the explosive lateral
levels by molecular collisions where the dimensions, but larger than some minimum
uubelectronic (i~e., vibrational, rotational, and dimension required for a critical strength
translational) states are excited. In these stimulus initiating detonation, 1 An electron-
experiments, we monitored the not electron generated priming volume can be specified as a
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truncated interaction cone which effectively stages of a shock front advancing with velocity
"cuts osT' at some depth (Zeo) predetermined by U,. The priming volume begins interaction
the incident beam fluence and explosive's with the unexposed explosive by expanding
constituent dissociation energy. The level of with reactive flow at some velocity U., sending
exothermic effects from electron deposition, a rarefaction release wave of velocity Co back
D(E,Z0o), beyond this depth is negligible into the heated deposition region. Thereafter,
compared to socondary radiation energy losses, the expanding wave auto-accelerates by virtue
Electrons are designated as "stopped" when of its own chemical self-release energy to veloc-
their energy approaches this chemical ity U., A two-dimensional hydrodynamics
activating "cut-off." If the priming volume is code, DYNA2D, indicates that the extensive
above the critical size where the reaction can tapering of this divergent shock front results
provide sufficient reactive buildup, the from the electron deposition profile charac-
explosion ultimately transitions from a shock teristics.4 Using the profile as input, DYNA2D
with velocity U, to detonation D,. forecasts how the wavefront evolves from

central core ignition to later-time reactive flow
Deposition Profile Effects past the shock velocity gauge sites.

Since a portion of the primary beam D
energy is extracted in the production o' Deposition Duration Time Effects
secondaries, the explosive initiation threshold Past attempts to initiate confined TATB
depends on how effectively the interaction samples using "long duration" (multisecond)
energy Is absorbed (specifically, on the molecu- exposures failed to achieve sustained
lar structure's sensitivity to electron radiolysis). detonation, Our "short duration" pulse

The energy integrated, weighted-fluence exposures of 45-mm long samples were

distribution through successive layers of successful when adequate lateral confinement

priming volume determines the deposition was provided.

distribution, D(E,Z). For a pulse of normal For a given explosive, explosive morphol-
incident electrons of energy E (typically, a few ogy, density, and specified confinement condi-
MeV), the specific beam power transferred to tions, different reaction levels of explosion will
the explosive can be reasonably estimated in be found for different energy deposition rates.
the "thin stopping" limit by Specifically, the reaction processes generally

PM = (S(E)/p),JMt). depend on the pulse-profile. 2 The initiating
P(Z)-S)chemical effects ultimately depend upon the

Pg(Z) is the effective specific power deposited at relative times required for various competitive
various depths through a stacked array of thin reaction processes to occur; not all will
scattering layers of absorber. Its time integral necessarily transition to a stable detonation. 2'3

is the specific energy deposited by the pulse. Exposure duration times are distin-
(S(E)/p)0 ii the collision-dominated specificExouedrintmsaedsi-guished as "long" or "short" on the basis of the
energy lose per electron In an absorber of beam current duration. Figure I depicts a
density p. J(Z,t), the current density, is the well-collimated beam incident on a reactive
rate of charge concentration at position Z target sample to create a priming volume of
crossing some priming volume area, A(Z). radius r and length Zo. The exposed region is
Ample evidence indicates that If beam spread portrayed with a material having a dialational
(i.e., the emergent emittance) is too sound speed CQ, which Is temperature depen-
excessive-thereby promoting subcritical dent. For a beam of current pulse width t*,
current densities-thermal los, to the cooler, which is ahort compared to r/Co, (the thermo-
adjacent material will result in too diffuse a mechanical relaxation time), deposition heat-
localized hot spot concentration for stimulating irg will be so rapid that there is no time for
initiation. This imposes restrictions on the willibeaso ripid that erenisn ti orsignificant, priming volume expansion to occur.
allowable minimum current density. The thermogenerated shock essentially exists

Figure I depicts the effects of the electron because of the significant temperature gra-
deposition profile in the early evolutionary dient across the boundary separating the
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exposed from the unexposed material. For theV SLOCKMETAE

ECTOR exposure, r/Co = 1.1 microseconds. VILoc,
' ' - LIF

Consequently, the priming volume was w1 DOW
regarded as inertially self-confined during the _. .
110 nanosecond pulse duration. For such fast 2eAM LINE
deposition exposures, nearly isochoric condi- COLLIMAT A

tions exist, and the peak pressure p(r,z) can be INSULATORI IVENTERFEROM.TER90PARATOR EX , 1V •HR INT- " OM1T

regarded as the cumulative response to the INSUI.A OR CVL WI'NESI

specific energy deposited and the radiolysis FOIL CAVITY CYLINDER

"heat of reaction" e(r,z). On these time scales, Figure 2. Exparimental Arrangement
relatively little thermal energy will be
transferred out of the irradiated region; in the diagnostic assembly. The entire explo-
Bremstrahlung losses are low, and since sive assembly is bolted to the downstream end
energy is supplied In a time shorter than the of the accelerator's electron transport tube.
shortest significant thermal energy-loss time, Experiments were performed with two
conditions are also adiabatic. The physical
significance is that for short pulse exposures, explosive sample lengths: 45-mam ltog samples
i,e,, where t* (r/C)'" < 1, a threshold charac- were used to verify explosion-detonation
teristic can be readily specified in terms of events; shorter, 9-mam samples were selected
measurable quantities by the isochoric energy- for priming volume and coupling coefficientprsuecoupling coefficient (Op(r,z)/8e(r,z))v, studies.2 The short sample length was selected
pressure ng dete nt Consequently, on the basis of electron penetration range
an experimental determinant. Consequently, frtepa ceeao nry twspe
the priming volume pressure responae is for the peak accelerator energy, It was pre-

conveyed In terms of the net energy deposition. determined from electron transport code
(This response Is noted later in Table 1 for the calculations using a TATB simulant.
two priming volume experiments.) The condi- In Figure 2, the long sample is shown
tion may not necessarily reflect the minimum coaxially enclosed in an array of three In-line
threshold. A lower beam fluence level might stages of current-viewing monitors. In each
be achieved by readjusting the beam pulse- stage, four orthogonally positioned, active
profile, for instance, by shortening the elements were positioned cylindrically about
deposition duration, thereby lowering the total the outer surface of the irradiated sample
beam energy delivered to the target, interaction region, In the actual experimental

As the exposure time durations become setup, the sample extended some 34 mm
> ],tht thermoshock effect isoseverely further beyond a fourth current sensor, andt*(r/Co)'! throughha steelowitnes cylinder intoewhiy

mitigated, and compressive-reactive flow be- through a steel witness cylinder into which

comes the dominant effect. Progressively seven pressure-activated sensor pins were

longer duration exposures produce pyrolysis, imbedded. The current senso.rs are low induc-

culminating in accelerated burning, which tance, cavity-type, current-viewing inductors

under sustained confinement, may transit to a (CVL) with nanosecond response, The cavity

high level thermal explosion, such as that configuration is designed to serve as a series of
typically observed in long pulse duration radial transmission lines for signals generatedtyperical osee in response to magnetic flux changes of the
experiments. beam current. The sensors were spatially

interleaved to resolve the localized charge
EXPERIMENT distribution to within 3-mnm thick sections,

down the sample length.
Diagnostic Arrangement Electrically-biased, coax shorting pins and

In these experiments, a series of shots at fiber optic microballoon sensors were positioned
various fluences were made by adjusting the beyond the beam penetration zone to monitor
incident beam aperture. The experimental the shock wave velocity propagating perpen-
arrangement, illustrated in Figure 2, shows the dicular to the sensors. An Argon ion laser was
high explosive sample concentrically positioned reflected from the rear surface of a lithium
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fluoride covered sample into a Fabry-Perot "ramp-up" to velocities ranging 1.4 to 1.6 km/s
interferometer. The interferometer provided a were observed at the 9-mm sample-lithium
record of the particle velocity to accuracies of fluoride Interface. The arrival times at the
better than 2 percent. Using known Hugoniot interface were about 124-127 nf relative to
data on lithium fluoride, the shock velocity commencement of the diode beam current
was determined. The results, in turn, provided pulse, As observed from pin data, further
Information to infer the total energy and aperturing resulted in lower level explosions.
pressure. Voltage-current waveforms were ob-

An attempt was made to obtain CVI, tained. Figure 3 shows a typical profile, The
sensor current data at various points along the collimated incident current-time profile shown
irradiated portion of the explosive. Used in here came from the CVL sensor positioned at
conjunction with the "thin-stopping power" the front of the sample surface. The beam
relation (Ps(z) In the "Deposition Profile Eftects" fluence was determined by numerically inte-
section) and the interferometer results, the grating the product of the accelerator voltage
depth-deposition profile could be deduced, (I.e., electron energy) and the corresponding
Interferometer data also allowed us to infer beam current (time-correlated to that voltage)
the beam-generated shock pressures, Subse- over the entire voltage waveform. This quan-
quently, the energy-pressure coupling coeffi- tity was considered the excitation level
cient was determinable, responsible for producing a given explosive

event,
D~iagnostic Observations and Results Time-profile characteristics of the pulse is

Nine shots were conducted in this series also physically informative, In particular,
of experiments, An initial, nonexplosive base- since the depth to which electrons penetrate
line shot was made to provide correction for increases with their energy, the thickness of
collimator aberations, and to account for elec- the thermally-affected region will Increase
tron scattering (hence, current density changes) during the first 28 ns,
on beam passage through the sample. Micro- An endeavor was made to obtain charge
densitometer records of exposed radiochroinic deposition data from the two subsequent in-
film disks, which were positioned at various line sensors, but broadband Bromstrahlungthiclinessensorsgbuthbroadblnd indicstrdhthnt
thicknesses through the sample, indicated that radiation strongly interfered with the attempts
the efrents were somewhat marginal for these on the early shots, On later experiments, the
experiments, deposition data showed large, extremely fast-

Coaxial electric pin data provided consis- rise oscillations in the current profiles (i.e,,
tently reliable shock velocity records on the pronounced dl/dt), These characteristics
long sample charges. Of the eight explosive strongly indicated internal arc-discharge pat-
shots, velocity records indicated that two terns were developing during the first 45-50 ns.
culminated in detonation; the electric pin data
showed one of these was unstable and ulti-
mately quenched, Adequate sample confine- /
ment appeared to be an important factor in / -40

these shots,

All diagnostics were triggered or time- ' \
referenced to FECTOR accelerator trigger time. ai l>!\
The Interferometer was set to begin 0 14'J..
monitoring prior to ECTOR trigger, allowing • -- .
for the possible capture of events early in "\
the 110 ns beam current pulse. Interferometer I t ' *.\\

sensitivity was adjusted to resolve 20-40 no, 0- 00 _
with a velocity accuracy of about 2 percent. a 0 4 go ,® 1"

With this time-resolution, unresolvably abrupt Yigare 3. Incident Beam Characteristics
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Similar waveform characteristics were deposition (irradiated) volume, indicate energy
obtained on pre-test shots at the Naval depositions generating reactive thermal shocks
Laboratory facility, where transparent Lexan in excess of 260 kbars (i.e,, TATB detonation
rods replaced the explosive as target samples. pressure) within buildup times of tens of nano-
The irradiated rods provided explicit evidence seconds. Such extremely short buildup times
of internal dielectric breakdown. are not generally observed in conventional

Figure 4 shows a cutaway cross section of initiation processes.

a steel witness cylinder, comparing conven- 2. The beam interaction, or "minimum
tional and e-beam initiation. The e-beam priming" volume dimensions, are smaller than
initiated explosive resulted in the witness wha, has been observed for the TATB-based
cylinder showing spall off the back surface, and explosives, ranging from 0.20 to 0.27 cm8 .
excessive explosive residue on the inner However, the condition is very confinement
cylinder wall, Hardness tests were made dependent. Our attempts to initiate inade-
before and after the events, but no significant quately confined 45,mm long TATB samples
results were found. resulted in high-order explosion which ulti-

mately quenched, leaving TATB fragments

CONCLUSIONS behind, These effects are also noted two-
dimensional reactive hydrodynamic code

Table 1 gives a qualitative summary results showing the radial effect of the priming
of observed explosion events. Quantitative volume on detonation, 5

data, incorporating the beam fluence threshold 3. Electric self-discharg of the injected
levels and dosages for tutese events, have electron space-charge in the priming volume Is
been previously presented elsewhere. Some noted from the downstream CVL sensor
features peculiar to pulsed, high current, e- current waveform data. There is evidence of
beam initiation are noteworthy, internal spark discharge occuring In the

1, Results obtained from a laser inter- interior of the priming volume, about 40-50 ns
ferometer, monitoring the back surface of the after beam commencement.

Figure 4, Cutaway Cross Section of a Steel Witness Cylinder
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Table I. Summary of Results

Observed Events

Extent of Reaction Measured Results
(1)

Low Level Explosion 3.19 Km/s Explosion Quenched Out,
(1)

High Level Explosion 8.95-*4.499 KmJs Sample is Heavily Confined.
Reaction Quenches.

(1)
Stable Detonation 7.76 Km/s Sample is Heavily Confined.

(1)
High Level Explosion 6.66 Km/s Sample is Heavily Confined.

Explosion Buildup.

Initiation Effect (2)
8.46 Km/s Minimum Priming Volume,
284 Kbar Short Charge,

(2)
Initiation Effect 6,65 Km/s Minimum Priming Volume,

319 Kbar Short Charge.

S (1,3) Double Collimator:

Low Level Explosion 2,31 Km/s Upstream 8,5 mm;
Downstream 20 mm.

(1) Electric, coaxial shorting pin data on 45 mm sample.
(2) Inferred from laser interferometer data.
(3) Double collimator effect.

4. Since the ECTOR current and voltage beam currents result in velocities below deto-
waveform were observed to be basically nation velocity, For the 110 ns primary beam
sinusoidal, we were able to use the waveform duration and subsequent submicrosecond
peaks (Vp, lp) to assess the specific fluence of a response, we concluded ("Deposition Duration
beam collimated to area A: Time Effects" section) that near-constant vol-

ume (isochoric) explosion (in the priming vol.
V PIP Ku n2 s nt ) dt' ume) is evident, In the early initiation stages

A ,, - dt' (t < t*), the initial state does not fall on a
Ulugoniot. At later times (t > t*), as the

priming volume expands and compression of
Vp Ip the surrounding (unexposed) explosive occurs,

2 -' t we ultimately reside on a final reactive
I lugoniot state, These initiation conditions are

Unfortunately, we could not shorten t in these derived from the fact that the bulk-volume
experiments because it was a "machine-fixed" energy deposition is very rapid relative to the
parameter. thermomechanical relaxation characteristics

Both interferometer and crush-pin data ofexplosive.

strongly suggests that the ECTOR initiated To corroborate these results and better
detonations are not overdriven since lower understand their mechanisms, ongoing efforts
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TIME-RESOLVED MASS SPECTROMETRY TECHNIQUE
FOR STUDYING FAST TRANSIENT CHNO
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPOSITION KINETICS

R. D. Skocypec and K. L. Erlokson
Fluid and Thermal Sciences Department

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

An experimental system is being developed to study the fast transient
kinetics governing solid-phase decomposition and subsequent
interaction with decomposition products, The first phase of this work
addresses the decomposition step, The experiment integrates a thin-
film sample configuration with two chemical diagnostic techniques,
time.of-flight mass spectrometry and time-resolved infrared spectral
photography, and a pulsed-laser heat source, The experiment has
microsetond temporal resolution to examine both condensed-phase
mechanisms and concurrent gas-phase species evolution from samples
at temperatures up to 1000C, Experiments are underway to
demonstrate and assess the use of thin-film samples with the
experimental system, Results of these experiments, the diagnostic
capabilities of the experimental system, and the advantages,
preparation and characterization of thin-film samples are presented.

I NTRODUCTION nitramines for which substantial decomposi-
tion occurs In the condensed phase. OneThe ignition, defiagration, and detona- experimental technique to obtain chemical

tion of energetic materials are controlled by data pertinent to ignition is to rapidly heat the
coupled thermal, chemical and mechanical sample, maintain isothermal conditions, and
phenomena, Ignition, as well as related eook- observed tranrient species formation and
off events, are particularl:, sensitive to chen- destruction, The temporal resolution of this
ical reaction kinetics, Development of reliable type of experiment Includes both the resolution
models requires detailod understanding of of equipment (diagnostic and data acquisition)
three general reaction mechanisms: (1) initia and the minimum time required for the sample
solid-phase decomposition, (2) subseque t, to reach Isothermal conditions so that, the focus
interaction of decomposition products with the can be on reaction chemistry. The second
remaining solid phase, and (3) gas-phase requirement has not been generally satisfied
reaction of decomposition products to form the at temperature levels appropriate for ignition,
ultimate reaction products, The former two Thus, we believe the lack of data is due to the
mechanisms are the least understood and most difficulty in: (1) probing condensed-phase
difficult to study, chemistry, and (2) producing samples that can

attain ignition temperatures and be isother-
There is a general lack of experimental mal within the microsecond time scales appro-

chemical data having microsecond temporal
resolution for samples at ignition temper- priate for ignitionevents.
atures. Information is especially limited on We are developing an experimental sys-
condensed-phase reactions, which are believed tern, based on timo-of-flight mass spectrometry
to play a sivniflcant role in high-melting point (TOFMS) and time-resolved infrared spectral
nitramines, particularly advanced polycyclic photography (TRISP), having microsecond
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temporal resolution to examine both of the gaseous decomposition products. The
condensed-phase mechanisms and concurrent regression rate of the film is monitored In situ
gas-phase species evolution from samples at with a high-speed ellipeometer. The substrate
temperatures up to I000°C, TRISP is currently temperature is measured with an infrared
a single-shot technique for sub-millisecond linear detector array,
experiments, so multiple experiments are The experimental equipment consists of
necessary to temporally resolve condensed- five major systems: (1) physical vapor deposi-
phase mechanisms. The first phase of this tion system for preparing thin-film samples,
work focuses on the initial solid-phase decom- (2) TOFMS and high-speed ellipsometer,
position stop. Our approach to solve the (3) TRISP, (4) laser heating system and
problems of probing the condensed phase and infrared linear detector array, and (5) high-
obtaining, within microseconds, isothermal speed data acquisition system. The next
samples at ignition temperatures is to use a section describes the sample configuration and
pulsed laser to heat and decompose thin-film heating, followed by a description of thesamples of energetic material deposited on experimental diagnostics, thin-film sample
inert substrates, Since the films are optically development and results from preliminary
thin, condensed-phase reactions can be moni- experiments,
tored using TRISP, The system is designed to
study a variety of energetic materials, This Sample Configuration and Heating
paper will describe some significant capabil-
ities that are being developed, including The basic sample configuration, shown
the ability to: examine concurrently both schematically in Figure 1, is a thin film (0.03
condensed-phase mechanisms and gas-phase to 0,3 pm thick) of energetic material deposited
species evolution, obtain data with micro- on one surface of an inert substrate, The thin
second temporal resolution, rapidly heat film has two primary advantages relative to
samples (up to I08 K/s), obtain high sample bulk granular samples: (1) rapid thermal
temperatures (up to 1000C), have well- equilibration to produce an isothermal sample
characterized samples with uniform tern- within I ps or less following a temperature
porature, utilize small samples to permit change at the substrate-film interface, and (2)
evaluation of new materials, and evaluate any optical access for techniques such as TRISP to
macroscopic physical response, examine directly the chemistry occurring in

the condensed phase, Additionally, thin-film
Experiments are underway to demon- samples can be well-characterized relative to

strate and assess the use of thin-film samples Elllpeometer
with the experimental system. Results of these Meoimpodltlrn Mouttors

experiments, the diagnostic capabilities of the to TOP Meas Thloknet
experimental system, and the advantages, spectrometer (100s cycle Time)

preparation and characterization of the thin-
film samples are presented,

Tliln.Pllm sample ofEX PE RIM ENTA I SYSTEM ONNO Iiplosolve

The experiment is configured with the
thin-film sample located inside the vacuum substrate
chamber of the TlOl4M. Tlhe sample Is laser-. 6m
heated, either Indirectly by irradiating the
opposite side of the substrate, or directly by
irradiating the material. As the explosive Monitors substrate
decomposes into the vacuum, the gas-phase Temperature V
reaction products and their evolution rates are Lass subsirate or Directly
measured, and an infrared spectrum of the Irradlisle Sample from Above
condensed phase Is obtained with TRISP, Figure 1. Schematic of Thin.,film Sample
The vacuum environment Inhibits reaction Conrfiguration
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granuulir samples, and complex heat and muss
transfer effeocts are mniidm'.zed r'i that dacom. 030
position chamist.&y can be examined dlre~tty.

Ths mfitnium samp!ii film thickness that
provides sufficient material for mass BsIectro. ... .... ...
metry Is -0,03 to 0,3 pm, (for a typical I cm2

crosa-sentional area), The thin-film sample .............. .... ...
thermal response to the laser pulse is dictated
by substrateoh chracteris tics, The relaxation
time tr for a temperature gradient in a thin ~~
fAlm having thickness I can be estimated from
the expression tr 12/a,,where a Is the thermal 0

diffusivity of the film material, For explosives L_ . ;6 L

such ag I-MX and MA), a is on the order 2 of 0 1B 7.1 10 Is.$S i 7.6 No
2 X 10, CM2/g and consequently, values for the time (moecaosonds)
film relaxation time t,. are on the order of 0.5 lAs Figure 2, Predicted Tungs ten Substrate
or less. Thermal Response to Gaussian Laser Flux

Predictions of the two-dimensional tran- Profile, IOJ within 2.5 As Pulse. "Front"
sient temperature history of a 25-pm-thick indicates illuminated side, "back'~ indicates
tun~gsten substrate have been made using a substratc/film interface, R in radius.
finite element heat transfer code3 for varkluw
incident energy levels assuming both uniform
and Gaussian laser beam profiles. The
substrate was assumed to have a temperature- soo
varying thermal conductivity,4 absorb 50 per-
cent of the incident energy (a conservative
estimate as discussed below) and radiate Hot .... .. .. ....
energy (emissivity of 0.7) to the room.
temperature environment, The predicted $to ....
temperature responueN for a Gaussian Incident 3 ........ ,. . .. . ....

flux proffllc containing 10 J of energy within a ........ _

2.5 ps pulse and a uniform flux profile io
containing 15 J ortenergy within a 2.5 ps pulse
are shown in Figures 2 and 3. For these plots, go....
"front" refers to the Illuminated side of the________________
substrate, "back" refers to the substrate/film 0 I TA7 10 11.6 i IVA Be,
Interface, r Is the radial location and R Is the tims (microlesaonds)

substrate radius. The maximum substrate Figure 3. Predicted Tungsten Substrate
temperature occurs at 2.5 ps. In neither case Tho"rmaI Response to Uniform Laser Flux
does the peak temperature exceed the melting Pro file, 16 J within 2,5 ps Pulse. "Front"M
point of tungsten (3410'C) and in both cases Indicates Illuminated side, "back" indicates
the temperature of the substrate is virtually substrate/film interface.
Isothermal across its thickness~ within 10 ps
after the beginning of the laser pulse. For the
Gaussian profile, a radial gradient exists, uniform 15J pulse attains local equilibrium
governed by the radial distribution of the laser above 1000*C within 10 Ps. This Implies that
beanm, The assumed Gaussian laser beam for experiments having a duration greater
profile Is a worst-case scenario since the actual than about 10 Ini, the rate of temperature equil-
beam is delivered through an optical fiber, ibration across the thickness of the substrate
which can produce a spatially uniform beanm and film Is fast enough so that the filn IF)
profile. The film Interfuce temperature for the isothermal and has a temperature equal to
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that of the substrate-film interface within the substrate foil. Data are acquired from the
relaxation time. The,flim temperature can be array at rates greater than 200 kHz using
inferred by observing the illuminated surface parallel output and digitization. Since the
of the substrate with the infrared array. array is viewing a nonreactive surface, data

The substrate material should be reduction and interpretation to evaluate tern-

chemically inert, have a high melting point, perature is rmuch less complex than if the
reacting material was viewed directly. Multi-have high strength (so that the substrate color techniques may be used,, if necessary, to

remains flat while minimally supportod), and reduce emittance uncertainties. The array
be ameinable to surface preparation to promote allows an estimate to be made of the spatial
uniform sample film growth. Tungsten has iso anesmat of the spbtrte

been chosen as the primary substrate material ioothermality of the substrate,

because it has the desired physical properties Gas-Phase Species Evolutiorn. The
and minimum surfi.ce pikeparation has been temporal history of the decomposition products
required to obtain good quality sample films, is determined with the time-of-flight mAss
Typical substrates are 25-pjm or 50-jim-thick spectrometer (TOFMS), Repetitive operation
(1- or 2-nuil) foil discs (1.40 cm diameter), one of the spectrometer is fast, All ions are simul-
side of which is roughened and oxidized to pro- teneously accelerated from the ion source, and
vide maximum absorption (>94 percent) of a complete mass spectrum is produced each
the Incident laser energy, The other side is cycle, whichcanbeasshortas-lOps. po utilize
polished and solvent-cleaned for film deposi- the full capabilities of the TOFMS, 5'6 the mass
tion, To maintain planarity, the substrates are spectrum signal is digitized and recorded by a
vacuumannealed (reducing inherent strain). 200 MI-I, 10-bit transient waveform recorder

The energetic material is heated by laser- and is temporarily stored in a 4 megaword

illuminating the substrate surface opposite the memory module. The spectrum Is then down-illmintin te sbstat sufac oposte he loaded for post-test data processing and
film, The laser heating technique can deposit an foysis.

large amounts of energy in a short time period, analysis,

vary input power levels (and therefore sample Dynamlo Sample Mass LJoss. Sample
temperature) relatively easily, and be used to mass loss is determined by pro- and post-test
investigate direct, film illumination effects. weighings us!ng an ultra-micro balance. An
The laser system incorporates a flashlamp- estimate of the dynamic mass loss during
pumped dye laser that can produce 20J of decomposition is obtained using the high-spout
energy within a 2.5 ps pulse and a continuous ollipsometor. Ellipsomotry provides simulta.
wave Nd:YAG lustwi, The pulsed laser initially neous, but indirect, measurement of the thick-
brings the substrute and sample to the desired ness and refractive index of thin films on a
temperature, and for long-duration experi- reflecting surface, The ellipsometer measures
ments, the continuous wave laser maintains the optical roflectivities and phase shifts of
the temperature for the durt~ion of the each of the two polarization vectors for a
experiment. To ensure that the laser energy monochromatic beam of light obliquely
deposited in the substrate is repeatable and reflected from the surface. Thickness and
well-defined, both the pulsed and continuous- index are then calculated using standard
wave beams are monitored during the experi., relationships.
ment for energy density and uniformity. A limitation of standard ellipsometric

devices has been the slow data sampling i'ute.
Diagnostic# TllhiH limitation has been overcome by the

Temperatu.e. Sample temperatures are development of Photo-Elastic Modulator
obtained with an infrared linear detector array (PEM) Ellipsomoters, which have significantly
(Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Mulvorn, PA), Increased system bundwidths, permitting buth
This diagnostic is rionintrusive, fast respond- a greater number of samplini points its well as
Ing, flexible, and does not remove energy from greater signal sensitivity. An kiltra-fast
the sample as a direct contact device does. The (500 kl lI.) in-sltu ellipsometry research system
array is focused on the illuminated side of the is being developed with GRQ Instruments to
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resolve dynamically thicknaesses of thin films diffraction patterns obtained from the samples
undergoing rapid decomposition. In many exhibited very narrow peaks, which Indicated
other (non~ellipsometric) optical film thickness that the films were well-crystallized. The
measurement techniques, the film index must pattern for a 10-pm-thick RDX film deposited
be known a prioiri, and the measurement on pyrex is shown in [VIlure 5. The patterns,
accuracy is highly dependent on the accuracy from thinner, films showed equally narrow
to which the index Is known, A major advan-. peaks, but duo to low signal intensity only the
tage of ellipsornetry is that both parameters most prominent peaks were distinguishable
are obtained simultaneously, For the dynamic from noise.
measur Iement of rapidly decomposing thin Unifoirm, relatively flat samples of RIX
films, this 'is essential since the index may vary as thin as 0,04 pm have been prepared on
significantly due to density variations occuring
during heatup and decomtposition.

Thin-Film Samples

Several energetic materials have been
selected for thin-film sample development.
These include RDX, H-MX, TATB, PETN,
HNB, NC, CP, AP', KP, and a polycyclic nitra-
mine (PCN). Two general sample preparation
techniques are being pursued: (1) physical
vapor deposition and (2) deposition from
solution, Physical vapor doposition provides
reasonably precise control of film properties.
The technique can be used with any material
that has a sufficient vapor pressure at temper-
atures low enough so that, decomposition or the
material is negligible, which Is the case for
RDX, HMX, TATS, PETNI-INS, and PCN.
However, polymeric materials such as NC or
ionic materials, much as CP, AP, and KP do not Figure 4, Scan ning Electron Micrograph of
have a sufficient vapor pressure. Deposition Of 2-jim Thick RDX Film Vapor-D~eposited on
these materials from solution is the simplest Polished Tungsten Substrate
alternative, However, deposition from solution
does not permit as precise control of film 2.0
properties or film uniformnity, 26..,0 RON PEAKS

Good quality samples of RDX, Hl-vX, 110100IL
TATJ3, and I-INS have been prepared by physi-
cal vapor depomition on qi variety of substrates 11.6
that include tungsten, aluminum, pyrex, and 0 4a0
barium flouride, (The latter three are not used r 110

fur lamor-heated exporinients,) Preliminary 1414111
work with PCN deposited on tungsten also has its
been encouraging, The flilm thicknemses were
varied between about 0.04 and 10 lpm. isa.1
E~xamination of the samples with optical and
ocanning electron microscopes (SEM) indi- 0.00 I.0 1* 0.9117.4 111.6 21.4 All2 32.1 37t 41.0

catod that the filmns wore relatively uniform, TWO - THETA JOK041181

flat, and nearly fully dense. F~igure 4 hi *JOINT COMMIrTES ONd POWOOR DIFFRACTION SUIII

an SBM micrograph of the surface of a 2-pm Figure 5, X-ray Diffraction Pattern for 10-pm-
rilm deposited on polished tungsten. X-ray thick RI)X Film Vapor -lepos ite don Pyrex
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tungsten substrates, Currently, techniques the feasibility cf applying TRISP to thin-film
are being developed to examine such thin samples.
samples using the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) to obtain electron diffraction Film/Substrate Stability
patterns for crystal structure analysis. Substrate processing, film deposition

Good quality samples of NC have been techniques, film thickness and heating rate
deposited from solution, Films about 5 prm can all affect the physical stability of energetic
thick have been prepared by evaporation of an thin films undergoing thermal decomposition,
acetone solution containing I percent NC by Substrate warpage is minimized by the small
weight. Currently, procedures are being devel- sample size, by allowing unconstrained radial
oped for preparing thinner samples of NC and expansion of the substrate, and by a vacuum
samples of CP, Ai, and KP, In general, annealing process to reduce inherent strain in
substantially different procedures are required the substrate, The geometrical configuration
for each material deposited from solution, (planar, horizontal) of the sample is less son-

In addition to having short thermal sitive to "blowoff" (separation of the flin from

relaxation time o and providing optical access the substrate prior to decomposition) than

to the condensed phase, thin-film samples also other configurations such as coated wires,

have the advantage of requiring small Sample and substrate preparation, however, is

amounts of the energetic material This Is criticul, The substrate must be absolutely dry
pamoicuntsly of vnth getis marerminal. Ti prior to film deposition or stoam expansion
particularly advantageous for preliminary or from the substrate-film interface can blow off
"screening" experiments with newly developed the film, The substrates are dried by heat-
materials, which are generally available in ing under vacuum prior to film deposition.
limited amounts, For example, only about The thermal expansion coefficient mismatch
20 mg of material were required for prepara- between the film and substrate (the energetic
tion of each sample that was made by physical film will expand more than the substrate) may
vapor deposition, be overcome, if necessary, by "expansion

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS joints" (regions ofno deposition) in the film,

IiTmust be To determine if energetic films willinitially, some questions mut enanicotcwthsbraeudrrad

addressed regarding the use of thin film remain in contact with substrates under rapid

samples and the applicability of chemical heating conditions in vacuum, a simple light-

behavior to bulk material, These include: scattering detection experiment is being con-

(I) the effect (such as catalysis) of the substrate ducted with RDX films. As depicted in Fig-
on decomposition niechunisms, (2)assumptions ure 6, a IllNo laser is direcLod over the top of
regarding film characteristics that are used in the thin-film sample. Any material that is
the analytical allipsonmtric models, (3) film/ ejected off the substrate Is monitored by
substh ate analyicality, andi marodels, (3) fim detecting forward-scattered laser light, The
substrate stability, and (4) macroscopic physi- lens focuses the volume directly above the
cal behaviorofthethinfilm sample, sample within which the lloNo laser beam

The effects of' til substrate on decom- passes onto a photomuitiplier tube (PMT)
position are to be examined by comparing the detector. A leoNe notch filter is used to
mass spectra obtained from slow thermal eliminate any PMT response to luminous
decomposition of thin films with those obtained sources within the scattering volume other
from thick films or granular material. The than the scattered laser light. The detection
effects of the assumptions in the analytical limit and response was calibrated by placing a
ellipsometric models can be evaluated ,t known concentration and size. of aerosol
temperature in slow thermal decomposition particulate in the scattering volume, Using an
experiments, Preliminary experiments are aerosol atomizer/analyzer (TSI 3076/3071)
being conducted to evaluate film/substrate with monodisperse polystyrene latex spheres
stability, macroscopic physical behavior and (Duke Scientific), it was verified that particles
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Figure 6. Schematic of Thin Film Physical tlm (mlicroseconds)

Stability Test Assembly Figure 7. Laser-pulse Power Curve Used in
Thin Film Physical Stability Tests

greater than 0.3 pnm can be detected as discrete

scattering events. The thin-film sample is
heated with a flashlamp-pumpod dye laser
delivering 2 J of energy within 700 ns (see
Figure 7 for the pulse pova r curve), The laser
uniformly illuminates the substrate via an
optical fiber. The substrate temperature (from ,0o

which the film temperature is determined as to
discussed above) is obtained with the infrared moo
detector. To obtain an appropriate heating
rate with this lower laser energy, the sample ISO
size for these tests was reduced to an area ,00
of 0.25 cm 2. The predicted film/substrate
interface temperature response is shown in
F igure 8, S low -h eating experim ents w ere 0. . . . . ....

0 1 10 11 to It so

conducted to compare with the rapid-heating time (mlaromecondo)

response. The slow heating ('-10 K/s) experi-
ments were conducted using an electric button Figure 8. Predicted Film/Substrate Interface

heater and thermocouple instead of the dye Temperature Response for Thin Film Physical

laser aad infrared detector, respectively. Stability Tests

The observed light-scattered signals are propellants have shown complicated physical
expected to vary with heating rate and RDX effects Involving liquefaction and bubble
film thickness. Slow heating (-10 K/s) does formation in the condensed phasendo Prelimi-
not produce discrete scattering events, but form ex ter nensedpphaseo 0 Peaing
produces a small continuous signal as material nary experimenuts employing slow heatingsublmesintovacum, ndiatin nosignfi- rates were conducted to examine these effects
sublimes into vacuum, indicating no signifi- in thin-film samples of RDX. The experiments
cant solid material is ejected. Experiments ere performed with the film confined betweenrapidly heating (~ 108 K/s) thick (1 0 pin) and wer pefre ihtefmcnie eweraidl heat 1ping)(films ares)urrinkl(0ndm)wand the tungsten substrate and a quartz or pyrex
thin (-0,1 pm) films are currently underway. window. The confinement prevented the film
Effect of Film Thickness on Physical from evaporating prior to attaining decom-
fectvir position temperatures in the slow-heating

Behavior experiments. Video imaging of samples that

Published results from experiments with were 2 to 3 pim thick indicated partial
granular nitramines (such as IIMX) and bulk liquefaction and (or) bubble formation at
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temperatures between about 440 and 525 K. for obtaining this condensed-phase Infor-
The bubbles initially were relatively evenly mation. TRISP was originally developed by
dispersed and subsequently grew and coalesced Sorokin and co-workers at IBM to examine
until the RDX was consumed. At similar tern- gas-phase photochemistry. 14 Subsequently,
peratures, samples that were about 0.05 pm Renlund and Trott at Sandia National
thick exhibited a uniform solid-to-gas transi- Laboratories showed that TRISP could be
tion, without any liquefaction or bubble applied to condensed-phase samples.15,18 A
formation. cooperative effort between Trott, Renlund,

The results from the confined experi- and the authors was established to deter-ments provide a limited indication that for mine the feasibility of using TRISP to
sufficiently thin samples, decomposition will examine condensed-phase reaction mech-
surfficietly thin spe, dtea hc mprositionpwill anisms occurring in the thin-film samples
occur faster than the rate at which macroscopic developed foi use with the TOFMS discussed
effects such as bubble formation will occur. above, Essentially, TRISF can providn 5-ns
This would permit chemical riaction mech- an
anisms and kinetics to be studied in the snap shots" of the IR spectra of the decom-

absence of complicated physical effects and posing film. These can provide information

multi-phase interactions, Thicker films could about bond cleavage, the accumulation of

then be used to study the onset and effects of decomposition products in the condensed

complicated physical interactions that are phase, and ultimately, a direct measure of
dto be present in bulk material, condensed-phase reaction kinetics. An overall

description for the decomposition kinetics can
Feasibility of TRISP then be developed by combining the condensed-

phase reaction results with data for the gas-
Published experimental studies of the phase decomposition products that are

pyrolysis of nitramines (such as HMX) have observed with the TOFMS. A current
indicated t~hat the overall rate of pyrolysis may limitation of TRISP Is that for sub-millisecond
be significantly affected by condensed-phase experiments, it is essentially a single-shot
phenomena.1°0  However, the nature of these technique. Time-delayed TRISP diagnostics on
condensed-phase mechanisms is unclear, multiple similar shots will be employed to
Observed pyrolysis rates suggest an overall evaluate condensed-phase mechanisms of
reaction scheme with an autocatalytic interest,
step. 8,9' 12,13 That is, the formation of a reac- Preliminary experiments with a conven-
tion product acts as a catalyst for further tional infrared spectrometer were conducted

reaction. This autocatalytic step may involve to: (1) compare thin-film spectra with c itera-

the condensed-phase interaction of decomposi- ture data, and (2) determine the film thickness

tion products with nitramines. For example, turedata and( ee t ful t hickness

work by Behrens 10 ,11 indicates that some required to produce a useful TRISP response.

CH20 formed during slow thermal decomposi- Conventional spectra were obtained from

tion of HMX may have significant residence RDX, TATB, and ae NS thin films, 2 to 5 mp

time in the condensed phase before being thick, and agreed with the corresponding

liberated to the gas phase, The retention of published spectra. As an example, results for

CH0in the condensed phase could contribute RDX are shown in Figures 9 a,b, TheCH12 0 nthcodnephs olcotiue conventional infrared spectra indicated that
to an autocatalytic effect since, under certain thentiona pare sectra Ind i tted

conditions, the presence of CH 20 has been the optimum path length for a transmitted

shown to increase RDX decomposition rates.8, 9  signal is about 1 to 3 jim. Using a reflected
signal, it appears that TRISP can be used with

To understand the important condensed- samples as thin as 0.5 jim, and if a multipass
phase phenomena occurring during thermal arrangement Is employed (5 or 6 passes being
decomposition of nitranmines and other CHNO reasonable), useful TRISP spectra should be
explosives, a diagnostic tool Is needed for direct obtained from samples as thin as about 0.1 Pim.
observation of condensed-phase reaction mech- The film thicknesses required to use TRISP
anisms and kinetics. Time-resolved infrared with HMX, PETN, and NC are currently being
spectral photography (TRISP) shows promise investigated.
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THIN-FILM lFigure 10. Preliminary TRISP Spectra from
2- pm RDX Film on Tungsten Heated Slowly in

WAVELENGTH tum) Atmosphere
2,5 4 4 9 1O100 ..... .. 3,3 pm from room temperature to -150'C

" s •" indicates the disappearance of the RDX
molecule. The spectral locations of the

4o. absorption bands for 1lCN and CH 20 are
shown for comparison to the observed spectra,

4o ,Preliminary RDX data suggest that in this
configuration the concentration of decomposi-2 ttion products HCN and CH2 0 were at or below

0 J O , the detection limit, Hiigher concentrations
4000 3000 a000 100 1200 may be present under confinement and/orWAVINUMBII (l/om) during rapid heating, Additional experiments

(b) LITERATURE are underway to examine the presence of HCN
*LASL Explosive Property Data, T.R. Gibbs, A. Popolato, and CH 20 in the condensed phase during

Eds. decomposition of confined RDX thin films,

Figure&. Conuentiona[RDXInfrared Spectra: The above results are encouraging, In(a) 2.pConthick Film on Barium FSpcride future experiments with rapidly heated
Substrat) , (b) Literature samples, TRISP initially will be applied to

separate samples subjected to the same

Based on the above conventional infrared experimental conditions as similar samples
results, preliminary experiments were per- heated in the TOFMS, Ultimately, experi-
formed to evaluate the use or TRISP with thin- ments would be configured to employ

simultaneously both TOFMS and TRISP withfilm samples, TRISIP spectra were obtained the same sample.
from room-temperature samples (about 2 pm
thick) of RDX, HNS, and TATB and agreed SUMMARY
with conventional infrared spectra, TRISP
spectra were then obtained from unconfined An experimental system is being devel-
samples of RDX and TATB (abouL 2 pm thick) oped to study the fast kinetics governing solid-
that were slowly heated in air at atmospheric phase decomposition under ignition conditions,
pressure, Examination of the RDX spectra Thin-film samples of a variety of energetic
shown in Figure 10 indicates the broad materials have been prepared, Character-
spectral range captured in a single shot, The ization indicates they are uniform and well-
weakening of the RDX absorption bands near crystallized, Sample preparation and
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deposition techniques have been presented. 5. Howarth, S. B.; Lippiatt, J. H,; Price, D.;
Preliminary experiments have been con- Ward, G. B.; and Meyer, P., Int. J. Mass
ducted to demonstrate and assess the use of Spectrom. Ion Phys., Vol. 9, 1972, p. 95.
thin-film samples with the experimental sys- 6. Lincoln, K. A., "Data Acquisition
tern, Encouraging results have been obtained. Techniques for Exploiting the
Thin-film samples remain in contact with Uniqueness of the Time-or-Flight Mass
substrates during slowv heating. TRISP spectra Spectrometer: Application to Sampling
have been obtained for decomposing RDX, Pulsed Gas Systems," Dynamic Mass
demonstrating the feasibility to obtain Spectrometry, Ch, 8, Vol. 6, D. Price and
condensed-phase chemical information. J.SF.pJ. Todd, Eds., HV ydon and Son,
Thicker films (-5 pom) can exhibit macroscopic Philadelphia, PA, 1981.
responses (bubble formation and growth, etc.)
during decomposition, whereas thin films 7. Cheng, J. C., "Polarization Scrambling
(-0.05 prm) have not exhibited macroscopic Using a Photoelastic Modulator: Applica-
inhomogeneities. tion to Linear Dichroism Measurement,"

Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 47, No. 6, 1976,
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LASER IGNITION OF EXPLOSIVES: RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY OF THE IGNITION ZONE

Helena NMlseon and Henna Ostmark
Swedish Defence Research Establishment

8.102 64 Stockholm, SWEDBN

By combining a laser ignition technique with laser Raman spectro-
scopy we have developed a method for studying the ga ph.ae reactions
occurring in the Ignition son. of a high explosive. The apparatus
consists of a 300 W COg-laser as ignition source and of a pulsed
KrF-laser for the Raman &•"tering. By using a uariable time delay
between the two lasers, is Is possible to study the igrdticn processes
pseudo time resolved. This technique uwed on the ignition sone of RDX
enabled the detection ofCHAO, NO,, Na, CO, and CN/HCN.

INTRODUCTION mercury falminate, Trott and Renlund 7 have
The ignition of deflaration of explosives used emission spectroscopy and RamanThe gniionof eflgraionof xplsiv scattring for studying solid detonating high

has proved to be a multi-phase reaction. This erpforvs sHen gh

has created a need for fast methods for eplouive (HE).

studying the gas phase reactions and the Earlier work has shown that Raman spec.
decompositions, Schultz et al.1 divides the trosopy can be a powerful tool when investi-
sequence in which RDX is shocked to detona- gating the ignition of explosives,7"8 This paper
tion into four phases, each of which it is poses- will show how Raman spectroscopy can be zsed
ble to make measurements on. Schults at al. to study the ignition reaction none, and how it
also point out the need to use techniques like is possible to follow the transition from a weak
Raman spectroscopy or Laser Induced Fluores- decomposition to a strong deflagration.
cence (LIF) in the first phase when no light Is
emitted, EXPERIMENTAL

Fairchild et al,2 have developed a laser The laser ignition sot-up described in
pyrolysis/laser fluorescence technique for the earlier work 8" has been extended to suit our
real-time measurements of radicals/molecules Raman experiments, A schematical represen-
in combustion processes. They use a CO02-laser tation of the setup Is given In Figure 1. About
and a Nd:YAoi pumped dye-laser fired in 300 mg of RDX Is pressed to a pellet with a
sequence to monitor the reaction. The delay 10-mm diameter and a thickness of 2 mm. The
between the two lasers is controlled by two density of the explosive is 95 percent of the
delay generators and can be varied, theoretical maximum density for RDX. The

The laser ignition method has in earlier pellet In fastened with double-adhesive tape to
studies of pyrotechnical mixtures proved to be a sample holder in the explosive chamber. The
very useful,"-4 Studies of high explosives with sample holder is continuously rotated by an
this method have shown that the threshold electrical motor, so that unreacted explosive
Ignition energy, to a high degree, is dependent during a period of time is exposed to the
on the pressure.' 8, Leeuw et al.6 used an C02-laser beam, The explosion chamber is
excimer laser working at 248 nm to ignite constructed to withstand pressures up to
primary explosives, and by using emission 4.0 MPa and the experiments are carried out in
spectroscopy they studied the formation of a helium atmosphere to keep the explosive
decomposition products of lead utyphnate and from reacting with air. The helium
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Figure 1. A Scrematlcal View of the Experimental Setup

atmosphere also has a good effect on the increased background noise and a lower
signal-to-noise ratio due to the fact that it does Raman croon section (see Table 1) leading to
not cause any Raman scattering. weaker Raman signals, Because of these

The ignition pulse is delivered by a 300 W problems, we decided to do these preliminary
CW CO2-laser (Coherent OR 41) which is experiments with the excimer laser.

electrically pulsed and has a pulse width of Table 1, Raman Croee-Sectlons
1 me - CW. In the experiments presented here, at 2, nman 53o.nmo
the pulse width has been 2 mo. The measuring at 248 nm and 532 nm
pulse is given by an excimer laser (Spectra M -r-
Physics HMO 201E) using the Kr!' line at Moecl Vdrtoal(a
248 nm and with a pulse width of 20 ns, The (fncy)
beam from the KrP-laser was focused into the (10"30cm2/jr) (10"30CM2/gr)

gas phase 2 mm from the surface of the HS•.
The scattered light was analyzed with a Spex NO 1877 5.5 0.2
500M monochromator with a Hamamatsu N2 v, 1320 182.8 7.37
photomultiplier. The Raman scattering v,754 84.3 3.63
detected by the photomultiplier is preamplifled 2331 13.1 0.46
5-25 times and then connected to a gated M'
boxcar integrator (Stanford Research System) H20 3652 30.8 0.9
which amplifies the signal 2-5 times and then 02 1556 16r6 0.65
averages 1-10 pulses. This averaged signal is Co 2145 13.3 0.48
then recorded, C02 v1 1388 15.1 0,6

The experiments included several teots 2vg 1285 11,1 0.45
with an Nd:YAG laser (Quantel YG581),
working st the 532 nm line, as probe laser.
This set-up created some problems with
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Figure 2. A Schematic View of the Electrical Setup

To make the two lasers and the gated and NTO. These latter studies are still in
boxcar Integrator work simultaneously a trig progress,
and delay unit (Stanford Research Systems) is
used. The setup also Includes a digital scope Figure 3 shows two independent registra-
(HP 54111D), The scope is mainly used to tions of a Raman spectrum for RDX between
monitor the pulse width of the electrically 261 nm - 287 nm made with the excimer laser
pulsed CON-laser with the help of a CMT in helium atmosphere at a pressure of 0.4 MPa.
detector. The digital scope also monitors the The time delay between the two lasers was
total emitted light from the explosive, and the 1 mi. These are only two of several registra-
delay between the C00-laser and the probe tions showing that the method has a very good
laser. In this case, the delay between the reproducibility. In the left spectrum (262 nm -
COg-laser pulse and the Raman pulse is varied 267 na), the following peaks have been identi-
between 0,2.5 ms, See Figure 2 for an over- fled:9e 1 CH2O (286.8 nm), NOg (265.4 nm),
view of the electrical set-up. N2(263.4 nm), and CO (262.1 nm), In the

spectrum to the right, the following peaks
RESULTS have been identified:', 15  NO2 (265A4 nm),

N2 (263.4 nm), O0 (262.1 nm), and HCN/CN
The results given in this paper are for (261.4 nm).

RDX, due to the fact that a lot of work on RDX
decomposition have been published,10",4 which In connection with the Raman measure-
leads to an easy analysis of the experimental ments, a couple of emission registrations were
results. After evaluating the method, the test made. Two of these registrations are shown in
program also includes the following high Figure 4. Large amounts of radicals such as
explosives: HMX, Tetryl, PETN, TNT, TATB, OH and CN are formed in the thermal ignition
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Figure 3, Raman Spectra oRDX in Helium at 0.4 MPa

zone. The fact that these radicals occur during curves representing Wte laser pulse and tho
the thermal ignition implies that a high emitted light, From the emitted light curve
temperature prevails in the reaction zone. one can distinguish two phases: a pro-ignition

The results from the Raman and emission reaction and the self-sustaining ignition. Our
Raman measurements take place in the pro-measurements correspond well with the Ignition or ignition zone. This leads to

results from a mass spectroscopic ctudy per.
formed in the same met-up.16 problems like high background noise, but it

also gives a great advantage, namely that the
DISCUSSION measurement takes place before a significant

amount of decomposition has occurred. The
The method described in this paper, corn- background noise in reduced by working in the

bining laser ignition and Raman spectroscopy inert helium atmosphere. This method
to study the ignition processes, differs from approaches the possibility of measuring the
earlier studies' 7 in the way that the measure- steps in the decomposition chain which leads to
ments presented here take place in the thermal ignition, and possibly also the initial steps in
ignition zone, In Figure 5, one can see two the thermal decomposition chain.
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This jigsaw will be one of the keys to a correct
decomposition chain and thereby the key to
more accurate mathematical models for the
decomposition and ignition of explosives.

One of the advantages of the laser
ignition method Is that there are no external
chemical substances interfering with either
the decomposition or the measurements. One
drawback, though, is that one cannot neglect
the fact that the laser pulse to some extent
mechanically shocks the system, so it cannot
be described as totally undisturbed,

Two different types of probe lasers were
used, an Nd:YAQ laser (Quantel Y0581)
working at 532 nm (doubled) and an excimner
laser (Spectra Physics EMG 201E) using the
KrF line at 246 nm. The band width of the
Nd:YAG laser is 0,7 cm'1 while the band width
of the eacimer laser is 0.3 nm. Both lasers
created laser breakthrough in air, but by using

___ _ a lens with a long focal length (200 mm) to
.M . .focus the excimer beam the problem was less

evident, apparently due to the fact that the
Figure 4, Emission Spectra of CN and OR excimer beam is of a lower quality. DuringFiradicals measurements in the explosive chamber in

helium atmosphere, the problem reoccurred
when "dust clouds" wore created during

., ...... imperfect decomposition in the pre-ignition
zone,

~as When choosing the type of probe laser,
log, the influence of the laser wavelength on the

Raman cross sections of the molecules mus't be
considered. PJ. Hargis"• has pointed out the
possibility of trace detection of small mole-
cules when using an excimer laser working at
"248 nm. In Table 1 the Raman cross sectiono

.a - for the two relevant wavelengths are listed for
,a selected molecules,

Time (i)
The fact that the Raman cross section is

Figure 3. Example of Registrations at a Laser so low at 632 nm compared with that at 248 nm
Ignition Experiment. In the figure is shown (approximately 1:25), and the problems with
both the laser ignition pulse and the reaction breakthrough for the Nd:YAO laser makes it
light from the HE (PETNM. (From(1).) very difficult to use an Nd:YAG laser for

Raman measurements in the Ignition none,

By monitoring a selected line time The method would be improved by using
resolved during and after the ignition pulse, it an OMA (Optical Multi-channel Analyzer) so
is possible to study the time variation of a that full advantage could be taken of the
particular molecule (e.g., NO2 , N20, or NO), simultaneous multi-species detection possibil-
By repeating these measurements for all ity offered by Raman spectroscopy, The
possible molecules, a giant jigsaw is formed, occurrence of several molecules could be
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studied with one lhwer pulse and the problems Energy," submitted to J., nergetic
connected with the produced dust would thus Materials,
be avoided, 6. Leeuw, M, W.; Rooljero, A. J. Th.; and

CONCLUSIONS Van der Steen, A, C., "Fast Spectro-
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A schematloal view of the experimental set-up, The 00.Cluuler Is used to Ignite
the HIE sample while the KIQF-Iueer Is used to Induce the Raman soattering, To
monitor the pulse width from the C~-asi 3% of the laser beam Is diteoted to
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Oonsiuts of butyl 6acetate.
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THE EFFECT OF THE PENTAFLUOROTHIO (SF5)
GROUP ON THE PROPERTIES OF EXPLOSIVE
NITRO COMPOUNDS: NEW SF5 EXPLOSIVES

M. E. sitxmann
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

and

D. L. Ornellas
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

The effect of the pentafluorothio (SF5 ) group on the properties of explo-
sive nitro compounds was investigated. During the initial part of this
investigation, several polynitro SFO model compounds were prepared
and the best model compound (based on overall properties such as
melting point, stability, ease of synthesis, etc.) was selected for in.depth
physical evaluation. The evaluation included determination of impact
sensitivity, thermal stability, and the heat and products of detonation.
Based on the encouraging results from this model compound, addi-
tional SF5 explosives were prepared and studied, including candidate
SFs explosives for incorporation into a formulation for a cylinder test.
The results from this investigation support the hypothesis that the SF5
group can provide nitro explosives with improved properties (increased
density, decreased sensitivity, and good thermal stability) and produce
energy in the detonation (due to formation of HF as a detonation
product).

INTRODUCTION and (c) indications that the SF5 group can
provide explosive nitro compounds with

Current and future Navy munitions improved properties, i.e., increased density,
require explosives that combine high perfor- decreased sensitivity, and good thermal
mance with low vulnerability towards acciden- stability (prior to our investigation, the only
tal detonation. To help satisfy this need for polynitro SF 6 compound was fluoro-
insensitive high-performance explosives, an dinitroethyl pentafluorothioacetate which was
investigation was initiated into the effect of described as a thermally stable, insensitive
the pentafluorothio (SF 5) group on the liquid with a density of 1.697 g/cc).1'2

properties of explosive nitro compounds. The The approach to SF6 explosives was to
investigation was based upon the following prepare several polynitro SP5 model corn-
considerations: (a) the predicted energy release pounds and choose the best (based on melting
due to formation of H F in the detonation of SF6  point, density, stability, ease of synthesis, etc.)
explosives [compare the average S-F bond for in-depth physical evaluation. This evalua-
energy (79 kcal/mol) to that of H-F (135 tion would include determination of the impact
kcal/mol)]; (b) the predicted energy release sensitivity and thermal stability as well as
from SFs compounds in metalized composi- calorimetric determination of the heat and
tions (for example, compare the respective S-F products of detonation. Seven SF5 explosives
and Al-F bond energies, 79 and 158 kcal/mol); (model compounds) were prepared and the one
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(model compounds) wire prepared and the one ucts (compounds I~ - 1) had sufficiently high
selected for further evaluation gave sufficiently melting points to be attractive candidates for
encouraging results to warrant an attempt to this study (see Table 2).
measure the performance of an SF5 explosive
In a oylinder test, The SF6 explosive for the Table 1. Polynigroaliphatic Rogers of Penta-
cylinder tests was to be part of a formulation fluorothioacetic Acid
containing HMX along with FEFO, bis(fluoro-
dikiitroethyl) formal, as plasticizer. 3 To mini- 0
mise sample preparation problems, it was FGSCli 2AOR _____

desirable to tise an SF5 explosive that has a lowMetn
solubility (similar to that of HMX) in FEFO. Compound RMetn
In a search for such a material, a series of eight _____ _________Point, 'C
energetic SF5 carbamate. and dicarbamates 1~ -CH2C(N0 2)2CHS 22
were prepared and evaluated.

The Initial SF5 explosives prepared during A -CtI2CI42CF(N0 2)2  28
the course of this Investigation were straight A -CII2CH2C(N0 2)3 32
chain polynitroaliphatic compounds, More
recently, a cyclic polynitroaliphatic SF6 com-
pound as well as a polynitroaromatic compound Table 2, S1F5 Explosives from Pentafluoro-
containing an SF 6 substituent have been thioethanol
synthesized. Their properties were determined
and compared with similar materials con- _____ 1CHC 2 F __

taining no SF5 group. Compound R mp Density

RESULTS o

Synthesis of Polynitro, SF5 Model 4, (NO2)3CCH 2NtItA- 81 1.82R
Compounds 

-0 -

The SF5 starting material for the prep-
aration of the polynitro SF5 model compounds _[_N2_2FCH2] _______ _ - -

was pentafluorothioacety I chloride, 4 This 0
material was hydrolyzed to pentafluorothio-I
acetic acid4 (F5SCI 2C0021i) which was con. (N02ACCI-12CII 2C- 45 -

densed with polynitroalcohols such as 2,2-
dinitropropatiol, 3-fluoro-3,3-dinitropropanot, i ((NO 2)2!FCCH2OJ31C- 96, 1 81a
and 3,3,3-trinitropropanol to give esters - --

(compounds 1-I~ in Table 11). By gas pycnometer; Dr. Michael Chaykovsky,
The low melting points (see 'lable 1) of the Naval Surface Warfare Center

esters (1 - 1) made them unattractive as candi-
dates for further evaluation (impact sensitivity Polynitro SF5 Model Compound Chosen
and detonation calorimetry measurements are for Further Evaluation: Model Compound
more convenient for solid samples). In a search with Best Overall Properties
for higher melting SF5 explosives, the starting The best polynitro SF5 model compound,
pentafluorothioacetyl chloride was first based mainly on melting point and ease of syn-
reduced to pentafl uoroth ioethanol 5  thesis, was compound 7, tris (9-fluoro-2,2-dini-
(FsSCH 2CH2OU) which was then treated with troeithyl)-pentafluorothioethyl orthocarbonate,
a variety of energetic Intermediates includ- Approximately 75 grams of compound I wac,
ing 2,2,2-trinitroethyl isocyanato,o NN-bis prepared to provide sufficient material for fur-
(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl)carbaimyl chloride,? ther evaluation. The proper ties of I (including
4,4,4-trinitrobutyric acid, and tris(2-fluoro-2,2- Impact sensitivity and thermal stability) are
dinltroethyl)chloroorthoformate. 5 '9 The prod- shown in Table 3 and are compared with those



Table 3. Properties of Orthocarbonates

[(NO2) 2FCCH2O]COCH2R .......

Compound R H50% (cm) Density (g/cc) Thermal Stab. mp°c

7 -CH2SF5 61; RDX = 17a 1.81 0.04-0.056 96
91; RDX = 28b

-CH2NO2  41; RDX = 28& - - 89

-CF(NO2 )2  26; RDX = 241 1.806 - 138

Determined at NSWC; although it has been suggested by a reviewer that we normalize the data
in this table, at NSWC we traditionally have reported the actual values of standard and test
compounds measured on the same day. The values of standard RDX vary over time with
different operators, test conditions, sandpaper, etc.

b Determined at LLNL; HMX =32, TNT= 148
* Determined at NSWC 10

d By gas pycnometer, Dr. Michael Chaykovsky, NSWC
X-ray crystal density1 I1

f Determined at LLNL; total gas from 0.25 g after 22h at 120*C; HMX: < 0;.01, RDX:0.02-0.025,
TNT:0.01-0.012

of tris(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl)-(2-nitroethyl) The detonation calorimetry experiments
orthocarbonate (compound A)) and tetrakis (2- showed that the only fluorine containing
fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl)orthocarbonate (com- detonation product was HF, and no CF 4 , SF 4,
pound 1). As expected, I has good thermal SFB, etc., were detected, This was a desirable
stability, but the most striking property of 7 is result since the conversion of S-F to HF In the
its appreciably lowered impact sensitivity detonation is an exothermic process (compare
relative to I and 9. This large reduction in respective bond energies of 79 and 135 kcal/
impact sensitivity is a strong Indication that mol). Surprisingly, the main sulfur species
the SF8 group is effective in reducing the (about 70 percent) recovered after the
impact sensitivity of nitro explosives, detonation was carbonyl sulfide (COS) and no

significant amounts of SO2 , SO3, or products
Heat and Products of Detonation for the derived therefrom were found. This Is an
Selected Polynitro SF5 Model Compound important result since it indicates that
(Compound 7) incorporation of sulfur will not reduce the

The calorimetric determination of the limited amount of oxygen available for

heat and products of detonation for 7 was done hydrocarbon combustion, In fact, with the

at LLNL using a monel calorimeter bomb with formation of COS, sulfur Is not consuming

a gold confining cylinder,12"13 For the deto- oxygen in the detonation process but is
behaving as an oxidant. Hydrogen sulfidenation calorimetry expe'riments, compound 7 (H25) warn identified a. the other major sulfur

was pressed into two 26 gram charges using a detonation product, a product in which sulfur

pressure of 230 MPa (34,000 psi) under a atin product, a odunts

vacuum of less than 0.5 mm fig at a againbehaves asanoxidant.
temperature of 45°C to give average densities
for the charges of 1.801 and 1.807 g/cc (995 Energetic SF5 Carbamates and

andtof theoretical maximum lcarbamates: Candidates for a Cylinderaind 99.8 percent Testoeiclmaiu
density), The charges were initiated with a

PETN booster and the heat of detonation was A number of energetic SF5 carbamates
measured to be 1.085 ± 25 cal/g. (compounds 10- !3, see Table 4) were prepared
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Table 4. Energetic SF5 £'arbamatea

________ F5 S~ 141'QR____

Compond R p *C Density
Compund t mpC (Wee)

1Q -0112C(N0 2)20H 3  92-

IL *CH2CI12QN02)3 67-

-CH2CF(N0 2)2 81 2.04 14at
-40*C

ia -CH2C(N0 2)3  88s

aX-ray crystal density by Dr, Richard Gilardi, Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C,

by the addition of energetic alcohols (2,2-di- with compound 12 being the leasnt soluble.
nitropropanol, 3,3,3-trinitropropanol, 2-fluoro- A mixture of 0.06 g of l! and 2.1 g of FEFO at
2,2-dinitroethanol, and 2,2,2-trinitroothanol) 50-62*C contains an appreciable amount of
to pentafluorosulfanyl isocyanate1 4 (FbSN = undissolved 1l and requires heating to 80C0 to
C=0). It warn initially hoped that the dissolve all material; holding overnight at
carbamnates (j. - JI) would be useful as SF6 80C gave no visible signs of decomposition and
explosives in a formulation for a cylinder test. i2 reprecipitated upon cooling. Thus, based
Similar formulations, containing 1IMX with a largely on its solubility In FEFO, 11 (impact
binder and PEPO as plasticizer, had been sensitivity > 320 cm) was selected as the SF5
tested and the plan was to replace-part of the explosive for the cylinder test.
HMX with an SFfi explos ive.~ Hence, one of A cylinder test has been recently con-
the main criteria in the selection of a candidate dutdoafrmlincnanngopud
teSIPS explosive hav te low formulaity (asimilar 1, IIMX, FEFO, and a binder. The data from
that S epof iv M nthae plawstluicizer (similrtu the test are currently being analyzed andato taofHXIntepatczrUnot- definitive interpretation of the results has not

nately, the SF6 carbaniates (IQ - 11) were yebenmd.HwvrIitaIdctos
discovered to be too soluble In FEPO to be yretht been maenoeery ionitrialinictionst h

usefl i suh a ormlaton.formulation by the SPS group will be no more
Energetic SF5 dicarbamates, which should than half that from a nitro group,3

be less soluble in FHFO than the mono carbra-
mates, were therefore investigated as candi- CYCLIC POLYNITROALIPHATIIC
dates for the cylinder test. The dicarbamates SF6 EXPLOSIVE
(compounds JA - J2, see Table 5) were prepared
by reactI nA 2 moles of petitafi uorosuIlfa ny I The cyclic SF5 explosive, I ,3-dinitro-2-imi-
isocyanate" with each of the following ener- dazolidone-N-pentafluorornulfany I Imine (corn-
getic diols: 2,2-dinitropropane- 1,3-diol; 2,2,8,8- pound 11f, Table 6), wall prepared as follows:
tetranitro-4,6-dioxanonane-1l,9-dlol; 3-nitraza- (a) N-peiitafluorosu Ifany i dichiorolimIne15

5,5-dinitrooctane- 1,8-diol;, and 3,6-dinitra- (F5SN=CC1 2) was treated with ethyisnedia-
zaoctane- 1,8-diol. As anticipated, the SF6 mine to provide 2- lmidazoildone-N-pentafluoro-
dicarbamnates had lower solubilities in FI*'O suifanylimine (compound 12); (b) nitration of
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Table 5. Energetic SF5 Dicarbamates

HO

(FASN-I-O)aR

Compound R mp "C Density (g/cc)

S-CHsC(NO2 )2CH2- 160 1,99a
-CH2C(NO2)2CH20

1bH[2  135

-CH 2C(NO2)2CH__ _

NO2I
-CH 2CH 2NCJI 2

1 140
C(N0 2)2

-CH 2Cl12.l1 2  _.

NO 2

"-CH2CH 2NC|I2 144 1.90a

-CH 2CH 2N•H1

NO2  ....

'X-ray crystal density by l)r, Richard Gllardi, Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington, D,C,

12 with nitric-sulfuric acid yielded the mono
Table 6. 2-Imidazolidone Derivatives nitro derivative (compound IQ); and (c) .Q with

- trifluoroacetic anhydride-nitric acid produced
X the dinitro compound 11. Table 6 shows the

large differences in the properties of J1 and2 '• the corresponding 1,3-dinitro-2-imidazolidone
RI N N-112 (compound 11). The melting point of 1j is

remarkably lower than that of 1j and the

,--- _H calculated density for 1A is appreciably higher

Compound R I mp Density than the density of 21. The x-ray density for 11
C (g/cc) has not yet been measured because of a lack of

- -14 - suitable crystals. Crystals of ]I could be grown
ia NSF5 H ]t 147 - from carbon tetrachioride but they were

0 NSF5 H No 2 114 2 ,02b clusters, and crystals from benzene proved to
2.- - be solvates containing 2 molecules of JA per

NSF6 NO2 No2 41 2.03c molecule of benzene." However, from density
0 NO 2 NO 2 2 10  1,79b data for SF8 nitro compounds, a value of

51.39cc/mole for the atomic volume of an SF5
'Reported in literature group was calculated17 and this value was used
b X-ray crystal density by Dr. Richard Gilardi, to predict"t the density of J.,

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
D.C.

' Calculated11
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POLYNITROAROMATIC EXPLO- materials, will be investigated to better deter-
SIVE WITH SF 5 SUBSTITUENT. mine the effect of SFs vs. H on sensitivity.
EFFECT OF C-H VS. C-SF5 ON Target compounds for one of these series
IMPACT SENSITIVITY. include (N02)sCCH2N(N0 2)CH2CH2 8F5 and

(NO2)3CCH2N(NO2)CH2CH3.
In Table 7, the properties of several picryl

ethers (compounds 1 - ?A) are compared with IMPACT SENSITIVITY OF AN
those of picryl.(2-pentafluorothioethyl) ether ENERGETIC SFg CARBAMATE.
(compound &A). It was hoped that picryl-(2- EFFECT OF N-H VS. N-SF 5 ON
nitroethyl)ether (R=-CH2NO2) could be IMPACT SENSITIVITY.
included in the series but this compound has
not been reported in the literature nor could it In Table 8, properties of (N-pentafluoro-
be prepared by the standard method from sulfanyl)-3,3,3-trinitropropyl carbamate (com-
picryl chloride and 2-nitroethanol. The data In pound 1U, see also Table 6) are compared with
Table 7 again show the tendency of the SF5  those of 3,3,3..trinit opropyl carbamate (corn-
group to lower the melting points and increase pound ?&), The lower melting point of 11
the densities of nitro explosives. However, the relative to 2f Is consistent with earlier observa-
main objective for the study of the picryl ether tions that the SF5 group tends to produce lower
series was to obtain more data concerning melting compounds, However, the most
the effect of the SF5 group on the sensitivity striking property,;of 11 is its greatly lowered
of nitro explosives, especially the effect of impact sensitivity relative to 2&, providing
replacing H with SF5 (compounds Ll and y&, additional suppotr for the hypothesis that the
Even though the SF5 group will make Z6 more SF5 group will teduce the sensitivity of nitro
energetic than 24, it was anticipated that explosives.
compound 21 could still have the lesser sen-
sitivity. Unfortunately, a comparison of the Table 8, Properties of Trinitropropyl
sensitivities of 2d and ?& could not be made Carbainates
because both had impact sensitivities greater
than the limits (320 am) of the impact machine, 0 H
Thus other series, containing more sensitive A. I(NO•)3CCtt2CHi20 -N-R

Table 7, Picryl lRthers
2 Compound R (cm) mp

0 2 N 4(9 OCH2 R iSF 1 1 7 b 67
_O__'_'__ O2 H 4 4 5 82

Compound R mp Density H50% -

*C (g/cc) (cm) a Prepared by treating trinitrorc.r !
-CH2ONO2 104b 1.68b chloroformate (from triphosgelpo and

Cb 3,3,3-trinitropropanol) with ammonia

23 -CF3 104b 1.78" - RDX=28

2A -CH 3  7 8b 1.52c >320 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
- - -8 Several polynitro SFS model compounds

I I I were prepared and one was selected for
Compound ?& has good -he l - y - in-depth physical evaluation. The SF5 com-

.06 2 for god thermal stability pound exhibited high density and good thermal
(006 ccRpt for 48 hr at 100uC) stability but most significantly showed greatly

b Reportedin literature reduced impact sensitivity relative to very
N By gas pycnometer, Dr. Michael Chaykovsky, similar compounds that contain no SF5 group.
NSWC
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Detonationcalorimptc, for tie-nodelcompound 4. Coffman, D. D. and Tullock, C. W.,
showed that the only flu.rine containing deto- "Carbonylic Compounds Containing the
nation product was HF, a desirable result since SF5 Function," U.S. Patent No, 3102903,
conversion of S-F to HF in the detonation is 3 Sep 1963. The pentafluorothioacetyl
exothermic (comparison of bond t-.iergiew. The chloride for this investigation was
main sulfur species among the detonation supplied by Dr. M. B. Frankel of Rockwell
products was COS, another beneficial result International, Rocketdyne Division.
since sulfur did not consume any oxygen
needed for hydrocarbon combustion. A number 5. Weasel J.; Kleeman, 0.; and Seppelt, K,,
of energetic SF5 carbamates and dicarbamates "Suifuranonium-lonen, R-SF4 ÷, DarCtel-
were prepared and representatives from this lung, Nachweis and Stabilitat," Cphe-.
group were found to have crystal densities ischeBerlchle, Vol.118,1983, p. 2 3 9 9.
ranging from 1.90 to 2.04 g/cc. Cyclic SFg 6. Sitzmann, M. E, and Gillligan, W. H.,
nitramines were also found to have densities "Novel Route from Thiocarbamate to Iso-
greater than 2.0 g/cc, These initial results cyanate; 2,2,2-Trinitroothyl lsocyanate,"
support the hypothesis that the SF5 group can Journal of Organic Chemistry, Vol. 50,
provide nitro expicsives with improved proper- No, 28,1986, p. 5879.
ties (increased density, decreased sensitivity,
good thermal stability) and produce energy In 7. Gilligan, W, H. and Sitzmann, M. E.,
the detonation, "Derivatives of a Weakly Basic Amine: N,

Also during the course of this investiga- N-Bis(2- fluoro .2,2 - dinitroethyfanine,"

tion, It was observed that the Sijj group Journal of Chemical and Engineering

exhibit, a strong tendency to lower the melting Data, Vol. 27, No. 1,1982, p. 97.

points of nitro explosives. Therefore the SF8  8, Sitzm'nn, M. E. and Gilligan, W, H.,
group should also prove advantageous for the "Novel Trialkoxymethyl Disulfides via
preparation of low melting energetic plasti., Nucleophilic Addition to Thionocar-
cizers, an area that is currently being explored. bonates: 'T'ris(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethoxy)

methyl Trichloromethyl Disulfide and
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CHPEMISTRY OF I)ETONATION SOOT:
DIAMONDS, GRAPHITE, AND VOLATILES

N. Roy Greiner
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Chemical and Laser Sciences Division
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

and

Robert Hermes
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Materials Science and Technology Division
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Detonation of a number of pure and composite explosives in tanks filled
with Ar gas have yielded solid carbonaceous products (soots) with a
rich chemistry, Although there are iimilarities, the soot from each
explosive has some uniqueness. The soots are composed of very small
solid particles of graphite and often diamond, having characteristic
dimensions of about 20 atomic diameters. This small size and the pres-
ence of a 25 wt % heat-labile component implies an important surface
chemistry for these soots, The heat-labile compounds may give clues
about the structure, the surface chemistry, and the mechanism of soot
formation,

INTROI)UCTION graphite, are on the order of 20 interatomic

Detailed knowledge of' the chemical bond lengths. These are smaller than the

kinetics and equilibria of detonation have long maximum size permitted by an agglomeration
kineticdesired, but elusive, goal. One focus of process limited only by diffusion in the densebeen a deiebteuie ol n ou f detonation products.8 Trhe graphite particles

this chemistry is the coagulation of carbona- detnon blof sm8 Th ea r artic

ceous solid (soot) from carbon initially present are not balls of small polynuclear aromatic

as the skeletal atoms of small organic CHNO hydrocarbon (PAl) crystals, as In hydrocarbon

molecules, Current detonation models1 predict combustion soot bl Instead, they are ribbon.

that the oxygen reacts first to form !120 from resembling catrbon blacks graphitized at high

the available hydrogen, then the remainder tcaperatureb3n k Because of this similarity to

reacts with carbon to form CO2. Any carbon carbon blacks, it seems plausible that the

left ovu' forms the soot, * (The nitrogen forms growth processes may be similar, Furthermore,

N2.) The nature of this soot and the details of a rapidly quenched mixture containing these
graphite ribbons might scavenge soot-growth

its corsation have blen the subject of much intermediates10 and other chemical species in
discussion.• 'rte literature on non-detonation the detonating explosive, including reaction
soots is extensive, and numerous soot types intermediates and stable productn which might
thae beernc c pse i However, adsrcreports ton give clues about the soot-formation chemistry.
nationesootl cempotibeginningttoctureaofdeto These considerations led us to investigate possi-
nation soot are Just beginning to appear.0'7  blo heat-labile surface components of the soots.

The characteristic di m,)nulons of the basic Sarlier work on detonation products estab-
soot particles observed,6 both diamond sind lished that the soots contain some nitrogen,
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hydrogen, and probably oxygen, in addition to 1.6830 g/cma3 , sample #111068 was pure TATB
the largest component, carbon. 11,12 From pressed to near crystal dinsit',,aiid sample
detonation calorimeter data one could deduce a #H1059 was pure RDX pressed to near crys-
positive heat of formation for the soot. 12 The tal 'density. These charges were cylindrical,
bonding of the noncarbon atoms in the soot 50 mm diam x 100 mm long, and were booqted
had not been established. Here we will review with a 15-g charge of ROX. Thq Loo Alamos
briefly pertinent previous data, report further charges weeo, fired in a 'ste~il ipheao 6,feet
work on soot diamond, and present new findings (1.83 m) in diameter, with a yolume of 3.0 m3

on a large variety of thermally labile molecules filled with 160 torr (1 4tm) of Ar gas. The soots
found in the soot, These results suggest pos- were collected and dried as describod above,
sible chemical structures in the detonation The micromorphologies of thi soots were
soot, give support to a restricted diffusion recorded by transmission electron microscopy
model of solid carbonaceous cluster formation, (TrM), and crystal structures were determined
and suggest a way to estimate the heat of by transmission electron microscope electron
formation of the soot from I to components, diffraction (TEMEI)).0 The diamonds wore

EX PE RIMENTAL isolated by oxidative removal of the other soot
components with H-NO 3 and HC10 4 ,6 Diamond

Some of the soot samples in this study in the residue was, identified by x-ray diffrac-
came from explosive charges fired at the tion (XRD) powder patterns. Measurements
Fraunhofer-Institut fOr Cheomiche Technol. with an x-ray dilffractometer determined the
ogle OCT) in the Federal Republic of Germany, diameters of the recovered diamonds and
and others came from the Los Alamos National confirmed the diamond lattice spacings, Ther-
Laboratory. mally labile components in the soot were

Tlhe following came from ICT: Samples weighed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)#27/30 and #28/30 were pure cast TNT, and were identified with direct insertion probe

Composite explosives wore cast from molten (DIP) mass spectrometry,
TNT mixed with 59,5 wt % powdered cyclo. ANALYSIS OF RAW SOOTS
trimothylene-trinitramine (RDX) to make
samples #27 and #34/30; 50 wt % powdered TEM examination of samples #27, #60,
triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATII) to make and #63 has shown that the soots are composed
sample #60; 50 wt % powdered nitroguanidine of graphite ribbons having a smallest dimen-
(NIGU) to make samples #63, #55/20, and sion of 3 nm and diamonds having diameters of
#10/41; and 50 wt % powdered ammonlum 3 7 trn (Figure I and Reference 6), The
nitrate (AN) to make sample #36, intorplanar spacings measured by TEMED

The charges were in the form of (noni- from a group of the diamonds in sample #27
n elly) 300..g cylinders 50 mm diem x 100 mm agree well with the spacings of bulk diamond

long. They wore boosted by a 1.5-g pellet of (Table I and Reference8),
RI)X and were fired in a 1.5 mi tanlk filled The detonation graphite appears as
with I atmosphere of Ar gas, except for sample partially graphitized (turbostratic structure by
#10141, which was fired In vacuum, A few TEMEI)) ribbons a few nm thick, not as aggre-
minutes after firing, the Ar was replaced with gated smaller particles or crystals. This obser-
air and the soot was swept from the tank into vation contrasts with the reported structures of
sample bottles. Samples wore dried at 105°C to graphitic soots from hydrocurbon flames, which
constant weight, Elemental analysesl t and g're typically spheres 10-500 nm in diameter,
initial ,esults12 from samples #27, #60, and composed of many small grauhitic crystallites
#63 h•ve been published, less than about I nin thick. The detonation

The following samples were from Los diamond appears to be almost perfect single

Ailamos: Sample #111057 was pure TNT crystals, rather than aggregates of smaller
. acrystals. We have found no evidence for "rolled

proHesd to a density of 1.470 g/cm , sample chickenwire" structures of the buckminster-
#111017 was pure TNT pressed to a density of fullerene family,13 Furthermore, the sizes of
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Table 1, Diamond Structure and the graphite ribbons raise the possibility
that surface chemistry may influence their

TNT/ TNT/ TNT/ relative stabilities,15 their heats of formation,
RDX TATH NIGU and possibly their growth mechanism,
#27 #60 #63 Gouy-balance measurements on the raw

Wt% in soot 16 24 24 soot show evidence of unpaired electrons, a
common feature of finely divided solid carbons,

Diameters, nm Elemental analysis of the dry soots shows the
TEM image 7 3 3 presence of a few atom % each of 1H, N, and 0
XRD, atoms in addition to C atoms, and TGA

diffractometer 4.5 2.8 2.8 analysis shows that about 25% of the soot is

Spacings (TEMED), nm heat-labile (Figure 2), The section below on
(111) 0,2058 volatiles lists some of the probable heat-labile
(220) 0,1266 components, which give an idea of the fune-
(311) 0.1076 tional group chemistry of the soots.
(400) 0.0884
(440) 0.0636 DIAMOND RESIDUES

Spacings (XRD Diffractometer), nm Diamond structures were found in the
(111) 0.206 0.206 0,206 TEM images, and the presence of diamond
(220) 0,126 0,126 0.126 was confirmed by strong x-ray powder patterns
(311) 0.108 0,108 0.108 in the oxidation residues of samples #27, #60,

and #63. The oxidation residue from sample

the diamond and graphite particles observed In #34/30 (609* RDX/40% TNT, the same as

these detonations appear to be too small foi sample #21) also shows a strong powder

unrestricted growth by aggregation. pattern of 5-nm-diam diamond. However, the
soots from the pure explosives from both ICT

A model for growth of detonation soot by and Los Alamos yield only small amounts of
diffusion-controlled aggregation has been residue after oxidation, and the residues show
developed by Shaw and Johnson (SJ),2 We can only weak diamond x-ray powder patterns,
apply the SJ model to these detonations with This result agrees with Soviet results, where
the aid of a hydrodynamic model for the expan- they find that a 50/50 mixture of TNT and
sion of the detonation products," A large RI)X producos more diamond than pure TNT.7

portion oI' the explosive charge is maintained
near the detonation density for about 3 x 10 .,

whereas the characteristic time for the
unrestricted aggregation of solid carbon in the INN
SJ model Is 2 x 10.12 s. The growth time t -4

divided by the characteristic time gives the
number of atoms in the most probable particle
size, in our case 1,5 x 106 atoms, A crystalline
diamond sphere this size would be 26 nm in
diameter, whereas we see a 7-nm maximum,

too small in volume by a factor of 50.
The differences suggest that (1) particle - -

growth has additional restrictions and (2) either (W"4100)

aggregation progresses in increments closer in
size to atoms than to small crystals or the final Figure 2. TGA of Raw Soot Sample #27/30
aggregates are annealed well enough to obscure (Pure TNT) in I atm of HE l Gaa, There is about
componentcrystallites, but, in thecaseof graph- 5% weight loss at 350°C, the upper limit of the
its, DoA well enough to accomplish extensive dip gcs analyseN, and about 25% at the terraina-
graphitization, The small size of the diamonds tion of the run at 1200'C after 300 mitt,
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The diameters of the diamonds in the oxi- VOLATILES
dation residues showing strong diamond pow- DIP mass spectrometry of raw soots (with
der patterns were determined by the widths of the temperature ramped at 20'C/min up to
their diffraction lines measured on an x-ray 350°C) typically shows the sequence H2 0, CO,
diffractometer and, in all three cases, they are C02, NH3, HNCO, HCN, and HC1 al major
nearly equal to the diameter of the diamonds volatiles. Patterns attributable to a variety ofobserved In the TEM images (Table 1), organic generally start atca. ISM A promi-
Implying that the diamonds are single crystals, nent peak at 60 atomic mass units (AMU)

No measurable residue was obtained from suggests the presence of urea. In the case of
sample #10/41 (TNT/NIGU), which was fired sample #10/41 (TNT/NIGU), the pattern of
in a vacuum. This result can be compared to (undecomposed) NIOU is present. Sample
that of sample #63 (also TNT/NIGU, but fired #55/20 (TNT/NIGU) releases a short burst of
in I atm of Ar), where diamond residue is 24 wt gas at about 240*C that fits the empirical
% of the soot. Sample #10/41 obviously under- formula (HNO)Z. The DIP results from sample
went reshock at the vessel wall; evidently, the #27/30 (pure TNT) show clearly a number of
diamonds do not survive this process. The peaks consistent with a sequence of fused
residue from sample #36 (TNT/AN) also aromatic ring compounds, similar to soot
contained no diamonds, precursors in other chemical systems,4 but

Auger/ESCA analysis shows that the dia- here with occasional -CN group substitution

mond residue from sample #63 has some 0 and (Figure 3). IdentifIcations were aided by com-parison with known samples run in the DIP
N atoms, which are probably on the surface and with published spectra u 1, nth
because they are largely removed by surface
sputtering.

UJ

z

so 100IS20

MASS

Figure 3. DIP Mass Spectrum from Sample #27/30 (Pure T1NT). The time evolution of the major
peaks seen in this spectrum (AMU of principal peaks in parentheses) are consistent with the
presence of N113 (17,16), 1120 (18), IICN (27), CO (28), NO (30), HCL (36), FINCO (43), CO2 (44),
Benzonitrile (103), NaphthalenelBenzenedicarbonitrLile (128), Acenaphthalene/Biphenylene (152),
Naphthalenecarbonitrile (153), Phenanthrene/A nthracene (178), Pyrene/Fluoranthene (202), and
Anthracenecarbonitrile (203).
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Diamond isolated from sample #63 gives Institut for Chemische Technologie for
off 1120 at low temperatures and a C0 2 -CO samples of detonation soot.
mixture starting at ca' 300TC, which suggests
that the diamond recovered by acid oxidation REFW RENCES
may have a carboxylated surface, No signifi- I. Mader, C. L, Numerical Modeling of
cant nitrogen-containing species were driven Detonations, University of California
off. Press, Berkeley, California, 1979,

CONCLUSIONS 2. Shaw, M. S. and Johnson, J, D., "Carbon

These results show that the soot has a Clustering in Detonations," Journal of

rich chemistry involving heteroatoms. Heat- Applied Physics, Vol. 62, 1987, pp. 2080-

labile components, containing a variety of 2085.

chemical species, have been found in quanti- 3. Lahaye, J. and Prado, G,, "Morphology
ties comparable to the number of surface atoms and Internal Structure of Soot and Car-
on the solids, The results from the possible bon Blacks," Particulate Carbon Forma.
soot precursors suggest that -CN groups may lion During Combustion, Slegla, D. C. and
be present as surface terminators. Smith, G. W., Edo., Plenum Press, New

These initial investigations suggest a York, 1981, pp. 33-55,

way to characterize the chemical structure of 4. 1fittner, J, D, and Howard, J, B., "Pre-
detonation soot, which might permit estimates Particle Chemistry in Soot Formation," in
of the heat of soot formation and give Particulate Carbon Formation During
important clues about possible mechanisms of' Combustion, Siegla, D. C. and Smith, G,
soot formation, If the various methods W., Pd.,, Plenum Press, New York, 1981,
outlined above can be made sufficiently pp. 109-142.
quantitative, bounds can be put on the heat of 5. Jenkins, G. M, and Kawamura, K,,
soot formation, The interiors of the diamonds Polymeric Carbons-Carbon Fibre, Glass
are crystallographically the same as bulk and Char, Cambridge University Press,
diamond, the graphite appears to be a Cambridge,England,1976,pp.70-71.
recognized form, and the volatiles are all
known molecules, The principal unknowns are 6. Greiner, N. R.; Phillips, D. S.; Johnson, J.
the surface contributions of the diamond and D.; and Volk, F,, "Diamonds in Detonation
graphite, which could be considerable because Soot," Nature, Vol. 333, 1988, pp. 440-
of the large specific areas. Further challenges 442.
are understanding the kinetics of the soot 7, Liamkin, A.1.-,Petrov, E.A.;,Ershov, A.P.;
formation and the binding of the adsorbed Sakovich, G. V.; Staver, A. M,; and Titov,
species to the surfaces. V.M., "Production of Diamonds from
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MOLECULAR MODELS FOR EXPLOSIVES:
APPLICATIONS TO NTO

James P. Ritchie and E~dward M. Kober
Mail Stop B214

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, Now Mexico 87545

We calculated struCtures and energies (or several isomers of 3.nitro,-
I,2,4-triazol-5-one (NTO), using molecular orbital theory, The 1H,4ff
Isorner was found to be lowest in energy. We predict the existence of an
additional low-lying form that may either be directly observable or
have Its existence inferred in experimenats, We also calculated some
possible forms of the conjugate base of N'IO. F~inally, we have applied a
new method of calculation to predict the geometry of the diaminoguani-
dinium salt of NTO.

INTRODUCTION species can help to Identify reactive interme.
Advaces n copute tecnoloy a didatem, Reactions and reactivity of explosives

dvneincomputatoalegrit haehnoblog ead are obviously of great concern, Likewise,

accurate molecular orbital calculations to be determioingculrysa snteructuosre ipotntI
performed for molecules the size of' some dermngcysastuue.
common lib's, These calculations provide METr[HOI)S
fundamental molecular properties and can
serve as a useful adjunct to experiment in try- Quantum machanilial calculations report-
Ing to understand the behavior of expiosives. ed In this paper were performed with the
Our long-term goal is to determine the rela- GAUSSIAN82 computer program.2 Standard
tionships between the fundamental properties basis sets wore used throughout.3
of explosives and their observed behavior, Tlhis
paper reports some of our results (or the RESULTS
explosive 3 -nitro- I ,2,4-trlazol-5-one (N'1'0).' Figure I shows the structure usually
Our results demonstrate what, levels of theory drawn for NTO as 1; however, hydrogens on
are required to obtain accurate predictions. amnide nitrogens are frequently quite labile

A mong the properties that one woulId I Ike and mobile, Various tautomers of NTO that
to know are: molecular structure, energy, and are difficult to distinguish experimentally
spectroscopic constants; reactivity, and Inter- from one another and from NTO may thus be
molecular Interactions. The molecular strue- formed by possibly facile rearrangements of
ture, energy, and spoctroscopia constants are hydrogens, Other possible tautoniers are
useful for' determining the thermodynamic shown as 114VY in Figure 1. With the available
properties and establishing the identity of a experimental data, It Is diffcult to establish
proposed compound or reactive intermediate, with certainty that the explosive we commonly
These quantities are becoming Increasingly refer to as N111 has, in fact, structure I.,
Important as spectroscopic investigations are Although X-ray data has been obtained14 and
performed with the Intention of determining may wt~rongly support structure 1, the definitive
decomposition mechanisms In energetic neutron structure hads not yet heen obtained,
niaterial&i. Thus, comparison of observed Consequently, ab initio molecular orbital
spectra with calculated spectra for specific calculations were performied co determine the
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PIigure 1, Optimized Geometries Obtained Fsom 3.21G Calculatlona

structures and relative energies of NTO and Its Measurements are, however, commonly made
tautomers, in the solid phase. These quantities can be

Table 1 shows the energies calculated for related using the ad hoe correlation we have
I-IV at the various levels of theory employed, previously devised 7 The relationship Is shown
lEnergies obtained from the AMI method, 5  in Equation 1.

which is superior to MIN DO/3 in some regards, fr(c) = 1,13 * 11r(g) - 23.03
are also Included for comparison. These
energies are seen to wildly disagree,ano gle ar so n o w ldl di agr e.N = 23, r = 0.987, SID = 4,4 k cal, (1)

Our best calculations, at 6-31G*//3.210,
Indicate that I is the correct structure of NTO. quantities in kcal
If.IV lie somewhat higher in energy, but con-
ceivably could play a role in solution because Use of Equation I with the 6-31G*//3-210
they may be energetically accessible, In addi-
tion, It-IV have a largert dipole moment, than rig) yields a Ilt.c) of -26.7 kcal, our preferred
does I and polar solvents may preferentially result.
stabilize Il-IV duo to solvationdifleronces, Calculated Structures and Energies for

A heat of formation or' NTO can be estrl the Conjugate Bases of NTO
mated using the calculated energles and atom Initial calculations wore performed with
equivalents of Ibrahim and Schleyer developed the 3-21G basis set;3 geometries were com-
for this purpose.6 Table 2 shows the result of
thl' calculatlot. The 6-310*//3-21G calcula- pletely optimized assuming the molecules to be

ions are our best and yield a I I1g) =3.2 kcal. planar. Because anions are better described
with diffume functions, additional calculation.+

'rhe heat of formation obtained by this wore also performed using the 6.310+ basis
method Is+ appropriate foro the gas phase. set4 at the 3.210 geometry, The two sets of
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Table 1, Calculated Energies of NTO and Its Tautomers From Various Level# of Theory

Method 1 11 II IV

MINDO/3 -91.4 -88.1 -92.6 -7245
(kcal)

AMI 43.8 52,2 45,8 69,9
(kcal)

3.21G//3-21G -516,17789 -516,12836 -516,1408 -516,13727
(au)

6-31G*t13.21G .519,12631 -519.10175 -519.10217 -519,08916
(au)

Dipole (D) 1,25 8.6 5,4 6.3

Table 2, Atom Equivalents and Calculated Heat of Formation of NT'O

Atom Type and Number 3-21G Equivalent 6-310* Equivalent

Od(C) - 74.36605 - 74.79644
2 Cd-(Cd)(C)2 2(-- 37,66998) 2(-- 37.88371)
2 N-(1l) 2(CO) 2(-54.17266) 2- (54.46869)
Nd-(1l)(Cd) - 54,13350 -54.45209
Nd-(C)(Od)(O1 ) -54.09780 - 54,44017
01-(N) -74.38389 -74.79848

Od.(N) - 74,36505 - 74.79644
2 1 I-(N) 2( - 00.56322) 2( - 00,56636)

SUM -516.15701 -519.12114

Coale. , -516,17781 -519.12631

fil(g) in kcal -13.1 --3.2

HN4C) in kcal -37.8 -26.7
from Eq. I

calculations are then conveniently denoted most stable form. The preference for V is quite
as: 3-21G//3-210 and 6-310 + /3-210, small, however, at the 6-31 +G//3-21G level.
respectively. The calculations agree with the recent

The structures and energies of the three crystal structure of the ethylene diainIne salt
forms of the conjugate base of NTO were of NTO, which shows deprotonation at the 4
obtained and are shown in Figure 2, Table 3 position, Table 4 compares the calculated
shows the calculated total energies for V-VII btructuire of V with that observed for the
and the energy of I for comparison. The ethylene diamine salt of NTO. In general, con-
calculated energies of V-VII show V to be the sidering the possible effects of crystal
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Table 3. Calculated Relative Energies (in Au) for NTO (/) and its Conjugate Bases (V-VII)
from Two Theoretical Models

Model I V VI VII

3-21G//3-21G -516.17789 -516.61923 -515,61544 -515,60387
6-31G +//3-21G -518,86806 -518,33579 -518.33510 -518.32235

Table 4. Comparison of Calculated Bond Lengths in V and Those Observed in the Ethylene

Diamine Salt of NTO

Bond Obs. (avg,) Calc. Error

C5-0 1.276, 1,257, 1,260 (1.264) 1.231 -0,033

NI-N2 1.370, 1.359, 1,363 (1.364) 1,408 +0.044

N2-C3  1.304, 1.307, 1.307 (1.306) 1,297 -0.009

C3-N4  1.337, 1,333, 1.338 (1.336) 1.331 -0,005

N4-C6 1.356, 1.357, 1.354 (1,356) 1.373 +0.017

C5 -N1  1.358, 1.364, 1.362 (1.361) 1.402 +0.041

C3-N0 2  1.451, 1.450, 1.449 (1.450) 1,436 -0,014

N-O 1.228, 1,216, 1.220 (1.221) 1.250 +0.029

N-O 1.219, 1,237, 1.222 (1.226) 1.239 +0.013

environment and limitations of' the theory, the Electrogtatic Models for Intermolecular
agreement is about as good as can be expected, Interactions
the maximum deviations being +0.044 and As shown above, we can obtain reason-
,0.033 A. The average unsigned error in bond ably accurate predictions for molecules the size
length is 0.023 A, which is typical for calcula- of NTO. Another quantity available from
Lions at this level. thoso calculations is the total molecular
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electron density distribution. We believe that NTO has been produced in this fashion at Los
this Information can be used to approximate Alamos.,3 X-ray structure analysis14 reveals
the electrostatic component of intermolecular that the diaminoguanidinium ion of this salt
interactions. Since accurate ab initio calcula- appears In the A configuration indicated
tions are still out of reach for systems includ- below, we denote this geometry as DAGA,
ing two or three or more molecules the size of Interestingly, X-ray structure analysis of the
NTO, we are exploring ways in which the diaminoguanidinium salt of nitric acid shows
information from a high quality calculation on another form of the cation, 15 indicated as B,
a single molecule might be used to improve below, which we denote DAGB.
empirical methods fox calculating intermolec- The results of molecular orbital calcula-
ular interactions among several, possibly up o tions for both forms of the diaminoguani-
hundreds, of molecules, dinium ion are summarized in Table 5, They

We have previously devised a means of show that DACA, as found In the NTO salt, is
apportioning the total electron densiti in a higher in energy than DAGB, as found in the
molecule among the constituent atoms. The nitric acid salt, The question to be answered
electronic charge distribution associated with then Is why does the conjugate base of NTO
an atom in a molecule may then be described selectively bind DAGA when another lower
by a. multipole expansion, Collected together energy form is avwlable?
these atom-centered multipole expansions To answer this question ACMEs were
(AOMEs) describe the total rnojcular charge obtained for the conjugate base of NTO and
distribution in a convenient and compact form. both forms of the diaminoguanidinium cation.
In addition, these ACMEs can be used to The electrostatic energy of interaction of the
calculate electrostatic interactions between
manion with DAGA and DAGB was then calcu-ilmolecules,1° Once the ACMI~s have been lated for different geometries, The geometries

obtained, caloulation of the electrostatic
energy can be done very quickly, of the anion and cation fragments were fixed at

those found in the original MO calculations.
Other workers have shown that electro- Intermolecular distances and angles were

static considerations play a significant role in varied however to optimize the electrostatic
determining the total energy of intermolecular interactions, The complexes were prevented
interactions, 12 This has been especially well-
studied in hydrogen-bonded systems. What is r
found is that inductive attractions and overlap. .,
repulsions nearly balance one another, Tho
electrostatic energy then remains and closely ..; "j
parallels the total energy of interaction.

Despite the recognized importance of
electrostatics in determining intermolecular
interactions, computer programs used to calcu- A, O, n
late molecular crystal structures either ignore
this effect entirely or include only very rough
estimates for it. The techniques we have devel-
oped might ultimately be incorporated into
crystal structure calculations as a means of
using the information available from molec-
ular orbital calculations. Such an approach
would provide a means by which the effects of I V-11

the molecular environment upon a constituent
atom might be taken into account, HI

NTO readily reacts with amine bases to 1-,1
produce salts. The diaminoguanidinium salt of ag,.
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Table 5. Optimized Geometrical Parameters and.Rnergies for the A and B Forms of
Diaminoguanidium Ion (See text)

3-21a 6-310* 3-21G 6-31(*

EtWO(au) -312.78369 -314.51739 -312,78526 -314.51830

Erul(kcal) 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -0.6'.'

R(C1 -N2) 1.304 1,307 1.316 i.317
R(C, -N3 ) 1.334 1.331 1.322 1.301

R(CI"N 4) " 1.333 1•331

R(N3-Na) 1.421 1.386 1.421 1.388

R(N4-NO) t 1,422 1.387

R(N 2-H1i) 1,001 0.997 0.998 0.995

R(Ng-Hs) "g 1.003 0.998

R(N1-34) 1.000 0,998 1,002 0.999

R(N 4-111 0) 1.000 0.998

R(N5.,111 1) 1.005 1,001 1,006 1.001

from collapsing by surrounding each atom with be the major reason that DAGA interacts more
a hard sphere, the diameter of which was taken strongly with NTO than I)A0B, A comparison
from Bondi, 16  between our calculated structure for the NTO/

DAGA complex and the asymmetric unit deter-
Figura e 3 shows the minimum energy con- mined by X-ray crystallography is shown infigura~tions found for NTO/DAQA and NTO/ Fgr .Teeetottcmdli ent

DAGB, Many other structures were investi- Fiiire 4. The electrostatic model Is seen to

gated, but these are the lowest energy forms reproduce the observed structure st least
found, The two structures are very similar in qualitatively. Since the difference in energy
their hydrogen-b-nding inter~ictions with two between the two complexes is larger than the

N-Il moieties of DAG directed toward the difference In energy of the isolated molecules,
carbonvl oxygen and the 4-nitrogen of NTO, as shown in Table 5, it is the electrostatic
These two atoms are the most highly energy which selectively allows the conjugate19y base of NTO to bind DAGA,
negatively charged of NTO and present the a
most favorable sites for hydrogen-bonding. In CONCLUSIONS
both cases, the DAG molecules are skewed
toward the oxygen of the nitro group, which is We have demonstrated taat MO c-lcula-
also highly negatively charged. Both com- tions provide useful information about the
plexes were found to be planar, although they structure, energy, and reactivity of NTO.
were not constrained to be so. Many of tl,"ýu calculations were performed

The NTO/DAGA complex was found to be before the corresponding experiments were
3.4 kcal/mol more stable than tho NTO/t)AGB performed, indicating that reliable predictions
complex. The C-NiI2 nitrogen of )AG is found can be made, provided that the molecule is not
to be more negatively charged than the so large as to preclude the use of large basis
C-Nil-NilH nitrogens, and should therefore sets and other means for performing accurate
form a weaker hydrogen-bond. This appears to calculations.
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B

Fligure 3. Lowest Electrostatic Energy Forms for NTO/DAGA (A) and NTO/DAGB (B)
Anion-Cation Pairs

A

3061

3.07F

B 3.051

3.447

F1igure 4. Comparison of Some Intermolecular Distances for the Caloulated NTO/I)AGA Pair
(A) and Those Found Experimentally for the Asymmetric Unit of the Diaminoguanidwinium Salt
of NTO (B)
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REACTION AND DIFFUSION IN DETONATION

N. J. B. Green, M. J. Pilling, and S. H. Robertson
Physical Chemistry Laboratory, South Parks Rd., Oxford,

OXI SQZ, UNITED KINGDOM

The role of diffusion in two aspects of detonation chemistry is examined,
In the P1r0t, the early time evolution of a model hot spot is investigated
using two techniques, a diffusion-reaction equation and a stochastic
simulation. It is shown that for small hot spots containing few reactive
particle# stochastic effects are important and may lead to the quenching
of the hot spot, In the second, we present a theoretical framework to
describe the transition between diffusion and activation-controlled
kinetics, A diffusion equation for a pair distribution function is set up
and solved in the steady state using a radiation boundary condition in
terms of the potential of mean force. Application of the solution requires
a knowledge of the diffusion coefficient over a range of temperatures and
densities, These are calculated using molecular dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
detonation from a microscopic chemical kineticThe detailed modelling of detonation vepit

requires an understanding of complex, inter. viewpoint.
acting kinetic and hydrodynamic processes, Hot spots, produced as a result of the
This paper Is concerned primvarily with the passage of a shock front are central to most
former and with the specific considerations theories of initiation,2 In a polycrystalline
which need to be made at the high tern- solid hot spots are formed by friction between
peratures and pressures involved, In par- grain boundaries, cavity collapse, or impuri-
ticular, we address the Interaction between ties; in a pure liquid they are generated either
diffusion of molecular and radical species and by bubble collapse or by Instabilities in the
their reaction on encounter. Two aspects are shock front,3 From a chemical kinetic view-
considered: (a) the early stage of the initiation point, hot spots are regions of high tern-
process and its development into a detonation, perature in which locally high concentrations
and (b) the post-detonation kinetics, where the of active species, such as radicals, are pro-
system relaxes from the Chapman-Jouguet duced,
point, The development of a detonation might be

INITIATION considered to occur in two stages. Initially,
individual hot spots develop with time; chemi-

There is a great deal of interest in the cal reaction occurs; heat is liberated, increas-
mechanism of shock initiation of energetic ing the pressure; and the hot spot expands by
materials. Treatments tend to be concerned diffusion and convection. In the second stage,
with the full development of the detonation initially separate hot spots interact to produce
wave and generally include oversimplified, a self-sustaining reaction wave. In this section
and often unrealistic chemical kinetic pro- we are interested in the former process, in
cesses. There are some exceptions hut such which the important aspects are the require.
treatments impose spatial simplifications often ments for reaction initiated at the hot spot to
involving homogeneous kinetics,' The aim of be sustained, and for the reaction zone to
this work is to model the initial stages of a expand.
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As a first step, it is necessary to choose a detonation speed, and is more consistent with a
simplified, though not wholly unroalistic, deflagration arising from diffusive transport.
chemical kinetic mechanism for a detonation, An increase of 10 ms-1 was obtained when

thermal conductivity was introduced into the
model. The present mechanism includes only

R~~~~ + 1 iffu sion -controlled reaction. with weak temn.
perature dependencies; no reactive heat

A + P - B (2) release was considered, The inclusion of heat
release and of activation controlled reactions,

R + B ---- A + B + 1' (3) which are more sensitive to increases in tem-
perature, would provide a further mechanism

In this mechanism R is a fuel molecule, A is an for positive feedback (thermal explosion).
active Intermediate (radical, etc.), P is a pro- Work is also in progress on the introduction of
duct molecule, and B is a branching species momentum transfer. All these effects can be
which In involved In the autocatalytic step (3). included with only a modest increase in

The mechanism was examined in two computing time Our main concern here is to

ways. The first method employs a convention- compare a deterministic model which is,
al deterministic approach, in which coupled admittedly, crude with a stochastic model.
kinetic rate equations and diffusion equations The above macroscopic analysis is
for the above species are numerically inte- acceptable for large hot spots, where the
grated, For species A, this equation is of the discrete nature of the reactive species may
form Justifiably be neglected, However, when the

hot spots are small, then small numbers of
-= 1)VIC + reactive species are involved and a stochastic

- A +•CRCB approach may be more appropriate. Initially,
an approach based on a master equation was

-k A k2^ A C (4) investigated, A master equation is a set of
coupled differential equations describing the

where Ci Is tho concentration and [)D the time evolution of the distribution of state
diffusion coefficient of species i, and the probabilities, For example, in the simple one-
irreversible rate coefficients are denoted k, dimensional model outlined above the state of
These equations, subject to suitable boundary each cell is determined by the number of
conditions, were integrated using finite differ- molecules of each type, A probability distribu.
ence methods, Two geometries were consider- tion function (pd.f.) can be defined for each cell
ed: linear and spherical. For the linear case pj(a,b,p,r,t), such that there are a molecules of
the single dimension was divided into 50 cells, type A, b molecules of type B, etc., in the jth
each associated with initial concentrations for cell at time t. The evolution of the p,d.f. with
every species. The total concentration for each time is dictated by a master equation, Even for
cell corresponds roughly to a compressed fluid a modest system, the number of coupled equa-
and the small initial concentration of A mole- tions may be in excess of 10,000 which makes
cules in the first cell models an incipient hot the direct solution of the master equation com-
spot. The same analysis was applied to the putationally prohibitive,
spherical case, except that the space was
divided into 50 concentric spherical shells, and It was, therefore, decided to simulate the
the diffusion equation was modified to take process instead, The state of the system at a
account of the spherical geometry. Results for given time is defined by the integer values of
the linear case are shown in Figure 1, The a,b,p, and r. The various types of reactive ke,g.,
frames are spaced at 0.2 ns intervals. It can be A + R) and diffusive (e.g,, transport from cell j
seen that, after a small initial period, a definite to cell j+ 1) events form competing Poisson
reaction wave is formed which moves out with processes in the sense that each process occurs
a speed of approximately 30 mis1. This is, of with a characteristic, first order rate, which
course, substantially less than the normal depends on the number of relevant particles in
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Figure 1, Species Distributions for Difftsion-Reaction Model at 0.2, 0.4, and 0,6 ns, Initial
distribution of CA = 5,6, C11 0, Cp 0, and CR = 11,2 Molec/nm3 in first cell, and CR = 16.8
molec/nm3 in remainder, . .... A, .B. -, -.. P, and - ...... R.

the cell, These first order rates are used to
generate exponentially distributed event times " INITIAL
for each cell. The minimum such time Is taken DISYRISUTION

to correspond to the first event, which modifies
the state, New characteristic rates are then CALCULATE RATE|COEFFICIENTSI
calculated and new event times generated for
those cells which have been modified, The OINIRATt RkNOOM

outline of this procedure is shown In the flow ,

diagram in Figure 2, A similar method has FIND MINIMUM
been used with considerable success in studies TIME

of radiation chemistry. 4'8

The results are shown in Figure 3, As can SAMPLE • -- YR

be seen, the distributions are very different
from the deterministic case, This difference NO
arises because, in the simulation, both of the IOENTIF1 NO AXIMUM

initial A molecules present can react indepen-I VN..-HEi

dently with R molecules to produce P mole- EXEUuTE EVENT.
cules, thus precluding reaction (2) and the -- ENIRATE NEW YES

TIMIS F•OR /,

production of the catalytic B molecule. This AI'ECTED CELLS E OF
leads to the quenching of the hot spot. The IMULoN--O
effect is absent from the deterministic case, As
a check that the two methods approach tike YS
same limit for large a, runs were conducted
with an excess of A molecules In the first two
grains and agreement found, within statistical Figure 2, Flow Diagram for Stochastic Model
error, between the two models. A dir nct
reaction wave is now generated in the This stochastic model is crude and re-
stochastic model and, although somewhat quires Improvement. For example, at present
broadened by statiqtical effects, it propagates there Is no limit to the number of molecules
at approximately the same speed us that found that can occupy a given cell, which is clearly
in the deterministic model, unrealistic. The model has no racilit) to deal
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Figure 3, Species Distributions for Stochastic Model at 0,2, 0.4, and 0.6 ts. Same initial
distributions and markings as Figure 1,

with thermal conductivity. Finally, and in data used in such models are often obtained
common with the deterministic model, no from low gas density experiments, Many
account is taken of momentum transfer, bimolecular reactions, and especially the im-

This is not the first time a stochastic portant class of metathesis reactions, show

technique has been applied to detonations,6  well characterized simple Arrhenius or curved

but the spa',ial dependence has not been Arrhenius behavior at the temperatures and

treated, Por this particular model, we have pressures studied in the laboratory. Thereactants have to overcome activation barriers
demonstrated that stochastic effects are sipni- before ferrhing products and thi reactions are

ficant under the conditions where a deter. beredfactivatioductnthedeations hrg

ministic description would lead to propagation, termed "activation-controlled," At the high

gof the hot st. temperatures and pressures encountered in
and can lead to the quenchington the ioto detonation where diffusion is comparativelyThis in turn means that, if a reaction wave is to slow many of the reactions, and especially

be propagated and if the individual hot spots those with small or moderate actvation

are small, then their number density must be barriers, become diffusion-controlled with
treatment i rates determined by the diffusive approach of

reactants, A technique is required, therefore,

FUME CHIEMISTRY for describing the transition from activation to
diffusion control, and for determining rate

Much effort in commercial explosives constants in the transitional regime.
research is expended in designing explosives The transition between diffusion and
whose products are neither combustible nor activation control may be Illustrated by the
toxic, Such explosives are designed for use in simplified scheme7
confined spaces or where there is a risk of
further combustion, eg., coal mines, In design- k kA
Ing such explosives, a detailed survey of the A + B -- (AB) -4- C (5)
elementary reactions that occur in the post-
detonation fume Is required. Data from such
surveys are then incorporated into large kine- where kd is the (secoad order) rate coefficient
tic models based on standard rate theory, for diffusive approach, k.d is the rate coeafcentfor diffusive loss of encou~ntered pairs (A13), and

There are r number of weaknesses in this kA the rate coefficient for the activated step to
procedure, not least of which is that the kinetic form the product. C. Pairs must encounter
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before reaction, Application of the steady state p(r)-*4nr2 aar-* 0 1)
approximation for (AB) gives a second order
rate coefficient for reaction of The solution of these equations gives the radial

distribution function modified by reaction, and

k DkkA kD) is given by
2 k. + 1+ p(r) = 4k -k

SkA
In the activation-controlled limit kA 4 k.D and e:2 r-2ePUdr

in consequence k2 -o kpkj/k.i), showing that A (12
(AS) is in equilibrium with A and B; in the (12)
diffusion-controlled limit kA R' kD and k2 * - +Deo r 2 U

kD. -ie -+ JR r"2ep dr

This picture is a useful illustration, but in
order to make any quantitative predictions, we Now In the limit that v -* 0, there Is no
need to have a theory which allows us to reaction, and we obtain
calculate kj), kD, und kA more rigorously. : 4 = P(r) (13)
Diffusion theory Is a suitable framework, as it p(r) ".ra = =
enables the model to be based on concentration which Is the equilibrium distribution, as might
gradients or pair distribution functions, The be simulated by molecular dynamics, or calcu-
pair distribution function for A about B, g(r), lated from the potential of mean force.obeys the diffusion equationg

The general solution for kot (the steady

v. D. [vg + gV(pu)] = 2 (7) state rate coefficient) with non-zero boundary
at velocity is, according to the radiation boundzry

condition, vp(r), which can be expressed in
where U is the potential of mean for io and terms of pa(r) (the equilibrium radial distribu.
1nT, g(r)is Wreated to the radial distribution tion function with no reaction),functions given by

S~D
p(r) = 4nzr 2g(r) (8) kD D=

To calculate a steady-state rate coefficient, we p" _dr + - (14)
need the reactive flux from the steady-state vpR,
radial distribution which, for an isotropic In the diffusion controlled limit v and
system, obeys the equation

p(r) Is the solution of this equation subject to f
appropriate boundary conditions. A reactive
boundary condition which has a broad range of which is a modification ofthe usual formula, to
validity is the radiation boundary condition9  account for the effects of solvent structure

through p0(r), Thu usual formula ignores this

p ( U) 2)(R) (10) effect, setting go(r) = 1.

1ar 8r ;)~ Thus, to obtain values for kp,, the diffu-
The term on the right can be thought of as a sion coefficient D and p0(r) (or the potential of
flux through a sphere of radius R, with a mean force) are required. Both are amenable
characteristic "boundary velocity" v, corre- to eimulation. The diffusion coefficient, for
sponding to the activated step to form products, example, can be determined using molecular
The outer boundary condition is a natural dynamics. To do this, a standard molecular
boundary, such that dynamics code10 using a Lennard-doneR 12-6
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A THERMOCHEMICAL MODEL FOR SHOCK-INDUCED CHEMICAL
REACTIONS IN POROUS SOLIDS: ANALOGS

AND CONTRASTS TO DETONATION

M. B. Boalough
Sandia National Laboratorieis

Albuquerque, New Mexico 871851800

There Is a class of non explosive energetic materials that undergo rapid
shock.induced chemical reactions, but whose products contain no
vapor that caw, @,+ •'•.l pid, ,ipansioA upon pressure relea... The
present papf, pr&¶i.roht *a thermochem.ical model describing such
reactions in tet min analogous to detonation, By contrast, however, the
chemical energy is converted mostly to heat rather than work by the
shock wave, and an unsupported reaction wave will decay., In the
absence of volatile., there are no large increases in preseure, specific
volume, or particle velocity associated with such reactions. Thus, expe.
rimental methods normally applied to high explosives are insensitive,
and time.rosolved temperature measurements are the most appropriate.
The pressure.volume.velocity relationshlp •ore strongly dependent on
small amounts of volatile# (such as toier) wheo present, but thv shoch
temperature is not. Thermochemieaiy, tko powi/bility of a sustained
detonation in a volatile-bearing rot,,s*, powdor cannot be precluded.
By the same argumnts, gieochemical detonations in volatile.saturated,
supercooled magmas are thermochomically possible.,

INTRODUCTION Hugozot measuroments on lead nitrate/

There have been a number of efforts to aluminum,5 and tin/sulfur mixtures,6 have
study the problem of shock-initiation of demonstrated that shock-initiated reactions
chemical reactions in non-explosive porous occur at a rapid enough rate to affect the
solids, GrahamI has recently pointed out that pressure-volume state behind the shock wave
such reactions are fundamentally different in those mixtures, However, those experi-
from either high explosive detonations or ments have the drawback that they are
pyrotechnic reactions, The controlling relatively insensitive to the amount of
features seem to be shock-induced mixing, reaction, and are highly sensitive to small
shock activation, configuration chunge, and quantities of volatile Impurities, as will be
heating.2  shown in this paper.

The experimental work to date has been Radiation pyrometry has been used to
dominated by studies aimed at understanding measure the shock temperatures of nickel/
shock-induced chemical synthesis by exami- aluminum 7 and iron oxide/aluminum (ther-
nation of samples recovered from exposure to mite) mixtures, 8 providing evidence that
explosive loading.3 4  Such recovery experi- shock-induced exothermic reactions occur in
ments have provided evidence for the less than 100 ns in those materials. However,
uniqueness of the shock environment in its there iN some ambiguity as to whether the high
ability to mix and activate substituents, temperatures measured in those experiments
initiating reactions at a rate commensurate were due to chemical reactions or
with that of shock wave propagation. heterogeneous deposition of irreversible work.
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More recent experimentso have removed 'the V/Vo = 1 - (P/K 0 8 ) +
ambiguity by comparing the shhock tempera- t (1+ K'os) (P8/Kos)2  (3)
tures for reactive nickel/atuminum to lihose for
inert pure nickel ii lhne.graihed powders that where Vo is the specific volume at standard
rapidly achieved thermal equilibrium. The conditions, Kos is the isontropic bulk modulus,
model presented here will demonstrate that, in and K' 0 3 is its first pressure derivative. This
contrast to liugoniot measurements, shock quadratic equation is only accurate for pres-
temperatures are very sensitive to chemical sures at which the strain is very small (less
reactions and insensitive to volatile i mpuritiei. than a few percent), so the present calculations

Te ha beare limited to pressures of les than 10 OPa, A
Shehighes-order finite strain theory can be used tomodeling shock-initiated e.hemicai reactions Ine prr .

non-explosive energetic materials, 10 13 These describe isentropes at higher pressures, but

moodels have all considered the kinetics of the would i ntroduce unnecessary complications
reactions, making various assumptions as to in the mixture theory at the pressures of

the controlling factors, The model presented
here is an attempt to develop a description Summing Equation (3) for a multi.
based only on thermochemistry and shock component system in Equation (2) results in a
wave physics, ignoring kinetic aspects Reuse aVerage composite bulk modulus and its
entirely. The present model assumes only that pressure derivative In terms of those
the reaction proceeds rapidly enough that ,an parameters for the individual components:
equilibrium state can be defined behind the -1
shock wave--a possibility suggested by the K (v/K) 1(4)
experiments mentioned above, It is intended Ke i osi (
to provide a conceptual framework to which
the more advanced models can be related; n•n K18 -K 2  i Iv(1 , YK 2 1l 1
approach similar to the early descriptions of 08os=01 ll 0K 0KS -
detonations without regard for chemical
mechanisms, where vi is the Initial volume fraction of

MIXING MODEL component 1,

If we consider a heterogeneous mixture of HUGONIOT CALCULATIONS
reactants Ai and products B1, we can write an For a porous, reactive material, the
equation for a shock-induced chemical reaction Rankine-liugoniot equation relating the
as; specific internal energy on the Hugoniot (Eti)

nai A,,~ -4 n~, (1) to that of the initial state (Eo) can be written:

Ii E1 -Eo = -Q + *P1 (Voo-V) (6)

where ngl and nbi are the number of moles of where Voo Is the initial (porous) volume,
reactant I and product i, respectively. The (PHI,V) is the pressure-volume state on the
specific volume of a multi-component system liugoniot, and Q is the heat of reaction. The
with a uniform stress distribution is given by: energy along the principal isentrope of a

V = I nM i (2) porous zero-strength solid is given by
I llE I P~dV (7)

where Mi and Vi are the relative molecular 0 Vo
mass and specific volume of component l Combining Equations (6) and (7) together with
respectively. the Mie-GrOneisen approximation

To determine the specific volume EtI.Es=(V/y)(Pli-pB) (8)
dependence on isentropic pressure (PS), we can
use Bridgman's quadratic equation:'1 gives an equation for the Hugoniot:
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/ pV + Because the thermite product Hugonlot is
PH(V)=.-Q+ , PdV+ [X P / at high temperature, the reference isentrope

Ps used in Equation (9) was centered on the
r v1 liquid side of the melting point of alumina at

Y I atmosphere and 2312 K. This requires that
The theoretical Hugoniot of the reactants can the heat of reaction 'used in Equation (9) be
be determined by setting Q to zero and reduced by the enthalpy required to heat the
inverting Equation (3) with parameters taken product mixture from standard conditions tofrom Equations (4) and (5) from the known 2312 K, including melting and other phase
material properties of the components, and transformations, This calculation results in
inserting that into Equation (9), The product Q 1 ").9xIe 1 6 J/hg. 15 The calculated isontropes
Hugoniot is determined in the same way, with and families of porous Hugoniots for thermite
Qequal to the appropriate heat of reaction. reactants and products are plotted in Fig-

ures 1 and 2, respectively, The "anomalous
THERMITE HUGONIOTS Hugonlot" (positive P-V slope) for 50 percent

porous reactant is due to large thermal pros-
For thermite, Equation (1) can be written: sure, as described by Zel'dovich and Raizer. 17

Fe03O + 2AI-* A120 3 +,2Fe. (10) Ia-

The elastic constants have been calculated1 5  0 20 30 40 50%
using Equations (4) and (5) with ultrasonic
data for hematite, aluminum, and alumina,
and shock wave data for liquid iron (since the
products are in the liquid state), A Grilnelsen
parameter was also determined for each mix- 4-
ture from a mass-fraction-weighted average of Isentrope
the experimental values for the components, 5  a-
This method has been shown to be inaccu-
rate,16 but is a reasonable approximation for 0.
tho present calculations, Those calculated 0.220 01.315 0o20 02,25 0.240
parameters for the thermite reactants and SPECIFIC VOLUME (cm /g)
products are listed in Table 1, Figure 1, Calculated Reactant Isentrope and

Family of Calculated Reactant llugoniots for
Porous Thermite Centered on Standard Con.

Table ,, Thermite Equation of State Parameters ditions, Labeled With Respective Porosities.

Parameter Reactants Products .. .
Porosity 3 40 50%

Initial Density 4.249 4.154 s
(P0 , g/cm a)_ 

_ _ _ _

!nitial Specific 0,2353 0.241Volume (Vo, cm3 /gf)

Zero Pressure 122 19'7
Bulk Modulus 2 Isentrope
(Koj, GPa) rap

Pressure Derivative 6.65 5,2 0.235 o.24o o.24 0.i60 0%255 0.240
of Kos (KMos) SPECIFIC VOLUME (ore /g)

Zero Presst, 2.08 1.7 Figure 2. Calculated Product Reference

Oraneisen Isentrope and Family of Calculated Product
Parameter (yo) Hugoniots for Porous Thermite Centered on

Standard Conditions Plus Heat of Reaction
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To make comparisons to experimental the state behind the shock wave must lie on the
shock wave data, a more useful way to repre- product Hugoniot. It is well known 18 that a
sent the Hugoniots is in the pressure-particle steady wave can only reach states intersected
velocity plane. The Rankine-Hugoniot equa- by the Rayleigh line, as illustrated in Figure 4
tions can be used to write the particle velocity for a shock wave propagating into 50 percent
(u) in terms of P and V: porous thermite. Since the product Hugonlot Is

U = V'P(Vo-V) ( steeper than the Rayleigh line at all possible
points of intersection, an unsupported reaction

This equation was used to transform the wave will always decay. 15

reactant and product Hugoniots for 50 percent Such shock-induced reactions are not
porous thermite to the P-u plane. Figure 3 shconven tio ns aue

shows that the presutire on the product detonations in the conventional sense, because

Hugonlot Is about 10 percent greater than that the products are not in the vapor phase and

on the reactant Hugoniot at a given particle high pressures cannot be sustained upon

velocity, Similarly, the particle velocity is expansion. However, examination of Figure 4
e idemonstrates that this type of reaction is theabout 5 percent greater on the reactant thermochemical equivalent of an overdriven

Hugoniot compared to that on the product detonation The term q heat detonation" can be

Hugoniot at the same shock presoure. This used to make the important distinction

observation implies that experimental between these shoek-initiatedireaction., which

attempts to measure the reaction by per. btentee hc-ntae ratos hc
forming Hugoniot measurements are bound to rely on processes proceeding at the rate of the
beformping bug othe masrgeuncertainties that shock wave, and gasless combustion, which isbe complicated by the large unetite ht controlled by the thermal and mass transport

are inherent for porous solids. Similarly, the proledti yothe r mal eriass t

time-resolved particle velocity measurements properties of the reacting material.'
often applied to high explosives will also be HEATING EFFICIENCY
insensitive to shock.initiated reactions in non-

explosive solids. Gne way to make a comparison between
heat -4ktonations and explosive detonations is

"HEAT DETONATIONS" to efmvo a quantity called the "heating

For reaction rates that are finite, but efficiew.y." The work efficiency has been used
t to completion, the shock to describe the net amount of energy that canrapid enough to go ideally be converted to work from tC,- heat of

wave will first achieve a state on the reactant reaction of a detonating explosive.2 0 ,(Q is the
Hugoniot. After the reaction goes to completion

10

o c Products

- Products e 1 Reactants

6 .. Rayleigh line
Reactants 2 Initial

2 - ... state
o - - .. ......... -z2- o0 -o1

0.2 0.3 0.40.
o0 .5 SPECIFIC VOLUME (cm3/g)

PARTICLE VELOCITY (kmn/sec) Figure 4. Calculated Reactant and Product
Hugonlots for 50 Percent Porous Thermite and

Figure 3. Calculated Reactant and Product Rayleigh Line Which Defines States Connected
Hugoniots for 50 Percent Porous Thermite by Steady Reaction
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heat of reaction, and Vf is the final specific The temperature on the Hugoniot can be
volume of the reaction products after complete found by integrating Equation (13) and
isentropic release, Lhon the work efficiency is dE = TdS = PdV, setting dV = 0:
defined as(J2)JH15

These equations can be solved In simple formBy analogy, we can define the heating for the shock -temperature If CV and y/V are
efflecincy as the fraction of the heat of reaction bt sue ob osat
that Ideally remains In the reactants after they
hav.e isentropically released to zero pressure - V0(h= 1-w), In Table 2, the calculated work and T -j - (PH-
heat effciencies for two explosi oves20 are corn- CV YO 6 P 5
pared to those for 60 perocent porous -thermite
shocked to 10 ONa. The > 100 percent hest Y
efficiency for the thermite Indicates that some + Treexpi V- (r V) P(8
of the work assoc ' ated with shock comnpression re0 o e
is converted to heat along with all of the Post-shock temperatures can be determined
chemical energy, from the equation:

Table 2.Workcand Heat Efficiencie8 T1.= T1 exp[#o(V_%r)] (17)

I KDXUO 2AN1 14NO,,, 2AI/e~O8  0

Wor- -87 -29 Figure 5 depicts calculated temperatures for
Work98 7 -29 both reactant and product of 50 percent porous

Efficiency M% thermite,

Heat 2 25 129 TIme-resolved shock temperature mea-
Effciency M* inurements have recently been performed on

Postehock 374 1694 4600 porous thermito mixtures. 15 The results for
Tremperature (K

SHOCK TEMPERATURES 00

'rhe temperatures along an isentrope are Exeimna
determined by Integrating the differential 3000o dat (~Roet. 14
equation obtained by substituting Maxwelli'. daa(at 4
relations and the definition of the heat
capacity CV into the total d.Ifforential of S(T,V): 2000-

TdS =C VdI 1r + ( LP )VTdV (13) 1000

with dS=0. For an imentrope centered on a
rererence state with temperature Tref and 0
volume Vrer, the temperature is PRESSURE (GPa)

rr= xp VNF v (4 Fig u r. 5. Calculated Temnperatures for
is Trere VJ Vdv. (4 Reactant and Produci flugoniots of 60 Percent

Pvrou8 Therm ile
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Table 3. ShockTemperatures in Porous first-order correction to the Hugoniot of the
Thermite pure powder. The family of equations of state

- of the mixture for various impurity mass
Experiment # 2274 2279 fractions (m) can be expressed as the specific

volume as a function of the intrinsic variables
"Porosity (%) 48 49 and of m:

PH (OPa) 4.4-4.7 3.9-4.1 V(P,T~m) : V°(P,T)

Measured TH (K) 3000.3300 2800-2900
...... () 9+ m[VI(P,T) - V°(PT)J (18)SReactant TH WK- 980 910

S Product TH.(K) 4270 4200 where V° and V' are the specific volumes of the
pure phase and the impurity, respectively. The

Percent Reacted 61-70 58-61 family of Hugoniots can be written similarly:
(%)

VH(P,m) = V°(P,TH)

two experiments are listed in Table 3. The + m [V'(P,TH) - V0(PTH)l (19)
measured temperatures are much higher than
those calculated for the reactants, but are also where the shock temperature depends on m.
significantly less than those calculated for the The partial derivative can be written as
products,! implying that the reaction was not
complete. A first.order estimate of the amount !V' a IVO ) 1H )
of reaction can be made by linearly interpolat- p =
ing between the two temperature calculations,
A more accurate determination of the amount
of reaction would require that phase transi- + V'(P,TrH) - V0(P,TH) (20)
tions and variable specific heats are taken into
account, an effort beyond the scope of the plus terms of order (m), This derivative can
present paper, be inserted into the first order expansion

EFFECT OF VOLATILES V (P~m) = V*(P) + m( ) (21)

Thus far, all calculations have been based H 8
on the assumption that there are no volatile to get the correction to the mixed Hugoniot.
impurities in the mixed powders. Since many The following approximation can be made:
of the reactive powders that have been
examined experimentally have small grain _H )p To-TI =AII/Cv mQ/C .
sizes (approximately I uro), and consequently m( H H V / (22)
large specific surface areas (about 104 cm 2/g for
smooth spherical particles), the possibility of a
significant amount of surface-adsorbed water where T0 is the shock temperature of the
and other volatile impurities cannot be pure mixture, Q is the heat of reaction, and CV
ignored. A monolayor of water adsorbed on pure xteisi h heat of teatonan Ct

suc apower(aout106iO' I moleulesm 2) is the specific heat of the total mixturesuch a powder (about 105mlclsea) (including the impurity), which can be

amounts to about 0.1 percent. of the mass. approximated by that for the pure mixture for

Significant surface roughness or grain aspect small im. implicit in these calculations is the

ratios will give rise to even greater surface assumption that the volatile component is

areas and amounts ofimpurities, chemically inert, If any significant reaction

When the mass of a volatile impurity is a takes place between the volatile component
small fraction of the total mass, the resulting and the thermite products, additional terms
Hugoniot can be calculated by determining a are required.
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We can also make the approximation: can provide an accurate determination of the
amount of reaction that takes place under

H/- Va = shock loading.
GEOCHEMICAL DETONATIONS

yCv/ (Koo + PKos) (23) The observation of rapid shock-inducedchemical reactions in solids, combined with the

and for V > > V° we can write fact that Small amounts of water or other
volatile. can control th6 ability of a reactive

Vil(P,m) (1 -m)V~ 1 (P) mixture to detonate, has important implica-
tions for earth sciendo, Ku netsovUt outlined a

+ Q / (Kos + PK's) + V'(P,T1 1 ) I, (24) set of criteria required for a deto'nation to takeplace due to a single-component phase trans-
Equation (24) can be solved for water-bearing formation, These same criteria are met by a
thermite by using the previously-determined supercooled, volatile-saturated magma, One
thermite 1lugoniots for VHM(P) and the example of such metastable melts is described
Bakanova, et al. 21 equation of state of water by Burnham and Davis,.23 24

for V'(P,T11 ), which is a fit to porous iee
lugun"ot data with final (PT) states In' the

same range as those of interest here, The W\
resulting family of llugonlots is plotted in 1- 0 1 2310 \1 0 2 \3
Figures 8 and? 7.H2

From Figure 6 it can be seen that, for w \.
certain combinations of Initial porosity and \
volatile mass fraction, a Rayleigh line can be "
found that in tangent to the product Hugoniot, I
This fact indicates that a sustained detonation 2\,
is thermochemically possible under those cir- Reaotame I roduct ,
cumstances, As shown earlier for porous dry o.0,
thermite, the shock-induced reacton can be 0.S2 0.I5 0.2W ( 0.m/

described as an overdriven detonation that will SPECIFIC VOUMI (ame/0)

decay when unsupported, because the product Figure 0. Family of Hugoniots for 60 Percent
I lugoniot is always steeper than the Rayleigh Porous Thermite Containing Various Amounts
line. By contrast, the Rayleigh line is steeper of Water
than the water-bearing thermite product 9.
tlugoniot below a given pressure. If thispressure is greater than that required for rapid I - Productsshock-induced release of chemical energy, th,

sustained detonation will take place.

Trhe purpose of Figure 7 is to show that/' Retft
measurements In the P-u plane are highly , WtH 20
sensitive to' volatile content, and attempts to

determine ainounts of reaction from pressure
or particle velocity measurements are subject I
to very large errors unless the volatile content 0, 0

is precisely known. On the other hand, the 4'
temperature Is influenced by the Impurity, to 1 1.2 14 1.e

first order, only to the extent that the heat of PARTICLE VELOCITY (KM/SEC)

reactlon is reduced by an amount proportional F'igure 7, Pressure-Particle Velocity Diagram
to the mass fraction, as noted in Equation (22), for Water-Bearing Thernite llugoniots in
Thus, only shock temperature measurements Figure 6
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The existence or phenomena akin to vol- Hypotheses that have invoked internally-
canic detonations has been invoked throughout generated shock waves have largely been
history to explain structures now known to be ignored because a reasonable physico-chemical
impact craters, 25 Once the importance of mechanism for volcanically-generatod shock
hypervelocity impact was recognized, argu. waves has never been proposed, To determine
ments Involving natural detonations were whether such a detonation is thermo-
dismissed, and volcanic eruptions are now chemically possible, the product Hugoniot for
considered to be decompression events In all a supercooled, water-saturated, magma was
cases, However, there is still significant calculated in a manner similar to that for the
controversy surrounding the origin of certain ther mite. For simplicity, the magma was
cryptoexpiosion structures, which are geologic taken to consist of pure albite (NaAISia0 8 ),
features suggestive of rapid, catastrophic The extensive thermodynamic data on the
(explosive) formation, Explanations based on albite-water system at high temperatures and
Internally-generated shock waves remain in pressures were used,'"24 The product
the literature, For example, the Vredefort ring Hugonlot for water-saturated albite melt Ini-
structure in South Africa contains rocks that tially at P= 0, 1 OPa and T= 873 K is plotted in
appear to have experienced two separate Figure 8, If a Chapman-Jouguet detonation
events of shock deformation.26 The Improba- taken place, the C.J pressure is only about
bility of two impacts at the same location has 0.6 UPa, which is very much lower than
led to the hypothesis of an internal shock pressures normally achieved by a detonating
source for this Formation, This hypothesis is high explosive. Since the product Htugoniot is
supported by the observation of anomalous dominated by the equation of state of water, it
orientations of shatter cones at the site.2'7  Is unlikely that significantly higher shock

The most far•ous debate between impiact pressures could be attained with more realisticversus Internal sources oda shock waves con- melt compositions. The calculated detonation
corns the 6a million year-old boundary pressure is also not a strong function of the

between the Cretaceous and Tertiary geologic initial state, Moreover, when the shock
porlods, The mass extinctions that took place pressure exceeds some value well below 10 GPa
at that time were attributed by Alvarez and the equilibrium flugoniot corresponds to the
others2" to the hypervelocity impact of a large liquid, and the thermochemical possibility of
extraterrestrial body which loft measurable detonation is lost.
traces or iridium and other rare elements in
the boundary clays, This hypothesis gained 0.06 Produot Hugonlot
strong support. after the discovery of shocked 95,6 Wt% Albite (Crystals)
quartz grains at the same boundary 29  4.4 Wt% Water (Vapor)
However, there are still a small number of OC-J Point"
workers who believe that shock features in
quartz can be volcanically generated,

30  and 0,4 '4,,

that the Orotuceoua-Tertiary event can be
attributed, to volcanic eruptions, o"

It has even been suggested that the Rayleigh
May 18, 1980 eruption of Mt, St. llelens was Line 6- Initial State (Liquid)
triggered by some type of natural detonation.31 0.o4 0.4t  o111 0 o0.o
This idea was based on seismic features that SPECIFIC VOLUME (cmr/g)
resemble those generated by an explosion at
depth, HIowever, because of timing uncer- Figure 8. Calculated flugoniols for Reactant
tainties anJ lack of complete seismic coverage, and Product of Water-Saturated Undercooled
',here are other interpretations that are Albite Melt. Rayleigh line indicates steady
consistent with those datau, 2  Chapman-Jouguet detonation.
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According to these calculations, the has a disproportionately large effect on the
pressures required to generate planar features Hugoniot, but a small effect on the tern.
diagnostic of shock deformation in quartz perature, so Hugoniot, pressure, and particle
(10 GPa)34 cannot be reached in a geochemical velocity measurements are subject to impurity-
detonation, so an internal cause for the induced errors, whereas temperature mea-
Cretaceous-Tertiary event can be eliminated. surement. are not, Moreover, a sustained
On the other hand, such detonations cannot be detonation can become thermochomically po5-
precluded on the basis of thermochemistry, and sible when reactive powders contain a volatile
the implications for cryptoexplosion structures component. The same type of mixing model
and explosive volcanism cannot immediately that can determine the conditions required for
be dismissed. detonations in volatile-bearing reactive

While geochemical detonations are powders predicts the possibility of geochemical
thermochemically allowed, there are serious detonations in volatile-saturated supercooled
questions as to whether they are kinetically silicate melts. This latter possibility has
possible, Since the concurrent crystallization significant implications in earth science,
and volatile exsolution required for geo- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
chemical detonations cannot occur without
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A Thermochemnical Model for Shock-
Induced Chemical Reactions In Solids:
Analogs and Contrasts to Detonation

M.B. leuough

August 25 rptembet 1. less

QASLESS COMBUS11ON WheA the" erxeI subjected to a sufficienitly
When a mixture of fine Iron oxide and aluriminumn is strong shock wave, the reaction can take place
Ignited, It reacts to form aluminium oxide and iron, without heat or chemicall diffusion, Tho temperature
producing enough hoat In the process to Ignite Increcase by shook herating, and the chemical
adjacent layers and propagate a reaction frontt substitutints are brought together by high struin-rata
This front moves very slowly (around 1 cm/sac), and shear defor iatilon. The, restufting reaction front
Is limited by heat flow and chemical diffusion rates. moves at the shoakt vekloity, and to analogous to a
This procoss Is analogous to deflagratiom, and Is denaton, Tb distIrgilsh this type of reaction
sometimes called "gasless combustion", from an explosvlvt detonation, It caen be called a

"heest detonation".

Schematic steady gasiless combustion Schematic steady heat detoriation

Alt,; + Is A41+11

j \~"'~#~ POI + Al Palto, + Al

T - 253 K F 0 1 elm

distance cmri) distance (mm)

EXPL.OSIVE DETONATION HEAT DETONATION
An overdrivin steady detonation waye in an explosive The Rayleigh line for a heat detonation In a porous
is drawn with a Rayleigh line that croesses litse product solid onily interwects the product Hugonlot at one
Hugonlot twice, because the products are mostly point, because the prodlucts contain no vapor and
vapor arnd expand to a volume much greater than that they expand to a volume less than that of the Initial
of the Initial state. The work done by the products state, The work dome on the surroundings Is lesis
on the surroundings Is proportional to the area under than the work from the shock wave Into the system, so
the product curve, When unsupported, the detonation Aa of the heat of reaction Is reatined by the products,
will decay until the Chapman-Jouguet conditions ate met. An unsupportad wave wil continue to decay;

Cttapman-Jouguetl conditios awe never met,
Schematic overdriven explosive detonation Schematic heat detonation

s-peii olume W411litpacii olue gtsl i
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Shock temperoture measurements
are the most appropriate,

To determine which experimental approach
Is the most useful, the calculated reactant

and product Hugonlots foa 50% porous thermite
are plotted in various planes, The variable

that Is by far the most sensitive to the
reaction is the temperature,

501A Ptous thatmtte

Expermental precisions are not good
enough to confidently determine the
amount of thermite reaction from date
in the shock/particle velocity plane,

001
PARTICLE VELOCITY IKM/SEC)

to

At a given pressure, the particle
velocity associated with the product -
Hugonlot is 56% lower, Current
experimental techniques cannot
resolve the difference with
acceptable precision,

0 as I II
PARTICLI VELOCITY (KM/SEC)

• oducte 50% poloull ihlffmnf

The difference in volume between the
two Hugonlots is 10% of the total
volume change upon compression, The

' ..... amount of reaction would be dfficult

to resolve from data plotted in this plane.

02 08 04 O08

SPECIFIC VOLUME (Or'/gI) 0o5

A three hundred degree uncertainty in N 8 $1
the measured shock temperature corresponds mu ijt teuss)
to only 10% of the difference between
the two calculated Hugonlbts, These w
radiation pyrometer data demonstrate
that 60-70% of the thermite reacted when 100
shocked to about 4 GPa, O UG twhvt.

0
0 5 10PRESSURE WOPs)
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The effect of porosity
on the calculated Hugonlots is large,

Shock temperature measurements are best.

The thermite reactant and product
Hugonlots were recalculated for various

initial porosities to determine how
porosity af fects the abilty of diffarerit
measurement techniques to resolve the

reaction. Temperature measurements are
least sensitive to porosity.

4-

3.maouity 1W /0 30 A . A 10% difference In porosity shifts
/ / , ...- shock/particle velocity Hugoinlots

a / //',X"more then a complete chemical
/ 7 ~.-reaction does.

0ý

The shock Impedance of theimite Is//4/ /,
a much stronger function, of porosity ~ / /,
than of the amount of reaction. MAW/- -

030 40 00 PO#0illy 0 3040 GO PARTICLE VELOCITY OCM/SEC)

3 0 4 1 1P 
r e s s u r e / v o lu m e H u g o n lo t s a r e

strongly effected by porosity.

a-

012 002 014 an OleSPECIFIC VOLUME lom'/g)

Below 10 GPa, shock temperature I
mesrmnsare relatively-- ----

insensitive to porosity.

PRESSUR M
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The role of volatile impurities
on the Hugoniots Is dsproportlonate,

Shook temperatures are least affected,

Hugoniots were also recalcuated for
thermite containing up to 3% of water
(by weight), Only shock temperature

measurements remain a good option for
observing the reaction in real time.

60% pwaul thftmle
I,,

Volatlies have a email effect on
, • shock/particle velocity Hugoniots,

WI% HIO but the curves are too close
together for good resolution.

14 . . t 4 l, , ,

PARTICLE VELOCITY (KM/SEC) I pog•ilmilnhlil I' 4'

A 3% amount of water translates the /
pressure/particle velocity Hugonlot
as much as a complete reaction does. as w ,

.0 1''

to. 14 i s

2W PA\TICLE VELOCITY CKM/S9C)

" \ \Specific volumes are greatly
4 increased for water-bearing thermite,

\ \ particularly at low shock pressures,

MRIImItI P Iodwtgl

0.'9 024 Oil 06 o0?7 o 01 2o 0 o1 i0o
SPECIFIC VOLUM E ( Wm'/g) 0 I woUs

The effect of small amounts
of water on shock temperatures . w1% HIo

Is negligible. 4M LIS

PRESSUlRE (GP.)
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Volatile-controlled detonations

The addition of a volatile component
gives rise to a reaction product in
the vapor phase, and allows the

possibility of an explosive detonation
controlled by rapid shock-induced

solid state chemical reactions.

0-A9-B

High strain-rate shear transport
-, •takes the place of diffusion,

Nucleation and growth of phases
can occur on sub-microsecond
time scales (Dremin and Breusov, 1968),

Geochemical detonations

The detonation of a supercooled,
water-saturated silicate melt is

thermochemically equivalent to that
of a porous reactive solid with a

water impurity, The shock-induced
crystallization and steam exsolutlon

require the same kind of high strain-
rate shear transport that controls

the heat detonations.
0.6.

PRODUCT HUGOMOt PON MIXTUMI:

When water-saturated albite (NaAISI3O,) 0., .
melt at 873 K and 0,1 GPa is shocked, I. .. uinl,

and the state achelved Is in chemricail ..
equilibrium (albite crystals and steam),
a Chapman-Jouguet detonation can take
place, The detonation pressure is 01 L..._'

dominated by the water equation of state, ,
so pressures reached by detonations in T.o J M-4 4. w H,24

other silicate melts will be similar. SPECIFIC VOLUME 0, o rn1 %
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Implications of geochemical detonations

Explosive volcanic activity caused by
a rapid pressure rise due to a sudden
release of chemical energy has been
suggested in attempts to explain a

number of observations in earth science,
Calculations based on conventional

detonation theory provide upper bounds
to pressures and rates associated with

the release of chemical energy,

CRYPTOEXPLOSION STRUCTURES EXPLOSIVE VOLCANISM
Most "cryptoexplosion structures" are The magnitude 5.0 earthquake that triggered
attributed to meteorite impact. However, the massive landslide leading to the 8:32 arn
rocks from the Vredefort structure in May 18, 1980 eruption of Mt, St. Helens had
South Africa show evidence of having seismic features suggesting an underground
experienced two separate shock events explosion: the lack of azimuthal dependence
(Lilly, 1981), The low probability of on P-wave polarity, positive first motion, and

two Impacts at the sarns location points a very weak S wave (Kanamorl et al,, 1984).

toward an Internally-generated shock.

PAR SD =. ,, SIDI-

"You're kIddini ... I wee struok twios by
lightning, tool"
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CRETACEOUS/TERTLARY EVENT
Shock features in quartz grakis from
the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary have
provided the most convincing evidence
for an impact as the cause for mass
extinctions 65 milon years ago, A
shock wave from a geochemical detonation
would be too weak to generate these REFERENCES
features, which require 10 GPa (Horz, 1968), 1. Bouiough, M.. J. Chem. Phys. (submitted, 190)

2. Cygan, R.T. and Boulough, M.B. (unpublished, 1989),
Etched quartz grain recovered 3. Dremin, AN. ard Breusov, ON., Russian Chemical
from exp!nsive loading to 16 GPa Reviews 37 (1968).
by Cygan and Boslough (1989). 4. Horz, F., in "Shock Metamorphism of Natural

Materials', edited by French, B.M, and Short,
NM., Mono, Baltimore, 1968,

5, Kanamror, H,, Given, JW, and Lay, T.
J. Geophys, Res, 87, 1856, (1984).

6. Ully, PA,. J, Geophys, Res, 88, 10689, (1981),
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REACTIVE MODELING IN SHOCK INITIATION
OF HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES

M. Quidot and J. Grouz
Societe Nationals des Poudres at Explosifa

Centre do Recherobhs du Bouchet
91710 Vert-e.Petit, FRANCE

As part of a program on the shook initiation of explosives, wedge test
experiments and in situ pressure measurements in Lagranglan
analysis have been investigated for design appications in explosive
syteams and safety/vulnerability evaluations. The reaction rate derived
from these experimentr for an HMX based cast cured PBX was used to
compute two-dimenuional diverging and converging detonations,
Comparisons with experimental data are discussed.

INTRODUCTION derived from these experiments has been used
in DYNA 2D code (Reference 1) in order to

Reactive modeling in shock initiation of compare two-dimensional calculations with
high explosives can be used for design diverging and converging experiments.
applications in explosive systems and for
safety vulnerability evaluations. The former PROPERTIES OF THE PBX
case involves relative high pressures, short STUDIED
time durations and run distances to det- The high explosive composition used In
onation. On the contrary, the later is generally this study is an HMX-baed cast-cured PBX-
characterized by low shock pressures long 86 percent HMX, 14 percent polyurethane
times and distances to detonation. Wedge-test binder, density 1.71 g/8ms with detonation
experiments and in situ pressure measure- velocity 8380 m/s and CJ pressure 30 GP&. The
monte have been investigated with respect to elon of state for dessore Istheme applications. Wedge-tout experiments equation of state for detonation products is
givme appaceatiosWe diagram-ofeshock anddts determined by a cylinder test experiment andgive a space-time diagram eof shock and dee- HUGONIOT for the unreacted material Is
onation wave and times and run distances to dUrive for t unreactedmerialnisdetonation, In a study of impact obliquity derived from light ga gun impact experiments

detoatin. n a tud ofImpat oliqity with pressure meusuremente. The coefficients
effect in this experiment we find that space for JWL equations of tate aen listed In Table I
time diagrams are rolatively inaccurate, but
transition points are quite well defined. So we
think that reaction retes based on "pop-plot* Table I. JWL Cofficients
are quite sufficient for buildup to detonation
modeling in design applications. However, it Is UNREACTED PRODUCTS
insufficient for safety vulnerability analysis .....
and it must be completed with pressure A (Mbar) 49.30 6.96
measurements at low shock pressures to eval- B
uate the hot spots ignition and early low I(Mbr) -1.6 0.025
pressure reaction growth. RI 7.44 4,4

In this study, wedge-test experiments and R2 3.72 0.94
Lagrangian analysis of pressure measure- 1.2 0.43
ments have been performed on an HMX-based
cast-cured PBX. A reaction rate equation I• (Mbar) 0.00938 0,08
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LAGRANGIAN ANALYSIS OF wedge (200 wedge angle) sample to be tested.
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS Two rows of six pins are used to measure flyer

A Lagrangian analysis or preauuro plate velocities and control planar shock, The
shock front moving along the two slant faces ismeasurements has been performod at a low recorded, These two faces are covered with a

shock pressure and is described in Reference 2. 0,05 mm thin aluminized film, light from
A 90 mm light gao gun is used to generate a

planr sstaied hoc at ,1 ~a. resure pyrotechnic flash is reflected into a streak
camera until the shock wave arrival occurs,profiles were recorded with embedded man- Film records are digitalized and space time

ganin - constantan gauges at five Lagranglan diagrams of the shock propagation are
locations: 0, 3,17, 6.17, 12.2, and 15,2 mm,
Numerical integrations of conservation laws
along path lines allow the calculation of other rangeof -10 Pa,
state variables, The degree of reaction and NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF
reaction rate can be calculated with classical ERRORS IN WEDGE TEST
assumptions on mixing rules for solid and gas
pLasos and equations of state for the dot- Results from wedge teot experiments are
onation products and unreacted explosive, very sensitive to non-plane impact due to
Reaction rates are about 0.1 ps1l at impact wedge angle fI which is small to ensure ID flow
plane and .55 ps.4 at the distance of 15 mm, in the direction of Impact, Two dimensional
We find a low pressure dependence on reaction reactive calculations have been performed In
rate, Reaction rate at high pressure (CJ order to evaluate experimental errors in this
pressure) may be about 10 to 100 times greater test, Four cases with constant obliquity
and then cannot be reasonably obtained from c = ±+5 mrd (calculations a, a'), e = ± 15 mrd
extrapolation of these values, Such results (b,b') and two cases with obliquity varying
have been shown in Reference 3. So reaction linearly from C = 0 to C = 10 mrd (c) and from
rates deduced from these experiments may be e = -10 mrd to C = 0 (c') along the Impact
used for low shock pressure, but pressure plane have been realized, These values are
dependence must be modified for high siock somewhat high, but ensure good numerical
pressure. evaluations of errors. The flyer plate velocity

Is Vp = 1600 m/s. To allow an objective and
WEDGE TEST EXPERIMENTS fine definition for the transition point, the

The experimental arrangement shown in space time diagram of the shock propagation Is
he is very similar to the wedge test fitted by a least-squares 4th B-spllnes withFigured in verynsisi4ar B. A 10 mm three optimized knots (e.g,, see Reference 6)

described in References 4 and 5, A 10 mm corresponding to the acceleration, transition
tidck aluminum plate is propelled on a 6 mm and steady detonation regions. Following the
thick aluminum plate which supports a double definition by Dick in Reference 7, the transi-

tion point is defined as the point where the
I.- "I A a""" "' WUPLANacceleration Is maximum and then is equal to

the second optimized knot, Results of calcula.
tions are summarized in Table 2, Space time
diagramsn and shock velocity vs. distunce from

IL Pthe impact plane calculated on the slant face of
the wedge are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Results point out that the run distance to
detonatlon is not modified by non-plane shock,
but that the time to detonatiuo and the shock

/ (and steady detonation) velocity depends on
/ ,.. obliquity.

Assuming a 11) propagation shock wave,
Figure I. Wedge 'I'est Arrangetnent errors on shock velocity can be evaluated.
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Table 2, Distance to Detonation x, Time to Detonation t and Initial Shock Velocity UO

Dependence on Non-Uniformity in Wedge Test

x error t error UO error
(min) M% (Ps) M% (mm/ps) M%

0(rf,) 68.51 1.274 4,820

a 6.35 -2,5 1.193 -6.3 5.030 4,3

a' 6.50 -0,2 1.323 3.9 4,640 -3.7

b 6.50 -0,1 1.107 -13.1 5.440 12.8

bD 6.58 1,1 1,452 14,0 4.370 -9.4

c 6.41 -'1.6 1.075 -15,6 5.690 18,1

6.56 -0,8 1.451 13.9 4.190 -13,0

O I.. -'' ; bo

Us.

* t~IANCIDISTANCE ,mm.

. . . b Figure 3, Space Time Diagrams
-.- -. - - - - - - -

" .With this assumption, arrival time on the slant
,_S" .. face of the wedge at a distance x from the

impact face is:

f~dx
" - -- ,- -- - - U-Jx) + At (y = (X-xl/tgo3)

" • -At (y X/tgp3) (1)
DlISTANCE I Im

b 1where U(x) denotes the shock velocity function,
At(y) is the isochronic defect along the impactFigure ,, Non-Uniformity Initiation E~ffects on face (see Figure I) and X (= 25 mm in the

Space Time Diagram (a) and Shock Velocity vs. alcuaise isute 1)pan o th wd sm ple.

Distance (b) Calculations) is the depth of the wedge sample.
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Derivation of Equation (1) leads to apparent Figure 5 consists of a cylinder of diameter d
shock wave (and steady detonation) U*(x) as (mushroom stalk: initiator) which detonates in
measured on the slant face function of real a hemisphere of diameter 0 (mushroom head:
shock wave velocity U(x) and isochronic defect: target). This detonation wave emergence on

the hemisphere surface is recorded by a streak
U(x) camera, Experiments with d = 10rmm (0 =

U*(x) = (2) 20, 30, ,.., 60 mm), d = 20 mm (0 = 80,
1 - U(x) d--/tgp 60 rmm) and d = 30 mm (0 = 40, 60 mm) have

dy been performed, For each stalk diameter, the
detonation wave arrival times can be plotted as

The equation shows the non-symmetric a function of the angular location a or the
effect of non-plane impact and that common distance x from the initiated plane as shown in
experimental case dAt/dy >0 loads to apparent Figure 5,
overshoot, Shook and steady detonation veloc-
ity found by 2D calculations compare well-- .
within I percent to E~quation (2)-and demon- a

strate the validity of ID flow assumption, Our
conclusions from this study are that shock t.,!
velocity--and shock pressure if deduced from
initial shock velocity-and time to detonation
are sensitive to non-plane shock Impact, but
that run distance to detonation, If objectively
and finely defined, Is independent of non-
uniform initiation, t.o

WEDGE TEST RESULTS
The run distance to detonation (mm) -

pressure (OPa) data are expressed by x CO MMON 0117ANCEI 0m

208p*1 . 6. The shock pressure Is calculated , 4 . S Is ji

with shock HIUGONIOT from light gas gun
impact experiments (Table 1) on account of Figure 4. Shock Velocity us, Common Distance
previous discussion and also early reactions in
the shock front. A Lee and Tarvers model,

S= 100 (,25 -F)(p/pI ""

U
+ 1000 (1 -~i FY1 "'F371 3

with the geometric function deduced from , / ,---- O

Lagranglan analysis can fit reasonably well /

these results, Space time diagrams and shock
velocities vs. distance back to the transition Figure 5, Experimental Arrangement for
point for 5.3, 7.1, 8,3, and 9.4 GPa shock Divergiring Detonation
pressure are shown in Figures 3 and 4

DIVF RGING DIRiIONATrION For a 30 mm diameter Initiator detona-
tion expands radially (Figure 7) and numerical

A mushroom-shaped sample as described results are in good agreement with experi-
in Reference 9 has been used to study mental measurements as shown in Figure 6.
diverging detonation. The sample shown in For a 10rmm diameter initiation detonation
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Calculation ... for d = 10 ram, 0 = 20 mm,..., (r)Gu tTm 06ls() , lsI) ,5p
0• = 60 mm (a) and d = 30 rm, m. = 40, -,,,

0bexplosive w hich iN obH orv od for diller ont run

fail intialy t exandradallyus how in distance with it titreak camera. Both calcula-

Figure 8, Numerical results and experilmental tiows btynd exeiet distndcae aboItut tOOram,
mesurements indicate both a non-detonating nFigure 7. dhistanc oeperirnt da i0 mm,
region a z 0' for the 20 mm diameter target Fe

profi60 mm (a) ,and distane0 amid 0lcula0e

(Figure 6a), For the others, target diamete ni profiles wor 52,3 mitreancer It calcula-e
experiments indicate that the extent oionn and experimental irondicate 52a minated

detonating region decreases, but numerical compared in Figure 10b. Calculations and

results do not reproduce that because the roac- experiments are also it agreement for greater

tion law is likely too sensitive to rarefraction distances ir the mesh size is fine enough. The

waves. caclae prsuecnor n 101guro 10cwavesshows it high pressure region 11 > 1.3 IPj in the

CONVERGING I)WTONATION inner explosive.

The experimental arrangement used for DISCUSSION AND
converging detonation has been described pre- CONCILUSIONS
viously in References 10 and II and is shown ,'Pmom this study, we conclude that
in Figure 9, "1Ol)p" Ilol. diagrams fromn wedge-test

The outer driving explosive (M)r = experiments are useful to calibrate global
8750m/s, Pj = 36.6 G'a, p, = 1.83g/cm3 ) reaction rate in spite or non-uniformity in
induces an overdriven detonation in the inner initiation. Ilowever, complex mechanisms of
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0~~~~ ~ ~ ~ =ml~t 20~~ mm mecie rn t05 s() i

A-- -M N-

I~~Figure 80. Converging Detonation, d = 10 mm
0OO VI 20l mmV Re 1.tiv mentnt atoao 0.5il (a) Calu),e and

Figur 194 Eperimnta Setup. for Conerin ExeietlP () rsureCnior c

Deoainfogre 102,m, Dovristngcetoain ei

shock Initiation of high explosive cannot be we rather plan to use these experiments,
modeled only with these kinds or results. We Including Lagranglan analysis of pressure
have not. yet time to expand a complete measurements, wedge test and diverging and
reaction rate low as a function of pressure to converging detonation on an HIMIX-bsed cast
reproduce all the experiments described in this cured PBX, to Improve a more physically-based
paper, but it is not perhaps the best way and model.
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REACTIVE FLOW ANALYSIS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Graeme A. Leiper
Nobel's Explosives Company, Ltd.

Stevenston, KA20SLN, UNITED KINGDOM

and

David L. Kennedy
ICI Australia Operations Pty Ltd.

Newsom Street, Ascot Vale 8089, AUSTRALIA

Finite element hydrocodes, the standard tools for hydrodynamic
analysis of problems involving #hocks and explosives, usually embody
two means of modeling explosives, a simple prescribed geometric wave
progression, and a reactive flow model in which the development of the
detonation depends on the local flow parameters. In this paper one type
of reactive flow model Is described and assessed against a conventional
Huygens wave propagation method, A reactive flow model based on a
simple pressure dependent reaction rate was calibrated on the one-
dimensional shock to detonation behavior of an RDX/wax composition
at high voidage, The ensitivty of the parameterlzation to mesh size
was examined. The ability of the model to predict the effect of small
change. in density was demonstrated. The model was used to investi.
gate various aspects of explosive performance: corner-turning, Mach
stem creation, lateral and axial metal pushing, and desensitization.
Identical calculation# were executed using the geometric wave
approach. Two applications of the reactive flow model, one in fuse train
design, the other in fragment impact on rocket motors were reported.
The hydrocode DYNA2D was used for all simulations.

INTRODUCTION within the code. In detonics problems, the
o uting results are only as reliable as the physical

The tremendous increase In compt correctness of the detonation physics
power In recent years has greatly Increased the emlyd
scope of the explosives designer to predict enployed.
accurately the performance of complex devices. Two generic types of explosive models
Central to such work has been the hydro- have been developed for use in hydrodynamic
dynamic wave propagation code, or hydrocode: codes: a computationally cheap geometric
a numerical solution algorithm which can be method, and a more complex reactive flow
used by the modeller to specify an arbitrarily technique. In the former, the behavior of the
complex problem in terms only of the initial explosive is assumed to be that of an Ideal
geometry, material behavior, and boundary Chapman-Jouguet wave, moving through the
conditions. The code then predicts the time mesh at a prescribed velocity in all directions
evolution of the solution given the relevant simultaneously. The locus of the wave front is
flow equations and constitutive relationships. only dependent on the number and position of
The quality of such simulations is crucially sites which are lit at the beginning of the
dependent on the detail of the material mnodels calculation, and is thus invariant with
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confinement, initiator effects, et. This is often = (1 -P3) fAp)
referred to as the Huygens construction. In the
latter case, the behavior of the explosive is where po was degree of chemical reaction, mep) a
based on explicit shock induced chemical reac- polynomial in pressure and denoted time
tion in the energetic material. The explosive is differentiation. Forest Fire reproduced the run
treated as a chemically active medium in to steady state detonation from a sustained

which conversion between the unreacted and shock impulse, but did not reproduce the reac-

reacted state is governed by a rate law depen- tion zone in the explosive.

dent only on the local thermodynamic state of Wackerle2 used a modified Arrhenius
the material. The explosive is described by an reaction rate function to fit experimentally
unreacted equation of state, an equation of measured reaction rates from electromagnetic
state for the reaction products, and a set of gauge data, Maderd used a similar rate law to
chemical reaction rate parameters. Compared resolve the reaction zone in military explo.
to the Huygens technique, the complexity of sives, These models had an advantage in ease
the calculation is greatly increased, but no ad of calibration due to the small numbers of
hoe assumptions are required on the structure adjustable parameters present. As they did not
or development of the detonation wave, which explicitly model multi-phase, multi-component
becomes a function of the local flow field. This aspects of formulations, they were ineffective
is referred to as reactive flow analysis, for practical application,

REACTIVE FLOW MODELS The next generation of rate laws sought
to decouple the effects of intrinsic chemical

In virtually all commercial and military reactivity and reaction geometry, The pro-
explosives, the chemical roaction can be genitor of all such work was the Ignition and
modelled by a hot spot initiated grain burning Growth model, 4

mechanism, Hot opots are generated during
shock compression, as small intensely heated I3 1(I- P)(vo/vs)V + 0 (I- pJ)XPypS
areas. Typically these occur at slip planes, such
as grain or crystal boundaries, and at density where v was specific volume, subscripts o,e
discontinuities such as voids or binder/filler referred to the porous unshocked and dense
interfaces. Any reaction which is initiated shocked states respectively, and I, 0, r, x, y, &
within these areas, then propagates a flame or were fitting factors, Advantages were the rela-
mass explosion throughout the remainder of tively small number of adjustable parameters,
the explosive. The heat release rate therefore the explicit voidage dependency, the use of the
depends on the intrinsic chemical reactivity of r exponent to model various hot-spot creation
the ingredients of the explosive, i.e. the therm- processes, e.g. plastic work, jetting, etc., and
al explosion time and burning velocity, and the the use of the x and y parameters to describe
geometrical distribution of initiation sites in the reaction geometry, Constraints were the
the explosive. Two different classes of model implicit dependency on mesh size and bulk
can be identified, depending upon the treat- viscosity, and the inability of the model to
ment of the geometrical term in the rate law. reproduce sustained and sharp shock initiation

The first type of reactive flow models was data with one parameter set. Extensions to the

those that lumped the effects of reaction model removed some drawbacks at the expensethos tht lmpe th effctsof eacion of increased numbers of adjustable parameters

geometry and specific chemical reaction rate and ensuing parameterization problems.5
together in a global expression. These sought a
only to reproduce the reaction rate of the Other workers, notably Partoum, and
particular explosive of interest without any Johnson, Tang and Forest,7 have used mixed
physical interpretation of the functional form pressure and temperature dependent laws to
of the rate law. rhe simplest of these was describe the shock initiation event. Johnson et
Forest Firo, 1 which used a simple pressure al. have been successful in modeling the
dependent rate law, changes in shock initiation behavior with
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changing density, and in modeling dynamic When these parameters were used in the
desensitization, model embedded in the hydrocode DYNA2D, 11

The model of shock initiation due to a mesh resolution of 100/mm reproduced the

Kennedy,8 was formulated after the work of Pop Plot' over the pressure range 1.25 to
Lee and Tarver and took the form of 5 GPa. The predicted 'Pop Plot' was curved

upwards concave as found experimentally,
Below 1.25 GPa the run distance to detonation

3 = ho (P - Ph)(P-Ph)f (VJVe)r + was underestimated by 10 percent, reflecting
too little curvature in the computed 'Pop Plot.'

G(O - p)' 3 2ppp The effect of cell size on these calculations was
investigated by altering the resolution through
the range 100/mm to 5/mm. Reducing the

where Ph was the mass fraction of hot-spot resolution of the mesh resulted in 'Pop Plots'
phase, usually taken as the initial void vol- which corresponded to significantly shorter
ume, p, the initial shock pressure, and P(I-Ph) runs to detonation than found experimentally.
a unitary step function. The rate law had only At 50/mm the run distance was between 20 and
four adjustable parameters and had the capa- 50 percent too short at high and low pressures
bility of both precursor shock desensitization respectively; see Figure 1. The wave structure
due to void closure, and of #harp shock/ wAs still resolved. This error remained vir.
sustained shnuk initiation through the ppM tually constant with increasing mesh coarse-
term in the growth function,' There remained a ness to below 10/mm, at which point the
sensitivity to mesh size and bulk viscosity but calculation ceased to have meaning due to the
this was reduced by introduction of the 0(*-0h) small number of cells in the analysis, Below
term which eliminated the ignition term after 30/mm, the wave structure became severely
the hot-spot had been eousumid, Moreover, au degraded.
Ph was a function of the initial voidcne, the
rate law could predict the effeofof small i•gaues These results were contrasted to those
in density on the shock initiation tihresholdks, published on Composition B3,9 where decreas-

Ing mesh resolution gave longer run distances
Kennedy has Investigated the perfor- to detonation for any incident pressure. The

mance ol this model in some depth. It hns been a•nialy in the two sets of results was resolved
shown to reproduce gross shock Initiation data
over large pressure ranges and to give realistic
descriptions of wave growth within thi explo-
sive during shock initiaLion,"' 9 In this wurkl , 0,1,
the usefulness of the model in s•,wiulating
various situations it; assesBed.,o, , I@/,

ONE-DIMENSIONAL SUSTAINIED
SHOCK INITIATION

The explosive P)BX 94.07 was chosen | o,4
because of the availability or'Pop Plot' data in

a non-linear region, and the usefulness of the
material as a generic stemming composition at u
low density, and pressed fill at high density.
An analytic one-dimensional shock initiation o,,
model was used to derive a reactive flow
parameter set for the explosive at a density of 0-. I I -. I I I

1.6 g/cc. Agreement with available experimen- -V " ' - - . -2.1 .?, -. Al -,7 -1.

tal shock to detonation data 1 ° was obtained by M (MM m / )

manipulation of the four fitting parameters 1, Figure 1. Effect of Mesh Size on Run to
G, r, z in the rate law. Detonation
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by the major qualitative difference in the at the new density. Identical meshes weri
initiation behavior of PBX 9407 and Compo- used for both techniques.
sition B3, as seen in the nature of the pressure
distribution during buildup. In Composi- Failure Thickness
tion B3 the pressure at the shock front was The first test was to predict the failure
virtually constant during buildup, until the thickness for PBX 9407 at 1.767 g/cc, Only the
shock was engulfed by the pressure wave due reactive flow model was used in this case. A 5
to reaction. In PBX 9407 the shock pressure wedge running from 0.4 mm to 0,2 mm,

grew steadily throughout the buildup process. initiated by a line generator of PBX 9407 was
The different effects of mesh resolution on 'Pop modelled as a half space in plane geometry.
Plot' predictions in the two cases reflected the The detonation wave was seen to weaken as it

different buildup behavior: for Composi. The detonation wave w nto eake r ar it
tion B3, coarse meshing slowed the critical progressed down wedge until edge rarefaction
initiation event, the reaction wave traveling caused failure, ie, the shock wave and reaction
toward the front; but for PBX 9407, coarse wave ceased to be coincident in space. The
meshing increased reaction at the shock front pressure and mass fraction contours at a posi-

and hence accelerated buildup, Experimental tion corresponding to a wedge thickness of
evidence of both types of buildup has been 0,3 mm are shown in Figure 2. This was theevdnce4J2 computed critical thickness, and corresponded

well with a measured value of 0,305 mm. 10

TEST PROBLEMS The structure apparent in the extent of
reaction plot of Figure 2, was not a function of

The object in setting test problems was to the spatial discretization used in the
contrast the behavior of the reactive flow simulation, but reflected the effect of lateral
model to a typical Huygens type wodel. rarefactions on the detonation process,
E~xtensive experimental validation was not

required, and the test meshes were designed to Corner-Turning and Desensitization
minimize computational problems, The topics of corner-turning and desensi-

The spatial resolution of the mesh was tization are intimately linked, Corner-turning
governed by the dimensions of the reaction refers to the ability of the wave to overcome
zone in the explosive, typical zoning lay divergence in the flow fleld caused by an
between twenty and two hundred zones per increase in area or change in direction of the
millimeter depending on the accuracy required detonation wave. Desensitization refers to a
of the analysis. In all cases time steps of the decrease in the shock sensitivity of an explo-
order of I ns were considered good. The models sive due to passage of a low pressure shock
themselves were computationally expensive to wave, of insufficient strength to initiate
use because of the complexities of the chemical significant chemical reaction, but of sufficient
reaction rate routines. Application of the magnitude to physically activate the hot-spot
technique was therefore limited by the size and forming mechanisms, Often both these
speed of the computer facility being used, All phenomena occur simultaneously, wave
test cases were physically small, and were divergence causing the shock to weaken such
ropresentedin two dimensions, that it cannot promptly self-initiate the

In all cases the explosive used was explosive.
PBX 9407 at a density of 1.767 g/cc. The cases A typical corner-turning event was
were run using both the reactive flow model, modelled, with a small diameter cylinder of
parametorized as above, and a Huygens wave explosive initiating a larger cylinder, Figure 3.
construction method, The reactive flow model Two examples were investigated, one where
was adjusted to the new density only by the smaller diameter charge was encased in
decreasing the mass of hot-spot material in high density, low sound speed polymer, the
line with the reduced voidage, and using the other where aluminum was used as the case
appropriate equations of state for the explosive material.
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The effect of pre-shocking was also seen
FRAME I in the reactive flow analysis, When the poly-

cOhyoun~ or .1mo:IUKc
CONTQ~ or ~mer warn used as the case material, a small

area of desensitization, evidenced by an area of
Ji~I •unreacted explosive, was seen midway along

the case-explosive interface, in frame 5. This
corresponded to the point where the shock
transmitted through the polymer came to the
explosive was not sufficiently strong to initiate
the explosive before the detonation wave from
the corner turning event arrived The detona-
tion wave had, however, to propagate through
the pre-shocked region, which remained
unreacted. When aluminum was used, the

1 ......SM4.1 shock from the confinement was sufficient to
initiate the explosive at all points along the

FRAM1E 2 interface, aiding the corner-turning process, in
comioun or rnmTC! or rmCtsom frame 6.

"•Initiation Wave Interaction

l: i The interaction of detonation waves
emanating from multiple initiation sites is of
interest, In this test the interaction of a
toroidal detonation was studied as it coalesced
along the charge axis, The mesh was of a
metal-cased right cylindrical charge, periph-
erally initiated by a small slug of explosive; see
Figure 4. During the early stages of coales-

-cence, both the Iluygens and reactive flow
analysis gave similar results: frames I and 4,

lmMll 14lM" $."WasU This corresponded to a region of massive
Figure 2. Pressure Contours for Wedgle at overdrive of the detonation, However as theFailure coalescence process progressed, the results of

the two models diverged, frames 2 and 5. The

reactive flow model predicted a flatter wave

The corner turning event was controlled front and larger Mach disk-frames 3 and 6-
by two phenomena: divergence of the detona- due to the effect of the enhanced pressure field
tion wave; and pre-shocking of the larger in the disk on the local chemical reaction rate.
diameter charge by the shock traveling in the Acceleration of Metal
case material, The Huygens wave model and
the reactive flow model predicted different The ability of these models to predict
results, The lluygens model gave a uniformly correctly the acceleration of metal was tested
growing wave front, Immediately the wave by examining the axial and lateral velocity
passed over the corner, in frames 7 and 8. The created by a charge detonating within a small
reactive flow model predicted the effect of the diameter thick cylinder, capped at one end.
divergence on the pressure field, and the effect The charges were plane wave initiated. The
of the lower shock pressure in the divergent velocity time profiles of the wall and end cap
shock on self-initiation in the explosive. This were in good agreement for both models,
was evident from the highly curved wave forms reflecting the small effect that the reaction
predicted throughout the corner turning event, zone had in accelerating metal which was
frames I, 2, 3, and 4, many times its own thickness. For very thin
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metal there was a significant difference Initiation Train Analysis
between the two results. This was in good Explosive fuse trains are used to convey
agreement with experimental results.13  and amplify a detonation from Its point of

initiation, the detonator, to its point of use.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS Reactive flow analysis can be used to improve

It has been demonstrated above that for the design in such applications by maximizing
regions close to initiation events, or for events tho robustness of the system whilst minimizing
which have a length scale comparable to the explosive mass. One such application involved

reaction zone in the explosive, reactive flow a miniature electric detonator, initiating a low
analysis yields a more precise simulation of the density explosive stemming and high density
detonation event. Two classes of problems nitramine main charge; see Figure 5, The
havedetonator was held in a clip, slightly above a
could be of practical valuer shuttle which contained the stemming covered

by an aluminum septum. Below the shuttle,

FRAME I FRAME 2 FRME
COMM"O#q Or PMIBNK CO~tOUNI Or PKIIUM CONmOu4Il or PKiCouI

L C - ---- __

FRAME 4 FRAME 5 FRAME 6
C;OP4OURtS Or PRESSiUREt CONTOLAI Or PREHIURIE comTouns or PRrINuR9

I

.4

Figure 4. Initiation Site Interactions
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separated by a small air gap was a pellet confining the explosives: frame 4. The growth
leading down to the main mnass of explosive. In of the wave into the main charge was also
the simulation all explosives were modeled aided by shock interaction at the interfice
using a reactive flow model, except the azide in between explosive and the casing in the top left
the detonator which was Huygens burned. In corner: frame 5. The wave continued to move
the simulation the detonator reacted to throw a throughout the charge in a divergent fashion:
small flyer across the air gap onto the septum: frame 6. The high wave curvature even after a
frame 1. The shock of the impact caused the long run distance demonstrated the need for
stemming to detonate, The shock in the reactive flow analysis of the whole process.
stemming was initially very curved: frame 2.
The reacted stemming expanded across the air Hazard Analysis
gap onto the pellet causing a detonation wave
to propagate into the remaining explosive: Accidental initiation is a major hazard in
frame 3. The wave had to corner-turn out of the storage and application of all energetic
the pellet into the main charge. This was aided materials. Two important topics in this field
by the shock traveling in the material are sympathetic detonation where the shock

FRAME I FRAME 2 FRAME 3
CONIOURB Of'9 PKIUNt CONTOUNI OF PKIINUM CONTOLMN OF PKISUC

FRAME 4 FRAME 5 FRAME 6
CONIOULMS Or P"ENlUf CUNTOURS Opr PMRMENU l CONTOURN Or PMNCIUUR

Figure 5. Typical Fuse Train Analysis
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from one charge initiates a neighbor, and with the rocket motor walls: frame 3. At that
fragment impact where debris accelerated point two waves occurred, a detonation moving
from a first event initiates a second. Examples forward, and a retonation moving rearward:
of the use of reactive flow analysis in modeling frames 4 and 6. Small areas of desensitization
sympathetic events have been published on the periphery of the Impact site were found,
previously. 9  as seen in the mass fraction contours: frame 6.

A calculation was performed on the shock For an impact velocity of 800 m/s the shock in
initiation of an aluminum cased rocket motor, the propellant quickly died and little material
filled with a typical Extruded Double Base reacted, in the time scale of the simulation
propellant, by a flat nose steel projectile, Fig- (20 Me).
ure 6. The critical impact velocity for deto- CONCLUSION
nation was found to be between 800 m/s and
850 m/s. At 850 m/s the projectile initiated a The efficacy of reactive flow analysis in
highly divergent detonation-frame 1-which modeling all classes of shock to detonation
moved as a growing hemispherical cap through phenomena has been demonstrated. An
the propellant-frame 2-until it interacted overview of the various techniques used in

!RAME I FRAME 2 FRAME a
cONmOma or perliumt cONTOwi or PNIUm COhNTO.UI or Pitles•p

mA L

I IN i

SCSI AmUl S,m* ' ~ eo* ',m met

FFgAMF 4 FRFME A FRoME M
gNQ r PFULIWIIUtE CONlOUU 01 $NIutl; C•OM¶OLMI• or ENN 1r NE UOI2

"-"rll' try '
, M

I, I I I1ItlO~•|ll

1Figure 6. Fragment Attack• on Rock 3t Motor
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such computations has been given, and the Symposium (International) on Detona-
strengths and weaknesses of the various tion, Annapolis, MD, 1981, NSWC MP 82-
methods assessed. The accuracy of the tech- 334.
nique has been shown to be dependent on the
calibration method, and on mesh sizing. A ., Johnson, J. N,; Tarig, P. K., and Forest, C.
series of example calculations has been per- A., "Shock Wave Initiation of Hetero-
formed that illustrates the differences between geneous Reactive Solids," J. App. Phys.,
reactive flow analysis and conventional Vol. 57, 1985, pp. 4323-4334.
Chapman-Jouguet wave techniques, Reactive 8. Kennedy, D. L., "The Ignition and
flow analysis has been shown to differ Growth Model of Shock Initiation," 4th
significantly from C-J burn techniques when MOD(PE) Datonics Workit g Group
the scale of the event becomes close to that of Seminar, Cavendish Lab., Cambridge,
the reaction zone in the explosive, or the explo- 1986.

sivy is undergoing transient wave phenomena
such as initation or failure, 9. Leiper, G. A. and Kennedy, D. L.,

"Applications of Reactive Flow Analysis
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propagating along a single straight line from The diverse nature of methods proposed
the Initiation surface, through the polymer, in the symposium for calculating the dynamic
and then back into the HE. Please fix this. properties of detonation fronts highlights the

need for further studies in the area. We
REPLY BY GRAEME A. LEIPER believe the only logical fashion for attempting

AND DAVID L. KENNEDY future work is to couple the chemical reaction

We have modified our Huygen's closely to the hydrodynamic flow, as outlined

algorithm in line with your comment, and by us and many previous authors, It is only in

Figure 3 has been updated in the final such a manner that the result of a simulation

proceedings. There remains a significant can be regarded as representative of the

difference in the wave profiles between the physics occurring In the detonating explouivc,

Huygen's construction and the reactive flow under all conditions of practical interest,

analysis. We believe that this difference will
be magnified as the sensitivity of the explosive
is reduced.
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OF DIFFERENT CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN
EXPLOSIVES AS A FUNCTION OF STRESS

T. P. Liddlard and J. W. Forbes
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Sliver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

and

D. Price
Advanced Technology and Research, Inc.

Laurel, Maryland 20707

This paper is concerned with an experimental study of the initiation of
chemical reaction in high explosives by mechanical shocks of low to
medium amplitudes (4-88 hbar). The results of this study establish a
data base for ignition and initiation for 27 explosives, one of which is
also a composite modified double base propellant, In addition, these
results give clues to the nature of subdetonation reactions and may help
to pave the way for future studies of such reactions using other
experimental techniques,

INTRODUCTION the data, along with some new interpretations
Discs of various explosives (acceptors) of the shapes of the response curves, The stresswere subjected to shocks using two wide( p thresholds in the explosives were determined

wiferenubcted tonrshocks uingtwor wely by impedance matching with the use of
different donor/shock attenuator (gap) e
systems, One system, the Modified Gap Test unreacted Hugonlots of explosives reported in
(MGT),1, 2 is conducted in air and uses Reference 1,
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) for the gap The nominal densities and the tests
material. The other system, the Underwater conducted on the material are given in Table 1.
Sensitivity Test (UST), 1 .2 Is conducted in In addition, whether the material was pressed,
water, using water as the gap material. In melt cast, or cast-cured is indicated. The major
both systems the acceptors are 50.8 mm in components, percentage by weight of
diameter and usually 12.7 mm thick, ingredients, and initial particle size of the most
Observations are made with high-speed onergetic component are given in Table 2,
framing cameras, MGT and UST first reaction
thresholds of the explosives have been MODIFIED GAP TEST
determined; Mar detonation thresholds have
also been determined. Some of these data have The configuration of the MGT is given in
been reported previously.2,3 However, the Figure 1. The donor/gap material/acceptor
shock systems have been recalibrated in recent system is made up of contacting cylinders, all
years, A recent reportl gives all the corrected 50.8 mm in diameter, The donor/gap material
data based on the latest and bost calibrations system provides a quasi-triangular shaped
of the shock producing (donor) systems, The shock pulse with a peak stress of 5-80 kbar,
"bulk burn" threshold in the previous report is and a pulse width of 1-2 ps at one half peak
now interpreted as the initial reaction stress. From camera frame sequences,
threshold. This paper presents a summary of distance-time measurements are made of the
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Table 1. Explosives; Covered In this Report Table 2. Explosives Compoatitiou~
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CAMEA11)(11064 R044/44/ 111410/10 1120"
CCL PAMER OULN 1341110 41 ROXI10 16120,1 120"'0

SCL FAEOTIE PIXW. 114 11 44MXlAIl0 78110112 0*
ACCEPTOR WOODEN le."-U HMX/r401NOIAPIAO/O 2111413219011519
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DETONATOR ARN11
Ali ALU~hU
Ali AMMOANIU PIR014LORATI
UDIIPA-Ft 90% N6 43. U.DIPilTROP4tOP4i FORMAL AND 60% 10111 11,0111 3CIIhORPLl ACITAL
DlAi H4% 01 WA~tii#4 NTMITRLLIAOEII A~llinLCTI
OATlk I, 3.A4AMOIO-.6 4, 6104444?AONIENIFigure 1. The MOTArrangement1441 VLYTANYN IRNTAM, C0111
01401 OYOLOTIYTRAMILT44YLNA TRATIRMI, 00O0N

acceptor free surface motion. One velocity 01OTE
value for each input stress Is obtained from ?A'glýtAiIHS.RCIAMIO6YL?3M17661141

4N. G,4 -TUINTROTOUI.N6, tM0111each experiment, Typically, an abrupt rise In 11; 1URMTYLOUT44ANI INIUNATI!
the acceptor free surface (blow off') velocity
occurs with Increasing stress when chemical
reaction is presient. The measured MOT free surface velocity

In using free surface velocity versus input minus the calculated free surface velocity for
stress as an Indication of reaction, it is the unreacted material is plotted in Figure 2
necessary to keep In mind that we are against Input stress. The stress where the
measuring a hydrodynamic phenomenon. surface velocity first exceeds the calculated
Reaction does not spec ifically mean velocity of the Inert is taken ;is the first
combustion (or ignition). It Is generally agreed reaction threshold, P.R. The st~r: SS where the
that combustion of solids requires formation of surface velocity reaches 4.5 mni/ps (indicated
gases which can subsequently react to produce on Figure 2 as horizontal lines at the top of the
flame (radiation). In other words, the original curves) is chosen as the detonation threshold,
solid materials must be heated until they form POD. This criterion is based on the
gases and possibly solid residue which can, in observations of detonation light and the trend
turn, burn. This heat decomposition ira Instantaneous accoptor surface velocity,1
(pyrolyuis) can be considered an initiation The point of ignition (P. 1) is chosen as the end
phenomenon, leading to ignition and of any Initial reaction and beginning of the
combustion. B~y contrast, we use the term main rapid reaction, as shown by the change in
"Ignition" in the conventional sense of Slope of the Surface velocity-stress curve, The
"sustained Ignition (go/no go)" experimentally three thresholds are listed in Table 3 along
observed asl a flame,4  with the theoretical maximum density (TMD)
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Figure 2. Excess Acceptor Velocity as a Function of Stress in the Explosive

PTable 3, MOT First Reaction, Ignition and very slightly higher stresses (to induce
Detonation Threshold Data reaction) compared to the pressed materials,

but the stress required to induce detonation is
much higher for the cast materials.

EXPL011V. TMO (kbMa (kbarI Ikl TM Mar,) The curves for pressed Comp B-3 and
PtrOUTI ICI 33,. 9 0 (241 . 0 60/40 cyclotol have much more structure thanPENIOLITR W) 7.2 12 1 s 3l 12 0a6.2 CM 13 ( F.(5 7 40" those of cast charges of the same high explosive
60/40 CY(CLOTOL MP 97.7, U 14 4 33 9 6,S Is'

COMP 3.3 IP 001, 15 Is 30 geo.: 16" (HE). In fact, their velocity curves have at[TRYL (P) 36.3 15 1 2V 34. 13COMP 3.3 1c) 33.4 17 as 42 9. 22 distinct plateau that indicates the same
PBX 3404.03 (PI 33.2 1i 13 40 34.9 18PBXW.10o I (CC•I 3.01 Is 5s 70 (33.01* 33 reaction initiated over a range of pressures, or
N-0 M (95.0' 13 41 be 37,3 3060/40 CYCLOTOL (Cl 97,5 13 32 Be 98.6 24.. a lower temperature reaction different fromLX-03-0 (F) 3•14- 24 32 o 9 . 80 23 that occurring at higher temperatures, In

(LX01 3P39.3 26 42 43TNT () 97.3 28 25 57 93.1 20 these two cases and five others the firstLX.04,0 (P) 93.0 2a 3 0 47 33.0 31tC.i-o 1oo.011 23 4. 66 10.,01' 43 interpretation was chosen because eachTNT 1C1 07. 41 Of 1104) 33.1 33.I8X.I 1PI 9, 46 5 67 - - explosive exhikiting a plateau containedHBX .•3 .M8.,4 46 56 71
TAT• M_ _. 752•_ __4__ .2 o-2 appreciable amounts of RDX or HMX and, in". VALU|I IN PARINHNANAIIAIMIUI~m(TAIN THAN THS one case, NG as well. Since these are verySTHSI VAL11I IS FORl PNOND COW1A 9... 1141 VALUI ,. '0 CA.T COW0o. shock sensitive compounds, it is reasonable to

assume that the plateau indicates the ignition
of the most sensitive compoAent; its reactionDISCUSSION OF MGT RESULTS would, in turn, ignite the 6ther components
which are also ignited by higher initiating

A number of observations can be made pressures beyond the plateau. The second
from the MGT velocity versus stress curves of possible interpretation (different reactions at
Figure 2. Comparison of the surface velocity different temperatures) probably applies to
curves of cast and pressed Comp B-3 and 80/40 single component HE, such us TATB (P). In
cyclotol reveals that the cast materials require the case of other pressed explosives (TNT,
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Comp B, cyclotol, and pentolite) consisting of It is interesting that cast cured PBXW-
one or two pure explosives, the velocity curves 109 has a PeH value of 18 kbar, i.e., close to that
start at high angles and continue to increase in of cast 60/40 cyclotol and H-6, but a P*D of 70
velocity. For these materials we have chosen kbar, about 25 percent higher. This is
pei a pOR. The same materials in cast form attributed to the effect of its rubbery binder,
and In composite explosives produce very but the binder could also be considered as
different expansion curves from which the 15 percent inert or desensitizer, In contrast, S-2,
point of obvious acceleration of reaction is with no inert but a larger amount of explosive
chosen as the sustained ignition threshold P.e. and 25 percent less aluminum, has peK and PeD
To determine whether this is the correct choice of 13 and 53 kbar, respectively. It is easier to
would require devising an experiment in which initiate to both first reaction and detonation,
the reactions could be followed optically, as might be expected,

The effect of initial particle size on the In the MGT, stress thresholds for the first
shape of the curves for materials of the same reactions ranged from 9 to 75 kbar, Stresses of
composition Is evident In the data for pressed 168 - kbar are required to iiiate detonation
Comp B-3 (finer RDX) and pressed 60/40 in the 12.7 mm thick wecondary explosives.
cyclotol. The reaction threshold for the The MGT thresholds for first reaction, ignition,
charges with larger particles is slightly lower; and detonation are summarized in Table 3.
In other words, it is slightly easier to ignite the The MOT data are also plotted as a bar chart in
charges with larger particles in agreement Figure 3, The light area of the bar graph
with the results reported in Reference 5, Of Indicates the stress range of the first reactions,
course, the particle size after pressing is while the dark area of the bar graph gives the
unknown, as is the particle size in the cast stress range for accelerated reactions, The
charges. In this case, the detonation threshold beginning of the dark region on the bar graph
Is lower for the initially finer particles, but Is believed to be the value corresponding to the
that can be reversed for different hiltiating start of sustained ignition, This figure
pulses,5 A similar small initial particle size compares these data to the o Large
effect is apparent for the results of LX-04-0 Scale Gap Test (LSGT) results, -for the
(Winer HMX) and LX-04-1, Although Comp B-3 same materials.6

and 60/40 cyclotol have the same composition,
their surface velocity curves are far from UNDERWATER SENSITIVITY
identical. This confirms the fact, already noted 'TEST
for cast versus pressed charges, that physical The configuration for the UST is given in
factors can overwhelm chemical ones. Figure 4, The donor is an 82 mm diameter

Comparison of the pireosed aluminized pentolite sphere which provides a quasi-
explosives HBX-1 and ttBX.3 velocity curves triangular shaped pressure-time pulse with a
reveals that detonation can be induced in peak pressure in water of 3-30 kbar and a pulse
HBX-1 at lower streases than in IIBX-3, HBX-1 half-width of 10-50 ps at one half peak stress,
has the same initial HE particle size The induced shock pulse in the acceptor has a
distribution as HBX-3. Therefore, the sensi- smaller pulse width (6-10 ps) due to the size of
tivity difference between these two explosives the acceptor,
Is consistent with higher RDX content and From camera frame sequences, the bulk
lower percentage of aluminum in IIBX-I, expansion of the acceptor after the transit of

11-6 is aluminized 60/40 cyclotol. The the shock front Is obtained as a function of
addition of 20 percent aluminum and 5 percent time, The appropriate slope from the resulting
wax to cast cyclotol has had very little effect on curve yields a single expansion velocity value.
its sensitivity in our samples; the decrease In The extrapolation of this curve to zero expan-
PeR and increase in PeD were, respectively, sion is taken as the first reaction threshold.
-1,1 and 3.6 percent. The other two cast, Detonation thresholds are not usually obtained
aluminized explosives are not directly related from the UST because the higher stresses
In composition to other tested materials, needed for detonation require placing the
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PENTOLITE JIC -
PENTOLITE (P) 42
TETRYLDOR
POX 9404420-
COMP 8.3 (C)
TNT 1101-
LX-03-0 -AK(
LX-04-0 -6 0X6 m
H-6 101

Itic.30 IC RP0111
TNT (C) 12.7 wmm THICK)
PBXW.I09 I
TATS b'iguret4 The UST Arrangemnent

0 50 100
Pq (kbur) It. is interesting to noto that the response

N0T11 THIRI SCALENO GAP TEIT VALUE FOR 017ONAflON. curve or PBXW.106H I~ s very isimilar to that of
P' iIWMATEO BY A CROSSBAR, CLIAR AREAII IN

EASWINWOATE REGION OP LOW LEVEL REACTION, PBXW-1 08 H., The RtDX loading is lower In
PB3XW-106 8, but It does have an energetic

zh'i ure 3 Corn pariaon of MOT 1eaction Lgeuets, binder containing BDNPA-P that appears to
P~f I Pit 1 and PP~, with ihe lSGT Thres hold, support the response curve as if the RI)X had
pL not been replaced,

PBXN-103 has an energetic binder
acceptor at a d Istance from the donor where the consisting chiefly or nitrocellulose plasticized
peak stress calilbration fis uncertain, with trimethylolethane trinitrato. Although

DISC SSIN OFUS' RKSLTS this explosive also contains appreciable
DISC SSIN opus~ RESLTS amounto of amimonium perchlorate and

The expansion velocity curves versus aluminum, the binder produces a relatively
sample stress for materials studied In the UST homogeneous mixture with few or no voids,
are given In Figure 5, These sample expansion It is to this homogeneity that, Its relatively
curves are not, as revealing as those of the high reaction threshold Is attributed.
MOTI. In part, this is due to the fact that the IIBXC-121 was the only explosive studied
expiosives are not stressed to the point of that had the consistency or paste, It had to be
detonation in Uhe UST. Ignition thresholds placed Into plastic rings and covered with thin
were not obtained in the USTI due to the mylar to hold It in shape and position for the
Incompleteness of those curves. rhe stress tests. It does have a vary high reaction
thresholds for tho initial reaction In the UST1 threshold compared to most explosives, The
ranged fromn 4 to 9 kbar, Those stress lack of rigidity of the binder appears to
thresholds are summarized in Tublo 4, desensitize the material which contains 82

Trho expansion curves for cast cured percent of RDX -- comparable to the content In
PI3XW-t 13 and 11BXW.I 14 show that ait the "I08"compositos.
higher stresses the expansion Is more rapid for SM A YO KUJri
PIIXW-113 which has a higher IIMX content SM AYO FSLr~
and no aluminum. It is no surprise that the most dominant

The expansion curve for cast 11-6 has a effect on sensitivity Is the preparation of
plateau over a idross range of 19 to 29 kbar. the material, In this study most materi-
The only other rnaterial displitying such a aOR were either cast or pressed to denslitie
plateau was l1iIXW-108 1, again in the higher neair voidless. Therefore, the maijor differ-
stress region, once in material preparation was whether the
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.PBXW-.IOe E •PBXW-109 9 Table 4. USTFirst Reaction Threshold Data
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TNTEMCOMP 0E3 ICI 'VALUIS MN PPANWYIUNS AN 14144 CUNIAON TH4AN mI WHI4M,
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60/40

0.2 / VP eT Ii desensitizes it according to the amount added,
(PETr• PN CYCL and increasing the amount of HE in aINo [ [,¢ . .L25176 CYCL IC)

0 - 3 0 1O 0 composite causes a corresponding Increase in
-0 10 3'0 .30 sensitivity. Finally, on the few cases tested,

d , ' Y' 'ux B the particle size effects also showed the same
"d0. H-11 '404 trends: the smaller particles were harder to

4LX041- ignite than the larger ones,

0.2 In many of the explosives tested In the
MGT, particularly the cast explosives, the

0. 0 20 30 0 10 10 30 stress Induced Increase in surface velocity
oe - remains at a nearly constant low level for a

Pexw.ioe a wide range of input stresses, This low velocity
0,4 - plateau could be caused by the same reaction

being activated over a broad range of stress
0,22 AFX/08 E (and hence of temperature). It could also occur

PBXC-121 for a material that has one reaction at a lower
0.0 10 20 0 o 1 20 30 temperature, but a different reaction at a

P,(kber) higher temperature (e.g., thermal decom-
position of ammonium perchlorate, a compo-

Figure 5. IExpujnsiun Velocity as a FunCtiif of nent of EJC), A preignition reaction at the
Stress In the Explosive lowtr temperature might generate gases that

affect the free surface velocity, but insufficient
material was cast or pressed The cast energy for a sustained ignition.
materials have reaction thresholds slightly Pressed charges of Comp 13-3 and 60/40
above those or pressed explosives with the cyclotol each showed a stepped velocity-stress
same composition and same Initial ingredient curve. These were Interpreted as the Ignition
particle size. However, the detonation threw- of RDX at the stop (lower pressure range) fol-
holds for cast materials are well above those or lowed by the ignition orthe less sensitive TNT.
the pressed materials, i.e,, require much larger
stresses than do the pressed materials, Thus, The first reaction thresholds ranged from
the MOT confirmed the same large effect or 9 kbar to 75 kbar in the MGT and 4 kbar to
preparationon sensitivity found wit~h the I1SGT, 9 kbar in the UST, The ratio of these threshold
Other trends found to be the same in the two stresses, MCT/usI r is 2.9 ± 0,3; this ratio is
tests: addition or aluminum and/or wax to II E] consistent with the durations of the respective
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stresses. It follows thftt both tests are 3. Liddiard, T, P. and Forbes, J. W.,
measuring the same initial reaction. Because "Initiation of Burning and Detonation in
of the direct proportionality, trends observed Cast H-6 and Cast PBXW-109," Seventh
with the UST threshold stresses were the same Symposium (International) on Detonation,
as those found with the MGT. However, we Annapolis, MD, 16-19 Jun 1981, pp. 308-
could not interpret the UST expansion curves 315,
above that threshold; detonation could not be 4. Boggs, T. L.; Price, C. F.; Atwood, A. I.;
attained in the experimental design of this Zurn, D, E.; Paar, T. P.; and Derr, R. L.,
test. Proc, 19th JANNAF Comb. Mtg., CPIA

The thresholds for sustained ignition Pub. 366, Vol. 1, 1982, pp. 383-405,
were chosen as described in the text. The 5. Price, D., "Effect of Particle Size on the
results are summarized in Figure 3. Thatfigure Shock Sensitivity of Porous HE," J,
omits six of the HE listed in Table 3 because Energetic Materials, Vol. 6,1988, pp. 283-
the value for PqL was lacking or estimated. 317. Also NSWC TR 86-336, 1986.
This bar graph shows reaction before ignition 6. Price, D.; Clairmont, A. R,, Jr.; and
(open bar) and after ignition (solid bar). The Erkman, J, 0., "The NOL Large Scale
tick marks are the LSGT value for that Gap Test. n,1. Compilation of Unclassified
material, As the figure shows, the LSGT stress Data and Supplation for
threshold for detonation was found to be Data and Supplementary Information for
essentially the same as the stress threshold for Interpretation of Results," NOLTR 74-40,
ignition in the MOT. This statement holds 8Mar 1974.
within experimental error for all explosives DISCUSSION
shown in Figure 3, except possibly S-2 and DISCUSSION
PBXW-109 1, For the six HE omitted from R. FREY, U.S. Army Ballistic
Figure 3, the incomplete data were consistent Research Laboratory, Aberdeen
with Pea =1 PL in every case but one, Proving Ground, MD

In general, the LSQT measures ignition The manner of locating the point P.1 on
thresholds. Its test design is supercritical for the second page is not clear. Could you show
most common explosives and for all reported this point on some of the figures?
here. If sustained ignition occurs in an
explosive supercritical (i.e., detonable) in this REPLY BY J, FORBES
test, detonation will also occur. It has been To understand how various thresholds
suggested a number of times in the past that are determined, look at the representative fig-
the LSGT is an ignition test, Figure 3 confirms ure given below of surface velocity-stress. The
and reinforces that suggestion.

Future work should explore the sub-
ignition reactions which occur between peR

and Pa1 . These seem most evident in cast and PRESSED CAST

composite explosives. HE HE

REFERENCES DTONATION DETONATION -.

1. Liddiard, T. P. and Forbes, J. W., "A (.-)
Summary Report of the Modified Gap
Test and the Underwater Sensitivity SUSTAINED suST^INE
Test," NSWC TR 86-350, 12 Mar 1987. IUNITION IGNI tION

FIRST
2. liddiard, T. P., Jr., "The Initiation of REACTION

Burning in High Explosives by
Shockwaves," Fourth Symposium (Inter- REACTON

national) on Detonation, White Oak, MD, STRESS
12-15 Oct 1965, pp. 487-495.
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three thresholds (first reaction p f; sustained have also folmnd these points on my data (7th
ignition, P.1; and detonation, pA) are shown Detonation Symposium). I originally dismissed
for pressed and cast explosives, these points as being erroneous, but now... ?

These points really deserve further study.I)ISCUSSION

D. G. TASKER, Naval Surface Warfare REPLY BY J. FORBES
Center, Silver Spring, MD The authors agree with this comment and

Your observation of the "first reaction" hope that further work in the first reaction
point is most interesting, To my surprise, I region is pursued.
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TOWARDS DEVELOPING THE CAPABILITY TO PREDICT
THE HAZARD RESPONSE OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS

SUBJECTED TO IMPACT

C. S. Coffey, V. F. DeVost, and D. L. Woody
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Detonation Physics Branch
Silver Spring, Maryland 200084-000

The problem of predicting the hazard response of energetic materials to
impact has long defied an adequate solution. At least a part of this
difficulty has been the lack of a clear, scientifically sound
understanding of the impact ignition and reaction growth processes.
Recently, enough of an understanding of these processes has been
gained that, while still lacking in many details, indicates that it should
be possible to predict the hazard response of an energetic material
subjected to a wide range of different impacts on the basis of the
response of the material to a few carefully chosen small-scale tests.

This paper presents three different drop weight impact tests that
provide data that may make it possible to predict ignition behavior due
to an arbitrary impact and establish the probable reaction violence.
Further, they demonstrate that for most energetic solids the ignition
process is a discontinuous one and that the ever present large
fluctuations in Mhe impact response are endemic to explosive materials.

INTRODUCTION
The inability to predict the huzard ignition process has prevented a proper under.

response of propellants or explosives to impact standing of the small-scale laboratory type
Is a major and serious problem, This concern impact tests and has frustrated attempts to
ranges over the entire spectrum of possible understand the results of the large-scale tests
impact events, from the inevitable minor in terms of the results of small-scale tests.
impacts incurred during routine handling For several years now at NSWC there has
through. to much more violent accidental been an effort to understand the initiation and
impacts and on ultimately to the response of been of eactio Indersive an andthese materials to bullet or fragment attack, growth of" reaction in explosives and propel-

lants subjected to impact. A part of this effort
The wide range of possible impact has been devoted towards establishing the

stresses and the seemingly bewildering array fundamental quantum mechanical basis for
of possible material responses to these impacts the energy localization/hot spot formation
has proved to be extremely difficult to under- process that occurs during impact. Coupled
stand, analyze and predict, It has become with this has been an experimental effort to
prohibitively expensive to perform a sufficient provide proof and direction to the theoretical
number of large-scale impact tests to reliably effort, and to extend this fundamental under-
establish the hazard risks associated with a standing to predict the behavior of real ener-
particular propellant or explosive formulation. getic materials during impact. The purpose of
This same lack of understanding of the impact this paper is to provide a summary of our
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efforts to date to predict the behavior of explo- knowledge the first, such drop weight test was
sives and propellants subjected to impact on established in England about 1910 by Rotter.2

the basis of results from small-scale tests. The Later, in the early 1940s, the Explosive
results of the theoretical research are given Research Laboratory (ERL) at Bruceton
elsewhere. 1 This theoretical understanding, developed what has since become the standard
however, provides the basis for understanding drop weight impact test used in the United
the experimental results and for establishing States.6

the approximations on which the predictive
capability is founded. The two efforts are com- While the general notion of a drop weight

plementaryand neither isadequate tostand by impact test appears quite simple, this

itself, simplicity is in appearances only. In actuality
the test is quite complicated and these corn-

ENERGY LOCALIZATION AND plications must be taken into account if the

HOT SPOT FORMATION test is to be made to yield useful data, The
major advantages of the test are that it

It has long been recognized that during requires only small quantities of sample
impact or shock Ignition of energetic crystal- material and that it can be easily and
line solids some form of energy localization inexpensively made available in most
must occur to focus the energy of the impact or laboratories,
shock into small regions of the sample
material, This phenomenon, referred to as hot As it is normally used, the drop weight
spots, is most easily shown in energy balance test ha' a serious shortcoming. The standard
experiments where Ignition can occur in drop weight impact test procedure seeks to
Impacted crystals at energy levels that are establish a drop height at which ignition
Insufficient to raise the bulk temperature of occurs in 50 percent of the impacts, Unfortu-
the sample more than a few degrees k, which is nately, this procedure inextricably mixes the
far less that the bulk ignition temperature, A plastic energy required to deform and heat the
number of processes have been suggested as sample to ignition with the elastic energy
the cause of this energy localization,2, 3 The stored in the machine during impact, This
most well developed of these Is that of adia. stored elastic energy subsequently provides
batic compression of gas within voids in the the energy to rebound the drop weight, It is
solid, This hypothesis is Inadequate because easy to show by simultaneously monitoring
during most impacts of interest the pressure Is both the 1.ght emitted during ignition and the
Insufficient particularly at the moment of deceleration of the drop weight that the
ignition, and the voids are either too small or 50 percent ignition level occurs at or near the
nonexistent to achieve the temperature neces- point of maximum elastic energy stored in the
sary for Ignition. It has been demonstrated anvil drop weight system, For most explosives
that shear is a controlling stimulus at low level and propellants the elastic energy at the
Impacts.4 There is some evidence that shear Is 50 percent point substantially exceeds the
essential to shock ignition as well, certainly it plastic energy localized in hot spots required to
is now clear that pressure has only an indirect heat the sample to ignition, Attempts to
role in shock ignition ofcrystalline explosives. 5  understand the 50 percent Ignition drop weight
The most logical mechanism to account for the impact test data In anything other than in a
energy localization process is that of shear relative way will be fruitless unless this stored
band formation that appears to occur in all elastic energy is taken into account, F0ailure to
crystalline solids, both inert and energetic, do so means that the elastic properties of the
when they undergo rapid deformation,1  particular impact machine will likely domi-

nate any impact sensitivity measurements.
THE FAILURE OF THE CURRENTDROP WEIGHT IMPACT TrESTS To overcome the shortcoming of the

conventional drop weight impact tests in which
Perhaps the simplest impact test Is that of the 50 percent go-no go drop height is

the drop weight apparatus, To the authors' measured, we have developed three different
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but complimentary impact tests. These tests Impact for the Ballistic Impact chamber (BIC)
measure the energy required to initiate test.
chemical reaction by the impact, the rate at The most convenient way to analyze this
which this chemical reaction occurs, and the or any impact machine is to treat each
amount of chemical energy released during the component, the drop weight, the striker or drift
reaction. (if used), and the anvil-base, as a mass

After a great amount of searching for the spring-system. The interaction of these
proper impact test it became apparent that it spring-mass components during impact lends
was unlikely that any single laboratory impact itself to a straightforward analysis using
test or even a series of impact tests will of Laplace transforms, 7 Summarizing this analy-
themselves adequately predict the response of sis briefly, the natural frequency of each
any energetic material to all of the kinds of elenment is just the square root of its spring
impacts it could possibly encounter. The best constant, k, divided by its mass, m, W =
that we are likely to be able to do is to generate (k/m)1/2. The natural period of the drop weight
a prediction of the impact response of an impactor determines the duration of the
energetic compound based on data obtained impact since after one half a period of oscilla-
from a few carefully chosen and carefully tion the impactor begins to rebound and leaves
designed impact tests combined with a truly the anvil. If a striker is used its mass is
honest and correct theory of what Is occurring usually much less than that of the Impactor so
in the material during impact, The lese we that its frequency of oscillation is usually
accept in the way of adequate tests or a correct much greater than that of the impactor,
theory, the closer we move back towards the (mtrikers> > Woimpactor). Because of this the
present impact test situation where the stan- striker introduces a higher frequency of
dard 50 percent point test reveals as much or oscillation superimposed on the response of the
more about the impact response of the impactor, The mass 0fthe base.anvil system is
particular impact machine a3 It does about the typically much greater than that of the
impact ignition response of the material being impactor, manvil-base) > mimpactor so that
tested. Wanvil.base< < ('impactor, For this reason

usually the mass of the base-anvil system hasTHE NSWC IMPACT MACHINE

Over an interval of several years we have
developed at NSWC a simple but very versatile • OOUIo| RODS
impact machine shown in Figure 1 it Is U O
approximately 2 m high and 30 cm wide,
Figure (1). It has two vertical guide rods to
guide the impactor. Depending on the test, the , '4
mass of the drop weight can range from A4 to DROP W1IGHT
10 kg, The free fall drop height is only 1.5 m,
however Impactor volocities of up to 40 m/s9
(80 m effective dvep height) are ousily achieved
using elastic shock cords to accelerate the .4 kg
impactor. The velocities are lessi for the higher
mass impactors, oANVIL

The NSWC machine is designed to accom-
modate many different anvil configurations
and a variety of instrumentation. In what 700 K9 STEEL BASS

follows, two different anvil designs are
employed: a simple flat anvil 3.175cm in
diameter for the energy to ignition test, and a
cup-like anvil to achieve the confined volume

Figure L, NSWC Impact Machine
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little or no influence during the impact. (The sample, Epe >> E.e, so that early during the
standard ERL impact machine represents an plastic deformation phase of the impact
enormous overkill in this regard since the
mass of its base is so very much larger than the (
mass of the drop weight), pe = M V0Av - rn (AV (2)

ENERGY TO IGNITION Typically, during this early phase of the

The energy to ignition test avoids the impact Av< < Vo, so that Equation (2)
failure of the standard drop weight test by simplifies further to
separating the elastic and plastic components
of the Impact energy. This is done by taking Ep C =mVo0 AV. (3)
advantage of the energy flow during the
impact process. Specifically, during the initial Figure 2 provides a schematic drawing of
phase of the impact the kinetic energy of the one of several impact schemes that we have
impactoe that is transferred to the sample and used. Usually an accelerometer, strain gage,
anvil system flows mostly into plastically or a pressure gage was used to v ýasure the
deforming the sample and very little is stored deceleration of the impactor. i'he change in
as elastic energy in the anvil drop weight the impactor velocity, Av, from the moment of
system. This is particularly the case for soft first contact to the moment of ignition was
explosive or propellant materials, To take obtained by integrating the acceleration time
advantage of this partition of the transferred record, The moment of ignition was obtained
energy mainly into plastic deformation of the by using three fast photo diodes arranged 120o
sample early during the Impact, a high velocity apart around the outside of the anvil but level
impact must be chosen to cause Ignition of the with the anvil surface. In a number cf early
sample during the initial plastic deformation, experiments photo diodes sensitive to either
The change in the velocity of the impactor, Av, infrared or visible emission were used to view
cai, be measured during the impact and this the impact through a sapphire anvil. In both
can be made to provide the change in the types of experiments the results were essen-
kinetic energy of the impactor at the moment tially identical, Table 1 lists the measured
of ignition, Let m be the mass of the impactor, energy required to cause ignition for a variety
V, its velocity at the moment of impact and Av of impacts on an impact sensitive propellant
the change in the velocity of the impactor at like-material containing ammonium perchlo-
the moment of ignition. The change in the rate. Interestingly, these energy to ignition
kinetic energy of the impactor up to the results appear to be almost independent of
moment of ignition isjust either the rmass or the velocity of the impactor.

In these early experiments the mass of the1 21

2 0 2 0(VO-Av)
2 W.•AccSLuPofvtmr

=-MVeAVr- m (Av) . (1)

Since no striker is used in this test, this energy MPACT weLOCWTy o.v0

is divided between the energy required to P F• O - CONfT4•IMPACTOR
plastically deform and heat the sample, Epe,
and the elastic energy stored in the drop OPTICALSINd --- ANVS
weight-anvil system, Eat. By the above - .WAI OAOUS
argument, during the very initial phase of the
impact most of the energy transferred from the P..sUI oAoE
drop weight goes into plastically deforming the

Figure 2. Energy to Ignition Teai Apparatus
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Table 1. Energy to Ignition of Propellant Like are able to record the deceleration of the
Material Pellet Samples (5 mm dia x I mm impactor up to the moment of ignition, they
thick) were always destroyed by the full force of the

remaining Impact, Thus while the energy to
Vo (m/9) AV (m/s) AE (J) ignition was recorded early in the destruction
Velocity Change in Change in of the force gages by the remainder of the

Velocity impact Impact load makes this a somewhat expensive
energyfor and inconvenient test for insensitive
ignition materials. Typically, in these high velocityy14 .073 103 - impacts the mass of the impactor was

14 .063 1.03 approximately .4 kg and the velocity of the
1.4 ,063 ,88 impactor at the moment of impact was between
i 1.4 ,085 .910 25 and 35 m/s, The maximum deceleration
1.4 .118 1.65
2.8 ,03 .84 seen by the force gage regularly exceeded
2,8 .053 1.47 108g's, A number of techniques have been
2.8 .0642 1.8 tried to limit this maximum deceleration or to
4.43 .035 1.75 use laser Interferometer or velocimeter tech-
4.43 .041 1,8 niques In place of the force gages and while
5.37 .023 1,23 those are promising they are as yet unsatis-
3.13 1098 2.97 factory, particularly for a rapid turn around
3.13 .087 2.656 l Iaboratory-use Irnstrument, The pe'oblom is in
3.13 .079 2.41 achieving a 1 percent or better velocity
3,13 .047 1.482 measurement with an apparatus that can
3.13 .065 1.97 survive the full force of the impact.

3.13 .027 .84 Finally, while the ignition process is
3,13 .039 1.215 fundamentally an energy localization hot spot
3,13 .041 1.265 process, In practice any attempt to model3.13 .082 2.56
3.13 .085 2,82 ignition, especially in large systems, must to
3.13 .085 2.62 some degree involve a computer code calcula-
3,13 .072 2.24 tion. Elsewhere we have attempted a first pass90.7 2.37 3.42 continuum calculation invoking an effective

167.4 1.63 4.37 viscosity to calculate the energy to ignition.8

168.8 .48 1.30( The approach determines an effective viscosity
169,6 2.65 7.2 coefficient from the energy to ignition data.
69.1 2.87 3.17 This coefficient can be used to calculate

ignition in more general impact situations,

impactor was varied from 16 gm to 10 kg, and REACTION RATE AND ENERGY
the impactor velocity from a few mis to nearly RELEASED: THE BIC TEST
400 m/s. The changes that appear at the very To be able to predict the hazard response
high velocity impacts may be due to an o beabetict th hapard responseinadequate response time of the gages. It of an energetic material to impact it is insuffi-
seems likely that in its current form the energy I cent to obtain just the energy required toto ignition test results are independent of the cause ignition, Rather, in addition it isform ofithe test apparatus. necessary to establish a measure of how violentthe ensuing reaction will be. This is very

The technique has been applied to deter- similar to the concept of Explosiveness which
mine the energy to ignition of a number of was first developed by the British in their
impact insensitive explosives. Unfortunately, quest to determine hazard response. At NSWC
for these materials the initial impact energy we have developed a closed volume impact test
must be so large to cause ignition early in the in which the pressure time history and the
impact that, while the force measuring gages energy of reaction can be determined. These
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provide a direct measure of the extent of In order to minimize the amount of effort
reaction and the reaction buildup, A involved in a test series, it was decided to
particular version of this test known as the establish a standard impact of a ten kg mass
Ballistic Impact Chamber or BIC test has released from a height of 1.5 m, A 180 grit
received considerable attention and will be sand or garret paper was used to standardize
described here, The BIC test uses a closed and enhance the friction of the anvil surface.
volume impact chamber formed by a cup-like This combination of drop weight and drop
anvil, a guide sleeve insert, and a striker as height was found to always initiate even most
shown in Figure 3, The space between the of the insensitive TATB based materials. The
walls of the cup, the guide sleeve, and the so-called "Up-Down" method of varying the
striker are sealed with "0" rings, Cut in the drop height was not considered because it has a
walls of the cup are two ports. Attached to one dubious meaning as was pointed out earlier.
is a 30cm long ,177 caliber gun barrel and to Our current goal is to develop a user-
the other is attached a fast response pressure friendly test that provides a maximum of
gage, (500,000 hz). The confined impact useful information with a minimum hassle to
chamber acts as a breech from which the hot the user. As a result most of the
gases of the reacting sample can accelerate a instrumentation in the earlier test apparatus
.177 caliber pellet along the gun barrel. Thewor doe n te pllt b te ht gse ofth has been eliminated, and what has been
work done on the pellet by the hot gaes of the retained is just the pressure gage and an
reaction gives a measure of the amount of occasional accelerometer, A conservative
energy released by the impacted explosive orpropellant. The pressure gage measures the design has been selected which is suifciently
propellant, Tie prevuelopm ent omhearestie rugged to allow the machine to undergo
pressure time development of the reacting several thousands of Impacts sustaining little
gases and the energy of the pellet as it exits the or n oudaae s is always taie, thebarrel, or no damage, As Is always the came, these

design goals have been achieved at the expense
of some compromise in machine versatility and

ACCIURIOMITIN response,

SOME RESULTS FROM THE
, Ka ] BIC TEST

A substantial data base of results from
the BIC test has been accumulated for a wide
variety of explosives and propellants. In the
interest of developing an efficient and
meaningful test procedure we have found it

aF $TWIN necesmary to conduct only ten impacts per
sample type to obtain reasonable statistics. On
occasion, when only a limited quantity of
material was available, a reasonably complete
data set was obtained with only five impacts

ASIMML per sample type. All of the BIC test results to
GAO •_be described here employed a uniform sample

size in the form of a pellet 5 mm in diameter
IWA. and approximately 1.25 mm thick, and having8AOPAPiA .1 7 CL.

LAAO PAPN . a mass of 40 to 45 mg.

Because it Is a new test, employing

CM instrumentation not previously used in
explosive/propellant impact testing, the BIC

,NOT TOICALI.- AKAi Imm-6 n.PAPEt.R.26 wonx30w" test provided some new and unexpected
insights into the behavior of energetic

Figure 3. BIC Test Impact Chamber materials during impact induced ignition and
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the subsequent reaction. The results presented many samples, These are taken to be an
here will focus mainly on these new observe- indication of the presence of a number of large
tion., crystals located throughout the sample and

Perhps he mst inglar nd ost which undergo sudden reaction due to the

readily apparent result of the BIC test is that imatSmpewhhwredlbrey
for the majority of explosives and propellants, seeded with several large crystals separated by
impact-Induced ignition is a discontinuous some distance showed a series of pressure
process. This is illustrated in Figure 4 dis- spikes generally corresponding in number to
playing a series of pressure-time records taken the number of large crystals inserted into the
from the standard BIC test for several different sample, Ignition threshold experiments using

exposie ad popelan maerilsIn all but heat sensitive film4 confirmed this result by
texplostisntive ? and NroeOantbasedls showing that the number of ignition sites on
temasteriasen tiver intiaT ratind inT the the heat sensitive film was the same as the

mateial th ver intia reatio inthe number of pressure spikes in the pressure-time
pressure-time records is a rapid, almost dis- rcrs
continuous pressure rise, Depending on the rcrs
material, this pressure rime rate can range The pressure-time data indicates that in
from ,f8 psi/ps to in excess of 2000 psi/ps, This addition to the sudden ignition in a single or at
discontinuous pressure jump is most likely due most a few crystals there also occurs a much
to the sudden ignition and reaction in a large slower burning-like reaction, This appears in
explosive crystal or group of crystals located the pressure-time records as a slower pressure
near the outer edge of the sample in the region rise on which is superimposed the much more
of maximum shear and minimum pressure rapid pressure spikes, For the very insensitive
during the impact, The occurrence of multiple explosives frequently only the slower burning
pressure spikes was frequently observed in type reaction warn observed. For most

materials it is likely that the ignition of the
burning reaction Is due to the hot-spot-induced

•. 'J•"••"• '•.mreaction spikes in the larger crystals or

agglomerate of crystals,

In the course of these investigations we
W.I15chose to Focus on two components of the

S... .. ..... pressure-time data, the very initial rate of
•.) pressure rise, dp/dt, and the total area under

S~the pressure-time culrve, as having the most

relevant physical signll'icance, Hlowever,S~certainly other aspects of the data may be

equally important, The initial rate of pressure
u4 increase must reflect the initial reaction rate.

As such this data gives some information on
4(b) the likelihood of a violent reaction occurring

due to impact. The area under the
pressure-time curve is a measure of the energy
released during the reaction, Depending on
the material, this energy can range from a few
joules per gram of sample to in excess of
several hundred joules per gram,

S~THE FLUCTUATIONS
4(c , , , -,-- ver present in the pressure-time data

are large fluctuations, This should not be
Figure 4, Typical Pressure.'l'time Records from surprising since large fluctuations charac-
BIC, Test, Time seals is 20 •#/dtvtsion, terize all impact data from both large- and
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small-scale experiments. What is Important is neighboring particle (or particle group). In
that these fluctuations provide an insight into this picture the interaction at mild impacts is
the stability of these materials to undergo mainly between particle pairs, while for higher
more violent reactions at higher energy ,nergy impacts or shocks each particle may
impacts. Generally it i the case that the flue- interact and stimulate reaction in more than
tuations can be made to yield valuable insights just one other nearest neighbor particle, If the
into the underlying physical processes, here average reaction rate of the initial reaction is
the impact-induced reaction growth process. due to the ignition of a single particle, the

maximum pair fluctuation occurs when the
Usually, most explosives are not totally initial ignition stimulates ignition in a similar

consumed during the standard BIC impact- nearby neighboring particle. This maximum
induced reaction. The fluctuationr in energy fluctuation occurs for interaction between
released during the reaction reflect this as piso atce ihnal h aeeeg

much of the explosive in the impact-initiated pairs of particles with nearly the same energy

sample has to be scraped off the anvil and for which the fluctuation In the reaction rate Is

discarded after the impact, This is not the case 100 percent above the average reaction rate,

for propellants which are designed to burn In Reference 9 it is shown that the
completely and usually leave little or no fluctuation in the initial reaction rate can be
residue on the anvil, In a series of BIC impacts written as
on five propellants, all with the same energy
content but each with a different binder dE
material, a total of 50 tests were mude, The A( -) V - V a 1_
fluctuation in the energy released over these . = 12- 11 1(1+ 2h) -1 ,
50 impacts was less than 10 percent, From this dE V>/
data it can be inferred that not only was the dt
total sample consumed during each of these (4)
Impacts, but that the BIC test was able to Where Vin Is the volume of the Inert material
faithfully record the energy released from each and Vin/V0 is the volume fraction of inert. in
impacted sample while Introducing little the composition. The quantity e Is the average

crystal particle size while h is an interaction
Invariably, the initial rate of reaction as length, and also the maximum separation

reflected by the initial rate of pressure distance between two adjacent particles where
increase, always shows larger fluctuations if one particle reacts It will cause the other to
than the energy released measurements, In react,
part this Is because the energy release
measurements are averaged over a much Figure 5 shows both the fluctuations aslonger time Interval than the measurements of measured by the BIC test for a number of
the initial pressure increase, different explosives and propellants as asfunction of the volume fraction of inerts, VII./Vo

A recent theoretical analysis of the and the predicted fluctuation for Equation (4),
fluctuation in the impact or shock ignition The pair interaction hypothesis predicts that
process has taken the approach that for mild the maximum fluctuation is of the order of
impacts the very first ignition occurs in the unity (100 percent) as VI. -. 0. On this basis
larger single crystals or cluster of crystals the ratio h/t was determined to be h/e = .075
located in the regions of highest shear in the which is not an unreasonable value. More
Impacted sample." This process is suggested in Importantly, the fluctuation data in Figure 5 is
both the BIC initial reaction rate data as almost entirely loss than unity which supports
illustrated in Figure 4 and our earlier heat the hypothesis that for mild impact, such as
sensitive film experiments, 4 The correlated the BIC test, only correlations between pairs of
Ignition fluctuations arise when there is a particles are important, If, however, for some
probability that one or these initially reacting reason the correlated interactions extend
particles can cause ignition In a similar beyond nearest neighbor pairs to include
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Figure 5. Fluctuations as a Function of Volume Fraction of Inerts for Some Repreaantative
Explosives, Each data point represents on average at least 10 test results,

additional particles, then the system becomes an arbitrary impact if the BIC data for the
unstable because now a reacting particle will average initial reaction rate and its fluctuation
stimulate on average more than one additional are known, Reference 9 shows that the maxi-
particle causing it to react, lEach of those mum reaction rate can be approximated as
particles can in turn stimulate two or more
others so that a runaway reaction can develop, RE dl dF
In Figgure 5 only one set of data points labeled - <I->1 + A()/<-->
W9-Q has shown fluctuations significantly dt Max dt dt dt
above unity. Matarial similar to this has been (5)
associated with violent pressure excursions on where A(dE/dt)/<dE/dt> is given by Equa-
two of the three occasions in which it under- tion (4) and <dE/dt> Is the average initial
went a normally benign pressing operation at reaction rate. The approximation given in
NSWC, In light of these relatively large Equation (5) Is Just tho sum of the first few
fluctuations, the validity of the often-used termq in a series summed over all of the react-
Bruceton "up-down" method to obtain a Ing particles in the ignited material. These
r0 percent go-no go level needs to be first few terms give a reasonable estimate ofreconsidered. Implicit In the "up-down" anal- the initial rate of the reaction due to impactysis is the assumption of a uniform response Initiation, A knowledge of the dependency of
which is not the case. The go-no go problem is the interaction distance h on the energy and
compounded by the fluctuation in the level of rate of application of the stimulus would allow
response that is accentuated at the 50 percent an evaluation of these terms for an arbitrary
threshold level and this must be taken into impact and give an estimate of the rate of
account, reaction buildup. The reaction rate of

One of the advantages of this fluctuation Equaticn (5) can be cast Into a form that can
approach is that it brings a step closer the abil- directly utilize the small scale BIC test data by
ity to predict the response of a larger charge to writing
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fluctuation in the rate of reaction. Even with
only the pair fluctuations of the mild impact of REFERENCES
the BIC test, the BIC reaction rate data as 1. Coffey, C. S., "Initiation of Explosive
reflected by the rate of pressure buildup when Coys C. Sh io n o f EcProse
substituted into Equation (6) gives a good Crystals by Shock or Impact," Proceed.
ranking of the relative hazards of a number of inls of the Ninth Symposium (18t0rna.
different explosives in bullet impact tests tional)on Detonation, 1989.
involving large explosive charges. 2. Bowden, F. P. and Yoffe, A, D,, Fast

Reactions in Solids, Academic Press, New
SOME FUTURE PLANS York, 1958.

Much more work was done in developing 3. Heavens, S. N, and Field, J, E., Proc, of R.
these tests than was able to be presented here, Soc. London, See A 338 77 (1974).
Important portions of these results will be 4. Coffey, C. S,; Frankel, M, J,; Liddiard, T.
published elsewhere, 8 One ongoing effort P.; and Jacobs, S. J,, Proceedings of the
deserves some further comments and that is Seventh Sympouium (International) on
our attempt to image with fast infrared arrays Detonation (NSWC MP 82-334), 1981.
the development of hot spots during shock or
impact. Hot spots have been a necessary part . Campbell, A. W, and Travis, J, R,,
of the lore of shock and impact ignition of Proceedinus of the 8th International
explosives since the 1930s but they have never Symposium on Detonation, NSWC MP 81.
been observed experimentally during their 194,1988,
formation. We believe these hot spots are the 6. Engineering Design Handbook/Principles
shear bands that are frequently observed in of Explosivei Behavior, U.S, Army
crystalline solids that have been subjected to Material Command, AMCP-706-180
shock or impactI At NSWC we are attempting (1972).
to form real time images of these hot spots 7. Coffey, C. S. and DeVost, V, F.,
using fast linear (I x 15) or rectangular (4 x 5) 7, l ao n of Eia n t D e do Impact
infrared arrays. The experimental apparatus "Evaluation of Equipment Used to Impact
has a response time of 30 ns limited by the Test, Small-Scale Explosive and
response time of our multichannel analyzer, Propellant Samples," Appendix A, NSWC
The objective of the current research is to TR81-215.
establish with certainty the nature of the hot 8, Coffey, C, S,; DeVost, V, FR; and Woody,
spots. Are they the shear bands? How fast do D. L,, Proceedings of JANNAF Hasards
they grow in size and temperature? How far Meeting March 1988, also in NSWC
apart are they for a particular energetic crystal Technical Report in preparation.
and how does the ignition reaction grow out of 9. Coffey, C. S., to be submItted to the Phys.
these hot regions? Rev,
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"FROZEN HOT SPOTS" IN SHOCKED EDC35,
AN INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVE

G. Eden, R. A. Belcher, M. I. Andrew, and W. R. Marlow
MOD (PE), Atomic Weapons Establishment

Aldermaston, Reading RG7 4P1R
Berkshire, ENGLAND

An EDC35 donor charge, line initiated, was used to shock an acceptor
charge through various inert barriers.

The system was confined by walls of polyethylene and mild steel, with a
PMMA window bonded to the remote end of the receptor, It was
illuminated by argon flash bombs and viewed by a framing camera,
Piezoelectric probes also monitored wave arrival times.

Shots with a viewing window parallel to the barrier had acceptor
charges 120 mm long, An angled acceptor charge of length 18 -40 mm
was used to monitor the development of shock effects,

During the run to detonation, small dark areas, postulated to be sites of
local reaction, were seen in the wake of the shock. They did not grow
significantly after the shock passed, but the increase in number and
sise is associated with increased wave velocity and pressure.

In these experiments, detonation, once started, did not propagate back
through the pre-shocked, partially reacted part of the charge,

INTRODUCTION
This paper dmcribos the direct time generated experiments was chosen as more

resolved observation of localized changes in n appropriate for the anticipated large "run to

Insensitive high explosive which, it is postul- detonation" (RTD) distance, The pressure
ated, Indicate the way in which isolated and pulse from detonation of one charge (the donor)

was attenuated by an inert, barrier, and passedshort-lived reactions contribute to the general Into a second charge (the acceptor) In which the

growth of the pressure amplitude as a shock In eet. wereto be stuedI
a heterogeneous explosive runs to detonation, effects were to be studied,

To study visual effects in shocked METHOD
charges, an insensitive high explosive, EI)C35, In all experiments, an EIi)C35 donor
was chosen to provide a relatively expanded charge was detonated at a 75 mm x 23 mm face
region between shock Input face and the onset by a line Initiator of length 75 mm (see Fig-
of full detonation, EI)C35 contains 95 weight ure 1), At the opposite end of the slab, an
percent TATB and 5 percent KelF, and the url). at chapge ando 23 sm i ncharge density was 1,90 Mg/m3, SDC35 acceptor charge, also 23 rnm In thick-

ness, was shocked by the wave transmitted

Gas gun impact is a most reliable method from the donor to the acceptor via an inert
of generating characterized shocks, but it barrier. The sides of the charges and barrier
suffers from the limitation on bore size and were confined by thin polyethylene and 10 mm
area, The larger area available in explosively thick mild steel plates, the polyethylene being
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present to reduce possible atypical effects due
to stronger shock reflections from themetal
sides. Confinement stopped 6 mm short of the PIu FOAM FlU FOA COPER
end of the acceptor, creating a gap to prevent
direct shock transmission into an end viewing
window. This was a sheet of PMMA 40 mm 20
thick and optically transparent. To avoid self-
luminous air shock interfering -with observa-
tion, the PMMA was bonded to the charge
surface with 0.1 mm of Sylgard. Illumination
was by argon filled, explosively driven flash P FOAM AIR GLASS AIR
bombs, I

The main diagnostic used was a Barr and ..".". .. "". . "t
Stroud C5 framing camera, capable of up to
115 frames with a framing interval of
0,14 microsecond, focussed on the face of the
charge covered by the PMMA, The images
were recorded on Fuji HR400 color film with
standard processing, Piezoelectric probes were
used to monitor wave arrival times, e.g., at the COPPER
donor/barrier interface and at the acceptor/
PMMA Interface,

Shots 1015 and 1019 had an acceptorI3
length of 120 mm with the PMMA window
parallel to the barrier, as in Figure 1(a) and
I (b) respectively, The remaining shots had the NICKEL TUBE
"angled" design in which the acceptor face
viewed by the camera was cut at an anglo to PI'U POLYURETHANE FOAM, DENSITY 01glcc.
the face in contact with the barrier, so that the OVERALL DENSITY OF NICKEL TUBE
progress of the shock could be followed from an BARRIER 4.7 gicc
acceptor thickness of 18 mm through to 40 mm, EXPLOSIVE

A range of barrier designs (see Figure 2) ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES
was used to give a range of shock pressures in
the acceptor ar- all experiments were at
ambient temperatures, 15 to 20*C before firing, Figure 2, Blarriers

RESULTS (b) a few discreet small areas of darken-
ing, which do not grow significantly with

Eaci angled experiment yielded 20 or time, L.e,, are "frozen,"
more Time vs. Distance points for the wave
propagation through the acceptor charge (c) many and merging areas of darkening
(between 18 and 40 mm from the barrier), which do notgrow significantly, and
Superimposing all the plots in Figure 3, it can (d) dark detonation products.
be seen that if we discount their non-linearity
which is caused by curvature of the wavefront, This general association of increased
their slopes alter in accord with the changes in shock velocity with the proliferation of the
appearance of the shocked acceptor charge, In small sites of darkening suggests that the
the following order (see Figure 4): latter are Isolated, reacted Ilot Spots whose

growth has been arrested, Their isolation has
(a) uniform color, allowed direct observation.
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F'igure 3. Wave Propagation in EDC35

From the middle part of each plot, shock area of charge surface, which is darkened at
velocities were derived and corresponding the mean thickness (29 mm) of the angled
shock pressures calculated using Reference I charges, and "v" is the volume fraction of
reactions for PBX 9502 of initial density darkening, assuming
1.895 gcmn3 : V = A 1,5

U. = 1.392 + 5,154up - 2.422u,)2 + 0,5616u03  Both are expresse(d as purceintuges in
(0.5 < up < 1.2 mm,ps"1 ) Table 1.

Us = 2,938 + 1,77up(1.2< ul, < 2.33 ,mmips"1) In Shot 1012, the shoel, all'r generating

(U. shock velocity, Up particle velocity) multiple sites of local reaction, finally runs to
detonation (at 35 mm from the barrier) whichThis Is an approximation in the absence

of unreacted shock 11ugoniot data for EIDC35 of then propagates forward to the end of the
density 1.90 gem-3. wedge of acceptor, but which does not transmit

backwards into the preshocked part of the

Exam.ples are listed in Table 1, in which charge. The shocked parts of the acceptor
"A" is a subjective estimate of the fractional charge containing the "frozen" areas of
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(a) No spots (b) Discrete spots

(c) Merging spot, (d) Detonation

Figure 4. Types of Appearance of Shocked EDC35

Table 1. Shock Pressure us. Reacted Volumes

SHOT 1017 1011 1014 1012 1013 1016

U. mmn. p- t  3.7/4.0 4.1/4.5 4.6/5.0 5.3/5.8 6.6/8.0 6.6/8.1

UP imm.sd- 0.59/0.70 0.70/0.91 0.96/1.17 1.34/1.62 * * I

P GPa 4.1/5.3 5.7/7.7 8.3/11.0 13.4/17.7 * *

Appearance (a) (b) (b) (c) (d) (d)

A % 0 1.2 2.4 37 100 100

V% 0 0.1 0.4 22 100 100

*FuII detonation (unreacted Ilugoniot not appropriate)
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reaction are seen to survive virtually unchang- DISCUSSION
ad for at least another 10 microseconds after Proper correlation of the appearance of, or
detonation starts. concentration of frozen Hot Spots with event-

There is some evidence that the appear- ual run to detonation awaits further work, so
ance of the small areas of reaction may be an the conclusions must be highly speculative, but
indicator of whether a shock will eventually this limited investigation has yielded an
run to detonation: observation of what the authors currently

( believe to be the source of the energy which
(i) In Shot 1017, no reacted sites are amplifies jthe pressure of a shock moving
seen, In Shot 1019 which had an identical through a heterogeneous explosive during its
barrier, i~e,, similar shock input but a run to detonation, That is, a direct observation
much longer acceptor charge, 120 mm, of the number of the potential Hot Spots in the
the shock did not run to detonation, charge which react and feed energy to the

(ii) In Shot 1014 (see Figure 4b), frozen shock front, but which individually fail to pro.
areas of reaction occupy a few percent of pagate further, leaving small areas of reaction
the visible area, In Shot 1015, which had products "frozen" in the body of the charge,
an identical barrier but a 120 mm More of the potential Hot Spots appear to react
acceptor charge, the shock ran to det- as the shock strength builds, although this is
onatlon, presumably somewhere between an average observation and anomalies are
40 and 120 mm. visible in the results where, for example in

Shot 1012, there appear to be many and(iii) Rteference 2 suggests that "about merging areas of reaction, followed by fewer

7.5 QPa" is the minimum shock pressure areas, followed by full detonation.
needed to shock initiate detonation in

TATB, i.e., at about the level of Shot 1011 Nevertheless, observations of this kind on
where a few isolated reaction sites are a range of explosives, using better charac-
seen, terized shocks or compression waves, could

assist construction and calibration of reaction
CONCLUSIONS models of detonation. They also make possible

a study of the influence of artificial hetero-
The observations show clear evidence geneities in a given explosive by intr'oducing

that small areas of local darkening are visible known concentrations of characterized cavl-
immediately after a shock of sufficient ampli- ties, defects, particles, etc., complementing the
tude passes. These areas neither grow (at a established Lagranglan gauge methods, which
significant rate) nor multiply with time at a measure the average effects of the local reac-
given location in the charge, but as the shock tions seen here.
pressure increases, more and larger areas are
created, Greater profusion of these features is ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
associated with increased wave velocity, and
they are deduced to be areas of localized The authors gratefully acknowledge the
reaction in the explosive, or "Hot Spots" which support received from P W G. .Moore and B. D.
fail to propagate ("freeze") before the RTD Lambourn, and they thank G. G. Dale and
conditions are reached. There is also evidence th Reece for their invaluable assistance with
that when detonation does start, the pre- the expriments,
shocked, partially reacted part of the charge REFERENCES
does not support detonation, i.e., the det.-
onation does not propagate in the reverse I. Dick, J. J.; Forest, C. A.; Ramsay, J. B.;
direction, This is in accord with many other and Seirz, W. L., "The Hugoniot and
such observations of shock desensitization; see Shock Sensitivity of a Plastic-bonded
for example the review and observations by TATB Explosive PBX 9502," Journal of
Campbell and Travis in Reference 3. AppliedPhysice, 63(10), 1988, p. 4881.
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2. Simpson, A.L.; Urtiew, P. A.; and inert match to EDC357 This would
Erickson, L. M., "High Explosive Diag- demonstrate that the effect is, in fact, from
nostics," LLNL Energy and Technology EDC35,
Review, Jan/Feb 1988.

3. Campbell, A. W. and Travis, J. R., "The REPLY BY R. A. BELCHER
Shock Desensitization of PBX 9404 and Although Chhabildas and Asay have
Composition B-3," in Proceedings of reported loss of transparency between 23 and
Eighth Symposium (International) on 25 GPa and our maximum pressure in the
Detonation, Albuquerque, NM, NSWC EDC35 was 13.2/16 OPa corresponding to
MP86-194, pp. 1057-1068. PMMA pressure of around 12 OPa, we have

much evidence in these rounds that trans-
DISCUSSION parency was unaffected, However, like you, we

ALLAN ANDERSON felt that a control experiment was necessary,
Los Alamos National Laboratory but as a check that the thin layer Sylgard

between the EDC36 and the PMMA was not
Is it. known that PMMA becomes opaque itself reacting and producing the dark patches

under shock loading (admitted at higher observed. In January and August 1989, we
pressures)? The rate of this process Is probably fired control experiments which subjected a
not known. Have you donie the control Sylgard layer between slabs of PMMA to
experiment--Place an inert material such as pressures of 10 to 20GOP and no darkening
aluminum beneath the PMMA; better yet, an was seen.
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DEFORMATION AND SHOCK LOADING STUDIES ON
SINGLE CRYSTALS OF AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE

RELATING TO HOT SPOTS

H. W. Sandusky, B. C. Glancy, and ). W. Carlson
Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak

Silver Sprinfg, Maryland 20M0Bd00

and

W. L Elban
Loyola College

Baltimore, Maryland 21210

and

R. W. Armstrong
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

A microscopic.ecale study ofthe role that cryst*l defeot have in forming
hot spots during shook loading had commenced for large, optical
quality, pure single crystals of ammonium perchlorate (AP), The
crystals were imnnersed in mineral'oil at various .dlttances from a
detonator that provided the shock. Thi emall explosive d6nar permitted
recovery of the crystais for quantitative chemical analysis of deocomposl.
gion and microindentation hardness tenting, Hardness testing was also
performed on an unchocked crystal to determine: (1) the slip systems
associated with primary and secondary deformation in accommodating
the indengation, and (2) the propagation direction# at the siurface, as
well as into the crystal, of associated cracks. Slip and cracking systems
identified by hardness testing were observed in high-speed photographs
of the shock-loaded crystals. Some of the systems were luminous. In
addition, when a crystal with a large indentation wag shocked near its
reaction threshold, significant light appeared in the vicinity of the
indentation following shock passage, As such, preferred chemical
reactivity in AP ha. been associated with its deformation systems and
the presence of large strain conters.

INTRODUCTION indicating that crystalline explosives have
A number of years ago, the formation of microstructural properties that influence their

"hot spots" was proposed and experimentally shock sensitivity. This 'was observed on a
verified as occurring in energetic materials in macroscopic meals by Green and James2 in
response to mechanical forces, such as those small-scale gap tests on cyclotetramethylene-
from impact.' Circumstances where hot spots tetranitramine (HMX) formulations made
occur, suggest that their origin is closely from crystals of differing quality. For
connected to the microstructure and allied pentaerythritoltetranitrate (PETN), Dick3

deformation properties of the energetic determined that microscopic damage from
material. There Is also experimental evidence gamma radiation enhanced the shock
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sensitivity of single crystals over that of rela. I
tively defect-free crystals. In addition, the
shock sensitivity of the latter crystals was a )10,81 N LOAD 1110

function of orientation, indicating that shock- 11) AIi N LOAD
induced defects depend on the lattice arrange- (4) I.*t N LOAD 100

ment.4 To date, however, no work has been g
reported that spatially relates sites of micro.- "3
structural imperfection to enhanced chemical APPROEIMAI PO1MONS ci I
reactivity as an energetic material is impacted OFDIAMONDPYRAMID ,41
or shocked. Mi

The present study is a beginning effort to 00

determine the role of material microstructure (IXA srATL.o
in chemical reactivity and dynamic deforma-
tion of single crystals of energetic materials .0 N

subjected to shock, The results of high-speed h*, RINTAWSI 00
photographs are integrated with material prop- CIAVIOSAMPLIS

erty measurements and chemical analyses, rFomuosciu mis
both of which were performed before and after
shocking the crystals, Ammonium perchlorate
(AP) was chosen for this study, in part, because
of Its widespread use as an oxidizer ingredient
in solid propellants and explosives. In addi-
tion, the thermal decomposition behavior is 2 67. M

well understood, and the deformation behavior - -

has been studied to some extent by other
invstgaor,6'poiigvlal eeec Figure 1, Scale Drawing of Cleaved AP Singleinvestigators,s~ providing valuable reference CrsaUedI ionetto Hdes

information for current deformation studies. Crystal Used in MicroindenTation IardnessIn drop-weight Imp~act tests reported by Tet
Heavens and Field," AP ignited coincident for a typical cleaved crystal, showing size and

with a sharp drop in the pressure-time curve, shape along with cleavage surfaces and major
much like the result for cyclotrlmethyleno- crystallographic directions, The plastic defor-
trinitramine (RDX), Macok and DurfeeO deter- mation and fracture behaviors of AP wore
mined the threshold for shock-induced reaction investigated by putting diamond pyramid
in pressed All with 13 percent porosity by (Vickers) microindentations Into the (110) and
measuring weight loss of sealed samples that (001) cleavage surfaces of the crystal, as shown
had been impacted by a gun projectile (250 to in Figure 1. Hlardness results on the (001)
700 m/s). Relative to explosive crystals such as surface will be emphasized in order to relate to
HMX, PETN, and RDX, local reaction sites in shock loading observations obtained for the
AP are more likely to quench without same surface,
destroying the crystal, This suggests the feasi- Shock experimentso were conducted on
bility of studying, perhaps on a microscopic relatively small crystals of AP (< 0.5 g) that
scale, the role that crystal defects have in were cleaved from crystals of as Indicated,
forming hot spots and in enhancing shock for example, in Figure 1, Each crystal was
reactivity in A P. immersed in mineral oil and shocked by a

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH detonator (Reynolds RP-80) at a known
separation distance, The Reynolds RP-80 uses

Large (> I cm),opticalquality, pure single an exploding bridgewire to Initiate 78 mg of
crystals of AP were provided by T. Boggs, PETN, which in turil initiates 124 mg of RDX
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA, AP with binder. In the particular type of RP-80
has an orthorhombic unit cell with a crystal that was used, the explosive components are in
density of 1.95 g/cc, The drawing in Figure I is a Delrin sleeve which does not cover the output
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end of the detonator; that end was sealed from 4
the oil with a light coat of Duco, cement, Thum,
the detonator was much like a small donor
charge with little confinement. The experi- 30 SO Q
ments wore confined In a 0,9 liter steel
chamber that has windows for photography ONI
and Illumination (Figure 2). Both a rotating
mirror streak camnera and an Imscon electronic 20
camera have been used with back lighting from ONR.15
an electronic flash. The crystal either rested
on a piece of oil-soaked polyurethane. foam or OR1
warn supported above a piece of foam by tape 10-
(0.05 mm thickness). This arrangement
allowed recovery of the crystal for subsequent ONR-2
chemicel analysis and hardness testing,
without obstructing the view of the camera. 0 10 20 30 40
About -100 mg of most recovered samples were
analyzed by liquid ion chromatography for the ~m
concentrations of 10l, Cl03, N 0 2*, and N0 3'. Figure 3. Calibration of Peak Shook Pressure In

pokThe shock experiment. were calibrated for MnrlOlVr sDacnefo h eoao
presure n te oi vesus istnce rom where "lU" is the shock velocity and "u" Is the

the detonator (Figure 3). In a separate experi- patcevoiybhinutsfmi/s)'
Mont, a rotating mirror streak camera was Snepesrso esta 5ka eeo
used to measure precisely shock position versus Sinteprestuths uofio leas etrapolkat eed tofth
time, which was differentiated to obtain chock itrsti lgno a xrpltdt h
velocity. A flugoniot for heavy mineral oil, 14 mssonveciyc)frmnelol
density (p.) of 0.87 g/cc, was reported for the with the equation
range of 15 to 150 kbar (U 2.18 + 1,58 u, U/c0 =: 1.503 - 0.503exp(-5uWoo) + 1.53 u/c0 ,

END PLATES CONNECTED Y A HOLE DEF 1A11 HOLI
BOLTS, NOT SOWN DEThhATOR HOLDER CLAMP

FRARANI CAMER

ri T-CK -- TUBOE MDL
BOT IIDESORD

FRAIN CAMER K 1mmONGCHABE

bWE HALF OF CHAMBMRDULE

WITH BUBBKE PACK. NOT SHOWN

Figure 2. Closed Chacm ber for Photography of Shock Reaction in Small Samples
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using an approach similar to that in Reference (Figure 5), prominent troughs were observed to
11. With that modified Hugoniot and the experi- emanate from two facets of the impression,
mental measurements of U, shock pressures in
the oil were calculated using the jump equation,
Po1l(kbar) = 10 Po U u. The AP H ugoniot used 01,1AM, f,
for matching the shocks in the oil and the___
crystal was U = 2.84 + 1,8 u, A reported
Hugoniot, U = 2.84 + 2 u, 12 is consistent with
a 2.84 mm/ps bulk sound speed in AP;1  

IAIT,4IlO

however, shock data for pressed AP (1.92 glee) IMWAWIiS;, LIG.t

at 158 and 178 kbaru14 was best flt with a slope Up TRACI

of 1.6 in the U versus u relationship,

MICROINDENTATION STUDIES
(UNSHOCKED CRYSTAL)

Micrographs of a Vickers impression tol
(100 gf = 0.981 N load) in the (001) surface
appear in Figure 4, A Vickers hardness num-
ber (VHN) of 11 kgf/mm2 (108 MPa) for that
impression Indicates that AP is soft, only 1/3 to
1/2 as hard as the molecular explosive RDX, BANDol- 0 Mi

using the results of various researchers as dis. ATCHAC TI P
cussed in Reference 15. The transmitted light III FOLAI,.1 LIGHT I,•

micrograph in Figure 4(A) shows that the four
facets of the impression have a distorted 4-fold
rotational symmetry, Large cracks emanate V
from two sides of the impression; beginning at
a load of 500 gf (4,91 N), a second set of cracks
in other indented AP crystals was observed Figure 4. Diamond Pyramid (Vickers) Hard.
with traces in the (001) surface approximately FImpressiond Surace oha r
orthogonal to those in Figure 4. The indentation na Impression in (001) Surfac. cfAP
was viewed in polarized light, with the cross-
polarizers oriented to provide maximum extinc-
tion (Figure 4(B)). The most obvious feature is
a bright, sharply focused band of light near the
impression at the tip of one of the cracks. This
su'ggests that considerable strain energy is
stored in the vicinity of this crack tip, Trans-
mitted cross-polarized light was also observed M0-
close to the corners of the hardness impression,
However, there was a surprising absence of
transmitted light in the surrounding region
away from the hardness impresHion, Rotating
the AP crystal about the 10011 direction
between the cross-polarizer. did not appear to
alter this finding, This observation suggests
that the strain energy around the residual
impression is relatively localized, although
plastic deformation has occurred around the
impression. When the (001) impression was
viewed in transmitted light that was partially Figure 5. Surface Relief at Vickers HIardness
obstructed before the light entered the crystal Impression in (001) Surface of AP
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The indentat,14'n-iorming (primary The effect of indenter force on indentation
deformation) and valume-accommodating diagonal length for Vickers indentations put
(secondary deformation) slip systems were into the (001) surface has been determined for
identified for the (001) surface by performing a forces ranging from 10 gf" to 1.5 kgf (0.0981 to
single-trace analysis utiizing, as m.,h as 14.7 N) (Figure 7). Several additional crystals
possible, slip system information report-d 5 . were studied, Inacluding some used in shock
previously, The results of the analysis are loading experiments to be described later. The
presented in the stereographic projection that diametral size of radial cracks emanating
appears in Figure 6, Subsequently, the results nearly along :1:10101 was also measured for
were confirmed by a two-trace analysis of slip some of the indentations, The hardness was
lines, formed at a spherical indentation placed observed to decrease with increasing force; an
near to the edge of another crystal, The exponent of 1,87 was obtained for the p6wer
prominent troughs in Figure 5 along ±[0101 law dependence of indenter force on diagonal
are attributed to primary deformation on the length, The exponent would be 2,0 for a
±(100)[001) slip system, As such, it is constant value of hardness, The decrease in
concluded that this slip system is the easiest hardness Is attributed to the occurrence of
operating system in AP, Secondary deforma- cracking, An exponent of a little less than 1.5
tion slip traces, appearing twin-like, are obtained for the force dependence on diametral
crossing bands within the troughs, These
bands are attributed to apparent ±(010)[0011
slip system activity orthogonal to the primary 100
deformation system, Particularly noteworthy
is the observation that initial cracking (ie,, at
low loads) occurs (Figure 5) in the region of SLOPE 1,87
greatest plastic deformation for the impres-
sion. The occurrence of cracking in AP where $ECONDCRACKING
the deformation Is greatest has been con- 10 SYSTEMOIBSERVED

firmed for Vickers indentations put into a (110) -

surface, 9  . . . .. . . . . ..

SLOPE 11 1,43

13 DIAIONAL LINGTH

.01 - CRACK LENGTH
lot * 10101 DIAGONAL

* RECOVIREDONRII-1
o RECOVEREDONR-19

""00 0••01 I 10

DIAGONAL/CRACK LENGTHS, mm
, 0KA PNAMI OMMIALW AND "1 DINIiIaiOMV..,,O,,,,.,,t , Figure 7. Force Versus Diagonal and Crack

Length# for Diamond Pyramid (Vickers)
Figure 6. Deformation Systems for Vickers Impressions in (001) Surface of AP (11201 or
Hardness Impression in (001) Surface of AP (1201 Diagonal)
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crack length correlates well with indentation the surface by the hardness indenter. High-
fracture mechanics analyses developed by speed framing camera records were obtained of
other researchers, as discussed in Reference 15. the shock interaction with crystals in Shot@
In this work, those indentations which ONR-16 through ONR-19; Shots ONR-18 and
exhibited the second cracking systeni were ONR-19 each had a 1000 gf (9,81 N) Vickers
excluded from the least-squares analysis to hardness impression in the (001) surface of the
determine the crack length exponent. The crystal.
cracking apparently causes at least a partial At the highest shook pressure (Shot ONR.
strain energy release to occur, due to 16), thehoghstincFigure(shothaR-
dislocations escaping at the crack surfaces, the photographs In Figure 8 show that the
dislocations rescaping hatshock was still quite curved when entering thethus yielding the reduced hardness values, crystal and that the gas bubble from the

A release of strain energy would explain expanding detonation product., which are
the relative absence of transmitted light opaque to the backlighting, reached the crystal
observed at hardness indentations in the (001) shortly after the shock, Both the shock curva-
surface, when viewed using transmitted polar- ture and the additional gas bubble loading
ized light microscopy. The release of strain would have contributed to the breakup of the
energy in AP, because of cracking, is also an
important consideration in the shock reactivity • , OOo
work to be described below. A comparison of MINISAKALO

shock reactivity behavior has begun for AP -r- ,m.., mw

crystals with and without Vickers, Indenta- """.L... APSN*SALONC.iSAA TAPS

tions in the (001) cleavage surface, The desired NT-IR- ., WIe.,

enhanced shock reactivity at indentation sites I LANSUOOT

would appear to be suppressed because of
strain energy dissipation, With respect to AILATIV|TIP|POR|ACHPNAM|LII1'WDINMICROKCUI•I
hazards assessments, an initial comparison 1.9 , .1 &1 . as 0

between AP and RDX was made of their ability
to dissipate strain energy by crackingIa

SHOCK LOADING STUDIES
The results of shock experiments over a

range of I to 38 kbar are summarized in
Table 1. Even at the highest shock pressures,
most of each crystal was recovered for further
analysis. The recovery of an intact crystal that
was positioned only 7.0 mm from the detonator
(PAP = 16,7 kbar, Shot eNR-19) can be
contrasted with the pulverizing of another 110 . 4 5, $4
crystal that was not immersed in oil, but
separated by the same distance from the DSC,,ONOP ,VIN7 IN INNDVIDUAI. PANO.

detonator with a plastic (PM MA) gap, The .. , NO ACTIONWII},Op0 LUMINOUSDItTONATIlON WAVII PROPAGAT'ING IN IMPLONiVII

chromatography measure me nts revealed a IOp LUNOUS DETONATION WAV, AT IND OP ,XPLIVK WOOM
1iii, INPLOIIVILV ORIVIN SHOCK JUST INTERINQ MINIRAL OILlarge increase in only the C1i concentration as 1.6p, SHOCK WAYVSAPPNOAOHICONYVTA iLUMINOUOtTONATIONPRODUCTS adkN JUST 9EHIND SHOCK WAVil

shock pressure increased. Based on those .,s ,HOOKWAVEINT.HININAPOV.TAL ISMALLSON'OPIWtAk

measurements, the threshold of shock reaction ,Ct SHOCK WAVS JUTGOWLITSOPAUAGI TMHROUGH CHRT.ALi

for a relatively defect-free crystal in this DIToNATION PRODUCS MNOW IMPINGINGON UPPERI IEUACE

arrangement was -26 kbar (shock pressure in ,UINGukT PRAM16 MOSTLY OSCUMID NY DITONATION PIOOUCT GAIII

the crystal (PAP)). With the baseline estab-
lished for the onset of reactivity in a "good" Figure 8, Backlit Framing Camera Record of
crystal, several experiments were performed an AP Crystal Being Shocked at 24 kbar (Shot
on crystals with a macroscopic defect created at ONR-1 6)
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Table I. Results from Shocking AP Crystals in Mineral Oil

Mineral O1l AP Crystal AP Crystal
Chemical Analysis (ppm)

Shot Gap Ponl PAP Recovered C11 NO2 ' NOS- C10 3
ONR- I (mm) (kbar) (kbar) Condition I
Not shocked, microhardness indentation 420 8 46 4

2 35 0.6 1.0 No damage 600 8 29 25

3 23 1.0 1.8 No damage 530 12 38 22

4 15 2.0 3.6 No damageg 410 18 39 10

5 8.2 7.2 11.6 Broke into 5 pieces 520 20 45 20

19 7.0 10.5 16.7 Intact but cloudy Saved for hardness tests
[Vickers indentation (Figures 11-13) (Figure 7)
High-speed photographs in Figure 10)

17 6.0 165. 24.4 Broke into 2 pieces Two separate analyses:
1,400 6 60 -

900 18 20 20

18 6.0 15.5 24.4 Broke into small pieces (Analysis failed)
[Vickers indentation
High-speed photographs in Figure 91

,6 5.0 24.8 38.5 Large pieces were 11,000 8 46 4
88% of original weight

(High-speed photographs in Figure 81

crystal, The shock fronts were luminous in the left across the crystal, The band was observed
two crystals with PAP = 24.4 kbar (Shots to be particularly intense and straight in the
ONit-17 and 18). In the second experiment 1.4 ps frame, The linearity of the light band
(ONR-18), the top of the crystal was blackened suggests that it is crystallographic in origin,
with permanent ink to reduce any light The angle between the band and the [120)
originating from hot detonator products, in direction was measured to be 2* lees than the
case that had contributed to the luminosity of analogous determination for the trace of the
the shock front. The crystal in Shot ONR-I8 bottom crack at the hardness impression in
was located with the as-viewed (001) surface Figures 4 and 5. This in the crack that extends
under the center of the detonator, whereas In from facet 4 of the impression as designated in
other experiments, the crystal was centered the insert appearing in Figure 6. Even though
under the detonator. The photographs in the crack trace at the impression is wavy at the
Figure 9 show the luminous front as well as a higher magnification in Figures 4 and 5,
luminous ba:nd in the vicinity of the indenta- associating the band of light with this crack
tion. The luminous band first appeared in the seems plausible because of its inclination to
0.6 ps frame (approximately corresponding to the (001) surface. It is important to note that
the time interval required for the shock to pass the sense of the inclination requires that
the indentation) and then moved from right to Figures 4 and 5 be rotated 1800 about 10011 in
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7.0 mm GAP IN MINERAL OIL
0L1000 if VICKERS HARDNESS IMPRESSION IN (001) SURFACES.0 men GAP IN MINERAL, OIL CRYSTAL CENTERED UNDER DONOR1000 gf VICKERS HARONESS IMPRIESSION IN (001) SURFACE CRYSTAL RECOVERED INTACTAS-VIEW (001) SURFACE DIRECTLY UNDER DONOR RELATIVE TIME FOR EACH FRAME LISTED IN MICROSECONDS

RELATIVE TIME FOR EACH FRAME LISTED IN MICROSECONDS
0,2 0. 1.0 1.4 1s 0.2 O. 1,0 14 1.5 2,2a

-U
0.0 0,4 Oi 1.2 1,6 1.0

0,0 0C4 oil il 1,6
NOTE:

NOTE: a. DARK DIAGONAL BANDS BEHIND SHOCK FRONT (0.6 • 1,2 ps)
a. LUMINOUS REGION BEHIND SHOCK FRONT (0.00.6 Oi) b. CLOSELY SPACED DIAGONAL lANDS FURTHER $EHIND
b. LUMINOUS lAND WHICH MOVES ACROSS THE CRYSTAL (0.6-I.E1 JA) SHOCK FRONTO(1.4S 1. ( )€, LUMINOUS BAND (1.1 )

Figure 9. Backlit Framing Camera Record of Figure 10, Backlit Framing Camera Record of
an AP Crystal Being Shocked at 16 kbar (Shot an AP Crystal Being Shocked at 13 hbar (Shot
ONR.18) ONR.19)

order that they properly correspond with Fig- 1.4 ps frame, there was a region of partial
ure 9 as viewed, Then, the observed right-to- transmittance of the backlighting where many
left movement of the light band would logically closely spaced diagonal lines appeared,
be attributed to this crack propagating away The angular relationships between
from the viewer more deeply into the crystal. various diagonal lines and the 11201 direction

At the somewhat lower shock pressure were measured for Shot ONR-19 (Figure 10).
(PAP = 16.7 kbar) in Shot ONR.19, the shock Following shock passage, the prominent diag-
front in the crystal appeared as a distinct dark onal line in the 1.8 ga frame was determined to
line (Figure 10). Thus, the luminous fronts in coincide with an (010) trace to within 1',
the previous experiments were probably a During shock passage in the 1.0 ps frame, the
response of the crystal and'not an optical effect angular deviation from being an (010) trace
from the backlighting. Between the shock varied from 4 to 15", This deviation occurs in
front in Shot ONR-19 and the interaction of the the correct rotational direction when attributed
shock with the as-viewed (001) surface, toshockcompression. Hlowever, the magnitude
crystallographic-appearing diagonal lines in of the rotation caused by uniaxial straining is
an otherwise clear region appeared, beginning estimated to be only 2°. Optical distortion in
in the 0.6 i•s frame, These diagonal lines the shock to mineral oil Is believed to be respon-
occurred in only one basic direction and not in sible for the remaining deviation. As such, the
the normally expected complementary direc- diagonal lines are believed to be associated
tion. Similar observations for Shots ONR-17 with the (010)10011 slip system, the readily
and 18 were probably obscured by the lund- observable secondary (volume-accommodating)
nous shock fronts that were presont, Further deformation system described earlier for the
behind the shock front, most clearly seen in the Vickers indentation.
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Vickers rnicroindentation hardness test-
Ing warn performed on the crystal that had been
recovered In Shot ONR-19 to determine
changes In microstructure occurring as a reault
of' shock loading. As indicated In Table 1, the
sample in Shot ONR-19 warn recovered Intact
after experiencing a significant shock loading 0
(peak pressure In oil of' 13 kbar), The recovered
crystal was cloudy in appearance (Figure 11),
Microscopic examination of the previously V IN 1
indented (001) surface revealed numnerous
straight lines, indicating that extensive slip
trace formation had occurred (Figure 12),
These trace* were found to be orthogonal to one
another and were Identified as (0 10) and (TOO)
slip'planes (Figure 13), A series of' 10 gf I
(0,0981 N) indentations were put Into various Fiue1.RfctdLgtPomcorahf
areas of' the (001) surface of the recovered Fig) ure1.eflctedo Lihoce APh Crytomlc(Sh of
crystal, The hardness and cracking properties (00-1) Sh.ofin SOrigeda and Subseqlu(eht
changed dopendling on the location of the Vickers Howings Omresiginsl and ubExtentiv
indentation, and the measurements are Slickerac Hora tidnes mrsin n xes
Included in Figure 7, The largest Increase In lpTae omto
hardness (VHN w' 10 versus 14 for an
unshockod crystal) occurred In the region of
the crystal that first experienqed shock wave
passage, A VHN of 17 was measured at the
orthogonal Intersection of slip traces near the
1000 Wf indentation made prior to shockI
loading (Figures 12 and 13). The hardneas In
other regions of' the crystal away from ther
1000 gf indentation Increased by -7 percent.
The accompanying radial crack extension was (¶0 LPTAE

SVHN I 1

100 Pim

Figure 13. Reflected Light Photomicrograph of
(001) Surface of Shocked AP Crystal (Shot
ONR -19) Showing Numerous (Too) and (010)
Slip Traces

also measured for oach of the 10 gf
Indentations. Tlhose nmeasurements wore comn-

WIN 1 1mrm pared to the average of' two determinations
VHD ( 1U0 yl OAD obtained for 10 gf indentations put Into the

g.M1LOA(1U~kjfLOA) ~(00 1) cleavage surface or an unshocked crystal

described In Reference 9. Crack extension In
Figure t 1. (00)) Surface of Shocked AP Crystal the shocked crystal was round to be reduced
from Shot ONR-19 Showing Large 1lardness geneorally, with differences ranging from -18 to
Impression + 5 percent,
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THE INFLUENCE OF GRAIN MORPHOLOGY ON THE
BEHAVIOR OF EXPLOSIVES

S. Dufort, H. (Cherin, and P. Gohar
Commissariat & I' Energie Atomique

CER - BP n" 16 -37200 Monts - FRANCE

Many experimental observations have shown the influence of the
granular form of an explosive on its behavior. Kinetic models
describing the mechanisms of decomposition of the grains take into
account the sie and shape of the grains only in a very simplified way.
In this study we deseribe a method of analysis allowing oimulation, of
particle combustion mechanisms which makes use of optical
microscopic images of the powder. The numerical treatment make# use
of Mathematical Morphology theory applied to the real Age. and shape
disiribution of the grains, The results obtained reveal the importance of
the morphological characteristics of the particles on their speed of
comnbustion. Perspectives for the optimization of the kinetics of the
dicomposition by adjustment of the grain size parameters are preetnted.

INTRODUCTION GRAIN SIZE AND COMBUSTION

Study of the deflagration to detonation Perticle size and porosity are recognized
transition requires understanding of the as important factors influencing explosive
muchanisms involved In the combustion of a performance and shock sensitivity. The
heterogeneous explosive. The number of importance of grain size characteristics on the
significant parameters involved ic large; kinetics of decomposition remains unclear.
among these the morphological and grain size Similarly, the Influence of grain shape is
characteristics playa determinant role. 1"4 almost totally neglected in the literature.

A model including the influence of pow- Experiments carried out in our laboratories

der morphology on the decomposition kinetics reveal, however, that two batches of RDX

is presented. The concepts of Mathematical having the same granulometric characterie-
Morphology developed on an image analyzer tics, but different morphologies, have different

used as a simulation tool provided an original exploding wire initiation thresholds.5

way of studying this problem. The decom- Combustion Mechanisms
position of explosive particles is governed by
combustion processes involving either the Two types of mechanisms may be
whole surface of the grain (homogeneous involved In Initiating the combustion of a
combustion) or which are initially !ocalised at particle:
a few active centers (hot spots combustion). 1, The first involves the whole surface
Examples of simulations of powder behavior of the grain, which is uniformly
based on each of these two processes are consumed with a speed everywhere
carried out using real granulometric distri- normal to the surface. At constant
bution data (size and morphology). A study of pressure, the speed of combustion is
the Influence of the size distribution is made constant.
for some simple cases. An extension of these
preliminary studies is proposed in the 2. In the second mechanism the
eor.dlusion. decomposition is initiated at reactive
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centers at the surface and within the formation of a large number of reactive centers
volume ofthe grains, whose growth on the surface of the grain Is

The first model (C. A. Forest: Reference very rapid.

(6)) expresses the speed of combustion of a Using simple geometries (for example,
particle In the form: spherical particles), it is possible to determine

analytical curves representing the speed of
I1 dW = S(t) n() combustion as a function of time for a- W dt V OP population - possibly plurimodal - whosedecomposition is governed by the germination-

where CP" = dx/dt = linear combustion speed growth-coalescence process and homogeneous
normal to the surface, combustion. A description of grains ofcomplex

= mass of undecomposed explosive, morphology cannot, however, be oktained
W susing this approach.
S(t) = surface of the particle at time t,

Application of Mathoumatical Morphology
V(t) = volume of the particle at time t, to the Study of Combustion

The morphological characteristics of the Homogeneous Combustion, The
particle are involved through the ratio process is based on the supposition of a
S(t)/V(t). When a particle does not retain a combustion speed normal to the interface and
simple geometry during its combustion, there having the same value at all points.
is no simple analytical expression to describe Mathematical Morphologyp allows this
theevolutionofthisterm. evolution to be simulated by a Ongle

The induction of combustionk from morphological operation: erosion. In the rest of
localized points ("hot spots") is the mechanism this article ihe Image treatment is based on
most commonly cited in the literature.7'8 As plane objects whose behavior in two
regards the nature of the centers, the dimensions reflects the changes in a real three-
hypotheses are varied: to a first approxi. dimensional grain. In these conditions,
mation, we may consider that the laws of Equation I may be written:
germination-growth-coalescence describing 1 d N(
the evolution of these zones are independent of - dt- P(t)
their nature. It is easy to see that if the W dt
development of reactive center-) occurs at the where P(t) is the length of tho perimeter of the
surface, the particle will be entirely covered by particle at time t.
decomposition products after a certain period
of decomposition. T'hus, in ,he case of The following schema represents the
instantaneous germination, constant speed of effects of an erosion operation equivalent to a
growth and coalescence of the reactive centers, combustion consuming a thickness dX of the
we can describe the case of circular, two particle in a time dt.
dimensional germination nucle! by the
equation: EROSION

X =1 exp (Ct8) (2)005

where C is constant and A is the fraction of the
surface covered by decomposition products at
time t.

The spreading of surface nuclei results in
a transition towards homogeneous combustion
once the whole surface is covered. Note that I
homogeneous combustion from time zero is a
very special case corresponding to the
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The perimeter and the surface of the
particle are determined after each erosion
operation. The speed of combustion 1/W.dW/dt , •
Is directly proportional to the ratio of these two
granulometric characteristics. The last , V
erosion, during which the particle disappears, * "
ends the treatment. I I

Combustion of Localized Zones.
Potential sites of germination are distributed
at random along the perimeter of the particles.
The germination mechanism is Instantaneous;
all the mites are active at time zero. The .
growth of the active zones is simulated by a ,
succession of elementary Mathematical Mor-
phology operations: dilatation followed by an
intersection with the initial contour of the Figure 1. Powder Sample Image
particle.

shown in Figure 1. The gpains comprising the
sample have an average diameter of 30 pro,

Figure 2 represents the opeed of com-
'A'",• bustion as a function of time for two cases:

homogeneous combustion of all the particles
A. from time zero and germination.growth.

c..... oalescence of surface nuclei followed by11 011viamet •t .•m ...... .. e",

* ,,ANA10 o,, -,, "louhomogeneous combustion,
L The variation of the speed in the came of

The speed of growth of the combustion homogeneous combustion, right from the
centers Is, therefore, determined by the beginning, reveals fluctuations caused by the
number of dilatations-intersections carried out varying esie and morphology of the particles.
at each time step. When two zones inter- For comparison, the behavior of a single
penetrate each other, they become associated, dispersed population of identical morphology is
The treatment simulating the growth- shown in this same figure, The last part of the
coalescence of the zones stops once they have curve corresponds to the disappearance of the
reconstituted the whole of the initial perimeter, last particles; the evolution is then that of the

The system then switches to a radio P/S as S tends to zero (of, Equation (S)).
homogeneous combustion process. The time The speed of combustion in the case
represented by the number of dilatations- of a germination-growth-coaleoscence process
intersections necessary to reach this tranui- reveals some remarkable features, Initially
tiorn point Is the time of induction of the the combustion is rapid; the speed then
decomposition for each particle. It should be decreases quickly to stabilize for a short period
mentioned that the absence of germination near the value determined by the homo-
sites on a particle implies homogeneous com- geneous combustion curve. The last part
bustion right from time zero (this is commonly corresponds to the evolution of speed in the
the came for small particles), homogeneous combustion process.

]RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION These simulations of real powders show
the influence of the distribution of grain size

The simulation im carried out on a and shape on the decomposition mechanism,
projection plane, obtained by optical micro- whether homogeneous or localized, and thus
scopy, of a population of explosive particles make possible the systematic study of the
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Figure 3, Combustion Rate Versus Time for th,
Three Tested Distribution

Figure 2, Combustion Rate of the Powder
Sample Versu Time the interesting case of a rapid initial

decomposition followed by an intermediate

relationo between combustion speed and value of combustion speed signiftcantly higher

morphological characteristics, than for the other populations.

EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE These preliminary results show that the
DISTRIBUTION decomposition kinetics based on a germination-

growth-coalescence process are closely related
The simulation principles described to the particle size distribution of the popula-

above were applied to the different grain size tion; knowledge of the average radius is in no
populations shown in Figure 3, In order to case sufficient to indicate the behavior of the
separate, in an initial phase, the effect of the powder.
single parameter "grain size," the particles in
theme test samples are quasispherical. Figure CONCLUSION
3 also shows the corresponding combustion Study of the microstructure of explosive.
speeds. constitutes the indispensable link between the

High initial combustion speeds are intrinsic molecular properties and the hydro-
observed for the bimodal populations con- dynamic behavior at macroscopic level. The
taining particles of small size whatever their results of simulations carried out reveal the
proportion (SIMUL2 and SIMUL3). For a important influence of grain morphology on
bimodal distribution where small particles are the decomposition regime of an explosive
absent, this phenomenon disappears (SIMULI) powder. Mathematical Morphology makes use
and the variation of combustion speed is analo., of operators which transform images, allowing
gous to that predicted in the cane of homoge- the action of different combustion mechanisms
neous combustion. Simulation SIMUL3 shows to be reproduced without any necessity of
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ROLE OF ADIABATIC SHEAR BANDS IN INITIATION
OF EXPLOSIVES BY DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT

V. Krishna Mohan,* V. C. Jyothi Bhau,* and J. E. Field
Cavendish Laboratory

University of Cambridge, United Kingdom, CB OHE

Earlier work on the initiation mechanisms of energetic materials dur-
ing impact has shown the existence/formation of localized hot spots. It
has been postulated that local energy concentration occurs in shear
bands and these bands eventually become ignition sites. A dislocation
description of localized shear deformation occurring on a single slip
plane has been reported. In this paper, we provide experimental
evidence for the existence of localized dislocation zones in cyclo.
trimethylene trinitramine (RDX) and pentaerythritol tetranitrate
(PETN). Single crystals of these explosives have been subjected to
subcritical (for initiation) particle impact employing an explosive
driver technique, Deformation characteristics were examined by care-
fully solvent etching the crystal surfaces. RDX crystals showed
localized slip around the impact sites; two alignments of etch pits were
noticeable, Similar results were obtained for PRTN. Shear band
formation in PRTN, PBX.9503, and other high explosives during
drop-weight impact has been observed, Calculated shear band
spacings and widths using analytical expressions available in
literature have been found to be in fair agreement with experimental
values.

INTRODUCTION shown that within the plastic deformation zone
It is well-known that for initiation to surrounding an impact crater, the residual
occurIt cryswall-kno thaplorivs sjtit to strains were highly localized in narrow bands

occur in crystalline explosives subjected todeformation.
pressure-time histories typical of drop-weight chey have examined the adide crystals under
impact conditions, the energy transferred must subcritical impact conditions and have shown
be localized within the explosive. In poly- that deformation is concentrated in narrow
crystalline materials earlier researchers have bands of material by adiabatic shear. it has
established several mechanisms which could been suggested that the temperature rise In
lead to ignition, These include adiabatic com- these bands could become high enough for
pression of the gases in the spaces between initiation.
grains frictional processes, and viscous
flow.1d Winter and Field, 4 based on their Coffey and coworkers 5'6 have studied
experiments on micro-particle high velocity deformation-induced heating in several inor-
impact on silver and lead aside crystals, have ganic and organic, crystalline and polymeric
concluded that the heat generated by plastic materials. Their main observation has been
deformation is also a viable mechaliBsm. Using that with appropriate modification, the same
titanium as a model material, it has been fundamental processes responsible for local-

ized and adiabatic heating in metals are also
responsible for the more pronounced localized

*Present address: IDL-Nitro Nobel Basic heating effect in nonmetallic materials as they
Research Institute, Bangalore, India undergo rapid deformation. A dislocation
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description of localized shear deformation exhibited well-developed faceting. Laue photo-
occurring on a single slip plane has been devel- graphs were recorded for these crystals and
oped by Coffey and Armstrong to indicate that compared with published ones to verify proper
appreciable heating can occur at a particular crystal formation.
site where a dislocation pileup might be re-
leased suddenly in an avalanche configuration. Etching Studies

A number of solvents and mixtures of sol-Studies on the characteristics of mnech vents were evaluated. It appeared that acetone
anically induced dislocations In organic and acetone/water mixture (1:1) gave good
energetic materials are limited In literature. rehults and etching of "as grown" surfaces pro-
The major work in this direction is thatof Halfpenny a t al.7 who have Characterized duc(d results similar to those reported by other

the primary dislocation slip systems in w, r$.Yo T&,aese sotlvent systems were also
pentaerythritoi tetranitrate (PETN) and u 'qd to examine tha nature of damage pro-

penaerthrtoltetanirat (PTN)and ducad o'n crystal s-rfaces by particle impact,
cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) using
a combination of dislocation etching and i,;s well-known that a one-to-one correspond-

microhardness indentation techniques. Tho ,nce exists between etchpits and the emer-
objective of the present, work is to identify the gence of dislocation lines at crystal surfaces,
nature of damage induced in single crystals PARTICLE IMPACT
of organic high explosives due to particle EXPERIMENTS
impact at subcritical velocities, The choice of
an impact experiment in which the particle is An explosive driver technique developed
small compared with a single crystal of by Winter and Field 4 has been used in this
explosive has been primarily based on the fact work, P&TN and RDX crystals were glued on a
that it provides a controlled and well-defined target plate (with a double-side gummed tape)
impact situation. Post-impact examination of and impacted by glass beads (100 Pm in size).
the deformation characteristics is easy under The glass particles were placed on a 360 Pm
such conditions, This is particularly difficult phosphor-bronze plate below which a detonator
to achieve under drop-weight impact condi- was placed, The sheet was of sufficient thick-
tions under which the entire crystal is involved ness not to perforate when the detonator was
in the deformation. Careful etching of the fired, Previous work has shown that particle
impacted crystal surfaces has been carried out velocities are in the range of 150-200 m/s,
to look at the emergent ends of dislocations. It Distance between the target plate and the
is found that the dislocations generated upon glass particles was adjusted in such a way that
impact are highly localized in rows. We have upon impact the crystals did not disintegrate.
also carried out experiments wherein several Attenuators of varying thickness were also
high explosives have been subjected to sub- used to minimize damage. After impact the
critical impacts in the drop-weight impact crystal surfaces were examined under an
equipment. Optical microscopic examination optical microscope. Microphotographs have
of the impacted samplea shows the formation of been, taken of the etchpits formed close to the
shear bands. Finally, the experimental band impact sites.
spacings and widths for various explosives are
compared with those computed using the Drop.Weight Impact Tests
analytical expressions derived by Grady and Experiments were carried out using a
Kipp8 for shear band spacing and width. 5 kg weight dropped from different heights

employing an apparatus described in Refer-
EXPERIMENTAL ence3. The impacted samples have been

examined under an optical microscope,
Cryv.tal Preparation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystals of PlETN and RI)X were grown

from solution in acetone by slow evaporation at The principal forms for PETN and RDX
room temperature. The crystals of both solids crystals are as follows: PETN {( 101 and {101});
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RDX f210) and f11i), All particle impact
experiments have been carried out on well-
formed crystal faces: {110) for PETN and {210)
for RDX. Optical microscopy coupled with
careful solvent etching has been used exten- .1 / \
sively to examine the nature of plastic
deformation around the Impact sites. Etching . Q
has been done with extreme care. Dislocation
etch patterns on fresh crystals have been '
similar to those observed by Halfpenny et al.7  

>.)

Figure I presents photographs of etchpits
formed on RDX crystal surface by etching with
acetone for 3-5 socs (Figure l(a)] and the
elongation of etchpits due to prolonged etching
for 10sec (Figure l(b)l, Etching of PETN
crystals with acetone has been found to be
rapid and, hence, had to be carefully con- Figure 1(a). itchpit Formation in RDX Cryistal
trolled. Acetone/water mixture in a 1:1 ratio Produced by Aceton, in 5 Sees, Magnification:
was also tried. References 7 and 9 give a 1 cm 15jum
detailed deocription of the geometric shapes of
the etchpits fur the different crystallographic
faces of these crystals. Thus, in the case of
PHTN, tho otchpits on the f110) face were
hexagonal hi shape, while those on the (101)
face were trapezoidal in shape, On the other
hand, rectangular etch pits were formed on the
{210) face of RDX, Figure 2 shows a series of
photomicrographs taken before and after
etching for both PETN and RDX crystals after
impact. These photographs give a clear idea
about the deformation around the impact sites
and the density distribution of dislocations
near such sites. 'T'he most important and
unique observatioa made in the present work
iWigures 2(b) and 2(c)J is that there is a very
high concentratiuka of dislocations within a Figure 1(b), Elongation of Etchpits in RDX
microscopic region close to the impact zone. In Crystal Due to Prolonged Etching for 10 Sacs.
fact, examination of the etchpit formation (I cir = 15.pm)
pattern in uni.np.Acted crystals shows a
uniform distribution of dislocations [nee for to impact detonation, compared to RDX, could
example, Figure l(a)]. Rows of etchpits are be due to the greater dislocation density
found only close to the impact sites, while around indentations and the confinement of
farther away from these sites an increase in the deformation zone to a smaller volume in
the density of dislocations is observed. These the former explosive, Elban and Armstrong10

rows of etchpits we believe are indicative of the have also observed that for RDX the etchpit
formation of piled up groups of dislocations in arrays centered on each Indentation are highly
energetic materials upon dynamic loading, localized within the immediate vicinity of the
Then a final question which must be posed residual hardness impressions. These authors
relates to the role played by such groups of suggested that such localized shear deforma-
dislocations in the initiation processes in these tion should lead to hot spot formation under
explosives. In fact, tlalfpenny et al. 7 have impact conditions. Theoretical calculations by
suggested that the greater sensitivity of PETN Coffey and Armstrong 5 based on a catastrophic
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Figure 2(a), Impact site on a PETN Crystal Figure 2(b). Rtchpit Formation in an Impacted
Produced by a 100 pm Particle (1 cm = 7pm) PETN Crystal (I cm = 20jpm)

Figure 2(c), Magnified View of a Row of Figure 2(d). Impact Site in a RDX Crystal
hEtchpits in PETN Crystal (1 cm 8 pom) Produced by a 100 Im Glass Particle

failure model of a dislocation pileup have PETN and RDX upon dynamic loading is local-
shown that appreciable temperature rise lized in nature. We have also examined explo-
leading to hot spot formation could take place sive materials subjected to subcritical impact
in explosive molecular crystals. Winter and in the drop-weight impact sensitivity test
Field have also shown that because of thermal equipment. Several explosives, such as PETN,
softening, the deformation Is concentrated in RDX, and PBX-9503 (a plastic bonded
narrow bands of material by adiabatic shear explosive), have been tested ard the impacted
and the temperature rise in these regions could samples examined under an optical micro-
become high enough for initiation, scope. Similar tests had been conducted

earlier. 3',1 1 Evidence for localized shear in the
Photographic evidence from particle im- explosive layer appears in recovered unex-

pact experiments presented in Figure 2 has ploded samples (Figure 3). It has also been
clearly demonstrated that the deformation in found that ignition and propagation oceur
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Fitisre 2(e), Rows of Etchpits Near an Impact Figure 2(f). Magnified View of a Row of
Site in R)X Crystal (I cm 15 Mm) ERchpits in RDX Crystal (I cm 10 j•m)

Figure 3(a). Shear Band Formation in an Figure 3(b). Shear Band Formation in an
Impacted PBX-9503 (I cm = 20Mum) Impacted TA TB/A mmonium Perchlorate

Mixture(I cm = I osm)

preferentially in such shear bands.3 Thus, made in the past to assess the temperature rise
even under drop-weight impact conditions in shear bands. 12' 13 Grady and KIpp8 have
localized deformation can occur as in the case derived expressions for shear band spacing,
of particle impact. width, and growth times based on a catastro-

phic growth model of unstable thermoplastic
SHEAR BAND MODEl. shear. Their expressions relate the shear band
CALCULATIONS characteristics with the thermal properties of

Most model calculations have shown that the material and the dyetamic loading data.

if flow is uniform throughout the deforming The expressions provided are as follows:

region, very high strains are needed to produce
temperatures high enough for initiation, On 9p 3c23 1/4
the other hand, if the deformation is localized, Band width,a 0 = 3 2 (1)
as in shear banding, significant temperature ty3a Y
rise can occur. Several attempts have been
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( 2 1/4 widths, Only calculated bandwidths are given
Band spacing, b = 2 ( 2) (2) in Table 2,,since the experimental values could

0 a 2 anot be easily ascertained from the photo.
graphs, Hlowever, the latter are much higher
than those predicted by Equation (2). Frey 12

where p is the density, c is the specific heat, k has stated that the thickness of the shear
is Lhe thermal dif~fusivity (A/pc), A is the region Is typically less than one micron, while
thermal conductivity, ty is the flow stress, a i Howe et al, 16 have found shear cracks with
the thermal softening coefficient in the shear widths in the range of 10-100 pm in heavily
band, and j is the shearing strain rate, The confined explouive targets subjected to Impact,
thermal softening coefficient a, is taken as
2 .0/Tm since the shear stress is assumed to fall CONCILUSIONS
to zero at halfthe melting point, Tm, The flow
stress, ty, Is defined as ty = 0.SY, where Y is If hot spoto are to be produced in an
the uniaxial yield stress, which in turn is impacted explosive, mechanisms must exist for
related to the Vickers Hardness value, Hv, by localized dissipation of impact energy. In this
H=•= 3Y, The shear strain rate J is given by paper experiments have been described in
"N3 6 where k is the longitudinal strain rate which single crystals of PETN and RDX were
which is related to the radial velocity, Vr, by t impacted by spherical particles and it was
= 2Vr/r, r being the radius of the sample, shown that deformation occurs in localized

bands, Such shear bands have also been
Typical values for the various properties observed in explosives subjected to subcritical

mentioned above for different explosives con- impacts in the drop-weight impact test, Cal-
sidered are given in Table 1, Calculated band culated band spacings agree with the experi-
spacings and widths and the corresponding mental values, Since substantial temperature
experimental values for the former are listed rises have been predicted In shear bands, it Is
in Table 2. Calculations have been done at two likely that they could serve as initiation sites
strain rates viz. 2 x 105 and 100/s, the former in rapidly deforming explosives and experi-
being a representative strain rate for drop- mental evidence (References 3, 4, 11) indeed
impact experiments, confirms that adiabatic shear of the material is

It Is evident from the results presented in a plausible ignition mechanism.
Table 2 that a fair agreement exists between REFERENCES
the calculated and experimental band spac-
ings, It has to be pointed out here that the 1. Bowden, F, IP, and Yoffe, A, D., Initiation
numbers given In the Table are only estimates and Growth of Explosion in Liquids and
and are meant to give an idea of the order of Solids, First Edition, Cambridge Univer-
magnitude value for shear band spacings and sity Press, Cambridge, 1952,

Table 1, Physical Properties of Various Explosives4p COx10 3) G L a K(x 108)
Explosive g/cc J/kg. K la M2/s

PETN 1,78 4.84 1092.0 0.050 12.96
RDX 1.81 4.18 1192.8 0,039 5.20
ItMX 1.90 3.58 970.2 0,066 27,80

retryl 1.71 4.96 1058.4 0.050 15.80
Picric Acid 1.76 5.06 987.0 0.050 5,80

Values taken from References 14 and 15
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Table 2. Shear Band Spacing, and Widths for Different Explosives

Band spacing (14m) Band width (pam)
Calculated Experimental Calculated

Exploui~ve 2x I05/s 106/8 Drop Particle 2x I05/B 106/s
Impact Impact

PETN 255 76 250 75 0.12 0.08

RDX 237 71 -50 0.08 0.05

JIMX 321 96 400 0.20 0.14

Tetryl 260 77 0.13 0.09

PicricAcid 193 58 -. 0.19 0.04

2. Mader, C. L., "Initiation of Detonation by with Application to Steady-wave Shock
the Interactioni of Shock with Density Compression in Solids," J, Mech. Phys.
Discorintinul ties," Phys. Fluids, Vol. 8, Solidt, Vol. 35, 1987, p. 95.
No, 10, 1966, p. I1811. 9. Connick, W. and May, F'. G. J., "Die-

3.Field, J. H.; Swollowe, G, M.; and location Etching or Cyclotrimrothyleaao
Heavens, S. M,, "Ignition Mechanisms of Trinitramine Crystals," J Cryat. Growth,
Explosive. During Mechanical Deforma- Vol. 5, 1989, p. 85.
tion," Proc. R. Soc. Lond, Vol. A383, 1982,' 10, Elban, W. 1L, and Armstrong, R. W.,
p. 231. "Microhardneau Study of RDX to Assess

4. Winter,, R.E. and Field, J. E., "The Role of Localized Deformation and Its Role In
Localized Plastic Flow in the Impact Hot Spot Foemation" Proceedings of the
Initiation of Explosives," Proc. R. Soc. Seventh Symposium (International) on
Lond, Vol, A343, 1975, p. 399. Detonation, Maryland, 18 Jun 1981,

5. Coffey, C. S. and Armstrong, R. W., pp. 976-985.
"Shock Waves and High Strain Rate 11, Field, J. E,; Pulmer, S. J. P.,; Pope, J. H-.,
Phenomena in Metals: Concepts and Sundararajan, 11,; and Swallowe, 0. M.,
Applications," Meyers, E. M, and Murr, "Mechanical Properties of PB3Xs and their
E. L., Eds., Plenum, NY, 1981. Behavior During lDrop-Weight Impact,"

8. Coffey, C. S., "Phonon Generation and Proceedings of the E~ighth Symposium
Energy Localization by Moving Edge (International) on Detonation, Albuquer-
Dislocations," Phys. Rev., Vol. B24, No. que, NM, 15 Jul 1985, pp. 635-644,
12, 1981,p. 6984. 12, Frey, R. 9,, "The Initiation of Explosive

7.lafenPJ.RoetKJan Charges by Rapid Shear," Proceedings of

Sherwood, J. N., "Dislocations in Ener- teSvnhSmoim(nenlinl)o
getic Materials. 3, Etching and Micro- Detonation, M D, 16 Jun 1981, pp,.36-42.
hardness Studies of Pentaerythritol 13. Dienes, J. K., "On Reactive Shear Bands,"
Tetranitrate and Cyclotrimethylene Phys. Letters A, Vol. 118, No. 9, 1988,
Trinitrarnine," J Mat. Sol., Vol. 19, 1984, p. 433.
p. 1629. 14. [)obratz, H. M., I4LNIV Explotiies Hand-

8. Grady, D. E. and Kipp, M. E., "The book, UCRI. 52997, L4awrenco Livermore
Growth of Unstable Thermoplastic Shear National Laboratory, 16 Mar 1981.
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R. Soc. Lond., Vol. A383, 1982, p. 399, Symposium (International) on Detona.
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GAP TESTS AS A METHOD OF DISCRIMINATING
SHOCK SENSITIVITY

Stephen A. Aubert, Gary H. Parsons, J. Gregory Glenn, and James L Thoreen
Air Force Armament Laboratory

Energetic Materials Division
Eglin AFB, Florida 32542

The shock sensitivity of cast TNT-based explosives was determined
using a modified Expanded Large Scale Gap Teet (EISGT). The
modified test substituted cast Comp B for the pressed pentolite donors
used originally. Piezoelectric pins were internally mounted in the
acceptor charges to measure shock velocity, detonation velocity, and run
to detonation distances. Cast TNT, Tritonal, Comp B, and AFX,. 1M0
Mod 11 (66 percent TNT, 16 percent 0D2 Wax, and 18 percent alumi.
num) were tested for Gap sensitivity, Pressed charges of PBX.9502
were also tested and used as a standard of cimparlson. The test was
calibrated using shock time of arrival measurements to determine the
shock velocity through the plexiglas gap. The plexiglas equation of
state and conservation of momentum equation were used to derive the
peak pressure profile in the plexiglas. The AFATL 8-inch diameter
Gap test was also calibrated using this method. These results were
ihen compared for correlation with existing data for the NOL LSGT
und the AFATV 8.inth diameter Gap test. It was found that the
apparent sensit-,tity to shock was strongly dependent on the diameter of
the test chaýgvc-. Tests at smaller diameters yielded higher gap peak
pressures than iests of the same explosive at larger diameters. Less
sensitive explosives like PBX.9502 and AFX.1100 rhowed little
dependency between sonsidi•,•iy and charge diameter, while TNT and
Comp B showed a significant dependency between the two.

INTRODUCTION As part of a atudy to model sympathetic
Evaluation of the shock sensitivity detonaLiosý of munitions and to account for

characteristics or insensitive explosives by gap diameter effects in oesting, the Air Force
testing is complicated by their moderate to Armament Labavatory (AFATL) developed an
large failure diam6ters. Since steady state 8-inch diameter gap test 14 Tle 8-1lkci diameter
detonation c.nnot be sustained below an test geometry far exceedi the minimum faillure
explosives failure diameter, standard gap tusts diameter requirements of rmoat materials. In
such as the Small Srale Gap Test, the Naval addition, heavy confinement of donor and
Ordnance Lab (NOL) Large Scale Gap Test acceptor charlies simulates the loig duratlon
(LSGT), and the Los Alamos National Labs shock pulses experienced by weapons In round
(LANL, Large Scale Gap Tests are oi limited to round pro.,agation experiments It has olso
value, and can lead to erroneous estimates of been asserted and demonstrated that tpulse
dhe critical ir.itiation pressure when large duration as well as peak pressure is an
lailure diameter materials are tested in these important influence in explomlve initiation.3' 4

configurations.1  The acceptor's 16-inch length allows adequate
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time for tranopiration of deflagration to det- velocity decay profile through the Polymethyl-
onation transitions, also important in round to methacrylate (PMMA) gap. Piezoelectric pins
round propagation. The large size of the test is were placed 1.75 inches into, and at 0.5 inch
a disadvantage when considering the need for increments along the axis of wave propagation,
the large number of tests necessary in the of one continuous 3.75 inch diameter by 6 inch
sensitivity screening and explosive character- long cast PMMA rod. All machining toler-
ization proceim. ances were ± 0.005 inch, The test setup is

The recently developed Expanded Large depicted in Figure 1. Dynasen CA-I136 piezo.

Scale Gap test (ELSGT) ic a compromise electric pins were used in all testing, Data was

between the smaller tests and the 8-inch test of recorded on an HP 5180A digital waveoro e

AFATL.5 The acceptor ID of 2.88 inches with recorder with 50 nanosecond resolution. The
0.435 inch confinement Is large enough to text resulting time-of-arrival signals were differ-most explosive materials accurately for shotk entiated to determine the shock velocity at

ostexsitivety matariast accurmately forgh sok each station from 0.5 inch to 6 inches through
sensitivity charaoupristics, yet small enough o the PMMA, Pins were radially spaced 16" and
meet the high throufghput demands of com- offset 0.1 25 inch from the center to reduce theirposits explosive formulation and screening intrusive effects on the response of down-

processes, A comparison of the geometry of stre ps iests with restons eachVai'ousgap est is oun in abl I.stream pine. Six testa with 11 stations each
various gap tests Is found In Table 1. were conducted, three on the 0.5 Inch at

The ELSGT has been modified by using 0.5 inch increments and three on the 0,25 inch
cast Comp B boosters to replace the pressed at 0,5 inch incremLents. A 0.25 inch shim disk
pentolite donors used originally. Cast Comp B was placed at the front of the 6-inch long rod to
donors were preferred because of ease of position the stations at the desired point from
processing and comparison with the 8-inch the Explosive PMMA interface in the second
diameter gap test, which also uses cast Comp B set of tests. The particle velocity in the PMMA
donors. Ten piezoeloctric pins were placed was calculated using the plexiglas equation of
internal to the acceptors to obtain shock and state obtained by Jaffee et al," (Equation (1)).
detonation velocities, and run to detonation
distances. The objective of this study was to U 1.52 u + 2.59 (1)
obtain baseline data on cast TNT, Tritonal, V
Comp B, AFX-11 I00 ,6 and PI3X 9502, in a Where U. is the shock velocity and u is
modified ELSGT configuration. In addition, it the shock velocity an u is
was desired to calibrate both the modified the particle velocity in the PMMA. tihe
ELSGT and 8-inch diameter gap tests and relation derived from the conservation of
compare and correlate the baseline data momentum equation (Equation (2)) was used
obtained here with existing data from the NOL t calculate the peak pressure.
LSGT and 8-inch diameter gap test,

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES P=p 0Us up (2)

Calibration of the Modified ELSOT was Where P is the peak pressure and Po is the
accomplished by dete~rmination of the shock density of PMMA (1.185 g/cc).

Table 1. Gap Test Geometry Comparison

Teut Donor Dia (in) Acceptor Dia (in) Ex Wt. (Ibs)
ID/OD/Casewall ID/OD/Casewall Donor/Acceptor

NOL LSGT 0/2.00/0 1,44/1,87/0.217 0.25/0.5
ELSGT 0/3.75/0 2,88/3.75/0.435 2.5/4.5
8-Inch 7/8/0.5 7/8/0.5 20/33
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Figure)1. Mfodified hLSGT Calibration Setup Figure 2, Right Inch Diameter Gap Te-i*
CalibratiJon Seivr

Treatment of data below Um of 3.0 mml H LSGTl by UdiidIard &Price. 5 Cast comaposl-
usec required use of an alternate jiugqniot due Lion B charges, 3.75 Inches by 3.75 inches, were
to the bend in the Ilugoniot, cuive below'. this uped as donors. Densities of donor charges
region, shown by ErkmanG H~owever, to averaged 1,682 ± 0,008 grams/cc (96.94%
obta'.n the flugoniot for thin regfon, the Ja11160 TrM I) as indi 'cated in T-Able 2'. A I by I Inch
data warn separately fit with a sueond linear A-15 pellet and R02 electrical bridgewire
equation for the points where Vg was less than dotoilator were used to inititte the -donor
3.0 mm/usec, resulting In Equation (3). charges. PMMA' attenaos fabricatod from

cast rod' for 2,and 3 ic tik disks or cast
U = 2.16 up + 2.44 (3) cheet for 1 ihch or less thick disko, resolved to

ono-sL~teankh of an inch were used as the gap
This method was preferrud ovei use of the matorial. The surfaces of the PMMA disks

Erkansor Lilddiardi9 equations because were machi nod to a tolersanco of ± 0. 005 inch.
velocities em low as 2,702 mm/usoc were Tho average densities of the PMMA disks were
obtained in thib work, a region to which these 1.,177 ± 0.005 grams/cc for disks from cast rods
Hugoniots did not extend. and 1. 184 ± 0.0108 grams/cc for disks from cast

Calibration of the AiFATIL 8-Inch Gat, Lest sheet, The acceptor was pieccad 0. 125 of an inch
was conducted similar~ly to the modified above a 0Th inch thick 8 inch square cold
ELS(OT. The teut setupIs depiced in Figure 2. rolled, mild steel witness plate. Ten
The piezoelectric pins were embedded only to piezoelectric pins were placed 1.44 inches Into
2.875 inches into the PMMA, as they were only the charge to obtain aheýck and detonation
3 inches long, leaving the pin's sensor end velocities. A ditilgvam of the test setup Is shown
1. 126 inches from the disk's center. The disks in Filgure 3, A modified Blruceton up/down
were fabricated fromi cast shoots of PMMA 2 or method of testing was applied. Typically,
3 Inches thick, and machined to a tole!'ance Of however, only eight charges Of esch mnateri"l
± 0,005 irch, to facilitate assembly. A 0.5 inch were needed to resolve the gap distance within
or 1 Inch thick shim disk was used to position 0.062 of an inch of PMMA, I)ensit~es of all
the stations at the desired distances from the acceptor charges tested are listed In Table 2.
donor explosive/1PMMA interface. Six tests,
with 8 or 9 pin stations each were conducted. RESULTS
Three repetitions on the inch at 1 inch incre- Tihe results of the modified EiLsaT cali-
ments and three repetitions on the 0.5 Inch at bration, time of arrival (TOA), shock velocity
1 inch increments were conducted. (U.), and particle velocity (up) data are

The Modified HL.SGTi was conducted in tabulated in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 4.
accordance with methods estabflshed for the Tlhis data was then used to generate the
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Table 2. Explosive Densities
. . .. .. .. Standard

Explosive Charge TMD Density % TMD Deviation
(gl/c) (gkc) (sIde)

CoOp B Donor 1.73 1.682 96,94 0,008
TNT Acceptor 1,65 1.586 96.14 0.009
Tritonal Acceptor 1.79 1.711 95.57 0,002
Comp B Acceptor 1.74 1.698 97.45 0,010
AFX-1100 11000 Acceptor 1.59 1.821 95.66 0.006
AFX-1100 II 001 Acceptor 1.59 1.529. 96.16 0.002
AFX'110 I!009I AMceptor 1,59 1.630 96.20 0.020
S PBX 9502 Acceptor 1.94 1.886 97.12 0.601

3* 75*0 used in the final P versus X curve:

3.,F €COUP 1 I 12.29+ 28.38x-42,76 x2

DONOR + 14.42 xfor x< 1.75--- ---- Px)=
PNNU GNP 16.52-5.570ox+0.489 x2, for x 1.75

"--CCEPTOD The optimal joint is at 1.75 nonnormalized,
"PINe I I' Tho coefficient of multiple determination is

equal to 0,9585. The curves were constrained
t.el,, _-.to meet at the joint. "he fitted data has been

tabulated by AFATL/MNE, 10

The data (TOA, Us, Up) for the 8.Inch
WI S Diameter Gap Test Calibration Is tabulated in-- ITN A PLITE Table 5 and plotted in Figure 6. At this

- I diameter, the characteristic bend in the P vs, X

curve occurred at 3,5 inches. The pressure
versus distance (P vs. X) data Is listed in

Figure 3. Modified ELSGT Setup Table6 and plotted in Figure 7. Pressures
were again calrulated for each station and fit
with a double polynomial, using a least

pressure versus distance data of Table 4 and squares method, to produce the final P vs, X
plotted in Figure 5. The graphed data shows a curve, as was done with the modified ELSGT.
characteristic bend In the curve at 1.75 Inches, Third and second order polynomials for the left
This corresponds proportionally to the bend and right sides of the curve, again produced the
seen in previous calibration of the NOL LSGT 8  best fit of the data:
which showed a bend in its pressure versus
distance (P vs. X) curve at 1,38 inches, Pres- -17,49+41.91x-18.42 x2

sures were calculated fronA U, up data, using + 2.444 x3, for x < 3.5
Equation (2) for each station of each test indi- 17.02.955x+0.1391 x2, for x;3.5
vidually, The pressures for each station were
then fit, using least squares method, with a The optimal joint is 3.5 nonnormalized. The
double polynomial. The best fit of the data was
obtained with a third and second order coefficientsofor multiple determination were
polynomial, fo: the left and right sides of the equal to 0.9934, The calibration was notcurves, The resulting equations were then extended f'ar into the low pressure region

(below Up <.5), hence no spocial treatment of
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Table 3. Modified ELSOT TOA, Shock, and Particle Velocity Data

X(In) TOA Us Up TOA Ug Up TOA Us Up
usec mm/usec mm/usec usec mm/uesc mm/usec usec mm/usec mm/usec

0.50 21.10 21.10 - 20.90 -
0.75 22.15 - - 22.20 - 22.26 -

1.00 23.60 5.080 1.566 23.45 5.404 1.850 23.06 5.907 -
1.25 24.15 4.885 1,510 24.75 4.980 1.570 24.75 4.088 1.573
1.50 26,30 4.704 1.391 26.20 4.618 1.334 25.85 4.536 1.280
1.75 27.45 4.704 1.391 27.45 4.704 1.391 27.35 4.885 1.510
2.00 28,90 4.886 1.510 29.00 4,538 1.280 28.60 4,618 1.334
2.25 30.23 4,536 1.280 30.30 4.456 1.228 30.28 4.379 1.177
2,50 31.9 4,164 1,036 31,80 4.536 1.280 31.60 4,233 1,081
2.75 33,40 4.032 0,949 33.40 4.097 0,991 33,25 4.233 1.081
3.00 35.25 3,848 0,828 35.05 3.908 0.866 34.95 3.791 0.790
3.25 36.70 3,848 0.828 36,80 3,735 0,733 36.60 3.791 0,790
3.50 38.70 3.681 0,718 38.60 3.387 0.524 38.30 3.791 0.790
3,75 - 49.35 3.577 0.649 40.70 3,628 0,617
4,00 42.50 3,342 0,495 42,50 3.432 0,554 42,10 3,342 0.495
4,25 44,70 3,299 0,466 44,10 3,256 0.438
4.50 - - 46,20 3.432 0.584 46,15 3.136 0.859
4.76 49.25 2.515 48.90 2.702 0.172 48,15 3.136 0,359
3,00 51,85 2.720 0,084 50.40 3.024 0,285 50.40 2.988 0,262
5.25 54.00 2,674 0.154 - 51.70 2,988 0.262
5,50 55,90 3,135 0.359 54.60 3.024 0,285 55.05 2.731 0.191
5.75 - 56.75 2.854 0.272 56,40 2.702 0.172

and 450 (NOGO) caLvds (.01 inch), or 17 to
SN -.....-.-------- 16 kbar, while Tritonal yielded a value of be-

- -. ---------- tween 406 (00) and 412 (NOGO) cards, or 21 to
19 kbar. AFX-1100 MOD II showed some

4 ". --------- variability in the throe different batches
4.00- - tested. This explosive yielded values between

S®• .256 and 263 cards (W•-52 kbar) for charges
with an average density of 1,521 g/cc and
between 244 and 250 cards (59-56 kbar) for

am -charges averaging 1,529 g/cc, Comp B gave a
, - . value of between 519 and 525 cards (10 to

"9 kbar). PBX-9502 gave a value of between
200 and 206 cards (70-69 kbar), NOL I,SGT

ito1.1801M In bo S. in i0 sea sue data is also listed in Table 7. Data for TNT,
INSTAN•.(INCH.S) Tritonal, and Comp B are averages of only the

Figure 4. ELSO'U, Vs, Distance Plot values derived using cast charges."1 Pentolite
donors were used in all NOL LSGTs.

low end data was required, The fitted data has DISCUSSION
been tabulated by AFATIJM N E. 10

The calibration of both the modified
The results of the modified ELSGT ELSU'I' and 8-inch diameter gap test cum-

series are listed in Table 7. TNT yielded a pared favorably with existing data for the NOL
50 percent gap thickness of between 438 (GO) LSGT.8 Pressures are sustained at higher
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Table 4, Modified ELSGT Pressure Calibration Data

X(in) Pl(kbar) P2(kbar) P3(kbar) P Avg (kbar) Standard
Deviation

1.00 94.3 118.65 - 106.50 12.15
1.25 87.48 92.87 92.81 91.05 3.09
1.50 77.60 73.06 - 75,30 2.54
1.75 77.59 77.59 57.88 71.02 11.38
2.00 68.87 73.02 70.94 2.08
2,25 68.87 64.88 61.07 64,94 3.90
2.50 51.14 68.87 54.22 58.08 9.47
2.75 45.36 48.17 54,22 49.25 4.53
3,00 37.77 40.15 35.49 37.80 2.33
3,25 37.77 33.36 35.49 35.54 2.20
3.50 31.34 21.06 35,49 29.29 4.29
3,75 28.76 25.80 27.28 1.48
4.00 29.61 22.55 19.59 23.92 5.15
4,25 18.25 16.90 17.58 1.68
4.50 -22.55 13.36 18.02 4.67
4.75 13.35 13.35
5.00 10.22 9.27 9.74 0.48
5.25 9.27 9.27
5.50 10.22 6.20 8.21 2.01
6.75 9.22 5,52 7.37 1.85

U0.0.

410 - - diameter with curve knee position corresponds

- - - to the suggestion made by Price that the knee
is due to shock rarefractions from the donor

- - - •lateral side wall overtaking the lead shock
wave. 11 The knee was also more pronounced

S........- - than was expected for both size tests, and is
00 - - - - -presumably due to unequal radial TOA of the

S - -----....-- " rarefraction, as a result of the off-centered pin

- -- - - -sensor position.
.-- , Tests results for the cast TNT-based

,o0 . , - - explosives revealed the Modified ELSGT test
, -- -- ----- discriminated among the various explosives

I0, 2 L. & W I 4 1 better than the standard NOL LSGT. TNT and
DISTAN (,INOWSD) Tritonal with gap peak pressures of 46.3 and

Figure 5. ELSGT PMMA Pressure Vs. 50.1 kbar, respectively, in the NOL LSGT gave
Distance Profile results of 17 and 21 kbar In the modified

ELSGT, a significant change in pressure. The
levels for longer distances as the test diameter insensitive PBX 9502 and AFX-I 100 II showed
is increased, This is due to the increase in the little change in gap peak pressure from one
TOA for the lateral rarefraction wave with test to the next. Values were 69.3 and
larger radius. Also of interest Is the change in 58.6 kbar, respectively, in the NOL LSGT and
distance of the characteristic knee of each 69 and 56 kbar for the ELSGT test, The
curve. The NOL LSOT's knee comes at change indicates that the effect of diameter on
1.3 inches, the Modified ELSGT's is at the apparent sensitivity of an explosive can be
1.75 inches, and the 8-inch gap test's comes at strong and, further, that the effect changes
3.50 inches. This rough correlation of donor from one explosive to the next. The general
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Table 6. Eight-Inch Diameter Gap Teat TOA, Shock, and Particle Velocity Data

X(in) TOA Us u TOA U. u TOA U u
usec mm/usec mm/lsec usec mmluaec mmn sec usec miusec nm/Bsec

1.0 43.00 - - 43.65 43,45
1.5 45.70 - 45.75 45.25
2.0 47.95 5.131 1.672 48.25 5.522 1.929 48.15 5.400 1,849
2.5 50.65 5.131 1.672 50.65 5.184 1.706 50.15 5.184 1.706
3.0 52.85 5.184 1.706 53.50 4.838 1.479 53.40 4.840 1.480
3.5 56.00 4.748 1.420 56.00 4.748 1.419 55.35 4.885 1.510
4.0 58.25 4.704 1.391 58.95 4.660 1.3862 58.80 4,700 1.388
4.6 61.65 4.496 1.254 61.75 4.417 1.202 61.00 4.496 1.254
5.0 64.30 4.198 1.058 64.80 4.342 1.153 64.70 4.300 1.125
5.5 67.90 4.064 0.969 67.95 4.097 0.991 67.15 4.130 1.013
6.0 70.45 4.130 1.013 71.25 3.938 0.887 71.15 3.940 0.888
6.5 74.40 3.908 0.867 74.70 3.763 0.772 73.00 3.820 0.809
7.0 77.35 3.681 0.718 78.10 3.708 0.736 78.05 3.660 0.717
7.5 81.55 3.552 0.633 81.75 3.603 0.668 80.85 3.603 0.666
8.0 84.90 3.364 0.592 85.75 3.320 0.480 85.30 3.500 0.599
8.5 89.20 3.320 0.480 89.30 3.364 0.509 88.45 3.342 0.495
9.5 97.20 3.215 0.411 96.40 3.195 0.398S..

diameter of 8 inches. The majority of sensi-
tivity change occurred by the change to the
ELSOT at 3.75 inch diameter geometry. It has
been shown that the pulse duration of the1'"* -. ,applied shock in a gap test it lengthened with

.- increased charge diameter. 2,19 The average

, -" -' - -. _ pulse lengths at 50 percent of peak height from
Sthe regions of 30 to 70 kbar for the NOL LSOT

" --- and ELSOT are 3,2 and 6.05 usec, respec-
__ tively. 12 The positive pulse duration for the

8-inch gap test varies from 26 to 33 usec in this
,0 I---------------------------.IQ same pressure region. A degree of uncertainty

| ATA-G111,(INC,) Is unavoidable due to possible differences in

Figure 6. Eight-Inch Diameter Shock Velocity pulse duration between Pentolite and Comp B.
Profile Any differences, however, are assumed to be

small and insignificant compared with the

trend was for apparent sensitivities to be effect of charge scale on pulse duration. Since

greater with greater test diameter, pulse duration is proportional to charge dia-
meter, the results of the TNT and Tritonal

The effect of diameter on apparent tests exhibit some correlation with the P2t =
sensitivity is further evidenced by comparison constant relationship, Comp B showed a
with the data for the 8-inch diameter gap test, moderate diameter effect with apparent gap
listed in Table 8 and Figure 8. All explosives peak pressures changing from 18 to 9 kbar.
tested showed decreasing gap peak pressures Again, the majority of sensitivity change
as test diameter was increased. TNT and occurred before a diameter of 3.75 Inches.
Tritonal exhibited the most pronounced PBX 9502 and APX-1100 11 showed somewhat
diameter effect. Their sensitivities changed different effects, although their apparent gap
from 46.3 and 50.1 kbar, respectively, at a peak pressures decreased with increasing
diameter of 1.88 (OD), to 14 kbar each at a diameter, the effect was small and linear over
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Table 6. Eight.Inch Gap Test Pressure Calibration Data

X(in) P I (kbar) P2(kbar) P3(kbar) P Avg (kbar) Standard
Deviation

1.5 134,48 134.48 163.18 144.05 16.57
2.0 118,40 101.75 126.22 115.46 12.50
2.5 101,75 104,92 104.91 103.86 1,83
3,0 84.97 104.88 84.95 91.60 11.50
3.5 79.94 79,93 87.48 82.45 4.36
4.0 77.38 77,60 75.27 76.75 1.29
4.5 66.86 62.98 66,87 65.57 2.24
5.0 57,37 52.68 59.19 56,41 3.36
5,5 46,74 48.16 49.63 48.18 1.44
6.0 41,50 49,62 41.49 44.20 4.69
6.5 40,19 31,04 36.64 37.09 2,90
7.0 26.39 31.29 29.81 29.18 2,51
7.5 26.86 28,47 28.48 27,87 1,05
8.0 24.85 20,19 18.19 21.32 1.20
8.5 18.91 20.32 19.61 19.61 0.70
9,5 15,68 15.08 15.38 0,42

experiments."e Thus, it appears that truly
, -,- . insensitive materials such as PBX 9502 do not

Sconform to the critical energy criterion

110*. - -.... EHq - P2t/poUs for initiation,

,®,o- --- -.-...- CONCLUSIONS AND
i o -RECOMMENDATIONS

,, -- - - -The expanded large scale gap test ade-
"-- -. -- quately accounts for pulse duration effects on

S-- -- --- -- shock sensitivity, such that little change in

- - - apparent sensitivity occurs when gap tests are
- scaled to larger diameters, However, to get a

0-• ---- -... true Indication of the pressure time effect on
a..- explosive sensitivities, gap testing should be

s, 4 4 ' . 1 60 conducted at various geometries, Insensitive
01SYAN01 (INCHIS) explosives such as PBX 9502 and AFX-1 100

Figure 7, Right Inch l)iameter PMMA Pressure show little change in apparent sensitivity

Vs. Distance Profile when tested in gap tests at various geometries
(NOL LSGT, ELSOT, 8 inch diameter gap

the region of diameters tested. The results of test), This characteristic should be used to dis-

the AFX-1100 II tests conflict with the tinguish insensitive munitions from sensitive
P2t = constant, criterion as the effect of wax on ones.

Tritonal's sensitivity is much greater on the ACKNOWLEI)GEMENTS
duration aspect than the peak pressure aspect,
PBX 9502 showed virtually no change in gap The authors wish to thank Dr, 1). Price
peak pressure as the scale of the test was and Dr, H, Bernecker for their helpful advice
changed. This indicates it is not very pulse on test preparation and data interpretation.
duration sensitive when tested in gap test and George Lambert's assistance in testing proved
is in agreement with previous flyer plate valuable.
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Table 7, Modified ELSOT Vs. LSGT Results

MOD ELSGT LSGT
Cards (,01 in) (kbar) Cards (.01 in) (kbar)

Explosive GO NOGO GO NOGO

TNT 438 450 17 16 131.7±8.3 46,3±2,411
Tritonal 406 412 21 19 120,7±6 50.1,1,811
Comp B 519 525 10 9 212.5±7,3 18.2,± 311
AFX-1100 I1000 256 263 55 52 96±1 58.6±0.46
AFX-1100 11001 250 250 56 56 96±1 58,6±0,46
AFX-1100 11002 244 250 59 56 96±1 58,6±0,46
PBX 9502 200 206 71 69 71±1 69.3±0.45

Table 8, Gap Test Comparison

Gap Pressure (kMar)
Modified Eight-Inch

Exphosivo NOL ISGT ELSOT Gap Test

TNT 46,3 17 14
Tritonul b0o1 19 14
Comp I3 18,2 10 9
AFX-1100 11 58,6 56 50
PBX 9502 69.3 69 65

PRESSURE
(K B5 ).

2W- TIITONIL
TNT

--CONP I

1 2 3 t 9 6 79
DIRMETER (INCHES)

Figure 8. (Gp Test Comparison of Pressure Vs. Diameter
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For the reasons given above, I disagree In thi, work the result for PBX 9502 (95/5
with much of the Discussion section. TATB/Kel F), using Comp B donors, yielded a

gap distance of 200-206 cards or 69 kbars, In
REPLY BY STEPHEN A. AUBERT the work of Reference 5 (using pento lite

Some uncertainty in the Gap pressures of donors), TATB/Kel F (93.7/6.3) yielded a gap

the NOL tests points of Figure 8 Is possible due value of between 170 and 172 cards, Applying
to differences In the pulse duration and time the calculated calibration curve provided totoadierences in theP pulsedubation pB and ti NSWC by Bowman of the LANL for the
loading in the PMMA produced by Comp B and ELSOT with pressed pentolite donors at
Pentolite, respectively. However, for the sake 1L56g/cc, this corresponds to a pressure of
of comparative purposes, these differences in 64-65 kbars. With a difference of 6 percent,
pulse duration produced by Comp 8 and these rsulth a ifferly od 6percent
Pentolite are assumed to be small and these resulte are in fairly good agreement
insignificant in comparison with changes due considering the different methods used to
to charge size. The justification for this modified E tLsOT and calculated for the
assumption is found when comparing the LSCT), and the conditions of the test charges
results for PBX 9502 in this work using Comp of Reference 5 c Hence, the interchangeability
B donors with the results for TATB/KeI F Rfrne5 ecteitrhneblt( donor 0 i3/ t.3 res0.3 found in eferenc F of Comp B and Pentolite donors is supported by
(93A7 ± 0c3 / 6 o3 ± 0w3) found in Reference 5, these results, Any differences in gap pressuresAlthough comparison with a known PBX 9502 for TNT and Tritonal In NOL Testing with
would be preferred, this was the only testing at for T don al in NO estin ththis size available and was considered suitable Comp B donors would similarly be expected to

be small, The comparison of these data suggest
for this purpose, However, the charge to ue that the differences are small and
densities were identical, at 1,886 g/cc (97.1 Figure 8 ib correct,
TMD) in the two sets of tests,
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SHOCK SENSITIVITY OF DAMAGED ENERGETIC MATERIALS

H. P. Richter, L. R. Boyer, K. J. Graham.*
A. H. Lepie, and N. 0. Zwiersohowski

Research Department
Naval Weapons Center

China Lake, CA 9855M001

This paper presents the results of experimental studies conducted in the
Research Department, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California.
Specific topics discussed include: (1) a description of deformation
induced internal damage in energetic materials, (2) techniques used in
our laboratory to produce damage, (3) methods developed to charac-
terise that damage, and (4) shock sensitivity increases with increasing
damage levels. Significant increases in shock sensitivity were nwasured
ta function of damage. The critical initiation pressre ofeplosives
and propellantu can be reduced by 50 percent with only I percent void
volume created by the defbrmation of the energetic material.

INTRODUCTION Research on the mechanisms, characteri-

This paper is concerned with the influ- zation, and effects of damage in energetic

ence of internal damage in the form of voids on materials has been ongoing at the Naval
the shock sensitivity of energetic materials: Weapons Center (NWC) for years and is contin-both plastic bonded explosives (PBXs) and uing.1 Experimental techniques have been
solid rocket propellantds developed to measure changes in chemical,

physical, and mechanical properties resulting
The damage in the form of internal from damage.

porosity can be induced through: Damage is a critical concern when

0 Mechanical deformation ranging from considering the probability of inadve'tent
low-rate tensile or sheer straining to explosion or detonation of both warheads and
high-rate bullet/fragment impact or rocket motors. Previously, the effect of damage
case failure in a rocket motor. on energetic material hazards has been

• Field storage of the energetic material directed primarily to the study of porous
at elevated temperature or moisture materials. Porosity has been created by adding
conditions such that voids or micro- microballoons, using blowing agents during
cracking are produced. cure and by pressing to low density levels.

0 Poor procesadng conditions In the Here our emphasis is on the production of well-
osto r sing ofcoheeneretic n m rial teg, characterised damage generated in a realisticcasting of the energetic material (eg.g, manner for shock studies.

insufficient vacuum or excess water

reacting with isocyanate in polymer DAMAGE DESCRIPTION
cure to produce voids).

e Thermally induced gassing such as in a PBXs and solid prupellhnts are highly
cook-off environment or accelerated filled polymers with up to 90+ weight percent
aging at elevated temperatures. solid filler content. Any finite deformation of

such a material causes high stress fields
* Now with the Atlantic Research Corporation, around the filler particles and microstructural

Oainesvilie, Virginia. damage in the form of polymer chain scissions
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and interfacial debonding. The debonding and DAMAGE PRODUCTION
chain scissions occur in close proximity to or on Damage was p•,diced by both uniaxial
the surface of the filler particles; this Is termed damage andigh bbte iaxior
dewetting. The structural damage accumulates tensile deformation and high rate impact prior
as a function of deformation and an increase in to shock sensitivity valei ation. In the tenisle
porosity occurs. Three types of porosity can be asea umister sample s ppoah lasusd
produced; closed cells, interconnected cell., small uniaxial laboratory samples (7x xI cm)
and, after load has been removed, partially were tested in detailed damaged characteriza-

tion studies while large specimens (10x4x4 am)collapsed voids that represent permanent of the same material, from the same source,

damage. Figure I illustrates a uniaxial tensile
deformation where closed cell porosity devel- were damaged under the same conditions prior
ops initially next to embedded crystals, toshocktesting.
Further straining of the material stretches the The high rate impact approach of
voids into elliptical shapes and microcracking inducing damage is shown In Figure 2. Up to
between them may occur, thus, developing an four large test specimens (8x4x4 cm) are held
interconnected porosity with possible air in a projectile such that the degree of
penetration into the material. Upon removal confinement on the sides can be varied, The
of stress the voids collapse very rapidly, but a projectile is fired from a gas gun at velocities
residual damage remains in the form of that can be varied from 20 to 100 m/sec, The
partially collapsed voids. These reopen easily impact of the projectile is followed by high
on repeated deformation, speed photography and samples are recovered

30 minutes after damaging for shock testing,
Generally, one of the test specimens was used
to characterize the state of damage.

20.100 M10EO

Closed Cell Porosity hTEEIL WALL

~JI) UP TO 4 AQUARIUM
TEST SAMPLES

Figure 2. Gas Gun Damage Production Tech-
nique for Follow-on Aquarium GAP Testing

Interconnected Cell Porosity DAMAGE CHARACTERIZATION

New experimental techniques have Wcon
developed at NWC to characterize porosity In
energetic materials, The techniques deal with4(1) initial voids of undamaged material, (2) real
time measurement of voids produced during

_......_ deformation, (3) the time-dependent collapse of

Partially Collapsed Voids voids following deformation whero the stress
load has been removed, and (4) the porosity of

Figure 1, Damage Types Resulting from material at long times (minutes) after
Deformation of Composite Energetic Materials damaging.
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Dilatometere are used to measure the The shear dilatometer, as shown in
onset of dewetting and the development of voids Figure 4, measures stresa~strain and void
during mechanical deformation as well as the volume-strain properties simultaneously under
time-dependence of void collapse after the load torsional shear loading.' The Instrumenlt uses
Is removed. Both uniaxial tensile and torsional mercury as the dilatometer fluid and has been
shear dilatonieters have been developed. 2 -3 used to measure propellant volume ahang;I3 in

The uniaxial tensile dilatometer is a the range of' I x 10" tSo volume percent at
shear strain raises from 1 x 10- to 1 x 1+

new and relatively simple Instrument which min'l. Figure 5 shows thsi seven material
meauureti the stress-strain and void volume- properties that are routinely reported In.
strain properties simultaneously. The design, tnsladsha ltaintdes
shown in Figure 3, uses the FC-43 Fluorinert teslanshr ltti tue.
Electronic Fluid (manufactured by the 3M TAgus
Company, St. Paul, Minnesota) as the dilato-
meter fluid. This freon-like low-viscosity fluidFLA
Is Inert in terms of swelling or leaching of most CLEAN XILA8 LUD

energetic material compositions studied, The ONW N
FC-43 Pluorhio~rt liquid has a density of
1.86 gi'c, which Is dense enough to carry the tVNIA

transducer float. The dilatorneter housing is WU
fabricated of Pyrex with an 0-rhig seal to the t
specimen supporting aluminum base. A water
jacket is included for close temperature control
which can be critical in very slow deformation

*rate studies. The load Is transmitted to the iu4.TrioaShrMecyDttmtr
* s~~pecimen via a piano wire which passiee4.srioa~ea~rur~lfoee

through the precision-bore glass vent tube.
The stress-strain behavior can thus be deter- MAXIMUM SPiCS

mined In a conventional manner with the
Instron tester. A hollow glass float, to which MAXIMUM

alinear variable differential transformer MOOIJLUB VOL.UME
(LVDT) core Is attached, is then placed Into the *N"" VOID
precision-bore glass sidearm. With the LVDT SYME T1 OAT NNOFLlI

in position, vol- ume changes of I x 10.2 cc can DW~N
be reproducibly measured allowing for precise ONSET or
measurement of propellant volume changes. VOLUME h4O
Void volumes up to 50 percent have been Fau"IMUS3~-

measured on energetic materials at break.
ATAI

0 IITR N C ONI MLFTRA SDU KAF igure 5. P ropellant P roperiie s U nder
wism ~Deformation

HOLLOW GLASS FLOAT The void volume relaxation or collaps.
-PRECISION CORE following deformation is a critical Issue In

WATER JACKET--_ OLA13 SIDEARM terms of shock response. Our results to date
suggest that the void volume at the time of

SPEIME ' -1SM's FC-43 DILATOM5TER shock initiation is the most critical factor in
SPCMN- IFLUID shock sensitivity, and not the maximum void

4 ~volume thal had been introduced durintl defor-
IN9TRON NAIR mation. Thus, we find that measurements of

the time-dependent void collapse are essential
Figure 3. NWC Liquid Ten. lte Dilatometer in understanding the effects of' mechanical
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damage. Figure 6 illustrates the deformation pressure. The second configuration uses a
rate effects on both the void volume production 2.5 cm cube of propellant where three LVDTs
and the volil collapse after failure of a teAt are used and the X, Y, Z directional corn-
specimen. At a high strain rate (approxi- pression properties are measured independ-
mately 100 times faster than slow) there is a ently. In this case, any anlsotropic behavior or
pronounced increase in voids produced relative voids produced in the direction of straining as
to the slow rate results. This is largely a compared to the lateral directions, for example,
function of the higher stresses produced can be investigated. The damaged void
around the largest particles at high rates. The volumes show this behavior; the linear com.
void collapse after failure is very fast and is pression in the strained direction may be 5 to 7
highly dependent on the strain rate. At high times greater than in either lateral directions.
rates, the void volume produced is higher, but Void volumes in the range of 5 x 10"8 to
very rapid void collapse is seen. At lower rates, 5 volume percent can be measured in& selected
considerably less collapse is seen, such that at pressure increments up to 1200 psi. With cast
times greater than 1 second higher residual propellants or explosives that are undamaged,
void volumes are seen. Again, it is the residual a compression of approximately 0.02 volume
void volume that Is critical to increases in percent is seen at pressures from ambient up to
shock sensitivity. The void collapse variation $00 psi followed by a linear compression bulk
with rate is due to a viscous flow factor. As modulus measurement. Bulk moduli of
depicted in the spring and dashpot models in undamaged materials are typically I x 106 psi
Figure 6, at high rates the spring deformation (7 GPa). The void volume created by damaging
predominates and high snap-back occurs after an energetic material can be measured by
failure. At slow rates, the deformation straining a sample to failure in tension,
involves viscous flow of the dashpot and much followed by a volume collapse period prior to
less snap-back tensile force is generated. hydrostatic compression testing. Herg an

Aoninstrument initial void compression ranging from 03 toAhydrostatic compression intuet s 2.5 volume percent has been seen out to
used to measure the initial void content of 2.voueprnthsbnsenutouasedine toameasred thenitia macontenta, os 300 psi with a typical bulk modulus reducedbaseline undamaged energetic materials, as to5x1°pi(. a)

well as the void volume remaining after mech- to 5 X 10 psi(a. OPa).
anical deformation. As shown in Figure 7, two Density changes before and after &1n,-,

sample configurations can be applied. The first have also been used to determine volume
configuration uses three rectangu!ar speci- damages and creation of voids. Densities are
mens immersed in FC-43 fluid which are computed from sample weights in air and in
compressed simultaneousl'. An LVDT trans- silicone oil. A glass cube with a known volume
ducer is used with each specimen to follow the is used as a standard, to compensate for
uniaxial compression as a function of applied temperature changes.

rAILURE

20 A

VOID HI-HF
VOLUME 10 "A LEVEL

eCUBE A8IMLY WITH THINa LVDT&
.0 FOR STUDY or ANIIIOTROPIC

Ir , , " -I I I, 1 DAMAGE PROPERTIEI0 1 I0 100 10' 10' I1'

STRAIN -1 TIME AFTER DAMAO% (SEC)

Figure 6. Void Volume Profile During and Figure 7. Hydrostatic CompressionChamberfor
After Deformation Linear or Cube Specimen Studies up to 1200 psi
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SHOCK SENSITIVITY charge (two standard Pentolite LSOT pellets).

In an effort to determine the shock The aquarium is filled with water while

sensitivity of energetic materials that have avoiding air bubble accumulation on the

sustained various degrees of damage, three surfaces. Instrumentation can include either a

tests were considered: The NOL Large Scale streak or framing camera recording of the flaah

Gap Test (LSOT); the Los Alamos National bomb or flash tube illuminated arrangement
Laboratory (LANL) Wedge Test; and a varia- as shown. Both front and back illuminationLaboator beenL used, Aet simliie a varia-e
tion of the Liddiard Aquarium Test. Nore of has been used. A simplified "buckets test
these established techniques lend themselves arrangement is also used where only witness
readily to studies of damaged material. The plate damage is used in evaluation of the

LSOT suffers from shockwave distortions due acceptor response. A positive test for detona-

to the lateral unloading of the polymethyl- tion includes punching of the witness plate. In
Sshock attenuator, and both of the above tests, the measured gap ismethacrylate (PMMA) enube. ANd converted to input pressure in the material at

from the steel confinement tube. The LANL
Wedge Test is expensive to run and wedge the testconditions.
preparation with damaged material would be The shock sensitivity of a number of
very difficult, The Aquarium Gap Test, undamaged and damaged energetic materials
suggested by Jacobs and Price,8 has been was determined using one of the above test
implemented at NWC for this purpose. It uses apparatus, Figure 9 shows typical results. The
water as the shock attenuator and has no steel abscissa is percent void volume it time of
confinement tube surrounding the specimen, shock test as determined using the dilatometer
Relatively long duration shocks (comparable to or hydrootatic compression results on an iden-
PMMA attenuation) in the pressure range of tical sample, while the ordinate gives ratio of
0.5 - 8.0 GPa can be produced. Tests can be critical initiation pressures necessary to cause
performed over the temperature range of 10 - shock to detonation transition (SDT) in the
80"C on specimens typically 0.03 - 0.1 kg, and damaged and undamaged materials (Pdam/
the specimens may be undamaged, predam- Pundam). The plot shows that at I percent void
aged or damaged in-situ. Shok sensitivity volume the pressure required to detonate the
tests are run as a function of extent of damage damaged energetic material is approximately
and time from damage. 50 percent of the pressure required to initiate

the undamaged counterpart; or, that the
AQUARIUM GAP TEST damaged material is twice as sensitive.

Figure 8 shows the instrumented glass
Aquarium Gap Test as developed at NWC. The
acceptor test sample is supported on a steel
witness plate a variable distance from the donor 1.0 )09DAMAGED

0.9 •) 1M310

POAM 0.8 100

DETONATOR FAESNEL LENS 
UDAM 0' 8 to

KNOWN 0.7
(ADJUSTABLE)U 1010

WATER GAP 0.6 0 |00 0 110

MI,,,, DONOR /.5

IXACCEPTOR FLAIH TUBE 0.4 - H-1

STEEL WITNESS PLATE I I I I

0 1.0 2.0 3.0
STREAK OR FRAMINU VOID VOLUME AT SDT TEST (VOL%)

CAMERA

Figure 9. Normalized Critical Initiation
Figure 8. NWC Aquarium Gap Test Apparatus Pressure as a Function of Void Volume
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SHOCK SENSITIVITY OF DAMAGED
ENERGETIC MATERIALS

H. P. RICHTER, L. R. BOYER, K. J. CRAHAM,'
A. H. LEPIE, N. 0. ZWIERZCHOWSKI

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California

' ,Ii

This paper presents the results of experimental studies oonducted In IhN mll ooroh
Department Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calllornia, Specific topics discussed Include
(1) a desorlption of deformation Induced internal damage In energetio materialso (2) techniques
used in our laboratory to ptoduce damage, (3) methods developed to ohereaterlse that dome
and (4) shook sensitivity Increases with Increasing damage leveles. Significant Increases In
shook sensitivity were measured as a function of damage. The aritcali intilatIon pressure of
explosives aid propellants can be reduced by 60% with only 1% void volume created by the
detormation of the energetic material.

'Now with the Atlanio Researoh Corporation, Gainosville, Virginia,

DAMAGE PRODUCED BY
DEFORMATION

* DAMAGE IS HIGHLY MATERIAL DEPENDENT

* LOW SOLIDS LOADING MINIMIZES DAMAGE

* SMALL PARTICLE SIZES SIGNIFICANT

* TOUGH POLYMER NETWORK REQUIRED

e DAMAGE IS DEFORMATION RATE AND TIME DEPENDENT

* HIGH RATES GENERATE HIGH DAMAGE LEVELS

* BUT VOID COLLAPSE MORE PRONOUNCED

* VOID VOLUME COLLAPSE AFTER UNLOADING IS FAST

* 90% OF VOID VOLUME COLLAPSES IN 60 SECONDS

* PERMANENT DAMAGE ALWAYS REMAINS
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UNCLASSIFIED

DAMAGE TYPES RESULTINGS FROM DEFORMATION

CLOSED CELL
POROSITY

PERMANENT DAMAGE
AFTER DEFORMATION

GAS GUN DAMAGE PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUE FOR FOLLOW-ON

AQUAIUMGAP TESTING

HIGH RATE IMPACT DAMAGE PRODUCTION

20-100 M/SEC

6-INCH GAS GUN

STEEL
WALL

UP TO 4 AQUARIUM
TEST SAMPLES

VARIABLE CONFINEMENT
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DAMAGE PRODUCED BY LOW AND
HIGH RATE TENSILE DEFORMATION

Iid

INSTRON TEST EQUIPMENT RATES FROM 0.01 TO 3 METERS PER SECOND

Q SDT TEST SPECIMEN

METAL END PIECE
AREA GLUED SQUARE TUBINGISTRETCHED PROPELLANT 1.37" X 1.37" ID.
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VOID VOLUME PROFILE DURING
AND AFTER DEFORMATION

FAILURE

20

VOID
VOLUME 10

(%) SLOW

0 11 10 100 10' 10'

STRAIN --- 'i TIME AFTER DAMAGE (MIN)

DAMAGE IN PROPELLANTS
AND EXPLOSIVES

* INDUCED BY:

* MECHANICAL DEFORMATION: LOW TO HIGH RATES

* LONG TERM AGING

* POOR PROCESSING OR CASTING CONDITIONS

* THERMALLY INDUCED GASSING: COOKOFF CONDITIONS
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UNIAXIAL TENSILEDILATOMETER
4INBTRON CROGIHEAD

2.. O*

WATER JACKET

SPEOIMN SM' F.C'4,11 LATOWdTER

INITHON SAIE

TORSIONAL SHEARS MERCURY DILATOMETER
/TRANSDUCER

CLEAR PLEXIGLASS LID FLOAT

PREC1SION @ORE TUBE

ROTARY SEAL /TI SEII
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF

A SOLID PROPELLANT

MAXIMUM STRESS

MAXIMUM
INITIAL VOID

MODULUS VOLUME/-

STRESS V, vOID
/ CRITICAL STRESS VOLUME

AT ONSET OF
DEWETTING

ONSET OF
DIWETTINGI VOLUME

I RELAXATION
I FAILURE STRAIN

STRAIN

HYDROSTATIC
COMPRESSION CHAMBER

- A

FC-4 I
LEVEL

*CUBE ASSEMBLY WITH THREE LVDTs
FOR STUDY OF ANISOTROPIC
DAMAGE PROPERTIES
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HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION
PROPERTIES OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS

0I I I I I I . I I

IIPORE DAMAGI

.0,5

VOID -VOLUME,
&V/Vo X 1S0,

VOLUME
PRACENT

In.0

.1.5
S0a 1000

HYDROSTATIO PRIIISURII (PSI)

NWC AQUARIUM GAP
TEST APPARATUS

DETONATOR FRESNEL LENS\ / KNOWN

(ADJUSTABLE)WATER GAP

DONOR

FAHTUBE

STEEL WITNESS PLATE

ACCEPTOR

STREAK OR FRAMING
CAMERA
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QBUCKET TEST VARIATION

DETONATOR

WATER

D )DONOR
KNOWN

(ADJUSTABLE)
GAP

ACCEPTOR -S'EEL WITNESS

PLATE

WOODEN BLOCK

NORMALIZED CRITICAL INITIATION
PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF

VOID VOLUME

SDT TESTS AT 20-30 MINUTES AFTER DAMAGE INDUCED

1.0 - UNDAMAGED
S209

NORMALIZED 0.9 m IM310
INITIATION 0.5 - loo
PRESSURE

( RATIO 0.7 @105 *110
P DAMAGED 0.6
P UNDAMAGED

0.5-

0.4 0H-1
1 I . I I I I 1

0 1.0 1.0 3.0

VOID VOLUME AT TIME OF SDT TEST (VOL%)
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Q CONCLUSIONS

* DAMAGE CAUSES A SENSITIVITY INCREASE IN ENERGETIC MATERIALS

o CRITICAL INITIATION PRESSURE DECREASES TO 50%

OF UNDAMAGED AT ONLY 1% VOIDS

* TIME BETWEEN DAMAGE PRODUCTION AND SENSITIVITY TESTING

IS SIGNIFICANT

* MORE SENSITIVE AT SHORT TIMES

* TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED TO PRODUCE WELL CHARACTERIZED DAMAGE

AND TO EVALUATE SHOCK SENSITIVITY CHANGE

* HAZARD REDUCTION REQUIRES DAMAGE RESISTANT ENERGETIC

MATERIALS WITH VERY LOW INITIAL VOID VOLUMES
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BURNING RATES OF TWO CAST NITRAMINE EXPLOSIVES
USING A HYBRID CLOSED BOMB-STRAND BURNER

W. C. Tao, M. S. Costantino, and D. L Ornellas
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94560

The burn rate of two HMX-based cast explosives, RX-08-OL and RX-
36.AP, is measured to pressures above 650 MPa using a hybrid closed
bomb-strand burner. The hybrid design allows the simultaneous
measurement of pressure and regression rate in each experiment over a
large range of pressures, RX-08-EL is a high performance extrusion
cast explosive with low sensitivity, and RX-35-AP is a cast-cured explo.
sive with a mono-modal HMX particle size distribution. Up to 650 MPa,
both explosives exhibit a planar burning mechanism with the regres.
sion rate obeying the classical OPn formalism. Upon cycling to 400 MPa,
unloading, and repressurising, the RX-08-EL explosive exhibited a
significant increase (an order of magnitude) in its burn rate.

INTRODUCTION and physical processes involving a change of
phase and energy and mass transfer. Heat

The ability to predict the combustion transfer from the flame zone to the material
behavior and burning irate of energetic surface causes the propellant or explosive to
materials is of prime importance to many disci, pyrolyze, and the pyrolyzed games to react close
plines, 1.6 These range from the design of rocket to the surface, The burning rate depends on a
motors and gun barrels, to hazards assessment number of factors, such as the combustion
of deflaoration-to-detonation processes in pro- pressure, initial temperature of the material,
pellants and explosives. For high performance chemical composition of the fuel and oxidizer,
rocket motors which require high thrust, short- particle size, presence of energetic or inert
burning solid-propellant grains, the burning binders, and the morphology of the composite
rate has pronounced effects on the flame mixture. Since most applications involve
propagation, chamber pressurization processes, burning at the relatively low pressures of
and the maximum motor pressure. 1 Sudden rocket motors (10 MPa), or the somewhat
perturbation in the combustion rate due to higher pressures found in guns (400 MPa),
cross-flow and pressure transients may cause efforts to understand the conversion of a
significant degradation in the performance of condensed propellant or explosive to gaseous
the motor. Similarly, in the interior ballistic products have been limited to these pressure
cycle of guns, a change of the burning phenom- ranges. Additionally, even at low pressures,
ena from the design criteria adversely affects the basic physics and chemistry of burning
the range and accuracy of the projectile deliv- energetic material are uiot well established,
ery.2 Perhaps most important are the potential requiring empirical burning rate laws.
hazards involved in the use of detonable pro-
pellants under conditions where a deflagration- These empirical formalisms usually
to-detonation transition may occur. An abrupt describe a mass regression rate, dm/dt,
increase in pressure, from a shift of the burning dm/dt = pAr, (1)
rate, can trigger this transition. 4,5  where p Is the density of the condensed phase,

The burning mechanism of a condensed A the surface area that is burning, and r the
energetic material involves many chemical surface regression rate. Each term in this basic
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equation is approximated in data reduction A third mechanism that changes the
calculations. The density either is taken as a amount of burning surface is the shear fracture
constant, equal to the density at 0,1 MPa of the nitramine particles, creating a new
(atmospheric pressure), or is calculated at high particle distribution. This occurs if the details
pressures usinga scalar, pressure independent of the macroscopic applied stress, the as-
bulk modulus. Neither of these assumptions is formulated particle size distribution, and the
correct, causing errors of as much as 10 percent amount and nature of the binder result in
in the mass generation rate at pressures shear stresses at particle-particle contacts
greater than 400 MPa. Guesses about the greater than the failure strength of the nitra-
surface area that happens to be burning at a mine. The applied stress may result from a
particular Instant are equally tenuous, In slow penetrating bullet or fragment, collision of a
burning propellants, assumption of a regular, propellant grain with another grain or the
macroscopic burning surface probably breech wall in a gun, or a stress wave propa-
introduces little error (in the absence of cracks gating ahead of the burning front. Costantino
and substantial connected porosity), while, and Tao' investigated the change In particle
many of the commonly observed "slope breaks" size distribution of a nonconsolidated bed of
in closed bomb burning data almost certainly HMX subjected to hydrostatic compression to
are related to a change in the amount of 500 MPa. For a well-characterized 150-200 Pm
surface area exposed to the flame.6 The final distribution of Class C HMX, analysis with
term of Equation (1), the intrinsic burning scanning electron micrograph and Coulter
rate, has some basis in theory, but generally is counter after pressure unloading shows a
found experimentally to be substantial shift to smaller particle sizes and

r = ao + al p's, (2) multi-modal distribution. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the SEM results for the HMX par-

over specified pressure ranges. The parameter ticles before and after hydrostatic compression,
so usually is taken as zero, and other param- respectively.
eters are found by plotting strand burner or The motivation for this work stems from
closed bomb data. two sources. First, we are interested in learn-

The change in the combustion surface ing about the physics and chemistry of burning
area can be due to several mechanisms. For at high pressures (>500 MPa). Currently, we
porous explosives, the transition from con- require something better in the computer
ductive to convective burning is due to the models for hot spot ignition and growth in
penetration of the hot gases into the pores condentsed explosives (such as those developed
ahead of the flame front. Fifer and Cole 7 have by Tarver et al. 9) than the extrapolation of
investigated the burning rate of IIMX as a mass regression laws found at pressures an
function of density, particle size, and con- order of magnitude lower than the application
flnement up to 350 MPa. They propose, for pressure. Their model, shown in Equation (3),
laterally confined low density charges, that a incorporates a similar OP" mass regression
subsonic pressure wave crushes and factor in the ignition and growth terms. In
deconsolidates the sample ahead of the flame. practice, the quantities a and n are held
For unconfined charges, they observed a constant at values found experimentally at low
"progressive deconsolidation" mechanism in pressures, or are used as fitting parameters.
which the enhanced burning surface does
not exist in the interior of the charge, but dF/dt ud pyj
rather primarily in the two phase (gas- d tO1-F)OP 9+(1. 3)
particle) zone extending a considerable +02[(l-l) F P'i (3)
distance from the sample. The extended flame F - fraction reactnd
zone is not related to gas phase chemistry, I - fraction ignited as a F (shock strength)
but rather is determined by the particle P - pressure
burnout distance, which in turn is dependent G1 - early growth rate constant
on the particle size and the intrinsic burning G2 - late growth rate constant
rate. p- density
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Figure 1. Scanning Electron Micrograph of the Figure 2, Change in Particle.Size Distribution
Particle-Sixe Distribution of Clas C HMX after 500 MPa Hydrostatic Compression as
Prior to Hydrostatic Compression Revealed by SEM

Second, we want to develop tests and pressed formulation with a similar particle size
diagnostics that can readily screen energetic loading and distribution (LX-14) yielded a
materials for hazcrds and vulnerability burning behavior with several regions of
associated with a sudden transition to higher uniformly increasing pressure, each with a
regression rates. This requires an under- higher slope than the previous one, with a
standing of how "bench" formulations change sudden transition to even higher pressures at
when subjected to different levels of stress, and the end of the burn, It was found that large-
how that affects the combustion behavior. scale breakup of the LX-14 strand contributed

to a fast burning and premature ignition alongThe approach we have selected uses a tesdso h tad

hybrid closed bomb-strand burner, with

diagnostics that provide estimates of the EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
average burning rate over a pressure interval.
This hybrid design allows the simultL neous Material Preparatou
measurements of regression rate and pressure,
thereby generating information, over a large The RX-08-EL is an extrusion cast
pressure range in one experiment. We selected explosive consisting of 72.93 wt% LX-04 grade
two non-porous HMX formulations, RX-08-El, lMX with a mean particle-size distribution of
and RX-35-AP, and measured their burning 60 pam, 25.16 wt% FEFO, an energetic plasti-
rates to 650 MPa. Both formu'" ions have a cizer, 1.04 wt% PCI. 240, 0.58 wt% PVF 5/95,
similar HNMX loading In a relatively compliant and 0.30 wt% Desmodur N-100 binder. The
binder matrix. Of specific interest is the formulated material, with consistency like
burning behavior of these explosives under putty, is loaded into a deaerator mixer-loader
different pressure loading and unleading to eliminate entrapped air and solvent. The
conditions. Previous investigation ofabrittle loader portion is equipped with an extrusion
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flange that can adapt to a variety of loading experiment, you get only one data point on the
configurations. After deaeration, the formula- P vs r curve and that the buffering volume
tion is extruded under vacuum into a break- used to minimize the pressure rise owing to the
apart mold, yielding cylindrical strands 8 mm product gases must be very large. For extreme
in diameter and 4 cm in length at 100 percent pressures, both the cost and the hazard of such
TMD (1,804 g/cc). " a large volume are prohibitive,

The RX-35-AP is a cast cured formulation The closed bomb method is used widely as
consisting of 80 wt% HMX and 40 wt% NG/ a quantitative diagnostic and, within fairly
TA/PEG binder.plasticizer, The particle size of serious assumptions, to calculate burning rate
the HMX is a mono-modal screen-cpt between law coefficients. The method is attractive
150-175 iam, The formulated material is because the pressure vessel is small, and a
deaerated and cast into the break apart mold large pressure range is available during a
under vacuum, Upon curing, we obtain a single experiment by adjusting the starting
rubbery strand with an approximately circular pressure and the loading density. However,
cross-section at 100 percent TMD, there are no direct measurements of the

surface regression rate, which must be cal-
Hybrid Closed Bomb-Strand Burner culated using assumptions about the shape of

Since we are after the mass regression the burning surface and the thermochemistry.
rate, dro/dt in Equation (1), and we measure Our approach is to make a hybrid strand
the regression rate r, the experimental design burner-closed bomb experiment, in which a
should minimize uncertainties in A and p. The strand burns isochorically in a relatively small
ideal sample and diagnostic configuration volume, causing an increase in pressure owing
permits a continuous measurement of a burn- to the product gases, with the surface regres-
ing surface with a well-defined area. At these sion measured directly using strand-burner-
burning rates, high speed photography of a type probes. Since the probes are located at
cylindrical strand seems the best choice. Mea- discrete intervals along the strand, and the
surements by Boggs, et al., 12 using a window burning rate varies with the pressure as the
bomb chow that burning rates deduced from flame moves between the probes, only an
the closed bomb calculations, based on average burning rate between two probes can
"infinitely fast" kinetics, are wrong. Interpreta- be calculated. Although there are techniques
tion of the results from high speed photography to make continuous measurements of the flaine
of burning strands of porous materials, front, they either are unsuitable for extreme
demonstrates that workers must take care to pressures (microwave and optical) or are too
distinguish between the surface regression rate costly for production work (collapsing coils,
of a material and the intrinsic burning rate of potentiometric).
its components. Experiments by Boggs, etal.,'6  Figure 3 is an illustration of the
on pressed lIMX strands did not show the
"simple decorisolidation" seen in similar work apparatus, described in detail in Reference 10.

bdCole 7 While optical pressure In this work, we use a pressure vessel withby Fifer and shin e opticre possure 3.05 cm diameter bore with 18 electrical feed-
cells that can sustain 1-2 OPa are possible to through. in one sealing plug. A photograph of
build, one with an optical access to a strand 4 the sample assembly is in Figure 4. The
to 5 cm long presents a unique design problem. surface of the sample is inhibited with a thin

At high pressures, both the closed bomb layer of 60 percent Epon 828/40 percent
and strand burner methods of measuring the Ancamide 350A epoxy. The electrical feed
regression rate have significant disadvan- through across the pressure seal is effected
tagos. The strand burner provides a direct with a stainless Ateel ball-stem arrangement
measurement of the regression rate, within manufactured by numerical-controlled
assumptions about the burning surface to machining. Electrical insulation between the
volume relation and the value of the sample ball and the pressure vessel is accomplished
density at pressure, but must bI carried out with 75 pm of mylar and 75 pm of kapton.
isobarically. This means that in a typical Thirteen of the leads are used for twelve signal
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Figure 3, Experimental Apparatus Consisting
of Load Frame, 3.05 cm Diameter Bore Pressur i
Vessel, and Ullcage Measuring Setup Figure 4. Sample Assembly Exhibiting Copper

probes and one common return line. Another Fuse Wires RJmbedded into an Epoxy Coated

two leads are used to carry an ignition current Strand of Explosive

across a nichrome heater of about 8 amps at 7.5
volts. All of the loads are terminated inside EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
the vessel in a male plug that permits easy Data for each shot consist of a pressure-
installation of the shot assembly, time curve and the times at which the signal

The pressure generation system, shown wires reported, correlated by a common
in Figure 5, is a portable design using a chem- trigger. We show in Figure 6 these data for a
ically-clean diaphragm pump and a 1.2 GPa typical shot. Wires frequently would break
intensifier combination. The vessel is during the initial pressurization or during the
pressurized slowly with argon to the desired pressure rise on burning. Since the diameter of
starting pressure and "frozen argon" valves are a wire is about half the diameter of the mean
closed by immersing a length of high pressure size of the largest particle fraction, we believe
tubing into liquid nitrogen. These valves are the breakage is a result of the relative motion
leak-free and are reliable to the bursting pres- of the nitramine particles as they move in the
sure of the tubing. We measure the pressure plastic binder. Nevertheless, there were
using a 1.3 MN load cell on top of the upper adequate distance-time data in each shot not
plug. At these burning rates (0.1-1,5 m/s), the only to calculate burning rates, but to detect
pressure vessel-load frame is In mechanical significant excursions from uniform burning
equilibrium. down the length of the sample.
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Pressure-time curves for three RX-08-EL starting pressure are shown in Figure 8.
and one RX-35-AP shot fired at a starting pres- Samples for shot #87 were cycled once between
sure of 200 MPa are shown in Figure 7. We 400 MPa and 0.1 MPa before firing at 400 MPa.
consider the curves for shot #85 and #86 to be The pressure-time traces and burning speeds
"normal," based on the present data for RX-08- are significantly different than for shots #89
EL and previous work with RX-08-FO, another and #90, which were pressurized to 400 MPa
extrusion-cast explosive.1 0 Shot #88 shows an and fired. After cycling, the sample surface
abnormal pressure-time curve which can result had a blistered texture, with some areas
from an increase in the macroscopic area, A in showing "extruded" globules of explosive.
Equation (1), that is burning. This may happen Otherwise, the sample remained intact, with-
when the inhibitor fails and the sides of the sam- out significant change in shape, fracturing, or
pie ahead of the planar burning front ignite, or deconsolidation. For both RX-08-EL and RX-
when the sample breaks into large pieces. 35-AP, all of the pressure vs. time curves are
However, the wire reporting data for this shot quite smooth, indicative of a classical planar
indicated that the burning front moved uni- burning mechanism, with no deconsolidation
formly along the length of the sample, and that or irregular ignition of macroscopic surfaces.
the increase in pressure owed to an increase in We fitted the entire P-t curve with a
the surface regression rate (r in Equation (1)). fourth order polynomial and used the fitted

Pressure-time curves for four RX-08-EL form to calculate dP/dt and to find the
and one RX-35-AP shot fired at a 400 MPa pressures at the times the switches reported.

700
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Figure 7. Pressure.Time Curves for RX-08..EL and RX-35-AP Fired at 200 MPa Starting Pressure
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Figure 8, Pressure.Time Curves for RX.08.EL and RX.35-AP Fired at 400 MPa Starting Pressure

We then find the average surface regression Instead, they propose a "deconsolidation"
rate between two switches using mechanism, in which hot gases flow through

r = (Xn - Xn-1)/(tn - tn-) the porosity ahead of the apparent flame front,
r loosening, heating, and igniting the HMX par-

where x. is the distance of the nth switch ticles, These particles then become entrained
from the ignition surface and tL is the time the in the flame and continue to burn. This means
nth switch reported, at the average pressure that the assumption of a uniform, plane flame,
(P(t.) + P(t.-))/2. Note that we do not correct which separates the condensed and product
for the change in density owing to the hydro- phases, required In the strand burner does not
static compression, This introduces an error of hold, and the method can be used to measure
about 5 percent In the calculated speeds.1'3  only a surface regression rate and not the

intrinsic burning rate. On the other hand,
DISCUSSION Boggs et al., using IHMX compacts pressed to

Over the past several years there have 99 percent TMD, showed a smooth burn, with

been attempts to measure burning rates of no transition to a very fast burning rate,

1IMX and fast burning propellants. Filer and Intrinsic and Surface Regression Rates
Cole concluded that IIMX strands of both small
(<44 micron) and large (300 micron) particles According to Equation (1), the rate at
having densities from 60 percent to 99 percent which the condensed energetic phase is con-
TMD do not burn with a uniform, planar flame. verted to gaseous products is a function of the
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density of the condensed phase, the area of formulation has a monomodal HMX distri-
burning surface, and the surface regression bution, resulting in a somewhat lower packing
rate. Although the density is important if the density, and a binder that contains inert
accuracy in dm/dt is to be better than 5 or material (PEG), While we can estimate the
10 percent, we will ignore its variation with intrinsic burning rate of the HMX using the
pressure in our discussion. The more difficult data of Boggs, et al.,6 we do not know the
issue in interpretation of closed bomb, strand, burning rates of the two binders. Following
or hybrid experiments is knowing what surface the arguments above, we might expect that the
is burning. The simple assumption, that the RX-08-EL would burn close to the rate of
thickness of the zone containing both unre- HMX, while the -AP formulation would burn
acted condensed phase and products is small faster or slower, depending on the intrinsic
compared to the spatial resolution of the burning rate ofthe binder.
diagnostic used to detect the motion of the At elevated pressures, the response of the
burning front, does not apply in most cases. An unburned explosive to the pressure may become
additional complication arises when, in experi- important, owing to fracture of the H MX grains
ments such as ours, the condensed phase is a embedded in the compliant binder. As the
mixture of nitramine component having a pressure increases, the volume of the highly
particular particle size distribution and a compressible binder decreases, permitting the
binder, In these situations, the product mass relatively stiff nitramine particles to contact
generation rate, dm/dt, requires not only a each other. At some point, the nitramine net-
measurement of the surface regression rate, r, work carries a significant fraction of the applied
but also a knowledge of the particle morphol- load, and the particle-particle stresses are in
ogy, size, and Intrinsic burning rate, excess of the failure surface, resulting in shear

For multi-component explosives, it is easy fracture. Thus, the original particle size distri-
to see that thh surface regression rate depends bution changes to one having a larger surface
in detail on the connectivity and intrinsic to volume ratio, We might expect, therefore, to
burning rates of the components. For example, see an increase in the surface regression speed
the surface regression rate of a formulation in this pressure region, This effect can be
with a low loading density of nitramine in a enhanced by using a monomodal distribution,
binder having a low intrinsic burning rate will so that there is a minimum number of particle-
be close to the intrinsic burning rate of the particle contacts, as in the -AP formulation,
binder. On the other hand, that for a formula- and can be mitigated by using a multi-modal
tion having a loading density of nitramine particle size distribution designed to fill the
high enough so that the nitramine particle interstices, such as in the -Hl, formulation,
network is connected will have a surface Application of a non-monotonic external stress,
regression rate nearer to the intrinsic nitra- as might occur in a shock-rarefaction or a
mine rate, as the flame is propagated from subsonic "ringing," in which the condensed
particle to particle. Similarly, the component mixture is loaded and unloaded also changes
with the slower burning rate will continue to the as-formulated particle size distribution and
burn after the flame front pesses. Our work in their relative orientation, In the latter case,
the cast and extrusion cast explosives is porosity may be introduced as the particles
designed first to permit correct interpretation separate from the binder as they translate and
of surface regression rate measurements, then rotate in response to the applied stress,
to use these data to predict the mass genera-
tion rate for proposed formulations. Surface Regression Rates for RX-08-EL

The formulations used in this work differ and RX-35-AIl

in two important respects. The RX-08-El uses Comparison of the pressure-time and wire
a bi-modal IIMX particle size distribution reporting-time curves, indicates that there is
designed to provide high nitramine packing no significant entrainment of still-burning
densities and an energetic binder that is condensed phase in the region behind the
both compliant and tough. The RX-35-Al- flame front. Extrapolation of the switch
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number-time data in Figure 6, for example, to Table 1. Summary of Fitting Constants for
0 and to 12 (the top and bottom of the sample, RX-08.EL and RX-35.AP
respectively) intersects the time axis at the
point of first pressure rise and constant pres- Cast Formulations a n
sure at the end of the burn, Additionally, the -

slopes of the pressure-time curves are almost RX08EL (normal) 3.13 (10") 0.91
constant at the end of the burn. This means RX-08-EL (cycled) 1,47 (10.6) 2.35
that the slope of the switch-time curve is an
"intrinsic" regression rate for the nitramine. RX-35-AP 1,10(10.1) 0.61
binder mixture. Further, as seen in Figures 9
and 10, the burning rate - pressure data can be The burning rate above 200 MPa for the
fitted adequately with a power law of the form RX-35-AP is significantly higher than for the
r = aPO, Table I presents a summary of the .El,. In view of the arguments above, we might
fitting constants for RX-08-EL and RX-35-AP conclude that the intrinsic burning rate of the
over the range 200 to 600 MPa. binder for -AP is greater than for the binder in

the -El,, since the surface-to-volume ratio of the
particle size distribution in the -EL is higher
than that for the -AP and the area term in
Equation (1) dominates, However, we made one

a, 0 shot for the -AP at a confining pressure of only
a5M-EL (Cyw) U n 5 MPa. The measured burning rate at 5 MPa is

substantially less than that found by extrapo-
i Li lation of the power law fitted to the -AP's r vs.

P data for P > 200 MPa. Thus, the possibilityI D exists that the as-formulated particle size
" distribution of the -AP has changed signif-

icantly upon the application of pressure,
Results of scanning electron microscope parti.-
cle size characterization of these formulations

owl (e) before and after pressurization will be given in
a subsequent publication,

Figure 9. Burning Rate of RX-08-EL Up to
650 MPa. An increase in burning rate is Tbe Effect of Pressure Cycling
observed for pressure cycled samples. All scenarios in which propellants or

explosives are damaged prior to ignition
involve stress loadings and unloadings. Some-

S....... times the effect of the stress path results in
"sensitization" of the material. The regression
rate data for the RX-08-EI, explosive cycled to

X X 400- 0.1 - 400 MPa and then ignited (shown in
, X Figure 9), show that increases in the mass

X •regression rate of as much as an order of mag-
nitude can occur. Although we can suggest
several mechanisms, such as (1) particle frac-
ture and subsequent translation and rotation,
resulting in debonding and creating porosity;
(2) "thixotropic" separation of the binder and
nitramine, causing the significantly greater

N-,,(UN) fracture damage to the nitramirne during the
next loading cycle; and (3) microscopic damage

Figure 6 0 . Burning Rate of RX.35.AP UP to to the nitramine crystals that increase its
650 MPa
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intrinsic burning rate, etc,, that might be regression rates at pressure well beyond those
responsible for this effect; we do not have found in gun and rocket propellant studies.
adequate data to support a particular guess. These empirical relations are required to deal

with the problem found in deflagration to
SUMMARY detonation transition, ignition and growth of

reaction owing to particle, impact, andWe have measured the surface regression abnormal burning in the interior ballistic

rates of two highly compliant explosives using cycle.

a hybrid closed bomb-strand burner apparatus
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EXPLOSIVENESS AND SHOCK-INDUCED DEFLAGRATION
STUDIES OF LARGE CONFINED EXPLOSIVE CHARGES*

P. J. Hubbard and R. Tomlinson
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment

Ministry of Defence, PH, Fort Halstead
Nr Sevenoaks, Kent, UNITED KINGDOM, TN 14 IBP

The effect of confinement ha. been examined on the violence of defi.-
grative events in a range of ordnance from 105 mm shells to 1,000 lb
(454 hg) General Purpose (OP) bombs, Experiments have shown that
the secondary explosives used as the main filling in these munitions
burn without explosion or transiting to detonation if the deflagration is
started at a large enough free air surface. However, explosions and
detonations have been produced when initiatory explosives, interme.
diate explosives uased a# boosters, and certain age.deteriorated charges
have been included in the burning process. Other experiments have
demonstrated that the detonation of sheet explosive donors on the
outside of shells reliably produces deflagration. in the explosive
filling.. Similar donor charges applied to GP bomb. sometimes
produce deflagrations, but can also cause detonations. Weakening the
bomb cae with an explosive cutting charge before firing the donor can
prevent the transition to detonation. The reproducibility of the
deflagrative events and their low cdrmage signatures suggests that
these tachniques may have a role in the demilitarization of ordnance.

INTRODUCTION the explosive and the level of confinement it

An RARDE paper presented at the has experienced.
Seventh Detonatlon Symposiuml described A further RARDE paper presented at the
studies on the explosiveness of explosives Eighth Detonation Symposium2 described how
commonly used as munition fillings. The an initial defiagration in one munition could
paper proposed that the hazard associated induce similar or more violent events in
with a munition involved in an accident should adjacent explosive filled stores. The possible
be assessed both on the likelihood of initiation extremes of consequence were failure to propa-
occurring (the sensitiveness of the explosive) gate or transfer of the deflagrative event to
and on the nature or violence of any event mass detonation.
initiated (the explosiveness of the system).
RARDE investigations into many different The first paper based its conclusions on
types of accidents involving munitions have both small and large scaled model charges
demonstrated that most events not directly containing approximately 350 g and 10 kg,
attributable to fuse failure have been caused respectively. The second paper concentrated
by ignition of the main secondary high on deflagrations in artillery projectiles con-
explosive filling. The violence of the event tainig a maximum of 11.5 kg of explosive.
that ensued haG been a function of the explo- ThWi paper describes experiments on a wider
siveness of that system, which has been itself range of munitions up to and including
dependent on the deflagrative properties of the 1,000 lb (454 kg) General Purpose (GP) bombs.

Deflagrative events have been purposely
*Copyright*Controller HIMSO London 1989 induced in the munitions by direct thermal
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means and, additionally, by explosively deflagration technique (qv). These still con-
generated shocks. tained between 20 and 50 percent of the filling.

All burnt out completely without causing an
INDUCED DEFLAGRATIONS BY explosion,
DIRECT THERMAL MEANS Finally, 700 8 inch M106 shells that had

Experiments on Shell and Small Rocket been similarly opened up by a shock-induced

Warheads deflagration, were burnt out completely with.
out causing explosions.

An experiment has been described pre-
viously2 which used 155 mm shells filled with Experiments with Large Rocket Warheads
11,5 kg of CW3, an analog of RDX/TNT 60/40,
These shells were arranged in a row with their The experiments described in the pre-
fuses and booster pellets removed. A small vious section concerned explosive charges in
thermite charge was then introduced at the the range 2.5 kg to 20 kg, generally associated
base of each fuse cavity and this was ignited with steel confinement, but all ignited at a free
remotely, All five shells experimented upon air surface of the explosive. A further series of
burned out completely, taking between a half experiments has been conducted against
to one hour. The deflagration of the explosive 130 kg charges of fiber-reinforced RDX/TNT
was non-disruptive, but did produce vigorous 60/40 Inside a light aluminum alloy casing a
reactions with flames jetting from the shell few millimeters thick. Initially the charges
noses for up to a meter. All the explosive was were totally confined, but without fusing or
consumed leaving the shell bodies intact, booster pellets. A circumferential charge of a

lead sheathed linear cutting charge, Charge
Subsequent experiments involving many Linear Cutting (CLO), was positioned 57 mm

105 mm, 4.5 inch, and 155 mm shells filled from one end of the cylindrical charge. The
with RDXJTNT or close analogs, have all CLC was stood away from the warhead by
shown identical characteristics. Provided the placing a 50 mm wide strip of 6.35 mm thick
initial ignition site is at a free air surface, the expanded polythene foam around the warhead
subsequent deflagration remains as a rela- between the CLC and the warhead case, This
tively steady, non-disruptive burning, was designed to prevent shock initiation of the

Other experiments have been conducted explosive filling,
with MI07 155 mm shells filled with TNT. When the cutting charge was detonated,
Again, the fuse and booster pellets had been the entire end plate of the warhead was severed.
removed and an electrically initiated thermite The action of the cutting jet also ignited the
Igniter was introduced into the fuse cavity. An explosive and projected the end plate for
initial burning reaction attributed to the several tens o,: meters, The 130 kg warheads
thermite was quickly choked by black clouds of then burnt vigorously without explosion, After
combustion products. Subsequent examina- 30 minutes, the reaction had consumed all the
tion showed that little of the TNT had been explosive and, in some cases, part of the
consumed, It seemed that the 50 mm apertures aluminum alloy casing. The experiment was
at the nose of these 155 mm shells Nh insuflT- conducted more than 300 timem without
cdent to allow combustion to continue, producing either an initial detonation on

A further experiment was conducted on a severing the end plate, or an explosion or
TNT-filled rocket warhead. After some dis- detonation when the explosive burnt.
assembly, this had a free air surface at one end,
210 mm in diameter, When a thermito charge Experiments with General Purpose Bombs
was ignited at this point, the TNT charge One thousand pound GP bombs in UK
burnt out completely, service contain up to 186 kg of either RI)X/

Other experiments were conducted on the TNT/Aluminum or RDX/Wax/Aluminum.
remains of 30 M 107 155 mm TNT filled shells Access to the main explosive content of the
which had been broken open by a shock-induced bomb cannot be obtained through the fuse
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pockets. In consequence, a technique had to be
devised to remove the base plato explosively, DOTONATOR SHEE EXPLOSRVE
Once the main filling was exposed, then a ACE•oPOR
small electrically ignited thermite incendiary MeILL
charge was introduced into the cavity )eft by
the expelled exploder tube.

The burning process was very vigorous
and lasted between 30 and 40 minutes, Initial
experiments were conducted on 15 bombs filled
with Torpex 4A (RDX/TNT/AI, 20/55/25 with Figure 1. Experimental Arrangement to Shock-
3 percent Paraffin Wax and 2.5 percent Carbon Induce Deflagrations in Shells
Black) and 15 bombs filled with RDX/Wax/AI,
(71/9/20), On no occasion did an explosion or
detonation occur, although on one occasion s.
bomb filled with Torpex burnt slowly for five
minutes then took offilike a rocket, It travelled
100 meters by which time all the HE had been
consumed leaving the bomb case intact, The
other reactions have, however, been so
vigorous that sufficient heat has sometimes
been generated to melt and consume part of the
steel of the bomb case. Similar experiments
have now been conducted on a further 36
bombs with similar results.

SHOCK-INDUCED
DE FLAG RATI ONS Figure 2, Fragmented M106 8 Inch Shells from

Shock-Induced I)eflagrations
The Technique for Shells

An alternative means of promoting an occurred which shattered the store into a few
explosive deflagration inside a metal confined major fragments (Figure 2), The damage done
store has been examined using externally to the environment was slight; the explosive
applied explosive donor charges. These have deflagrations produced only a few fragments
usually been made from Sheet Explosive (SX2), which travelled tens, rather than hundreds, of

a high energy plastic explosive containing meters, The explosive deflagrations did not

88 percent IDX and 12 percent binder, The produce a loud explosion, nor did they produce
explosive is manufactured in tightly toleranced craters. In every case unreacted explosive
sheets, usually 3.2 mm thick, Composite donor remained after the deflagrative reaction. After
charges have been made by cutting discs or the initial variation of the donor charge had
squares out of the sheet explosive and assem- served to identiy a satisfactory combination of
bling these on top of one another until the re- charge diameter, thickness, and position, the
quired thickness isobtained (Figure 1). experiment was repeated until available

explosive filled stores of that caliber had been
In each experiment, the disc or square of exhausted, It was often possible to perform

explosive was placed in intimate contact with multiple attacks once confidence had been
the metal case of the explosive filled store at a established in the technique. On numerous
specified distance from some notable feature, occasions shock-induced defnagration experi-
e.g., the base, The explosive donor charge was ments were performed on up to 30 MI06 8 inch
detonated and the extent of the break-up of the shells at a time. On those occasions, the shells
store being attacked was noted, The diameter, were aligned nose to tail in two staggered rows
thickness, and position of the explosive donor of 15, This configuration was chosen to mini-
was varied until a level of explosive deflagration mize the chance of a single round detonating
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the entire assembly of charges. Multiple Initi- Table 1. Initially, the diameter of the donor
ations were arranged by coupling each Indivi- charge was held constant and the thickness of
dual donor/shell assembly with detonating the charge was increased. These shots were
cord. Each detonating cord termination used a performed sequentially on the same store.
booster assembly which comprised a detonator When this did not produce a deflagration, then
sized aluminum tube into which increments of the diameter of the charge was increased. After
RDX had been pressed. A low density incre- several attempts, an overly energetic reaction
ment was used for pick-up from the detonating ensued, but still not a detonation. These ener-
cord, while two high density increments getic deflagrations consumed nearly all of the
provided the output, Using these detonating explosive filling, but projected large fragments
cord boosters prevented a proliferation of of the casing a long way, By Firing 9 on shell
initiators, and yet provided a discrete means of number 4, a combination ofdiameter, thickness,
centrally initiating the sheet explosive donors, and charge position had been found which

produced an ideal level of disruption. This
Results of Shock-Induced Deflagrations 'ideal' is a subjective level of response based
Against MIO0 G Inch Shell Filled TNT upon generating sufficient free surface area of

The results of a typical series of firings the explosive to allow a subsequent sustained
against a previously untested caliber of deflagration, but without breaking up the shell
projectile, the M106 8 inch shell, are shown in body and scattering the explosive excessively.

Table I. Experimental Firings with Sheet Explosive Donors to Induce Deflagrations in M 106 8 Inch

Shell Filled TNT

Donor Charge Details

Firing Shell Distance from
Number Number Diameter Thickness Charge Center to Result

(mm) (mm) Base of Shell
________ ________(mm) _ _ _ _ _ _

1 1 63.5 3.2 304,8 No result
2 1 63.5 9.5 304.8 No result
3 1 63.5 12.7 304.8 No result

4 1 63.5 19.0 304.8 No result
5 1 95.2 9,5 406,4 l)eflagration with

excessive break up
6 2 95.2 9.5 406.4 D)eflagration with

excessive break up
7 3 95.2 3.2 355.6 No result

8 3 95.2 9.5 355,6 Deflagration,
excessive break up

9 4 82.6 9.5 355,6 D)eflagration, ideal
break up

10- 53 5- 47 82.6 9.5 355.6 i)eflagration, ideal
break up

54- 56 48- 50 76.24 9.5 355.6 Deflagration, ideal
break up

57 51 82.6 12.7 355.6 Detonation
*Square donor used.
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Firings 10 to 53 used the preferred donor of shell by detonating carefully controlled
and produced acceptable levels of reaction, donor charges on the surface of the ordnance to
Firings 54 to 56 switched to a square donor be attacked. There was, however, a mixed
with sides 76.2 mm by 76.2 mm and 9.5 mm response when this technique was applied to
thick. This was done principally to eliminate 1,000 lb (454 kg) GP bombs. Some bombs
the need tor special cutters in the field, but It deflagrated, shattering the case into large
also conserved explosive. Very similar results fragments and leaving large quantities of
were obtained to those with the disc charges. unreacted explosive. However, some appar-
Finally, Firing 57 was conducted to establish ently detonated, producing craters and leaving
the charge size to cause detonation, no residual explosive, Varying the donor alone

In subsequent days, a total of 700 M106 failed to achieve a level of shock input and

8 inch shells were disposed of using the shock- subsequent deflagration that resulted in

induced deflagration technique, There were disruption of the case in a satisfactory manner,

five occasions when shells did not produce sig- A variation on the shock-induced tech-
nificant reactions on first apolication, These nique was introduced to improve the chances of
all produced adequate disruptive doflagrations inducing deflagrations only. This involved the
on the second shot using an identical donor sequential firing of two explosive charges, The
charge, i1 rst explosive charge was used to cut a groove

in the casing of the bomb, The shape of aOnce a batch of shells had been opened up rectangle was used in one method and a circle

using this technique, the carcasses were in rangle was th en ace

collected and loosely assembled into a heap within the perimeter of this weakened panel as

containing 20 to 30 projectiles. These were then widon then this w eakened anelas

doused with kerosene and Ignited remotely (qv a donor, When this was detinated, a deflagra-

earlier). It must be stressed that all such final tion was induced in the main explosive filling

clearances were conducted against unfused which generally vented by blowing out the pre-

projectiles without boosters, The presence of weakened section of the casing. Once access to

even one initiator or booster element could the explosive filling had been obtained using
this method, it could be burnt out as describedcause mass detonation of the whole stack. in an earlier paragraph.

Results of Shock-Induced Deflagrations Description of the Explouive Chorges to
Against Other Projectiles Produce the Weakened Panels

The success of the shock-induced defla- The section of the bomb case was weak-
gration technique against M106 8 inch shell ened by cutting a groove in the steel case in the
filled TNT prompted further experimentation ene by cttng a go in the s e in the
against other projectiles. Four calibers of shape of a rectangle 609 mm by 330 mm in onecase or a circle 330 mm in diameter in the
artillery shells, one naval shell, and two other, The groove was produced by detonat-calibers of tank ammunition were available. inga length of boosted 80 glnoter CLC, shaped

Each caliber was attacked with a sheet into the required configuration. Effectively,
explosive donor. The position of the donor the first method used two meters of CLC and
relative to the base of the projectile is shown in
Figure 3.

The results against all calibers are shown
in Table 2.I-

Shock-Induced Deflagratlons Produced in rl~
General Purpose Bombs 11111

The previously described experiments &I _
demonstrated that satisfactory disruptive
deflagrations could be caused in most calibers Figure 3. Position of Donor Charge
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the second, one meter. In each case, the penetrated. There were no explosive events
cutting performance of the CLC was boosted by generated in the bombs by this stage of the
overlaying it with two 3.2 mm layers of sheet experiment.
explosive. A layer of 6.3 mm expanded The results of detonating the donor
polythene foam was positioned between the akn
cutting charge and the bomb case to reduce the asu against thepeakls asn dhe4
transmission of shock into the bomb. Each subsequent disposals are shown in Table 4.

charge was Initiated by a single powerful DISCUSSION
detonator at the one point on its circumference.

The Explosive Donor Charge to Produce Experiments on $bell and Small Rocket

Deflagration Warheads

Previous studies1 have shown that theA disc of sheet explosive (SX2) 9.5 mm voec fa vn nacnie xlsv

thick and 117 mm in diamoter was used to violence of an event in a confined explosive

produce a deflagration in the filling of the store is dependent on both the innate defla.

bomb. In the case of the rectangular panel, the grative properties of the explosive composition
and on the level of confinement that itdonor disc was placed inside the circumscribed experiences. The studies also showed that the

area adjacent to one of the rear corners, with dexperie e Therties o th owe Comhits center 89 mm from the two perpendicular dflagrative properties of the explosive corn.
gos. Withrmmfrom the ircular weakened pael, positions commonly used as munition fillingsgrooves. With the circular weakened panel, are far more influenced by their physical than

the donor disc was placed with its center arefr micaluencedrbyitheir an
89 mm from the circular groove. The SX2 their chemical characteristcs. Frangible explo.
donor charges were centrally initiated using sives, such as RIXJTNT and TNT, deflagrate
standard demolition detonators. Table 3. Characteristics of 1,000 lb GP Bombs

Types of General Purpose Bomb Used in Case Weight of

These Experiments Material lIE Filling HE (kg)

Three types of OP bombs were used in Forged TORPEX 4A or B 186
these experiments. Their principal charac- steel RDX/TNT/Aluminum
teristics are shown In Table 3. 20/55/25

Results of Firings Cast steel TORPEX 4A or B 186
RDX/TNT/Aluminuin

The SX2 boosted 80 g/meter CLC charges 20/55/25
cut a groove into the bomb cases which varied
in depth between 9.5 mm and 12.7 mm. Forged RDX/Wax/Alumirum 185
The casing was intentionally never totally steel 71/9/20

Table 4. Experimental Firings With Sheet Explosive Donors to Induce Deflagration8 in 1,000 lb
(454 Kg) GP Bombs

Type of )P 2 i or I i Panel Seperated/ I)Isruptive Event/

Bomb Weakened Panel Filling Burnt Out Subsequent D)etonation
Non- Disruptively Ignition

MK 11 2m 10 0 0
(Torpex 4A)

MK 13 21 0 1 0
(RDX/Wax/AI)

MK 12 1 im 12 3 2
(Torpx 4A)
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more violently than some plastic bonded and seem that TNT chokes itself by producing an
waxed explosives, even though the detonative imbalance between solid and gaseous products
performance of the latter is greater, RDX/ of combustion when it is required to burn with
TNT 60/40 exhibits high levels of explosive- a restricted free air surface. This imbalance is
ness in the RARDE Burning Tube test.1  overcome once sufficient free air surface has
Nearly all the explosive is consumed in a been restored. At the moment it is only pos-
violent deflagration that shatters the metal sible to speculate that the minimum diameter
confining tube into 20 or more fragments. orifice to sustain a steady deflagration lies
Velocities of the order of 1,400 meters/second between 50 and 210 mm.
have been measured in RDX/TNT charges over
a 500 mm run. Further, it has been observed Experiments With Large Rocket Warheads
that a confined charge of RDX/TNT heated
over a miniature fuel fire produces a more The 130 kg rocket warheads were cylin-
violent event generally than a deflagration drical, 744 mm long and 400 mm in diameter.
Induced in the material at ambient.1  The warheads were only lightly confined by a

few millimeters of aluminum alloy. However,
The experiments described earlier with they were filled with RDX/TNT 60/40 which

155 mm shells ignited at the base of an empty had glass fiber added to it to increase its
fuse cavity showed no violent events. Each structural strength. This effectively afforded
shell burned from the point of ignition near its the warhead considerable self confinement for
nose until the whole 11.5 kg charge had been any deflagration induced. Despite this, the
consumed. Examination of the shell cases events produced by firing the circumferential
after the event showed that they had been cutting charge were all steady, non-disruptive
subjected to Intense heat, The external paint defiagrations. The use of the linear cutting
had been blistered and burnt away. The charges to ignite the charge as well as
burning surface of the explosive may have removing the confinement is an elegant
progressed down the charge completely experimental variation, It would seem that
linearly or perhaps, more likely, in a manner matching the cutting capability of the charge
dependent on internal features of the charge, to penetrate the case with very little residual
such as cracks or other weaknesses, such as the overrun produces a reproducible means of
metal/explosive interface, Whichever way it igniting explosives that are particularly sensi-
progressed, it would seem likely that a tive to impact. In more recent experiments, it
considerable portion of the unreacted explosive has been shown that more modern and repro-
would have been heated in the 30 minutes or so ducible cutting charges, such as Explosive
of burning time. hlowever, this precondi- Cutting Tape,* can be used to open even RIMX
tioning did not seem to influence the burning TNT filled charges without inducing ignitions.
raLo significantly. The explosive burned with
vigor, but the deflagration rate did not The experiments with the rocket war-
suddenly increase or decrease; neither did it heads again show that reduced confinementand
transit from deflagration to detonation. This a large free surface area can keep defiagrative
would seem to be further evidence for an events below the damaging level. Certainly, If
observation made previously, 1 that there is a there was going to be any risk of producing
lower limit to confinement below which most transitions from steady defiagrations across to
secondary explosives or propellants will not explosive deflagrations or detonations, it was
sustain burning processes with significant much more likely to occur with RDX/TNT
damage potential. 60/40 than many other munition fillings

because of its demonstrated tendency toThe experiments with M107 155 mm ehbthg eesoepoiees

shells filled with 'T'NT indicate that chemistry exhibit high levels of explosiveness.

cannot totally be disregarded when dealing
with deflagrations. The poor oxygen balance of *Explosive Cutting Tape is manufactured
TNT results in the production of significant by Royal Ordnance and North American
quuntitios of carbon when it burns, It would Explosives.
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Experiments With General Purpose Bombs of large tetryl pellets were included within the
The 1,000 lb GP bombs represent almost pile of explosive for disposal. The site was

an extreme case of charge size and level of evacuated, personnel put under cover, and the
confinement that is likely to be encountered explosive was ignited, After about five min-
when dealing with accidental events in muni- utes, there was a detonation. Subsequent
tions. UK 1,000 lb bombs are generally filled examination of the site showed that a signifi-
with a variant of Torpex 4 (RDX/TNT/AI 20/ cant proportion of the explosive had detonated.
55/25) or with RDX/Wax/Aluminum (71/9/20). This may be because the tetryl pellets exceeded
From the percentage of RDX present, It might the critical length necessary to produce
be assumed that RDX/Wax/AI would produce detonations when they are heated,1'3 Once the
more violent deflagrative events than Torpex 4 heavy booster elements had detonated, then
derivatives. This is not the case, as RDX/Wax/ the explosive residue followed.
Al exhibits considerabl? lower levels of explo- A further incident involved 140 kg Minol
siveness than Torpex 4. Once again, however, charges in Depth Charges. These were approx-
these experiments illustrate that differences imately 40 years old at the time of disposal.
in explosiveness levels observed in totally con- Many of the Minol charges burnt away in the
fined systems are swamped by the overriding manner of the rocket warheads described
effects of low confinement when a significant earlier, However, a significant proportion gave
free air surface is available, Any ignition at explosive deflagrations or detonations after a
that free air surface progresses slowly driven few minutes, Careful inspection before igniting
probably more by the temperature generated the charges had made sure that there were no
by the exothermic reaction than by the genera- booster or initiatory elements present. It is
tion of product gases. Those product gases are known that the ammonium nitrate in Minol
free to vent to the atmosphere and so do not act can evolve ammonia in the presence of moisture
to pressurize the reaction front. Without that and that the presence of aluminum enhances
pressurization, there is no driving force other that evolution, Ammonia reacts with TNT to
than temperature for the reaction rate to give substances which are particularly sensi-
increase, Thermal losses serve to keep the tive to heat. It is, therefore, suggested that
reaction at a near steady state, The one bomb the unexpected explosive deflagrations and
that went propulsive presumably did so through detonations that occurred In the Minol filled
a buildup of solid Aluminum Oxide combustion Depth Charges were caused by the formation of
product providing temporary confinement, unstable compounds of ammonia and TNT

It must be stressed that, except for the formed over the 40 year life of these munitions.
exceptions dealt with later, there has only been
that one occasion in our experiments, which Shock-Induced Deflagrations on Shells
now run into thousands, where ignitions at The promotion of "low order" explosive
free air surfaces have lead to anything other events using an explosive donor on the outside
than steady state deflagrations and on no of a metal confined store was reported at the
occasions have they progressed to explosions or Fourth Detonation Symposium by Griffiths
detonations. Nonetheless, all such Ignition/ and Broom. 4 Their experiments were con-
deflagrations are performed remotely with ducted against open ended cylinders and,
observing personnel at a safe distance. The finally, against GP bombs. Griffiths and
reasons for this, other than common prudence, Broom attempted to explain the phenomena
are illustrated by two other incidents, of the "low order" reactions that they observed

On the first occasion, considerable loose in terms of the reaction zone length of the
residual explosive had been collected after a compositions tested. However, the nature of
series of experiments which haddisrupted bomb the events observed in our experiments
cases. The explosive was arranged in normal suggests to us that these "low order" events are
burning ground manner so that it formed a deflagrations. Further, the violence of these
continuous layer a few tens of millimeters events can be explained in terms of the
thick. By mistake, booster elements consisting explosiveness of the systems attacked.
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The formation ofdeflagrations in an explo- the interior surface. It is likely that the
sive acceptor purely from the shock from an ignition site is close to the area of weakness.
explosive donor has been described by Tasker. 5  Consequently, the case is inclined to fail early
In his Low Amplitude Shock Initiation test, the in the buildup of deflagration, with the result
explosive acceptor is unconfined, but separated that the reduction in confinement quenches
from the donor charge by a PMMA barrier, the reaction.
Tasker has shown that there exists a definite Insufficient experiments have been con-
zone of shock pressure Inputs that result in ducted on large, heavily cased shells such as
deflagrations of the acceptor charge. the 6 inch Naval shells filled with RDX/TNT to

While the promotion of deflagration in come to any conclusive evidence. However, the
the munitions that we have attacked may have Indications are that the combination of confine-
been caused by shock alone, there Is another menton theoe semi-armour piercing projectiles
possibility. Griffiths and Broom 4 noted that and the high levels of explosiveness exhibited
detonations of high energy sheet explosives on by RDX/TNT combine against producing a
metal plates backed by air produced both plate satisfacLory means of disposing of these shells
deformation and a spall from the plate's rear using the shock-induced technique. However,
surface. Examination of fragments recovered the ability of RDX/TNT to burn from a small
after our experiments has also shown consider- free air surface means that a non-detonative
able deformation of the case material and occa- disposal technique is still possible,
sionally the formation of a spalled zone from Attempts have been made to predict the
the interior of the case, Howe et al.6 has shown size of satisfactory donor charges for a finew"
that incipient ignitions were occurring at sites shell based on experiments with other projec-
within a shell filling after the shell had been tiles, So far, this has not been successful, It
Impacted by a flying plate. Howe proposed seems that explosive type, case thickness,
that ignitions were occurring along shear diameter of the projectile, and case material
planes In the relatively mechanically weak are all contributing parameters, but, no simple
explosive which was falling In reaponse tW the formula has been found, Ilowever, as has been
deformation of the metal case. It Is, therefore, demonstrated with the example of the experi-
suggested that mechanical deformation of the ments with the M106 8 inch shells, on most
filling could also be causing ignitions, occasions it has been possible to work up to a

The difference between the levels of reac- satisfactory level of deflagration within very
tion induced in these shells and those described few experiments,
earlier at a free air surface, can be explained
by reference to the RARDE Burning Tube Shock-Induced DeflagrationsIn 1,000 lb
experiments,1 In the shock-induced ignitions, (454 kg) General Purpose Bombs
the site of the initial burning reaction is totally It is assumed that the sources of Ignition
confined, The response, therefore, Is dependent in the bombs were very similar to the sources
on the defiagrative properties of the explosive, in the case of the shells, Therefore, by a com-
as well as the level of confinement that It expe- bination of shock and mechanical deformation,
riences, Variations In the violence of the event Ignitions are produced in the uxplosive. When
observed with the shell reflect the ranking the case has not been pre-weakened, then the
order of explosive compositions in the RARI)E Ignition has bot heen finem en the
Burning Tube test, I ligher levels of explosive- ignition has both heavy confinement surround-
ness have been observed with RDX/PNT filled ing it and a large amount of explosive to

shells than with TNT fillings, More violent Involve In the reaction. The burning process

events are produced, more of the explosive Is evolves gas, which by simple kinetics, causes

consumed, and fragments from the event tend the burning reaction to accelerate. The

to be both smaller and projected further, increased burning rate produces more gas
more rapidly, leading to further pressure rises,

The use of the externally applied donor This cycle of Increased reaction rate and
weakens the case material both by thinning pressure rise can then accelerate until either
and also occasionally by producing a spall from the pressure generated on the unreacted
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explosive exceeds the shock initiation pres- confinement and the innate deflagrative prop-
sure, or the internal pressure exceeds the yield erties of the various explosive fillings on the
point of the bomb case. In consequence, when level of violence of events ensuing from stimuli
this sort of shock-induced event is produced in whi',h produce ignitions. Experiments have
a store with an unweakened bomb case, then been conducted on 105 mm, 4.5 inch, 155 mm
the heavy confinement and large explosive shells filled with RDX/TNT and RDX/TNT
mass ensures that there is a possibility of a analogs, such as CW3. With the fuse and
transition from deflagration to detonation, booster pellet removed, the explosive main

Once the bomb case has been weakened, filling has been ignited by a small thermite
then the yield point of the case is reduced. charge placed at the base of the fuse cavity,
High speed film of several of the events showed The burning reaction so produced progresses
that the whole panel was projected from the through a steady deflagration until all the
bomb case at low velocity soon after the Initia- explosive contained in the shell has been con-
tion of the donor charge. On some occasions, sumed. The rate of burning does not increase,
however, the case did not entirely disengage, but remains relatively constant leaving the
This occurred most frequently with the bombs carcass of the shell body intact. The burning
treated with the large circuimscribed area. On process consumed the 11.5 kg of RDX/TNT
these occasions, the deflagrative reaction contained in the larger shells in approximately
induced In the filling faded so rapidly that 30 to 40 minutes,
insufficient disruptive power was generated to Similar caliber projectiles filled with TNT
throw the panel clear, In none of the eleven would not sustain a steady deflagration
occasions with the large circumscribed area did through the narrow orifice which remained
a violent explosion or detonation occur, once the fuse was removed,

The level of reaction induced in the bombs Experiments on 130 kg charges of RDX/
with the small pre-weakening panel was TNT, contained within light alloy confinement
markedly more violent, On two out of eighteen have also been conducted. Linear cnitteng
occasions, the bombs apparently detonated and have als o b en c onu ed Inea chttin
in three others there was a violent denlagrative charges made from lead formed into a chevron
event with considerable disruption of both case case of the munition. The case afforded mini-
and contents of the bomb. There would appear caeothmuionTocsefordmn-andbecinstffiients effet rm threlaseof the mal confinement and was easily cut by the leadto be insufficient effect from the release cutting charge, lHaving achieved penetration,
smaller circumscribed area to prevent an exces- the high speed residue from the explosive
sive buildup of the deflagration. However, it
does graphically illustrate the importance of cutting charge caused the explosive filling to

the concept of explosiveness as identical stimuli Igniteo It deflagrated, but the burning process

produce wildly different levels of response, was noi-disruptive and burned the explosiveThee epermens a th uper imi ofnoral completely without explosion or detonation.
These experiments at the upper limit of normal TPhe self-confinement aiTorded by the mass of
munition size also show that explosive fillings 'the dinot affe d t v the event.
behave in a similar way to their behavior in ,xposive did not affect the level of the event.
the RARDE Burning Tube test; ignitions of the the experiment was repeated several hundred
explosive do not automatically transit to
detonations because of scale factors. Further, Other ignition/deflagrations have been
confinement release mechanisms that occur purposely induced in 1,000 lb GP bombs con-
naturally in munitions can be enhanced by taining up to 186 kg of either RDXJ/NT/AI or
purposely pre-weakening the case before RDX/Wax/AI. These bombs were first modified
inducing deflagrations. by the removal oftthe base-plute, The explosive

filling was then ignited at the free air sur-
CONCLUSIONS face using a thermite charge. The explosive

Recent experiments on a range of again burned away vigorously without explo-
munitions, from shells to 1,000 lb GP bombs, sion or detonation, despite ihe heavy steel
have provided further evidence for the roles of confinement,
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This non-explosive deflogration of the However, the large mass of explosive and the
explosive filling of murnitions which have a free heavy confinement afforded by Cie metal cas-
air surface has been observed in thousands of ing occasionally lead tW deflagration/detonation
experiments. The few Incidents of explosions transitions. Experiments have been conducted
or detonations reported are either ascrlbed to using flexible linear cutting charges to weaken
failure to remove initiatory elements or boost the bomb case before using the explosive donor
pellets from the munitions or from degradation charges to induce the deflagration. Two sizes of
products formed in old munitions, e.g., those weakened panel have been used, one produced
containing ammonium nitrate, aluminum, and by two meters of cutting charge and the other
TNT. from using one meter. High speed framing

Externally applied explosive donor camera pictures show the weakened panel
charges have been used as an alternative failirg in the early stages of the induced defla-

rneans of promoting an explosive deflagration gration. The sudden pressure loss prevents the

inside a metal confined store, such as a shell transition from deflagration to detonation. In

or bomb, Ignitions were caused in the explo- repeated similar experiments with the large
sive by A combination of the degraded shock area of weakness, no incidents of detonation
and the amechanical deformation of the case have occurred. However, some incidents ofdeto-
material, The reproducibility of this proceas nation and violent deflagrations have occurred

has been demonstrated on a wide variety of when only the smaller area wias weakened.
shell calibers and munition fillings ranging Environmental pressure has made
from 105 mm to 8 inch. Several thousand disposal of surplus ammunition by detonation
experiments have been conducted, the most extremely unpopular in the United Kingdom.
spectacular of which Involved the demilitari- While these techniques still require a safety
zation of 700 8 inch shells filled with TNT. radius to accommodate the small risk of deto-
These were dealt with in batches of 30, the nation, disposal by deflagratlon techniques
total explosive weight involved for each batch causes much less environmental impact than
exceeding 740 kg (1,600 lbs). All produced detonation. Blast and noise are significantly
deflagrations which consumed up to 30 to reduced, craters are avoided, and fragment
40 percent of the explosive filling, disrupted radius is cut by an order of magnitude. None of
the metal casing into a small number of large the many thousands of experiments described
pieces, and produced only a localized effect on has attracted adverse comment from members
the surroundings. Fragment throw was reduced of the public. The phenomena described provide
to tens of meters and noise kept to a minimum, possible alternative methods for the demilita.
The carcasses of the shells containing the iization of explosive filled munitions, as well
residual TNT were loosely stacked together as throwing additional light on the deflagra-
and burned, The large surface of explosive now tive behavior of cased explosive charges.
available permitted the TNT to burn com-
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INITIATION AND DETONATION MEASUREMENTS
ON LIQUID NITRIC OXIDE

Garry L. Schott, William C. Davis, and William C. Chiles
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Measurements are reported on detonations of homofgeneous liquid
nitric oxide initially at T = 119 K, Pu = 1.28 glcm . Plane-shock
initiation in mirror-covered wedges demonstrated detonatinn In
preshocked material (superdetonation) that overtook the smooth input
shock. Its transverse irregularities continued in the unsupported
detonation. The input shock ran ca, 3 mm at U1  3.8 ± 0.2 km/a.
Behind it the fluid had up = 0.89 ± 0.02 hm/s, p = 4.3 ' 0.3 GPa,
p = 1.67 ± 0.03 g/cm , and the auperdetonation had D*Lab " 6,9 km/s.
In 356-mm long graphite tubes with 25,4-mm inner diameter,
measured detonation velocity is D = 5552 ±+ 3 m/s. Failure diameter
in graphite is below 8 mm. Free-surface velocities of I. and 2-mm
aluminum plates terminating the detonation axis were near 1.5 km/a,
approximately as predicted for CJ flow at Dw = 5564 m/s, up =
1.34 km/s impinging on aluminum, Electronic streak photography at
d = 20.6 mm in brass registered a smoothly convex detonation front
with apparent brightness temperature of 1735 ± 40 K as it reached an
end window asynchronously,

INTRODUCTION mirror, and gas-gun techniques. The main

Liquid nitric oxide was studied as a results from long cylindrical charges are
prototype condensed-phase exploulve in a detonation velocity at selected diameters and
multidisciplinary research program pursued on-axis acceleration of thin aluminum plates
during the 1980s at Los Alamos National at the charge end Finally, a single measure-
Laboratory. Theoretical atomic/molecular ment by image-Intensified, direct photography
treatments of this energetic, two-element sub- through a full-diameter window on a short
stance and the products of its decomposition at cylinder is presented. This quantitatively
condensed-phase density are simpler and demonstrates the convex shape and optical
correspondingly more mature than If carbon brightness of a detonation front in liquid nitric
and/or hydrogen were Included. Experiments oxide, These measurements extend or super-
with nitric oxide were favored by uniformly pure sede those we have published earlier.2 ' 3' 4 The
NO gas furnished as needed from the Labora- broad scope of the Laboratory's program
tory's distillation facility operated for enrich- included this work and related studies of nitric
ment' ofthe stable isotope3 of both 0 and N, oxide, its constituent elements, and other

The present report assembles thb oxidation states of nitrogen under static and
transient conditions of high pressure and/ordynamic measurements we completed on energy, Represbntative accounts are given in

cryogenically liquefied nitric oxide functioning References 5-10.
as a detonating, homogeneous high explosive.
Precisely delayed initiation of detonation by a The customary chemical formula of nitric
suitably weak Input shock Is demonstrated by oxide, NO, represents the diatomic molecular
a combination of orthodox wedge, Impedance form of its gas phase under ambient conditions.
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Cryogenic condensation to solid or liquid is culminated by two gas-gun shots that yielded
accompanied by reversible dimerization to clear streak-camera records of delayed deto-
molecular N20 2 . The substance melts at nation overtaking the steady input shock in
109.5 K and boils at 121.4 K. In all of its states wedges of homogeneous liquid explosive, The
of aggregation, its energy of formation sig- foregoing developments were reported in
nificantly exceeds that of the constituent detail, 4 with emphasis on their qualitative
elements, 02 and N2, and of any of the other features, Here we extend the earlier account of
nitrogen oxides. We apply the name liquid the wedge experiments by quantitative treat-
nitric oxide to the homogeneous, neat explosive ment of the wave velocities and the shocked
confined at temperatures near 119 K, and use state produced prior to tile detonation.
one of the above chemical formulas when the
molecular form or the gaseous state is pertinent. Wave Sequence

INITIATION OF DETONATION Figure 1 displays a record of initiation of

BY SHOCK detonation in a wedge of liquid nitric oxide. A
very similar record from a second such shot

Background and a schematic diagram of the gun target are
shown in the appended posters and available

Earlier investigations 2'11 ,12 of occurrence elsewhere. 4 The shot configurations had a
of detonation in dense nitric oxide demonstrated conventional wedge-shaped volume of explo-
its initiation in liquid or mixed phases by sive bounded downstream by a mirror-coated
shocks from donor explosives or an equivalent PMMA window surface inclined to the wave
projectile. The results were convincing that, in front. This interface was illuminated by an
its susceptibility to detonation by accidental explosively shocked xenon lamp and photo-
shock, condensed nitric oxide under technologi- graphed through the streak-camera slit, The
cally typical conditions more closely resembles initiating shock was introduced at the base
nitroglycerine than it does the less sensitive plane of the liquid wedge by transmission from
liquid high explosives. However, the pre- a smooth copper plate whose opposite face was
viously applied methods did not examine the struck by a matching copper impactor deliv-
detailed shock processes leading to detonation ered from the gun muzzle.
or subject the explosive only to plane or Dynamic events at the mirrored interface
divergent flows. Also, each investigation was alter its reflection at each position viewed by
done with nitric oxide that contained different, the slit, beginning when the first disturbance
small percentages of NO2 , N2 0, and N2  arrives. Advancing waves in the flow are
accumulated from gradual, spontaneous recorded as continuous tracks with positive
decomposition of NO kept as a compressed gas. slope. Early in the record of Figure 1, where

In order to gain more precise information the explosive is thinnest, the input shock
on initiation of detonation in liquid nitric makes a smooth, straight track as it reaches
oxide, we have aimed to control the shock the inclined mirror, Farther along, detonation
geometry and the NO purity. Our preliminary makes a second track. The input-shock track
experiments used planeowave explosive terminates at a depth of 3 mm, and thereafter
systems as donors with uniform metal inter- the single track is formed by detonation
mediate members to transmit and attenuate proceeding in original explosive. Before this
shocks at selected strength. Measurements transition point the detonation track appears
included transit times through disk-shaped in the sector to the left and identifies the
samples at a succession of depths and olectro- beginning of detonation as a separate, fast
optically intensified end-on streak photog- wave in the compressed, moving material
raphy across a diameter of a window-covered behind the input shock. In this domain the
disk. An unsuccessful attempt was made to I'MMA 3iubstrate of the mirror likewise is
perform laser velocity interferometry at the shocked, and the reflecting surface is
impact surface, viewing through the liquid reoriented to a decreased wedge angle. The
and window above it. The investigation was separation between the waves and between
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Figure 1. Annotated Streak Photograph of Delayed Initiation of Detonation in Wedge of Liquid
Nitric Oxide, Time-axis origin is arbitrary; slit-axis projections'as shown.

their resulting tracks each diminishes linearly depth and these velocities to be interpreted, the
to zero when the input shock is overtaken strength and orientation of the input shock
supersonically from the rear. This event is must be adequately uniform over the wedge
pointed out in Figure 1, section whose termination an the slant face is

The sequence of waves found here dupli- photographed, On the indication from Figure 1

cates, at least qualitatively, the initiation that these criteria are met, we proceed to

mechanism witnessed repeatedly in liquid address the relevant material conditions,

nitromethane and recognized in other homo- The density of the initial nitric oxide
geneous explosive media, including single liquid is governed by its temperature. Data
crystals and doubly-shocked gases. The from References 13-15 are represented
PMMA substrate supporting the mirrored betweenT = 110and 130 K by
wedge boundary has enabled our technique to
record the three principal wave fronts and the Pljq(g/cm3 ) = 1.274 + .00469(120.0-T) , (1)
transverse structure begun in the earliest
detonation motion. Under radiative heat load from gun

Control of Conditions components in both axial directions, the copper
structure of the gas gun target attained an

The straight tracks of the frontmost wave's approximately uniforin temperature after cool-
recorded in Figure I determine a precise depth down. A thermocouple in a blind well next to
of overtake by their intersection and indicate the explosive-filled space stably registered
sensibly constant velocities of the input shock 120.0 ± 0.3 K over times exceeding 103 s
front and later of the detonation propagating before firing each shot. The condition in the
through original explosive liquid, For this nitric oxide liquid was also measured by the
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vapor pressure recorded during filling of the progressed along the photographed band on the
visible wedge volume. This indicated a some- mirrored face are Si = (W cot •!)/Ma and SD =

what lower temperatvre, 117.6 K. The average (W cot fD)/la, where W is the writing rate of
of these temperatures, 118.8 K, is taken to the camera and M, is the apparent magnifi-
determine p = 1.28 ± 0.005 g/cm 3 . Gravita- cation at which distances along the sloped object
tional stratificatior is relied upon to keep art, projected through the camera slit and onto
nonuniformity within the horizontal wedge the film, These and other raw results of our two
section less than the absolute uncertainty of wedge experiments are assembled in Table 1.
the liquid density.

A test of our control of conditions that Table 1. Liquid Nitric Oxide Wedge

might influence the initiation of detonation Parameters

was made by a duplicate experiment. The .... .
same target and impactor materials were used, Gas-Gun Shot No. 660 661
and each face of the pure copper elements in Photograph Fig. 1 Ref. 4
the shock-forming path was diamond-tool
machined to 6 x 10" mm smoothness, The Projectile Speed (km/s) 1.008 1.010
impact velocity from the gun was repeated to
within 0.2 percent. The two shots used delib.* Wedge Angle, ,p (rad) 0.172 0.173
erately different batches of nitric oxide, Fig- St (km/s) 35.9 33.8
ure 1 is from the shot with the purest liquefied
NO gas we could manage; absence of detectable S1 (km/s) 24.0 22.8
infrared absorption through 100-mm path at
85 kPa gas pressure determined the sum of
mass fractions of N20 and NO2 to be below 104. To evaluate the wavefront velocities, U1

However, the liquefied state appeared bluish and D, from Si and SD, we assume as the ideal

and not as colorless as if the nitric oxide were case that the waves are exactly parallel to the
ultrapure. 16 Because it was impractical to wedge base, We then consider that in reality
eliminate the triatomic constituents, we tested there is small departure from ideal wave
their possible inflternce upon initiation of deto- orientation caused by unintended tilt between
nation by increasing their concentrations to a the colliding surfaces of impactor and target,
total mass fraction near I x 10"3, measured by Coordinates are adopted with the x, y plane in
infrared analysis. This alteration of composL- the impact face of the wedge and the positive
tion was not enough to perceptibly influence z-axis directed normally into the explosive.

the density, detonation velocity, or initial- The axis of the photographic object band on the
shock Hugoniot of the liquid explosive, The slant face lies in the x, z plane by definition,
increase in run to detonation that it produced, and has direction cosines (cos %P, 0, sin 1),
from 3.0 mm to 3.4 mm, is small enough that where qi is the wedge angle. Planar waves,
the apparent desensitization is of uncertain identified by subscript w, are oriented in this
significance The important indication is coordinate system by their unit normal vectors

that impurities that accumulate in NO by (aw, bw, cw). Waves that are ideally parallel to

its slow, spontaneous disproportionation do not the wedge base have cw = 1, aw = bw = 0, and
profoundly alter the initiation of detonation of their wave speed is simply Uw = Sw sin 1p. For
its liquid form. tilted waves,

Primary Wave Velocities Uw = Sw(awcosqi + cwsintp) , (2)

In Figure 1 the arrival tracks for the Waves crossing z = z. planes with a small
input shock and the final detonation have delay gradient along the x- and/or y-directions
positive slopes; their angular departures from possess small tilt components aw and/or bw that
the horizontal are respectively denoted 4pl and are proportional to Uw itself. For detonation
ft. The corresponding apparent velocities at following a slower input shock by a uniform
which the respective waves in the wedge time, this determines
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4D = acu (3) adjustment of each U1 from its "ideal" value, anda1(U1U1)the resulting values are both'near 3.8 km/s.
The analogous ac-ceptor/donor relation between
bD and bi Is presumed, but is inconsequential. Hugoniot State and Superdetonatlon

Table 2 traces the application of these U1 = 3.8 ± 0.2 km/s is adopted to deter-
wave orientation relationships to the speeds of mine the shocked state of nitric oxide fluid
Table 1, The detonation speeds, D, In the in which the superdetonations occurred, With
"ideal" columns for the two shots differ from the symmetric approximation for the shock
each other, and both are larger than the and release of pressure and particle velocity in
velocity near 5.55 km/s expected for unsup- copper, the following properties are found from
ported detonation. The input shock speeds the conservation equations for the matching
assuming ideal orientation are likewise shock in the explosive: pressure pi = 4.3 ±
unequal, whereas the gun projectile speed was 0.3 OPa; particle velocity, uj = 0,89 ±
duplicated. However, in each shot we find 0.02 km/s, density, 'pi = 1.67 ± C,.03 g/cm 3 =
(U/D) = 0.67 ± .01. 1,305 p.; specific internal energy, El E,) +

In the columns headed "tilted," we 0.40 ± 0.02 kJ/g. E,, for the original liquefied
recocil thse esuts y cnsierig frstthe nitric oxide has the value + 2.65 ± 0.01 kJ/g,

tilt component aD needed to adjust each reaietthelmns2adN 2 siel
detonation wave speed to an assu -4 gases at zero K.8 From the averages of the
5.55 km/s. The effect upon crp I V-a 1 - b2 D corresponding angles or the tracks registered

of a unnow y-ompnen, b) s inord. by the superdetonations in Figure 1 and Refer-
Extendingkthenadjusmpoent, to h input shock s ence 4 before they overtook the input shocks,
lxessdeini then 4two n naive esimautes for aIar we find S* = 45.5 km/s and Dmint =6.0 km/s.
levaluated, Taknd two naDiveestivalues fof alar This superdetonatlon velocity is in the frame
evaruatek,/Taking als=otsgiveonsaleringthe of the compressed, moving material, In a
detoatio a, s frccepthsortan Cnieinpu shoc as ulerlan frame D*Iab has the value 6.0 +
dotntor a accrdng tor Eqatind ( iiniutsheskthe 0,9 = 6,9 kmi/s. These values of J)* are subjectdonr acodin toEqatin 3) imiises he to large uncertainty from tilt, and are

presented primarily to illustrate the relation-
Table 2. Wave Velocities ini Liquid Nitric ships applicable in the compressed wedge
Oxide* confined by a window with matching shock

Shot 660 Shot 661 impedance.

IdealI ~Tilted Ida ~Tilted DETONATION PRESSURE AND
Detonation: VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

-. -- -- The experimental arrangements have
ct) (1.0) .99985 (1.0) .99996 been described previous'y. 3 The tubes con-

8D (.0) .017 (0.) -. 084 fining the explosive were made of graphite,
(0.0 -.170(0.0 -. 084 They were cooled with liquid nitrogen in a

D (km/a) 6.15 (5,55) 5.82 (5.55) bath with isopentane as the heat transfer fluid.
-. ______ - -- With vigorous stirring, the temperature was

Input Shock: maintained uniform along the length of the

111( HD (0.) -0170(0.) -. 084 tube. Table 3 gives a list of temperatures.
ai(=aD) (0.0 -. 170(0.0 -. 084 Except for the heat leak from the booster

U I(kmn/s) 4.10O 3.70 3.92 3.74 explosive warming the first thermocouple
- - -station, the temperature control Is very good.

aI(=DUID) .011 -. 057Graphite was chosen as the confining
U I (k m/a) 3.84 3.80 material because it is available commercially

in the form of tubes, it has a relatively low
* Assumed values In parentheses; symbols shock impedance and offers minimal confine-
defined in text. ment, and it was thought that there would be
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Table 3, Temperature Uniformity Along 2.2
Graphite-Walled Charges of Liquid Nitric
Oxide

Station Distance Temperature (C) 2,0 Nitromethane
Number from Booster Shot Shot (previous work)

(I m) F-5730 8-184

1 25,4 -153.89 -153.75 1.8

2 76,2 -154.11 -154,05 Nitric Oxide

3 127,0 -154.25 -154.10 (his work)

4 177.8 -164.24 -154.14 1.6

5 228.6 -154.16 -154.05

6 279.4 -154.07 -154.06 1.4 1 . .L _

7 330.2 -153.98 -154,01 0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4
(x/d)V'

no region of subsonic flow in the graphite that Figure 2. Plot of Free.Surface Velocity us. Plate

might cause a perturbation where the wave in Thickness for Nitromethanre From Reference 18

the explosive intersects the tube wall, Later and for the Measurements From Shots F.5730

calculations have shown that the uncertainties and 8.184 Described Here, The extrapolation to

In the equations of state are large enough that zero plate thickness is made using the same

there could be a small subsonic region, fractional decrement for each,

The detonation pressure is inferred from Within the accuracy of the experimental
the measured free-surface velocity of a 6061 result, the curve is satisfactory.
dural plate driven by the explosive at the end
of its run through 355,6 mm of nitric oxide in An important reason for performing these
the 25.4-mm diameter tube, The velocity was measurements wasto try to answer questions
measured using the method described by Davis raised by speculation that real detonations are
and Craig. 17 it has been shown by Davis and weak detonations, not Chapman-Jouguet (C-J)
Venable1 s that the measured free-surface velo- detonations. Nitric oxide is the only condensed

city is a linear function of(x/d)" 2, where x is the phase material for which it has been possible to

thickness of the plate, and d is the diameter of measure the equation of state of the detonation
the detonation tube. The data are plotted in products in separate experiments that are not
Figure 2, The intercept with the axis gives the detonation experiments.6 In Figure 3 the C-J

desired value of the free-surface velocity, which state and its reflected-shock tlugoniot are the

is then used to find the particle velocity in the ones calculated from a semi-empirical equation
dural at the instant it is contacted by the of state of equilibrium products from liquid
detonation wave, nitric oxide. 8"19 This is based on the measured

shock Hugoniots of oxygen and nitrogen
Figure 3 is a plot in the pressure - individually and of nitric oxide products in

particle velocity plane of the Hugoniot curve overdriven detonation states, Hence it is inde-
for dural and the reflected shock 1lugoniot pendent of assumptions about the nature of the
curve for the explosive. Their intersection unsupported detonation of nitric oxide. The
should be at the point measured in the free- measured point plotted in Figure 3 is not in
surface velocity experiments if the reflected disagreement with the assumption that the
shock Ilugonoit curve is the correct one. real detonation is a C-J detonation. The data
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Figure 3. Matching of Nitric Oxide Detonation Figure 4. Plot of Detonation Velocity Versus
Products into the Dural Plate, Plotted in the Reciprocal Diameter for Nitric Oxide at 119 K
Pressure vs. Particle Velocity Plane, The value and Density 1.280 g/cm3, The large decrement
of particle velocity inferred from the free.surface is unusual for a liquid explosive.
velocity measurements is plotted with estimated
error span, There is no disagreement with the
assumption that the detonation is a CJ of two types, single-frame and streak, were
detonation, used to photograph self-light from the trans-

parent end of a detonating cylinder of N20 2
capped by a flat PMMA window. The cylinderare not adequate to put any severe limit on the interior was 40 mm long and 20 mm in diam-

range of weak (or strong) detonations that iteri as 40tomalon and 20 omm i m
might also be in agreement with the data, eter, and detonation was initiated promptly bya flat, axially directed shock introduced from

Detonation velocity measurements were detonating TNT through the brass end wall
made incidental to the pressure measure- opposite the window.
ments. A plot of detonation velocity versus The streak photograph from this experi-
charge diameter is shown in Figure 4. The ment is displayed in Figure 5, with axes to
infinite-medium detonation velocity is esti- indicate the diametrical slit and advancing
mated to be 5564 m/s at a temperature of 119 K,
corresponding to a density of 1.280 g/cm3. time, t. The midpoint of the streak recordcoincides with the framing picture exposure

DETONATION FRONT discussed below, and is taken as the time

PHOTOGRA1PH origin. Somewhat later, when the detonation
reached the window, it abruptly intensified the

We had ambitiously intended to use otherwise slowly varying exposure on the film.
measured wavefront shapes in long, deto- The resulting arrival track appeared earliest
nating charges of several different diameters at the charge axis (taxis = 0.34 ps) and formed
to determine rates of energy release in the a smooth, symmetric arc indicating that the
reaction zone. 10 However, we completed only a detonation front is likewise curved and at the
prototypeexperimentdemonstratingwavefront walls lagged by 0.09 ps, or 0.5 mm (twall =
curvature. Electronically intensified cameras 0.43 p~s). Transverse irregularity indicative of
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decrease, The apparent brightness tempera-
tures determined from the axial densitometric
scan are plotted against time at the top of
Figure 5,

All these brightness temperatures are far
below the C-J terperature of approximately

sw 2600 K we expect" from the equation of state
0 of products from detonating N 20 2 at liquid

Initial density. The simplest interpretation,
sufficient but not unique, is that the reaction

... zone and/or unreacted layer is significantly
opaque and behaves in the limit as a black
body near 1735 K, The effective emissivity of
the detonation product sLute at or near C-J
conditions remains unknown, as does the
coisAvlex not effect of encountering the PMMA

I ooundary,

I DISCUSSION
-to -0.5 0.0 .S_ 0.5 1.0 Here, in conjunction with the poster

Thn. (sss) panels which appear elsewhere in this
Proceeding8, we expand our assessment of

Figure 5, Electronic Streak Photograph of selected features of the measurements

Self-Light from Convex Front of Liquid Nitric presented above,

Oxide Detonation Reaching Full-Diameter The second poster panel includes a
PMMA Window. Brightness temperatures at diagram of the instrumentation on the exterior
zero radius plotted above to some time axis. of the long graphite tubes that led to the data

in Table 3 and Figures 2 and 4, The precise

proximity to the failure diameter is absent, detonation velocity of liquid nitric oxide. found
and any fine-scaled manifestations of non. In 25.4-mm i,d, graphite at 119.1 ± 0,1 K islaminar detonatior flow are not resolved by D = 5552 ± 3 m/s. This was determined by
lainr dletronicatlyiotensfloied notogreahy. means of the illustrated twisted pairs of thinly
our electronically intensified photography, insulated magnet-wire sensors installed at the

The single-frame picture, exposed tor apexes of uniformly deep, exterior V-grooves in
30 ns, showed the full circular area of the the tube walls, Figure 4 includes this value
approaching detonation when its front was still along with the less precisely determined3

about 0.4 ps, or 2 mm, from reaching the velocities of the slower detonations at two
window surface. It showed a uniformly exposed diameters below 10 mm.
disc whose apparent brightness we matched The second and third poster panols con-
through the same photographic system by an tam abbreviated statements that extend our
incandescent tungsten-ribbon lamp, The equi- inturpretations of Figures 3 and 6, respectively.
valent black-body temperature of the tungsten
source was 1706 ± 37 K, and exposures at Mean results from the pairs of experi-
nearby temperatures indicated the film coef- ments represented In Tables I and 2 above,
ficient. Densitometry of the streak photograph and of their consequences developed under
showed that the brightness of the detonation the subheading "Hlugoniot State and Super-
increased steadily, and understandably, as the detonation," are extended and arranged in
remaining depth of undisturbed, bluish-gray tabular form in the fourth panel, under the
N202 liquid diminished. The abrupt increase heading: Wedge Initiation-Quantitative. The
of brightness when the PMMA window was present collection of these results supersedes a
reuched was followed by a steep, steady previous, preliminaryaccount. 2 1
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Our determination of superdetonation confining boundary while its front advances
velocity, D*, is adm!ttedly compromised by through fluid layers initially situated from
somewhat uncertain effects of wave tilt and : 1 mm to 2: 2 mm from the copper surface at
transmission of the input shock into the the wedge base, This result Is in qualitative
PMMA window. However, unlike many agreement with experimental2 5 and theoreti-
earlier determinations of D* in nitromethane ca12 6 findings emphasized in the present
and other liquids,22' 28 it is based on the slope of symposium.
the continuously recorded final segment of the
superdetonation trajectory, rather than on the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
time differential associated with passage of the
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conditions prior to the overtake. The final tion, Albuquerque, NM, 15-19 Jul 1985,
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MECHANISMS OF DETONATION AND FAILURE IN WEAK
CHEMICALLY SENSITIZED MINING SAFETY EXPLOSIVES

M. Kennedy and i. D. Kerr
Health and Safety Executive, Research and Laboratory Services

Division, Harpur Hill, Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 UJN, England, UNITED KINGDOM

This paper discusses the experimental derivation of detonation reaction
zone shapes, densities, pressures, and particle velocities in weak
mining safety explosives of the powder type. It then shows how this
information can be used to devise a model of the reaction zone
processes, how compression of the explosive can affect detonation
sufficiently to cause failure, and suggests a method of calculating
failure diameters.

INTRODUCTION dinitrate. Proportions of ethylene glycol
Conditions can occur during shotfiring In dinitrate in some mixtures vary between

mines In which detonation products from early twenty and eight percent of the -total. About
shnes In which detayrounan prodsuct.e, fom- eaeighty percent by weight of these exphlives
shots in a delay round can pressurize, corn- consists of finely divided inorganic compounds
press, and desensitize charges ol' later shots. such as ammonium nitrate and alkali metal

Desensitization has become more important in nitras aodium chlride a. alame tol

recent years because the increased safety in nitrates, sodium chloride as a flame inhibitor,

gassy mines of weak mining safety explosives aommonium chloride a onsion-ex s,

has been obtained by reductions in strength component The remainder consists of fuels,

and sensitizer content, waterproofing agents, and anti-setting agents.

This paper discusses and interprets X-ray A substantial quantity of powder

photographs of freely suspended detonating explosives is manufactured at densities in the

cartridges of weak mining safety explosive of region of 1.3 grams/cc. Component particle

different diameters and densities, and outlines sizes are such that each gram of explosive will

the methods used to obtain from them have a surface area in the range of200 to about

information concerning densities and pros- O000 sq. cm.

sures in detonation waves. This experi- The maximum densities that these
mentally obtained information is used to explosives can have, if all the air is expelled, is
devise a model of detonation in near failure in the range 1.8 to 1.9 grams/cc, as calculated
conditions. The model Is used to explain the from the densities and quantities of each
desensitizing effects of increasing density, and component of the composition.
for attempting a quantitative analysis of
conditions in which detonation just fails in EXPERIMENTAL
these types of explosives.

Full details of the experimental arrange-
COMPOSITIONS AND ments have been published.1 Figure 1 shows a
CHARACTERISTICS OF typical arrangement of X-ray source, explo-
SAFETY EXPLOSIVES sive cartridge, and photographic plate.

Weak mining safety explosives are mostly The X-ray source was a 300 kV type
sensitized by about ten percent by weight of 730/2710 Field Emission Flash X-ray System,
mixtures of nitroglycerine and ethylene glycol which is now supplied by Hewlett-Packard.
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Explosion The average densities obtained are values of
artrchamber the integral of density with respect to distance

of ex losive through the explosive divided by the length of
Trigger Fm the path over which the integration is made.

probe cassette DENSITY VARIATIONS,
X-ray PRESSURES, AND PARTICLE
tubdhead VELOCITIES

X-ray photographs have confirmed that
in these low velocity detonations, wavefronts
are curved. Density increases in the reaction
zone at the charge axis are commonly only 10 to
20 percent of the initial density of the explo-
sive, and mostly considerably len than void-
less. Densities in planes perpendicular to the
charge axis are approximately constant, but as

X-ray pulse Delay distance behind the wavefront increases, densi-
trigger unit ties reduce in magnitude as-depicted In Figure 2.

Figure 1. Typical Arrangement of X-Ray
Source, Exploelve, and Photographic Plate Undetonated Expansion

explosive zone
Each cartridge was 120 mm long. The Reaction I.

cartridge diameters were 18, 22, 26, or 32 mm. Wavefront zone
The densities of the cartridges were as received MW
from the manufacturers, or compressed in a
range up to about 85 percent of the voidles
density of the explosive,

A trigger probe, which was used to
initiate the X-ray flash at selected times after --- ..........-- -------
the detonation wave reached it, was always
inserted in the cartridge 10 mm from the base
charge of the detonator.

A calibration stepwedge was made by
pressing a known weight of explosive of the
same composition as that being investigated Stack of discs each of uniform
into a mould designed to produce five steps density, which reduces in going
having thicknesses of one to five centimeters from the front to the back Of
and of known density. This enabled optical the reaction zone
densities in the X-ray photograph to be related Figure 2. Density Distributions in the Reaction
to material dencities. Zones ofDetonating Safety Explosives

DERIVATION OF DENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS The pressures calculated on the basis of

the observed density increases and detonationInformation concerning variations of speeds lie in tho range 0.1 to I OPa.

average density in the detonation reaction

zones of these explosives has been obtained Some information on the dynamic
from X-ray flash photographs of unconfined compression, without detonation, of weak
detonating cartridges of different diameters mining safety explosives is available.3 Explo-
and densities.3 The photographs were digitized sives were submitted to the compressive effects
and then processed using a microcomputer. of dropping weights from a height of 5 meters
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onto samples contained in a brass cylinder melting, compression, deformation, and
sealed at one end and closed at the other by a vibration.
piston that was struck by a falling weight. If Where particles are initially in contact in
it is assumed that all the kinetic energy of the explosives, and particulate flow occurs,
the falling weight aoes into compressing the there are increases in pressure. Hot spots form
explosive, and that the weight is uniformly at points where surface asperities rub together
decelerated as compression takes place, the durinthe compaceiosproces The temper
pressure can be calculated. Although not all during the compaction process. The tempera-
the kinetic energy of the falling weight goes tures achieved at points of rubbing contact
into compressing the explosive, and the depend on the melting points of the particles
deceleration is not likely to be uniform, the and the applied pressure. In general, meltinga e- temperatures are raised by pressure, and at
assumptions employed probably give area- pressures up to one GPa, such as occur insonable estimate of the applied pressure. mining safety explosives, the melting tempera-
Pressures calculated on this basis for a range of ture could exceed that at which rapid reaction
mining safety explosives indicate that values the exp ee can ath id raction
of less than 0.1 OPa are required to effect of the explosive can occur; then inte granular
compressions in excess of 20 percent. For friction could be sufficient to initiate rapid
example, a typical explosive of initial density reaction without melting. This suggests that

pressure must be applied to initiate detona-cent with an estimated pressure of 0.085 OPa. tion, and this is confirmed by earlier studies.4

Another explosive of initial density 0.94 g/Oc Other effects such as compression, vibrationAnotherwentpaloprssiv of init densitywith an and disintegration, are probably not by corn-underwent a compression of 43 percent parison with friction too important in theprocesses leading to the initiation of reaction.
The differences between the pressures The possible formation of fast moving

reached in dynamic compression without deto- sensitizer particles is discussed later.
nation, and during detonation must arise from Approximate values of the times required
the fact that in one case there is no noticeable approximat values of the tired
reaction, and in the other there is very notice- to achieve maximum compression in the vicak-
able reaction. It seems that in the detonation ity of the wavefront at the charge axis in weak
reaction zone, chemical reaction causes lower mining safety explosives have been obtained.
densities by preventing grains of explosive An average distance through which an average
from compacting to the extent to which, in the particle of explosive moves in the compaction
absence of reaction, they should at the pres- process was estimated by assuming there aresure. reached. The implication of this is that as many gas spaces as particles in the explo-
sureatos iniiaced. Thery i icklyation this Ishat sive. Then, further assuming that each particle
reaction is initiated very quickly at the wave- moeatacnatspdwihanb
front as a result of particles colliding violently, moves at a constant speed, which can becalculated from plane wave hydrodynamic

For those explosives for which the pres- theory, the compaction time, as shown in
sures attained at the detonation wavefront are Appendix 1, can be written as 4.r.dv/(3.do.D);
less than those required to exceed the mechan- where r is a representative average particle
ical strength of the grains in the reaction zone, radius, D is the detonation velocity, d. is the
the wavefront region probably extends over a voldless density, and do the initial density.
distance of about a typical average explosive Using typical values for mining safety
particle width. The lik.ly width of the wave- explosives; viz. D= 1800 meters/second,
front region, when flow is not particulate, is r=100 microns, dv=1.85 grams/cc, and do=
not clear, but will probably be smaller. 1.3 grams/cc, a value of compression time of

about 10"7 seconds is obtained. This is clearly
PARTICLE COLLISIONS of the right order of magnitude, and illustrates

High speed impacts between particles of the speed of the process.
explosives can cause effects which include At maximum compression when the
sudden pressure increases, chemical reaction, explosive's density is less than voidless, the
intense friction, cracking into smaller pieces, interstices in the explosive must be filled with
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gas at a pressure sufficient to prevent further
compression taking place. This gas is A 8 C
generated by the reaction of one of the b I
components of the explosive, which in this case b...b..b
is the sensitizer, because it reacts much morerapidly than the other components. An a a

approximate value for the extent of reaction of U
the sensitizer of 25 percent was estimated by
calculating the quantity of sensitizer required
to fill the explosive's interstices with fully Surface A Is Imparted a velocity U Instantaneously
oxidized gases at the sensitizer explosion tem-perature, and a typic~al pressure of 0.4 OPa. Figure 3. Diagram for Relating Wave to

Particle Velocities in an Idealized Situation

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PARTICLE AND WAVE SPEEDS to understand how the wave arises as a con-

In the vicinity of the detonation tinuous "knocking-on" between explosive parti-
wavefront and when the mechanical strength cles, somewhat like a set of simply coupled
of the explosive's grains is not exceeded, high boxcarebeing struck atone end bya locomotive.
speed reacting particles continually collide
with stationary particles ahead of them, The WAVEFRONT CURVATURE
speed of the reacting particles is considerably Detonation wavefronts tend to become
less than that of the wavefront. The reason for more curved as conditions for detonation
this appears to lie in the relationship between failure are approached. In near failure
the sizes of the particles, the distances between conditions the detonation wavefront becomes
them, the velocities imparted to them, and the highly curved, and flow divergence is reduced
compression to which they are subjected. A to such an extent that the flow behind the
simple demonstration of this can be made by wavefront is almost plane.
considering the following idealized situation. A typical wave near to failure is shown in

A series of discs of thickness, b, are spaced Figure 4. The divergence of the flow behind
a distance, a, apart as shown in Figure 3. If the reaction sone can be seen to be quito small.
disc A In instantaneously imparted a velocity Small divergence of flow
U, then it will take a time a/U to move a behind the roaction zone
ditst rice a. When disc A contacts disc B, it also is Wave appears to moot
assumed to be instantaneously accelerated to a charge perper
velocity U. However, the distance of the sur-
face from the point at which disc A started
moving is now a + b, whereas the time required
for this surface to start moving is a/U. This
process, if continued, would produce a wave of
motion moving faster than each disc with a
velocity given by the expression U.(1 + b/a).
Writing the ratio b/a in terms of do. the initial
density of the spaced out collection of discs, and Detonator remnants Wave front
do, the density of the discs when pushed Figure 4. X-Ray Photograph of a Highly
together, gives for the wave velocity the expres- Curved Detonation Wavefront
sion U/(l-do/dc). It is evident that the expres-
sion obtained is of the same form as that which
is obtained on taking a mass balance for a Some wavefronts have a shape that Is
detonation wave. However, the method of deri- almost symmetrical about the charge axis, but
vation emphasizes the collisional nature of the many are not, and some are quite skew or have
process. In the case of particulate flow, it is easy odd shapes as can be seen in Figure 5.
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Waveshapes cannot be described in
simple terms because they are the result of a
complex interaction between reaction rates,
flow conditions, and the initial condition of the
explosive. Thus, waves will tend to assume
different shape* depending on the precise

1 conditions pertaining at any instant during
detonation,

Detonator remnants Posilton of Irregularlty A SUMMARY OF THE MAIN
Figure 5. X-Ray Photograph of an Oddly FEATURES OF THE
Shaped Detonation Wavefront DETONATION MODEL

The variations in waveshapes are The observed reaction zone pressures are
thought to arise from variationm in the probably insutticient to exceed the mechanical
distribution of the sensitizer, and its burning strength of at least some of the granular corn-
surface area, over a cross-section of a cartridge, ponents of the explosive, and so flow in the
The angle which a wavefront can make with a reaction zone is likely to be essentially parti-
cartridge periphery cannot be less than or culate, The sudden compaction that occurs at
equal to 45 degrees because, as shown In the wavefront arises from the continuous
Appendix B, there would be no compression, collision of detonating particles with undeto-
and the flow would not be divergent. The nated explosive, The collision processes cause
shapes of some wavefronta can be represented substantial intergranular friction, and may also
by a curve based on a parabola, create many fast moving sensitizer droplets,5

which impinge on adjacent sensitizer-coated
THE SHAPE OF THE REACTION surfaces in the explosive as depicted in Fig-

ZONE ure 6. This may contribute to the ignition of

The position of the back of the reaction BEFORE MOTION IS IMPARTED TO PARTICLE A

zone, as assessed from discontinuities in plots
of density versus distance behind the wave-
front, lies approximately in a plane perpen-
dicular to the charge axis, and cutting the
charge periphery where the wavefront appears
to meet it. Thus, the reaction zone has a shape
that approximates that of a plano-convex lens.

Wave curvature at the charge periphery SensitIser at point of contact
is associated with material loss from the reac-
tion zone which occurs by both lateral and AFTER MOTION IS IMPARTED TO PARTICLE A
radial expansion of the detonation products.
When explosive Is reacting rapidly, peripheral
wave curvature appears small and tends to be
restricted to extreme peripheral regions,
Radial pressure gradients in the reaction zone A Motion Imparted In
induce radial transfers of detonating explosive. this direction
Diameter reductions increase the importance
of radial losses, and cause pressure gradients
to increase and penetrate deeper into the b',. -- Impinging onpan
reaction zone, This leads to an overall reduc- rf "[ adjacent surface
tion of pressures and reaction rates, and an
extension of wave curvature to affect a greater Figure 6. The Formation of rast Moving
proportion of the wavefront. SenaitizcrDroplet,,
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much of the sensitizer surface in under a
microsecond. This seems to Indicate that the
wavefront region is likely to be about as wide
as a typical particle of explosive, and that some BEFORE COMPRESSION
reaction of the sensitizer takes place during
the compaction process. Rapid reaction of the
sensitizer in the wavefront region prevents
densities increasing to at leadt voidless by
filling the pores with high pressure gases.

The sensitizer layer burns erosively and is
almost fully reacted at the end of the reaction
zone at the charge axis, although this may not
be the case for off-axis positions. Some break- Sensitiser distributed
age of the crystalline components of the explo., as a uniform layer
stve is also expected, arising from the frictional
processes. Secondary components of the explo- AFTER COMPRESSION
sives are thought not to contribute significantly
to the support, of the detonation wave because
they react too slowly in relation to the sensitizer.

EFFECTS OF COMPRESSION
When these types of explosives are slowly

compressed in a press to a higher density than
normal, the distances between constituent par-
ticles are reduced. In addition, the sensitizer Dots indicate
must be gradually squeezed from between formation of globules
particles to form globules in the interstices as of sensitiser
shown In Figure 7. Increasing the density of
the explosives causes effects which include: Figure 7. Formation of Seneitiser Globules in
reduction of the overall reaction rate by CompressedSafetyExplosives
reducing the area of sensitizer available for
erosive burning, reduction of the extent of imminent only minor changes In conditions
frictional ignition, and reduction of the could lead to the failure process being
impulsive formation of sensitizer droplets so initiated.
that there are fewer of them leading to less
effective ignition. Together these processes The detonation failure process is unlikely
reduce the ability of the explosive sensitizer to to be Instantaneous since pressures and hence
begin reacting and then to burn at a sufficient reaction rates are higher at the axis than the
rate to support a detonation wave, periphery of the charge, and so fahiure should

take place from the periphery inwards. This
MECHANISM OF DETONATION may mean that during the course of failing,
FAILURE unstable waves having wavefronts of an

When a detonation wave is established in apparently higher curvature than expected

a cartridge of explosive of uniform density, may be observed.

diameter and sensitizer distribution, there is When failure occurs, the explosive par-
no reason for failure to occur. However, when a ticles at the wavefront are still moving in the
wave is travelling into explosive of increasing direction of the wave and slam into unde-
density and/or reducing diameter it will fail tonated explosive with a force that is sufficient
when the dianneter becomes too small and/or to compact it to near voidless density. This com-
the densit) becomes too large. When circum- pacted explosive is subsequently dispersed, but
stances are such that detonation failure is because it is relatively dense it appears on
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sciagrams taken shortly after failure as
accretions of dense material in the flow, as can
be seen in Figure 8. The appearance of
sciagrams of cartridges that have stopped
detonating Is characteristically different from
those that are detonating, as can be seen by
comparing Figures 4 and 8.

A POSSIBLE METHOD OF
ESTIMATING DETONATION
FAILURE DIAMETERS

When detonation failure is imminent, Detonator remnants
experimental evidence indicates that the Accreffor of undetonatsd explosIves
wavefront is approximately parabolic in shape,
and appears to meet the charge periphery at Figure 8. X-Ray Photograph of a Failed
very nearly 45 degrees. From this, and the Detonation Wave Showing Accretions of Dense
geometry of a parabola that Is symmetrical Material in the Flow
about the charge axis, it can be shown that the
axial reaction zone length should be about a
quarter of the length of the charge diameter, the change in volume of each gas space on
Flow divergence behind highly curved detona- changing density from do to do Is Vg where:
tion wavefronts is very small, and so approxi.( - (A-4)
mate estimates of axial reaction zone lengths, V = 4n v
and hence failure diameters, might be made by If the average cross-sectional area of a
applying plane wave detonation theory, particle is a, and s is the distance moved to
although some allowance for reaction in the effect the volume change then:
wavefront region might also be necessary.

APPENDIX A vi (A-5)

Estimation of the Time Required to I it is now assumed that the closing
AchieveMaxootimum Requressionn the movement takes place at a constant velocity ofVievty of the Wavefrent U, where U can be written from detonation

theory as:

The volume of gas in one gram of
explosive is given by: U = D,(do - do)/do (A-6)

V = i/do- l/dv (A-1) and T is the time taken for the compaction
process to occur, then Equations (A-4), (A-5),Where do is initial density and dv is voidless and (A-6)lead to:

density. The change In gas volume on

changing the density from do to the compressed T = 4.r.dv/(3.do.D) (A-7)
density do is Dv where:

Dv = I/do - 1/d0 , (A-2) APPENDIX B

If there are n grains of explosive of Flow Divergence Behind a Curved
typical average radius r In each gram of Detonation Wave in a Cylindrical
explosive, then the value of n Is: Cartridge of Explosive

n = 3/(4.n.rA.dv) . (A-3) The divergence of flow at any given
point behind a moving curved detonation

If it is assumed that there are as many wavefront in a cylindraical cartridge of
gas spaces as particles in the explosive, then explosive can be evaluated In terms of the
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compressed density of the particle, and the
initial density of the explosive,

Figure 9 shows a particle immediately
behind the wavefront having a velocity V, and
travelling in a direction AB, while the B
wavefront Is travelling In the direction AC
parallel to the axis of the cartridge. If the time AX16
required for the wavefront to move from A to C
is dt, where dt is vanishingly small, then the i o f
distance moved by the wavefront along AC Is Direon o
Ddt, and the distance moved by the particle w
along AB Is Vdt. Applying the sine rule to ....
triangle ABC gives:

V.Sin(180 - G - Q) = DSin(0) (B-1) Figure 9, Diagram For Calculating Flow

where G is the angle between sides AC and BC Divergence Behind a Curved Detonation
and is a measure of the divergence of the flow, Wavefront
and Q is the angle between the charge axis and
the normal to the wavefront at point A. V is approach values of do, such as when detonation
obtained by treating the wavefront as a is near to failure the value of 0, the angle of
connected set of small plane oblique shook divergence, approaches zero; that is the flow is
waves, and applying mass momentum and almost plans.
energy balances to each as described by
Shapiro.6 V can be expressed as: REFERENCES

V = D.(l - d0 /d,).CoA(Q) (B-2) 1. Kennedy, M. and Kerr, I, D., "Studies of a
Mochanismn of Deflagration During Delay

ois the initial density of the explosive, Round Firing in Coal," Propellants andwhere doi h nta est fteepoie Explosives, Vol. B, 1980, pp, 29-83.

and do is the compressed density at point A of

Figure 9. 2. Kennedy, M. and Kerr, I.D., "Studies of
Weakly Detonating Mining Safety

Equations (B-I) and (B-2) give: Explosives," Proceedings of the 17th Inter.
Tan(G)=(d0 -d ), d+d Tanla) national Conference of ICT, Karlsruhe,

T (=d-).Tan(Q)/(d cTWest Germe.ny, 27-29 Jun 1986, pp, 30-1

(B-3) to 30-14.

For constant values of do and d4 the 3. Plant, J. and Barbero, L. P., Defl agration
value of 0 reaches h maximum value, Gm when and Detonation in Certain British Mining
Q reaches a value, Q., such that: Safety Explosives, Safety in Mines

Research Establishment, Sheffield,
Tan(Qm) = (do/do)1'2  (B-4) England, Research Report No. 258, 1969.

and 4. Dauge, G.; Giraudu, J. P.; and Float, R.,

Tan(Gm) (d/do - 1).Tan(QmY12 (B-5) "Pressure Dependence of Solid Explosives
Initiation," Proceedings of the l15h
Symposium (International) on Combus-It 1. clear from equation (B.4) that Qm tion, Tokyo, 25-31 Aug 1974, p. 2.1,

cannot have a value greater than 45 degrees,

because for detonation to occur do must be 5. Kennedy, M. and Kerr, I. D., "The
greater than d4, Also Equation (B-5) indicates Development of a Model of the Reaction
that in conditions in which values of do Zones of Weakly Detonating Mining
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Safety Explosives Sensitized by Mixtures 6, Shapiro, A. H., The Dynamics and
of Nitroglycerine and Ethylene Glycol Thermodynamics of Compressible Flow,
Dinitrate," Proceedings of the 19th Inter. The Ronald Press Company, New York,
national Conference of ICT, Karlsruhe, Vol. 1, 1953, pp. 529.531.
West Germany, 29 Jun-i Jul 1988,
pp. 35.1 to 35-14.
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EXPERIMEWNTAL STUDIES ON THE DETONATION OF AN
EXPLOSIVE BY MULTI-POINT INITIATION

Yu Jun, Fu Xlnghal, and Zhang Guanren
Southw-,st Institute of Fluid Physics

P.O. Box 523, Chengdu, CHINA

This paper describes the experimental studies on the problem of multi-
point initiation of detonation of an explosive slab, By means of flash
gaps method, we obtained the shape of a flyer driving by the plane
explosive and Its velocity distribution, Through analysis of its average
nelocity, we conclude that there is a loss of energy for multi-point
initiation while comparing with the full surface initiation.

INTRODUCTION loe of.... Initiator

Multi-point initiation of detonation is a
general method for obtaining surface initiation riv.- ,st ol)
of explosives, References I and 2 are studies of th Air

the total time from multi-point initiation of a J_
plane explosive, and the flying time of a flyer Optocal Target CPMA)
driven by the explosive by the method of fiber- .
optical pins. In this paper, we used the flashb3K 3X- Aitr GP 0.-
gaps method and a method of analysis to treat A.-- pi of Iniiio
the experimental data, obtain the shape of the " °
flyer, and the velocity distribution of the flyer [ L
under various thicknesses of the explosive. H'
Then the average kinetic energy of the flyer
was obtained. Obviously, this energy is the
effective energy of the explosive imparted to
the flyer. Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Experimental

Setup (Above: Experimental Setup; Below:
EXPERIMENTAL1 METHOD AND Distribution of Multi-Point Initiation)
DATA TREATMENT

The experimental setup Is shown In experimental data, we used a one-point
Figure 1; Line MM' JIs the slit for the high- Initiation of the explosive to drive a flyer adrd

speed camera, A layer of Ba(NOa)1 powder Is measured the shape of the flyer by flash X-ray
pasted on the surface of the flyer to give the photographic method and the pressure with

initial light signal when the shock passes Manganin gauges in the target, then compared

through it, Two successive air gaps can give them with the treated results.
two successive wave forms of the shock at two
different places in the target. The thickness of Method of Experimental Data Treatment
the explosive Ii are 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, and We suppose: (1) Neglect the attenuation
50 mm, respectively, The flying distance of the of the shock wave between the two air gaps in
flyer keeps constant as 35 mm. A typical the target; (2) The velocity of the shock wave in
photograph of the high.speed camera is shown the target is perpendicular to the wave front;
in Figure 2, In order to prove the reliability of and (3) Neglect the attenuation of the velocity
the method of our treatment of the ofthe flyer during impact,
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Figure 2. Photographs of the Shock Wave Form of One.Point Initiation (Above) and Multi-Point
Initiation (Below)

Determination of the Shock Wave Front 3  Taking AX as small as possible, then we

In Figuire 3, the shock wave ftrni In two- get the all parameters of the shook wave,
dimensional-, we drew a broken Ilnao AS to Ietermination of the Flyer atthe Inotant of
replace the curved front AQ, so the curved shock Impacte
wave could be treated as a sarler, of plane shock
waves, See figure 4; by boundary conditions of

Thus, the local shock velocity D)2 and its the flyer and the target, we could get the
fange ofincinaton 0at ointA cold eIreltions of the flyer and the shock wave In theangle of inclination [3 at point A could be

determined by the following fornttla: target by following:

1)2 '= Ix Sin3 Ct + X IU -=WctgOSln(a+0)
Al- LA (Col + X1 U 1 tg(u + 0-c1 ) =

Coo O B -- D(-tA)/h2 (1) 1oI o- (h, .1)U I t&n+ 0)

P1 = P01 UI(Col + ,iUi)

. -- -.- D2 = WSin •iSin 0

Air Gap 1 D~tg(P - 02) = (D2'U2)tgP

MR Air Gap 2 P3 = Po2 U21)2

,IP = P I
0 = C1 + U-2 (2)

""o.2 Whero Ci,1, X1, p,, are the sound speed;
N proportional constant in D,U linear relation;

and donalty of the flyer, respectively; Co2, A2 ,
and Po2 are those of the target.; J, el, c2, and a
are defined in Figure 4; W is the flyer velocity;
und 0 is itH Impacting angle. There are eight

;j.. , .equations and ten unknowns, If D2 and 3 were
0 gotten from Equation (1), the sgystem of equa-

tions would be solved.
Figure 3, Schematic Diagram of Treaetment of
the Curved Shock Wave Front
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0 Table ]. Comparing the Treated Pressure in
[o)! the Target with the Measured Pressure

One-Point Initiation (11 = 50 mm)

R(mm) 5 25 35 55

Pmlit, (OPa) 9.99 7.80 6.95 6.28
G 9 Target Ptre.(OPa) 9.42 7.79 7.06 5.93

the results of full surface initiation with one-
131 12] dimensional calculation of the flyer In the

same figure for comparison. It shows that their
differences decrease with an increase of the
thickness of the explosive which means the
Influence of the multi-point initiation
decreases with the increase of the thickness of

Angles the explosive as well, There exists an energy
loss In multi.point initiation for all cases.

Figure 4, Schematic Diagram of the Wave
System of the Flyer Impacting uwith the Target

After getting W and 0, the shape of the .,2

flyer before impacting would be known, As 13

Figure 3, from point to point, the whole shape .3c
of the flyer could be obtained,

RESULTS .24 H4

The results of one-point initiation, both : 22
treated by optical data and measured by Man- 2o
ganin gauges and flash X-rays, are listed in RI
Tables I and 2, They are in good agreement, so •..__ _-,.__ .......
the reliability of our method Is approved. -do -6o-40-2o o 2o 4o b8o0 R(ms)

For' multi-point initiation, the results
obtained from the above method are shown in Figure 5, Time of the Flyers Flying in Giuen
Figures 5 through 7, We can see that the time
of flight of the flyer in the air increases with a
decrease of the explosive, In Figure 8, we drew

Table 2. Comparing the Shape of the Flyer Treated by Optical Data With that ofthe Flash X.Rays

R(mm) -43.16 -38.49 -33.68 -28,10 -21,55 -4,75 0

Ytro,(mm) 4,14 3,38 2.67 2.03 1.31 0,11 0

YX.ruy(mm) 4.17 3.42 2.77 2.10 1.30 0.07 0
R(mm) 8.43 17.87 23.19 28.56 37.25 43.44

Ytre,(mm) 0.29 0,98 1,43 2,18 3.32 4.25

YX-ray 0.25 0.98 1,52 2.17 3.27 4,18
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DETONATION PROPERTIES OF EXPLOSIVE FOAMS

C. J. Anderson* and K. Von Rosen
Mining Resource Engineering Limited

Kingston, Ontario
CANADA K7L4V4

and

A. W. Gibb and 1. 0. Moon
Defence Research Establishment Suffield

Ralston, Alberta
CANADA TOJ 2N0

This paper reports on the detonation properties of two types of exploasve
foams. The fArMt foam consists of PETN dust dispersed evenly through.
out a solid polyurethane foam matrix. Detonable 60/40 (weight per-
cent) PETNIpolyurethane foams with densities between 0, I and O,7 gllc
have been produced. The detonation velocities range from 1,5 to 3.0 km/s
with corresponding pressures between 20 bar and 20 hbar, The second
foam consists of liquid nitromethane that has been mixed with liquid
murfactants and gassing agents. This foam has a consistency similar to
#having cream, with densities from 0,07 to 0.7 glec, The detonation
velocities range from 1,8 to 44 hm/s with corresponding pressures
between 20 bar and 30 kbur, Detonation properties reported for each
type of foam include detonability limits and theoretical/experimental
detonation velocities and pressures as a function of density.

INTRODUCTION The most straightforward method of
The detonation properties of solid high varying the detonation pressure and velocity isdenshty dtnion0 expropsrives haf e bolid hi to vary the density of high explosive loading,

density ( 1.0 g/cc) explosives have been Tulisl has shown that clouds of high explosive
extensively investigated, rhese types of dusts dispersed into air can produce detonation
exphonived3 have detonation pressures of everal pressures (100 bar) well in excesa of thosehundred kbar and detonation velocities up to obtained in fuel-air or fuel-oxygen systems,

9 km/s. At the other end of the spectrum are

fuel-air (or furii-oxygen) explosives whose A potentially more effective method of
detonation pressures are less than 20 bar producing explosive systems with low loading
(50bar) with detonation velocities less than densities and uniform detonation properties is
2 km/s (3 km/9). xplosive systems covering to disperse the high explosive in a high poros-
the entire range of detonation velocities and ity foam matrix. An alternative method is to
pressures between these two extremes are produce an explosive foam using a liquid explo-
theoretically possible, but only a few such sive. Thispaper presents the results ofan inves-
systems have been studied experimentally, tigation of the detonation properties of two

types of explosive foams: mmTN dispersed in a
polyurethane foam matrix, and nitromethane-
based explosive foams. Detonation properties

*1Person to whom correspondence should be reported for each type of foam include doto-
addressed, nability limits, and theoretical/experimental
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detonation velocities and pressures as a problem of petroleum refining. 7"10 It appears
function of density, that the non-aqueous foam may be stabilized

by the presence of a liquid crystalline phase
EXPLOSIVE FOAMS formed at the interface of the liquid/gas

surface.
Detonable foams consisting of an open-

coil structure urethane matrix impregnated Pool1 1 had previously developed a foamed
with PETN were produced by Makomaski and liquid explosive composition based on
Darling, 2 The explosive loading density of nitromethane with added metal stearate
these foams was approximately 0.45 g/cc, surfactants, The liquid composition was

whipped into a semi-stable foam. The foam
Tuils et al.3 have investigated the density was approximately 0,5 g/cc. The foam

feasibility of low explosive density detonation, drainage characteristics were rather poor,
An open-celled matrix, either ethyl cellulose or Aifordl' describes a liquid foamed explosive
glass wool, contained 50-60 percent IINTN with produced from an aerosol-type container, The
a density of approximately 0.1 g/cc. These foam is based on an aqueous solution which
explosive formulations failed to detonate, contains inorganic nitrates and PETN.
E~arlier research by Austing and Tulis 4.5 using
explosive dispersed in polyurethane roams had EXPERIMENTAL
established the potential detonability of these Polyurethane foams are produced by the
low density systems. oxothormic reaction between a polyol and

Xueguo0 has examined the detonation dilsocyanate which crosslink and, under
characteristics of PHTN/polyurethane foam, influence of a blowing agent, expand to
PHTN concentrations were 40 or 50 percent by produce a cellular structure, The PETN/
weight, with foam densities ranging from polyurethane foam charges were formed by
0,30g/cc to 0,90 g/cc. The minimum PETN mixing the appropriate amounts of
density for steady detonation was 0,27 g/cc. dilsocyanate, polyol, and PETN to produce a
The charge diameter was 60 mm (2.4 inches), foam that was 60 percent PETN by weight.

The solid explosive foam usud in the The density of the foam was varied between
present investigation consists of a high 0.1 g/cc and 0.7 g/cc using polyola supplied by

explosive component (PETN) dispersed evenly the manufacturer, The polyurethane system
throughout a polymeric foam matrix. The has a cream time of 1.5 minutes and a rise time
foam is produced from polyurethane, which of approximately 2 minutes,
produces low density foams having a uniform Foam density was measured by cutting a
closed-cell foam structure, This structure sample of the foam, weighing it, and then
helps prevent moisture desensitization of the determining the volume of water displaced by
explosive, The density of the foam is controlled the foam. Detonation velocity of the foam was
through the addition of water (0-0.5 percent by measured using a continuous resistance
weight). The PETN concentration, unless probe"3 implanted in the foam along the long
otherwise specified, is 60 percent by weight of axis. Detonation pressures of the PETN/
the explosive foam. PETN particle size polyurethane foamed explosive were measured
averaged 50-70 microns, using the aquarium technique outlined by

The nitromethane foam used in the Cook. t 4

present investigation is based on aerosol Nitromethane foams were prepared by
technology and emulsion science, Nitrome- dissolving the appropriate amount of
thane is the explosive component, and surfactant in the nitromethane, adding the
generally comprises 78-92 percent by weight of thickening agent (and DKTA if required), and
the foam, This system is an example of a non- then transferring the solution to a converted
aqueous foam. Although not as thoroughly fire extinguisher, The desired amount of liquid
studied as aqueous foams, non-aqueous foams propellant was then added. The solution was
have received increasing interest due to the agitated for a period of 2 minutes which
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ensured the generation of the necessary emul- (86 percent by weight PETN). Booster sizes
sion for foam formation. Density measure- varied between 3 g and 50 g.
ments were conducted by weighing a known
volume of the foam. The detonation velocities RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of the nitromethane foams were measured
using pin-switch probes, PETN/Polyurethane Foam

Air-gap sensitivity tests on the nitrome- Figures 2 and 3 show the detonation
thane foam were conducted using 5 cm thick velocities and pressures as a function of den-
x 15 cm wide foams. The critical thickness of sity for a 60/40 PETN/polyurethane foam
the foam is less than 5 cm. Donor charges system. The theoretical curves have been
were 38 cm long and were center initiated at calculated using the thermohydrodynamic
one end. Receptor charges were 30 cm long. TIGER code, with a modified BKW equation of
Masking tape was used to define the borders state. Pressures were approximated using the
for these trials. A typical configuration is relationship:
illustrated in Figure 1.

The thermohydrodynamic computer code
TIGER was used for the calculation of theo-
retical detonation pressures and velocities'1 in the detonation, th is the measured velocity,The code used a modified, calibrated BKW
Tequatin cod ustated a1 oD* is the thermohydrodynamic velocity of
equationof state'7 detonation at the same density, and P* is

All charges were fired with a zero delay, the thermohydrodynamic detonation pressure.
0.8 g (12 grains) PETN Electric Blasting Cap D* and P* are calculated from TIGER. The
(hereafter referred to as EBC). Some trials above approximation is valid only if the ratio
used high explosive booster charges consisting of particle velocity to detonation velocity is
of Composition C-4 (91 percent by weight constant in an explosive foam at a given
RDX), or military plastic explosive D)M12 density, 8

Figure 1. Illustration of Typical Charge Setup for Determination of

Air-Gap Sensitivity of Nitromethane F•oam
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There are also some questions concerning
"-.-- ULLY K•,, OAM "To a MLW u- "N"the validity of the aquarium test for deter-

,0 : =NK74.UMMU mining the detonation pressure of low density
AUAU 0explosives. Austing et al,4 have noted a prob-

.0..em•.. in with impedance mismatch for materials of
MOW" 0 significantly different density, TullS and

,," Austlng have described a system which gives
reasonable detonation pressure values for very

1,0 low density explosive systems, The method
utilizes a flash x-ray system, and measurement
of the particle and shock velocities of the

0 oi o0 0,4 ois o4 om'j foamed explosive, The use of this method to
-11,sr"(PONAJ determine experimentally the detonation pro-

Figure 2. Detonation Velocity Versus Density perties of the PhTN/polyurethane foams would
for 60/40 PETN/Polyurethane Foam. The provide a check on the experimental data
curves are calculated using the thermohydro- obtained from the aquarium technique.
dynamic code TIGER and a modified RKW A series of experiments was carried out to
equation of state, Charge configurations determine the relationship between foam
included slabs and cylinders thickness and the critical foam density for

successful initiation for two different primer
strengths, Figure 4 illustrates the critical

40 - PuN AM FOAM FULLY ftMOTI density for detonation propagation/failure as a
-.- FULLY AILAWOFOA ACTS AS MURN U4 GMWN function of thickness for a PETN/polyurethane

0,CYULPION10A CHA0 foam slab 15 cm wide x 75 cm long lying on the" 61 bTONArION PIlMUNil MIOSJUASI OMPINlONNIALtLV•"t• d IN u: OIm,,PAuUM TICHN/O , ground surface. The slab was initiated by a

to 
all,

0 0. . 9 0 .3 0.005 .

Figure 3. Detonation Pressure Versus Density D.- DETNATION
for 60/40 PETJV/Polyurethane Foam. The 0,8 F -.FAILURu
curves are calculated using the thermohydro.
dynamic code TIGER and a modified BKW

ROS. Charge configurations included slabs e 0.6
and cylinders DeNsn N 06D

0.4 D

The pressures measured with the aquar-
ium technique (Figure 3) are consistently F 0

higher than the pressures calculated from 0.2
Equation (1), The measured detonation velo-
cities from the aquarium technique, however, -A,

are consistent with the detonation velocities 1 7.5 10
measured for the slabs of foam, This discrep- TSKNSn(am)
ancy may be attributed to the non-ideal
behavior of the foam, or to the non-validity of Figure 4. Critical Thickness and Donsity of
Equation (1), The scatter in the experimental 60/40 PETN/Polyurethane Foam, Initiating
data is likely due to the variation in explosive explosive was either an EBC or an EBC plus
foam thickness. Composition C.4 booster.
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single EBC. Critical density drops sharply
for thicknesses up to 5 cm; the decline is
leas rapid for thicknesses between 7.5 cm and W0 OO..

10.0cm. A number of tests were also con-
dueled on end-initiated thin-walled cardboard ,,, .
tubes filled with explosive foam. The primer 9 0 ,."P a
was an EBC plus 3 g of C.4. For tube inside goia a'i"r"
diameters of 5.1 cm, 7.6 cm, and 10.2 cm, the
critical densities were 0.33 g/cc, 0,21 g/cc, and
0,24 glee, respectivoly (:t 0.02 glcc). These
critical densities show the same general trend
as, but are somewhat higher than, those ,,0 I _01"i 0, 01 0.'6 2,?

observed for foam slabs at the same thicknes,
(Figure 4). The lower critical thicknesses
observed for the foam slabs with lower primer Figure 5. Detonation Velocity Versus Density
weight are likely due to the confining effect of for 80-94 Percent Nitroitethane Foam.
the ground surface, Theoretical curve calculated using the

thermohydrodynamic code TIGER and a
Nitromethane Foam modified lJKW EOS,

It Is well.known that nitromethane will
detonate if exposed to the proper conditions of
chemical treatment and shock, The pure 40

organic liquid is relatively insensitive to - //
detonation, Addition of 5-10 percent of °
ethylene diamino (ED) or other related amire, m /
such as DETA, results in a cap-sensitive 1*.)
nitromethane solution in which a detonation
will propagate reliably, even through small .
and changing diameters. Entrapment of air .0 Ila
bubbles or suspension of glass m1croballuons I ,

will also significantly increase the sensitivity 011 0.4 5,6

of ntromet'hane. A review of developments in
nitromothAne-based liquid explosives has been
published by Egly. 19  Figure 6, 0etonation Pressure Versus Density

for 80-94 Percent Nitromethane Foam.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the dependence Theoretical curvq calculated using the

of detonation velocity and pressure on nitro- thermuhydi-odynamic code TIGER and a
methane roam density, The theoretical curves modified L4KW EOS.
were calculated using the thermohydro-
dynamic code TIGFHR. The experimentalscatter can be attributed to the different cap-sensitive above - density of 0.20 g/cc,
scattericanesss oe oattribu d to the dereng Below this density unsensitized foams can be
thicknoesses of the foams and to the range of detonated provided a suitable booster charge
nitromethane concentration (80-90 porceit). It and foam thickness are used. For example, a
is clear that detonation velocities and pres-
sures of the order of 1,8 - 4,0 km/s and 20 bar. layer of nitromethane foam 5 cm thick, foam30 kbar, respectively, can be generated by this density 0,15 g/vc, can be detonated using an
foam resystem. , cBC and a booster charge of 50 g C-4 or DM12.
foam system. As well, the EBC will detonate a nitro-

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of various methane foam having a density of 0,25 g/cc
sensitizers on the criticuI density of the nitro- and a thickness of 1,2 cm. These values can be
metaiane foam, It is clear that above a density compared with a critica! diameter of Lthe order
of 0,2 g/cc the addition of sunsitizers is unneces- of 0.5 cm for chemically sensitized liquid nitro-
sary, It mhould also be noted that the fo'am is methane initiated with an, EBC.
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The data includes foams containing 4 percent Figure 8, Dependence of Detonation/Failure on
DETA (weight percent), Initiating explosive Air-Gap and Density for a 5 cm Thick Layer of
was either an EBC or an BBC plus Nitromethane Foam
Composition C-4 booster,

Figure 8 outlines the dependence of experimental detonation velocities and
critical air-gap on density for a 5 cm thick pressures as a function ofdensity.
layer of nitromethane foam. The trials at a Other rosearch has established the
density of 1.19 g/cc used a nitromethane gel feasibility of incorporating a reactive polymer
composed of thickener and I percent micro- matrix, and of developing a flexible foam
balloons. The microballoons generate the tiny matrix for use in the PiTN/polyurethane foam
"hot spots" necessary to sensitize the foam, As m . As we futhe researehhae tar
well, these voids simulate the voids generated system, Aus well, future research has targeted
by the gassing agent in the actual thecuse of sensitivity toutf such as gap andnitromethane foam, Detonation velocities in projectile impact tests to further delineate
thereceptorchar we roam.Deor aation melocithd I useful parameters for these explosive systems,the receptor charges were recorded as a method

of determining detonation/failure of the trial.
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F. P. I. VELOCIMETRY TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO
VARIOUS PROBLEMS IN DETONICS

P. Gimenex, 4. P. Bedoch, 0. Saint.Martin,
G. Baudin, and Y. do Longueville

Centre d'Etudes do Gramat
40500 0 Gramat, FRANCE

Various applications of Fabry-Perot Interferometry are duscribed in
order to show the possibilities of this technique applied in the field of
detonics, First, usual tests in steady geometry demonstrate and begin to
quantify the role of aluminum in a composite explosiue. Then, three
other examples show the possibilities of thes technique in more difficult
experimental conditions (with intrusive light, difficult acces#, and
simultaneous measurements in divergent geometrnt).

INTRODUCTION illuminated by an argon-ion laser contin-

Velocimetry with a Fabry-Porot inter. uously providing about 5 watts,
ferometer (F,P,I.) is a technique increasingly The beam can be transported by mirror or
used in detonics and has recently been the by means of an optic fiber., In the latter case, a
subject of a detailed review article by single fiber is used for both the outgoing and
McMillan, et al. 1 Currently available articles return beam. The use of optic fibers for
on the FPI. most often deal with their use in transport greatly simplifies the experimental
laboratory experime.nts such as plate push setup, particularly in cases where several
tests or cylinder tests,2 In these cases, the simultaneous measurements are to be taken,
advantage of using an F.P.I, lies in the wealth Two paths of analysis of the return light
of information contained in a continuous Two paths alysiso the returnalioht
velocity history compared with what can be are available allowing two simultaneous
obtained from classical chronometry. How- recordings of velocity history:
ever, the F.P.I. also makes it possible to
monitor more complex devices for which PON Moor ,W,.,,,,,

'classical techniques are unsuitable. Our pur- -tlo .-i- *film "a
pose here is to illustrate the advantages of this ---
technique. First, there Is a brief description of ,*
the FP.I. used. The wealth of the information
obtained is then illustrated in classical
cylinder (C.T,) and symmetrical plane (8,P,T)
tests which make it possible to study the
influence of aluminum on the ballistic proper-
ties of an explosive. The last part describes
three applications showing the scope of this
technique in less usual tests.

PRESENTATION OF THE F.P.I.
The F.P.I. used for the tests discussed Figure 1, Description of the F.P.I. Used for

below In outlined in Figure 1. The target is This Study
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* from the same point on the target with It is thereby possible to avoid taking into
two different sensitivities or time account initiation conditions and to obtain a
resolutions, characteristic that Is intrinsic to the explosive

* from two different points on the target. tested.

The recording of the interference pattern The cylinder test is the best known of this
is made by means of two electronic streak type of experiment. For various reasons shown
cameras. in Reference 5, we have also developed a sym-

metrical plane test. The geometry of these two
The precision of the measurement and the experiments, as used in this work, Is shown in

time resolution are dependent on numerous Figure 2. Monitored by F.P.I., these two tests
parameters (spacing of the Fabry-Perot, sweep provide a comparative classification of the
rate, method of analysis, eta.). In the test compositions and make it possible to fit an
conditions used for the following examples, equation of state for the detonation products.
the velocity is considered to be measured to
1.5 percent and the time resolution to be about The three compositions In Table I were
60 no to 100 ns. subjected to both tests. The velocity histories

obtained are shown in Figure 3.
APPLICATION TO THE STUDY A simple visual examination of the
OF AN ALUMINIZED velocity histories reveals the unusual behavior
COMPOSITION 4  of Comp 3 which continues to accelerate the

The ballistic capacity of an explosive is walls until the end of the recordings, while the
generally measured in a steady configuration, velocity limit is almost reached at the end of

4I6 .UI..

1tooum 00 0 r.38 OMP I

! • COMP 2

some

MINI

TZME mlspum,

Stuy f te oleofAluinm i te Balitc o the .The Cmoitio... Sn Table 1.Th

nYinlc•PJ 1 U Y n;Dl 0:00

Capacity of Rxplosives three upper curves are for SPT and the three
lower curves aec for CT.

Table I, Characteristics of Three Comp•ositions Teated
Dlnots Vety (m/on

lFxplosive Composition %Wt (kg/ Velocity ( eonato

Comp 1f HMXtViton 96/4 "i1861 885 tib0b

Comp 2 RDX/PBHT Binder 88/12 1632 8180
Comp 3 HMX/AP/AI/ Binder 42/9/19/30 1830 7690
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10 ps in the case of compositions I and 2, This From Equation (1) we can dodiice e mais
behavior is even more marked in the non- fraction of reacted aluminum:
dimensionalized representation shown in
Figures 4 and 5. Here, the results obtained are Mt) = &Q (t)/ QA. (2)
little dependent on the explosive, and the limit The curves AM thus obtained ar'shown
value gives the efficiency of the geometry. in Figure 6 for the two tests. The" iwo curves
Thus, explosives 1 and 2 give close curves, i re 6 core wo testsaoe e as cv
although they have vury different perfor- two configurations give a simi ar pnaniont'
mances. After 10 ps of motion, the curve for I
Comp 3 diverges from the other two. Th~s variation with respect to time.' There is an
divergence occurs mainly after the two other Indudtion time of 10 qw, and in the 12 i'n which
compositions have re#6i. the fiilt value. To follow, 25 percent of the aluminum reacts.
bring back the curve ei .•o.,ip 1 to the efficiency This approach has been made possible by
level, the standardidyawo ,Jnergy used should be the F.P.I., which gives the wall velocity
progressively increa•s•€ by AQ, such as: directly. Figure 7 shows the displacement of

L 'ad (t) the wall obtained by integration of the velocity
AQ(t) - -)Q ) history in the case of the cylinder test, It' isthis kind of information which is obtained with

where E•d(t) is the non-dimensionalized a streak camera, but the particular behavior

energy of Figures 4 and 5, Q0 is the standard- of Camp 3 is not immediately visible in thisrepresentation, To be really useftal, the streak
izing energy, il is the efficiency of the geometry cerareong T be deriued to otai

(0.2 forSPT,0,68for T).camera recording must be derived to obtain
(0.26 for SP'T, 0.68 for CT). the velocity; this is the approach used by

One can reasonably suppose the AQ(t) M. Finger in 1970 in Reference 6, But, if Ax is
comes principally from the retarded combustion the precision for the displacement, the error
of the aluminum contained in Camp 3, which AV on the velocity is given by:
is likely to supply an energy QAi of about 2AXh (3)
3500 kJ per kilo of explosive.

COP 2

.3

.|3

.t

. . .. I.

TIME (mlerasso,) TIME (uterUM00.)

Figure 4. Experimental Results in Non- Figure 5. Experimental Results in Won-
dimensionalized Form for CT. Standardizing dimensionalized Form for SPT. Standardizing
energy = D2/2(P 2-1) mx with r=3 and mx= energy =/D/2(i0-1) mx with r=3 and mx=
mass of the explosive, mass of the explosive.
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that is, 20 times the F.P.I.'s time resolution.
.I .- ,--,-,-. The details of the velocity history, in particular

the changes in the slope, would not be at all

Gas accessible using a streak camera.
For laboratory tests, it is therefore clear

that the F.P.I. has the advantage of recording
"the velocity directly with a time resolution that
is better by a factor of 20 than that given in

. is classical chronometry. For applications roquir-
ing recording durations of less than several tens
of microseconds, a higher sweep rate can be

. t used and the time resolution of the F.P.I. can be
less than 10 ns. A factor of 100 is gained, there-

en fore, compared with chronometry techniques.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF USE OF
" "-n THE F.P.I.

TUIK (muispes.) The F.P.I. can also be used to monitor
Figure 6, Mame Fraction for the Combustion of tests for which there would otherwise be few
Aluminum Obtained Using Equation (2). The monitoring possibilities.
motion starts at 1=0.

VELOCITY OF FRAGMENTS IN A
GROOVED CYLINDER TEST

These teots make possible evaluation of
41 velocity loss due to the opening of the wall in a

40 cylinder test, The geometry tested is described
r, in Figure 8. The velocity histories of a

as COMP 3 fragment are given in Figure 9 for the 3

234 M compositions in Table 1, In these tests the
detonation products escape through the grooves

is Immediately behind the detonation front. In
spite of this early appearance, the recording

53mp durations are longer than 12 ps, and an
OS analysis of the most important part of the

accelerating phase is therefore possible,
A streak camera would not give any infor-

mation on the motion of the fragment, and this
. . .. would be mahked by the detonation products.

TI14E €.IeSP..) FUNCTIONING OF A
Figure 7. Displacements Versus Time Obtained TRANSMITTING DEVICE 7,'
by Integration of the Velocity Histories This device is outlined In Figure 10. It

is used to transmit pyrotechnic Information
where L is the interval of time separating the through a wall. We recorded the velocity
two points, that is the time resolution for the history of this wall using a F.P.I. and the
velocity. To obtain the velocities in the same results obtained are shown on Figure 10. The
conditions as with the FP.I., Ax must be of the thickness of the wall determines whethor or not
order of 3 microns, which Is difficult to achieve, there is plugging (piercing) expressod by i finai
With a more common value of Ax = 0.05 mm, velocity which is different from or equal to zero.
AV will be the name as with the F.P.I. ift&=3 ps Here, the F.P.I. makes It possible to obtain
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, m --- - - - --). . .. .

Steel tube ,,,

Explosive ,,, tube

FYImF.P..P.I.'•,

Figure 10, Monitoring of the Puncdioning of a
Trnanmlttlng Device:

without pluglging of the wall,
-: with plugging of the wall

Figure 8. Layout of the Test for Evaluation of
the Effect of Wall Opening in a Cylinder Test CALIBRATION OF A DIVERGENT

*u* (goo)t c.,, SPHERICAL GENERATOR

-MStiSuch a generator is usd to study the
COMP 3 bthavior of materials in regimes different from

plane ones, It is shown In Figure 11, The
a Gm calibratlou of this generator must, give:

* the region where the flow Is really or.e-
dimensional,

* the pressure level in relation to the
PUSO thickness of the intermediate material.

Part of this work can be done using a
streak camera. However, these results are not
very sensitive to the exact wave profile. A
double F.P.I. measurement inaks it possible to
test more precisely both the one-dimonsional
character and the level of the wave produied
by the generator. An example of the results is

|too given in Figure 12.

TIME (mleresse.) This illustrates the F.P.,'us capacity to
Figure 9. Velocity Histories Using the Grooved take simaultaneous measurements on non-
Cylinder Test for the Three Compositions of planar geometries.
Table 1 CONCLUSION

information on small devices with difficult It Is clear that the FP.1. gives valuable
access subjected to non one-dimensional motion, experimental results in laboratory tests
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example, the use of'a multi-line laort enabling
ruVctfr~ CoitiiP multiplication of the available power by a

Sfactor of 10 to 20. W e can, therefore, expect
Ftt that the P.P.I. will be used more and more in

the field of detonics.
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DETONATION PRODUCT EQUATION OF STATE FOR BARATOL*

John W. Kury and R. Don Breithaupt
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

High Explosives Technology
Livermore, California 94550

The metal acceleration ability of the composite explosive Baratol, was
experimentally determined using a Fabry Perot velocimeter. The
Haratol reaction zone has a von Neuman spike pressure of 23.5 OPa,
The performance of Baratol was found to be geometry dependent which
is attributed to the slow reaction of barium nitrate's oxygen with the
TNT detonation produats, About 35 percent of the oxygen reacted in the
7 psec available for metal acceleration. The experimental results were
used to generate an equation of state "recipe* for use in hydrodynamic
calculations of the wedge test.

INTRODUCTION obtain a more precise description of the initia-
A large number of wedge tests3 have been tion behavior of the test material, To do this

performed, primarily by Dr, John Ramsay and accurately, one requires good equations of

others at Los Alamos National Laboratory, to state for the materials used In the driver
measure the shock initiation behavior of both systems (P081 lens and an explosive-inert
explosives and propellants, The experimental material buffer - Figure 1), Precise data are

data are commonly summarized in plots of available for the steel, PMMA, TNT, and

input pressure verses either time or run dis- Chmp B used In the buffer. Almost no data,

tance to detonation, These plots are also used however, exists for Baratol which is used in the

to help calibrate reactive models describing the
shock Initiation behavior or the material
tested.

There are difficulties with the above
simple treatment, For given transition time,
the actual transition to detonation can either
be very rapid or gradual, Any implications of M
this difference to the reactive model ere lost, , N~~trf
Also, the input pressure In the wedge test is
not constant but decreases significantly over To comers
the time of the experiment, The effect Is
particularly worrisome when using a highly
pressure dependent reactive model.

1-lydrodynamic calculations to match
wedge test distance-time data, can be used to

__________ J1~,~rgon light sources
*Work perforrned unider the uu-pket ul' the U.S, I.

Department ot' Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract No, W.7406-

NG-48 Figure 1, Los Alamos Wedge Test Geometry
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lens system and also in the low pressure buffer

layer.

EXPERIMENTAL
Baratol-containing lenses 50 ram,

100 mm, and 200 mm in diameter were used to
accelerate tantalum plates. A Fabry Perot
velocimetor 6 was used to measure the velocity-
time history of the tantalum plates, The
experimental geometries and pertinent dimen-
siens are summarized in Table 1.I

Table 1, Experimental Geometries

Longthor 'lountalum PlaLo Figure 2, Fabry Perot Record for 0.26 mm
LAM Baratol Thicknemi Thick Tantalum Plate

Experiment 1)e ligntion ill Len (11m)

BA1.3 P022 24 mm 0,264 mm ,

8OTu.1 11040 39 mm 1,630 mm

8oTir-2 PON 1 83 mm 2.606 mm

Experim ent BAW S-, using a very thin . -P029+ 0.2 ,Smm To . ,.
1.5 ~2 + J~ 0.26mmf a

plate (0,26 mi), was Included to obtain an j / .......m--.

estimate of the Yon Neuman spike pressure -... -

and thickness of the reaction zone for this corn-
posIte exploive containing 76 percent barium
nitrate and 24 percent TNT by weight. The . ..
Fabry Perot record obtained in shot BAR-3 is "4p1 + 2.611mm TS

shown in Figure 2, The time resolution Is 0,4
better than 10 nanoseconds, The tantalum free I I I I I I

surface velocity-timo histories for all three ex- 0 3 4
periments are plotted in Fitgure 3.

Time (Plso)

RISU 'I'S AND DISCUSSION Figure 3. Experimental Tantalum Free Surface

Pressure at the Detonation Front Velocities

The initial tantalum free surface velocl- obtain agreement, rhis indicated the presence
ties can be used to estimate the pressure of a significant von Neuman spike.
behavior of Baratol near the detonation front, An attempt was first made to generate a
T he one-dimensionol Lagrangian hydrodyna- single JWI4 equation of state that would

mccode KOVEC 7 was used to analyze the sigeJLqutooftaehtwuldata.icc iKiaC7 wa us to an ate describe both the high pressure spike and
data, Initially, gamma law equations of state deliver approximately the correct total energy
with the published -4 05 detonation pressures of to the tantalum plates at late time. This was
170GPa, 16 0Pa, or 14 GPa were used to unsuccessful.

calculate tantalum free surface veloeties,

These calculations undereatimatuod the initial Tarver's 2 reactive model was then used
velocities, and it became apparent that a front with both inert and product JWL equations of
pressure of over 20 GPa would be required to state, The inert EOS for Baratol was based on a
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fit to published Ilugoniot data.8 The product
EOS was estimated from Tiger code9 cal-
culations and cylinder test results,10 Many
calculations with a wide range of reactive
parameters were carried out. None produced a 20
spike pressure high enough to match .the ex-
perimental results.

A simple way to vary the Baratol
pressure profile impacting the tantalum plate
ins, one-dimensional calculation is to use mul-
tiple explosive regions adjacent to the plate. 10
The thickness of the regions and the product
EOS can both be varied. This technique was
used to generate the pressure profile presented
in Figure 4. T he spike pressure of 23.5 GPa
drops to about 18GPa in 15 nanoseconds,
and then down to 15 Gri in another 100 0 0o,0 0.10
nanoseconds. This pressure profile accurately
predicts the initial free surface velocities for all Tm. (Pino)

three tantalum experiments, The comparison Figure 4, Baratol Pressure Spi.4e Profile
isshown in Figure 5. Deduced from Tantalum Plate Jump Off

Baratol Product Equation of State Velocities

Baratol is a composite explosive contain..
ing an oxidizer, barium nitrate, and an oxygen
deficient explosive, TNT. Analysis of the three
tantalum experiments with varying Baratol 7
lengths shows that energetic reactions con-
tinue well behind the shock front. This 2
geometry (time) dependent behavior is a
dominant of the JHaratol pressure history, and
makes it extremely difficult to generate a P022experim"I
simple EOS treatment for the products. As a
compromise, two "recipes" have been formu-
lated which are useful for calculations involv-
ing Baratol charges 100 mm in diameter by P1 ¶ __.i._
100 mm long or larger. These "recipes" are
based on the P081-tantalum experimental .1
results,

A simple gamma law LOS with a Pols0pwmI
detonation pressure of 12.2 GPa can be used to
approximate the correct total energy transfer (Hold inessri osloulstlon)
in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional 0o4
hydrodynamic calculations. The gamma law 0 0.6 1.0 1,5

constants are given in Table 2. The tantalum Time (Jim)
free surface velocity predicted by this EOS is
compared to the experiment in Figure 6, Figure 5. Comparison of Experimental Jump
Agreement is excellent except. for the initial Off Velocities to those calculated with a 23.5
jump off velocity. GPa Spike Pressure
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Table 2. Product EQS Recipe for Baratol buffer layers (region C), is 0.4 mm long. The

100mm. rest of the Baratol is split into region B, 12
percent the length of the charge, and region A

- - described by a JWL EOS. A JWL EOS was
i Mon. required in region A to describe the products

IRion properly at large expansions. The tantalum
s.ratoI free surface velocity predicted by this "recipe"
Wrth (mM) 0,.8I10.40) 0.121 0.40) 0,.40 is compared to experiment in Figure 7T

SJWL Y-IAW Y.aW YW The three region EOS "recipe" was used
to calculate the wedge test pressure for a

poglet) UCo .60 2.6o 220 typical explosive wedge at the PMMA -
DOMIPAO 0,49 0.49 0.49 o4U explosive interface for three commonly used
Pmaabar) 0,110 0.14111 01 P081 driver systems. The results are
Y 46 9.79 1A 4.12 presented in Figure 8. Note the large drop in

pressure with time, especially for the Cotmp B,oAb..e.k 10.01oo 0.04.2 o,.o0 o.o1.6 driver system.

B 010165 Tarver's reactive model for LX- 172 was
41 ,.80 used in one-dimensiomal calculations to esti-
H,2 2100 mate the difference in run distances to
S0,.60 detonation that would be observed for a

-.. constant pressure input versus that shown in
Detonationpmrguresesoma SionAtoC Figure 8 for the Conip B driver system, The

decaying pressure for this driver system
increased the run distance by 16 percent over

.. ,I , ,that which would be observed with a constant
P 061 + 2.61 mm ,. - pressure input,

/ Amount of Barium Nitrate Reacted with
. 1,.0o / TNT

. perlment The metal acceleration ability of Baratol
can vary over a factor of two, depending on how

0.- much of the oxygen from barium nitrate reactsSc.,o,..owith the excess carbon produced by the TNT.
Thorinodynamic-hydrodynumic programs,

0 such as BKW1 1 or Tiger,9 can be used to
a= 4 6 1 estimate the increase in energy as a function of

Time ,(,,) the number of oxygen atoms from barium
nitrate that react, These progroms are not

Figure 6. Tantalum Velocity Calculated with accurate in an absolute sense but can be used
12.2 GPa Gamma Lawo EQS Compared to for relative comparison., 2  The tantalum
Experiment experiments and cylinder test results were

used to make such a comparison to the refer-
A "recipe" for a more accurate descrip- ence explosive nitromethane.

tion of the pressure for use in wedge test The performance of Baratol vs, nitro-
calculations and other one-dimensional geome- methane in the P081-tantalum geometry is
tries involves three different zones of explo- shown in Figure 9, The tantalum velocity
sive. All have the density and detonation curve for nitromethane was calculated with
velocity of Baratol but different equations of KOVEC using a JWL EOS obtained from
state. The EOS constants are given in Tabie 2. cylinder test experiments. Baratol delivers
The region at the endoftheBaratol, nexttothe only 72 percent a• much energy to the
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1.5 130814 2.61 mmI Ti P6
Experiment u-\ N

I -- 1.5 InsteadI'V bruta

1.0 I

*1 ~~~1.0 Poiep-mn
0..

0 Calultion

0 2 4 4 6 6
Time (pisc) Time (pso)

Figure 7. Tantalum Velocity Calculated with a rigure 9. Baratol Performance Relative to
3 Region EOS "Recipe" Nitromethane

"" I I Table 3. Baratol Nitromethane Energy
? . f"Comp U driver system _-oprsn

6 • Relative Energy
TNT driver system -aDelivered

Baratol vs. NM to the Metal

In P08M ex eim n s tD 
l %

in P081 experiment 72%t •in P040 experiment 66%

in P022 experiment 53%
Barastoi driver
eysem in 1" cylinder test 55%

1 expansions to relative volumes up to 5.
0-1 1__ 1 1Calculationa were done for nitromethane and, ,, 2 3Baratol with varying amounts of oxygen

reacted. Baratol results were expressed in

Time (peal terms relative to nitromethane one 'gy release.
Figure 8. Calculated P081 Wedge Test Driver Table 4 presents the results for such a calcula-
System Explosive Wedge Interface Pressure Vs. tion, where only 50 percent of the oxygen in
Time barium nitrate was allowed to react with

barium to form barium oxide, and with excess
tantalun plate as does nitromethane, Results carbon from TNT to form carbon oxides, Thetantalum plate a isdoes noritreomthaer exesuli- relative energy imparted to metal Is a strong
from similar comparisons for the other experi- function of how f8,r the detonation products
mental geometries are presented in Table 3. expand, This results from the fact that Baratol

For comparison, the Tiger code was used has a much steeper isentrope (larger gamma)
to calculate the energ'! released for isentropic than does nitromethane,
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Table 4. Baratol Performance when 50 Percent -1.2
of its Oxygen Reactsa l--

SP081 expedment 2.4

Relative Expansion Energy Relative P0.. experl--t"
Volume to NM

1.2 -12% 3P022
1.6 -19% e
2.0 -25% experiment

2,0 -26% YIIndv toot

2,4 -28%

3.0 -32%

5.0 -37%

0
Similar energy comparisons were made, 0 1 2 3 4

allowing from 20 percent to 80 percent of Numbreof oxygenan Is(N10) 32reated
barium nitrate's oxygen to react, The results
for expansions to relative volumes of 1.2 and of the Amount nlBa(NOn)Pe Reacted
2.4 are presented in Figure 10 as solid lines o
The Baratol lens experiments sample the
detonation products to relative volumes REFERENCES
slightly greater than 1,2. The cylinder test 1. Campbell, A, W.; Davis, W, C.; Ramsay,
data for Baratol sampled the products to i J.& and Travia, J. R., Phys. FluidsVol,
relative volume of 2.0. 4, 1981, p. 511

The points In Figure 10 are the data in 2. Tarver, C. M. and UalIquist, J. 0.,
Table 3 plotted at the appropriate relative "Modeling Shock initiation and Detona-
volumes, The P022 result Indicates that 3nly tion Wave Phenomena in PBX-9404 and
about 20 percent of the oxygen in bar'ium LX-17," Seventh Symposium (Inter-
nitrate reacted during this I psec experiment, natLo,"l on Detonation, NSWC MP 82-
This is in contrast to the 35 percent raacted in 334, Annapolis, MD, JuN 1981, p. 488.
about 7 psecs for the other three expnrimentg.

3. Burrow, K; Chilverb, D. K., Gyton, R.;
CONCLUSIONS Lamborn, B. D.; and Wallace, A. A.,

"Determination of Detonation Pressure
An equation of state "recipe" for Baratol "Dtri natin Wire Tenue

has been derived from metal acceleration Usinlg a Manganin Wire Technique,"
has eendervedfro meal ccseraionSixth Sym~posium (International on

experimente, which allows accurate hydiody. DetSnation, ACR-221, Coronado, CA, Aug

namic calculations of wedge test experiments. Dtnio, A,. 105,

it is now possible to calibrate shock initiatioi 19,76, p. 105.

models in a manner which takeo into accouitt 4. Gardner, S. D. and Wackerhe, J., "Irnter-
the significant decrease In pressure that occurs actions of Detonation Waves in Con-
at the driver/test-,ample intecface during the densed Explosives," Fourth Symposium
course of an experiment. (International) cn Detonation, ACR.-16,

Silver Spring, MD, Oct 1976, p. 154.
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DESIGN ANT) DEVELOPMENT OF PRECISION LINEAR SHAPED
CHARGES

Manuel G. Vigil
Sandia National Laboratories
Explosive Subsystems Division

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

The Precision Linear Shaped Charge (PLSC) design concept involves
the independent fabrication and assembly of the liner (wedge of PLSC),
the tamper / confinement, and explosive. The liner is the most important
part of an LSC, and should be fabricated by a more quality controlled,
precise process than the tamper material, Also, this allows the liner
material to be different from the tamper material. The explosive can be
loaded into the liner and tamper as the last step in the assembly process,
rather than the first step as in conventional LSC designs, PLSC designs
are shown to produce increased Jet penetration in given targets, more
reproducible jet penetration, and more efficient explosive cross-sections
using a minimum amount of explosive. The Linear Shaped Charge
Analysis Program (LSCAP) being developed at Sandia National
Laboratories has been used to assist in the design of PLSCe. LSCAP
predictions for PLSC jet penetration in aluminum targets, jet tip
velocities, and jeto-target impact angles are compared to measured data.

INTRODUCTION components, Analytical output from the

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)' Is LSCAP code is presented and compared to

involved in the design of linear shaped charge experimental data for various PLSC designs
(LSC) components varying in size from 10 to In the 20 to 25 grain per foot explosive loading

,These LSC components range, The LSCAP code models the motion of300 grains per foot, hs S cmoet the LSC liner elements due to explosive
are required to perform such functions as lan jot and slum ati d et eap ,
rocket stage separation, parachute deploy- loading, Jet and slug formation, jet breakup,
rocket staachstaration, parcaste depgoy- and target penetration through applicationsent, parachute system release, flight ofa series of analytical approximations,

termination, system destruct and disable- of a eriesiof anal the a ndations,
ment. Most of the LSC components for these which are extlnsions of the standard one-

systems require precise and reproducible jet dimensional modeling techniques for conical

penetration, using the minimum explosive shaped charges, The structure of the code is
pendetotraltoonet wein ghts, mnintended to allow flexibility in LSC design,
and total component weights, target configurations, and in modeling

Sandia National Laboratories la cur- techniques. The analytical and experimental
rently involved in a task to design Precision data presented includes LSC jet penetration in
Linear Shaped Charges (PLSC). 2"5 The aluminum targets as a function of standoff, jet
sweeping detonation and three-dimensional tip velocities, and jet-target impact angles.
collapse process of an LSC is a complex The measured velocity and angle data were
phenomenon. The Linear Shaped Charge obtained using a Cordin Model 114 rotating
Analysis Program (LSCAP) Is being developed mirror camera at. a turbine speed resulting in
at SNL to assist In the design of PISC a 0,918-microsecond interframe time.
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GENERAL LINEAR SHAPED and can be up to 50 percent depending on the

CHARGE target strength parameters.

The parameters or variables for a
general linear shaped charge cross-section are /_7
illustrated in Figure 1. The large number of
variables donning a cross-section makes the
design of "the" optimum LSC a very difficult
task.

(a) INITIAL TIME

LUG
MAIN JIT

GKEATH

Go (b) INTERMEDIATE TIME

WA~dl MC 3 REAK~UP

(a) LATE TIME
Figure 1, LSC Cros#-Section Variables Figure 2. LSC Collapse and Jetting

The generic operational characteristics3'8  CONVENTIONAL LINEAR
of an LSC are shown in Figure 2. A metal tube SHAPED CHIARGE
or sheath containing explosive is formed so
that a wedge is created on one side. The LSC Typically, conventional LSCs are
is typically point or end initiated, and a fabricated by loading a cylindrical tube with
detonation wave propagates along the axis, granular explosives, and then roll or swage
The wedgecollapseson itself and formsa high forming the loaded tube to the familiar
velocity sheet of jet particles. In general, the chevron configuration Illustrated in Figure 3.
jet particles are not projected perpendicular to Some of the disadvantages of conven-
the original direction of the liner, nor Is the tional LSC designs are as follows:
particle velocity perpendicular to the jot front.

The leading, relatively high velocity (3-5 1 Non-symmetrical cross-section,

mm/ps), main jet produces most of the 2. Nonuni.form explosive denuity,
penetration into the target. The slower (1-1.5 cos-setions, and

mm ps), rear jet or slug is usually found cross-section,,and

embedded in the cavity generated In the 4. Historically designed for rnonprecise jet

target by the main jet. Severance of a finite cutting.
thickness target results from both the The explosive and sheath cross-section of a
penetration of the main jet and the fracture of conventional 25 grain per foot, aluminum
the remaining target thickness. The fracture sheathed LSC loaded with HNS 11 explosive is
portion ofthe severed thickness usually varies, shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 illustrates the
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test to test variations in jet penetration of an
aluminum target for the 25 grain per foot LSC
shown in Figure 4.

0.1 0

0.04

0.0 .... .. ..... p . p

.0.1 0. o0.5

STANDOFF (in.)

Figure B. Reproducibility of25 GR/PT LSC

PRECISION LINEAR SHAPED
CHARGE

Figure 3. Conventional LSC Fabrication For PLSC the liner, explosive, and tam-
per materials can be assembled as illustrated
in Figure S.

Figure 6. PLSC Fabrication

The liner, tamper, and explosive are
manufactured independently to allow the

Figure 4, 25 GR/FT, HNS I1, AL Sheathed required control of fabrication methods, which
LSC result in a more precise component, The
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quality control of the liner is most important The ILSCAP modeling of half of an ,LSC
in the performance of LSC devices, cross-section is illustrated in Figure 7. Fig-

An extrudable or castable explosive is ure 8 shows sample LSCAP output illustrat-
loaded or assembled with the liner and tam- ing an LSC with a variable standoff to anaed corasmbnedt wthr thase ltner and tampo- aluminum target, sweeping detonation, a jet
per components after these other two beopo- front envelope of 26,7 degrees, jet particle pathnents are fabricated. The explosive can be rltv otetread•cmaio fh

loaded using single or multiple extrusions or relative to the target, and a comparison of the

by "buttering," a "toothpaste" like application predicted and experimental target-jot penetra-

technique, if necessary. Assembly aids, such tion at 8 and 24 microseconds, respectively.

as the use of vacuum, are also useful.

The LSCAP code has been used to TAe"• PI4MIATH
improve the PLSC parameters, The expiosive aXIPLOSVI
charge to liner' mass ratio can be designed to 3.* *
optimize the transfer of energy from the o.,, 111t1/1INATH

detonation wave through the liner to the high-
velocity jet. The explosive charge to tamper
mass ratio can bo designed to optimize the WNA AXIS
tamper material and thickness, The maxi-
mum tamper thickness is defined as that 0.0
thickness beyond which no additional gain in -".2e 0.00 0e.1 o.0
the liner collapse velocity is obtained. The AXis (em)
tamper can be made of diflbrent material than
that for the liner In order to: Figure 7, Model of LSC Cross-Section

I . Pit different configurations
2, Allow for buttering of explosive a,?.
3, Allow selection of tamping

characteristics in material ago
4. Allow for built-in shock mitigation JO

propertiea Loew eAL D
5. Allow for a built-in standoff housing XPIRIi so

free of foreign materials and water 00 I

which degrade jet formation

LIN.AR SHAP CHARG, .....
ANALYSIS PROGRAM (ISCA I) .. ' ......

The modeling capabilities ,f the ISCAP 3.76.

code Include: C NXPCNIMVtEAL DATA
Q LSOAP (14 49)

I. Sweeping / tangential detonation L M
propagation

2. Jet-target impact angles 1.25
3. Liner acceleration and velocity 0600
4. Jet formation process
5. Jet penetration process Including Ogy N'M

layered targets -1.*,
6. Jut breakup stress model
7. Target strength modeling " , 10--5i-0a 10 Is 20

The code is inexpensive relative to TARGETX (ow)
hydrocodes, can be easily used to conduct
parametric studies, and is interactive. Figure 8. LSCAPJet Penetration Graphics
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RESULTS
A parametric study was conducted Incor. ** Or/ft, Al UNER, Al TAMPIR

porating the 25 grain per foot (gr/ft), LX-13 LINN: 0.004 AND 0.010' THICK (t)
explosive, flange PLSC designs similar to
Figure 9, and with the following variables: LMA TAN

I, Explosives

a.LX-13 /XTX8003
b, PBXN301

2. Liner materials

a, Copper
b. Aluminum
c, Nickel

3. Tamper / confinement material

Aluminum Figure 9, "Flange" PLSC Cross.Section

4, PLSC Geometry The PLSC materials, liner thickness (t),

a, L, nor apex angles: and apex angles (0,) were varied as listed in
70, 75, 90, and 105 degrees Table 1. The PLSC jet tip velocity (Vj), jet

b, Liner thicknesses: envelope angle (0), jet-target angle (a), jet
.004, ,007, .008, and .010 Inches penetration Into an aluminum 6061-T6 target

Table . LSCP Ver Pis Experimental P.,SC Parameier Comparisons

Vj 0 at P SO,
Li,•et t O -,Li~• -. UL ,•.., (In.) (in.)hvui ukp soa"LQ I j,&R L% S M9

Al ,004 70 .55 .65 49 55 62 63 ,09 .07
Cu .004 70 .36 .41 ý6 3' 63 72 .11 .15
Al .04 9( .42 .50 315 4, 73 72 .11 .08
Cu .004 WI) .36 .33 2 2/ 7 77 .17 .10
Ni .004 90 .28 .33 23 27 74 7 .13 .10
Al .010 90 .32 .36 28 29 74 76 ,is .24
Cu .010 90 .*0 .20 16 16 78 82 .14 .19
Ni .010 90 .17 .20 15 16 al 83 .09 .16
Al .010 J05 .28 .32 24 26 74 7S .13 .l
Cu .l0 105 .15 .17 15 13 86 83 .14 .21
Al .00,O 105 .38 .46 31 37 84 75 14 .11
Cu .004 Jos .26 .28 24 22 78 78 .16 .23
Cu .010 70 .23 .25 19 20 80 81 .15 .16
Al .010 70 -- .47 -- 38 9- 71 .18 ,14
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(P), and optimum standoff (SO.) are listed in
Table 1. The LSCAP predicted data are com-
pared to the experimental values for most of
the parameters. The effect on jet penetration • 0.14
versus standoff, due to variations in some of * e
the PLSC cross-section parameters, are shown oi.ls

in Figures 10-14, The experimental data
shown in Figures 10-14 were hand fitted to o.
obtain the solid line curves,

The effect or varying materials is illus- ' MS S. "4.9W, lousewo0 * 0l05l4,6't bNUSl~l

trated In Figures 10 and I I ror a 90 degree I , . ,,
apex angle with 0,004 and 0,010 Inch thick OM - ale 061
liners, respectively, The effect of varying apex STANDOFF OJ
angles is Illustrated in Figures 12 and 13 for
0.004 and 0,010 inch thick aluminum liners,
respectivuly, Figure 14 shows the penetration Figure 12, ,ffecis of Al Liner APEX Angle
of 0,004 and 0.010 inch thick copper liners with (0,004"Liner)
apey angles of 70, 90, and 105 degrees.

UNGO,0" fig, Ift 0,Mme

6+04.91#8 A W .,gS

0.14 as, gor
KN 0.14 6

6.1 6 off 0 'I :
0,1f seWa,

Sgl 0 oils, e

4.0 0 5.564 It LINil 5

0.0 0 a 4.0041 No Loss$ll 0,14 0., eIOlse O4II Oise

o,01 04e 0.to 0t*4 0.10 STANDOFF 01,11

STANDOFP (in.)

Figure 10, Il'fects of PLSC Liner Material Figure (. , 0ffects of Al Liner APEX Angle

(0.004 "Liner, 90* A PEX) (0.010 "AL Liner)

* 0.81i'4". 
0101

SMs
of• a O. 0.1' At,• Mel

O0.66 0.401 4 0.14 .1 0.66 .8

STANDOFP (IWO) STANDOFF (w)

Figure 11. Effects PLSCLinerMaleriui Figure 14. Effects of CU Lin'er Angle and
(0.010 "Liner, 90° APEX) Thickness (0.004 "and 0.0 10 "Liner ;
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Jet penetration versus ,tandoff are The ISCAP predicted jet penetration

illustrated in Figure 15 for the Pli,SC design versus standoff data are compared in Figure 18

shown in Figure 9 (0,010 in. thick liner), to experimental data for the 20 gr/ft PLSC

compared to the commercial JSC design shown cross-section shown in Figure 17 using a 0.008

in Figure 4, Both designs uro aluminum liners inch thick copper liner, The "W" line config-

(90 degree apex) and tampers, The l.X-)3 and uratlon of the PISC shown in Figure 17 can be

[INS 11 explosives' metal driving ability 19 more easily loaded with explosive than the

about the same. PI.SC shown in Figure 9. The reproducibility

inear SpCa of jet penetration for one test versus position of
oinearShaped Charge Avalyrs s Program distance along an aluminum 6061-T6 target is

predicted ,Iet penotr~ition versus standoffT dat a shown In Figure 19 for the 20 gr/ft ILSC cross-

are compared in Figure 16 to experimental section of Figure 17 for both copper and alum-

data for the 25 gr/ft P1ASC cross-soction shown eue liners 0.008 inch chick,

In Figure 9 using a 0,010 Inch thick aluminum

liner, G .. pwl

tl o~ teeMtm~v Keem

OWI II D

LLEGEND

0

SA,, I' LIGOPPORLN ,
[ *.' (OON06A UNTIM O N AW t ie . IPUM TADTAPL ,Pll

SI'

0 01 04 00 05 t Sn15T'AN DOFF(CM)

BTANDOFF (VIL)

Filgure 16, l4 CI,.(,' Versus X;xpe~runental Data(Figure 9) Figure 18, WSCAP Versus Data (Figure 17)
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A -CL LINER PLSC designs similar to those presented
A •here have recently been incorporated In Sandia

-Al LINER National Laboratory (SNL) systems. The
, Explosive Subsystems Division plans to use

PLSC designs in all future SNLA systems
U. requiring jet severance of material, including

Kevlar parachute suspension lines.
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JET INITIATION MECHANISMS AND SENSITIVITIES
OF COVERED EXPLOSIVES

M. Chick and T. J. Bussell
Materials Research Laboratory

Ascot Vale, Victoria 3032, AUSTRALIA

and

R. B. Frey and A. Bines
Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

The paper relates the computed pressure profile set up by jet penetration
through a cover and underlying explosive to jet initiation charae.
teristics. This method is used to assess likely initiation mechanisms,
The analysis supports the proposal that the how wave shock from jet
penetration of the explosive is a major initiation mechanism and
provides evidence for the existence of two previously unidentified
initiation mechanisms, Jet penetration bow wave shock initiation is
shown to occur in bare explosive for small diameter jets in certain
situations and we demonstrate that spall from jet perforation of a cover
does not contrihute to the jet initiation of Composition B across an air
gap.

A sum mary of likelyjet initiation mechanis ms, their operating regimes,
and the appropriateness of predictive criteria for the detonation thresh-
old is presented in tabular form. The study indicates jet diametei
limitations in the application of V/d for predicting the detonation
threshold,

INTROI)UC'l'ION interface, and that where there is an air g'p

We have previously reported that a major under the cover, the spall from jet perfore-

mechanism for the metal jet Initiation of tion contributes to jet Initiation and, hence,

covered explosive is via the bow wave shock set affects the critical velocity for Lhe detonation

up by the jet penetration of the explosive 1'2 and threshold.

a predictive criterion for the detonation This paper reports on a study aimed at
threshold has been presented.3 ilowever, our assessing the alternative proposals for the jet
recent investigations have suggested the initiation of covered explosive and on the
existence of other initition mechanisms and status of predintive criteria for the detonation
there is support4 for the proposal2 that for jets threshold. The approach has been to analyze
with small diameters with respect to the recep- the progressive pressure profile set-up by jet
tor's minimum detonation diameter the impact pninetration through a cover and underlying
shock mechanism on bare explosive fails and explosive and relating the results to measured
initiation occurs via the jet penetration bow jet initiation characteristics. !n this way, we
wave shock, Also, Hield 5 has proposed that jet examine the existence and regimes for differ-
initiation of covered explosive Is controlled by ent initiation mechanisms. The study includes
the stagnation pressure at the jet/explosive further results on the effect of small diameter
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jets An bare and covered explosive, and an velocity of 7 km/s produces an impact shock of
experimenteal arbessment of whether spall from 2600 kbar on a steel plate (which, unattenu-
the cover contributes to jet initiation across an ated, produces a 1100 kbar shock in Composi.
air gap. tion B compared to a Large Scale Gap Test17

initiation pressure of 25 kbar) but which is
METHOD OF COMPUTING JET attenuated within a few Jet diameters to a
PENETRATION PRESSURE subcritical shock. The attenuation process has
PROFILES been demonstrated by Mader in a numerical

We have calculated the general shape of modeling study of a 1.5 mm diameter Jet and is
the pressure profile of the jet penetration bow supported by the results from small diameter
wave in different cover materials for a range of' projectile Initiation by Starkenberg et al. 10

jet eneratin vloctiesandcove thck- The threohoid f'or Impact shock Initiation ofjet penetration velocities and cover thick- bare explosive is described by the Held 11' 12

nosses, deduced the corresponding pressure predictive criterion
profile transmitted to the explosive, and p
assessed the general shape or the bow wave Vd = k (4)
pressure profile set up In the jet penetration of .1
the explosive. The analysis utilizes the where d is the jet diameter and kl is a senri-
etandard jet penetration equation6 tivity constant for the explosive receptor,

1 As the impact shock vapidly decays, it is
_P / (1) overtaken by the formation of a pressure wave

in front of the penetrating jet. If the penetra-
where V,, is the Jet penetration velocity, Vj is tion rate in the cover is supersonic, then the bow
the jet velocity, and y is the square root of the wave will form a shock with a velocity equal to
raito of target donsifty to Jet denwity, Data from the penetration rate. If' the penetration rate Is
Reference 7 was used to determine the change subsonic, the Jet will be preceded by a ramped
In particle velocity, u, across the shock and the combpresion wave rather than a shock. For
pressure change, P, across the shock was plexiglas covers, the bulk sound velocity esti-
determined from thc expression mated from Hugonot data13 Isn about 2,3 km/s

P = puVp (2) and hence, for most practical situations (Vj >
P 3,5 krrJs), Jet penetration will be supersonic

where p is the target density. This assumes and the bow wave will form a true shock front
that the bow wave shock velocity is equal to [pressure, defined by Equation (2)) that ramps
the jet penetration volocity, which has been up to the stagnation pressure at the jet tip
supported by experimental data.' Standard (pressure defined by Equation (3)], For aeumi-
impedance match techniques wore then used to num, the bulk sound velocity is about 5o4 km/s7

compute the pressure delivered to the explo- and hence, for most practical situations (Vj <
sive.8 The stagnation pressure Pb, in the 6S4 km/ns), jet penetration will be subsonic and
tatget (cover or explosive) at the interface with will be preceded by a compression wave that
the penetrating jot was determined f'ronm the ramps up to the stagnation pressure. Thus,
Bernoulli relationshipg plexiglas and aluminum will transmit a shock

and a compression wave respectively across the
I) a_7sVi2 (3) Interface with the explosive.

p
However, the situation in steel is compli-

GENERAL D)ESCRIIPTION OF cated. Steel has a high elastic sound velocity of

PRESSURE PROFll,ES about 6,0 km/s, but it may also have two
distinct and slower plastic waves, The lower

Jet impact on the cover forms4 a high pres- plastic wave has a minimum velocity of about
sure shock over a small area that can initiate 3,2 kmn/s, so for penetration rates between 3.2
explosive but is quickly quenched by lateral and 6 km/s, steel may have a ramped elastic
rarefactions. For example, a copper jet with a compression followed by a plastic bow wave
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shock. This is shown schematically in Figure 1, pressure transmitted into Composition B is
We have used the analysis and results for steel also shown. A likely example of this type of
covers to examine the processes responsible for initiation is shown by the distance/time plot
thejet initiation of covered explosive, in Figure 2 produced by a 1,5 mm diameter

jet striking a 12.5 mm thick steel cover. The
data was obtained using multiple, orthogonal

STNATION POINT $JET/TARGT'INTERrACE) flash radiography by the method previously
described.2 Note that the jet had not reached
the explosive when detonation commenced

PRESSURE (thus precluding initiation from the jet pens-
PfES8IE tration bow wave in the explosive) and the

cover plate was about 8 jet diameters thick
C K which would not be expected to support impact

ELASTIC._AI VE shock initiation. The jet velocity at the
steel/explosive interface was 7.3 km/s which

DIwSTAN Table I suggests would deliver a pressure
in Composition B from the bow wave in steel of
about 17 kbar. This pressure is similar to,

Figure 1, Schematic Graph of Pressure a a but a little lower than, typical shock
Function of Distance for a Bow Wave in Steel initiation pressures t 7 This mechanism is

unlikely to be responsible for defining a
RELATI'ONSHIP OF PRESSURE predictive criteria for the detonation threshold
PROFILE TO EXPLOSIVE limit since initiation can take place at
INITIATION CHARACTERISTICS lower jet velocities by other mechanisms (see

later),
If a bow wave shock exists in the cover

plate it may cause initiation when trans. In the explosive, the jet penetration rate
mitted into the explosive, Table I shows the is almost always supersonic, so a bow wave
calculated strength of the plastic bow wave shock always forms, Table 2 shows the bow
in a steel cover as a function ofjet velocity, The wave shock pressure as a function ofJet velocity

Table 1. Properties of the fow Wave in Front of a Copper Jet Penetrating Steel

Pressure Delivered to
Bow Wave Properties in Steel Composition B by Bow

Jet Penetration Wave In Steel
Velocity Rate Pressure Change in Pressure Change in
(km/s) (k m/s) at end of pressure across at end of pressure

ramp wave plastic shock ramp wave across shock
(kbar) (kbMr) (kbar) (kbar)

4.0 206 * * * *

5.0 2.58

6.o 3.09

6.5 3.35 133,0 3.6 36.0 2,0

7.0 3.60 133.0 22,0 36.0 11.0

7.5 3.87 133.0 45.0 36.0 21.0

8.0 4.12 133.0 69.0 36.0 32.0

• No bow wave shock formot in the cover plate.
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100 the jet velocity is close to the critical value for
initiation. Since a bow wave shock will
normally not occur in aluminum cover plates,

So- one may presume that this is also the way
initiation occurs In explosive covered with
thick aluminum plates, Ramp compression

00 DETONATION waves are less efficient initiators than shock
waves; this has been demonstrated by
Setchell14 experimentally for rise times of

about 0.3 gs and theoretically by Frey, 15

We should note that the bow wave shock
pressure is not the highest pressure that the

20- explosive sees, Behind the bow wave the pres-
sure will rise to the stagnation pressure at the
jet/target interface, The stagnation pressure is

,, , , , - several times greater than the bow wave
0 4 Is 12 i 20 pressure, However, References 2 and 16 demon-

TIMEj strate that the stagnation pressure does not
Figure 2. Space/Time Plot of a 1,5 mm cause initiation, There are several reasons for
Diameter Copper Jet Initiating Composition B this, Firstj if the bow wave does not initiate
Through a 12,5 mm Thick Steel Comer the charge, it may desensitize the explosive as

is discussed in Reference 2. Second, at the

critical condition the bow wave shock pressure
Table 2. Properties of the Bow Wave in Front of is of sufficient magnitude to cause initiation
a Copper Jet Penetrating Composition B (when compared to other shock initiation data)

and it passes through a given plane in the
Jet Penetration Bow Wave explosive a few microseconds before the

Velocity Rate Shock Pressure stagnation pressure, Third, the pressurization
(kin/s) (kn/s) (Kbar) between a subcritical bow wave shock front

4 2..... ... and the stagnation point is a ramp formation
which is not an efficient initiator, 14 5 After a

5 3.48 29.4 jet enters the explosive, some time is required

8 4.17 59.8 for the formation of a bow wave. This may
account for the considerable distance required

7 4,87 99.0 for this type of jet initiation of covered

8 5.57 147.0 explosive. The proposed predictive criterion
for the detonation threshold from bow wave
shock initiation is similar to Equation (4)

for Composition B, The calculations were done xcept that the sensitivit constant has a
as described above, but the particle velocity considerably higher value. 3 "1
behind the shock was determined from the
Hugoniot given in Reference 7, The analysis We have examined the effect of thu transi..
results given in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that in tion from supersonic to subsonicjet penetration
most cases the bow wave which forms in the in Composition B using the Ballistic Research
explosive produces a higher pressure in the Laboratory (BRL) 81 mm diameter shaped
explosive than does the bow wave from the charge. The diameter of the jet was about
steel cover plate, The data in Reference 2 3 mm at the position of the study measure-
confirms this conclusion, indicating that for ments. The approximate point of detonation
Composition B covered with thick steel plates, breakout was assessed by measuring the time
it is the bow wave that forms in the explosive, of arrival of either the jet, the bow wave, or the
not the bow wave which forms in the cover detonation wave at planes in the test charge
plate, which is responsible for initiation when which were spaced about 25.4 mm apart. The
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test charges were made by stacking disks
of Composition B with a thickness of about
25.4 mm, 'rime of arrival trigger screens were 250
inserted between the disks. Two sots of tests I
were performed, one using Composition B n
disks with a diameter of 50.8 mm and the other
using disks with a diameter of 101.6 mm. T CAG

The Lime of arrival data was plotted on a 5068mm DIAMETER CHARGE
distance/time plot, as shown In Figure 3. In 50So-1m DIAMETER CHARGE
each test, there was a straight line portion
corresponding to the relatively slow initial .

penetration of the jet, and a second straight So 100 150 200 250 300
line which corresponded to detonation. The RHA STEEL COVER THICKNESS, mm
point of intersection of these lines wan taken as
the point where detonation begins. Before 2.63 2.66 i.54
detonation occurs we cannot be certain what JET PENETRATION VELOCITY ENTERING COMPOSITION B, kiri/s
triggers the screen.. It could be the Jet or the Figure 4. Run to Detonation Distance Vs. Cover
bow wave in front or the jet. However, since Thick ness and , I Penetration Velocity
the bow wave should maintain a constant Entering Composition B
distance from the Jet after an initial transient,
the measured penetration rate may be nearly cover plate increases from 229 to 254 mm. The
correct In either case. bulk sound speed in Composition B has been

The istace o deonaton s a uncton eported to be between 2.5 and 2.7 km/sec,7

of cover plate thickness Is shown In Figure 4 1ecvrpaetikes hr h 08m
for bo~th sets of data, A separate scale on Fig- explosive fails to detonate and where the

ure4 sowsthecalulaed alu oftheaveage 101.6 mmn explosive shows the marked increase

penetration rate of the Jet in the first explosive wih rdusaces tho petnetation, rathe tohthensoni
disk. 'l'ho distance to detonation Is lirghtly whcreustepntaiorteotesnc
longer for the smaller diameter samples. The point. Thicker covers do not permit initiation
smaller diameter siample fails to detonate at all by a bow wave shock, because no bow wave
for cover plates thicker than 229 mm. The shock can form when the penetration rate Is
larger diameter sample continues to detonate imbsonic. Therellore, it is likely that the minits-
for 254 min thick cover plates, but the distance Lion which occurred in the larger diameter
t4) detonation increases markedly when the explosive with a 254 mmn cover plate is due to a

mechanism other than shock initiation;, and
the abrupt jump in distance to detonation is an
indication or the change in mechanism. The

50 nwn I HICK 203MtiTHICK very long run to detonation may Indicate a
2W1 RIIA 1vIfA M11 type ordeflagration to detonation process.

118MI THICK *mn THICK
lISA A non-shock mechanism suggests that

ISO2 jets titt about 3 mmn diameter may be the upper

/PI* 
254nn I HICK limit of the Vj 2d = constant type of predictive

lilA criteria for the detonation threshold. There is
W insurricient data to consider an alternative

- predictive expression.

AIEI SMALL. IIAMKTKR JET'
Figure 3. /fun to Detonation Putha; in 50.8 mm I N I'llIATIO0N4
Diamneter Composition 11 Covered by UIIA Steel We have recently reported4 support for
for a Jet fromn the 81 mm Diameter Shaped the proposal2 that when the jet diameter is
C/7aurge small with resp~ect to the minimum detonation
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diameter of a receptor explosive in the bare the jet is observed penetrating into the bulk of
configuration the impact shock fails and bare H-6, Figure 5(c) shows the onset of deto-
detonation is produced by the jet penetration nation and in Figure 5(d) there can be seen a
bow wave shock. This mechanism has been combination of established detonation and the
further investigated using a 0.75 mm diameter retonation moving back through the H-6 that
copper jet from a 15 mm diameter shaped has been penetrated without initiation, This
charge, 11.6 receptors and multiple, orthogonal sequence of radiographs is similar to that
flash radiography. The series of flash radio- reported for the 1,5 mm diameter jet initiation
graphs in Figures 5(a) to (d) show convincing of steel covered Composition B.2 Failure from
evidenec )f the jet penetration bow wave shock the projectile impact shock has been exten-
initiation of bare 11-6. In Figures 5(a) and (b) sively modeled by Mader and Pimbley.1 2

steel barrier

H-6

(a) Jet Impact and Penetration of 1-6 (b) Jet Penetration intotheReceptorCharge
Without Sustained Detonation

(c) Onset of Dctonation With a Run (d) Detonation Established and Retonation
Distance of About 27mm Moving Back Through Penetrated H1-6

Figure 5. Flash Radiographic Sequence of a 0.75 mm Diameter Copper Jet Initiating Bare 11-6

Close to the Detonation Threshold Condition
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Trhe run to detonation distance in 11-6 Composition B receptors and proposed the

close to the detonation threshold was about alternative explanation that the filling across
27 mm, while the estimated critical jet the air gap appears more sensltive because the
penetration velocity was 3.8 km/s, which is jet is assisted in the initiation process by
well in excess of the bulk sound speed fragmentation spalling from the underside of
estimated from Hugoniot data13 as 2.8 km/s, the cover, If the latter explanation is correct,
i.e., jet penetration is supersonic with bow then current hazard analysis and predictive
wave shock formation, Previous firings3 using equations are inadequate to define the
mteel covered H-6 and a 1.5 mm diameter detonation threshold for air gap type systems.
copper jet gave a critical jet velocity of We have carried out two series of experiments
4.9 km/s. This Sives a Vj2d sensitivity constant to test the alternative proposals.
of 36 mm31/s which would apply to jet In the first series of experiments, the
penetration bow wave Initiation, Ihowever, the critical jet velocity was determined for
data obtained with the 0.75 mm diameter jet Composition B separated from covers composed
and bare 11-6 described above gave a critical jet of steel and other materials by a 15 mm wide
velocity or 565 km/s (from Equation (1) where air gap. The jet was generated from a 38 mm
Vp = 3.8 km/s) and hence a significantly lower
sensitivity constant of 23 mm3Ips 2 , The effect diameter shaped charge, Critical velocities

of the 0.75 diameter Jet on the bow wave shook wore determined by the method described inof te 075 iameer et n te bo wae sock Reference 2,
initiation threshold has been estimated for
stool covered Composition B. The critical jot Three types of covers wore used and are
velocity was about 6,0 km/s (Vp = 4.2 kim/s illustrated in Figure 6. These consisted of:
in Composition B, i.e,, supersonic penetration) steel only; steel plus 5 mm of plexiglas glued to
to give a Vj2d sensitivity constant of about the underside of the steel and facing the
27 mm"'/p.s2 , which Is siunificantly lower than Composition B; and 'steel with a 4 mm thick
the value of 40 mm3/ps obtained for larger Kevlar plate separated from the underside of
diameter jets. Thus, both the Ht-6 and the steel by a 5 mm thick air gap, with the
Composition B results for the 0.75 mm Kevlar facing the Composition B,
diameter jet suggest that there is a lower limit
to the use of Vj2d = constant criteria, In 1I PT
practice, the lower limit may not be generally
exceeded since high velocity, coherent small
diameter jets are difficult to produce since j
instabilities are readily formed by quite small
fabrication inhomogeneities. AIR GAP

CON'n'RIBUTION OF COVER Ioosi: ....
PLATE SPALL TO JElMT ...
INITIATION ACROSS AIR GAPS

We have previously demonstrated that W()

air gaps between a cover or case and a solid
energetic material significantly increase the b'igare 6. Experimental Arrangements for
filling's jet sensitivity, i.e., air gaps are highly Assessing the Effect of Spall from Various
sensitizing to jet initiation. 1'2 The effect was Covers on Jet initiaiion Across an Air Gap
attributed to the air gap dissipating the desen-
sitizing precursor waves (that travel ahead of The plexiglas will produce lower density
the jet from the cover into the energetic spall than steel and if the spall is contributing
material) and allowing the jet to produce to the initiation process, would be expected to
impact initiation of the bare, unstressed filling be accompanied by a significant increase in the
on the far side of the air gap.2 Recently, field critical jet velocity. The Kevlar is a spall-
confirmed our experimental observations using reducing material, and its use would also be
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expected to be accompanied by a significant spell (which, even so, would be minimal corn-
increase in the critical jet velocity. Flash pared to that produced from the thin barrier).
radiography showed that the small amount of The results of the massive spall/no jet
steel spall produced was absorbed by the
Kevlar. The measured critical jet velocities for explosive impact experiments are shown by
each test arrangement given in Table 3 are the flash radiograph and illustration In
similar within statistical limits and, hence, Figures 7(a) and (b), respectively. Theshow no support for the spell-assisted Composition B did not detonate but was
mechanism. recovered as lumps showing signs of surfacemelting. Figures 7(a) and (b) show that,

In the second series of tests two types although the jet missed the explosive, the
of experiments were carried out whereby the spell cloud made direct impact with penetra-
jet was fired at 60° obliquity to the steel tion of the surface (note the change in
barrier, In one type of test the selected barrier direction of the leading edge of the spall cloud
thickness was thin (10 mm) in order to on contact with the explosive). In these
maximize the amount of spell. The experiments the spall leading edge velocity
Composition B receptor was positioned 15 mm in the direction of the axis of the Composition
directly under the spell, and the jet aimed B cylinder was measured with flash radiog-
to miss the explosive, This arrangement raphy to be about 3 km/s, The exit hole in the
allowed investigation of massive spall (corn- steel barrier was directly above the Compo-
pared to that produced from critical jet velocity sition B and measured about 25 mm by 35 mm.
tests) but no jet impact on the explosive. Inthe In a variation of the massive spall/no jet
other experiments the steel barrier was impact experiment the plane of Its top surface
selected so that the jet path thickness pro- made an angle of about 600 to the steel plate.
duced a velocity marginally above the criti- This arrangement was designed so that the
cal value (barrier thickness 65 mm, jet path leading edge of the spall cloud made an
length 130 mm), the explosive was placed on approximate planar impact with the
the projected jet axis and the spall arranged Composition B. Again, the explosive failed to
to miss the explosive. This arrangement detonate or show significant reaction (see
allowed investigation of jet initiation without Figure 8),

Table 3. Critical Steel Thicknesses and Jet Velocities for the Initiation of Composition H

using the Experimental Arrangements Illustrated in Figure 6

Critical Steel Thickness
Cover System Critical Jet Velocity

o tMean 50% Itkm/s
mm mm

Steel only 156 8.8 3.0

Steel/5 mm PMMA 160 5.5 2.9

Steel/5 mm Air/4 mm Kev lur 145 4.7 3.1

Steel only 138 2,6 3.2
(using different batch
of explosive receptor
charges)
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(a) Flash Radiograph Showing that Intense
Metal Spall from the Copper Jet Penetration of Figure 8. Flash Radiograph Showing SpaUl
a Steel Plate Fails to Detonate Composition B. Making an Approximate Planer Impact on
The jet missed the explosive, Composition B Which did not Detonate. The jet

04V. missed the explosive.

jAll of the tests reported above do not sup-
, port the proposal that the spell from the cover

. Thinstel contributes to the initiation of Composition B
barrier across an air gap and, hence, support the use of

"•" •,. '* .*. predictive criteria for the detonation threshold
based on jet velocity and diameter, (The reoults

"Spll shown in Figure 5 whore small diameter jets

Spell Penetrating were fired through steel across an air gap at
Cardboard explosive bare 1-1-6 to produce detonation deep in the
support tube explosive also support the proposal of initiation

Compouition 8 without spall.) Most of the tests were carried
explohive charge out at the critical condition where initiation of

bare Composition B occurs promptly close to

Sloolwitnegsand the surface. Thinner covers will allow higher
support plot* velocity jets which will be even more effective

initiators and thus spell from covers below the
(b) Schematic Illustration of Result of Spall but threshold thickness would also not be expected
not Jet Impact on Composition B to contribute to the initiation process,

Figure 7. Flash Radiograph and Result of CONCLUSION
Spall The study supports the proposal that the

bow wave shock from the jet penetration of
The jet only/no spall explosive impact the explosive is an important initiation

experiments using thick barriers produced mechanism for determining the detonation
prompt detonation of the Composition B as threshold of covered explosive. Evidence is
shown by the flash radiograph and illustration presented for two previously unidentified
in Figures 9(a) and (b). The exit hole was Initiation mechanisms; these are from the jet
about 6 mm by 8 mm. penetration bow wave shock transmitted from
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regimes is given in Table 4; the table also
*''• comments on the application of the appropriate

criterion for predicting detonation. It is
proposed that the V 2d criteria operates over a
limited range of jet iameters,

Jet penetration bow wave shock initiation
of bare explosive is demonstrated using a small
diameter jet and flash radiography. An experi-
mental study supports the proposal that spall
produced by the jet perforation of a cover does

spport not contribute tojet initiation across an air gap.
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Table 4. Summary of Likely Initiation Mechanisms and Operating Criteria

Mechanism Regime and Predictive Criteria

1. Jet impacton bare 1. Detonation threshold determined by M. Held's Vj2d = ki
explosive predictive equation.

2. Occurs promptly close to explosive surface or not at all,

3, Does not apply to jets with diameters small with respect to
receptor explosive's minimum diameter for detonation, where
jet penetration bow wave initiation occurs (see 4 below),

2. Jet impact shock on cover 1. Only for covers less than a few jet diameters thick,
2, Requires increasing critical jet velocity with cover thickness

above that predicted by Vj2d = ki (see 1 above).

3, Jet bow wave in cover 1. Applies to thin covers,

transmitted into explosive 2. Appears to require the formation of a bow wave shock in cover,

3, Hindered by rump wave formation in cover which is
desonsitizing,

4, Does not determine detonation threshold limit,

4, Jot penetration of 1. Considered to be a major mechanism, Initiation by the jet
explosive penetration bow wave shock,

2. Occurs over a wide range of cover thicknesses and materials,
3. Within certain lot diameter limits detonation threshold

predicted by V 2d - k2 or Vj 2d = ko, Constants are much
different from k in nhechanism 1 listed above,

4. Also applies Lo bare explosives where jet diameter small with
respect to receptor explosive's minimum detonation diameter,

5. Predictive criterion for small diameter jots appears to require
an exponent for the velocity term greater than 2.

5. Jet penetration bow waves 1. Observed near critical jet initiation velocity for receptor
reflected back into charges of limited geometry.
explosive filling 2. Requires confining reart surface; may be applicable to small

confined rounds,

3. Special case of mechanism 4,

6. Subsonic jet penetration of 1. Applicable to larger diameterjots.
explosives 2. Appears to be atssociated with a very long run to detonation,

3. Limits the use of Vj2d = kI (see 4 above) for predicting
detonation threshold.

4. No predictive criterion available for detonation threshold.

7. beparate impacts from 1. May require well separated jet particles.
part iculated jet 2. Does not appear to have been studied.
penetration of explosive
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INITIATION PHENOMENA WITH SHAPED CHARGE JETS

Manfred Held
Messerachmitt-B61kow-Blohm GmbH

Research Department
8808 Schrobenhausen, WEST GERMANY

The initiability of unconflned high explosive charges by shaped charge
jets can be well described with the vid-criterion, For covered, but still
unconfined explosive charges, higher threshold values are measured.
The reasons for this are preshocking, precompression, different loaded
areas, and different pressure time histories of the acceptor charge in
contact, compared to an arrangement with a larger air gap. Inversely,
the threshold values are strong decreasing by a confinement of the
acceptor charge.

H I STO RY shaped charges of 22 mm, 32 mm, 64 mm, and

The initiation phenomena to shaped 96 mm diamrvter. It was found that the
charge attack of high explosive charges in threshold velocity, v, of the jet particles wascarg ahtac bonirelated to the jet diameter, d, by the rela-
particular has beon invertfgated over many tionship v2d = constant. hleld4 has also shownyears. But the number of papers published in ta h ~-rtro o eoaznhsbe

the open literature is rather limited, In 1945, that tbe v2d-riterion for detonation has been

wm-kers t in the United Kingdom reported on generally confirmed in other work on blunt-

the use of flash radiography to study the projectile and flying foil !nmpact tests against

initiation of bare tetryl pellets by a tmetai jet various high explosives,
geoiorated by a shaped charge. In 1981, Mader and 1i3mbley6 reported

In 195, Zorno-y ot a usne 42-mm ana wob! 5y Campb',ll using bare PBX-9404 and
min diameternshapedtchal,,4s using.E-s a PHX-9502. The results eupported Held's v2d-105-ms diameter shaped chargets, unt~erk a critica1 initiation criterion for particulated

preliminary investigation into the jet ita- itii ets. initratonecrdteron numerically

tion of Composltion B charges oe different jets. Mader modeled the process numerically

length either bare, or with various thicknes.;4ii by treating the jet as a solid cylinder of metal

of stool cover plates and/or with side con- in~pactirg the bare explosive,
finement. The study concluded that the Mader8 (1986) has well summarized
coverplate thickness, explosive charge lengths, recont advances in numerical modeling of jet
and degree of confinement affected the jet initiation and penetration of explosives using
initiation of the explosive. Photography of the the two-dimensional Rulerian hydrodynamir
exterior of the charge indicated that as steel code 2 DE, with the shock initiation of hetero-
cover plate thickness was increased, the onset geneous explosive and the Forest Fire burn
of detonation occurred further down the model, lie confirmed theoretically the critical
charge. The limited nature of the investi- jet or projectile velocity for initiation propagat-
gation did not allow this observation to be ing detonation using the projectile diameter
explained, Interpretation of the results was and the Ifeld 3'4 critical v2d expression.
complicated by th,, spread of results obtained Chick and llatt 7"10 (1981-1985), using
for a given co er plate thickness and length of X-ray flash radiography, have reported on the
explosive, initiation of covered, but otherwise unconfined,

In 1968, WlOd3 reported the initiai/on of high explosive charges by means of the jet of a
bare high explosive charges by jets frjm 38-mm shaped charge, the high explosive.
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being in direct contact with the cover material
in some of the experiments, but with a 15-mm
air gap between in others, It was found that anwe
unconfined high explosive, which is in contact
with the barrier, requires a higher Jet velocity
for initiation than one with an air gap, The
v2d-criterion for attack of bare charges was i
also confirmed with ,iets of 38-mm and 81-mm I

shaped charges, t t and replaced for covered L ' ,'
charges by u d, where u is the crater velocity, ,settl,..r ,

Critical steel cover thicknesses and critical jet V
velocities for creamed and pressed TNT,
Composition 13, 1H-6, and pressed tetryl were ", .- '

also measured. A summary of the Australian
opinion on jot initiation mechanism for MAN 3V/" O ,

covered, but unconfined high explosive charges
is given by Chick, Wolfsan, and Learmonth--

(1986).

Vigil1 3 (1985) has made initiation tests
with very small shaped charges (1,73 mm to
3,46 mm cone diameter) against a few types of Chaure i. 44xperimentai SetUp of Shapedacceptor charges, Chatrge with 44 mm Diameter, Harrier, and

Acceptor Charge, bKither lInconfined in Contact
1eld 401 6 (1987) has reproduced the tests to the Barrier or with 15 mm Airgap, or

made by Chick and Ilatt7"1 0 with similar size Confined
shaped charges and with acceptor high
explosive charges having a similar geometry tests with unconfined charges are solely to
and sensitiveness, However, this time the establish the threshold between a "reaction"
diagnostic instrument was not FXR, but a And a "detonation" of the acceptor charge, i.e.,
simultaneous framing and streak recording a measure of the ease of initiation or
rotating mirror camera, To demonstrate the "initiability" by a shaped charge jet, With
different effects, the air gaps between the confined high explosive charges one can get
barriers and/or the acceptor charges were also the threshold for no reactionlreacLion-
spaced and/or interrupted by air gaps, which happens only for very insensitive high

McAfee 1 9 (1987) has obtained similar explosive charges-or the threshold for less
streak records to rind the build-up distances or powerful reactions. Figures 2 through 5 show
corner-turning distances (CT[)) for the selected frames and the corresponding streak
initiation of PBX-9502 by the copper jet from records of unconfined high explosive charges in
the LAW warhead (66 mm diameter, 420 contact, respective with an air gap after
angle). l)etailed streak measurements are barriers with different thicknesses.
much more accurate than the use of witness
plates only to indicate the promptness of the RESUILTS WITH UNCONFINED
initiation (Campbell2 °). ACC E PTO R C HA RG ES

TEST S ITU U! The experimental results regarding the
build-up distances, As, the run-up times, At,

The test setup for the measurement of the and the initiation times, ti, fior the two different
initiability of' an unconflned high explosive arrangements of the barrier relutive to the
charge, covered by a stel block either in direct unconfined acceptor charge, us a function of
contact with the explosive or with a specified the residual jet tip velocity after the barrier
air gap between, and of a confined high are summarized in Figure 6 for the unconfined
explosive charge is 4hown in Figure . The acceptor charge in direct contact. with the
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Figure 2, E'xample of Individual Frames of Figure 4. Samples of Individual Frames of the
Different Barriers as Recorded With the Cordin Initiation of Acceptor Charges Arranged 15 mm
Model 330 Rotating.Mirror Camera at About BehindBarrieraofDifferent Thickne.,
100 Frames per Second, The barrier thick.
nesees are Indicated to the left of the picture.

Figure 3. Streak Records of the Shaped Charge Figure 5. Streak Records of Shaped Charge Jet
Jet Hitting the Barrier(Left in the Picture), and Impact on a Barrier (Left in the Individual
Delacyed Appearance of a Detonation in the Pictures), Exit of the Jet from the Barrier, and
Acceptor Charge, These records were obtained Initiation of the Acceptor Charge, Records were
simultaneously with the individual frames obtained simultaneously with the individual
(Figure 2). frames of Figure 4.

barrier, and in Figure 7, for a 15-rmi air gap times tj of the tests with the charges in contact
between the unconfined acceptor charge and with the barrier (only for these were data from
the steel barrier,16 Chick and llatt7,9 (1981) Chick and Hatt available) are in fairly good
also have roughly determined, with the help or agreement.
FXlts, the build-up distances and delay times
for the initiation of unconfined Composition Ii Initiation time tj is defined from mea-
as a ('unction or the cover plate thickness, The sured run-up time At minus the time ti), which
build-up distances As and/or the initiation is necessary for the detonation wave to
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Figure 6, Build-up Distance As, Run-up Times Figure 7, Build-up Distances As, Run-up
At, and Initiation Times t4 as Function of the Times At, and Initiation Times ti as Function of
Residual Jet Velocity vj, for the Arrangement the Residual Jet Velocity vj, for the Arrange.
with the Unconfined High Explosive Charge in ment with a 15-mm Air Gap Between the
Contact with the Barrier Unconfined High Explosive Charge and the

Barrier

propagate from the axis to the surface of the one-dimensional pressure as in the
charge. (ti) = I/I), where It = radius and 1) = case of a free jet-, and
detonation velocity of the acceptor charge,) the high explosive charge in contact

The unconfined high explosive charge with the barrier is exposed in a smaller
directly in contact with the barrier is less area than the charge with an air gap
easily initiated than the one with an air gap between, because the emerging shaped
between. The reasons for this are as follows: charge jet forms a large-area spray of

the acceptor charge is being pre- fragments,

shocked by preceding waves (in the 'i'The three listed effects appear to be
author's opinion, this Is only or minor responsible for the differences In initiabillty of
importance, because these shock waves a covered and an uncovered acceptor charge,
are comparatively weak); flowever, the test setup and the sensitivity of

the high explosive is pro-compressed the acceptor charge might also play a critical
by the bulging of the barrier plate as role as to which of these three effects will be
the shaped charge jet perforates it; more or less dominant.

relatively slow loading of the test rhe values of the particulation time, tp,
charge generated by the bulging target and the particulated jet diameter, dp, are
plate and by the pressure of the measured, vj and tj for the exiting jet after the
cratering jet and there is no such high, barrier were calculated. So the diameter, ýj, of
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the exiting jet can be calculated from the With a good fit of the measured points,

following equation: the result for the 15-mm air gap arrangement

d j = d P (L P/ 0  Is (Figure 9)

In Figure 8, a representation is given of )
the build-up distance, As, of the measured or, still in fair agreement with a perhaps more
delay times, At, and of the Initiation time, ti, plausible exponent:
as a function of v'jdj for the given acceptor 2 1
charge in contact with the barrier, and AS = 560(d-
Figure 9 shows analogous relationships for
the acceptor charge at an air gap of r5mm The measured initiation times, t1, which
behind the barrier, show an even greater dispersion, can be

described approximately by the equationsSurprisingly, such a log-log representa-

tion gives a straight line In first approxima- t = 205(v2d )-'1.2
tion, and As and t1 can be written as follows i j
forthe case of the high explosive charge in t= 3600(v2dj)-2J
contact (Figure 8):

A 2 2 RESULTS WITH CONFINED
Ali = 160xlO(v 2dJ) 2  ACCEPTOR CHARGES

t =2-2 A few tentative trials were made in orderS- 16,8 x 10(v~) to determine how the Initiation behavior would
change if the acceptor charge were fully

60 20 .. . . .

#A 1
140- .......... .............. I -..~ 5O V. .P

,...-.-..v.. -.- ,-1 •, ,ot!*d:
30-

"t 1. 165'10'1v1  d) 03,0

4'3n •0 5'0 60 70 80 90 100 130 150 vj , dj Imm3/p*s}

202 d6 INK/s~

Figure 9. As, At, and t, r f(v~d) for the
Figure 8, As, At, and tj -- Hu(vd) for the Arrangement With a 15.rmm Air Gap Between
Arrangement With the Uncon fined lligh Explo. the U ncon fined hligh Explosive Charge and the
sloec Charge in Contact With the Harrier Barrier
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confined, and where the threshold between .
reaction and no reaction of the acceptor charge eteflaton
would lie In such a case,

RLsults of four trials are listed in the o Reaction |SNo Rection • •" - ' ' " 0 • O
table below: 2 0 10 o00 12U iii 75 200

Barrier Thickness-Miltd Steel ramm)

Barrier with Type or
Confinement I mm/Psl Reaction Figure 10. Type of Reaction as a Function of

immi Barrier Thickness for Unconfined 0 and Con-
fined e Acceptor Charges

110 4A1 Det,
150 3.5 I)et,
175 3,2 Defi,
200 2.9 Don. enoaIon

An "unconfined" high explosive charge No Reacinn 1 2 1 7
behind a 100-mm barrier and in contact with a Residual Jet-Tip Velocity Imm/ps)
10-mm cover plate, showed no detonation,
whereas the conflned charge came to a full Figure 11, Type of Reaction as a Function of
detonation. The same occurred also after a Jet Velocity for Unconfined a and Confined.
total of 150mm had been perforated (10g. Acceptor Charges
ure 10), A violent reaction occurred oven after
a total distance or 175 mm had been perforated, important fact that unconfined charges are
and an only slightly less violent reaction even suitable only for establishing the initiability,
after ak total perforation thickness ofr200 mm, because the perforating jet and the internal

results show ttest reaction It causes will rapidly destroy the testThese reut hwthat the confined charge

charge will be detonated by a lower velocity charge,

residual jet than the unconfined charge. The Confinement holds the test charge
limit of initiation of the unconfined charge, together for a considerably longer time, so that
being in contact with the barrier, by this type a reaction that starts more slowly can still run
of shaped charge was found to be 4.8 nmir/ps, up to a full detonation. Therefore, the
while the confined charge Is still initiated by a threshold between detonation and reaction,
jet having a velocity as low as 3.5 mnim/pLi. A and the threshold between reaction and no
very violent reaction occurs even at a jet. velo- reaction, will in the case of a confined charge,
city of approximately 3.1 min/ps, the evidence of course, be at considerably lower jet penetra-
being the type of fragments generated, a full tion velocities.
deflagration is still obtained with jet velocity
2.8 mm/ps (Pigure I I). RKSUIITS WITH IPROPEIIIANTS

The times for a reaction in the case of an In the open literature, few tests are
unconfined charge must be relatively short. published relating to shaped charge attack
The high explosive charge must react before it, against propellants. The behavior of charges of
is broken up by the perl'orating jet and/or by different types of propellant under shaped
the pressure developing internally from roac- charge attack has been investigated by the
Lion around the jet path. Under confinement, author,
the charge has much more time to react and With high content in sensitivity materi-
can come to full detonation through a DDT als, the whole of the composition comes to full
process, detonation (Figure 12 (a)). if the propellant

These preliminary tests with confined was less sensitive, only that part of the sand-
acceptor charges and the comparison with wich which has a smaller angle between the
unconfined acceptor charges demonstrated the jot- and detonation-direction, came to full
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detonation (upper part in Figure 12 (b)) and, small in diameter. The "stagnation" pressure
finally, with much less energetic materials decreases radially and follows the penetrating
reaction occurred only around the jet (Fig- jet, If, over a dimension loss than the critical
ure 12 (c)), detonation diameter of the mati rial, the shock

The conclusion from these tests is that, pressure in the bow wave around the jet
depending onclusionnsitivenhese thes tht, becomes less than the initiation threshold

depending on the sensitiveness, the composi- pressure, a high-order reaction of the propel-
tion can come to a full detonation, or a partial lant cannot be expected. 22

detonation, or only a reaction in a limited

region around the jet impact. If no detonation results from the shaped

No doubt, the initiability is also corre- charge impact and perforation, no doubt exists
Naod wi uth the riticaldtontion diamteorr- o that a burning reaction of the propellant will

ltted with the critical detonation diameter of occur, Asay, Ramsay, and Campbell 23 have
the tested material. The Jet is generally very described this behavior quite adequately.

They have given a good schematic model
(Figure 13) which helps to define the regions of
interest in the case of detonation failure,

v2d CRITERION
rThe v2d criterion gives the critical thresh-

" .. 0; old velocity for the initiation of charges of
different high explosives as a function of the
diameter of shaped charge jets or projectiles

(a) (Figure 14). Experiments with flying foils of
different diameters and theoretical predictions
are also included,

The following table is summarizing the
values and gives the used references,

In early experiments3 (1968) with shaped
charges, having different base diameters and,
hence, also different jet diameters, which were
fired against. unconfined charges of TNT/RI)X-
35/65, the critical velocity of impact was found

(bW to be inversely proportional to the square root
of the jet diameter.

'.I ý 10 i '- W0 1 t; 7-7

Oetonation

VioLent Reaction

(Fast Burn)
"-•. Mltd Reaction

Figure 12 (a) through (c). The Threc Possible (Slow Burn)

Types of Reaction of Solid Propellants Under

Shaped Charge Jet Attack: "PullI Detonation,"
"*Partial Detonation" (in the Upper Region of Figure 13. Failure in Propellant Subject to
Figure 12 () Only), and "Partial Reaction" Shaped Charge A track
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Figure 14, Threshold Impact Velocity as a Function of the Diameter of Shaped Charge Jets,
Projectiles or Flyer Foils for Different High Explosive Charges

Table: Initiation Criterion u2d Campbell carried out tests in 1978 and
1979.17 A summary of these tests was given in

Tylpe of va eeec "Iigni 1988,18
IWAD 3 Hasuan is -5- Vigil"~ (1985) has used Jets of very small
PBX 9404 4 Balit~il shaped charges to initiate four different
RDX/WAX B Griffiths. ca.'t secondary explosives. The jet velocities varied
08/12 Hld between 3,6 and 6.5 mm/ps. The jet tip diam-

13 vgil
1  eters ranged from 0.041 mm to 1.1 mm. The

(1m.771) Cik lateral confinement of the acceptor explosive
Coup 5 1 Chck i.01was minimal. The threshold initiation param-

Houlaird" eter v2d for LX- 13 (80 percent PETN and
H6 16.5 Chick *.a.1i 20 percent Sylgard), PETN, PBX-9407, and
Destamheest 36-53 W4isikeart" Tetryl were experimentally determined to be
9407 40 vigil" 11, 13, 31, and 44 mm3/ps, for copper Jets
Tetryl 44 vigil1's Impacting bare explosive acceptors. The lower
04 64 Weiickrt'tN values for the LX-13 and PETN indicate that
TAT9 106 Weingart is.011, these two explosives are more sensitive to
19502 1129 ICAMPel""'1 I jet initiation than PBX-9407 and Tetryl

______ ____ _________ ___ __-explosives.
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Chick, Bussell, Frey, and Boyce t t (1986) velocity range of 0.5 - 2.2 mm/ps. All their
have also examined Composition B, 11-6, PBX- experimental values for bare high explosive
9502, and pressed TNT with jets from 38-mn charges of PBX-9404 and RX-26-AF are
and 81-mm diameter shaped charges. They presented in Figure 14. The regression line
looked at the sensitivity of bare and covered gives a straight correlation for the
unconfined acceptors. The jet diameter was v2d-criterion. Projectiles with rounded front
not. measured for each firing; a diameter of also give the v2d-criterion, but with a constant
1,5 mm was assumed for all small shaped twice as high (but they are not presented in
charge jets, and one of 3 mm for the large Figure 14).
shaped charge jets, Nevertheless, the values Moulard27 (1981) has made additionalare within the range of the other data (Fig- Muad7(91 a aeadtoa
ure 12). Important is the fact that they have tests with projectiles of rectangular and ring-shown for the first time that bare high shaped front ends, If these areas are trans-explosive chrges can be initiated by a jet at formed into diameters (representing the area)abploutv halfthe tip velocityreqired by a j t then the corresponding points are also on theabout hair the tip velocity required by a v2d-line.

covered, but unconfined charge attacked by a
similar jet. Foil tests also demonstrate the v2d-crite-

Weickert 24 (1987) has also confirmed the rior, if the flying foil thickness, related to the
v2d criterion using four different shaped diameter, is not too small. The ratio should be
charge diameters, namely 25,4-mm, 50,8-mm, greater than 1/5, Two velocities have been
76.2-mm, and 101.6-mm against relatively added to Figure 14 from published papers by
thin layers of confined high explosive charges Weingard28 (1976) who had used 0,255-mm
in metal/explosive/metal sandwiches. Two thick flyers of Mylar againstTATB. Hasman 29

types of high explosive layers were used, con- (1986) has published the critical energy for
sisting of l)etasheet C with thicknesses of initiation, using flyer diameters of 0,5 and
1,07 mm, 3.18mm, and 6.35 mm-, and Composi- 1m m, and 76-lim thick Mylar foils against

tion C-4, 3.18 mn thick, lie is reporting that lINAB of 5 im grain size and 1,6 g/cm 3 density.

his shaped charge jet particles were very The experimental values of the v2d-crite-
irregular in shape, or were multiple particles, rion also are confirmed by the numerical two-
Still, the Dletonation/No Detonation results dimensional simulations of Mader,8"6 and
indicate that the relation vOd = constant can Starkenberg, Hluang, and Arbuckle, 3•131 The
be used ror the shaped charge jet initiation latter values are also given in Figure 14 for
confined high explosive in explosive/metal Composition B, and correlate very well with
sandwich arrangements. the trend, but not so well with the constants

The v2 d criterion has also been confirmed compared to the experimental data for Comn-

for projectile impact on bare high explooive position B. Also, Greena 2 has made relatively
charges. Griffiths, Laidler, Spooner 2 6 (1967) simple considerations for the shock and release
have puiblished earlier work of Whitbread on wave behavior and has found a good correla-
the threshold velocities with projectiles of tion to the v2d-criterion.
12.7-nmm, 10.67-mm, 8.13-mm, and 5.60-mm
diameter against charges of RD)X/Wax 88/12. CONCLUSION
It was shown that the length of the projectile In conclusion, one can say that for "jot
did not affect the probability of detonation. attack" against unconfined high explosive
'hey have tried to find a correlation between v charges, the v2 d.crlterlon in tct describes the
and r2 . But the four points do not make a detonation threshold-initiability--of the high
convincing straight line on the diagram. explosive charges in terms of the threshold

Bahl, Vantine, and Weingart 2 6 (1981) velocity as a function of jet diameter. rhis is
have measured the initiation threshold of bare confirmed by "projectile" Impact results which,
and covered PBX-9404 and an IIMX/'rATII however, involve larger diameters and
explosive, called RX-26-AF. Steel projectiles of correspondingly lower velocities and also by
flat and rounded fronts were used in the "flying foils," if the ratio of the flying foil
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thickness to the diameter is larger than 1/5. Metal Jet," Propellants, Explosives, Pyro-
This criterion is also confirmed by simulation technics, Vol, 8, 1983, pp. 121.126.
of the high explosive charge behavior with 10. Chick, M. C. and Maclntyre, J. B., "The
numerical codes. Jet Initiation of Solid Explosives,"
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SPHERICAL PROJECTILE IMPACT ON EXPLOSIVES

Eric N. Form and John B. Ramsay
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A simple relationship between the critical velocity and the radius of a
spherical prcjectile that initiates an explosive charge is derived by
further developing the shock initiation description previously used to
describe f/at-ended projectiles,. The criterion agrees with spherical
impact initiation experiments done on PBX.9404 and Comp B.3. The
validity is limited in that it considers only shock initiation from the
contact shock and does not account for shock wave divergence or growth
into a larger bow-wave structure. It Is also limited to projectile diam.
eters larger than the failure diameter of the explosive. The criterion
requires Hugoniot data for the projectile and unreacted explosive, the
failure diameter of the explosive, and a run-to-detonation/shock
pressure relationship. The calculation can easily be extended to other
smooth, blunt projectile shapes. The simplicity illustrates the basic
phenomena associated with contact shock initiation of bars explosive.

INTRODUCTION data for large, well-supported plane-wave
Many experiments onk the initiation of initiation, We show that for projectileManyexprimntson te iititio of diameters larger than the explosive failure

explosives by projectile impact have been con- diameter, the initiation of bare explosives is

ducted, The results of these tests are critical well described as a simple shock initiation

conditions of projectile shape, diameter, and process emanating from the initial contact

velocity that will initiate a given explosive. between the projectile and the explosive.

For projectile impacts on bare explosive (no

intervening plate in contact with the Green1 described a simple model for the
explosive), experiments have shown that the initiation of explosive by flat-ended rod
conditions for initiation can be fit to the form* impact. He included the areal expansion of
Run 2 k, where R is the radius and u the the shock front, coupled with the decaying
velocity of the projectile. The parameters n mean shock pressure. If theme effects led to
and k vary with the explosive and the initiation of the explosive over a diameter
shape of the projectile. For example, in the larger than the failure diameter at the
initiation of bare PBX-9404 charges the distance specified by the run to detonation for
initiation region for flat-ended rods is RuP.0 the average shock pressure, the model would
2.0 whereas for spherical-ended rods it is predict that the explosive would propagate.
Rui'5 a 9.5. In this paper, we develop a sim- Otherwise, the impact led to failure. This idea
pie analytical initiation criterion for spherical was the basis for the development of the
projectile Impact, based on existing initiation spherical projectile impact.

THE MODEL
*Standard terminology is v2d, where v is the

velocity and d is the diameter of the During the impact between a sphere and

projectile. We have elected to use u for the a plane surface, the phase velocity of the

velocity and R for the radius to maintain intersection locus is Initially infinite and then

consistency within the paper. decreases as the angle between the two
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surfaces increases to 90', During the time the radius of the impacting sphere must be
that the phase velocity is greater than the larger than a critical value in order to shock
sound speed in the material with the plane an explosive area of radius rf with a shock
surface, no rarefaction can enter. This process unattenuated by lateral rarefactions. From
provides the basis for the model. Consider a Equations (2) and (3) we find the critical
spherical projectile entering an acceptor radius as a function of Y, ui, and co is
explosive with an initial velocity ui, as is R = Y(I + Co2/ui2)1/ , (4)
illustrated in Figure I (the subscript I refers to
the projectile, whereas subscript 0 refers to the Lateral rarefactions begin to enter the accep-
explosive (target) variables). The distortion of tar at the time that the intersection velocity
the spherical projectile is not illustrated turns subsonic. Assuming that the rarefac-
because It is unnecessary to include this tions enter at 450 and that initiation cannot
process in the model. In a coordinate system occur if the radius unaffected by the
centered on the spherical projectile, the plane rarefactions is less than the failure radius of
boundary intersects the sphere at explosive. Then

X = uit, () Y = X* + rf (5)

with t chosen so the explosive boundary Is the minimum radius of the surface that
reaches the equator at time t = 0. The points must be shocked before the phase velocity
of intersection between the plane and the turns subsonic, where X* is the run distance to
sphere are given by detonation, and rf is the self-confined failure

y2 + ui2t2 = R2 (2) radius.

This simple model is based on the initialwhere R Is the radius of the spherical impact pressure calculated on the symmetry

projectile. The condition at which the phase ax t average presure ov the shock

velocity of the intersection point changes from axis, so the average pressure over the shock
supesonc tosubonicalog th taget surface is overestimated. Also, the model does

supersonic to subsonic along the target not address the shock divergence, so the
boundary is given by region of shocked material is underestimated,

dY/dt = -ujit/Y = 00, (3) Both of these compensating errors are nmall

where co Is the sound speed of the explosive, for large radii; however, the approximation

Lateral rarefactions do not enter until the will fail as we approach the failure radius.

Lase velocity is less than co. Given co and Indeed, initiation is not predicted for any
phase vradius smaller than the failure radius, To

keep the initiation criterion simple and high-
light the physics of the model, more accurate
estimations of these two parameters were not
made.

Using Equations (4) and (0) we obtain
.. .. the critical projectile radius for .he condition

that the intersection velocity is equal to the
X *Ut sonic velocity in the acceptor

S............ .. 7  tR = (X* + rf)(1 + co2 lul 2)1 /' (6)

rarefactlon We can reduce the equations to a function of ui
... ........... - 0 only, by use of the shock Hugoniot curves for

.r the projectile and explosive and the distance-
to-detonation relationship (X*P = h, the

Figure 1. Early Phase ofa Spherical Projectile "Pop plot"), where P is the shock pressure and
Entering the Plane Surface of an Acceptor a and b are parameters dependent on the
Material explosive.
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There are two release mechanisms to experimental data for steel spheres impacting
consider in impact initiation. The first is a PIIX.9404 reported by Bahl, Vantine, and
release from the edges (lateral rarefactions) Woingart, 2 and by Rico, 3 One datum for ball
that travel In at the sound speed along the initiation or Comp B-3 was reported by Rico3

shock. Another release wave enters through and it is compared with the model in Figure 3,
the interface between the acceptor and donor, The parameters used for the calculations are
The effect of this latter rarefaction is goner- presented in Table 1, The agreement between
ally modeled with a 112L relationship, where t the experimentt and the calculation for
is some characteristic time thickness of the Comp 11-3 could be improved if initiation
shock. We have made two assumptions about parameters were changed to give shorter runs
the effect of these rarefactions: (I) the roar to detonation, as Rice found necessary to
rarefaction does not reach the shock before the 2.5
lateral rarefactions, and (2) the effect of the
lateral rarefaction is to completely quench the 2.0
initiation at the affected shock front,

In the limit of small ul/co > 0, Equa- f 1.5
tion (6) reveals that a relation of the form .2

Rul0+ a)= f(ul) (7) 9 1.0

is appropriate, where f(ui) Is a continuous
function, As uj approaches 0, fAuj) approaches '
the value ="

f(O) = co b((poco)"1 + (picj)) 0.1 10 '100
Radius (mm)

where p is the density, For large ui, R Figure 2, Comparison of Model to Experi.
approaches the failure radius, rr, The relation mentatl Data for PBX-9404, The tipper curve is
Rulr +') is quite similar to typical experi- for a failure radius of 0,59 mm and the lower
mental relations and 1 + a is about the right curve for 0 mm radius. '1'he solid and open
size for the exponent (for PIIX-9404, it Is 2,54, squares are the go and nogo points'from Bahl et
compared with an experimental value of about al,, and the solid triangle is the go poin/ from
2.5). However, f(0) is nearly twice the typical Rice.
experimental value (for PBX-9404, f(0) = 15 2.5
instead of an experimental value of 9,5) With .5
f(uj) varying so much, use of approximationo •.
to evaluate Equation (6) would create sig- 2,0

nificant errors. To obtain a correct compari- E
son with the experimental data, Equation (6) , 1,5
has been evaluated by simple substitution
ofuj and X* = bP"a, where P is the shock • 1.0
match pressure corresponding to an impact . 0
velocity ul, 0.5

COMPARISON WITH 0.0
EXIPERIME rNTAl1, DATA 1 10 100

Comparison between the calculation and Radlus(mm)
experiment is limited because no body of Figure 3, Comparison of Model with Experi.
experimental data exists that includes both mental Datum for Composition B, The
impact of spherical projectiles ubove failure experimental value was obtained at Ballistic
diameter and Iiugoniot and shock initiation Research Laboratory and reported by Rice.
data for the same explosive, Figure 2 presents The upper curve is for a fai!ure radius of
the results obtained by this simple model and 2,14 mm and the lower curve faro 0mm.
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obtain agreement between his numerical (off-centered spherical) projectiles whose
calculations and the experimental data for diameter is larger than failure diameter and
Comp B-3. The values used for rt are for with velocities such that the intersection
unconfined explosive. The values appropriate phase velocity is greater than sound velocity
to the model may be smaller because of con- in the explosive.
finement provided by the shocked explosive.
The effect of rr on the model Is shown in REFERENCES
Figures2and3with plots for rf= 0. 1. Green, LeRoy, "Shock Initiation of

DISCUSSION Explosives by the Impact of Small Diam-
eter Cylindrical Projectiles," Proceedings

The model highlights the physical of the 7th Symposium (International) on
phenomena connected with the contact shock Detonation, Annapolis, MD, 16-19 Jun
initiation realm of projectile impact. It was 1981, pp. 273-277.
not intended to address the questions 2. Bahl, K. L.; Vantine, H. C.; and
associated with radii less than the failure Weingart, R. C, "The Shock Initiation of
radius, nor does it address the possibility of Bare and Covered Explosives by Projec-
the formation of a Mach stem. Chick, Bussel, Bile and Poveed ines oy thech
and Frey8 show convincing evidence of contact tile Impact," Procne dings of the 7th

shock initiation when the ratio of failure Symposium (International) on Detona.

diameter-to-projectile diameter is larger than tion, Annapolis, MD, 16-19 Jun 1981,

five. The classic Ru 2 relationship does not pp. 325-335.

extrapolate to the plane initiation conditions 3. Rice, M. H., "Penetration of High
in the large-projectile-diameter limit, The Explosives by Inert Projectiles," SSS-R-
current model shows how this transition 78-3512, Systems, Science, and Software,
occurs. Green's model for flat-end Impact P.O. Box 1620, La Jolla, CA, Nov 1977.
required modeling of the evolution of the 4. Marsh, S. P., Ed., LASL Shock Hugoniot
shock wave to match experimental data. With Data, Los Alamos Series on Dynamic
this hemispherical Impact model, it has not Material Properties, University of
been necessary to include the expansion to California Press, 1980.
obtain reasonable agreement for radii larger
than failure radius. The model can be used to 5. Gibbs, T. R. and Popolato, A., LASL
estimate behavior for attack by ogival-shaped Explosive Property Data, Los Alamos

Table 1. Parameters of Materials Used in Projectile Impact Model

Density co Us-up Pop-Plota rr

Material (g/cm3 ) (mm/ps) Slope Exponent Constant (mm)

Stainless steelb 7.896 4.569 1.49 ...

PBX-9404c 1.84 2.494 2.093 1.54 51 0.59

Comp B-3d 1.72 2,31 1,83 1.34 96 2.14

a The Pop-plot form is P`X* = b, where P is pressure in {Pa, X0 the distance to detonation in mm,

and a and b are parameters.
b Reference 4.

'Reference 5.
d Reference 3.
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Series on Dynamic Material Properties, Annual Conference of ICT 1988,
University of California Press, 1980. Fraunhofer-Instltut ffir Chemische Tech-

6. Chick, M. C.; Bussell, T. J.; and Prey, R. nologeo, Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of

B., "Mechanisms of the Jet Initiation of Germany, 29 Jun-1 Jul 1988, pp. 24.12
Solid Explosives," Combustion and Deto- 24,14

nation Phenomena, 19th International
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PROJECTILE IMPACT INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGES

M. D. Cook and P. J. Hasklins
Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment

Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TN 14 7BP
UNITED KINGDOM

and

H. R. James
Atomic Weapons Establishment, Foulness Island, Essex 883 OXE

UNITED KINGDOM

In this paper we report the results of an experimental and theoretical
study of projectile impact into covered secondary explosive charges.
Flat.ended steel projectiles in two diameters (13.15 and 20 mm) were
employed to determine thresholds for detonation in charges covered by
steel, PMMA, and aluminum barrier plates, Our results indicate that
for impacts through barriers below a critical thickness a shock initiation
mechanism dominatew, and that this can be modelled using an energy.
periunit.area criterion, For barriers in excess of the critical thickness,
our results provide strong evidence for initiation by a non.shock process,

INTRODUCTION
Studies of projectile Impact on explosives but no blast output, or detonation, This is inare of direct relevance to weapon vulnerability contrast to a eased explosive, which can give a

and explosive ordnance disposal studies, For range of blast outputs up to and inluding
these reasons many investigators have carried detonation from a variety of stimuli. These

out projectile impact studies on explosives and stimuli include the Initial impact shock, but
there have been a number of attempts at also include such phenomenon as the rapid
modelling or interpreting the results of such plastic working of the explosive material near

ethese efforts, there are the site of impact due to projectile penetrationexperiments, Despite ths fotteeae and case distortion, The confinement of' the

still many unknown factors concerning the enplose asron, The cofirentiof the
response of explosives to projectile impact, par- explosive allows the buildup of reaction that
ticularly when the explosive is cased or covered results from such phenomenon to grow, while
by a barrier plate, In this paper we report new the same reaction would be quickly released in
experimental data on detonation thresholds a bare charge. Consequently, a cased charge
through barrier plates. In addition, we propose has a far greater complexity of response to the
a theoretical interpretation of those resmults Impact of a flat-faced projectile than its bare or

which fall In the shock Initiation regime, and covered counterparts. Although the majority
discuss the possible mechanisms which may be of experiments discussed in this paper wereresponsible for Initiation outside this regime. carried out with cased charges, it is only the

detonation/nondetonation threshold with

The response of a bare or covered explosive which we concern ourselves here, and we do
(covered implying no confinement apart from a not discuss the subdetonative responses, Simi-
protective barrier) to the attack of a flat-faced larly, in the shock initiation regime, we have
projectile is determined by the initial Impact attempted to predict the detonation/nondet-
shock. This response is usually either 'no reac- onation threshold, but not the level of response
tion,' which may consist of some local burning associated with nondetonation.
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EXPERIMENTAL within the region defined by a), i.e., it is not

PE4 (a plastic explosive containing possible for a non-shock stimulus, produced by

88 percent RDX) has been the principal explo- a projectile which Is below the requirements

sive used in this study, although some addi- for the shock threshold, to cause detonation.

tional work has also been carried out with If either a) or b) does not hold, then the
tetryl and RDX/TNT (60:40). The target detonation threshold Is not defined by a shock
charges were 114 mm long x 57 mm diameter, mechanism, and is not described by the theory
and were contained in a 9 mm thick mild steel given below.
cylindrical casing open at one end. The end of The theory requires the explosive to have
the charge subjected to impact was either bareor covered by a chosen barrier plate. Three a critical value of energy-per-unit-area (E0 )

which, if exceeded by conditions within the ini-
barrier materials have been investigated, tial shock, causes detonation, It is postulated
namely mild steel, aluminum, and PMMA. that the value of E for a given explosive is con-
The projectiles employed were flat-ended rods stant, regardless of whether the charge is bare,
of two diameters (13.15 and 20 mm) but covered, or cased. Hence, to predict the detona-
constant mass (27 g), and were made from tion threshold the theory needs a value for Ee
hardened steel (condition W). The projectiles (from bare charge impacts), the values of shock
were housed in a nylon sabot and fired from a parameters in the explosive, and a knowledge of
rifled 30 mm HARDEN gun. This system how quickly they are released by rarefactions
enabled velocities In the range 800 - 2000 m/s from free surfaces, The importance of the latter
to be investigated with very few projectile requirement is that it determines the time at
stability problems. From a limited number of which the maximum impact shock energy is
direct comparison experiments we have con- deposited in the explosive, which in turn is the
ducted between rifled and smooth bore gun time at which the energy-ver-unit-area (l is
systems, it would appear that detonation calculated,2 The detonation threshold for the

thresholds are not significantly influenced by covered explosive is theoretically determined

projectile spin, but problems with yaw are by impacs ive E equal tern

greatly reduced, by Impacts which give E equal to .e.

The event was backlit by flashbulbs and It should be noted that in bare charge

the projectile flight and explosive reaction experiments the E, criterion has been found
were filmed using a 1/4 height Fastax camera not to apply to some explosives,3 or to onlywpereaileding a 14et ca30000 f astax cameadd n t apply over a limited impact velocity range in
operating at ca. 30000 fps, In addition to others.. Obviously these limitations also apply

providing a measurement of projectile velocity, toered exeimns H e th e criterion

the film record gave an indication of the to covered experiments, However, the criterion

response of the explosive and enabled a check does apply to a sufficient number oi commonly

to be made for projectile yaw, used explosives to make ito adaptation to
covered charges worthwhile.

THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF
EXPLOSIVE RESPONSE THE CALCULATION OF

The theory employed is based on the ENERGY-PER.UNIT-AREA
critical energy criterion for bare explosives The energy-per-unit-area deposited by
postulated by Walker and Wasley,' and devel- the impact shock in the explosive is calculated
oped by James2 to cope with projectiles such as in three stages. By knowing the Hugoniots for
fiat-ended cylindrical rods. It Is assumed that the projectile, barrier plate, and charge
the theory is valid for covered explosives material, and also by knowing the impact
providing that: velocity, the shock parameters in the explosive

can be calculated. These parameters, plus the
m a) The initial impact shock can be trans- barrier thickness and projectile diameter,
mitted into the explosive, allow the shock diameter at the case/explosive

b) The shock mechanism is the most effi- interface to be calculated at the start of shock
cient mechanism for initiating explosives transmission into the explosive. Finally, by
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finding the main release mechanism for the Table 1, Hugoniot Data
shock volume in the explosive, the time at
which the maximum shock energy is deposited Material Density a b Ref.
in the charge is found, The value of E is calcu- (Mg/mr) (km/s)
lated at this point and compared to E, to PBX9404 1.834 2,46 2.53 9
predict the explosive's response.

This calculation Is complicated by the RDX/Waz88/12 1.55 2,5** 2.0**

presence of several factors. The main one is PE4 1,6 2.5.0 2,00*
identified as being the effect that the rare-
faction in the barrier has on the behavior of the Mild Steel 7.84* 3.596 116863 10
release wave in the explosive, Tantalum 16,656 3.43 1.19 1

The release of the shock in the explosive
is determined by both the rarefaction in the Aluminum 2,68 5.27 1.87 12
barrier reaching the barrier/explosive inter- PMMA 1,196 3.07 1,12 11+
face, and those release waves generated at the
periphery of the shocked explosive moving Polythene 0,9 2.9 1,48 12+
radially inwards, The relative importance of Densitbes for PE4 eiperiments were 7,81 Mgl/s for
these two sets of rarefactions in determining the rod and 7,78 Mg/mr for the barrier,
this shock boundary will be discussed in the * Estimated values.. probably close to actual values.
following sections, However, values of E, derived from this should not be

treated as absolute values,

CALCUILATION OF SHOCK CON. + Valuesfora and bderived from data in thisreference.

DITIONS IN THE EXPLOSIVE

Provided that Hlugonlots are known for T = d/w2 (2)
the explosive, barrier, and projectile, the shock
conditions In the barrier and explosive can be where d is the original thickness of the case,
calculated, 117 all three materials obey a linear The case thickness d' at time T is
shock/particle velocity relationship, a straight. d' = d (w2- u2 )/w2  (3)
forward algebraic solution can be obtained.

Lot the projectile, barrier, and explosive Taking a set of axes that are stationary rela-
be identified by subscripts 1, 2, und 3 respec- tive to the rod/barrier interface (and so moving
tively. Then the shock/particle velocity rela- at u2 relative to laboratory axes), the rare-
tionships are: faction from the rod periphery forms an arc of

radius c2T at time T, providing c2 Is greater
W, = ai + bi uj JI = 1,2, 3 , (1) than or equal to cl. This arc is centered on the

position of the rod periphery at the time of
where w is shock velocity, u is particle velocity, 'mpact. Where the arc cuts the barrier/explo-
and a, b are constants for the particular sive Interface it defines the shock radius (Re) at
material, the start of shock transmission into the

The constants used to obtain the explosive. Hence the general equation for the

Ilugoniots of materials discussed in this paper arc Is:

are listed in 'able 1, and sound speeds, ci, have (C) 2 =x2 + ( 2 R? (4)
been calculated using the Jacobs approxi- 21' 0 -
mation.6 where x is the vertical distance from the

rod/barrier interface, Ito Is the initial rod
CAIVCUSA ION OFT RELEASE radius and R is the radius corresponding to x.
WAVES IN THE BA RRIER Substituting d'for x and rearranging allows R,

The time ' taken for the initial shock to to be found:
reach the barrier/explosive interface is given 2 _ ( 2 ) 21/2
by: O R0  (C2  -(W2  u 2)d/w 2
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The critical case thickness (dd), beyond which the radial cohtraction caused by the rare-
no initial impact shock is transmitted into the factions in the explosive and case. The critical
explosive is then given by: energy criterion requires that the energy-per-

unit-area K is calculated at the time when this
dc = Row 2/{c 2 - [w2 - uA2 W2) . (6) volume reaches a maximum,2 I.e., when the

maximum amount of initial shock energy has
It is assumed that dc defines the limit of been transferred to the explosive.

the shock initiation regime for a given com-
bination of both rod and barrier materials, The depth L of shock penetration is
impact velocity, and rod radius. It should be
noted that detonation due to shock will cease at L = (w3 - uP)t (7)
a thickness that Is slightly less than de, if the
E, criterion is applied, The reason for this is where t is the time after the shock has reached
that a given value of E, requires a finite shock the explosive interface.
radius at a given impact velocity (de corres-
ponds to zero radius), and radii that are less The calculation of the radial shape of the
than this (produced by barriers of' thickness volume is rather more complicated since two
just below dg) will produce a nondetonation, sets of rarefactions are involved. However, a

study of the experimental evidence suggests
Is c is greater than ca, then the overall that a simple approximation allows a reason-shape of the head of the rarefaction in the able estimate of E0 to be made for impacts at

barrier is changed, However, that portion of the initiation threshold.

the rarefaction that initially intersects the

explosive interface still originates at Re, and Figure I shows experimental threshold
hence, is still defined by (5) for all practical data6 for steel rods impacting bare and covered
examples studied by the present authors. PBX 9404. Shock pressure in the explosive (P)

is plotted against the "effective diameter" of
The importance of RI ii that it defines the the projectile, i.e., either Do or De (D indicating

maximum radius of initial impact shock that diameter, with the subscripts as for R), depend-
will be seen by the explosive. Consequently, R0  ing on whether the impact was against bare or
plays the same role in covered charges as R0  covered explosive. It can be seen that to a first
does in bare impacts, However, unlike R0 , Re approximation, the relationship between P and
decreases due to two sets of rarefactions'run- Do is the same as that between P and De.
ning radially inwards. The first sot originates
in the explosive at the periphery of Re, and Is If the barrier rarefaction played a signifi..
analogous to those found in bare impacts. The cant role in releasing the shock conditions in
second set is composed of the rarefactions the explosive, it would be expected that the
already present in the barrier at time T. The pressure/diameter relationships would differ
curvature of the head of the release wave in between bare and covered impacts, since the
this second set ensures a high initial release release mechanisms would be different. The
rate along the explosive interface as the fact that the relationships are so similar
expanding rarefaction intersects this bound- suggests that it is the rarefactions in the
ary, At early times after T the release along explosive that largely determine the explo-
the interface is usually driven by this rarefac- sive's response. This is reinforced by the
tion. Only at later times can rarefactions in experimental observation that materials that
the explosive take over, have high sound speeds do not necessarily

provide the best protection against shock
CALCULATION OF SHOCK initiation resulting from projectile attack, for
VOLUME IN THE EXPLOSIVE example, References 7 and 8 (and the current

work--see next section) show aluminum as not
The volume of the initial (i.e., ID) impact providing as good a protection as the same

shock in the explosive is determined by the thickness orsteel.
depth of explosive penetrated by the shock, and
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0 DET. Ninitial radius Rk, while at the same time grow-
ing in length at velocity w3-u3. Although the

0 BARE CHAROG growth in length is correct, both the constant
, £ 1mm Ta COVER radial velocity and cylindrical nature of the

PLATE volume are known to be approximations.
PLATE tHence (10) should be used with care.

Is
From the previous section it must be

realized that the assumption that t has no
dependence on barrier rarefactions is an over-
simplification. The release of the shock
volume at times soon after T almost certainly

10 depends to some extent on the barrier rare-
faction. Although the experimental results
indicate that the overall effect of this rare-
faction cannot be great, some effect is present,
as a close study of Figure 1 shows. Any

a initiation boundary drawn through the data in

this figure would almost certainly fall to com-a U

"* a• pletely separate detonations from nondetona-
a 4" tions, The problem lies in determining how

much of this is due to experimental uncer-
tainties, and how much is due to differences in

-- --- the release mechanism,0 10 20 30

EFFECTIVE DIAMETER OF PROJECTILE (mM) The strengths and limitations of the slm-

Figure, 1. SOeet Flat.Noaed Rod Impacts into plified model described above are domonstrat-
Bare and Covired PBX 9404 ed below, where its predictions are compared

with experimental data,
At the initiation threshold the critical

energy criterion requires: RESULTS

E = Ec = Pu (8) We have divided the presentation of our
results into two sections. In the first, we de-

where L is the time of maximum shocked scribe the experimental results appropriate to
volume, 2 in this instance the time being the shock regime and compare these with pre-
relative to the arrival of the shock at the dictions based on the theory described above.
barrier/explosive Interface. For bare impacts t In the second section, we discuss the results
has been shown to be Ro/(3C3). As a result of obtained with barriers thicker than d., i.e., the
the similarity between the bare and covered non-shock regime,
relationships, It is assumed that to a first
approximation THE SHOCK REGIME--

COMPARISON OF THEORY
= Rc/( 3 ca) (9 WITH EXPERIMENT

for covered impacts. Hence, Figure 2 compares the simple theory with

E = Pu 3R/(3ca) (10) ei:perimental data for steel flat-nosed rod
, Cimpacts into PE4 protected by steel and alumi-

num barriers. In addition to the barrier, the
and l EEfor thresholdimpacts, explosive was contained in a steel case as

The relationship for t described by (9) is described above. For bare impacts, only the
based on a cylindrical ID shock volume con- barrier was removed, the case having little or
tracting radially at constant velocity from an no effect on the threshold velocity.
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y,=, ImJle,,' both barriers use Ec= 1.92 MJ/m2, which corre-

I. .- XPIMEN. 4 OBIL J L sponds to a threshold velocity for a bare charge

:R.oJKoTo. of 950 m/s, and generates the best overall fit to
""r:NI "mm the data, The shape of the theoretical curve

logo follows the changes in the experimental data

E I,: 2MJIM, very well, The steep rise in the latter stages
,,6 • being the asymptote of the theoretical curve to

the critical thickness dc. From this follows the
,o,,/ postulate that detonations beyond this thick-

1141) 0ness lie outside the shock initiation regime,
/ ALUMINIUM The quantitative predictions of the theory

1400 , ,/ are reasonably good over the linear portion of

, the experimental data, but tend to diverge
300// from experiment in the region where the curve

,,"'" ,," steepens, In this region shock volumes are
,small and their behavior may be heavily in-

11130. fluenced by the rarefaction In the barrier,
,o •,Alternatively, the energy content of the partly

~,..e ,,.," released portion of the shocked explosive may
"start to play a role in such circumstances, or

fool. the critical diameter of the explosive could be
O ....... O affecting the results, Further work is needed

to 3. " .... " " to identify which, if any, of these factors con-
NAPMIRP THICtNo|| (mim) tributes to this portion of the response curve,

Figure 2. Comparison of Theory with Experi- It should be noted in Figure 2 that the
ment in the Shock Regime for Steel and experimental value of threshold velocity for
Aluminum Barriers Covering PK4 the 1 mm aluminum barrier lies significantly

below the bare charge value, and yet appears
In the figure it can be seen that the to be consistent with data from thicker bar-

experimental data follows a similar pattern for riers, The theory shows the same anomaly,
both barriers, Initially there is a linear or near which is explained by an examination of the
linear increase in threshold velocity with liugoniots of the various materials Involved,
increasing barrier thickness, followed by a Figure 3 gives a diagrammatic representation
sharp rise in threshold velocity for a small of these liugoniots in the pressure, particle
increase in thickness, Beyond this region the velocity plane.
velocity levels out, giving a slower increase at The mirror image of the steel Ilugoniot is
greater thicknesses. However, the discussion used to represent the rod since it has already
here concentrates on the first two parts of this acquired a velocity at zero pressure, i~e,, it can
curve, as It will be postulated that these con- be considered as already having been shocked
stitute the shock initiation regime, and released to a free surface velocity during

The threshold velocity for the bare charge launch, On impact with a bare explosive the
impact lies in the range 982-1034 m/s, which conditions jump from A to B3, this latter point
corresponds to b,, values of 2,04-2,25 MJ/m2. defining the 1I) shock conditions in the ex-
Since the constants for the linear shock/ plosive. If a steel barrier is placed in contact
particle velocity relationship had to be with the explosive, the conditions jump from A
estimated for 13E4, it should be noted that to C in the rod, and from 0 to C in the barrier,
these values of E, are only useful for com- The conditions in the barrier undergo further
paring different types of impact which use the change when i.he shock reaches the explosive
same explosive (although the absolute value of interface, They change along the mirror image
E, is probably not far from that given above), of the barrier line about C, i.e., along the rod
The theoretical curves shown (in lF'igure 2) for line. Hence, the final conditions in barrier and
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STEEL STEEL clearly in excess of de. The possible mecha-
ROD BARRIER nisms operating in this regime are discussed in

the next section.

The use of PMMA barriers (Figure 5)

MIRROR IMAGE illustrate some limitations of the simple
or AL ,ARRIEM theory. Although good agreement has been

. \ achieved between the shapes of the theoretical
,.AL BARRIER and experimental curves the theory needed a

, -,, * . .' , value of Ec= 1.70 MJ/m• in order to obtain
DE .PLOSIVE quantitative agreement. This is equivalent to

" , '""a bare charge threshold velocity of 890 m/s,
•."..-• which is about 10 percent lower than the bot-

tom of the experimental range, Although some
_-_"""_....A ""'-. of this may be accounted for by experimental

PARTICLE VELOCITY uncertainties, it seems probable that, at least
for this material, barrier plate rarefactions do
have a role In determining the behavior of theFigure 3.Illustration of ltugon lot Plots /'or shock volume,

Covered Cha rgses

To check the accuraay of the simple model
explosive (for calculating the II) shock) are in dealing with different materials, experi-
again to be found at B. However, if an mental data8 for a different explosive was
aluminum barrier Is used, then the Initial compared with theory. The explosiv'e was
jump Is from A to D, and the second change is RDXIWax 88/12, and flat-nosed steel rods
along the mirror Image of the aluminum line (Do= 12.7 mm) were used to impact charges
about D. This produces a 11) shock condition, protected by a variety of cover plate materials
represented by E, in the explosive which has a (d=3,175 mm), The range of E, values (again
higher pressure and particle velocity than not absolute) was found to be 0.70-0.90 MJ/m 2

conditions at B, Hence, for thin barriers, from the impacts of four different diameters of
where R, is only slightly less than R0 , the projectile into the bare explosive. Table 2 lists
enhanced value of Pu3 means a lower velocity the experimental data for the covered impacts,
than that needed for the bare charge impact and compares it with the predicted threshold
will ensure that E, Is exceeded. velocity found by the simple theory using

The above arguments will apply to any E,=O.82MJ/ 2 (the average value of the bare

barrier material whose llugoniot lies between charge data).

the Hugoniots of the projectile arid oxplosive.
Thin barriers of all such materials would, U -0-0•"'•'
therefore, be expected to yield enhanced sensi- ,0 ....... "°

tivity to shock. In fact, the teriii thin could be /0:u
misleading, It should be noted from Figure 2 ,
that some 4-5 mm of aluminum is required
before a threshold velocity comparable to the "W Is..,
bare charge value is reached.

Figure 4 shows that the theory appears to ,
cope well with changes in projectile diameter,
The barrier was aluminum for both diameters "o..
of projectile, and E, = 1.92 MJ/m2 was used for '.............

the comparison of theory with the two sets of -

experimental data. It can be seen, for both
projectile diameters, that detonations continue Figure 4. Steel Projectiles of Two Diameters
to be observed at barrier thicknesses which are Impacting PE4 Covered by Aluminum Barriers
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obtained with the thickest barriers (i.e.,>7 mm
is" for a 13.15 mm projectile and >15 mm for a

-'--a & ,.., to MO,. 20 mm projectile) were not as a result of shock
0.,.,Illm 7 initiation. The data for PE4 covered by PMMA

' *barriers (Figure 5) shows almost identical
S/ behavior, with detonations again being

,S60 observed at barrier thicknesses too great for a
primary shock mechanism to be operating,

"a / A considerable number of experimentsI/ have also been carried out with ItDX/TNT
(60:40) and tetryl using the 13.15 mm pro-

,100" jectiles. Although complete curves of the type
shown In Figures 2, 4, and 5 are not yet avail-

",1.. able, detonati.ns have again been observed
..." outside the shock initiation regime. With

"a RI)XfI'NT (open cast to a density of 1.65 Mg/

iM3) detonations were observed with a 10 mm
thick steel barrier (threshold velocity ca.

.J ; ---.- 2000 m/s)--clearly well outside the shock3 4 0 a 0

SAflR twuso. 4-M) regime. Similarly, tetryl (pressed to a density
Fi xperi- of 1,58 Mg/m 3) has been detonated when

Figure 5, Comparison of Therin withp covered by a 15 mm steel barrier (threshold
ment for PMMA larriers Covering• P4 velocity: 1605-1537 m/s).

The experiments described above were allTable 2 Cornmpa rison of Theory with RXperi. carried out on steel cased charges, as detailed
ment for Impacts into Covered RDX/ WAX in Section 2, To see if this casing was influenc-

Experimental Predicted ing the detonation threshold in the non-shock
Cover rhreshold Vol, Threshold % regime an experiment was conducted on PE4

Material Ir/an) Vel. mn/s) l)ilference contained only in a light plastic tube, but cov-
ered with an 8 mm aluminum barrier, Using a

PMMA 750 790 + 6.3 13.15 mm projectile, detonation was achieved
26 90 +at ca. 1605 m/s. While more 4xperiments are

needed, this is sufficiently close to the threshold

Steel 847 7311 .13.8 observed for the cased charges to suggest that
the casing has not influenced the initiation to

Alurinum 719 615 •*14,5 any significant extent. As a consequence of this
result, it would appear that neither interac-

The predicted threshold velocity lies tions with the back plate nor the confinement
within the range ±15 percent when compared afforded by the steel casing play a significant
with experimental values--too large for uccur- part in the initiation process. The lack of any
ate work, but adequate for a rirst approxima- apparent dependence on confinement suggests
tion. that onset of detonation must be reasonably

prompt. The Fastax camera records show det-
THE NON-SHOCK REGIME onation occurring within 1 frame after projec-

The experimental results for' lIl-A covered tile impact, which puts an upper bound on the
by e aluin rientlresut (sho in Figure 4) delay before detonation of ca, 33 ps., but higherby aluminum barriers (shown nFire4, speed instrumentation will be needed to

provide the clearest evidence to date for a explore thistquestion further.

change in mechanism from a shock to a non-

shock process. Both the shape of the curves llowet" has reviewed the evidence from
and the theoretical interpretation given earlierstudies, which have indicated that a non-
earlier, strongly suggest that the detonations shock process may be controlling the initiation
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of detonation. hlowe concludes that a macro- Projectile Impact," Propellants, Explo-
scopic shear process is probably the mechanism sives, Pyrotechnics, Vol. 13, 1988, p. 35.
in many of these cases. The new results wehave presented here are certainly consistent 3. do Longueviile,Y.; Fauquignon, C.; and

Moulard, H., "Initiation of Several Con-
with such a mechanism, but considerably more densed Explosives by a Given Duration
work is needed before any firm conclusions can Shock Wave," Sixth Symposium (inter-
be drawn, national) on Detonation, San Diego, CA,

CONCLUSIONS 24-27 Aug 1976, pp. 105-114.

The experimental and theoretical results 4. Honodel, C. A.; Humphery, J. R.;
we have given provide strong evidence that at Weingart, R, C.; Lee, R. S.; and Kramer,

least two mechanisms can be responsible for P. E., "Shock Initiation of TATB Formu-lations," Seventh Symposium (Interna-.
the projectile initiation of detonation in some tionas) on Detonation, Annapolis, MD,

secondary explosives. For impacts through thin

barriers, the evidence for a shock initiation 15-19 Jun 1981, pp. 425-434.

mechanism is almost conclusive, but for thick 5. Allison, F. E,, "Thermodynamic States for
barriers there is still considerable research Aluminium and Polystyrene," BRL Report
needed before shear or some other process can 1294, Ballistic Research Laboratories,
be identified with any certainty. Our future Aberdeen Proving Ground, M1), 1965.
experiments will concentrate on a more 8. Bahl, K. L,; Vantine, 11. C.; and
detailed examination of initiation in this non- Weingart, R. C., "The Shock Initiation of
shock regime. Bare and Covered Explosives by Projectile

We have shown that in the shock regime Impact," Seuenth Symposium (Inter.
the simple model we have proposed can provide national) on Detonation, Annapolis, MD,
a qualitative explanation of trends observed in 15-19 Jun 1981, pp. 325-335.
the experimental data, and a first approxima- 7. Slade, D. C. and Dewey, J,, "ligh Order
tion for a quantitative fit to this data over a Initiation of Two Military Explosives by
large portion of the experimental curve. This Projectile Impact," BilL Report 1021,
fit was achieved using a criterion that depended Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen
on a single empirical constant which may be Provic Gries, MDr19en
derived from bare charge impacts, The major Proving Ground, MD, 1957.
weakness of the model being that a poor 8. Griffiths, N.; Laidler, R. McN,; and
quantitative prediction is obtained at large Spooner, S. T., "Some Aspects of the
barrier thicknesses. Shock Initiation of Condensed Explo-

The model has given a good basis for sives," Combustion and Flame, Vol. 7,

understanding some of the detailed processes 1963,p.347.

present in shock initiation. Even with the scat- 9. Ramsay, J. B. and Popolato, A., "Analysis
ter in predicted velocities seen above, it still of Shock Wave and Initiation Data for
appears that case rarefactions are a correction Solid Explosives," Fourth Symposium
rather than a dominating feature, Work is (International) on Detonation, White Oak,
underway to refine the model and, hopefully, MD, 12-15 Oct 1965, pp. 233-238.
further reduce the errors in prediction. 10. Burrows, K. D., AWE Foulness, Private
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CORRELATION OF EXPLOSIVE SENSITIVITY
TO COMPRESSIONAL INPUTS

M. Kornhauser
3C Systems, Inc.

Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096

Sensitivity of explosives and propellants to compressional pulses is

considered to depend primarily on the PAt and P parameters of the
inputs that define the threshold# of reaction. The methodology of
plotting sensitivity curves in the PAt vs. P format is shown to lead to
curves with two asymptotes, each of which represents a fundamental
property of the explosive or propellant. Although the integral of Pgdt

does not remain constant along the sensitivity curve, it is shown that
the integral of (P-Pd2 dt does, where P. is a critical pressure above
which the explosive is no longer elastic. Using this methodology,
models of the various sensitivity tests are used to generate sensitivity
curves for the explosives and propellants for which there are sufficient
test data.

INTRODUCTION which proves to be a physically satisfying

A fundamental question to be answered property of the explosive.

when working with the parameters of In the past several years P2t or P't has

explosive sensitivity is how to express gained acceptance as a criterion of ex.plosive

sensitivity data. Bullet impact velocity at the reaction thresholds, However, the P't data

threshold of reaction may be the quantity developed by flyer plate tests does not

measured, but is hardly a fundamental necessarily agree with P2t threshold data

property of the explosive since it depends on obtained from the various gap tests, nor with

many properties of the bullet. ikewise, a gap bullet impact data, nor with aquarium test

test threshold cannot be considered an data. In general, the P2 t threshold values

explosive sensitivity parameter since it appear to increase as the loading duration

depends on at least the details of donor increases or as the peak in out press ure

geometry and on gap material of the decreases. In this paper, the Pht criterion is

particular gap test employed. What is modified (as has been done by Stresau and

proposed here is a niethodclogy of treating Kennedy in Reference 1) to account for the

compressionally induced threshold data with phenomenon that compressive energy is not
p2t and P as the parameters most directly absorbed appreciably by the explosive until

linked to fundamental properties of explosives the pressure exceeds some threshold value, Pe,

and propellants. Other parameters such as perhaps equal to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit.

dP/dt are also significant, but they have lesser When the threshold test data are correlated

quantitative influence. Further, correlations using the integral of (P-P,) 2dt, with P0 of the

and presentations of data become unduly order of 0.1-0.3 GPa for COMP B, PBX-9404,

complex if more then two parameters are TNT, and Tritonal, this integral is fairly

considered simultaneously. Another factor constant for the various laboratory tests cited

favo'ling the selection of P t and P is that the above. Further evidence for the existence and

typical plot of experimental data in the P2t vs. magnitude of P, is afforded by the fact that a

P format leads to two asymptotes, each of simple compressive model of the long duration
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Premature Simulator predicts pro-reaction 15 GPa 2 -microsecond asymptote and an
stresses and decelerations accurately using approximately 0.4 GPa asymptote. Input
the explosive's elastic bulk modulus until the compressive pulses with p2t and P lying in the
reaction thresholds are reached at pressures of zone above and to the right of these
the ordar of 0.3 GPa, It is after the elastic asymptotes will elicit energetic reactions;
portion of the explosive column's compression those in the zone below and to the left of the
that plastic deformation occurs and thermal asymptotes will not produce reactions.
energy Is deposited in the explosive. Integra- Note that two data points are shown in
tion of P~dt results in very high values, but the short duration (lees than one
integration of (P.,.P.) 2dt yields results close to mitrosecond), high pressure retion, one point

those obtained by short duration tests such as in the intermediate region, and one point in

flyer plate testa, the long duration, low pressure region. These

In order to deal directly with points represent test data obtained from flyer
experimental data and not be forced to make plate tests, gap tests, and Premature Simulator
assumptions on the magnitude of Pe, a method tests, respectively. Figure 2 contains plots of
of presentation of sensitivity data has been 7
developed for the purpose of presentation in a
format that permits superposition of explosive
sensitivity and input parameters and also for
the purpose of correlatin~g threshold data
produced by experiments with a variety of 10-

laboratory test devices. Reaction threshold
data resulting from the various tests are
expressed in terms of Pht and P, leading to I
sensitivity plots with two asymptotes, The P . /
asymptote Is of the order of 0.3 NPa for many I
explosives, but it may be much higher for
some insensitive propellants, and it is
approached by test data from long duration !
devices such as the Army's Activator or the . .
Navy's Premature Simulator, The P2 t 110 log

asymptote is approached by flyer plate data, Figure 1. Explosive Sensitivity Curve for
gap test data, and bullet impact data. The Comp B
sensitivity curve between the asymptotes may
be based on test data from bullet impact tests, /
gap tests, and the aquarium test.

Another utilitarian value of the PAt vs. P/1
plot of an explosive's sensitivity Is that a
munition's inputs to the explosive in an
operational situation (target impact, sym-
pathetic detonation, etc.) may be plotted pars-
metrically in the same format. Intersections ,-.

of the munition input plot and the explosive's -
sensitivity curve permit rapid estimation of
the thresholds of explosive reaction.

THE Pgt-P SENSITIVITY CURVE
Figure I contains a sensitivity curve * IOU

for Comp 1, expressed in terms of the . not
peak pressure and loading duration inputs Figure 2. Cross-Plois of Laborator'y Test
to the explosive, The curve approaches a Outputs and Evplosive Seitsitivity Curves
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the P2t vs. P inputs delivered, by various -1o,--
test devices, as well as sensitivity curves.. gr

for several explosives in addition to Comp B, QZ S Y •
The laboratory tests represented in Figure 2 C .L I AIR1GA-

are considered to deliver primarily com-rU- S4.7LlAIR OP

pressional energy to the explosive being PROPMELLANT CHAM K 13.r
tested; therefore, their test results may be 1ACUIPYGRI
correlated for purposes of establishing
empirical values of critical P2t and P for each
explosive, C GAP A

MODELS OF THE SENSITIVITY TZTYL PFLLMS 4

TESTS a4

In order to locate threshold sensitivity 0GTONAT•R-
test data on the Pit-P plot, as in Figure 2, it DIMINIIUNS IN CM
was necessary to develop engineering models
of the various laboratory tests. The flyer plate Figure 3, Charge Assembly for NOL.LSGT
model Is the simplest, with pressures defined
by the Hugoniot relationships of the flyer ,,
plate material and the explosive being
impacted, and duration, t, defined as follows:

t = 2h/C (1)DUAI

where h is plate thickness and C is stress wave /
velocity in the plate material, Note that the
curves in Figure 2 have been faired through
many threshold datum points, including a i
wealth of flat-bullet-induced data on PBX.-
9404 reported by Bahl et al, in the Seventh IMPUL19
Symposium (International) on Detonation. !
The details are reported in Reference 8.

The NOL Large Scale Gap Test, shown .?
schematically In Figure 3, has been calibrated L/D or CY6tNOCA

thoroughly for P vs, width of the PMMA gap, Mgure4. Duration of Loading in Gap Tests
as reported in Reference 2. Loading durations
have not baen well calibrated, Therefore, a delivered to the plate, In addition, it was
semi-empirical model of t (loading duration) assunled the loading area on the extended
has been developed by making use of data plane slab grew from the original area of
(from Reference 3) on total impulse delivered contact to an area consistent with expansion of
to an extended plane slab by detonation of a the cylinder according to gamma equal to 2.85.
cylindrical charge in contact with the plane. The loading duration curve for Figure 4 was
Figure 4 contains a curve of impulse vs. LID of used to develop the P2t curve for the NOL
the cylindrical charge, taken from data LSGT as presented In Figure 2.
obtained with I - 2 pound charges of pressed
TNT and reported in Reference 3 together The aquarium test utilizes a sphere of
with correction factors to be applied when cast pentolite as a pressure source, as shown
using other explosives. Effective loading in Figure 5. Acceptors are held at various
duration, also shown in Figure 4, has been distances from the donor charge, with R/Re
calculated from the impulse data assuming an ranging from approximately 2 to 5.
exponential decay from 25 GPa to the pres- Photographic observations of the donor's
oure when 90 percont of the impulso has been shock wave and the acceptor's reactions are
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used to calculate the pressure delivered of explosive inside the test projectile. It Is a
to the acceptor and the onset of reaction of free fall drop tester, When the projectile
the acceptor. Initiation thresholds may be strikes the steel plate anvil (on which may be
estimated by plotting the data and by placed various stopping pads designed to
extrapolating the curves down to zero, as lengthen the pressure-time pulse delivered to
shown in Figure 6 (taken from Reference 4), the explosive) the projectile Is brought to rest
Pressure In the explosive vs. R/Ri, as well quickly, and the explosive sample is
as t/RN (from Reference 5, where t is the compressed as the vehicle's large mass (in the
time for the incident wave to decay 300 to 1,100 pound range) is brought to rest
exponentially from Po to Po/e), are plotted in more gradually using the explosve as a
Figure 7. These curves are used to calculate "cushion." Pressures as high as 1 OPa can be
the P2 i vs. P curve in Figure 2 for the developed, with pressure buildup times from
aquarium test. about 1 to 15 milliseconds, measured by the

The Premature Simulator was developed pressure gauge shown in the plunger. For
bythe U.reNatu(Refere nce S) simulatooed steel-on-steel drops, the following analysisby the US. Navy (Reference 6) to simulate asmsdfrain fol h xlsv

the mechanical shock experienced during assumes deformations of only the explosive

setback accelerations on gun launch. Figure 8 sample.

shows schematically the one-pound sample ,__.... . ....
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Figure 7. Pressure and Duration in Aquarium
Figure&5 The Aquarium System Test
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Figure 6. Aquarium Data on Reaction Thresholds
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0,045 GPa. After two transit times (of the
order of 100 microseconds) of stress waves in
the 4,76 inch column of explosive, the plunger
experiences an added pressure of 0.033 GPa,
for a total of 0,078 GPa. As soon an waves
reflect from the rear of the body and plunger,
however, the plunger loses some velocity and
then generates less than the initial 0.045 GPa
input to the explosive. In this fashion the

Su.. plunger is decelerated approximately
1*I** exponentially, with discontinuous jumps in

mmaw.*g"pOaPMOa deceleration amplitude about every 100 micro-
Aim iggm UOtIm" seconds., Analyses of such deceleration

processes have been made by Cauchy, Poisson,
St. Venant, and others in the 1860 - 1885 era,
as described in Reference 7.

firfl7177fi TTi i ilt7 During the period when the plunger is
being decelerated, the explosive sample

Figure . The Prernature Smulator experiences similar stepwise increases in

When the simulator assembly strikes the pressure due to the reflected waves, and

steel anvil, the assumption is made that finally decreases in pressure as the plunger

the test projectile containing the explosive mass is being brought to rest. This
sa le t Ist broughtie tonrsta insnthanepousie discontinuous process can be shown to be
sample is brought to rest instantaneously approximated reasonably well by treating
while the massive body, acting through the the column of explosive as an elastic spring
plunger, continues downward at velocity Voe and the plunger as a rigid body, If the initial
speed Cs strikes the explosive with density height of the column of explosive is h, its
p.andwavespeed Cti es t genexpsive w sthdensiy cross-sectional area is A, and its modulus
P, and wave speed C., generating a stress of elasticity is E, the pressure in the
wave in the explosive with pressure Pw, as explosive is related to its deflection X as
follows: follows:

P PsCsVo (2) P = EX/h (3)
w 1 + peCs/poCe The equation of motion of the mass, M, is

For a 40 foot drop with Vo = 50.6 ft/sec is follows:
with p, = 7.8, Cg = 17,000 ft/nec, ps = 1.7, and d2X/dt2 + AEX/hM = 0 (4)
Ce = 6,000 ft/sec, Pw = .045 GPa, The low
intensity of this stress wave insures that there Solving this equation with the initial
will be small losses of energy as the wave conditions X = 0 and dX/dt = V when t = 0:
progresses down the explosive sample's
length. When this first wave strikes the base X = Vsniwto (5)
of the steel test projectile, a reflected wave is where ta = (AE/hM)*. The peak pressure is
generated in the explosive with the4 following reached when the mass is brought to rest at
intensity: time t1 :

1--/ peCt/p =8 tI = /2) = jn(hMJAE)O (6)
r1 + Pec s/e/p c s

Until this reflected wave reaches the P - EV/COh = (2gHEM/Ah)i (7)
explosive-plunger interface, the plunger has
been decelerating under a pressure of where H is the height of drop,
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For the one pot'n4 si.mple of explosive
used in the prematuare simtslator, h =
4.76 inches and A = 3.90 square inches (an
average of areas that vary from 4.40 to
2.90 square inches), Modulus E is takcn as
800,000 psi, Figure 0 shows the compariso• of
Equation (6) for rise time and Equation (7) for
data.

The Premature Simulator's energy /'
output may be calculated with the pressure vs, ........
time relationship P2/Pi = sin int/tI, where
the integral of P~dt is equal to jPi2 t1. The PAt ,, '_ . ,f. t

vs, P plot for the 1,100 pound Premature
Simulator is shown on Figure 2. Figure 9. Outputs of Premature Simulator,

Steel Anvil, 1100 Pounds, Filler E
THE THEORETICAL
SENSITIVITY CURVE AL, NINE ,..u.,ALS ,.

It is postulated that an explosive Al
responds elastically to compressional inputs" --.
(as Is assumed by using the elastic modulus E
in the analysis of the Premature Simulator) a

until the pressure reaches a critical pressure, ,
Pa, above which compressive energy is
absorbed until the integral of (P-Pc) 2dt
reaches a critical value for that explosive, at
which tine an energetic reaction occurs.
Figure 10 illustrates this process for half-sine
compressive inputs, showing threshold input
pulses and the resulting sensitivity plot which
makes use of the integral of P dt. The
question to be answered by theoretical Figure 10. Threshold Inputs and Sensitivity
analysis is whether or not there Is a value of Pc Curve
for which the integral of (P-Pc)2dt is constant
over a wide range of peak Input pressures. For
P/P1 = sin nt/ti (appropriate for the
Premature Simulator), this integral is as
follows:

f(P-P )2dtl/2 t1 = 4(1- 2tAI )(I1 + jPl/P) ion

+ (1/2n)sinti(1 -2t./t) i

- (4P,/nPd)sinjn(1 -.2t/t 1 ) (8)

Figure 1I is a plot of input P1
2t, vs. Pl,

both normalized, that produce constant val- ., .. io

ues of the integral of (P-P 0)2dt between tR "lip/

and tl-t©. This plot may be used to evaluate Figure 11. P1t for Constant Integral of (P-
the adequacy of the model by correlating the Po) 2dt, Half-Sine Pulses
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empirical explosive sensitivity data pre- samples were prepared at different
sented in Figure 2. Note that these sensitiv- facilities at different times.
ity curves pass through more data points in (2) The curves presented in Figure 2 were
the short duration regime, where flyer plate faired through the scatter of the three
data are available, than in the long duration or four points of data for each
regime which depends primarily on Pre- explosiveo
mature Simulator data. This is the ration-
ale for normalizing the ordinate of Figure 11 (3) The Premature Simulator delivers
by dividing by impulsive (very-short-duration) half-sine pressure pulses to the test
P,2t,, which is estimated am the asymptotic samples, the flyer plates deliver
value. To calculate P0 from the sensitiv- square waves, while the NOL.LSGT
ity curve data, values of PI and Pl 2 t are and the aquarium test deliver com-
taken from'the empirical curves of Fig- pressive pulses with less idealized
ure 2, P1

2t, is divided by the asymptotic shapes. To evaluate the constancy of
value of P1

2t, Figure 11 is entered at P,, the half-sine model was applied
this ratio in order to obtain Pj/Pc, and to all points along the sensitivity
P0 is calculated with the appropriate value curves of Figure 2, This procedure
of P1. introduces a source of error into the

correlation process, since Equation (8)
Figure 12 contains plots of P0 vs. P1 for and Figure 11 apply only to the half-

each of the four explosives of Figure 2, sine pulse shape.
calculated in this manner, The solid curves Because of these sources of inaccuracy,
correspond to the data on the plots of Figure 2.
Since the calculated Pg's are not constant, and the curves In Figure 12 must be conwidered
since the plotted values follow systematic order-of-magnitude estimates, with P,
trends, the curves are extrapolated down into estimated to be in the 0.1-0.3 OPa range for
the low pressure regime in order to find each these four explosives.
curve's intersection with the P,: = P1 line, The
results are highly approximate, for at least the SOME EFFECTS OF FRICTION
following reasons: COMBINED WITH

(1) Each datum point on each sensitivity COMPRESSION
curve of Figure 2 was obtained by Poster No. 8 contains a sketch taken
testing explosive samples with some- from the patent application of the newly
what different properties, since the patented "SHARP SHIELD," consisting of

wedges placed with the sharp wedge apex in
contact with the acceptor's casing. (All posters

cc.. ,,can be found in the Poster Session section of
f4? this publication.) When bullets or fragments

"W MrZ§" strike the SHARP SHIELD the wedges may
damage the acceptor by piercing its casing,

,/ but the very early advent of rarefaction waves
£ .generated from what may be considered a very<.1. small-radius bullet will greatly reduce the t in

__,_____ _p 2t (also note the equation for bullet-loading

duration at the bottom of Poster No 2. If r
approaches zero, t approaches zero,). Note
that there will be friction and inertially.

_...J Iinduced pressures generated as the wedge is
'"' 1 0040t *, driven into the acceptor's explosive, both of

which can induce reactions even when shock
Figure 12. Estimation of P, from Explosive wave pressures are minimized. To study these
Sensitivity Curves effects, tests were conducted with bullets
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having conical and wedge-shaped noses, Test useful methodology for presentation of data
data are reported in Posters No, 4, 5, 7, and 9. and for prediction of reaction thresholds of full

The curves on Poster No, 4 show that scale munitions,

frictional effects become more significant ACKNOWLEI)GEME NTS
relative to compressive pressure effects at the
smaller cone angles, This observation is based This document was prepared in
on the predictions of the cone model, which is connection with work supported by the Small
based on reactions to pressures alone, Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program
resulting in curves that tend to rise above the under contracts with the U.S, Navy,
test data at small cone angles, The empirical NAVSEA, and with the 1.7,S, Air Force
reactions at relatively lower impact velocities Armament Laboratory,
are attributed to frictional heating of particles
of'explosive as they slide from the cone's apex The .author also wishes to express
to the cone's base. appreciation for very helpful suggestions by

Dr. C, S. Coffey of the Naval Surface Warfare
Poster No, 6 summarizes the theoretical Center, White Oak Laboratory.

prediction that Q of the bullet material (where
Q is the product of density times thermal REFERENCES
conductivity times specific heat) is the
significant parameter that affects the heat I. Stresau, R, If. and Kennedy, J, E.,
transferred to the explosive, expressed as "Critical Conditions for Shock Initiation
E•./f (explosive energy divided by frictional of Detonation in Real Systems,"
energy). This prediction is borne out by the Proceedings of the Sixth Symposium
data presented in Poster No. 7 showing low (international) on Detonation, San Diego,
order reaction thresholds for 11.6 impacted by CA, 24-27Aug 1978, pp. 68-75,
bullets with a wide range of the quantity Q, 2, Price, i), et al, The NOt Large Scale Gap

Additional data on cones and wedges Test ill, NOLTR 74-40, NSWC, White
are presented in Poster No, 9. It is apparent Oak, MD, Mar 1974,
that much experimental and theoretical work 3, OSRD, Effects of Impact and E'xplosion,
remains to be done to quantify the roles of Summary Technical Report of l)iv. 2,
friction and shear when combined with NDRC, Vol, 1, Washington, D)C, 1946,
pressure, during impacts by cones and wedges
with various profiles and various thermal 4. liddiard, T, P, Jr,, "The Initiation of
properties, Burning in High Explosives by Shock

Waves," Proceedings of the Fourth
CONCLUSIONS Symposium (International) on Detona.

tion, US. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Based on these preliminary correlations White Oak, Silver Spring, MD), 12-15 Oct

made with the severely limited amount of 1965, pp. 487-495.
empirical data available, it may be concluded 5, W W. A, and Sternberg, It, M.,
that the concept of explosive Initiation "The Chapman-Jouguet Isentrope and
depending on a constant value of the integral
of(P-Pe)2dt for each explosive is promising but the Underwater Shockwave Perfofrmnot et alid ted on fir qu nti ativ baisance of Pentolite," Proceedings of the
not yet validated on a firm quatitative basis. IFourth Symposium (International) on

,Much more empirical data will be required (in Detonation, U.S. Naval Ordnance
a variety of explosives and propellants, using Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring,
laboratory tests with P range of loading MD, 12-15 Oct 1985, pp. 27-38,
durations, particularly in the low pressure,
long duration regime, At present, however, 6, l)ovost, V. F,, Premature Simulator
the use of the P2t vs. P plo)t to correlate data on (Final Progress Report), NOITR 74-178,
explosive sensitivity appears to be a very NSWC, White Oak, MD, Oct 1974.
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7. Timoshenko, S., Theory of Elasticily, Impact by Bullets and Fragments,"
First Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Phase I SBIR Report to NAVSEA, U.S.
Inc., New York, NY, 1934, pp. 389-395. Navy, 15 Jul 1987,

8. Kornhauser, M., "Engineering Methods
of Calculating Munition Sensitivity to
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SENSITIVITY OF SEVERAL EXPLOSIVES TO IGNITION
IN THE LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT

John Starkenberg, Doenec L. McFadden, Deborah L Pilarski,
Kelly J. Benjamin, Vincent M. Boyle, and On. R. Lyman

U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen, Maryland 210054066

We have recently completed testing of the sensitivity of several
explosives to ignition by the combined effects of air compression and
deformation. These are Composition B (Comp B), TNT, Composi-
tion A3 (Comp A3) Type II, LX-14, PBXW4113, PBX.0280, and PBX.
0280/PE. Comp B exhibits one of the highest sensitivity levels and
responds violently. The data for TNT provide no reason to believe that
it is less sensitive to ignition than Comp B. Comp A3 Type 11 may be
considered the least sensitive explosive tested, It exhibits a moderately
high level of response violence. LX-14 exhibits a sensitivity interme.
diate between those of Comp B and Comp A-3 Type II and reacts very
violently, PBXW-113, is by far the most sensitive in this test, It also
produces the mildest response. The sensitiviiy of PBX-0280 is
generally greater than that of Comp B, PBX.0280/PE, on the other
hand, appears quite insensitive. Our results can be explained most
satisfactorily in terms of each explosive's tendency to deconsolidate, or
break up into small particles, during cavity collapse.

INTRODUCTION his coworkers have also considered shear

Experimental studies aimed at clarifying under pressure. I

the mechanisms involved in the premature Results obtained with the activator Indi-
ignition of high explosives in the launch cate that none of these mechanisms can ignite
environment have been pursued for a number explosives at or near nominal launch pressures
of years at the Ballistic Research Laboratory or pressurization rates. Rather, these param-
(BRL),1 "* This work was done using an appa- eters must be amplified by about an order of
ratus referred to as the activator. Investi- magnitude before ignition is observed. This is
gators at the Naval Surface Weapons Center to be expected, as premature explosions are
have concentrated on simulating projectile uncommon. We believe that when a prema-
geometries and developing statistical data in a ture explosion occurs the explosive is locally
large-scale drop-weight simulator. 7"9 This subjected to the same stimulus level generated
work has not been pursued recently due to the in our experiments. In general, the explosive
high cost, which severely limits the amount of must be subject to a minimum heating rate per
data that can be collected, and to the fact that a unit surface area if an ignition Is to occur. In
sufficiently accurate representation of the the case of air compression heating, the heat-
launch environment has still not yet been ing rate is roughly proportional to the product
obtained. Much of the early work has been of the air pressurization rate and a repreoen-
summarized by Fishburn. 10 Our investiga- tative cavity dimension while the surface area
tions have focused on ignition of explosives due depends on how the cavity collapses. In the
to compression of occluded air, deformation of case of frictional or shear heating, the heating
the explosive during the collapse of included rate is roughly proportional to the product of
cavities and a combination of these. Boyle and the (pressure dependent) viscosity and the
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square of the shear strain rate. In both cases, is the case, the sensitivity assessment is more
many other factors are also important. Pres- difficult as both ignitability and explosiveness
surization rates and peak pressures measured must be considered.
external to projectile bases or inferred from
acceleration histories and explosive column We have recently completed testing of the
heights appear insufficient to produce the sensitivity of a number of different explosives
required stimulus, The maximum sliding to ignition by the combined mechanisms and
velocity produced by projectile rotation is have used the results to assess their relative
somewhat below that required for ignition sensitivities. Results for Cmti p B were
observed in activator experiments which iso- reported previously.4, 6 Additional explosives
late frictional heating. Amplification of these tested include TNT, Comp A3 Type II, LX-14,
stimulus levels may occur in a number of ways, PBXW-113, PBX-0280, and PBX-0280/PE, In
In the case of air compression heating, one way this paper we discuss the pertinent ignition
is to amplify the pressurization rate. This can mechanisms, describe the experimental
occur if a loose charge impacts the base, or if a approach, review some of the early activator
cavity fails to collapse during the early por- results, comparevthe data obtained for all of the
tion of pressurization and then collapses very explosives, and provide an interpretation ofthe
rapidly when a critical pressure has been observations,
reached. A cavity collapse geometry which
concentrates heated air on a small portion of IGNITION MECHANISMS
the explosive surface also amplifies the stimu-
lus level, In addition, as a cavity collapses, Gas Compression
shear heating may combine with air com- When a small volume of air is compressed
presmion heating to produce an ignition, very rapidly such that no energy transport can

The relationship between the local heat- occur, a high temperature reservoir is created
Ing rate experienced by an explosive fill, the which may subsequently heat an adjacent
mechanical properties of the explosive, and the explosive layer to the point of ignition. This
acceleration history of the projectile Is process is referred to as ignition by adiabatic
complicated and has not been established, We compression of the air, If, on the other hand,
have not pursued this avenue, Rather, we the air is compressed very slowly, no temp-
have tried to determine the parameters which erature increase occurs and no explosive
govern ignition by the most likely mechanisms ignition can follow, Between these limits lies
and to devolop ignition threshold data for the compressive heating regime In which the
explosives including Comp B and TNT, compression occurs sufficiently slowly that
Vietnam-era field experience has shown that considerable energy is transported by con-
Comp B exhibits a relatively high (usually duction and convection during the process,
unacceptable) incidence of in-bore premature The ignitions observed by Bowden and his
explosions while TNT exhibits a relatively low associates in the 10.. to 100-microsecond time
incidence. We felt that the susceptibility of range properly belong to this latter category. 12

other explosives to premature ignition might For adiabatic compression in the shock wave
be assessed by comparing their ignition thresh- regime, the heating due to gas compression
olds to those of Conip 13 and TNT, However, does not appear to influence sensitivity since
the issue Is complicated by the fact that the other heating mechanisms dominate, 13 "15

explosiveness of the burning response is also a Compressive heating has, therefore, received
factor, It has been speculated that the Infre- attention primarily as a source of ignition
quency of reported prematures with TNT may which is active when the observed time to igni-
be due to its relatively slow burning response tion is in the 10-microsecond to 10-millisecond
rather than a lower ignitability. This would range, a time scale which is typical of events
lead to the premature explosion occurring during the setback of the explosive fill in a
down range rather than in the gun tube. If this projectile during launch.
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Shear adjustment screw to accommodate test fixtures
The shear mechanism has also received of different lengths and to allow easy installa-

considerable attention. This mechanism Is tion. The driving piston is activated by a

active when shearing flows are produced by larger piston which is initially held in place

cavity collapse or by motion relative to at using shear pins. The large piston is set Incaviy cllase o bymoton rlatve o a motion by pressure developed in the breech
surface such as the interior of the projectile whichnisyInstrumenedewithpadpressurebreech
casting. These flows tend to localize defor. which is Instrumented with a pressure trans-

mation in shear bandki leading to the produc- ducer. The free run allowed between the large

tion of high local tempe~ratures as discussed by piston and the driving piston is used to set the

Frey.' The action of friction under pressure stimulus level to be applied.

(in the absence of air compression) has been In order to conduct a test, the breech is
considered by Boyle.1 1 Our earlier results pressurized using compressed air until the
show that this mechaniumi is also active during shear pins fail. The large piston accelerates
cavity collapse, but that, air compression is through the free run and impacts the driving
usually the dominant mechanism, 4,' piston. The momentum developed by the

pistons is transformed to an impulse delivered
DESCRIPTION G*FV"H9 to the sample. This impulse is as much as
EXPERIMENTS 0.6 GPa in amplitude and approximately

0.5 ms In duration, producing an average
The Activator pressurization rate as high as 2.5 GPa/ms. The

The experimental investigation was con- pistons may then rebound and strike the

ducted using an apparatui, referred to as the explosive again delivering a second, smaller

activator, which was originally designed at impulse. The breech pressure begins at the
PictinyArsenal for use a:o a laboratory-scale shear pin failure pressure and drops linearlyPicatinny Asnlfrueaalaoaoycae with time during the test to a value associated

artillery setback simulator. 1 7 The activator, with the fing the te breeh,

as presently used at BRL, is illustrated withthefinalvolumeofthebreech.
schematically in Figure 1. The test section A disadvantage of this test configuration
consists of a 63.5-mm (2.5-irich) diameter mild is that extrusion of explosive between the
steel, heavy confinement cylinder with a gauge block and the confinement cylinder may
12.7-mm (.5-inch) diameter bore hole enclosing occur at the higher free runs because the
the explosive sample and a hardened steel loading action tnds to Increase the space
driving piston. A hardened steel gauge block there. Extrusion of explosive between the
on which a manganin foil pressure gauge is driving piston and confinement cylinder is
mounted is tightly bolted to the back of the avoided by maintaining tight tolerances on the
confinement cylinder and the explosive sample clearance, Ignitions caused by extrusion are
is inserted into the bore adjacent to the gauge, sometimes identifiable as late events on the
A gap or cavity of some type is formed adjacent pressure records, Extrusion ignition is an arti-
to or in the end of the sample. The gauge block fact of the experimental procedure which is not
rests against a rigid stop which incorporates an relevant to ignition in the launch environ-

ment, Generally, there exists a free run below
which extrusion does not occur, Our experience

MANANIN CONNEM SA PI indicatep that testing with solid samples to
FOIL GAGE CYL...ER determine this free run is advisable. Determi-

FREE nation of ignition thresholds due to cavity
RIGID LRG 1RECH collapse at lower stimulus levels is then pos-
STOP PISTON sible. This procedure was followed for all Lhe

,CAVITY / explosives we tested, except Comp B and TNT.

ý-GAGI &LOCK SHEAR PIN Dimple Tests

The dimple test is the procedure currently
Figure 1. Activator Schematic in use, The experimental configuration is
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shown schematically in Figure 2. In this test, a (.25 inch) and 8,6 mm (.34 inch) were used in
cylindrical cavity or "dimple" of controlled testing Comp B. Only 6.4-mm diameter
depth and diameter is cast or machined into dimples were used in testing of all the other
one end of the explosive sample. The sample is explosives.
inserted, dimple up, into the confinemont The Comp B and TNT samples were
cylinder. A thin polyethylene film attached to prepared at BRL by casting short 12.7-mmthe face of the driving piston improves the seal peae tBLb atn hr 27magainst the face of the explosive sample. Both diameter cylinderv. In order to prepare dim-air compression and deformation heating pled samples, a casting plate with cylindricalmechanisms are active in the standard dimple protrusions of adjustable height was usedtest. beneath the mold. For undimpled samples, aflat polished casting plate was used. All
Sample Preparation samplcs were finished to a length of 12.7 mmby cutting and polishing the opposite end,

Figure 3 shows Comp B samples before The -X.14, Comp A3 Type 11, and PBXW-
and after activator testing. Dimples begin at a 11 samples were prepared by Honeywell, Inc.
nominal depth of 0.38mm (.015iinch) and in- The PBX-0280 and PBX-0280/PE samples
crease tvi steps of 0.38 mra to a maximum depth were prepared at Picatinny Arsenal. Dimples
of 1.91 mm (.075 inch). The actual depths vary in these samples were produced by machining.
somewhat from the nominal values ane must Other details of their preparation are
be meseured. Dimple diameters of 6.4mm unknown.

Sample dimensions, including dimple
depth and diameter, and sample weight were
measured and the density of each sample was
computed, All samples were irnpected -adio-

,H E Craphically and any sample appearing to have
internal voids was rejected.

DIPE The unclassified formulations and the
averago percentaps of theoretical maximlum
"density (TMD) of the explosive samples tested
are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2. Dimple Test Schematic Table 1. Summary of Explosive Formulations

* % 9* % %Poly- Average
TNT RDX HMX Eestane Ethylene %TMD

TNT 100 - 96.6
CompB 40 60 97.9
Comnp A3 91 . 98,4

Typell
LX-14 95 5 97.0
PBX-0280 95 5 9.8
PBH.02801
PE 95 5 96.5

Characterization of the Stimulus Level
in our earlier tests with cavities external

to the explosive, pressure conditions in the
Figure 3. Composition B Samples Before and vicinity of the cavtty could be inferred from the
After A civator Testing pressure rerords from the manganin gauge at
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the base of the sample. This provided us with a the geometry of cavity co!lapse and by the state
pertinent characterization of the stimulus of the explosive surface. Convergent geome-
level. In the dimple test, however, the con- tries, such as hemispherical bubbles, which
ditions as the cavity collapses are complicated concentrate heated air on a small portion of the
and the heating rate bears no simple relation explosive surface, promote ignition. A series of
to the pressure record, The best measure of tests with LX-14 pressed to different densities
applied stlmulus level must be judged, there- showed that nonporous surfaces also promote
fore, by the degree to which it segregates ignition by enhancing retention of heated air
ignitions and ignition failures in a plot of at the ignition site.
stimulus level versus cavity size. Several
measures of stimulus leve; are available. The Cavity Collapse Heating
most successful of these is the free run of the
activator. The stimulus generally increases In the earliest work, care was taken to
with increasing tree run, Our previous results completely decouple the local .stimulus level
indicated that free run Is the only parameter from the explosive mechanical properties by
producing good date segrsgation In all three using cavities external to the explosive which
tests.4-6 Thus, results of activator testing are collapse without its mechanical failure. Sub-
usually given as an ignition threshold in the sequently, we turned our attention to a series
free run - dimple depth plane. of experiments in which shallow cylindrical

cavities (dimples) in cast Comp B were

OBSERVATIONS FROM subjected to deformation both with and
PREVIOUS STUDIES without simultaneous air compression as well

as air compression without deformation. This
Compressive Heating series of tests was used to explore the role of

explosive deformation in ignition, 4' In par-
Compressive heating Ignition has been ticular, we were interested in determining

the subject of extensive analytical 1 ,3 and whether deformation produces sufficient heat-
experimental2 .,8' study at BRL. In this work, ing to cause Ignition or simply acts to increase
cavities external to the explosive In a soft the local air pressurization rate, This
mnatorial were used. The artivator was used in approach, of course, does not account for the
its original form in preliminary experiments to complete role of explosive mechanical
produce data which revealed the role of air in properties in the actual launch environmont.
causing ignitions during cormpreipsion. Subse- We found that when the air compression
quently, the activator was modified and and deformation heating mechanisms are
further instrumented so that more definitive combined the dominant Ignition mechanism Is
data could be extracted from the tests and combive heatinair stron m ec ed
direct comparisons to the predictions obtained compressive heating of air strongly influenced
from analytica! models could be made. In by the cavity collapse geometry expd by
particular, the activator was used to explore alteration of the state of the exposed explosive
ignition of Comp B, TNT, and LX-14 (as well as surface during collapse. This result is in
a number of other explosives) caused by the agreement with Frey's theoretical
rapid compression of air trapped in contact assessment,1 8 which indicates that the air
with the explosive, compression mechanism dominates for large

cavities at low pressurization rates. Comp B
A number of observations from our study seemed to exhibit a "nmaximum tolerable"

of air compress.lon heating are pertinent to dimple depth below which ignitions could not
the present study. As a result of our earlier be obtained. The observations suggest that the
testing, we learned that this is indeed a cavity in the explosive may close in at least two
viable mechanism for ignition at relatively different ways depending on dimple depth.
mild stimulus levels and we established Cavity closure for shallow dimples presumably
prcssurlzation rate and cavity size as the occurs by axial flow and results in low
principal governing parameters. We found sensitivity. The sudden transition above the
that sensitivity is substantially influenced by maximum tolerable dimple depth observed in
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the tests was interpreted as marking a transi- (when they occur during the stimulus impulse)
tion to radial cavity closure, a highly sensitive or late (when they occur substantially after the
mode for which dimple depth independence stimulus impulse). In a few cases, when the
would be expected. Our compressive heating pressure record was lost and an ignition clearly
results indicated that increasing surface occurred, the result is identified simply as an
porosity leads to decreased sensitivity. One ignition.
would expect the brittle explosives to break up As described in the following sections, we
into particles during cavity collapse, thus believed that Comp B and TNT were some.
reducing sensitivity. The presence of particles times igniting due to extrusion between the
can also be sensitizing if they are fine enough. giue ilnitind the onfinem en the
This occurs when the nominal diameter of the gauge block and the confinement cylinder.paricls i les hantwie t e hic nes of he Because of this, we decided to screen the
particles is less than twice the thickness of the subsequently tested explosives using undimn-
heated explosive layer. However, our planar pled samples, which are Rssumed to be Ignited
computations showed that this heated-layer only by extrusion,
thickness is 25 pm or les when ignition
occurs.' Thus, the sensitizing effect should not The violence of reactive responses varied
be expected to appear unless a significant from explosive to explosive and ranged from
number of particles are 50 pm or less In die- partial reaction with recovery of significant
meter. Results from tests conducted under amounts of explosive to extremely rapid
vacuum indicate that heating due to deforma- reaction characterized by the splitting of the
tion alone is the dominant ignition mechanism confinement cylinder into several piecos.
only for relatively deep dimples. These results have been associated with

response levels in Table 2,RESULTS

Gen.•ral Observations Table 2. Response Violence Levels

The pressure histories observed may be Level Response Violence
gener'ally categorized according to the nature I P ri ...... .. P l burned
of the rising portion of the impulse, When Partial reaction. Partially burned
undlmpled samples were used, the preswure explosive sample is recovered or
was obsered to rise in a series of steps. The past gauge block.
pressurization rate between the plateaus was
roughly' the same. With dimpled explosives, 2 Complete reaction. Damage to
however, the pressure was frequently observed confinement cylinder limrted to
to rise and fall quite markedly during pres- enlargement of bore hole.
aurization. The pressure was usually seen to 3 Complete reaction. Confinement
drop back, after a short pressur!zation, to a cylinder 3plit open,
considerably lower pressure before continuing
to rise to its maximum value. This occurred for 4 Cowiplete reaction, Confinement
both ignitions wid ignition failures and is cylinder split into two or more
probi~bly associated with cavity collapse. pieces.
Samples that 'were recovered after firing
almost al,-ays showed the dimple to be
completely closed as shown in Figure 3. Composition B

Burning may begin during the rising Results for Comp B with two different
portion of the presouro history, be delayed dimple diameters were previously reported.4,'
until after the pressure has peaked, be Oelayed The 8,6-mm diameter dimples are considered
until much later when the pressure has too large to eliminate substantial influence of
returned to ambient or occur on the second the sample diameter. Therefore, testing of
strike of the driving piston. Where possible, other explosives was limited to the 6.4-mm
ignitions have been classified as either prompt diameter dimples. The data for the smaller
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diameter is reproduced in Figure 4. No tests on which failed to Ignite were recovered and
solid samples to determine the extrusion limit sectioned. The cavities were observed to be
were conducted. However, late Ignitions (of filled with porous explosive which, for dimples
the type usually associated with extrusion) deeper than about 0.4 am, apparently origi-
were observed with shallow dimples at free nated in the shoulder of the dimple. In addi-
runs exceeding 22 mm. Two threshold curves tion, cone-shaped regions of deformation were
have been indicated on the plot In the dimple observed below the floors of the dimples. The
depth - free run plane. Only ignitions were shallowest dimples, on the other hand, were
observed above the upper curve and only observed to close from the bottom up. This
ignition failures were observed below the lower transition of cavity closure mode is believed to
curve. A region of mixed results lies between account for the rapid change of sensitivity
the curves. The results indicate that observed as the dimple depth Is reduced to its
extremely high stimulus levels are required to smallest values. There may be some other
produce ignition with the shallowest dimples. such n', •sition which accounts for the decrease
The free run required drops rapidly with in sensitivity for the deepest dimples.
increased dimple depth until a minimum is
reached. Surprisingly, further increase in the TNT
dimple depth appears to reduce sensitivity. We experienced considerable difficulty in
This behavior allows us to roughly define a
maximum tolerable dimple depth at about obtaining definitive data for TNT and a

0.5 mm, below which ignition requires very broader variety of responses was observed.

high stimulus levels, and a maximum tolerable Virtually all Ignitions occurred slightly after

stimulus level at about. 10 mm free run, below peak pressure had been reached. In several

which no ignitions occur. When Comp B cases, reaction was extinguished leaving

Ignited, the response was fairly violent, often partially burned samples. In many cases in
which incipient reaction was extinguished,splitting the cylinder. Several of the samples burning was observed to begin at the cir-

cumference of the dimple. In other cases, at
moderate free runs, the samples appeared to

M melt and extrude past the gauge block without
any evidence of reaction. These responses are
represented in the plot shown in Figure 5. It is
difticult to distinguish ignition, failure, and

A^ mixed regions as with Comp B. Unfortunately,
"~ ,no rapid decrease In the free run required to

A Xproduce ignition as dimple depth increased
/may be observed (probably because no tests

. × were conducted with the shallowest dimples) so

that no effective maximum tolerable dimple
Xdepth can be determined. However, no Igni-

•, tions were produced at free runs less thanabout 12 mm, TNT is known to have a
X X 6 pFrompt ignition relatively low intrinsic reaction rate. The

V late ignition activator's stimulus duration may be too short
a ignition to appropriately test such a slow burning
x no ignition explosive. The response violence was consid-

erably lower with TNT and the confinement
0.0 0. D P.0 .r .0) cylinders were not observed to split.

DIMPE DEPTH (mmn)

Figure 4, Ignition Threshold for Composition B Composition A3 Type 11

in the Dimple Depth - Free Run Plane. Using undimpled Comp A3 Type 1I
Duplicate data points are indicated by (2). samples, we found that extrusion ignition
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Figure 5, Ignition Threshold for TNT in the Figure 6. Ignition Threshold for Composition
Dimple Depth . Free Run Plane A.3 Type II in the Dimple Depth - Free Run

Plane, Duplicate data pointR are indicated by

occurred at free runs greater than 20 mm. (2).
Fewer tests were conducted than with Comp B
or TNT, but the ignitions and failures
segregate nicely in the dimple depth - free run R
plane as shown in Figure 6. The maximum x X A
tolerable dimple depth is about 1.1 mm but no
minimum in required stimulus level is real-
ized, Response violence was greater than that . v
of Comp B and the cylinder was usually split, A
sometimes into two pieces. In some cases, the b "
shallowest dimples did not close, even at mod-
erate free runs, This was not observed with
any other explosive. Examination of recovered
samples suggests a possible cavity collapse
mode transition between dimple depths of
1.1 mm (corresponding to the maximum toler-
able dimple depth) and 1.5 mm. & promlpt ignition

V Late ignition
LX-14 o ignition

x no ignition
Testing with undimpled LX-14 samples

also Indicated that free run should be limited .. .I'

to about 20 mm. Again, the number of tests 0.0 0. 1o.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

were few but the data segregation is fairly good DIMPLE DEPTH (ram)

as shown in Figure 7, However, establishment
of a more reliable threshold curve would Figure 7. Ignition Threshold for LX-14 in the
require some additional data. The maximum Dimple Depth -Free Run Plane
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tolerable dimple depth is about 0.8 mm and the Table3, Summary of Results with PBXW.113
maximum tolerable free run is about 12 mm,
The late Ignitions observed occurred on the Dimple Free Explosive
second strike of the driving piston as evidenced Depth (mm) Run (mm) Ignition? Remaining
by the manganin gauge record, The reactive no dimple 12.7 no all
response following ignition was very violent, no dimple 12,7 no all
The confinement cylinder was often split into no dimple 15.9 no all
two or more pieces and the bolts holding the nodimple 19.1 no all
gauge block were sometimes broken. Recov- nodimple 19,1 late most
ered samples appear to show a transition from no dimple 22,2 late half

bottom-up to radial-inward closure above a no dimple 22,2 late most

depth of about 0.8 mm, no dimple 25,4 late trace
no dimple 25.4 late trace

PBXW- 18 0,38 3,2 late trace
0,38 6,4 late none

PBXW-1 13 is a soft rubbery explosive. 0,38 6,4 late 7
We found that it responds considerably 0,38 12,7 late most
differently than the other explosives. When no . ....
dimples were present, the explosive exhibited -

an extrusion limit at about 19 mm of free run. 1.14 19.1 late none
However, when dimples of any size were L91 3.2 late trace
present, testing always produced ignition, even 1.91 915 late 7

at the shortest possible free run, With one 1.91 12.7 late 7
exception, these ignitions occurred very late 1,91 19.1 prompt none
(often being audibly distinguishable from the 1,91 19,1 late ?
stimulus Impulse) and were very mild (varying
amounts of explosive were usually found to
remain), Explosive was often seen to have 25 mm. Dimple tests were then conducted on
been sprayed out between the confinement the remainder of the samples. The dimples in
cylinder and the gauge block and could be these samples appeared to be machined. Their
found In the bolt holes, The results do not lend edges were of only fair quality, showing con-
themselves to the usual presentation In the siderable crumbling, The results of the tests
dimple depth - free run plane, Rather, they are are plotted in the free run - dimple depth plane
summarized in Table 3, which lists each test, in Figure 8, Only a few ignition failures (for
The mild events observed may be a result of shallow dimples or low stimulus levels) were
the activator's short pulse. The one burn that observed, In the region of the plane where
occurred during the high pressure portion of ignitions appear, considerable mixing of
the pulse was quite violent, splitting the prompt and delayed ignitions were observed.
confinement cylinder. During gun launch, the Nonetheless, an ignition threshold can be
pressure may be maintained for a longer time, reasonably well defined. Ignitions frequently
allowing a more violent burn with this explo- resulted in split confinement cylinders. No
sive. Since all dimpled samples ignited, the observations of recovered samples were made.
mode of cavity closure could not be assessed,

PBX-0280/PE
IJBX-0280 The five undimpled PBX-0280/PE sam-

Five undimpled samples of PBX-0280 pIes were tested at free runs of 19, 22, and
were tested in an attempt to determine the 25 mm, Two ignition failures were observed at
extrusion ignition limit, The results, however, 19 mm, one prompt ignition and one failure
were inconclusive, Delayed ignitions were were observed at 22 mm, and one prompt igni-
observed in three tests at free runs of 19, 22, tion was observed at 25 mm, The machined
and 25 mm while ignition failures were dimples in these samples appeared to be of
observed in two tests at free runs of 22 and somewhat better quality than those in the
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Figure 8. Ignition Threshold for PBX.0280 In Figure 9, Ignition Threahold for PBX.0280/PE
the Dimple Depth Free Run Plane in the Dimple Depth Free Run Plane

PBX-0280 samples. The results indicate that
19 mm of free run is a safe upper limit in the
dimple tests, However, definition of an
ignition threshold in the free run - dimple
depth plane required tests at free runs in
excess or this value as illustrated in Figure 9.
Seven tests with dimples shallower then
0.7 mm produced only one delayed ignition ati
free runs varying between 19 and 25 mmr.
Only one test at a dimple depth of 1,5 mm
yielded an ignition at a free run shorter than
19 mm. The results produce a relatively well. .
defined ignition threshold. The response of
this explosive was a little less violent than that
of PBX-0280, producing split cylinders iess
often. Again, no observations of recovered
samples were made,

Comparison of Sensitivity and Response
Violence

0

The threshold curves for all the explo. T 0.. 1 0 . ,
sives (ex opt PBXW-113) are shown together DIMPLE DEPTH (mm)
in Figure 10. Many of the explosives exhibit
decreasing sensitivity with the deepest dimples
used, In most cases, two simple measures of Figure 10. Comparison of Ignition Thresholds
sensitivity for each explosive may be extracted in the Dimple Depth - Free Run Plane
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from the data: the maximum tolerable dimple sensitivity of PBX-0280 is generally greater
depth (for which no ignition is produced at any than that of Comp B. It ignites at lower
free run) and the maximum tolerable free run stimulus levels and tolerates roughly the same
(for which no ignition is produced at any dimple depth as Comp B. PBX-0280iPE, on the
dimple depth). Table 4 lists the explosives in other hand, appears quite insensitive in terms
order of increasing values of the maximum of the stimulus level tolerated. Although it
dimple depth tolerated, The reaction violence was observed to ignite with relatively shallow
level is also shown in the table, dimples, this was at very high stimulus levels

and may have been due to extrusion, The
Table 4. Relative Sensitivity of Explosives difference in sensitivity between these two

. explosives is remarkable since they both
Maximum Tolerable Reaction contain 95 percent RDX and were tested at

Explosive PreeRun DimpleDepth Violence almost exactly the same percentage of
(mm) (rm) theoretical maximum density. The principal

PBXW-118 0 0.0 Is differences are the binder material and the
PX.X0280 7 016 3 particle size of the RDX used, The less sensi-
Comp B 10 0o. 2,3 tive explosive uses polyethylene as a binder
TNT 12 015? 1,2 and much coarser RDX.
PBX-0280/PE 17 O,5.0.9 34
LX.14 12 1,0 4 Our results can be explained most satis.
Comp A3, 11 12 1.4 3,4 factorily in terms of each explosive's tendency

*delayed *violent to deconsolidate, or break up Into small
ignition reaction particles, during cavity collapse, Evidence of
ignored ignored deconsolidation is apparent in samples which

failed to ignite, Such breakup produces com-

The results exhibit some tendency toward peting effects on the sensitivity to ignition, It
an e inreaseInlts e vhibiolne withndencywas- deaensitiea by presenting greater explosive

an increase in reaction violence with decreas- surface area to a limited quantity of heated air,
ing ignition sensitivityh PBXW-113 it by far This is the same mechanism that accounts for
the most sensitive i m this test x It also produces the decreased sensitivity previously observed
the mildest response. Comp B exhibits one of at low pressing density. At the same time,
the highest sensitivity levels among the brittle deconsolidation sensitizes by raising the
explosives and responds violently. Although explosive-air interface temperature for parti-
the data for TNT do ;ot permit definition of a ties that are sufficiently small compared to the
complete ignition thre hold, they provide no heated layer thickness, Only one of the
reason to believe thst 'TNT Is less sensitive to explosives tested is made with a significant
ignition than Comp &i, This lends support to number of particles which are smaller than the
the interpretation that, the higher frequency of 50 pm size suggested by our earlier analysis,1 's
premature explosions oibwerved with Comp B Thus, in most cases, it appears that the
filled rounds is due to its higher explosiveness, desensitizing effect dominates. In addition, the
Comp A3 Type II may be considered the least increased surface area manifests itself in a
sensitive explosive tested (based on maximumtolerable dimple depth). It exhibits a moder- more violent response when ignition does

occur, The results are, of course, influenced by
ately high level of response violence, Its maxi- each explosive's intrinsic sensitivity to pure
mum tolerable dimple depth is considerably tiermal stimulus and the amount of energy
greater than that for Comp B but no decrease released in decomposition.
in sensitivity with deeper dimples Is observed
leading to an apparent crossover of the The mechanical properties of PBXW-113
thresholds for deep cavities, LX-14 exhibits a render it the most resistant to deconn~olidation
sensitivity intermediate between those of and it shows the greatest sensitivity and the
Comp B and Comp A-3 Type II and reacts very lowest reaction violence. TNT might be
violently, Its threshold also crosses over that expected to break up less readily than the
of Comp A-3 Type 11 for deep dimples. The other brittlh explosives because it is a single
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phase cast material. It exhibits a relatively retard the burning response of the explosive
high ignition sensitivity and is the second are, of course, desirable. Because of the corn-
lowest in reaction violence, Comp B, as a plexity of the issues involved, characterization
multiphase cast explosive, is somewhat higher of explosives through testing in the only
in reaction violence and has about the same available approach to discovering premature
nensltivity as TNT, Here, the slower energy resistant formulations, Long term field experi-
release of TNT is also a factor. The remaining ence is the only reliable measure of success.
explosives are multiphase pressed materials Our observations indicate that field
and (with the exception of PBX-0280) exhibit epr o tion indieate thathe
lower sensitivities and higher reaction viol- experience cannot be correlated wiTh the
ence levels. The order of sensitivity of PBX- results of ignition sensitivity tests. Thus, both
0280 and PBX-0280/PE are not consistent with ignitability and explosivenes ' should be con-the dominance of the desensitizing effect, sidered in assessing an explosive's resistance
However, the more sensitive PBX-0280 con- to launch-induced explosion. In the contro-tains class 5 RDX (virtually all particles less versy between brittle and soft explosives, ourthainsan class 5 R (virtuallya rticas bess ignition sensitivity results are biased in favorthan 50 pm) and class 7 RDX. It can be of the brittle materials, For this reason, we doexpected to produce a significant quantity of not believe that explosives should be rejected
very small particles upon deconsolidation, on the basis of exhibiting high Ignition
This might explain its high sensitivity. The sensitivity in the activator unless the reaction
binder difference could also have some effect on violence levels are also high, The activator
sensitivity by influencing the explosive's may be limited in its ability to appropriately
mechanical properties and, in turn) the degree measure explosiveness since it generates a
of deconsolidation and the mode of cavity considerably shorter pulse than that produced
collapse, in the launch environment. This could inhibit

CONCLUSIONS violent reaction for explosives which do not
burn rapidly either because insufficient

The path toward more premature. surface area Is produced during cavity collapse
resistant explosives Is not clear, Velicky, or because of relatively slow chemical kinetics,
Voipt, and Voreck 19 have suggested that an Clearly, our approach tells only part of the
explosive's mechanical strength should be story since the applied stimulus level in the
increaseOd to reduce the probability of collapse activator is partially independent of explosive
of casting flaws. However, it seems likely that mechanical properties and the testing may not
this will have little effect on cavities large reflect all the ways in which the mechanical
enough to present a problem since the launch properties influence the stimulus amplification
acceleration environment appears to produce mechanism. In spite of all this, the activator,
stresses well above those required to collapse when used with care, remains the best avail-
larger cavities. Because of the importance of able tool for assessing an explosive's resistance
the gas pressurization rate, increasing to launch-induced premature explosions.
mechanical strength might even have a
negative effect, Delaying cavity collapse until REFERENCES
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SENSITIVITY OF SEVERAL EXPLOSIVES TO IGNITION IN THE
LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT
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TYPICAL MANGANIN GAUGE RECORDS

IGNITION FAILURE IGNITION

EXPLOSIVE SAMPLES

?II Iq ItME UII

SECOND IMPACT IGNITION

i' ~4,

I
COMPOSITION S SAMPLES
"BIFOR AND AFTER

•l li mbl ( lll IIII

FORMULATIONS OF EXPLOSIVES TESTED

% % % % % POLY. AVIRAGE

TNT RDX HMX ESTANE ETHYLENE % TMD

TNT 100 96.6
Composition B 40 60 97.9
Composition A3 Type II 91 a 00.4
LX-14 95 5 97.0
PBX-0280 95 5 96.8
PBX.0280/PE 05 95.5
PBXW-113
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RESPONSE VIOLENCE LEVELS

LEVEL I RESPONSE LEVEL 2 RESPONSE

Partial reaction Partially burned explosive Complete reaction, Minimal damage to confinementj

extruded post gouge block, E

0

I II

reation Co3nmn cyinErPO N puSoE n LEVEL 4 RESPONSE

Complete LeVctoL Cofnmn RESPOnSer spit I Copeeratonofnmn cylinder split Into
147 5 mi
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COMPOSITION B TNT

IGNITION THRESHOLDS • °

a Fro.niteigi tion 1
ig 0nition It ion

C . o n it io n . p a rtia l b u rnSno ignition

w K K
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00 0.5 1. ,.0 0 o4 16o i. W.o a,1
DIMPLE DEPTH (mm) DIMIPJ DtdPTH (rm)

COMP B IS VERY SENSITIVE TNT EXHIBITS PARTIAL REACTIONS
AND REACTS VIOLENTLY AND DOES NOT APPEAR LESS SENSITIVE

THAN COMP B
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PBX0280 P3X0280/ P

£z

V~~ ~ a A K x

10' 1 Vl ignition FViasInintition
N hO gnikori no ignition

DIMPLE DET nn D!IMPLE DEPTH ni

PX-0280 CONTAINS PINE PwcOXa211,111oi CONTAINS
(CLASSES5 5 & ) POX COARSE (CLAas ij mDX
WITH NOTANE SINDER WITH POLYETHYLENR BINDER

PBX-0200 IS SIGNIFICANTLY MORE SENSITIVE rhANI
P3IX4211101111E ALTHOUGH EACH CONTAINS 95 PENCENT RbX

SUMMARY OF RESULTS WITH PSXW-113 P&XW-1 IS IGNITES WITH ANY
DIMPLE DEPTH (mm) FREE RUN (mm) 10NITION? EXPLOS11IVE REM1,1AINING CAVITY AT ANY PRUKS RUN BUT

YIELDS MILDEST RESPONSE
no dimple 12.7 no all
no dimple 1217 n: We.
n~o dimple 15.9 nol
no dimple 19.1 no all
no dimple loll late most
no dimple 22.2 late half
no dimple 22.2 late most
no dimple 25.4 late trivet
no dimple 25.4 lots trace

"0.3 2. late trace
038 6.4 late Moll#
0.31 6.4 late 7 A
0O3 1 2.7 lftL nloel
0.76 10.1 late some

1.91 3.2 late trace
1.1 9.5 Iosl ?
1.91l 12a late ?
1.91 19.1 1BIEPROMP~T NONE I LEVEL 4flEISPONSE I

1.911l. late
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MAXIMUM TOLERABLE

EXPLOSIVE FREE RUN (mm) DIMPLE DEPTH (mm) REhACTION VIOL11NOK11
PBXW.Ils 0 CIO
O ) -. mpS a 1 0.1 I's

TNTe Ved CIOl I'sre

tvioient reaction Ignorod

RESULTS CAN BE EXPLAINED IN TERMS OF EACH
EXPLOSIVE'S TENDENCY TO DECONSOLIDATE OR
BREAK UP INTO FINE PAR'ICLES DURING CAVITY
COLLAPSE.

DECONSOLIDATION UN4DERn LOADING....
DESENSITIZES BY PRESENTING GREATER EXPLOSIVE
SURFACE AREA TO A LIMITED QUANTITY OF HEATED AIR

SENSITIZES BY RAISINGl THE EXPLOSIVE-AIR INTERFACE
TEMPERATURE FOR SUFFICIENTLY SMALL PARTICLES
(-c 5Opm)
INCREASES THE REACT!ON VIOLUNCE BY INCREA~tINO
SURFACE AREA

THE DESENSITIZING EFFECT APPEARS TO DOMINATE
EXCEPT FOR PBX-0280 WHICH CONTAINS VERY FINE
RDX
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STUDY OF EXPLOSIVE SHELL FILLINGS WITH DEFECTS
IN SIMULATED GUN LAUNCH CONDITIONS

C. M61anger
Defence Research Establishment

Valeartier, Qu6bec, CANADA

Experiments were carried out uaing the DREV Setback Simulator to
study defects which can be found in shell fillings as a cause of pre.
mature explosion during gun launch. The testing parameters studied
were base separations and surface cavities for the 105.mm M1 shell at
different accelerations. The stimulus of an adiabatic compression of
air from a base separation of 0.50 mm caused consecutive reactions in
CX-84A, and also in TNT and Composition B, but under specific
conditions. However, the effect of explosive shear anad deformation from
a surface cavity was found to be a severe stimulus for CX-84A and for
TNT.based explosives when a high deformation rate was tested.

INTRODUCTION most filling defects which can be found in
The conditions under which the laun::h of hells have been studied as causes of

a shell from a gun resultw in a premattore prematurn initiation. The stimuli present for

initiation of its explosive eharge (hereaftir each of these defects were assessed separately
referred to simply as "a premature") are not in order to o valuite their relative sensitizing

yet well understood. Although the frequency effect on explosive fillings
of thoir occurrence is fairly low, these reactions EXPERIMENTS
are known to result In catastrophic con-
sequences and their numbers could increatse The experimuntal method is described
with the development of more powerfu launch briefly in this paper. A more Complete
ing systems. These undesirable in~tlatione description of the DREV Setback Simulator
have been the object of many investigations was reported previously in Reference 1. This
conducted in several countries. However, apparatus, shown schematically in Figure 1,
additional studies are required to identify was designed to reproduce as realistically as
whith among the launch parameters have a possible most of the conditions present in
dominant effect on the explosive fillingm under sheli fillings during gun launch. Its design
setback conditions, originated from the theovetical study in

For economical and practical roasuns, it Reference 2.

would be difficult to conduct experiments lead- Realistic simulations are based on two
ing to prematures in the guns themselves. An major characteristics of this apparatus. First,
alternative Is to simulate the setback stresses :•he setback stresses are applied on a rspresen-
applied to the e):plosive filling during gun tative explosive specimen by a pimton with a
launch. A setbeck simulator was designed at noass-to-crea ratic identical to that of the shell
the Defence Reaearch Establishment of explosive filling considered. Second, the
Valcartier (DREV) for reproducing most set- desired launch conditions are reproduced by
back conditions during gun launch for specific using a suuare wavo force with solecteki inten-
shells, with different explosive fillings and sity and duration. The duration considored is
acceleration levels, and with their corre- the time when the acceleration of Lhe selected
sponding setback durations, The effects of shell in a gun in higher than 50 percent of its
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Storage tank

Piston 
Aoelerometer

Ball Valve

Cylinder
Air gun

Preosure S o Seals
Transducer

0-0 Explosive
Sl 0Specimen

Ring spring

I Anvil

Honeycomb

Piston 'Figure 2, Enlarged View of the Specimen
Alt, gap Cylinder Mounting

Specimen Anvil designed such that the friction between the

rings eliminates any significant recoil of the
"--Load cll hammer,

The instrumentation of the simulator
monitors the testing conditions, A load cell

Figure 1, Schema of the DREV Setback records the force applied to the specimen in
Simulator addition to the reaction peak, if any, including

its delay. The velocity of the hammer is also
measured for each test and occasionally the

maximum value, Thus, the piston applies acceleration of the piston and the pressure
stresses reproducing the specific setback con- applied to the specimen are measured using
ditions desired to a specimen, The explosive transducers. All signals are collected and
specimen, with a diameter of 25.40 mm and processed by a microcomputer through tran-
25.40 mm Ina length, is precisely located in a sient waveform recorders,
rigid steel cylinde' between the piston and an Experiments have been carried out to
anvil, as shown in Figure 2, study the effect of base separations, surface

The square wave force Is obtained by cavities (explosive/steel Interface), internal
crushing a piece of honeycomb made of cavities, and different TNT crystallizations.
corrugated aluminum, This crushing gives a From these defects, the adiabatic compression
constant force over a major portion of its initial of air, shear and deformation of the explosive,
height. The honeycomb is crushed by a 75-kg and friction at explosive/steel interface were
hammer driven as a projectile in an air gun, studied either together or as a single stimulus.
The hammer velocity was always greater than These parameters were tested for a 105-mm
that acquired by the piston during the test. A MI shell accelerated at 20,000 and 25,000 gn.
system of ring springs stops the hammer when The explosives tested were cast TNT and Corn-
the test is complete In order to prevent the position B Grade A (RDX/TNT/WAX-59.,/
crushing of the honeycomb beyond the point of 39.5/1) with densities of 1.56 ± .005 and 1.68
constant crushing force, The ring spring was + ,005 Mg/m 3 respectively, Composition A-3
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pressed at 1.59 : .005 Mg/m 8 and CX-84A, a than Composition B or even tetryl. The effect
cast-cured plastic bonded explosive (PBX) of crystallization on sensitivity to adiabatic
developed at DREV.8 CX-84A consists of compression of air is of interest and will be the
84 percent RDX and 16 percent HTPB binder object of future studies.and has a density of 1,55 ± .003 Mglm.Tatryl, pressed at 1.6 5 ± .005 Mg/mr, was also The effect of the adiabatic compression of
tested for comparison, a base separation of 0.50 mm was studied with

a small hemispherical cavity of 1,50-mm diam.

The tests reportad here were carried out eter adjacent to the air gap. As shown in
under conditions where any motion of the Table 2, the sensitivity of Composition B was
explosive filling inside the shell occurred at or appreciably increased by the addition of this
very close to the maximum acceleration small cavity, whereas that of Composition A-3
specified. Also, the filling defects mentioned was slightly increased and that of TNT
were assumed to be at the base of the 105-mm remained unchanged, Except where specified
M1 shell, In general, five tests were carried otherwise TNT refers to normal
out under each condition except when three crystallization. An explanation for the
consecutive reactions were obtained, difference in the results when that small cavity

was added is probably that the cavity
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS concentrated or focused the energy available,

and not because of the additional air volume
Base Separations which is less than one percent of that of the air

Air gaps of 2.50, 1.50, 1.00, 0.50, 0,33, and gap tested, Thus, for launch at 20,000 gn, the

0.19 mm thick were tested to simulate base adiabatic com-pression of a base separation of

separations. Table 1 shows the results 0.50 mm, when a small surface cavity is

obtained for the effet of the adiabatic com- adjacent, can be the cause of premature for a

pression of air under the setback conditions shell filled with Composition B, but not for

mentioned. Those with gaps larger than those filled with TNT.

0,50 mm are not included because reactions These results simulating the launch at
were always obtained for all explosives tested, 20,000 g1n of a 106-mm MI shell with base
even at 20,000 g,. separations indicate that a separation of

Composition A-3 was the least sensitive 0.50 mm can be the cause of premature of

to adiabatic compression. In increasing order CX-84A, TNT with large crystals, and Com-
of sensitivity, Composition A-3 was followed by position B, particularly when a small cavity is

TNT, Composition B, tetryl, and CX-84A. As adjacent. By comparison, when loaded with

shown, tetryl and CX-84A resulted in at least Composition A-3, shell premature could be

howne reationwith the separation of 0.33 mm, obtained at accelerations of 25,000 gn if a small
one reactionbwith th te 0.1 3 mp, surface cavity is adjacent to the 0.50-mm basebut none were obtained with the 0.19-mm fgap.

An effect of base separations for TNT and separation.
Composition B shell fillings was studied by Surface Cavities
Myers and Hershkowitz, 4 Although the num- Cavities at the surface of the explosive,
ber of experiments is limited for TNT and the i.e., at the explosive/steel interface In a shell,
density is not specified, the results suggeot wre studied. Theme cavities of fairly large
that the sensitivity of TNT is lower than that wvle wer e calith a damr ofof Composition 8, as in the present study, volume were cylindrical with a diameter of

8.0 mm and a length of 5.0 mm and hemi-

The effect of the adiabatic compression of spherical with a diameter of 7.0 mm. The
air was also studied for TNT with large crys- stimuli assessed when testing these cavities
tels. TNT castings with larger crystals, corre- were the adiabatic compression of air corn-
sponding to a density of 1.54 ± 0.000 Mg/m 8, bined with the shear and deformation of the
were found to be more sensitive to the effect of explosive. The individual effect of shear and
a base separation of 0.50 mm than TNT with deformation of the explosive material was
finer crystals, and significantly more sensitive studied by conducting tests under vacuum.
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Table 1, Results of Tests Simulating the Launch of lOiS-mm Shell With Base Separation

Explosive Separation Acceleration Reactions
(mm) (on) Frequency Type

Comp A-3 0.50 25,000 1/20 E
0.33 25,000 0/5 N
0.50 20,000 0/5 N

TNT 0.50 25,000 1/5 (3/3)* PP
0.33 25,000 0/5 (0/5)* N
0.50 20,000 1/5 (4/5)* PP

Comp B 0.50 25,000 3/5 E
0.33 25,000 0/5 N
0.50 20,000 0/5 N

Tetryl 0.50 25,000 3/5 PP
0,33 25,000 1/5 PP
0,19 25,000 0/5 N
0,50 20,000 1/5 PP
0.33 20,000 0/5 N
0.19 20,000 0/5 N

CX-84A 0,50 25,000 5/5 P
0.33 25,000 1/5 P
0.19 25,000 0/5 N
0.50 20,000 5/5 P
0.33 20,000 1/5 P
0.19 20,000 0/5 N

* TNT: with large crystals
P: light partial reaction E: explosion

PP: heavy partial reaction N: no reaction

Table 2. Results of Tests Simulating the The results obtained for the cylindrical
Launch of 105-mm Shell with a Base cavity are shown in Table 3. The combined
Separation of 0.50 mm Adjacent to a 1.50-mm effect of adiabatic compression of air aind shear
Diameter Cavity and deformation of the explosive material waa

very severe; it led to consecutive reactions for
Explosive Acceleration Rutictiuns all the explosives tested at 25,000 gn and even

(gn) Frequency Type at 20,000 gn for Composition B and CX-84A.
When friction at the explosive/steel Interface

TNT 25,000 1/5 PP was added (cavity at the bottom) to the pre-
20,000 0/5 N vious stimuli, the conditions were found to be

Cotrp A..3 25,000 3/5 M significantly more severe for Composition A-3,
20,000 0/5 N but less severe for Composition B. The results

for the individual effect of shear and deforma-
Comp B 25,000 4/5 F tion of the explosive material (tests under

20,000 3/3 E vacuum) indicated that Composition A-3 was
not affected by this stimulus even at an

Furthermore, a friction effect at the explosive/ acceleration of' 25,000 gn (contrary to TNT,
steel interface was added to the previous Composition B, and CX-84A) which led to the
stimuli when the cavity was located at the same number of reactions as when air was
bottom ofthe specimen instead of the top. present in the cavity. These results suggest
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Table 3. Results of Tests Simulating the Launch of 105lmm Shell With a
Cylindrical Cavity of 0.25 cm 3

Explosive Cavity Acceleration Reactions
Dia: 8, H: 5 mm (g1d) Frequency Type

Cutup A/3 top 25,000 3 E
top 20,000 2/5 E
bottom 20,000 3/3 E
top (vacuum) 25,000 0/5 N
top (vacuum) 20,000 0/5 N
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 1/5 E
bottom (vacuum) 20,000 0/5 N

TNT top 26,000 3/3 PP
top 20,000 4/5 PP
bottom 20,000 3/3 PP
top (vacuum) 25,000 3/s PP
top (vacuum) 20,000 4/5 PP
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 3/3 PP
bottom (vacuum) 20,000 415 PP

Comp B top 20,000 3/3 H
bottom 20,000 2/5 E
top (vacuum) 20,000 3/3 H
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 3/3 E
bottom (vacuum) 20,000 4/5 H

CX-84A top 20,000 3/3 P
top (vacuum) 20,000 3/3 P
bottom (vacuum) 20,000 3/3 P

that the shear and deformation of the exploslve interface were not conclusive, further studies
in setback conditions was the main cause of will be carried out in the future.
reactions in TNT, Composition B, and CX.84A,
but not Composition A-3. However, the results An explanation for the dirference in
obtained with the hemispherical cavity did not results between the cylindrical and spherical
entirely confirm this observation, cavities tested seerras to be related to their

volume rather than their shape, The volume of
With a hemispherical cavity 7T0 mm in the hemispherical cavity is 0.09cm8 in com-

diameter, the results in Table 4 In comparison parison to 0.25 cm3 for the cylindrical cavity.
to those with the cylindrical cavity, indicated The volume ratio is almost three to one.
that the stimuli were still quite severe for all
explosives tested at 25,000 g,, but not for TNT Thus, in the presence of a cavity of
at 20,000 gn. When the friction effect was 0.25cm 3, the individual effect of shear and
added, the stimuli was not increased but deformation of the explosive under setback
reduced for Composition A.3, TNT, and conditions at accelerations of 20,000 gn is
particularly for Composition B1 Whereas the likely to cause a premature of CX-34A, Coin-
individual effect of shear and deformation did position B, and TNT, but not Composition A-3
not ignite any TNT, even at 25,000 gn, nor any shell fillings. With a cavity of 0.09 cmo, this
Composition B at 20,000 gn, this stimulus stimulus is not likely to cause a premature of
remained very severe for CX-84A. Results on TNT, in addition to Composition A-3 fillings,
the effect of friction at the explosive/steel under launch conditions at 25,000 g. and of
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Table 4, Results of Tests Simulating the Launch of 105-mm Shell With a
Hemispherical Cavity of 0.09 cm 3

Explosive Cavity Acceleration Reactions
3.5 mm Radius (gn) Frequency Type

Comp A-3 top 25,000 4/5 E
top 20,000 3/5 E
bottom 25,000 2/5 E
top (vacuum) 25,000 0/5 N
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 1/5 E

TNT top 25,000 3/5 PP
top 20,000 1/5 PP
bottom 25,000 2/5 PP
bottom 20,000 3/5 PP
top (vacuum) 25,000 0/5 N
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 4/5 PP

Comp B top 20,000 3/3 E
bottom 25,000 4/5 E
bottom 20,000 0/5 N
top (vacuum) 25,000 3/5 E
top (vacuum) 20,000 0/5 N
bottom (vacuum) 25,000 2/5 E

CX-84A top 20,000 3/3 P
bottom 20,000 3/3 P
top (vacuum) 20,000 4/5 P
bottom (vacuum) 20,000 3/3 P

Composition B fillings at accelerations not found to be very sensitive to each individual
exceeding 20,000 gn. A cavity volume would stimulus. These explosives resulted in almost
have to be reduced to slightly under 0.09 cm 3 to consecutive reactions to adiabatic compres-
avoid premature of Composition B fillings at sion as discussed previously (Tables I and 2)
25,000 gn and a further decrease would be and the effect of shear and deformation
required to meet this objective for CX-84A became a major stimulus when a high defor-
fillings. mation rate was tested either for high

The results with the hemispherical cavity accelerations such as 25,000 in or large

indicate also that the combined effect of deformations such as 0.25cm . Thus, a

adiabatic compression of air and explosive minimum rate of shear and deformation seemi

shear and deformation was a significantly to be required to produce a reaction in

more severe stimulus for Composition A-3 and Composition B. This observation also applies

TNT than each effect considered individually. in part to TNT, but not to Composition A-3.

In Tables I and 2, Composition A-3 and TNT This minimum rate would explain the

were not found to be very sensitive to the reduction in sensitivity observed for Coin-

adiabatic compression of an air gap of 0.50 mm position B in Tables 3 and 4 when friction at

which represents a volume of 0.14 cm 3 , fur- the explosive/steel interface was added. That
friction of the specimen on the steel walls led tothermore, these explosives were not found to asoe eoiyta hntepso a

be sensitive to shear and deformation either, a slower velocity than when the piston was
so; how inTabe 4for he acum tsts By accelerated freely; thus, reducing the rate ofas shown in Table 4 for the vacuum tests. By shear and deformation of the explosive.

comparisor, Composition B and CX-84A were
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Internal Cavities 25,000 gn, but not those smaller than 0.40 mm.
Tests were carried out on specimens with In contrast, at 20,000 gn, cavities as large as

internal cavities of diameters from 0,25 to 1.8mmarenotlikelytocauseapremature.
0.40 mm, 0.60 to 0.80 mm, and 1.2 to 1.8 mm, A summary of all the results obtained is
These experiments were conducted on cast given in Figure 3. It shows that Composition
Composition B, In general, in each category, A-3 or TNT fillings, depending on the testing
the specimen had a minimum of one cavity at conditions considered, are the least likely to
the maximum size mentioned, and a maximum result in a premature during gun launch of
often cavities within the range specified, The 105-Mi shells with the filling defects men-
size and number of the cavities were identified tioned. They are followed, in increasing order
by radiographs, The effect of micro-porosity- of sensitivity, by Composition B and CX-84A,
many cavities smaller than 0,1 mm-was also the most sensitive explosive tested, This figure
studied, indicates that a base separation of 1,0 mm is
S Tdmore severe than a cylindrical cavity ofThe results obtained are presented in 0,25 cm, and a base separation of 0,33mm is
Table 5, The offect of internal cavities from the least important defect tested.
0,60 to 0.80 mm in diameter was to consecu-
tively ignite Composition B while simulating Explosiveness
the launch of a shell at 25,000 gn, Under the
same conditions, the effect of smaller cavities, The explosiveness of each explosive was
from 0.25 to 0,40 mm, and the micro-porosity also evaluated under different setback con-
did not produce any reactions in five tests each, ditions in addition to their sensitivity, For
A significant effect due to the acceleration each individual explosive, Its explosiveneas
level was indicated when cavities from 1.20 to remained the same under all the conditions
1,80 mm were tested, Only one reaction was tested, Their explosiveness was assessed by
obtained for five tests at 20,000 gn in compari- analyzing load cell recordings and examining
son to three consecutive reactions at 25,000 gn the components upon dismantling the speci-
for significantly smaller cavities (0.60 to men mounting pieces, Incuding any residual
0.80mm), For these tests, the stimuli con- portion of the specimen,
sidered were the adiabatic compression of air Composition B led tothe most violentreac-
in the cavity combined with shear and tions, with reaction peaks higher than 400akN
deformation of Composition B. on load cell recordings. The cylindrical portion

TIhese results indicate that internal of the piston was broken in parts and the cyl-
cavi'ties from 0,O0 to 0,80 mm in diameter are inder was usually reduced to three or four
likely to be the caeise of a premature of large pieces. Onlyexplosions(E) were obtained,
Composition B filled shells when launched at no trace of explosive was found and Ignition

delays were always shorter than U, 15 ms.
Table 5. Results of Tests Simulating the Composition A-3 resulted In explosions
Launrh of 105mm Shell Filled with slightly less violent than Composition B.
Composition B with Internal Cavities Reaction peaks were between 300 and 400 kN

and the cylindrical portion of the piston was
Cavity Acceleration Reactions broken. Reaction delays varied from 0,20 to
size (mm) (gn) Frequency Type 0,40 ma. In comparison, TNT led to heavy

-.. partial reactions (PP) consuming up to 80 per-
Micro- cent of the specimen. Reaction peaks were
porosity 25,000 0/5 N between 100 and 200 kN and they occurred
0. 24 to 0.40 25,000 0/5 N with delays from 0,30 to 0,0 ms, CX-84A

resulted in the least violent reactions, Only
0.60 to 0.80 25,000 3/3 E light partial reactions (P) were obtained, con-
1.2 to 1.8 20,000 1/5 E suming less than 15 percent of the specimen

_and often only a few crystals were burnt on one
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Oomp. B
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INCREASING SNSITIVENESS

Figure 3. Summary of Setback Results Simulating the Launch of 105-mm Shell

face of the specimen. The roactions were so combined with rather long reaction delays,
feeble that the reaction peaks were barely seen suggJkL that a shell could have reached the end
on the recordings, Reaction delays were of the gun tube before the reaction has grown
always longer than 2,0 me, Tetryl, tested for enough to eject the fuze or if this event
comparison, led to heavy partial reactions very occurred in the gun barrel, the consequences
similar to those ofTNT, would be mild if not negligible,

In summary, the results indicated that CONCLUSIONS
Composition A-3 or TNT, depending on the
setback conditions, were the least likely, The experiments carried out simulating
among the explosives tested, to result in a thj gun launch of a 105-mm M1 shell with
premature explosion during gun launch. They filling defects have shown that Composition
are followed, in increasing order, by A-3 or TNT, depending on the conditions
CompositionlHandCX-g4A, tested, would be the least likely to have

However, the CX-84A behavior was premature explosions. They are followed in

different than that of the other explosives increasing order by Composition B and
tested, Although it was found to be the most CX-84A, Although the PBX CX-84A was
sensitived toallthe stuit studed, ito showed m found to be the most susceptible to premature,sensitive to all the stimuli studied, it showed Its unique resistance to reaction growth wouldthe greatest, resistance to the propagation of a lead to tho mildest consequences.

reaction, No significant reaction growth was
obtained even for setback stresses up to The effect of an adiabatic compression of
250 MPa applied for about 6 me, Although air from the collapse of a base separation of
these results suggest that the gun launch of a 0.50 mm simulating a 20,000 g,, launch caused
105-mm M1 shell filled with CX-84A involving consecutive reactions of CX-84A, TNT with
defects, such as those tested in this paper, large crystals, and aloo Composition B when a
could lead to a premature for acceierations small cavity was adjacent to the separation,
higher than ?0,000 gn, unlike Composition B, a This stimulus can be the cause of a premature
CX-84A premature will not have catastrophic of 105-mm shells filled with these explosives
consequences. The feeble reactions obtained, during launch under those conditions,
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The single effect of explosive shear and found very sensitive to each of these stimuli
deformation was found to be a very severe and similar behavior was obtained with
stimulus for CX-84A and also for TNT based Composition B, but to a lesser degree.
explosives when a high deformation rate is
obtained either from a fairly large cavity such REFERENCES
as 0.25cm3 at a moderate acceleration or a
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A COMPUTATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLE OF SHIELDING IN
PREVENTING THE SYMPATHETIC DETONATION OF MUNITIONS

J. Starkenberg, T. M. Dorsey,
K. J. Benjamin, and A. L Arbuckle

Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 2100&5066

In order to reduce the vulnerability of stored ammunition, shielding
between rounds has been used to prevent initiation of detonation in a
round (the acceptor) when one of its neighbors (the donor) detonates,
We haue conducted a study of the role of shielding in reducing the
initiation stimulus for a simplified two-dimensional representatiolt of
the problem using the STRA.LTH code. Mechanisms asqociated with
compression caused by impact and masolve deformation of the acceptor
were considered. Three shield materials were used: steel, Lucite, and
tuangsten, Three type# ofshielde were considered: uingl/-layered slabs,
multilayered slab#, and rods. Conclusione regarding the effectiueness
of shieidunng that may be drawn from the computed results depend upon
the mechanisi(s) that are regarded as contributing to initiation of
the acceptor, We found that, for unshielded rounds, interround separa.
tion has an effect on the peak pressure and deformation rate stimuli
which is coneistent with experimental obseruatione while maximum
deformation deocreases somewhat as interround separation Increases,
Single-layered metal shields are superior to multilayered and rod.
shaped shields in reducing the initial peak presure and the average
deformation rate. They also do well in reducing the late time pressure,
Sin.gielayered plastic shields are not as effective. Multilayered shields
do a superior job of increasing the initial compression rise time and
reducing maximum deformation. They can also be effective in reduc.
ing the average deformation rate and late time pressure. While the
multilayered shields perform beat only with respect to maximum
deformation, tdy are a close second with respect to every other measure
of sympathetic detonation stimulus. Rod-shaped shields are most
effective in increasing the initial rise time bat produce high late time
pressures, higher maximum deformations than no shield at all, and
average deformation rates which are greater than those with any of the
other shielde.

INTRODUCTION mechanism, In order to reduce the vulnerabil-
ity of stored ammunition, shielding between

Experience with sympathetic detonation rounds has been used to prevent initiation
of munitions has led to the interpretation that, of detonation in a round (the acceptor) when
for unprotected rounds, the primary propaga- one of its neighbors (the donor) detonates.1"3

tion mechanism at close range is shock The shielding serves primarily to prevent
initiation due to casing impact while at longer direct impact of the donor casing or its
range, fragment penetration is the primary fragments on the acceptor, thus reducing the
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initiation stimulus. When shields are used, the
shock and penetration mechanisms may be
eliminated but propagation of violent reaction
still often occurs. 1onsiderable delays in the D ,
response of the acceptor have frequently been 00 OR SHICLO ACCEPTOR
observed in the presence of shielding. The - -'", i ,-i#/
mechanism in this case is apparently related to
the rapid deformation of the round end Is not -
well understood. Work by Howe, Gibbons, and .... Lj . ' -.. V
Webber has demonstrated that the gross defor- ._
mation of a munitiorn leads to the formation of
a region of severe damage in the explosive near
the impact point and to shear concentrations in
the remainder of the explosive.* Figure 1. Physical Configuration of Shielding

Numerical simulation of detonation prop- Simulation
agation in somewhat simplified geometries haii
been successful In guiding the design of shields
to eliminate the shock mechanism. We have 20.

already simuiated round-to-round detonation
propagation, with and without shielding,5 , 3.-

using the reactive 2DE code and shielding
effectiveness in reducing shock initiation 10. 0-
stimulus levels in one dimension7A using the
STEALTH9 cede. The reactive models may be
of interest in predicting the response of 5.0e_ i
acceptors to pure shock stimuli but are
generally inadequate to describe reaction in 0.0
the complex environment associated with sym-
pathetic detonation. Use of these models serves 5 . 0
only to obscure the stimuli generated. For the Figure 2. Typical Zoning. Pressure i.,a
present investigation, we have extended the monitored at filled cells.
nonreactive STEALTH simulation of shielding
effectiveness to two dimensions in order to cylindrical rod. Unshielded configurations
study shield influence on mec lnisms associ- were also considered. The acceptor represen-
ated with both compression and deformation of tation is similar to that of the donor except that
the acceptor explosive and to address the fill is "inert" TNT.
additional shield design considerations. Hyperbolicelliptic computational grids

SIMUIATION DESCRIPTION were generated for explosive fills. Casings are
described by polar grids. Rectangular grids

The problem elements are the donor, the were used for the slab shields and an external
shieid, and the acceptor as illustrated in Fig- program was used to generate grids for rod-
ure 1. Symmetry about the x and y axes leads shaped shields. Typical zoning is illustrated in
to -a simulation of a singlo center-initiated Figurm 2. Explosive fill grids are 10 by 7 zones
donor flanked by shields and acceptors on for the donor and 40 by 10 zones for the
either side. The donor consists of a steel casing acceptor. Casing grids are 20 zones per quad-
10 mm thick and '06 mm in outside diameter rant by 5 zones. Shield grids are 5 zones per
with a Composition B (Comp B) 5l1 which Is 10 mm by 5 zones per 10 mm. The grids inter-
caused to datonate in order to initiate the act with one another without imparting
computation. The shield coi-ifiguration is frictional forces. We attempted to run each
varied. It may consist of a single layer of one problem to 120 Ps after donor initiation and
material, multiple layers of two materials, or a were successful in most cases.
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The detonation Comp B I simulated Table 1. Sunmmary ofProbLem Confijurationa
using the built-in "LLNL HE Burn" model
which incorporates the JWL equation of state Interround Shield
to describe the products, 'rho inert TNT is Shield spIcirndj Thickness
described by Lee's unreacted JWL equation of Mawerial (mSa (T m)
state10 and all other materials by Wilkins' -... .m
modeli with 304 steel used for the cusing. unshiulded 0.0

In order to provide a baseline from which unshielded 10.0
to evaluate the stimulus reduction provided by unshielded 20.0
shielding, we made several computations with- unshielded 30.0 --

out shielding in which intorround separation tungsten 80.0 30.0
was varied. We then proceeded to computa- steel 30.0 30.0
tions in which we used three different shield Lucite 30.0 30.0
ma.terials: steel, Lucite, and tungsten. For steel 20.0 20.0
steel and Lucite, the effect of shield thickness, steel 30.0 20.0
lateral extent, and of spaces between the shield Lucite 30.0 20.0
and the rounds were considered, Computations Lucite 30.0 20.0
with multilayered shields consisting bf steel
and lucite were also made. Some of the multi- Luc-st-Luc 30,0 12.0-6.0-12.0
layered shields considered simulate configura- Luc-st-Luc 30.0 10.0-10.0-10.0
tions tor which experimental data ts available. Luc-st-Luc 30.0 9.0-12.0-9.0
Additional computations consider variations in Lue-mt-Luc 30.0 7.5-15.0-7.5
the order of shield material at constant areal st-Luc-st 30.0 10.0-10.0-10.0
density and the substitution of tungsten for st-Luc-st 30.0 9.0-12.0-9.0
steel. Finally, we also considered rod-shaped at-Luc-st 30.0 7.6-15.0-7.5
shields of different materials. All of the Luc-W-Luc 30s0 10.0-10.0-10.0
computations are summarized in Table 1, Luc-W-Luc 30,0 9.0-12.0-9.0

STIMULUS Luc-W-Luc 30.0 7.5-15,0-7,6
CHARACTERIZATIONS W-Luc-W 30.0 10.0-10.0-10.0

W-Luc-W 30,0 9.0-12.0-9.0
Several measures of sympathetic detona- W-Luc-W 30.0 7.5-15.0-7.5

tion stimulus levels corresponding to different steel rod 30.0 30.0
ignition mechanisms have been extracted from Lucite rod 30.0 30.0
the computations. These are associated with tungsten rod 30.0 30,0
either the pressures generated in the acceptor
explosive or its deformation. Of particular
importance to ignition are the strength of the histories for all monitored points with and
initial compresslon and its rise time, as well as without shielding are shown In Figure 3. In
the rate at which the acceptor explosive is general, these configurations do not give rise
deformed. The maximum deformation pro- to discontinuous shock waves. Rather, the
duced may also be of some importance, initial waves are romps with various rise times
particularly as it relates to the degree of and peak pressures, The Initial peak pressure
damage to the explosive. Finally, the general is highest and the rise time shortest s the
pressure levels produced are important since near-side casing Interface at or near the
they influence the burning rate regardless of centerline. The pressure decreases and the rise
the ignition mechanism, time increases approximately as the distance

from the near-side centerline increases. In
Compression order to simplify matters, the pressure history

in all of our computations, pressure was of the point in the acceptor explosive just Inside
monitored at a number of points in the acceptor the casing on the centerline is assumed to be
explosive as indicated in Figure 2. Pressure representative of the overall loading of the
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Figure 3 Typical Acceptor Explouive Pressure Histories

acceptor explosive (especially in the region in average rate of change of this parameter with
which ignition has been observed) arii has time has also boon considered. This is defined
been used in the rest of this report to charac- as the average rate of change of the defor-
terlse the compression stimulus,. Cenerally, we mation as it varies from 6 to 90 percent of its
saw an initial compresion followed after some maxhmum value. It is assumed that the
time by reflected waves. The initial wave is of mechanisms affecting sensitivityof the acceptor
particular interest since it is usually impli- are directly related to these parameters. In
cated in Initiation when no shielding is pres- particular, the shear strain rates associated
enit. When shielding sufficient to inhibit shock with ignition of the explosive should be
initiation is present, the later time pressure generally proportional to the deformation rate
history may be important, especially insofar as for all geometrically similar problems.
it influences the rate of burning, Both the
amplitude and rise time of the initial com- RESPONSE OF UNSHIELDED
pression are considered to be factors ir"flu- ACCEPTORS
encing sensitivity. Rise times in the numerical
solutions may, in part, be artifacts of the Compresson
numerical shock representation. The computed
rise time associated with a genuine shock wave Four problems with separations between
is governind by the artifiial viscosity and the rounds of 0, 10, 20, and 30 mm were con-
zone size, This seemed to be about 2 ps or less sidered. The 30 mm spacing corresponds to
in our computations. Thus, rise times longer impact at the maximum casing velocity
than this, may be considered to result from the achieved in the absence of fragmentation.
geometry and loading of the problem and are Pressure histories in the acceptor explosive at
not simply artifacts, The critical energy the casing interface on the centerline are
criterion, often expressed in terms of fp2dt, has shown in Figure 4. The time axis has been
not been used because it is not generally shifted for each computation such that the
applicable to complex waveforms. initial compression appears at about the same

time in the plot.
Deformation In the contact case, ao normal casing

Deformation may produce shear concen- impact occurm and a 2.4 OPa compression with
trations within the acceptor explosive or slip at a rise time of about 4 ps is produced. In the
the casing interface leading to ignition and/or cases where there is an initial separation,
damage to the charge which enhances burn impact of the donor casing on the acceptor pro-
propagation. We have simply characterized duces somewhat stronger initial pulses with
deformation using the change in length of the amplitudes ranging from 3.5 to 4.1 GPa and
acceptor explosive fill along the x axis normal- rise times of less than 4 ps. For these cases, the
ihed with respect to its original length. The variation of peak pressure with separation is
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cases, the pressure has dropped essentially to
0 by about 90 ps after initial shock entry. The

...... n.general prosure levels following the initial
Unboltcompression are similar in all four cases,

Defor'mation
The sequence of grid plots In Figure 5

shows the typical physical configuration of the
rounds as a function of time. neformation is
plottd tas a function of time for the four

Time Ll unshielded cases in Figure 8. Deformation
Figure 4. Effect of Separation on Acceptor increases with time until a maximum is
Ezplosive Pressure History for Unshielded reached and then decreases. The maximum
Roun&b deformations and average deformation rates

are summarized In Table 2. Maximum defor-
weak and no specific trend may be observed. mation shows some mitigation at the larger
The valie of approximately 3.8 UPa for the separations. The deformation rate, on the
80 mm spacing compares favorably with an other hand, is lowest for rounds in contact and
experimental measurement of 4.4 OPa,1 This does not vary significantly when an initial
pressure is sufficient to promptly initiate a separation is present.
Comp B fill.

Subsequent compressions arise from Interpretation

reflections from rear portions of the acceptor The peak pressure and deformation rate
casing or the y axis symmetry plane. The are minimised for rounds in contact. Thus,
curved nature of the former Interface produces both the compression and shear mechanisms
incremental reflections which arrive at the are consistent with experimental observations
monitored cell over a period of time. This pro- of suppression of sympathetic detonation for
duces a compression with a long rise time rounds in contact. It appears that deformation
which is about as strong as the initial shock, rate must be considered along with "shock" as
Since the cell being monitored lies in the an active mechanism for unshielded rounds.
acceptor fill at the casing interface, we observe
this wave as it is being reflected again, SHOCK AND DEFORMATION
accounting for the high pressure. The arrival MITIGATION BY SHIELDS
time of the reflection from the symmetry plane
varleFi with the interround separation. These Results with Single-Layered Shields
shocks appear as spikes in the plot following
the initial shock by about 20 to 80 ps. The We have considered three different shield
pressures generated by the shock reflections materials: steel, Lucite (representing a low.
are not significantly higher than the initial density, low-impedance material), and tungsten
shock pressures, and detonation would pre- (representing a high-density, high-impedance
sumably have occurred long before any of these material). Figure 7 shows pressure history
reflections could have any effect. In all these plots for rounds shielded by 30 mm thick slabs

*oe •,•) , me,.- e * e u. ,~, . t,. ,o. o.•o. ,,

. -t o., Ia.

0-04

I.o o ..0 Cd .. 0 0. 1. .

Figure 5. Sequence of Grid Plots for Unshielded Rounds With an Initial Separation of30 mm
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(mm) (mmmm) Rat tugste sheldIs osteffective irs reducing

(mmmm) (mm/mm/mu) late-time pressure. In theme problems, the
0 0196 .63pressures have not drop.ped back to zero by the

10 0.104 4.63 end of the computation,

20 03186 5113 A sequence of grid plots for the steel
s0 0.175 5.08 shield it shown In Figure 8, while Figurel9

__________ ________ _________ shows the deformation as a function of time
associated with all three shields, The maxi.

of each material extending laterally to the full mum deformations and average deformation
round diameter and In contact with both the rates are summarized in Table 3. The Lueit~e
donor and acceptor, shield allows the greatest maximum deforma-

Wit stel nd ungte, te iitil pak tion and deformation rate. The deformation
sWith swerel anucd tugten0,8 thanitial peak shows some "ripples" near the peak associated

prespectiely werte reiued toimes reaind 05Oat with the reflected shocks. The steel and tung-
absoutively, Ind the rise ofthmeste shelad, at sten shields do not produce markodly different

second comnpression with approximately the rateismuch loerformationsutthedfrmto
same strength and rise time follows the first raeimuhlwrfrtnge.
after about 15 pm. With the tungsten shield, Results with Multilayered Shields
there iv a relatively weak second compression.
With the Lu'ite shield, the pressure was Shields with multiple layers provide
r~tecod only to 2.3 GPa but %he rime time was additional Impedance discontinuitieel which
increased to about 8 p.. This pressure Is con- were effective in breaking transmitted shocks
eidriorbly higher than the measured value of' tip Into a series of weaker shocks or producing
0.7 Uso with polyethylene shields, I1 Notably, Increased rise times in our one-dimensional
the value Is clos~i to that computod for rounds In study. We have also examined the effective-
contact. At late times, there are aeveral strong ness of three-layered shields composed of alter-
reflected waves generated by the Impedance nate loyers of steel and Lucite as well as of
d'ascorstinuilien between the Lucite shield and alternate layers of tungsten and Lucite In the
steel caoings. The flow In this region is -more present two-dimensional study. The order of
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Figure 9. Effect of Single-Layered Shield

Materiial on Acceptor Bxploelve Deformation *V - , ..
History Time

Table 3, Effect of Shield Material on Maximum Figure 10, Effect of Layer Thickness on
Deformation and Average Deformation Rate for Acceptor Explosive Pressure History for
30 mm Thick Single-Layered Shield Multilayered Lucite..Steel.Lucite Shield.

Maximum Average which polyethylene was used instead of Lucite
Shield Deformation Deformation as the outer layer of the shield and steel was

Material Rate used as the inner layer. We considered inner
(mm/m m/ms) layer thicknesses of 6, 10, 12, and 15 mm with

Lucite 0.18'7 0,167 a 30 mm total shield thickness. The pressure

steol 0.132 0.132 histories for these are shown in Figure 10.
These computations showed art increase in

tungsten 0.123 0,123 initial compression rise time to about 8 to 10ps.

An experimental measurement is available for
the materials and the relative thicknesses ol" a configuration comparable to the shield with
the layers were varied but all of the shields the 6 mm thick steel layer. The experimental
were 30 mm thick and symmetry wau always value of 0.4 OPa is considerably lower than the
maintained, We did not generally observe computed value of 2.4 OPa, Shield perform-
"shock" breakup in the two-dimensional com- ance improves at both early and late times
putations (because the principal compression is with increasing steel content consistent with
created downstream of the shield by its impact the experimental results.
on the acceptor casing), but we did see a Results with steel as the outer layer are
significant increased rise time effect. Pressure shown in Figure 11. Inner layer thicknesses of
histories from these computations are shown in 10, 12, and 15 mm were considered. These
Figires 10 through 13. shields produce a substantial increase in rise

Some of the computations were designed time to about 15 ps. At early times, there is
to simulate experimental configurations in only a slight effect of steel content on the
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Figure II: Effect of Layer Thickness on Figure 13, Effect of Layer Thickness on
Acceptor Explosive Pressure History for Acceptor Explolue Pressure History for Multi.
Multilayered Stel-Lucite-Steel Shields Layered Tungsten-Lucite-Tungsten Shields

about 15 to 20 ps, The pressure histories are
remarkably insensitive to variations in the
tungsten content,

-- ?"-A- MAN Results obtained when the order of the
a .shield materials is reversed while maintaining1 .*~~ 15 mm thick inner layer) are illustrated in

Figure 14 for stoel and in Figure 15 for tung-
sten. For steel, the peak pressure is essentially

0 unchanged, but the rise time is increased to
.0 Ike Tim--"• about 17 ps when steel is the outer component.

Time [As] However, this configuration produces a rela-

Figure 12, Uffect of Layer Thickness on tively high late pressure. The results are simi-
Acceptor Expl.iue Pressure History for Multi- lar for tungsten but some pressure reduction
layered Lucile.Tungsten -Luclte Shields accompanies the rise time incra"e from 10 to

20 ps with tungsten as the outer component.
initital peak pressure but, at late times, con- When tungsten is substituted for steel in
siderably lower pressures are produced when either the inner or outer layers, the initiation
more steel is present in the shield, The wave stimulus is generally reduc•d as shown in the
structure iii simplified considerably, pressure histories in Figures 16 and 17. Rise

Results with tungsten as the inner layer times are somewhat longer and initial peak
are shown in Figure 12. Inner layer thick- pressures and late time pressures are substan-
nesses of 10, 12, and 15 mm were considered. tially reduced.
Again, pressure levels are substantially lower. Effective deformation mitigation is also
The rise time of the initial compresvion is achieved with multilayered shields. A sequence
about 10 ps in each case and the peak pressure of grid plots for a steel-Lucite-steel shield Is
is relatively insensitive to the tungsten con- shown in Figure 18. All of the results for three-
tent. At late times, lower pressures are
produced when more tungsten is present in the layered shields are sunmarlted in Table 4.shield, For shields containing steel, the performance

improves with increasing steel content. For
Results with tungsten as the outer layer shields having a 6S0 percent steel content,

are shown In Figure 13. Inner layer thick- results are better when the steel is in the inner
nesses of 10, 12, and 15 mm were considered. layer. (This is the opposite of the effect on
These shields exhibit even longer rise times of initial compression rise time.) When tungsten
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Figure 14. Effect of Material Order on Acceptor Figure 16, Effect of Inner Layer High
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Figure 15. Effect of Materia Order on Acceptor Figure 17. Effect of Outer Layer High
Explosive Pressure Hlistory for Multilayered Impedance Material on Acceptor Explouive
Turngsisn-Lucile Shield. Pressure History for Multilayered~hield.

Figure 18. Sequence of Grid Plots for Round. Shielded by a 30 mm Thick Steel-Lucite -Steel Stab
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Table 4. Effect ofSuhild Conflguration on Maximum Deformation and
Average Deformation Rate for 30 mm Thick Multilayered Shields

Material Layer Maximum Average
Dimensions Deformation Deformation

RateConfiguration (mm-mm-mm) (mm/mm) (mm/mm)

Luc-At-Luc 12.0-6.0'12.0 0.142 3,10
Luc-pt-Luc 10.0-10.0-10.0 0.140 2.83
Luc-st-Lue 9.0-12.0-9,0 0.127 2.53
Luc-st-Luc 7.5-15.0-7.5 0.127 2.02
at-Luc-st 10.0-10,0-10,0 * -2,1
st-Luc-t 9.0-12.0-9.0 0.129 2.48
st-Luc-st 7.5-16,7.5 0.138 2.46

Luc-W-Luc 10.0-10.0-10,0 0.121 1.83
Luc-W-Luc 9.0-12,0-9.0 0,119 1.70
Luc-W-Luc 7,5-15.0-7.5 0,121 1.48
W-Luc-W 10.0-10,0-10,0 0,113 1.97
W-Luc-W 9.0-12.0-9.0 0,117 2.11
W-Luc-W 7.5.15.0-7.5 0.120 2,31

*Computation terminated before maximum deformation,

is substituted for steel further improvement in origin may be observed. Pressure histories are
both the maximum deformation and average also compared with those for corresponding
deformation rate is obtained, As an outer layer 30 mm thick full-extent shields in Figures 20
material, tungsten produces smaller maximum through 22. Although the initial compression
deformations but higher average deformation Is slow with rods, the ultimate pressure levels
rates than as an Inner layer material, are generally much higher than with slabs,

with the possible exception of Lucite.
Results with Rod-Shaped Shields A grid plot sequence for the steel rod is

Computations were made with 30 mm shown In Figure 23, The maximum deforma-
diameter rod-shaped steel, Lucite, and tungsten tions and average deformation rates are even
shields. The Lucite problem failed at about greater than those produced without shielding.
40 ps. The pressure histories are compared In No significant differences between the materi-
Figure 19. The pressure rises relatively slowly als are obvious, The results are summarized in
and is initially independent of rod material. At Table 5.
late times, however, strong shocks of uncertain

Summary and Comparison of Shields
-- In Table 6, we compare all of the shields
....... Welts on the basis of the ranges of values of the

important parameters obtained for each
general category of shield, Specifically con-
sidered are- the peak pressure of the initial
compression, the associated rise time, the
"maximum deformation produced, and the
average rate of deformation, The results for

14-T.- shields constructed of Lucite only indicate that01o 10.0 40.0 80.0 ;. 1,o 4 a"• o
Time Cps] low-density plastic materials generally provide

Figure 19. Effect of Rod-Shaped Shield Mate. inadequate protection. Shields containing
rial on Acceptor Explosive Preesureffietory tungsten, on the other hand, provide e::cellent
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protection bdt are almost always impractical
g • ,due to cost and weight considerations. Special
S -- m"i se attention, then, should be given to the shields

7 *'............ .ish which'incorporate steel. The best such shields
for reducing the peak pressure are the single-

" •layered slabs, The rise time is most favorably
'" affected by rod-shaped shields. Multilayered

shields provide the greatest mitigation of
['" u maximum deformation while the slabs are best

................... for reducing deformation rate, While the
oQ'0 1ho 4o o o1 multilayered shields perform best only with

Time [j•s] respect to maximum deformation, they are a
Figure20. Comparison ofthePressureHistory close second with respect to every otherfigraSteel 20. Compris that foraSteuel S orb measure of sympathetic detonation stimulus.
for a SteeL Rod with that for a Steel Slab This makes them an attractive choice,

especially in consideration of the uncertainty
about what mechanism may be dominant in
any particular case, Although the rodshaped
shields perform well in one respect, their
overall poor performance makes them unlikely

9. I fto U candidates,
S - ?TaIOSe W~...... 0.. T0 6" II

Twi,.s" CONCLUSION
,. Conclusions regarding the effectiveness of

ashielding that may be drawn from the computedI: _results depend upon the mechanism(s) that are
"regarded as contributing to initiation of the

,,............. ............................. ......... " acceptor. W e found that, for unshielded rounds,&0 • & 1; interround separation has an effect on the
Time [sus compression and deformation rate stimuli

Figure 21. Comparison of the Pressure History which is consistent with experimental observa-
for a Tungsten Rod with that for a Tungsten tions while deformation decreases somewhat
Slab as interround separation increases. Because

the net deformation cannot generally be related
to a heating rate, we favor the use of the
pressure history and the deformation rate to
assess shielding effectiveness, Both of these
contribute, and shields which reduce both are

-" M..•expected to be most effective. At least three
-LAS M aspects of the pressure history are of interest:

" ........... the initial peak pressure, the initial com-
4" pression rise time (and/or pressurization rate),
3. and the late time pressure. We have also

considered the average deformation rate and,
" .......... ,,for completeness, the maximum deformation.

Single-layered metal shields are superior
0.0 3 to multilayered and rod.shaped shields in

Time [ovs reducing the Initial peak pressure and the
average deformation rate, They also do well in

Figure 22. Comparison of the Pressure History reducing the late time pressure. They should
for a Lucite Rod with that for a Lucite Slab be chosen if initial rise time turns out to be an
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Figure 23. Sequence of Grid Plot# for Rounds Shielded by a 30 mm Diameter Steel Rod

Table 5. Effect of Shield Material on Maxi. unimportant consideration. Single-layored

mum Deformation and Average Deformasion plastic shields are not an effective, Multi-

Rate for 30 mm Diameter Rod.Shqped Shieds layered shields do a superior job of Increasing
the initial compression rise time and maxl-

Maximum Average mum deformation. They can also be effective
Shield maxion Deformatfon in reducing the average deformation rate and

Material Deformation Rate late time pressure, Their choice may be die-(mm/mm) (mm/ms/ms) tated when reduction of the initial compressior
Lucite -3.9 rise time Is more important than reduction of
Steel 0,242 4.02 the initial peak pressure. Because they perform

Tungsten 0.262 3.71 well with respect to all types of stimulus, they
should be considered when the sympathetic

*Computation terminated before maximum detonation mechanisms are most uncertain,
deformation. Rod-shaped shields are most effective in

increasing the initial rise time but produce

Table 6. Comparleon of Shield Types Bced on Typical Values

Peak Rise Maximum Deformation
Shield Presure Time Deformation Rate

(OPa) (Ps) (mm/mm) (mR/mm/mu)

Unshielded:
contact 2.4 3.9 0.20 4.6
noncontact 3.5-4.1 2.2-3.5 0,19-0.19 5.1

Slabs:
steel *0.8-1.5 4.0-6.0 0.13-0.16 $,9-2.4
Lucite 1.6-2.7 5.9-8,3 0.16-0.19 2,9-4.0
tungsten 0.5-1.0 3.8-4,2 0.12 1.2-2.2

Multilayer:
Luc-st-Luc 1.5-2,5 7.8-9.4 *0.13-0,14 2.0-3.1
st-Luc-st 1.3-1,5 13.1-17.1 $0.13-0.14 2.1-2.5
Luc-W-Luc 1.1-1.2 9.9-10,6 0.12 1.5-1.8
W-Luc-W 0.9-1.0 15.3-20.0 0.11-0.12 2.0-2.3

Rods:
steel 1.5 *20.0 0.24 4.0
Lucite 1.7 12.3 ** 3.9
tungsten 1.1 9.9 0.26 3.7

* Best steel configuration.
** Computation termirated before maximum deformation.
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A COMPUTATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLL OF SHIELDING IN
PREVENTING THE SYMPATHETIC DETONATION OF MUNITIONS

STARKENBERG

MECHANISMS FOR SYMPATHETIC THE INFUENCE OF SHIELDING ON
DETONATION INCLUDE.... THESE MECHANISMS 18....

shook Initiation it cloe range mitigation of shook strength, rise time and duration
fragment penetration at long rang. the prevention of dimsrte fragment Impact
shearing flow Induced by rapid deformation reduOtion of deformation and deformation rates

2.0 REPRESENTATION

1,y

DONOR SHIELD ACOEPTOR

SIMULATION DESCRIPTION ~I I'

ACcPTOR DONOR ACCEPTOR
SHIELD SHIELD

I so---

STIMULUS CHARACTERIZATIONS 0

50

COMPRESSION.... 07
0 50 100 150 200

of the explosive Is manifest In finite rise-time waves (mm)
rather then discontinuous *hooks. The loading may be COMPUTATIONAL GRID -
characterized by the peak pressure, rise time and late PRESSURE WAS MONITORED
time pressure at a point in the explosive just within the Casing. AT FILLED CELLS
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- CIN,,NLN,,CAIN ,N,,AAC DEFORMATION.
:- ----- CASING INIIAVACC

CNTILN, may produce shear concontratlonm leading to ignition of the
explosive. It may be simply characterized by an engineering
strain defined by the change In diameter of the acceptor liii
divided by its original diameter. The average rAte of deformation

is another important parameter characterliing the Ignition
T11e I A1 I stimulus,

UNSHIELDED

CINO IIL NI CALI NO INTINFACI
CAIINO I4IlP1ACI

-. .. CINII|LINI

SHIELDED

Unshielded rCylindrical Rod

7 CONFIGURATIONS

SIlngle-layered slab Multilayered slab

RESPOS OF UNSHIELDED ACCEPTORS~ E FFECT OF SEPARATION BETWEEN ROUNDS
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I 30as $ 60/s

t • 90 /A$s t •120/•s

AVEhAGE
INTERROUND PEAK RISE MAXIMUM DEFORMAT1ON
SEPARATION PRESSURE TIME DEFORMATION RATE

(MM) (GPt) (IS) (mm/mm) (mm/mm/mG)

0 2.4 3.9 0.196 4.63
10 4.1 2.6 0.194 5.13
20 3.5 2.2 0.186 5.13
30 3.8 3.5 0.175 5.08

IPACWNG

........... CONIACt

200" ,both peak pressum and average deformation rate am
- M 30M minimum for rounds In contact oonslitent with mome

R,, Iexperimental observations of suppression of sympathetic

Ti..a Idetonation for rounds In contact.

Time [Mal]
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RESULTS WITH SINGLE-LAYERED SHIELDS - EFFECT OF SHIELD MATERIAL

f it 30/u t s 60/s.

t 90 ,us t 120 ,us

,- - MhIAVERAGE
MUITI

- -. ,UNOSI. SHIELD PEAK RISE MAXIMUM DEFORMATiON

SMATERIAL PRESSURE TIME DEFORMATION RATEJ (mm) (aPe) (1f6) (mm/mm) (mm/mm/mm/), \ .. ............ ...,

lucite 2.3 8.0 0.167 3.37
steel 0.8 4.0 0.132 1.94

60 Duo 400 "1 NO 100 IWOTim. (.01 tungsten 0.5 4.2 0.123 1.18

Pressures, maximum deformation and average deformation
rates generally decrease with Increasing shield density
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MULTILAYERED 
SHIELDS

t x 30,us ta 45/L

t •60/18t 7F

AVERAGE
PEAK RISE MAXIMUM DEFORMATION

CONFIGUHATION PRESSURE TIME DEFORMATION RATE
(7.5mm - 15.0mm • 7.5mm) (GPI) (Atu) (mm/mm) (mm/mm/ms)

luclte- steel . luclte 1.5 7.8 0.127 2.02
steel- luolte - teel 1.5 17.1 0.138 2.46
luolte - tungsten - luclte 1.1 10.5 0.121 1.48
tungsten lucite - tungsten 1.0 19.6 0.120 2.31
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RESULTS WITH MULTILAYERED SHIELDS - EFFECT OF SHIELD MATERIALS

-- 001IL OUCIIO 01001!

1UNOMIIN LUCI|,tUNG1 iON

SI. P l III -l I

00 no* 460 fo Q 000 1,00 woo
Timte lu'i

SI I I 0I . 13mni

L 5 ra m l .110 Lu c$ ff

LUt IfIIIIO L L UCIO Ia .i .. ll LUClII OIUNOOSIINK.L UCLII

MAXIMUM DEFORMATIONS ARE GENERALLY LOWER WITH -a

TUNGSTEN LAYERS

a DIFORMATION RATES ARE GENERALLY LOWER WITH I 1
TUNGSTEN LAYERS 0: -. I...

Q 'I . .... .....-.. .. ..

00 im00 400 0 100 loo V."riml.- R __.a

RESULTS WITH MULTILAYERED SHIELDS. EFFECT OF MATERIAL ORDER j

,- 411i LUCIIO still

lull 11 LUC 11
4

2 I RISE TIMES ARE GENERALLY LONGER WITH HIGH-DENSITY

o"-i OUTER LAYERS

0, .... O n . ... . .W

- 1UNOIIIN WC1t1 I UNOIO• N

I .OUlciI IUNOOtiN LUCItl

II- iiI DEFORMATION RATES ARE GENERALLY LOWER WITH
LOW-DENSITY OUTER LAYERS

00.410l 40 *1l 0 *010 •J LIX))' i,0]

I A1M1 0 11 1 A a V I
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RESULTS WITH ROD-SHAPED SHIELDS

In 25 us 1 50

AVERAGE
SHIELD PEAK RISE MAXIMUM DEFORMATION

MATERIAL PRESSURE TIME DEFORMATION RATE
(mm) (GPS) (Os) (mm/mm) (mm/mm/rns)

luoite 1,7 12,3 -%3.9
steel 0.9 10,0 0.242 4.02
tungsten 1.1 9,9 0.262 3,71

'computation terminased before maximum deformation

RoNI -

ROD SHIELDS GENERALLY PRODUCE.... r,,otl

LONG RISE TIMES
VERY HIGH MAXIMUM DEFORMATIONS
VERY HIGH DEFORMATION RATES
VERY HIGH LATE-TIMF PRESSURES

rd d .. , It' J
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CONCLUSIONS....

PEAK PRESSURE AND DEFORMATION RATE TRENDS ARE
CONSISTENT WITH EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS FOR
UNSHIELDED MUNITIONS

VERY HIGH DENSITY SHIELD MATERIALS GENERALLY
PROVIDE THE GREATEST SYMPATHETIC DETONATION
STIMULUS MITIGATION

SINGLE.LAYERED SLABS PROVIDE STIMULUS
MITIGATION WHICH INCREASES WITH INCREASING
DENSITY EXCEPT FOR RISE TIME

MULTILAYERED SHIELDS PROVIDE THE BEST RISE

TIME AND DEFORMATION MITIGATION AND VERY
GOOD PEAK PRESSURE AND DEFORMATION RATE
MITIGATION

ROD-SHAPED SHIELDS PROVIDE VERY GOOD
RISE TIME MITIGATION BUT PRODUCE LARGE
DEFORMATIONS AND DEFORMATION RATES AND
VERY HIGH LATE TIME PRESSURE
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OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING OF
HNS MILD DETONATING FUSE

R. G. Jungst and M. E. Klpp
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

The explosive output characteristics of HNS in aluminum sheath mild
detonating fuse (MDF) have been measured with VISAR and
compared to results from HNAB in aluminum or PETN in lead sheath
MDF, Peal, particle velocities generated in PMMA windows by
detonating HNS MDF were found to decrease for smaller sample
diameters and pulse widths narrowed to approximately 0,35 us at half
maximum for a 2.grain/foot core load, Implications of this pulse shape
for acceptor initiation from MDF are discussed, A trailing peak whose
separation from the detonation front increased regularly with
increasing sample diameter was consistently present in the particle
velocity records, Numerical calculations revealed that a reflected wave
from the inner wall of the MDF sheath converges on the axis behind the
detonation front to form this feature. The effect of sheath material
properties and detonation front curvature on the amplitude and
position of this trailing peak were also investigated.

INTRODUCTION reduced, Since the relative Initiation sensiti-

Mild detonating fuse (MDF) is used in a vities of acceptor explosives are commonly
variety of applications, including explosive pulse width dependent, knowledge of the pulseranerie, shape produced by MDF would aid In selecting
transfer lines, delays, and precision timing materials and particle sizes for acceptor

trais. he xploive PEN, RX, NAB charges which would optimize interface per-
and HNS are all ccmmonly found in this type formance margins. Such information was not

of product, but HNS is of particular Interest
currently due to its improved thermal stabil- previously available for small diameter MDF
ity over these other materials. In some cases, samples, mainly because of experimentalthe desired explosive core load ty only a few difficulties inherent in studying these small

grains per foot which raises questions as to the explosive cross sections.

effects of the small diameter on explosive In this work, Velocity Interferometer
propagation and the characteristics of the System for Any Reflector (VISAR) instrumen-
explosive output into acceptor charges. Deto- tation2 was used to record the particle velocity
nation velocity (VOD) measurements on [INS produced in PMMA windows by detonation of
MDF have shown no explosive propagation different core loads of HNS in aluminum
effect from reducing explosive column diam- sheath MDF. For comparison, samples con-
eters down to 0.33 mm (a 1-grain/foot core taining [INAB in aluminum and PETN in lead
load),' but output has not been studied in were also evaluated. Numerical simulations of
detail, the experimental configuration were employed

The duration of the pressure pulse to provide insight into mechanisms responsible
produced in an acceptor from MDF would be for unexpected structure observed on the
expected to decrease as the MDF diameter is particle velocity records.
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RP-2 DET PM
WINDOW

12.7 mDIF"USE REFLECTIVE SURFACE

1.07 DIA X 2B,7 LO MDF - .076 THK KAPTON FILM

NOTE1 ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

Figure I. MDF Output Test Fixture

EXPERIMENTAL window is opaque, beam alignment was carried
out with a clear window of the same

Figure 1 shows the test fixture used in the dimensions in place. This accounts for beam
VISAR data acquisition, All samples were skewing due to refraction in the window
initiated with RP-2 detonators. Although material. The sample fixture was held in a
Figure 1 shows a piece of 2-grain/foot MDF gt heavy metal block so that no movement could
up for test, the same confIguration bored out to occur when the windows were exchanged.
a suitable diameter was used for a variety of Repeated switching of the windows with no
core loads, A 2 mm length of MD? was left observable change in alignment verified that
unsupported just in front of the window for all this was actually the case, A thin layer of
tests. The total length of the MDF sample was grease around the outer edge of the window
approximately 30 mm which served to isolate held it in contact with the fixture during test
the results from detonator effects. Slicing with firing, Grease at the center of the window was
a razor blade while supporting the MDF in a avoided since it was found to generally cause
metal block gave a reasonably square, flat end reflected light levels to fluctuate enough
which would minimize air gaps at the window during a shot that VISAR data were often lost,
interface. One face of the 12.7-mm thick A dual leg VISAR system operating at
PMMA window was lapped to give a diffuse
surface and then approximately 5000 A of 1 par velocity pe fie w a wsedoealumnumwar vaor epoite ontha fae ~ sure particle velocity at the PMMA windowaluminum was vapor deposited on that face to itrae o ahso,52dt onswr
provide a reflector for the VISAR laser beam. interface. For each shot, 512 data points were
The aluminum was protected from erosion by recorded with a time resolution of either 2 or
detonation products during the shot with a 4 nanoseconds per point, Missing fringes
0.076-mm thick Kapton buffer, needed to resolve velocity differences v,hen

Alignment of the VISAR laser beam on reducing the two VISAR data legs were Added
the part of the window directly opposite the in the first 5 ns of data.
explosive core of the MDF was critical to Core loads for all the MDF samplh,. were
recording useful data. The laser beam diam- derived from the measured weight loss when
eter was about 0,25 mm at the target, which in the explosive was dissolved using ditnethyl-
half the diameter of the explosive core in the formamide or acetone. The actual explosive
smallest sample studied, Since the aluminized density was calculated from this weight and
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Table I. MDF Sample Matris and Measured Characteristics

Core Load Sheath Explosive OD (mm) ID(rm)
(grain/foot) Explosive Material Density (g/cm)

1.95 PETN Lead 1.37 1.27 0.66
2,01 HtNAB Aluminum 1.46 1.09 0161
2,03* lINAB Aluminum 1.69 1.02 0.56
2.12 HNS-l1 Aluminum 3.31 1.07 0,68
2,13* lINS-II Aluminum 1.69 1.02 0.58
10.1 PETN Lead 1.50 2.64 1.47
14.6 IINS-1l Aluminum 1.47 2.67 1.63
19,1 PIUTN Lead 1,46 3.10 2.01
29.1 PETN Lead 1.45 3,66 2.46
79.9 IINS-I Aluminum 1.45 5.41 3.96

*Pressurized at 60 kpsi

the volume of the sheath cavity as determined variations due to the dominant explosive core
by filling an empty piece with a fluid of known density effect were discounted, The 1.69 km/s
density (glycerol). The largest core load MDF peak particle velocity (10,4 GPa pressure)
would not retain glycerol long enough for a generated in the PMMA window by the
weighing, so the cavity volume in this case was 1,95-grain/foot PHTN sample was unexpect-
obtained from the outer dimensions and a edly low, PHTN was predicted to generate
sheath volume based on the sheath weight and larger particle velocities In the VISAR
density, experiment than IINS at the same density,

based on simple overlaps of detonation product
RESULTS ANI) DISCUSSION adiabats with tlugonlots for unreacted Kapton

and PMMA, 3 At larger diameters, the experi.-
Visar Experiments mental PRTN MDF output. was close to

predictud values. The fact that PI'I'HN has aTable l lists the matrix of MDF samples smaller critical diameter than IINS argues

which was studied with the VISAR, Figure 2

shows typical particle velocity profiles against diameter aH the sole cause for the

recorded when firing MDF samples containing disagreement between experimental and

IINS explosive. A decrease in pulse width from predicted particle velocities. PETN explosive

1.45ps at half maximum In the 80 grain/foot propagation should have been affected less (if

case to 0.35 ps for the 2-grain/foot sample was at all) by the small size of the 2-grain/foot MDi

observed, The largest peak particle velocity ty reut or allSofTtheesamples.

also declined from 2.30 km/s to 1.69 km/s. velocity resultsforallofthesamples,
Some variability was noted in the amplitude The pulse widths were similar for all the
results from duplicate samples, but the pulse 2-grain/foot samples, which was expected
widths and the overall wave shape were, in considering the similarity in column diam-
general, quite reproducible. Lower particle uters. This width Is intermediate between that
volocitiescouldhavebeencausedinsomecases typical of large booster pellets and that
by slight gaps at the explosive/window inter- generated by flying plates,4 This implies that
face due to some roughness remaining in the the initiation sensitivities of acceptor explo.
explosive surface, Figure 3 compares the sives from 2-grain/foot MDF ought to also be
2-grain/foot HINS MDI output to those from intermediate to their sensitivities in typical
similar core loads of IINAB and PPETN in long and short pulse situations. In the case of
MDF. The largest peak particle velocity found ttNS, large particle size material is more
was similar for all three materials once sensitive to long pressure pulses such as in the
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Table 2, PMMA Particle Velocities Generated by MDF Samples

Explosive Particle Velocity Pressure in
Core Load Explosive Density (km/u) PMMA

(grain/foot) Type (g/cm] Predicted Observed (OPa)

1.95 PETN 1.37 2.06 1.69 10.4
2.01 HNAB 1.46 2.06 1.91 12.5
2.03* HNAH 1.69 2.29 2,23 15.9
2.12 HNS-11 1.31 1.76 1.69 10.4
2.13w HNS-II 1.69 2.35 2.13 14.8
10.1 PETN 1.50 2.30 2.21 15.7
14.6 HNS-II 1.47 2.00 1.96 12.9
19.1 PETN 1.45 2.21 2.23 15.9
29.1 PETN 1.45 2.21 2.27 16.4
79,9 HNS-I1 1.46 1.96 2.30 16,7

*Pressurized at 60 kpui

gap test, while a fine particle size has been significantly. This second peak does broaden
found to perform better in short pulse cases,5 the pulve delivered, particularly for small
Gap tests using 2-grain/foot HNS MDF donors diameter MDF, and therefore could have
and HNS acceptors with various particle sizes some influence on acceptor initiation margins.
confirm that fine particle material is slightly There were perceived to be two possible sources
more sensitive to the MOP outputO and, there- of thIs second peak: (1) The diagnostic tech-
fore, this situation is near a crossover point for nique used to obtain the particle velocity
optimum acceptor particle size, histories might be Intrusive, the sample

Pressurized samples of HNS and HNAB fixture itself being responsible for reflections
MDF did give higher outputs than their 0,
unpressurized analogs due to the higher 0
explosive core densities. Pulse widths were not 07 (pellet)
significantly affected by pressurization. The
pressurized 2-grain/foot HNB samples con- 0,
tained higher explosive core densities than the
80-grain/foot HNS MOF, but the peak particle o.
velocities were still lower in the small diam-
eter case. This suggests a diameter effect on 0.4

the peak pressure, but could also be partly
caused by an inability of the VISAR to record 0.3
the true peak for the sharper particle velocity 0.

profiles exhibited by the small diameter 0.2
samples.

Instead of a simple detonation wave
transmitted into the window, some additional
structure was nearly always present on the o.0 ,O
particle volocity records. The feature consist- E ,- cm (MWv
ently observed was a second peak trailing the G H14 + 0 FIN

detonation front whose position appeared
related to the sample diameter as shown in Figure 4. Diameter Dependence of Separation
Figure 4. Changing the explosive core of Second Particle Velocity Peak from Detona.
material did not seem to affect its location tLion Front
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causing the peak to form, or (2) The peak
forms in the MDF and is being accurately --

acquired by the diagnostic technique, Devel- 20 RC 0.4mm 20 RC- 0.5mm

oping insight as to the origin of this feature 16

was the motivating factor for the accompany- ~1
ing numerical studies. 12 1.

N1umerical Simulations

There were two approaches to the 4 4

numerical simulations: (1) a reactive kinetics 0 .- o •
model, and (2) programmed burn techniques. 3 0 1 2 3

A homogeneous reactive kinetics model has AxW1 Coordinate (mm) Axial Coordinate (mm)

recently been developed for very fine-grained
lINSr and the initial modeling work focused 2o Re- 0.7mm 20 - , 1.0mm

on using this with a recent versions of the
TOODY shockwave propagation code to
simulate detonation in 2-grain/foot [INS MIF. 12
The homogeneous model was developed for - /1,eg/cm3 HINS with a grain size of aboutI s

2 lim. While this is not very similar to the 25 - I
30 pm mean grain size of the HNS-Il used to 4 4

initially load the MI)F fill tubes, considerable 0 *---"--] oL
fracturing of the explosive particles does occur 0 1 2 3 0 .1 2 3

while the MDF is being reduced to its final AxialCordinate(mm) AxialCoordinate(mm)

diameter, IINS MIF cross sections do not Figure 5, Calculated Pressure Contours on
generally show well-defined explosive crystal the Axis of 2-Grainl/oot tINS in Aluminum
boundaries, so the precise particle size in the Sheath AMP[l Showing the Effect of Increaslng
MIO is not known, These calculations, of the Radius of Reaction Front Curvature;
2,13-grain/foot tINS core load, showed no
evidence of trailing wave formation in the pressure contour plot in Figure 6 for the case of
MDF during steady detonation and pressure curvature radius 0.4 mm (the axial pressure
contour plots indicated that there was very distribution corresponds to Rc = 0.4 mm in
little curvature of the detonation front, Figure 5). The interaction of the detonation
Ilowever, these calculations did make it clear front with the inner wall of the MiF sheath
that reflections from the window or buffer in produces a steady reflected wave which pro-
the fixture for the VISAR experiment were not jects rearward into the reaction products. For
responsible for the formation of the second shallow curvature, the reflected wave ampli-
wave, tude is small and the waves do not extend far

As a consequence of uncertainty as to enough to converge on the MDF axis. At some

whether the reactive model was really suited threshold curvature, the reflected waves attain

to analyze the behavior of this particular HINS, enough intensity to converge and the trailing

a programmed burn detonation definition in pulse appears, The separation between the two

TOODY was used to proscribe the curvature in peaks is primarily determined by the MDF

the detonation front, A series of calculations In core diameter, but, as illustrated in Figure 5

which the curvature varied indicated that, as for 2-grain/foot samples, is also controlled by

the radius of curvature decreased, there the curvature. Figure 7 compares calculated

appeared on the MrF axis a trailing peak and experimental PMMA particle velocity pro-

whose strength depended on the radius of files resulting from detonation of 2-grain/foot

curvature (Figure ) ) HNS MDF. Although the match is not perfect,
similar pulse shapes were obtained and no

An example of the internal reflections attempt has been made to refine the curvature
that lead to this structure is shown in a for a best fit. The amplitude of the calculated
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Pressure Contours (GPa)

RC- 0,4mm curve is expected to be lesu than that of the
experiment since a somewhat lower HINS

A density was used in the simulation, It should
A| . also be noted that the actual amplitude of the

0.4 -measured particle velocity could possibly be
less than shown here, due to divergent wave
effects in the PMMA window,9 A quantitative
evaluation of this is not possible without more
detailed characterization of the detonation

0.2 front curvature,
Additional simulations were carried out

to define what combinations of sheath material
properties and detonation front curvature
would cause a substantial second pulse to form,

The favorable combinations proved to be fairly
1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 limited, For example, maintaining a sheath

Axial Coordinate (mm) matorial impedance similar to aluminum, but
reducing the sound velocity and increasing the

Figure 6, Calculated Pressure in Detonating density (antimony material properties) signifl-
2.Grain/Foot lINS in Aluminum MDF with a cantly reduced the amplitude of the trailing
Detonation Front Curvature of 0,4 mm Radius, pulse as shown in Figure 8. Use of PMMA as
The pressure contours in one-half the axially the confining material led to a detonation wave
symmetric MD1 cross section show a reflected with a large curvature even with the reactive
wave from the sheath wail and the trailing peak kinetics model. However, the reflected waves
near 16 mm on the axis, were of such small amplitude in this case that

.4 , a second pulse did not appear to form, This is
. ,somewhat at odds with VISAH data on

L. - 6.35 min diameter IINS pellets pressed into
, -I - 'PMMA sleeves where a second wave was

,,... _ .. experimentally observed 0,75 ps after the
detonation front.3 The position or this peak

I followed the same diameter dependence as the

* -- - -- ---- MDI) samples (Boo Figure 4). The difference in
......... -"... . scale between the calculation with small diam-

,, - . - , eter PMMA confinement and the experiments
with pellets in 6,35 mm PMMA sleeves may

0., .......... ... . .account for the disagreement,
0A -. . .. ... .. . .. .

, . ..... "CONCLUSIONS
,0 :VISAi measurements have found the

-0? I • i output of 2-grain/foot IINS MI)I to be
L? I, . intermediate in pulse width to pressure pulses

N•E ) from booster pellets and thin flying plates,
Figure 7. Particle Velocity Profile at the Output amplitude was also somewhat reduced
PMMA Window Interface from Detonating for small core load MIF as compared to larger
2-Grain/Foot [INS in Aluminum Sheath MI)F, diameter samples, This may at least partially
Experimental VISAR record is from a pres. be due to uncertainties in recording the initial
surized MDY sample containing HNS at 1.69 sharp peak in the particle velocity profiles
glcm3 density. Calculated curve was obtained generated by small diameter samples. These
with a 0.5 mm radius detonation front and results imply that fine particle IINS acceptor
1.6 g/cm 3 FINS detonation parameters. charges should optimize initiation margins at
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interfaces with very small diameter HNS MDF
donors. The beginning of thip trend has been
confirmed by experiments with 2-grain/foot
H NS MDF. Numerical modeling of the VISAR
test has revealed that a secondary pressure
pulse trailing the detonation front originates
within the MDF and that its relative position

18 and amplitude are related to the particular
Aluminum Sheath A. material propertios of the MDF sheath and the

degree of curve.ture of the detonation front.
This combination of measurement and simula,.
tion has led to an enhanced understanding of

12 details regarding MDF output. In addition,
R 0.5mm MDF offers a rather unique two-dimensional

C ,test which may aid in evaluation of new reac-
tiorg kinetics models for explosive detonation.
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Characterize small diameter MOF donors to optimize
interface margins with various acceptors in explosive trains.

CONCLUSIONS
" Pro~ pus widihs generated by 2 gjrain toot MOF

saple arnemdmate to those trom booster peilets or

"Fieparil acpor miaterinl is indicated to optimize the

interface t very smal diaer MO oos



I ~ EXPERIMENT

Velocity Interferometeor System for Any Ref lector (VI SAR)

Operating Parameters:
Laser spot size0 0.25mm
Velocity per fringe lmmlJis
Number of dais points 512
Time resolution 2 or 4 ns

MOP Test Fixture

~~~~ 15 I/ - fUSE AIVLOCTIve SURFACE

1.01 IA2*I LONG M., J 0.76TH4ICK KAPtON FILM

NOTE, ALL DIMENSIONS ARE 114 MILLIMETERS

Sample Matrix and Output Results
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Detonation Front Curvature Affects Calculated Shape of Pressure Wave In MOP
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JET TIATION MECHANISMS
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JET INDUCED PRESSUR PROFI
Coaupwatonul Method and Dus

L Method

a. Jet Im pressure on targt given by veo*ty, Huonlot daa
an< Impedance matching across jetfarget surface.

b. Assume txw wave v,idcy In cover equal to penetration velocty,
given by A

c. Pressure change acmss bow wae shock, given by
P = QIN,,

d. Bow w pressure transmtled from rear cover surface to
xplosive, determhnd by Impedance matching techniiues.

e. Stagnutlon prssure at je/aiget Intorface given Ly
Beno w ll rn •tlonshlp P , -.- VguV0 •

f. For jet penetration of oxploslv, steps V and t give bow wave
,hock pressure.

2. ROM41t0

w42twI~¾'wM Table IOM li

Sit I t.• , 4A ...... .....

STable 2

t H ik¥•+ll P Ilty+,I• Intl ¼ t ry ii.... ... . ... .... P ,|
TM

'11,111 11= 21 1M *ll1 I(P +lll P

llma

+I'•nll M A•e

CV , t 'rlI! j"ttw rfJ

AIN NA V.114wlllpp

,jilr III, IJ ' lIC tIIJ I f p CI

PMMAALUMINIUM

Iw .
.1 

Wr 1w ?ITI5
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IDENJ7IFH IN1TRFON ME(CiANIMS
Which Ones ft~ Important?

0initiation from Mo Imptact shock. small Impact area and
immediate side raret actions limit It to covers less than a low
let diameters thick. Prediction based on Held's V'd -k

, Initiation from let bow wmv shock In cover transmitted Into
Composition B

tihus fill lIi [it inniat-r,1ivnnn oIlutglngoig

11 . lnk , Iiiiiiii to (I 11110 ulitla ' dii

qIuInin.r 10i OIN k h iiiiii i'l'isg, o iw ii, iii flu

Initidation tby lot penetration bwwwI xlsv
.Tals1ad2 chow bow wav formed lIn explosive lias at

ý reator pressure than that transmilded from a bow wiMI
rn steel.

b, Although stagnation pressure In higher than bow~ wave
pressure, It Occurs too late (trw jasJ. critical how

resures are sufficient to cause initiation, subcuritical
bwmws may cause dleseinsitisatlon ot explosive,

Predictive criteria are based urn:
our V,'d = kor Vdol/2 -- k

41111i~lltrr 11Y.Rsutisonic Jet imnrrtratlrn of C~omposxitiorn RI
a !. 1ntiatr h ý itar1 ) ii toaitvery loniri ruin to rIlontuistnr,

j)inoratiohn vf)ilE :ty (licud lo010solilc point (N.h to

Ii. 81111(ltiiil chotrlllu from iluck to doltlagwtion Io

O'coina for lurtiar dilanietn nis euld Ina lift lii uniiwrr
lo1t1tt fo VI tp oi civr alfnowl
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QUERIES
1. How do small diameter jets fit the picture?

a. BARE EXPLOSIVES
Normally initiated by impact shock but here we present support for a proposal
that in some situations it is replaced by jet penetration bow wave initiation.
The transition can be linked to the ratio of jet diameter and minimum
detonation diameter.

b. PREDICTIVE CRITERIA
Critical velocities for 0,75mm diameter copper jet bow wave initiation,

Steel covred Composition B: V = 6,0km/s - VI"jd =40mm"/lsi'

Bare H-6: V--= 5.5krm/s -+ V, d 36mm'/fs 2

2. Does spall contribute to behind-the-plate
jet initiation?

a. Effect of variation of spall type on critical jet velocity.
RE SULTS

I'1I ItII I ....... t
b. Jet only and *all nnly experiments.

Composition Bi

failed to detonale

Composition 01
failedJ to Qt'.Innmr

S~ Prompt detonation

THUS SPALL DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE TO JET INITIATION OF
COMPOSITION 6: AT THE DETONATION THRESHOLD - IT CAN BE
IGNORED IN PREDICTIVE CRITERIA AND HAZARD ANALYSIS.
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CONCLUSION
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DETONATOR RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS WITH A STANDARDIZED
PIEZOELECTRIC POLYMER (PVDF) GAUGE

L. M. Moore
Explosive Projects and Diagnostics Division, 2514

R. A. Graham
Structural Physics and Shock Chemistry Division, 1153

R. P. Reed
Field Measurements Division, 7116

Sandia National Laboratories
P.O. Box 5800

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

and

L. M. Lee
Ktech Corporation

901 Pennsylvania Avenue, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

Time-resolved measurements of pressure profiles from the detonation
of explosive devices can provide critical information on device
performance. The special problems presented by the small size of the
piezoelectric polymer gauges and nonplanar I mpacts are studied over a
range of impact conditions. The response of PVDF gauges under
precisely controlled impacts shows highly reproducible results to
pressures of 20 GPa, Under approximately planar loading with small
detonator flyer plates, the PVDF signals appear to be reduced by about
15 percent. For highly nonplanar flyer impacts the PVDF signals are
reduced by about 35 percent. In all stress environments, high quality,
time-resolved current pulses are observed.

INTRODUCTION Over the last few years, there has been
Knowledge of the response of explosives considerable work in progress to study theKnw.g features ofthe piezoelectric polymer fllm polyvi-

and explosive devices is, in large part, based on nylidene fluoride (PVDF) under high pressure
measurements describing the detonation pro. shock lorde Altoug ull charer-
cess or the resulting stress pulses produced by shock loading.2ft Although s ull character,
the explosive event, Although relatively crude clear that if the material is prepared with
measurements can be used to indicate that a
detonation event has occurred, modeling of careful attention to the mechanical processing
detonation processes and quantitative design (stretching) and to the electrical processing
of explosive devices requires time-resolved (electrical poling), highly reproducible
measurement. At present, most of the time- responses can be achieved to shock pressures ofover 40 OF'a. The range of pressure accessible
resolved observations are made with particle for measurement, the unobtrusive nature of
velocity measurements with the VISAR or rmaueet h nbrsv aueovelcityomagneasuparem lentswith t gesA, or the thin film, the simplicity of the circuitry,electromagnetic particle velocity gauges, or anthlrgsinlevsfom ucPV1

stress measurements with the Manganin or
other piezoresistant gauges.1  gauges are highly desirable features for a
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gauge. In addition, if the output of the gauge is electrically to achieve a state of remanent ferro-
monitored in a "current mode," the measured electric polarization. As a typical ferroelectric,
current provides a measure of the stress-rate. the treated film has physical properties
Thus, a far more sensitive meastire of details of controlled substantially by the remanent polar-
the stress profile can be hbtained with PVDF ization, which may typically vary from 2 to
than heretofore possible. 9 pC/cm. 2 Even in a high remanent-polarization

Present interests in detonator perfor- state, it should be recognized that the film is

mance require measurements over dimensions heterogeneous, both mechanically and electri-

smaller than about 5 mm; thus, a gauge for cally, due to the presence of both amorphous

such a measurement must not be larger than and P-phase material and internal fields due to

about 1 mm. With a typical film thickness of heterogeneous distribution of polarization. At

25 microns, two-dimensional electrical field best, high quality PVDF film is substantially
more complicated than piezoelectric crystals,

fringing is expected to influence both the such as quartz6 or lithium niobate,7 which
electrical poling process in gauge preparation have been used in the past for time-resolved
and gauge measurements, measurements of shock-compression stress

The purpose of the present study is to pulses,
characterize the shock-compression response of In order to achieve a highiy reproducible
a 1 mm x I mm active area PVDF gauge that is material, Francois Bauer of the Institut de
subject to standardized gauge-preparation Saint-Louis in France has developed a
processes. The shock response is studied in both patented process" to electrically treat good
compressed-gas gun, controlled impact loading, mechanical-quality PVDF film to achievt a
and in detonator loading configurc.-ions. In the reprduib al ly uniform tate apresent paper, a brief summary of standard- reproducible and internally uniform state of

ati proessntpapes, wi beri bd summaryofst rd- b electrical polarization. As shock gauges are
ization processes will be described, followed by destroyed in use and must be studied over an
a description of the controlled impact loading extended period of time to characterize the
and the detonator-response measurements. response, such reproducible starting material

PVDF PIEZOELECTRIC must be in hand before a credible shock gauge

POLYMER MATERIAlP can be developed. In a cooperative program
with Bauer, our laboratory has worked to

Although a chemical characterization of standardize a PVDF gauge sensing element
the present material as PVDF indicates a and carry out its characterization under high
common basis for a starting material, it does pressure shock loading, As there is no unique
not adequately describe electrical, mechanical, set of properties for PVDF without, specifying
and other physical propertes. Both mechanical the processing, it is necessary to designate a
and electrical processing have a strong influ- particular grade of PVDF which follows the
ence on the structure of PVDF. The piezo- processing procedures recommended by Bailer.
electric and pyroelectric properties desired for
most uses of the polymer derive from STANDARDIZED PVDF GAUGE
processing that produces a polar crystalline The principal features of the standardized
phase, designated 03 phase. Well prepared film Bauer PVDF shock gauge are:
n'may have up to 50 percent crystalline material,
but the composition of any film depends upon 1. Hligh quality, biaxially-stretched
the mechanical processing which is accom- PVDFfilm.
plished with mechanical stretching. The 2. Polymer film thickness of nominally
largest concentrations of 1-phase PVDF are 25 micron.
achieved with biaxial stretching, which has
been found to be essential to produce high 3. Sputtered gold-over-platinum strip
quality film. electrodes and leads.

Once formed by the mechanical treatment, 4. Remanent ferroelectric polarization of
the P-phase crystallites must be aligned 9.2 pC/cm2 .
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5. Quantitative specification of physical
and electrical characteristics. GAS PtSBURB

GUN BARREL
6. Bauer electrical poling process. 64 mm BY 25 m PROJECTILE
For the gauge elements of the present GAS SEAL

report, the film was formulated and biaxially-
stretched by the Rhone Poulenc Company of 0.1 Ps
Lyon, France, in a batch of material designated PRESSUREOM - VIOCITY PIN$
RPA by our working group. The electrode plat- PRECISION ALIGNMENT
ing and electrical poling was carried out by the RACE FLANGESURFACE -
Metravib Company of Lyon, France at a labora- STANDARD
tory in Saint-Louis, France, A batch of 100 TARGET
gauges was produced with a remanent polariza- 0.01 TO O.O6 OHM CVR EPOXY POTTING
tion of 9.15 ± 0.15 pC/cm2 , d33 = 20.2± 1.4 pC/N LOW LOS
and relative dielectric constant 12.7 ± 0.7. Both COAXIAL CABLE S25O MHx
controlled projectile Impact end detonator CABLE TERMINATION DIGITIZER
response studies were carried out on this batch
of gauges. Other batches of biaxially-stretched Figure 1. Impact Loading Configuration
film from this supplier have been found to
achieve the standardized polarization and other accurate stress calculation. Kel-F matches the
material constants within similar ranges. shock impedance of PVDF to a good approxi-

mation, At stresses higher than 20 GPa, a
COMPRESSED-GAS-GUN tungsten carbide, Kennametal 68, is used for
EXPERIMENTS the standard. The properties of this material

The experimental arrangement used to are under study.

characterize the Bauer PVDF gauge elements To achieve well-defined impact condi-
is similar to that used previously for study of tions, the gauge elements are bonded directly
quartz6 and lithium niobate 7 gauge crystals, In on the impact surfaces of the targets. For the
that standard materials are used for impactors tungsten carbide targets, a 12 micron thick
and targets under planar low-tilt projectile film of PTFE (Teflon) is placed on either side of
impact configurations. Impact velocities are the PVDF film for electrical insulation. PTFE
measured to an accuracy of less than 0,1 per- does not shock-polarize at the stress levels
cent. A schematic drawing of the arrangement encountered, In this configuration, the gauge
is shown in Figure 1. element is subjected to an initial stress

For the stress range from about 2 to 7 GPa, determined by the shock impedances of the

z-cut quartz crystals are used as impactors and impactor and gauge element and, subse-
targets for standards to establish the stress quently, "rings-up" to a final pressure deter-imposed on the PVDF. For the stress range of mined by the shock impedances of the target

about 5 to 18 GI'a, z-cut sapphire crystals are and impactor. At low pressure, the transit time

used for standards, These two crystalline is typically 11 nsec, and at higher pressure, the

materials remain elastic to stresses approach- time is typically 5 nsec, Because the loading is
ing 20 GP&. With the use of such high quality rapid relative to the transit time, the loading

single crystals, material properties are repro- in this configuration produces a lower tem-

ducible within a few tenths of a percent and the perature rise from shock-induced heating than
release-wave behavior is not influenced by in a direct shock to the peak pressure.

elastic-plastic response. For stresses less than The electrical response of the PVDF
2 GPa, the polymer Kel-F is used as the elements is recorded on LeCroy 6880 digitizers
standard. Although reproducibility of shock with a digitizing rate of 0.742 nsec, a vertical
properties of such a polynter will not approach resolution of 8 bits and a frequency response of
that achieved by quartz and sapphire, there is 250 MHz. Other digitizers have been found to
sufficient data in the literature to support an be inadequate to accurately record the very
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rapidly varying signals. Signals are trans-
mitted from the gauge element to the digitizer * 0., i

through a length of about 13 meters of Andrews
LDF-50; a low-lose coaxial cable (2.4 dB/1 00 feet *
at 1 GHz),

The recorded current-versus-time pulses V 6

are integrated and processed in a special data-
reduction program which has been compared to 3
another program developed independently by X

Bauor. Comparison of data processed by either AREA
program has %•een found to agree within a x a x mnm ARIA

range of ± 2 percent.

A summary of the experimental config- N

-rations and piezoelectric response data is _._ , , , , , , ,
shown in Table 1. The plot of shock-induced 0 a 4 a 6 10 18 14 is is 10 93 34

piezoelectric current observed at various peak SHOCK PRESSUKE (OP.)

shock pressures is shown in Figure 2 for 1 mm2  Figure 2. PVDF Gauge Charge as a Function of
active area gauges studied in this work, For Stress
nomparison, earlier reported data on larger MICROscops
gauges (9 mI 2 active area) which are much less micnoaqoPt
influenced by electrical field fringing are shown. HOLDER

DETONATOR RESPONSE _0-TONATOR
EXPERIMENTS MICew SCPE 6/

M OtP/ D2TONATOR
Two types of detonators were used in this HOLER

series of experiments, Both devices use the ALIGNMENT BRIDGE -CV HOLDING
explosive compound 2-(5-cyanotetrazalato) 0.0 Is? MM CLAMP
pentaamminecobalt (111) perchlorate (abbre- THICKNSS

viated CP 10) which undergoes a deflagration- TEFLON

to-detonation transition (DDT11 ). The first Pw,, GAUGEf- VR
device to he tested will he referred to as the
Mod E test detonator.12 It was designed to PMMA/KEL-F BAE PLATE
meet the need for a relatively simple test BACKER

device which could be used for studies of design T I SCREW
parameters for the application of the explosive LAUO' ILUMNATIONG-
CP. The detonator consists of two pressings of Figure 3. Mounting Fixture for Detonator and
energetic material in the igniter region and PVDF Gauge
four in the output region for a nominal total
mass of 130 milligrams. The second device to view of the gauge assembly, the base plate, and
be tested will be referred to as the 4 mm (the hdiameter of the flyer) system detonator, Also, the alignment bridge, A 12 micron thick Teflon
dsix pressing of CP are used in this detonator., film Is used to electrically isolate the gauge
sixrearethree pressings of O sed igniths detonar from the stainless-steel closure disk placed on
There are three pressings in the igniter region the end of the detonator. A thin-film ilysol
and three in the output region for a nominal

total mass of 180 mi;ligrams of CP. epoxy (2038 resin and 3404 hardener) is used
to bond the Teflon film to the gauge, and the

Experimental Arrangements gauge to the backing material. The backing
material (the flyer target material) is either of

A fixture has been developed to precisely the two polymers, Kel-F or PMMA, These
mount and align the PVDF gauge and the deto- materials are chosen for their known shock-
nator. Figure 3 shows an exploded component Hugoniot properties.
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Table 1. Piezoelectric Polymer (PVDF) Impact Response Meaurements
(Ixl mm Active Area)

Experlment Configuration" Impact Initial Peak Electrical
Nu rVelocity Stres Streusc ChargsNumber Impactor -* Target kmn/sec GPa aPa JAC/em

2259 Vac/Kel-F -+,PVDF/Kel-F/Air 0.292 0.70 0.70 0,961

5.08/4.73 .025/3.12

2260 Vac/Kel-F-. PVDF/Kel-F/Air 0.535 1.40 1.40 1.33
5.08/4.74 ,025/3.13

2233 Vac/ZSiO2 -PVDF/ZSi2/Air 0.320 1.27 2.79 1.96
5.08/4.77 .025/3.19

2263 Vac/Kel-F -PVDF/Kel-F/Air 1.021 3.11 3.11 2.19
5,08/4.75 .025/3310

2239 Vac/ZSO2 -+ PVDF/ZSiO2/Air 0.503 2,14 4.47 2.41
5.08/4.76 .025/3.18

2240 Vae/ZA1203 -- PVDF/ZA]203/Air 0.416 2.07 9.50 3.02
5.08/4.75 ,025/3.18

2241 Vac/ZA1203-- PVDF/ZA1203/Air 0.485 2.48 11.1 4.09
5.08/4.75 ,025/3.18

2256 Vac/ZA1203 - PVDF/ZA1203/Air 0.537 2.83 12.3 4.65
5.08/1,57 .025/4.74

2251 Vac/ZA1203 - PVDF/ZA1203/Air 0.683 3.80 15.7 53d
5.08/4.67 .025/3.18

2242 Vac/ZA1203 - PVDF/ZAt203/Air 0.690 3.87 15.8 4.90
5,08/4.74 .025/3.18

2243 Vac/WC -+ PTFE/PVDF/WC/Air 0.466 -,- 21.1 5.47
5.08/3.17 .012/.025/3.18

I impactor and target thicknesses are listed in millimeters.
bThe initial stress is that produced by the impact of the impactor on the gauge whose H ugoniot is

taken as corresponding to Kel-F.
c The peak stress is taken as that achieved by the direct impact of impactor and target. It is

achieved by the reverberation of the initial shock between target and impactor.
d The active area of this gauge was riot confirmed prior to use and may have been in error.

Hugoniot properties of the WC (tungsten carbide, Kennametal 68, 15.0 Mg/m 3) are being refined
at this time.

For assembly, the gauge Is approximately are firmly tightened. This procedure centers
centered on the bauker, boeded to the backer, the detonator over the active area of the gaige
and the assembly is cured a• ambient tempera- to within ,15 mm. A detonator with its holder
ture under pressure overnight. A microscope then replaces the microscope/holder. The unit
(20X) and holder, mounted in an aligaiment can be het in contact with the gauge for direct
bridge, are then used for precise alignment of contact use or a Teflon spacer may be used to
the detonator and gauge active areu. The position the detonator for use in the flyer plate
insert shown in Figure 3 indicates the view mode. The holders are destroyed in each shot,
seen through the microscope. After alignment, but the assembly is designed for reuse of the
the bolts holding the bridge to the base plate bridge/base-plate unit.
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It is important to observe that in this record the signal at I nanosecond/point
configuration the PVDF gauge surface is sampling rate, This digitizer has a 8-bit
within 12 microns of the impact surface and vertical resolution and a 250 Ml-lz frequency
that its sensing area is about one-quarter of response. Control of the waveform digitizer, as
the flyer diameter. well as analysis of the data, is done Ly a

NHewlett-Packard desktop computr,
INSTRUMENTATION The experimental a'rangemernt shown is

Thu instrumentation used in these experi- conceptually simple, with the electrical signal
ments Is shown in the block diagram or Fig- to noise ratio large and easy to record. Never-
ure 4, The current pulse from the gauge is split theless, the signals are typically pulses whose
at a current viewing resistor (CVR) with an N durations and period are tens of nanoseconds
type Tee so that a primary and secondary wide signals, and details of the digitizer
channel may be recorded, Each cable is capabilities can influence the recording,
terminated with its characteristic Impedance A typical current-tinc truce observed for
of 50 Ohms. The vertical amplifier sensitivity the MOD E test detonator is shown In Figure 5.
of the primary channel Is normally set to Notc '.:at the current pulse follows the stress.
achieve good resolution with the secondary
channel set less sensitively to assure recording indicator of the pulse. Upon integration, the

ofthe signalwithoutclipping, stress-time pulse Is obtained, as shown In

Figure 6,
DETONATOR

PVDP GAUGE CVR

N TYPE TI, ANDARWO1
LDF4-8OA

CABLEWAYS s1 am
FLC 12-BOJ . PIECES -I

a PIECES

9914 -3. . I I I

slam N TYPE as 0 go so 76 100 Its IGO 17?

2 PIECES CH- T (ONNECOR

Figure 5. Typical Current Vs, Time Waveform
for MOD E Test Detonator. Each of the positive

go6 OHM HP 64111 current pulses represent a wave reverberation
TERMINATORS) DIGITIZER

I no/pt through the 1yer.

An important tool for our comparison
Figure 4. Instrumentation Block Diagram for experiments was the VISAR' 8 (Velocity
Detonator Tests Inteferometer System For Any Reflector).

Both free surrace and particle velocity
Low-loss coaxial cables, such as Cable- measurements were done for comparison

ways FI,CI2-50J (1.37 dl/t00 feet at I Gltz), inibrmation. This measurement monitors a
are used to prevent distortion of the several laser beam that is typically 100 microns in
nanosecond durationcurrent. pulses. Aliewlett.. diameter, reflected at a local surface to provide
Packard 54111 waveform digitizer was used to a time-resolved particle velocity profile.
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sI' ..... ,', .... , , ,15 perce-at lower than the expected value

under the loading conditions of this detonator.

Four mm System Detonator
S4 The 4 mm detonators are typical of those

detonators produced in large scale production.
They were tested in the flyer mode in the same
manner as the previous detonators. Even
though the configuration of the energetic mate-
rial is the same in this device as in the MOD R
test detonator, they were Initiated asymmet-
rically by one of two bridgewires in the device,

1o0 Because of this single-wire initiation, the flyer
- 0 Is go TO 0 100 1. 1eo 1s is strongly nonplanar in flight and at impact.

TIMN 06) Measurements of the planarity by T. Warren1 4

e6. Typical Charge/Area Va. Time at the Pantex Plant of Mason & Hanger are
Figuore f D Teat Detonator, summarized in Figure 7 and show the loading

edge of the flyer impacts on a point near the

Mod E Test Detonator outer edge of the PVDF gauge. The following
surface of the flyer completes the impact about

The Mod E test detonators are single 25 nse later, The planarity data of Figure 7
bridgewire units in which the CP explosive is also show that the MOD E test detonator (label
pressed in a precisely controlled operation, precision in Figure 7) and the dual-bridgewire
They are positioned 1 mm (± .025 mm) above ignited 4 mm system detonator show signifi-
the gauge active area using a Teflon spacer, cantly better planarity.
This distance corresponds to the flight distance
at which the flyer velocity is evaluated with nall_ _ _5

VISAR measurements. A 3.3 mm diameter by
127 micron thick staInless-steel closure disk is
welded on the end of the detonator. This Is 0 5

closure disk is the flyer propelled by the 100

detonation, Five independent measurements 1I: 7s
of flyer velocity at I mm show a mean value of Wts INITIATIC

2.52 kmnsec, with a variability of 3 percent, 00s
Errors in the flyer travel distance of 25 microns ts os
will produce an error in velocity of no more 0
than 2.5 percent.

The averaged measured charge/unit area
from the PVDF gauges for these four detonator A IMATIO,

flyer plate responses is found to be 5.2 pC/cm 2, .s 11 ~ . tO.9 , 0IO .01 , i 1,0 ,1. tO t.6

with a variability of 0.1. The mean pressure wIoT, mm
computed from the charge measurements in
the gas-gun responses is 18.8 OPa. The mea- Figure 7. Flyer Planarity for the Mod R Test
sured flyer velocity was used to compute a Detonator, the Single Bridge and Dual Bridge
pressure, assuming the gauge/Teflon cover to Ignited 4 mm System Detonator
be impedance-matched to the KeJ-P backer.
This Idealized, one-dimensional shock pressure Seven VISAR flyer velocity measurements
of 22.4 GPa assumes steady, planar conditions showed a mean flyer velocity of 2.49 km/soc,
within the measuring space. Thus, the PVDF with a variability of 4 percent. In the experi-
gauge appears to indicate a pressure about ments on this detonator, transparent PMMA
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backers were used so that "in-material" should be recognized that the peak pressures
particle velocity measurements could be are obtained under "ring-up" conditions in
carried out by VISAR simultaneously with which the rise time to peak pressure is
PVDF gauge measurements. The VISAR typically 60 nsec. Thus, under a more rapidly
particle velocity measurements ,/ere found to rising pulse in which the peak pressure is
have a much larger spread (12 percent) than obtained in a single shock, there may be
the variability in flyer velocity, and were found differences in response due to a higher shock-
0: be about 3 percent lower than that predicted induced temperature rise. This point requires
from the idealized flyer impact conditions, further study.

The average pressure measured by the The nearly planar detonator flyer-plate
PVDF gauge (using the PVDF gas-gun response measurements show a reduced output
response data for conversion of charge/unit compared to idealized, one-dimensional pres-
area to pressure) was found to be 10.4 GPa, sure calculations. Even though this flyer is
with a spread in value of about 10 percent, substantially more nonplanar than in the gun-
T'his value of average pressure under these impact studies, the 15 percent reduced outputs
high nonplanar conditions is about 35 percent seem larger than can be accounted for by the
lower than that predicted from the flyer- nonplanar conditions. It remains to be seen
velocity measurements and that measured in whether direct shock measurements to similar
the "in-material" VISAR particle velocity pressure values can account for the observed
measurements. In every case, however, a well differences.
characterized, repeatable current pulse was The strongly nonpianar, detonator flyer-
observed, with features corresponding to Te ronge me arem etonshow alvery
release waves in the flyer after impact, plate response measuremento show a very

strong effect due to the three-dimensional

CONCLUSIONS nature of the loading, amounting to about a
35 percent reduction in signal. Whether this

In the present work the response of small difference is due to a real difference In average
diameter PVDF piezoelectric polymer gauges pressure over the volume of the gauge or is due
has been investigated under a wide range of to an inherent reduced output in three-
impact conditions. They include ideal, pre- dimensional stress fields requires further
cisely controlled impact conditions, less ideal study. When one considers that the measure-
but approximately planar, small diameter ment is made within 12 microns of the impact
flyer impact conditions, and highly nonplanar surface, it is remarkable that any type mea-
small diameter flyer impacts. The present surementIspossible. Indeed, the presence ofthe
PVDF gauge response data provide the basis reduced gauge output provides a direct measure
'or an identification of problems to be of the strongly nonplanar impact conditions.

encountered in a variety of device response Because the gauge response is composed of
environments. such short duration current pulses, there is con-

In the compressed-gas gun response mea- cern for the adequacy of digitizer responses. The
surements, it has been established that the LeCroy 6880 digitizer appears to have ade-
basic response properties of small size gauges quate vertical resolution with its 8-bit design,
prepared by the Bauer process are highly but the 6-bit resolution of the Hewlett-Packard
reproducible. Differences of about 2 percent digitizer may not be fully adequate for some of
observed under precise impact conditions are the narrower current pulses. Preliminary
thought to be accounted for by ambiquities In measurements In the gun-impact configura-
the data recording and analysis, as well as in tion suggest that gauge output of charge/area
materials response. These experiments show may be reduced with the Hewlett-Packard
that the PVDF gauge will prove useful over a digitizer as much as 7 percent. Comparisons of
wide range of pressure and will, therefore, the LeCroy digitizer measurements with inde-
prove useful fc' a wide variety of measurement pendent measurements at our laboratories and
problems. Although these projectile impact in the laboratory of Francois Bauer show good
data are obtained under precise conditions, it agreement. This point requires further study.
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It should be emphasized that the PVDF 5. Bauer, P., "Properties and High Pressure
gauge provided sensitive, time-resolved mea. Shock Loading Response of Poled Ferro-
surements in all cases investigated. The electric PVF2 Polymer Gauges," Stout, et
measurement of the stress-rate provides a far al., Ioc cit.
more sensitive measurement of such stress 6. Graham, R. A,; Neilson, F, W.; and
pulses than available in any other shock- Benedick, W. B., "Piezoelectric Current
measurement technique. The unobtrusive from Shock-Loaded Quartz-A Submicro-
nature of the gauge, its very large signal second Stress Gauge," Journal ofApplied
output, its wide pressure operating range, and ysec , Vol. 3G, 1985, pp. 1775-1783.

its capability to measure stress-rate make it a

far more useful gauge than previously 7. Graham, R. A,, "Second- and Third-Order
developed piezoelectric gauges, Piezoelectric Stress Constants of Lithium

Niobate as Determined by the Impact-
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INDEXES FOR THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIA
(INTERNATIONAL) ON DETONATION-1951 THROUGH 1985

Sharon L Crane, William E. Deal,
John B. Ramsay, and Bruce V. Takala*

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The Proceedings of the eight Detonation Symposia have become the
major archival source of information on international research in
explosive phenomenology, theory, experimental techniques, numerical
modeling, and high-rate reaction chemistry. In many cases, they
contain the original reference or the only reference to major progress in
this field. For some papers, the information is more complete than the
complementary article appearing in a formal journal, yet !br others,
authors elected to publish only an abstract in. the Proceedings. For the
large majority of papers, the Symposia Proceedings provide the only
published reference to a body of work However, no indexes exist for
any of the Proceedings, making it difficult to locate a referenwe or to
perform a preliminary literature search. This report indexes the eight
existing Proceedings of the Detonation Symposia by paper eitles, topic
phrases, authors, and first appearance of acronyms and code names. It
is a dynamic effort that we expect to supersede by future versions.

INTRODUCTION Chemical Abstracts, In the past, some of us

The index of the eight preceding have spent much effort locating a paper about
Symposia Proceedings which appears following which we vaguely remembered, knowing only
this paper was prepared as a useful reference that It had appeared in a past Symposium. Our
tool for both new and experienced researchers perception is that much research is being
In the field of detonation research, redone because research workers are unawarethat a particular question has already been

" the published Proceedings addressed. Thus, we were led to produce a set"Researching" hepbihdroeins of indexes.

of the eight previous Symposia (International)
on Detonation is time consuming because no This index has also been published as a
indexes exist, either collectively or Los Alamos National Laboratory report.1
individually. Including the Proceedings of the The indexes comprise four parts: (A) a
8th Symposium, a collective 580 papers have listing of the paper titles and authors In
been published. Chemical Abstracts Services order of appearance in each Symposium
provides abstracts as part of its topic coverage Proceedings, (B) an alphabetical listing of topic
of "Explosives and Pyrotechnics," but when a phrases, (C) an index of all authors, and (D) an
researcher merely remembers that a paper was index of first appearance of acronyms and code
presented at a Detonation Symposium, that is names of compositions and components that
insufficiont Information to find the reference In are defined. Each index also lists the

Symposium number and page number of the
reference. For the Proceedings of the First and

* Major, US Army. Second Symposia, the page numbers quoted
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are for the single volume reprinted by the international community. For example, the
Detonation Symposium Committee in 1987 names MEDINA and DINA were used in at least
(NSWC MP 87-194), not the original page one instance with no recognized chemical name
numbers, or formula given. Rather interestingly, no

definition of RDX was located within theThe entries were initially entered on a Proceedings until the Fifth Symposium.

structured database program (dBASE III + 0).
The compilation was edited for printing in Many explosive compounds and composi-
WordPerfect 5.00. Future revisions will be tions are named as contractions of the chemical
entered Into the original database file. names (e.g., TNT); for others, the histories of the

names are lost in research laboratories (e.g.,
A. TITLES INDEX HMX*); and others have no relationship to the

In the first index, the chronological order of composition (e.g., X-0290). A large number of

the papers has been preserved. beginning with papers within the Symposia Proceedings refer to
compositions only by acronym or code name,

the first symposium and tho first paper with no formal definition of the composition.
presented. We list the Symposium number, Composition B (Comp B) is cited in many papers,
paper number, paper title, all co-authors, and the yet at least 10 citations for Comp B provide
nation of the first author, similar but different compositions. Also, in some

B. TOPIC PHRASE INDEX Instances, the same explosive compound was

IHere we list the topic phrases alpha- definedbythreeormoreacronyms,

betically with reference to the symposium We Intended that each citation be the
number and page number. We considered using earliest reference within the eight Proceedings
key words, which are cryptic and more for the use of the acronym, coupled with a
mnemonic, rather than the longer and more meaningful chemical definition. Errors in
descriptive topic phrases, but we decided on the finding and entering the citations may have
latter because they provide more information for occurred. If readers detect errors, please contact
selecting the correct reference. The compilers one of the compilers,
have used their own judgment in selecting and
defining the topic phrases and hope that the FUTURE REVISIONS
phrases are self-explanatory. At the present The compilers intend to continue the
time, a significant cross-referencing capability is process of updating the indexes of the
lacking within the index, and users are Proceedingis of the Symposia, A revision of the
cautioned to check several different topics when database will begin as soon as the published
searching. version of the Ninth Symposium Proceedings is
C.AUTHORINDEX available, Individuals interested' in obtaining

copies of the revised indexes should contact one
This index is a simple listing of all authors, of the authors.

giving the symposium number and first-page
number references. All except family names REFERENCES
were contracted to initials. We have attempted
to combine different presentations of an author's 1. Crane, S. L.; Deal, Willi&m E.; Ramsay,
name (e.g., J. Ramsay and J. B. Ramsay) into a John B.; and Takala, Bruce E., Indexes for the
uniform entry. Please notify the compilers of Proceedings of the Symposia (International) on
errors. Detonation, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Report LA-1 1570-MS, UC-741, Aug 1989.
D. ACRONYM AND CODE NAME
INDEX *Ray Walker has told JBR that IIMX most

This index is an attempt to cite the first use probably stands for High Melting
of this acronym or code name for neat explosives, explosive, but Walker has also heard a
ingredients, or formulations, in which a reasonable statement that the initials may
definition of the term is also provided. The have been derived from iolston Military
names of some explosive compositions that were eXplosive. It does not stand for His
"known to everyone" in 1950 are no longer Majesty'seXplosive.
commonly used, particularly within the
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A. TITLES INDEX

By Symposium Page

SYM PAOE TITLE, AUTHORS, NATION

1 3 RECENT STUDIES IN BURORD; BRUNAUER, S.; USA

1 9 RECENT WORK ON DETONATION AT ABERDEEN; DEWEY, J. M.; USA

1 12 STUDIES ON DETONATION PHENOMENA; OIBSON, F. C.; MASON, C. N.; USA

1 22 RECENT WORK AT NOL.; PRICE,, D.; USA

1 31 RECENT STUDIES AT THE NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION; RINEHART, J. S.;
USA

I J9 SOME RECENT STUDIES IN CANADA; WALKER, 0. R.; CANADA

1 43 CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF DETONATION; LEWIS, B.; USA

1 45 NONSTATIONARY DETONATION WAVES IN OASES; KISTIAKOWSKY, 0. B.; USA

1 52 DURATION OF THE REACTION IN A DETONATING EXPLOSIVE; JACOBS, S. J.:
USA

1 57 EXPERIMENTS ON THE TRANSITION FROM DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION;
ROTH, J.; USA

1 71 PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF DETONATION; KIRKWOOD, J. 0.; USA

1 72 THE EQUATION OF STATE FOR DETONATION OASES; BRINKLEY, S. R.; USA

1 79 CONVERGENT SHOCK WAVES; KANTROWITZ, A.; USA.

1 88 SHOCK WAVES IN SOLIDS; ABLARD, J. E.; USA

1 93 INTERACTIONS OF DETONATION WAVES WITH MATERIAL BOUNDARIES;
PARLIN, R. B.; EYRING, H.; USA

1 105 PROBLEMS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS: KISTIAKOWSKY, 0. B.; USA

1 107 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN DETONATION; KIRKWOOD, J. G.; USA

2 119 CHARGE PREPARATION FOR PRECISE DETONATION VELOCITY STUDIES;
JAMES, E.; USA

2 136 TECHNIQUE FOR THE MEASUREMENT CF DETONATION VELOCITY; CAMPBELL, A. W.;
MALIN, M. E.; BOYD, T. J.; HULL, J. A.; USA

2 151 A MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING DETONATION VELOCITIES; BCYD, T. J.:
FAGAN, P.; USA

2 157 MEASUREMENT OF DETONATION TEMPERATURES: GIBSON, F. C.; BOW3ER, M.;

SUMMERS, C. R.; SCOTT, F. H.; COOPER, J. C.; MASON, C. M.; -USA
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A. TITLES INDEX (Continued)
SYM PAGE TITLES, AUTHORS, NATION

2 168 A NEW CINE MICROSCOPE AND ITS APPLICATION TO DETONATION PHENOMENA;
COURTNEY-PRATT, J. S.; UK

2 187 THE MEASUREMENT OF DENSITY CHANGES IN GASEOUS DETONATIONS;
KISTIAKOWSKY, 0. B.; KYDD, P. H.; USA

2 198 THE ATTAINMENT OF THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM IN DETONATION WAVES;
KISTIAKOWSKY, G. B.; ZINMAN, W. G.; USA

2 216 ON THE STRUCTURE OF A DETONATION WAVE; GILKERSON, W. A.;
DAVIDSON, N.; USA

2 231 HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMODYNAMIC AND GASEOUS DETONATIONS IN MIXTURES OF

CYANOGEN, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN; PEEK, H. M.; THRAP, R. U.; USA

2 251 DETONATION IN GASES AT LOW PRESSURE; BENNET, A. L.; WEDAA, H. W.; USA

2 266 MEASUREMENTS ON GASEOUS DETONATION WAVES; NICHOLLS, J. A,; MORRISON, R. B.;
CULLEN, R. E.; USA

2 281 STUDIES ON GASEOUS DETONATION: GREIFER, B.; GIBSON, F. C.; MASON, C. M.;
USA

2 295 CONDENSATION SHOCKS AND WEAK DETONATIONS; REED, S. 0,4 HEYBEY, W, H.;
USA

2 312 THE STRUCTURE OF A STEADY-STATE PLANE DETONATION WAVE WITH FINITE
REACTION RATE; KIRKWOOD, J. 0.; WOOD, W. W.; USA

2 327 THE MEASUREMENT OF CHAPMAN-JOUGUET PRESSURE FOR EXPLOSIVES; DEAL, W. E.;
USA

2 ,43 MEASUREMENT OF THE CHAPMAN-JOUOUET PRESSURE AND REACTION ZONE LENGTH
IN A DETONATING HIGH EXPLOSIVE; DUFF, R. E.; HOUSTON, E.; USA

2 358 THE DETONATION ZONE IN CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES; MALLORY, H. D.; JACOBS, S. J.:
USA

2 383 CALCULATION OF THE DETONATION PROPERTIES OF SOLID EXPLOSIVES WITH THE
KISTIAKOWSKY-WILSON EQUATION OF STATE; FICKETT, W.; COWAN, R. D.; USA

2 404 A SOLID-STATE MODEL FOR DETONATIONS; PARLIN, R. B.; GIDDINGS, J. C.;
USA

2 424 DIAMETER EFFECT IN CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES. THE RELATION BETWEEN
VELOCITY AND RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF THE DETONATION WAVE; WOOD, W W.;
KIRKWOOD, J. 0.; USA

2 439 THE DETONATION BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID TNT; IGEL, E. A.; SEELY, L. B.; USA

2 454 DETONATION IH HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES; CAMPBELL. A. W.; MALIN, M. E.;
HOLLAND, T. E.; USA
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A. TITLES INDEX (Continued)
SYM PAGE TITLES, AUTHOR$, NATION

2 478 PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS IN ONE- AND TWO-COMPONENT EXPLOSIVES; MALIN, M. E.:
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ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 7 91 BIMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 6 308
ARRHENIUS PLOTS, INTERMEDIATE RADICAL GROWTH 7 80 BINARY MIXTURES, MELTING POINTS (EUTECTICS) 6 470
ARRHENIUS RATE, SHOCK-STRENGTH MODIFIED ? 385 BINDER, EFFECT ON EXPLOSIVENESS b 1035
ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY CALCULATION, UNDERWATER 5 597 IMPROVED INERT, DETONATION EFFECTS 7 560
ASBESTOS EFFECT IN RDX/TNT 5 465 BIPLANAR OBSERVATION, DETONATIVE CENTERS 8 330
ASM PROBE, PARTICLE VELOCITIES, TEST SETUP 6 637 SIS- & TRIS-DIFLUORAMINO PERFLUOROBUTANE 7 940

ASM PROBE, RECORD 5 451 BIS-OIFLUOROAHINO ALKANES, CRITICAL DIAMETER 5 69
ATMOSPHERE EFFECY, CIRCUIT-RECORDED VOLTAGE 2 142 SHOCK INITIATION 5 237
ATTENUATING SHOCK WAVES, ELASTOPLASTIC EFFECT 4 2(7 BISMUTH PHASE TRANSITION, ELECTRICAL JUNCTION 6 151
ATTENUATOR HUGONIOT AND RAREFACTION LOCUS 3 501 9KW CALCULATIONS AND CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 8 1137
AUTOIGNITION AFTER TRAVEL, ZELDOVICH 1 49 BKW CALCULATIONS FOR RDX/TNT MIXTURES 6 517
AXIAL CURVE vs REACTION ZONE VY DIAMETER 8 159 BKW CALCULATIONS, DETONATION PERFORMANCE 3 t25
AXIAL INITIATION va NORMAL BOOSTER INITIATION 4 156 BKW CODE, SPHERICAL EXPLOSIONS UNDERWATER 5 603
AXIAL INITIATION, MULTICOMPONENT HE CHARGES 4 156 BKW 105, CARBON CALC IN DETONATION PRODUCTS 4 599
AXISYMNETRIC DETONATION WAVE VELOCITIES a 155 QUATUOR CODE 8 r63
AXISYMMETRIC ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBE (ADM) 5 447 3KW EQUATION, EOS FOR, DETONATION GASES 1 73
AXISYMMETRIC EXPLOSION ANALYSIS CODE 3 226 lKW MODEL, HMX/AP/AI PWOPELLANT 7 620
AXISYMMETRIC FLOW, SPHERICAL SHOrK, SLURRY 8 168 NOT SPOT TEMPERATURE 7 346
AXIIYMIETRIC IMPACT, PROPELLANTS 0 AND E 6 285 POSIDETONATION BEHAVIOR 7 646
AXISYMMETRIC WAVE PROPAGATING IN A HALF-SPACE 5 493 BKW-HON EDS vs DATA, ID CALIBRATION, COMP B-3 5 a
AZIDES, DETONATION VELOCITY, SIZE EFFECTS 2 561 BLACKBODY RADIATION IN LIQUIL) HE ? 759

EXPLOSIVE, ELECTRICAL INITIATION 6 390 BLACKBODY SPECTRAL INTENSITIES, 3000-6000 K 1 15
PHOTOLYSIS A THERMOLYSIS (N3 ,EXCITON) 3 643 BLAST WAVES IN LIQUIDS, INITIAL STAGES 6 502

5 2141, DIVERGING DETONATIONS 7 405 BLASTING CAPS, STRESSES GENERATED 3 285
FLYER PLATE, CRITICAL SURFACE AREA ? 320 BLASTING PERFORMANCE, COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES 8 985

1 2142, BALLISTIC CLASSIFICATION 8 626 DO-i, HMX EXPLOSIVI, RETONATION EFFECT a 93
DIVERGING DETONATIONS 7 408 BOLTZMANN EOS, QUATUOR CODE 8 764

I 2161, (HMX/AP/At/PU), MACH PHENOMENA 8 431 BOLTTMDMN VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURES,CALCULATED 8 691
BALLISTIC CLASSIFICATION 8 626 BOMB TESTII, TNT IN DDT STUDY 3 637

I 2169, (PETN/PU), MACH PHENOMENA STUDY 6 431 BOND POLARITY AND DECOMPOSITION 7 69
5 2174, BALLISTIC CLASSIFICATION 8 626 BOND SCISI$ON REACTIONS, UNIMOLECULAR 8 627
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BOND SCISSION, EXCITED ELECTRONIC STATE ? 93 BURNING OF SECONDARY HN BY CONVECTION 3 77
BOOSTER HE, IMP VELOCITY GAUGES 8 447 GURNING TUBE TEST DATA, RARDE, EXPLOSIVENESS 7 1040
BOOSTER PROPERTIES, CRITICAL DIAM vs MASS 1 435 BURNING, SUPERFAST REGRESS!ON ? 168

BOOSTER SENSITIVITY TEST SETUP, SCALING TESTS 2 623 BURSTING PRESSURE RATIO VS VELOCITY 2 223
BOOSTER STUDIES, TATE INITIATION, MODEL 8 1045 BUTANE DIOL DINITRATE, SENSITIVENESS 2 699
BOOSTING EFFECT ON STEADY DETONATION VELOCITY 6 642 BUTANE ISOMERS, FAILURE DIAN & SENSITIVITY 5 89
BOREHOLE,CNARGE WITH AIR UHOCK AHEAD OF FRONT 8 1070 BUTYLENE, SENSITIVENESS, Q, m 2 648
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CORREIPONDING TO PISTON 3 541 C-3, MEASURED DETONATIOP VELOCITY, 0-60 kpai 5 73
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, STRONG POINT EXPLOSION 6 591 C-4, DIAMETER EFFECT, REACTION ZONE THICKNESS 4 97
BOUNDARý RAREFACTION EFFECTS, RELEASE WAVE 3 267 C.E.E. 20 MODEL, NONIDEAL DETONATIONS 7 695
BOW WAVE, DESENSITIZING EFFECT 8 318 CABLE CALIBRATION SUNMARY, PINS, DELAY SYSTEM 2 441

EFFECTS ON DETONATION 3 802 CABLE DELAY TIMING FILM, VELOCITY DATA FILM 2 445
BRAZILIAN TEST GEOMETRY, DROP WEIGHT TEST 8 05 CABLE DELAY TIMING SYSTEM, PIN ROCORDI 2 441
BRIDGEWIRk (Cu & NICHROIE) INITIATION, ROX 3 &1 CALCULE IALLISTIW1E, SIMPLER PREDICTION 7 953
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE, MEAN, LIQUID HEs 7 762 CALIBRATED SHOCK WAVE TEST, FLYER PLATE 8 361

NITRONETHANE 7 760 CALIBRATING SENSITIVITY TESTS, LASER 8 473
NITROMETHANE FLYERS 7 1002 CALIBRATION CURVES, SHOCK TUBE 3 30
OVERORIVEN NM 8 427 CALORIMETRY, MIXING TESTS, HE*, MODEL 8 1019

IRISANCE DEFINED, ALUMINIZED EXPLOSIVES 2 r.4 DETONATION, AN/ADNT 7 807
BRISANCE FACTORS IN DONORS 2 626 CAMERA RECORD, INVERSE MULTISTREAK 7 753
BRITTLE.TYPE FRACTURES IN STEEL PLATES 1 37 LASER INITIATION, LEAD AZIDE 7 738
BRUCETON METHOD DESCRIBED, 50% FIRING 2 622 RETONATION, DIVERGENT WAVES 4 428
BRUCETON METHOD, IMPACT VELOCITY,SOX PROBABLE 6 682 STREAK, CHINESE 7 749
BRUCETON TEST, DROP-Wl'IIHT IMPACT TEST 3 1 CARBON MONOXIDE/0 2, NORMAL DETONATION WAVE 1 45

HE-WAX SENSITIVITY 7 337 CARBON YETRACHLORIDE, NM DILUEPT 6 133
BRUCETON-TYPE DIRECT-CONTACT SENSITIVITY TEST 4 407 CARBON, HUaf)NIOT DATA, GRAPHITE ANU DIAMOND 8 552
ITF, CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE a 547 CARD GAP TEST, DELAYED DETONATION 7 265

EXPERIMENTAL & CALCULATED CJ PARAMETERS 6 713 LOW-PRESSURE, LOG tJ0DRATION 8 228
GTFMA, LIQUID ME, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 SETUP 3 824
BTNEN, ADIABATO CALCULATEL FOR ENERGY RELEASE 3 740 SPHF PLATF SHOCK PRESSUREG 3 150

IMPACT SENSITIVITY, CRITICAL TEMP 3 69 CARNAHAN-STARLING (CS) EOG, QUATUOR CODE 8 764
BTX, HIGH-TEMPERATURE kBW DETUNATOR EXPLOOIVE 6 460 CARNAHAN-STARLING (CS) HARD-SPHEAE EOS 8 805
BUBBLE & SPIKE INTERFACE, 2 FLUIDS 4 305 CASE EFFECT ON AIRILAST OF PETN/'rNT 6 777
SUBBLE EFFECTS, CAVITY INITIATION,GAP TEST 2 676 CASE, EXPANSION MODEL 7 834

COMPRESOIVE HEATING 7 9 EXPANSION MLVOL, CYCLONE CODE 3 226
LVD STUDY 5 86 PENETRATION EFFECT, MODELS 7 273
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION, NM 3 489 CASED CHARGES, AIRBLAST EFFECT 8 207
UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS I 8 FRAGMENT IMPACT RESPONSE 8 262

BUBBLE ENERGIES, UNDERWATER DETONATIONS 6 540 CASTING EMP VELOCITY GAUGES IN EXPLOSIVE 7 1072
BUBBLE PRESSURE Vs TIME, LIQUID INF MODEL 6 121 CASTING, PRESSING, AND MACHIMING HE CHARGES 2 119
BUBBLE PULSATION ENERGY, FRACTION OF ORIGINAL 6 559 CAVITATED LIQUID IHE MODEL,DOT FROM BURN RATE 6 115
BUCKINGHAM POTENTIAL, INTERMOLECULAR ENERGY 2 437 CAVITATION EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY OF LIQUID HE 7 373

MODIFIED FOR E6S MODEL 7 716 CAVITATION IN SOLIDS & LIQUIDS, FRACTURING 3 805
BUILDUP TO DETONATION, IMPACTED HMX, TATB 8 346 CAVITATION MODEL OF LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 5 81

SMEAR CAMERA, RDX/AL 3 708 CAVITATION THRESHOLD AS LIMITING FACTOR IN HE 4 413
BULLET IMPACT, RESULTS, SENSITIVENESS 2 703 CAVITY COLLAPSE IGNITION, COMP 9 8 1080

SINGLE-CRYSTAL SENSITIVITY 2 471 CAVITY COLLAPSE IN ENERGETIC MATERIAL4 a 68
SENSITIVENESS vs GAP TEST 2 644 CHAIN INITIATION, RADICALS IN UNREACTED OAS 2 229
TEST, SETUP 6 684 CHANNEL EFFECT, PRECOMPRESSED EXPLOSIVE 8 1069
TEST, SOL-CRYSTAL SENSITIVITY 2 471 CHANNEL PLATE DqTONATIVE CENTERING 5 330
TEST, TATB/HMX MIXTURES 7 572 CHARACTERISTICS METHOD, NIP CODE 4 538

BURN FRACTION IN EULERIAN COORDINATES 3 724 CHARGE DIAMETER EFFECT, DETONATION VELOCITY a 906
BURN MODEL, COMPRESSIBLE SOLIDS & GASES 7 234 CHARGE DIAMETER, DETONATION WAVE CURVE 7 592

EXPLICIT HOT SPOTS a 52 VELOCITY DEPENDENCE II' LVD 5 86
HYDRODYNAMIC MOTION 5 487 CHARGE LENGTH EFFECT,L/d 4 3, L/d & 16.5, TNT 2 504
NONDETONATIVE, VENTING 7 175 CHARGE PREPARATION, DETONATION VELOCITY TESTS 2 119
SLURRIES AND EMULSIONS 8 985 CHARGE RADIUS, STEADY VELOCITY DEPENDENCE 6 642

BURN PRESSURE IN UNDERWATER & GAP TESTS 4 494 CHARGE SIZE EFFECT ON PLATE DENT DEPTH 2 752
BURN PROBABILITY vs IMPACT VELOCITY, AMMO 6 689 CHARGE-SEPARATION HYPOTHESIS, WAVE/GRUUND 2 142
BURN RATE ANOMALIES, COMP B, TNT, M3OAi 7 898 CHD'3, ID LAGRANGE MODEL, CHINESE 8 94
BURN RATE PARAMETERS vs PRESSURE EXPONENT 5 191 CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF DETONATION 1 43
BURN RATE ve PRESSURE, DrT 3 633 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE 6 710
BURN RATES AT HIGHER PRESSURES 3 78 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODEL, CONFINED HE 7 56
BURN RATES OF SOLID HE, SENSITIVENESS 2 851 LAGRANOE GAUGES 7 498
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CHEMICAL ENERGY RELEASE EQUATION, ID MODEL 3 614 Cd PROPERTIES, HIGH-CARBON CHNO, MODEL 8 521
CHEMICAL ENERGY, UNLOADING RATE EFFECT 7 857 CJ STATE CALCULATIONS, 5KW MODEL 3 726
CHEMICAL IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY (CIMS) 8 725 CS HARD-SPHERE EO8 8 805
CHEMICAL KINETICS IN DETONATION 4 75 CJ STATE DERIVATIVES, JWL 105 a 778
CHEMICAL KINETICS, C.E.E. 20 MODEL 7 695 CJ STATE, INITIAL STATE VARIATION a 778
CHEMICAL REACTION, MODEL, SHOCK WAVE INIT 6 371 POX, INERT 0INDER EFFECTS, WAVES 7 560

RATE, PBN 9404 ve LX-17 8 953 RDX, TMTI JCZ E10 6 162
RESULT OF FRACTURE 8 243 VARIATION OF MOLECULAR PARAMETERS 8 774
SHOCKED HNS 8 15 CJ SURFACE LOCATION REACTION RATE INFLUENCEI 2 494

CHEMICAL REACTION/TRANIVIRSS WAVES, DARK WAVE 6 414 CJ TEMPERATURES, FIVE LIQUID EXPLOSIVES 7 739
CHENIONIZATION, SOURCE OF PLASMA LUMINOSITY 3 187 CJ THEORY, 1ST APPROXIMATION OF D (VELOCITY) 5 41
CHIC, CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 8 502 CYANOOEIN 02, NR MIXTURE 2 231
CHICANERY, RETARDED DETONATION 6 225 FAILURE IN LIQUID & SOLID HE 4 84
CHINESE DETONATION RESEARCH, SURVEY 7 795 CJ VELOCITY, FRONT, TAYLOR WAVR 5 4
CINE-MICROSCOPE, NEW, DETONATION PHENOMENA 2 168 CJ VOLUME BURN vs TWO-PHASE IIURNGAMMA vs JWL 8 948
CINERADIOGRAPHY, FLASH X RAY(00,O00 fpe) 7 986 CJ WAVE, STEADY STATE, CALCULATED FLOW 7 504
CISSOIDAL DETONATION WAVE, VERTEX, MACH WAVE 4 135 CLASSICAL DETONATION WAVE MODEL 8 487
CJ ADIABAT, KINETIC ENERGY OF WATER, NUBILE$ 6 561 CLOSED-BOMB TEST RESULTS, COMP S 8 252

P-U FOR HEX-1 5 523 CLOSED-VESSEL DEFLAGRATION, HE + PROPELLANTS 6 195
Cd CONDITION, AXIAL FLOW, SPHERICAL FRONT 8 168 C02 LASER, IGNITION OF PROPELLANTS 7 217

CALC., LOW-DENSITY HE SYSTEMS 5 56 CO vl CF2 AS DETONATION PRODUCTS 7 949
CYLINDRICAL OR SPHERICAL FLOW 4 78 C02, TEST AND CALCULATED HUGONIOT b 551
HYDRODYNAMICAL ITUOIES 1 107 COAL-MINING EXPLOSIVES, CRITICAL DETONATION P 4 $56
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR FLOW 6 603 LUI41NOSITY 2 571
POINT OF COMPLETE REACTION 1 55 COBALT AMINE AZIDES, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 3 50

CJ DEFLAGRATION, SHOCK m CJ DETONATION 3 793 COLLIDING-NALL HE IMPACT SENSITIVITY TEST 3 1
WAVE MODEL, DDT STUDY 6 238 COMBUSTION DATA CORRELATED WITH SENSITIVENESS 2 643

CJ DETONATION, ACCELERATION, NO CONDUCTION 7 634 COMBUSTION ENERGIES, OXIDES AND FLUORIDES 7 941
PRESSURE, 2ND AND CJ MODELS 7 531 COMBUSTION IN A CAVITY, CALCULATION 2 617

CJ EQUATION DERIVED, PRECOMPREIIION EFFECTS 5 69 COMBUSTION MODEL, STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION 7 208
CJ EXPANSION ADIANAT, FROM CYLINDER TEST DATA 7 646 COMBUSTION WAVE TRANSFORMATION, HIGH ORDER 1 43
CJ GAMMA DEFINED, ADIASAT FOR ENERGY RELEASE 3 739 COMMERCIAL BLASTING AGENTS, CHARACTERIZATION 6 129
CJ HYPOTHESIS, D v u + C 1 88 COMP A, DIAMETEI-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647
CJ ISENTROPE & UNDERWATER PENTOLITE IESTS 4 27 MODIFIED, DETONATION VELOCITY, RATES 2 130
CJ ISENTROPES MEASURED FOR XZ, T2 8 753 COMP A-4, EXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK SENSITIVITY 7 928
CJ MODEL, ARM PROSE PRESSURE DATA 6 639 SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265

SHOCK AMPLITUDE EVOLUTION 6 383 COMP S AND COMP 1-4, DEFLAGRATION, VENTING 7 175
CJ PARAMETERS, (P, T, ml, D FROM TIGER MODEL) 8 965 CORP 1, AIR HUGONIOT AND CJ ISENTROPES 8 1076

DATA I CALCULATED 6 713 Ak I LIF EFFECTS ON ACCELERATION 6 510
EOS CONSTANTS, LX-14 8 618 ANOMALOUS SURN RATE CAANACTERISTICS 7 898
POLYTROPIC EOS, 20 MODEL 7 589 BASE GAP EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY 7 914
RELEASE ISENTROPES, CALCULATED 7 1072 3KW MODEL & PERFORMANCE DATA 3 728

CJ PARTICLE DENSITY EFFECT ON CJ PERFORMANCE 3 735 CAMERA RECORD, IMPACT TO INITIATION 3 423
CJ PARTICLE VELOCITY BY EMV GAUGE 5 421 CARD GAP (SPHF),P-x CURVE0, IONIZING 3 152
CJ PLANE, COINCIDING WITH COMBUSTION WAVE 1 44 CASED AND BARE, JET INITIATION 8 318

CONDUCTION ZONE BEHIND 3 117 CAVITY COLLAPSE IGNITION 8 1080
EQUILISRIUM, STEADY STATE 2 200 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODELS 7 56

CJ POINT, DENSITY OF SOLIDS AFFECTS PRESSURE 1 112 CJ POINT, Cd ISENTROPE, ERROR % 7 709
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE 1 21 CONDUCTING ZONE, ELECTRICAL EFFECTS 3 lkO
VELOCITY MEASUREMENTSHMX/TNT/INERT 4 56 CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE, PIN SIGNALS 3 140

CJ PRESSURE S GAMMA (CALC) vl DURAL DATA 3 394 CONDUCTIVITY PROFILESC PRECIPITATION 4 599
CJ PRESSURE & REACTION ZONE LENGTH MEASURED 2 343 CONFINED, AFTER FIRING, DEFLAGRATION 6 204
CJ PRESSURE, CALCULATED:TNT, COMP 5, OCTOL... 5 23 CORNER TURNiNG MODELPHERMEX PROFILES 6 410

EFFECT, AWRE EOS DETERMINATION 7 682 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SENSITIVENESS 3 666
ESTIMATED FROM JONES EQUATION 2 380 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5
HIGH-DENSITY RDX, TNT, ROX/TNT 2 383 DENSITY, D, CD, EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE 3 37r
HIGHEST IN DETONATION WAVE 3 382 DENSITY,SHOCK AND PARTICLE VELOCITIES 4 245
MEASURED IN EXPLOSIVES 2 327 DETONASILITYPROPELLANTS & EXPLOSIVES 3 639
NEW AQUARIUM TECHNIQUE (CHINESE) 7 795 DETONATION PRESSURE DATA 7 531

CJ PRODUCTS AS HIGH-DENSITY LATTICE STRIICTURE 2 405 DETONATION PRODUCTSTESTCALCULATIONS 8 581
CJ PROPERTIES, AN & At-LOADED EXPLOSIVES 8 555 DETONATION PROPERTIES, CARBON EOS a 528

AN- I EDD-LOADED HE, MODEL 7 555 DETONATION-DRIVEN PLATES & CYLINDERS 4 23
AP, RUBY CODE 4 360 DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647

CJ PROPERTIES, CHNO & CHO EXPLOSIVES 8 554 COMP B, DURAL, Ufg 7 535
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COMP 1, DYNAMIC DETECTION OF $PALLING 6 477 COMPACTION, EPFECTS ON FLANE TRAVEL, DOT 7 '43
IMP GENERATED BY CONDUCTION ZONE 3 116 HEAT GENERATION IN HOT SPOTS 8 926
ENERGY THRESHOLD, p-t PLOT 6 106 POROUS BIDS OF INERTS 7 843
EUTECTIC WITH TNT,BTRAIIJ-FREE CASTING 2 119 COMPACTION, WAVES, PISTON-PROPELLANT IMPACT 7 261
EXPLODINO-FOIL SHOCK SENSITIVITY 7 928 COMPOSITE HE, Al PRACHLORATEB/HMX 5 137
EXPLOSIVELY DRIVEN METAL, MODEL a 610 CALCULATED IGNITION DATA 7 462
FLYER PLATE CRITICAL SURFACE AREA 7 316 DETONATION MODEL 7 517
FHEE-SURFACE MOTION STUDIES 4 577 METAL ACCELERATION 8 1018
GAP TEST RESULTS, VARIABLE DONOR 7 279 COMPOSITION 1.209, SPHERICAL DETONATION WAVE 5 31
GAP TEST, LOU-PRESSURE LONG DURATION 8 228 COMPRESSED-GAS GUN, SHORT-PILSE SHOCKS 7 857
NEAT Of DETONATION 4, D, Po1  3 744 COMPRESSIBILITY, WEAKER SHOCKS CAUSE REACTION 2 629
HIGH-VACUUM DETrNHATICN 5 561 COMPRESSION WAVES, CHARACTERISTICS, SHIELDING 8 1145
IGNITION 1V All GAP COMPRESSION 7 3 PROPAGATING, CAMERA RECORD 3 420
IMPACT INITIATION, .30-CAL CYLINDERS 2 612 COMPRESSION, RAIP-INDUCEDSjNOCKED PROPELLANTS 8 962
INITIATION BY METAL JET, x-t PLOTS 7 352 COMPREPSIVE (HOT SPOT) BURNING STAGE, DDT 8 666
ISENTPOPES, K•Y vs JWL 8 556 COMPRESSIVE HEArING, CAVITY COLLAPAE, CORP 5 8 1080
JET TEMPERATURES, Ir RADIOMETER 6 691 IGNITION MODEL 7 3
LOW-ORDER EXPLOSIONS AFTER IMPACT 6 328 COMPRESSIVE SHOCK & ACCELERATION (RAMP) WAVES 7 394
LOW-ORDER WAVE, RETONATION, WAVE EXIT 3 833 CONDENSATION SHOCK, CENTERED WAVE EXPANSION 2 308
LOW-PRESSURE POINT ON ISENTROPE 3 389 CONDENSATION SHOCKS & WEAK DETONATIONS 2 295
MACH INTERACTION, TWO WAVES 4 142 CONDENSATION SHOCKS IN 1D UNSTEADY FLOW 2 300
MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURF,AQUARIUM 5 65 CONDENSED PHASE WITH CAVITIES,CALC INITIATION 2 689
NONDETONATIVE EXPLOSION 7 246 CONDENSED-PHASE DETONATION, SUMMARY OF PAPERS 4 198
ON DURAL, Ufj 2 334 CONDENSED-PHASE REACTIONS, NITRIC OXIDE 8 ?IS
ON SPHERICAL AL SHELL$, VELOCITIES 6 521 CONDUCTANCE, NORMALIZED APPROX, HEMI PROSE 4 596
OVERDRIVEN DETONATION WAVES, OS 4 47 CONDUCTANCE-DISTANCE CURVES, SPHF (CARD GAP) 3 164
OVINDRIVEN SHOCKED STATES 5 533 CONDUCTION TRACES, COMP I AND PENTOLITE 3 129
PARTICLE SIZES,FINITE 1 INFINITE DIAN 2 479 CONDUCTION ZONE BEHIND CJ PLANE 3 117
PARTICLE VELOCITIES 7 1072 CONDUCTIVE (LAMINAR) TO CONVECTIVE BURN 7 164
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 7 593 CONDUCTIVE AND CONVECTIVE BURNING, DDT STUDY 8 665
PLEXIGLAS MONITOR, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 23 CONDUCTIVITY, DETONATING HE 3 139
POP PLOTS, &URN RAte MODEL 7 481 PROFILES va C CONTENT, PRODUCTS 4 595
PRESSURE TIME PROFILES, MANGANIN GA. 6 625 PROFILES, ELECTPOOES IN PROPANE 3 122
PULSE DURATION SENSITIZING EFFECT 5 191 PROBE RECORDS, SPHF PLATES 3 ¶50
RADIATION A BLACKBODY TEMPRRATURES 7 8?9 CONFINED CHARGES, 20 METAL & GAS FLOW, MODEL 3 226
RELEASE WAVE, BOUNDARY RAREFACTIONS 3 267 FUEL FIRE, MINITRIAL 7 1040
9.6S7EL, INTERFACE VELOCITY, MODEL 4 545 STEEL YOKE SETUP 6 ?04
SENSITIVITY vs GAP THICKNESS 7 920 CONFINED DROP HAMMER TEST, IHE 7 965
SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL POLARIZATION 5 429 CONFINED HE, CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODFL 7 56
SHOCKED, THERMAL FILM RECORD 7 973 PROPAGATING DETONATION MODEL 7 1055
SYMPATHETIC DETONATION 3 790 CONFINED HEATING, TATBI/HMX MIXTURES 7 571
TRANSM:SSION Of SHOCK WAVES IN AL 1 9'O CONFINED TNT CHARGES, FINAL VELOCITIES 3 337
VELOCITY-DIAMETEN CURVFS 7 589 CONFINED-CHARGE RESPONSE TO FRAGMENTS 7 1048
U, It, At, AtlMN, 1 1* (MODEL) ? 796 CONFINEMENT & PRESSURE EFFECTS, DEFLAGRATION 6 204
WAX-GAP TEST 1 23 CONFINEMENT EFFECTS, CONTACT SE1.SITIVITY 4 408
X RAYS OF DETONATION 8 422 EBW INITIATION 4 449

C04P B-3, DROP-WEIGHT IMPACr TEST 3 6 ENEROY PREDICTION 8 176
IMPACT RESPOWSE, 1ODEL AND TESTS 7 273 GAP TEST, DISCONTINUITY 3 805
1IENTROPEB CALIBRATED FROM DATA 5 9 LOW-VELOCITY DE(ONATION 7 575
L3W-ViLOCITY IMNACT I1NITION 4 478 POX 9502, Mg, Al, PMMA 8 376
MEASURED PRESSUREV, FCJUk TESTS '3 14 PROPELLANTS DETONATING 3 823
OBLIQUE SHOCKS, PERPENnICULAR URIVE 6 602 SMALL PETS 4 TNT CHARGES 2 768
PARTICLE VELOCITIES, MAGNETIC PROBE 6 637 SUBSONIC FLOW, MODEL 6 368
PRESSUPý DATA, PHEqPEA, Uf, 5 13 VELOCITY, ANFO 3 316
PULSE DURATIýMN GENSITIZINU EFFECT 5 191 CONICAL IMPLOSION GENERATOA, Cu 9 U 5 548
SHOCK DESENSITIZATION 8 1057 CONSERVATION EQUATIONS, 10, SPHERIC iYMMETRY 6 590
SHOCK WAVI DECAY IN Al 3 254 GASEOUS DETONATION 2 266
THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH 5 280 MASS,ENERGY, MOMENTUM 1 88

COMP S/AN, DIAMETER EFFECT, D V4 lid 4 182 CONSTANT-CURRENT GENERATOR SETUP, TRIGGER 4 621
CrI4P C, DROP WEIGHT IMPACT rEsT 8 640 CONSTANTAN GAU4E RECORDS,LOW-OnDER DETONATION 6 330
COMP C-4, hAP TEST SENSITIVITY 3 830 CONTINUITY EQUA'rION,EPHERICAL nETONATION WAVE 1 93

GROWTH TO DETONATION,INTERFEROMETRY 4 584 CON'INUOUS RATE PROBE, LVD IN NITROMETHANE 7 $77
SHOCK WAVE DECAY IN Al 3 254 CONVECTIVE BURN (CB), GAD PENETRATIVE, DDT 6 25C

COMPACTION, DISTAHCE vs %TND a 938 CONVECTIVE BURN HODEL, REGRESSION RATES 7 164
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CONVECTIVE BURN MODEL, SOLID PROPELLANT CRACKS 7 186 CRYSTAL SIZE EFFECTS, THERMAL INIT OF AZIDUS 2 563
CONVECTIVE *UANINO, FXPLOSIVE POWDERS 3 77 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, HMX POLYMNORPH SENSITIVITY 3 665
CONVERO.NT CYLINDRICAL SHOCK WAVES 1 79 CRYSTAL THICKNESS vs VELOCITY, LEAD AZIDE 5 301
CONVERGiNO (SONIC) DETONATION WAVES 7 638 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA, NO 8 841
CONVERGING ID SPHERICAL DETONATION 7 602 CS 10, DETONATION TENMPRATURE ve DENSITY 8 805
CONVERGING FLOW DRIVER, PLANAR FLYER PLAtES 7 826 CTP* AND HTPI BINDERS, 0I'N4E1ER EFFECTS 7 561
COPPER, PLANE SPALLINO, I0 CALCULATION 5 567 CTX-1, SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265

RADIANCE RATIO & SLACKBODY RATIO 6 692 Cu-CTE JUNCTIONS, SHOCK WAVE EFFUCT 5 404
CORDITE SENCITIVENESS, GAP TEST SCALE 2 702 CuO.Ng, DEFLAGRATION-VELOCITY, ELECTRIC PROSE 4 616
CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, FRICTIONAL HEAT 8 247 CURABLE PLASTIC-IONDED HE, CX-84A 8 .361
CORNER-TURNING, COMP B, IMAGE INTENSIFIER 6 666 CURVATURE EFFECTS, DETONATION FRONT, HMX 4 86

"MODEL 8 52 SHOCK WAVE EVOLUTION 6 379
MODEL, PBX 9404 & LX-17 7 488 STABLE DETONATION WAVES 1 93
TATS 7 624 CURVATURE OF AXIS EFFECT, DETONATION VELOCITY 1 53

COURANT CRITERION, ARTIFICIAL VIlCOSITY 6 337 CURVE FITS, OIVE METHODS, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 62
COWAN.FICKETT DATA, EFFECTIVE GAWMAS, OETAS 3 721 CURVED-FRONT THEORY, NONPLANAR SHOCK WAVE 8 168
CP, DOT CALCULATION OF P'.UAE, CONNER TURNING 8 6"5 REACTION RATE, TNT/NoNO 2 519

DOT, CHARACTERIZATION 7 865 WAVE SHAPE vs RATE 2 501
NEW EXPLOSIVE FOR LOW-VOLTAGE DETONATORS 6 455 CUSTOMIZED EXPLOSIVES, TATS- & H1(SBASID 7 566

CRACK EFFECT ON OCTOL, Nor PLATE & HOT WIRE 5 284 CX*84A, CURABLE PLAITIC-BONDED EXPLOSIVE 8 361
CRITICAL ACCEtERATION FOR SHOCK GROWTH 6 47 CYANOOEN-O2 MIXTURES,HIOH.TEMP THERMODYNAMICS 2 231
CRITICAL ACCELERATION, RADII OF CURVATURE 6 387 CYCLONE MODEL, TRANSIENT 2D FLOW 3 227
CRITICAL AIR GAP, LEAD AZIDE/TETRYL 2 626 CYCLOTOL 71/25, FREE-SURFACE VELOCITY 2 335

TETRYL ACCEPTOR OENSITY 1 25 CYCLOTOL, lKW MODEL A PERFORMANCE OATA 3 728
CRITICAL ANGLE FOR MACH ORIDGE, SHOCKS, FOAM 6 409 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5
CRITICAL BARRIER THICKNESS, COMP S CHAROE 7 354 DIAMETER.EFFECT PARAI4ETERS 6 647
CRITICAL BOOSTER OOARTETER & MASS 4 435 LOW-PRESSURE POINT ON ISENTROPE 3 389
CRITICAL CAPACITOR VOLTAUll CICNFINED CHARGES 6 20? MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE 5 65
CR:TICAL CONDITIONS, IMPACI INITIATION 7 316 UNDERWATER SHOCK-TO-BURN TESTS 4 469

SHOCK INITIATION 6 68 WEDGE TEST WITH SMEAR CAMERA RECORD 3 504
CRITICAL DIAMETER, ADDITIVE DENSITY EFFECT,NN 7 583 WEDGE TEVT WITH SMEAR CAMERA RESULT 3 504

AN/At MIXTURES 2 744 CYLINDER ENERGY, SIMPLER PREDICTION 7 953
AP, SYMP4(fTIC DETONATION 6 174 CYLINDER TEST, ALUMINIZED HE EFFECT9, SETUP 7 949
CONFINED CHARGES OF NN 7 609 BURNED GASES IENTROPE & FLOW 4 39
NM-DILUENr N!IXTURL 6 135 CP IN Cu 7 869
THREIHOLu FOR PROPAGAtION 5 207 EA EUTECTIC AND OTHERS 7 553
WAVE gRuNT H$1AE 7 792 EA SYSTEMS 8 1004

CRITICAL ENERGY FLUCNCE, CRITERION, PRESSURES 7 887 EUTECTICS OF AMMONIUM NITRATE 7 801
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 7 77A IDEAL EXPLOSIVE PREDICTIONS 6 446

CRITICAl ENERGY, CONCEPT, SHOCK INITIATION 6 11 LX-14, VELOCITIES 8 616
DERIVED FROM CAP TEST DATA 8 1136 METAL ACCELERATION 4 3
IMPACT ON TETRYL, romP I 6 327 NF2 PERFORMANCE 7 940
INITIATICN SEHAVIOl 7 459 OFF-CENTER INITIATION 7 755
TNT DETONATION 0 4 RDX/TNT MIXTURES 6 516

CRI7ICAL IMPACT CRITERIA, SHOCK INITIATION 7 ast TEMPERATURE, PARTICLE SIZE 8 1018
CRITICAL IMPACT VELOCITY, FRAC(URE STRESS 1 35 TWO-PART, AWAE 105 METHOD 7 678

SHOTGUN FACILITY 7 It" CYLINDRICAL CONVERGING DETONATION, D vs 1/r 7 602
s 'ENGTH 4 4F4 CYLINDRICAL DIVERGING DETONATIONS, MODEL 7 669

CRITIrAL JET IMITIATION ENERGY a 1091 CYLINDRICAL SHOCK TUBE, CONVERGING WAVES 1 81
CRITICAL PARTICLE VELOCITY, 9NIT THRESHOLD- 5 227 CYLINDRICAL TUBE CELL FOR GAS FLOW MODEL a 915
CRITICAl, SHOCK DURATIOIV, REACTION KINETICS 6 105 CYLINDRICALLY SYMNETRIC HOT BOUNDARY IN WAVE 4 83
CkITICAL SHOCK INITIATION ENERGY MODEL 7 459 DAGMAR MOD2L, CORRELATION WITH SHOCK DATA a 108
CRITICAL IHNC= INTENII'¢y, SHOCKED LIQUID HE 3 820 REFLECTED SHOCK, RAREFACTION 7 385
CRITICAL 1ICCk PRESSURE EQUATIONS 0 1123 DARK WAVES, DETONATION FRONT 7 958
rRITICAL SH3CK, NM., PNAN, TNT, AN, ONT, DNS 7 382 HOMOGENEOUS HE DETONATION, PHOTOS 6 414
CRITICAL SURFACE AREA, BI'T PARAMETrR 7 116 LIQUID HE, FAILURE EFFECTS 5 169
CRIT"CAL TEMPERATURR SCALING, CONFINED HEJDT 6 218 DARK ZONE IN SHOCK INITIATION 3 786
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE TESTS, t TO EXPLOqION b 1114 DARK-WAVE FAILURE OF 1,2-OP, REINITIATION 5 97
CRITICAL THICKNEDS OF DETONATIO14 ?RCPAUATION 8 9n4 DARKiIAVE W)OE OF FAILURE & REINITIATION 5 89
CRITICAL THICKNE9qE$ FOR SHEET INCLUSIONS, NH 4 391 DATE, DETONATION PROPERTIES 3 761
CRITICAL TRANSFEW CHARGE DLAMETER 8 334 DTOTNAWION PROPERTIES, CARBON EOS 8 528
CRYSTAL BREAKUP IN REACTIUN OF SOLIDS 3 794 KADICALW IN DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 742
CRYI.AL GROWTH, PITH, ELASTIC MOD'ULI 6 396 THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH 5 280
CRYSTAL MELTING EtFECT ON EURNING HMX 5 311 DAUTRICHE EFFECT, DETONATION WAVES COLLIDING 7 757
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DAUTRICHE METHOD, 0 FOR CONFINED TNT 3 354 DECOMPOSITION REACTION KINETICS 7 789
D, UNREPRODUCIBLE RESIULTS 1 9 DECOMPOSITION REACTION KINETICS, LEAD AZIDE 2 529
TEST SETUP 2 586 DEFLAGRATING EXPLOSIVES OR PROPELLANTS 3 799

DBA-1, -2, -3, DENSITIES, D, CD, P 3 381 DEFLAGRATION & DETONATION VELOCITIES, PROBE 4 616

DDNP, BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS 2 651 DEFLAGRATION MODEL, FRAGMENT IMPACT 7 i75

DEFLAGRATION BEFORE DDT 1 59 DEFLAGRATION RATE, HE + PROPELLANTS, ) 1 kbar 6 195

DROP-WEIGHT INITIATION TEST 3 12 DEFLAGRATION WAVES, UNSTABLE, HETEROGENEOUS 6 281
DDT EXPERIMENTS, TEST FOR EXISTING THEORIES 1 57 DEFLAGRATION, ACCIDENT SIMULATIONS 8 211
DDT IN CP STUDY 6 455 BEFORE DETONATION, PHOTOS 1 57
DDT IN NITROGLYCERIN, BUBBLE EFFECT 3 455 CO-0 2 EXPLOSION, X-t PLOT 2 288
DOT IN PETN & RbX, FREE-RUN LASER INITIATION 6 612 DEUTERIUM, LASER DRIVEN 5 361
DDT IN PROPELLANTS & EXPLOSIVES, QUANTITATIVE 3 635 FROM EBW-INITIATED CAPACITOR 6 205
DOT IN PROPELLANTS, RISK TESTING 6 299 INDUCED AT AMBIENT 8 216
DOT IN RDX AND BALL POWDER, POROUS BEDS 8 972 PRINCIPAL MNANS OF PROPAGATION 3 433
DDT IN SOLIDS, CHEMICAL KINETICS,CALCULATIONS 3 606 SCNLIEREN PHOTO, CO/0 2 /H2 /H2O 2 986

DDT MODEL, COMPACTED POROUS HE 7 198 DEFLAGRATION-TO-SHOCK TRANSITION (DST) 7 225
GRANULAR EXPLOSIVES 8 669 DEFORMATION AS THERMAL ENERGY SOURCE 8 926
PROPAGATING FLAME,CASED PROPELLANT 7 143 DEFORMATION HEATING, HIGH ASPECT RATIO DIMPLE 8 1080
PROPELLANT,CAST-GRANULAR INTERFACE 8 962 DEFORMATION, ROLE IN HOT-SPOT FORMATION 7 976

POT STAGES FOR POROUS CHARGES 8 658 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION PROFILES 7 347
DDT STUOY, AP + PYRIDINE IN STEEL TUBE 7 151 DEGON, RADIANCE 7 762

CP CHARACTERIZATION 7 865 SENSITIVENESS, m x 0 2 700
DOUBLE-BASED PROPELLANT 8 658 DEKAZENE IN HYDRAZINE, GAP TEST SENSITIVITY 3 830
DREMIN'S DECOMPOSITION MECHANISMS 6 29 DELAYED AND LOW DETONATION, MODEL AND TESTS 8 135
HIGH*HMX SOLID PROPELLANTS 7 256 DELAYED DETONATION, CARD GAP TESTS 7 265
POROUS HE IN PLASTIC TUBES 7 119 LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT 7 256
RDX, "RETONATION" WAVE 5 231 DELAYED-DETONATION TRANSITION (XDT) 7 258
SMALl, DIAMETERS IN RDX, HMX & HNS 7 107 DRNSE FLUID EO a 785
STEEL-CONFINED RDX/WAX 7 139 DENSE MOLECULAR FLUIDS THrORY VS MODEL 8 531

TETRYL, FINE & COARSE, 485X THD 6 426 DENSITY CHANGES IN GASEOUS DETONATIONS 2 187
DOT TEST DATA vY KRIER/VAN TASSELL GUN MODEL 6 258 DENSITY DISCONTINUITY, HMX/ZnCL 2 STUDY 5 187
DOT TUBE SETUP, PROPELLANT STUDY 8 659 NUT-SPOT FORMATION 5 117
DOT TUBE TESTS, BALL POWDER, MODEL 8 938 SHOCK INTERACTION 4 394
DOT, CONDUCTION PULSE PEAK TO INITIATION 3 156 SHOCK INTERACTION, NH 4 386

CP, SUMMARY OF PROPERTIES 7 865 DENSIYY EFfECT, DDT 7 113
DIRECT OBSERVATION IN GLASS TURES 7 873 DDT r 166
DYNAMIC COMPACTION OF INERTS 7 843 DETONATION FRONT 7 768
DYNAMIC COMPACTION, INTRAGRANULAR STRESS 8 645 GAP TEST 7 336
EARLY WORK 3 788 HNS-SF SENSITIVITY 7 106
GAS EVOLUTION & GAS ESCAPE vs PRESSURE ¶ 110 INITIAL, SCALED RADIUS 6 564
GAS-PHASE REACTIONS 7 216 RUN TIME AND PRESSURE 3 514
IGNITER AND COMPACTION EFFECTS 7 143 STRETCHED/UNSTRETCHED HE 4 500
LAMINAR TO CONVECTIVE BURNING 7 164 UNDERWATER 6 561
POROUS BEDS OF PROPELLANT, MODEL 8 934 DENSITY FLUCTUATION CONSTRUCTION SCHEME 8 680
POROUS EXPLOSIVE, CONSUMABLE 8 914 DENSITY SURFACE CONTOURS, TATS MODEL 8 50
POROUS HE, HIGH STRAIN RATE DEFORMATIuN 8 881 DENSITY, STROkGEST PRESSURE INFLUENCE 4 179
SCHLIEREN PHOTOS & PLOT$, CO/0 2 /H2 /etc. 2 284 DENT & DETONATION VELOCITY TESTS,3/8-in. DIAM 6 441
TWO ISOMERIC CAST PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES 6 231 DENT TEST RESULTS, AZIDE/PEIN DETONATORS 2 723

WALL TRACE RECORDS FOR NM-ACETONE 5 105 DEPTH OF INITIATION vi BRASS Ufg 3 567
DE LAVAL NOZZLE, FLOW CONDITIONS 2 754 DESENSITIZATION BY PRESHOCKING HE 8 47
DEAD PRESSING 3 785 DESENSITIZATION BY SHOCKING 3 805
DEAD PRESSING, NO BURN TO DETONATION 2 629 DBTASHEET C, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 8 363
DEAL'S AIR-MATCH POINTS 4 63 DETONABILITY OF PROPELLANTS & EXPLOSIVES 3 635
DEBONDING & CRYSTAL FRACTURE vs EXPLOSIVENESS 7 2U DETONASILITY TEST SETUP, PRESHOCKED HE 8 1058
DEBRIX 18AS, SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265 DETONATING DIATONIC LATTICES (MD) 8 864
DEBRIX 2, EMP VELOCITY GAUGES 8 447 DETONATION BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID TNT 2 439
DE8YE CONTINUUM THEORY, SHOCK COMPRESSION 7 523 DETONATION CALORIMETER, PETN DEtONATION HFAT 4 167
DECAY OF SHOCK WAVES, SOLIDS & At SPALLINGS 3 253 DETONATION CALORIMETRY, FLUORINE OXIDIZER 7 942
DECAY ZONES NEAR FRONT OF DETONATION WAVE 5 18 DETONATIOM CHEMISTRY, FLUORINE OXIDIZERS 7 940
DCCOMPOSITION ENERGY, HEAT, RADIATION 3 843 DETONATION CRITERION, P n. m const 6 76
DECOMPOSITION FRONT REACTION 7 789 DETONATION FAILURE & SHOCK INITIATION MOOEL 5 177
DECOMPOSITION KINETICS, EMISSION SPECTRA 8 710 DETONATION FAILURE, NM, 2D SIMULATION 7 608
DECOMPOSITION PROOUCTU, EMISSION SPECTRA 8 712 VELOCIIY-DIAMETER THEORY 7 509
DECOMPOSITION RATE vs PRESSURE (FOREST FIRE) 6 409 DETONATION FRONT PHOTOS: NM, NM/ACETONE 7 958
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DETONATION FRONT STRUCTURE, GASEOUS, REACTION 2 216 DETONATORS, M29 & M47, DEVELOPMENT 2 712
DETONATION FRONT, SHAPED CHARGE, RECORD 7 751 DETOVA MODEL, DOT, DYNAMIC COMPACTION 7 850

DETONATION HEAD MODEL, WAVE SHAPES 2 501 DEUTERIUM SHOCKED BY PULSING Nd LASER 5 361
DETONATION HEAD SHAPES, SPHERICAL IGNITION 6 525 DFB, FAILURE DIAM, TIMES 5 89
DETONATION HEAD THEORY, REACTION RATE, TNT/SN 2 519 LIQUID NE, CHARACIERIZATION 6 467
DETONATION IF BURN SURFACE V ) SOUND SPEED 2 695 OFF, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467
DETONATION IN OASES AT LOW PRESSURE 2 251 DFNT, LIQUID ME, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467
DETONATION IN HIGH VACUUM 5 559 DIAMETER EFFECT, CJ PARAMETERS, KNT EOS 8 996
DETONATION IN HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES 2 454 CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES 2 424
DETONATION LIGHT, BUBBLE$ IN NM,CAMERA RECORD 3 481 DETONATION VELOCITIES 2 202
DETONATION LIMITS IN CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES 4 179 DETONATION VELOCITY 3 791
DETONATION PARAMETERS, ANATEX 20 & COMP 0 7 1082 DETONATION VELOCITY, IND 1 105

NM/DILUENT 6 136 OIVERGINU DETONATION WAVES 8 1046
ONE EMBEDDED FOIL 8 440 EYPING THEORY, LIMITS 4 180

DETONATION PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS, KW EDS 3 725 HI-DENBITY HIITEROGENEOUS HE 6 642
OCTONATION PRESSURE, FUNCTION OF LENGTH 5 59 LIQUID TNT, DURAL & PYREX 2 449

NM DRIVING DURAL,"GECAY" 5 18 NM, JONES & EYRING THEORIES 2 454
PBX 9404, COMP I, NM, 7 531 NONiDEAL DETONATIONS MODEL 7 699
SIMPLER PREDICTION 7 953 ON DOT 7 110
X RAY OF WAVE vo TIME 5 13 ON WAVE SHAPE, IDEAL HE 2 505

DETONATION PROCESS IN p-v PLANE, CJ POINT 2 345 PBX 9404, COmP e, P1X 9502 7 533
DETONATION PRODUCTS (ELEMENTS) EFFECT ON HE 6 710 REACTION ZONE THICKNESS 4 96
DETONATION PRODUCTS BELOW THE CJ STATE 5 523 SLURRY 8 168
DETONATION PRODUCTS STUDY, APPARATUS 8 702' TATS/HMX MIXTURES ? 567
DETONATION PROPERTIES, KHT lOS MODEL 8 548 THEORIES, EARLY WORK 3 801
DETONATION RESEARCH IN CHINA, SURVEY 7 '95 THEORY & EXPERIMENT 8 168
DETONATION STATE, SERIES OF Ta FOILS 5 5 VARIOUS THEORIES COMPARED 2 482
DETONATION TEMPERATURE, 4-COLOR PYROMETER 8 558 DICHLOntO-TNT, RADICALS,DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 742

CHAROE-CORE RADIATION 2 157 DIELECTRIC LIQUID EXPLOSIVES, TRANSDUCERS 4 609
LIQUID HEi 7 ?759 DIELECTRICS (LIQUID) IN SHOCK WAVES 5 399
THEORY, TNT & TETRYL 2 165 DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS, It FLOW, ISENTROPE + E 3 608

DETONATION THRESHOLD DATA, TNT-FILLED TARGETS 7 1051 DIFFUSION EFFECT IN COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES 4 193
DETONATION THRESHOLD VELOCITY, IMPACT EFFEC( 7 2r3 DIFFUSION LAYER CALCULATION 8 1012
DETONATION THRESHOLDS, PBX 9404 & RX-26-AF I 325 DIFFUSION METHOD FOR GROWING LEAD AZIDE 7 736
DETONATION TUBE, STANDARD (FRENCH), PHOTO 6 126 DIVFUSION.CONtROLLED REACTION RATE MODEL ? 520
DETONATION VELOCITY, ANFO, TNT, EMULITE,... 8 987 DILUENT EFFECT ON METHYL NITRATE SENSITIVITY 5 271

CALCULATED, CJ, EOS,. 1 107 DILUENT EFFECT ON PROPAGATION OF NM 6 133
CURVATURE FUNCTION 7 60? DIMENSIONLESS EXPLOSIVE/JET PARAMETER a 1091
CURVED LINER EFFECT 6 533 DIMPLE TESTS, THREE VARIATIONS, COMP B A 1080
DENSITY, ANFO 3 314 DINA, BKW MOCEL & PERFORMANCE DATA ! 72S
DENSITY, VATH 3 764 CONFINED EFFECTS, FAILURE DIAMETER 3 SOn
DIAMETER STUDY 2 133 ELrCTRICAL 'IRANSDUCEN STUDIES 4 609
DIVERGING 8 151 NM, TNT, DITHEKITE SHOCK INITIATION 3 469
FROM HUOONIOT MINIMUM 2 387 TIME DELAY vs TEMP RECIPROCAL, DECOMP 3 68
LINEAR vs DENSITY 2 416 DINGOU, JENSITIVITY A4D PERFORMANCE 8 351
MEASUREMENT, PIN METHOD 2 136 SYNTHESIS a 351
OSCILLOORAPH TRACF, PETN 1 13 vs TATO, COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES 7 540
RADIUS (D vs 1/) 2 480 DIRECT-CONTACT DETONATION SENSITIVITY TEST 4 404
RADIUS (D vs 1/) 3 311 DISCONTINU:TIES IN HE-DRIVEN PLATE TESTS 4 645
SIMPLER PREDICTION 7 95.4 DISCONTINUITIES IN MODELS, q & LAX METHODS 3 615
SPHERE, CYLINDER, PLANE 5 41 DISCONTINUITY ANGLE OF SIHOCK WAVE 4 258

vs CHARGE DENSITY S 74 DISCREPANCICS IN• COS, ADD FORMIC ACID 8 540
vs INITIAL DENSITY ? 390 DISK ZTANDOFF DISTANCE EFFECT, VELOCITY ? 306

DETONATION WAVE, FRONTS, IDEAL/NONIDEAL 2 500 DISLOCATION DYd|AHICS, CRACKS IN ELASTIC MEDIA 6 Z68
GENERATORS, FAMILIES, TYPES 5 517 DISPLACEMENT GRADIENT XETHOD, FLAOH X RAY 8 440
INTERACTIONS, MODELING ! 487 DISSOCIATION ENERGY vs DETONATION VELOCITY,N 2 2 244
INTERACTIONS, MOCLLING T 669 DISTANCE-TIME PLOT, BUILDUP TO DETONATION 5 248
SUBSONIC, CONTAINER VELGCITY 5 85 DISTANCE-TO-VETONATION TESTS 7 888
THEORY, CHINFS• 7 795 tISIANE-Eve-PRESSURE PLOTS,PETN, 2 DENSITIES 6 371
INTEOACTING WITH INERTS 1 93 DITHEKITE, DINA. TNT, NM SHOCK INITIATION 3 469

DETONATION ZONE, CONDI:WSED EXPLOSIVES 2 358 PLASMN, STREAK CAMERA 3 200
PEAK LUMINOSITY MEASUREMENT 1 39 SENSITIVENESS, Q, m 2 648

DEYONATOR DESION & FABRICATIOlI 2 720 DIVEROENT SPHERICAL DSTONATION WAWS,SOLID HE 5 31
DETONATOR STRESSES, MOMEPTUM, TINE, DISTANCE 3 Z85 DIVERGENT WAVE, FLOW DERIVATIVES, HEAT 8 148
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DIVERGIN61 DETONATION$, RDX & PETN-SASED PBX 7 405 EDNA, IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 01/100 3 674
DIVERGING SHOCK 6)hVE IN PLEXIGLAS CYLIIODERS 5 477 LIMIT DATA, HIGH REACTION ZONE 4 184
DIVERGING SHOCK WAVE 1112TIA~'ION, RDX/TNT 8 143 SENSITIVITY AND OXYGEN BALANCE DATA 3 699
OMP, DETONATION PROPERTIES 6 100 WAVE CURVATURE vs CHARGE LENGTH 2 $06

SENSITIVITY, CAVITATION EFFECT 7 373 EDNP, LIQUID NE,'CHARACTERIZATION 6 467'
iHEAAL DECOMPOSITION AT P a 10-S0 kbars 5 331 ELCET1M'RTR, HC RSUEO O 0

DNPP, LIQUIV HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 EGO, SENSITIVENESS. Q,M 2 649
DNPTB, IMPAQT SLNSITIVITY, CfITICAL TCPQ 3 69 SENSITIVENESS'm X a 2 7n0
ONT, DIAMETEF, EFFECT, D vs i/d, LIMIT DATA 4 182 EGON, BUSBLE ENQRGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 .546

RADICALS IN DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 ?4'Z LIGHT EMISSION DURING INITIATION 3 133
SENSITIVITY 7 373 FIE, FRENCH ION-EXCHANGED EXPLOSIVE 4 .156
THRESHOLD VELOCITY, SIURN RATE 6 119 EINITEltJ VIBRATIONAL rREuENY, PARTITION f 2 407

DOERING-KIiiKWOM-WOOD, INCREALSE IN ViLOCITY 2 198 FLA 20 MODEL, AWRE EOS DETERMINATION 7 678
DONOR CHARGES :NITIATING ACCEPTOR CHARGES 2 621 ELA 20 STEADY-STATh CCDE 4 14
DOPPLCR l-ASER INTERFERONETRY, VELOCITY STUDY 8 815 ELASTIC HALF-SPACE, WATER SURFACE DETONATION 5 49?
DOP'PLER SHIFT VELOCITY INVERFEROMETIER, RECORD 6 673 ELASrIC MODULI, PETN CRYSTALS 6 400
DOUBLE WEDGE TEST, TATS AND HMX 8 891d ELASTIC PRECURSOR DECAY MODEL, WITH CRACKS 6 267
DOUBLE-BASE PROPELLAWT, CASTING SOLVENtS 4 421 ELASTIC PRECURSOR WAVES IN IRON AND QUARTZ 4 569

DOT STUDY A 658 ELASTIC PRECURSOR WAVES IN LVD, CAViIATION 5 85
GAP TEfT SENSITIVITY 3 830 ELASTIC PkRCURSOR WAVES IN SHOCKED BERYLLIUM 5 467

DOUBLE-CARTRIDGE TEST, RENCITIVENESS 2 604 ELA4TOPLASTIC EFFECTS, ATlEWLUATINO S;IOCK WAVE 4 277
DOUBL8i PIPE TEST CDF'), AN0O IN 40-mu DlAN B 390 iLASTOPLASTIC RELEASE OF Mg AT 80 kbars 4 290
DOQULY 111OCKED HMX, SMEAR CAMERA RECORD 3 511 ELECTRIC SCXJNDARY VALUES, LAPLACEIZ EQUATION 4 596
DOWNSTREAM MAPI NUM~iER PLOTS 5 131 ELECTRIC FISLD INITiATION, EXPLOSIVE AZIDES 6 390
1-2 DP, EXPERII~aNTAL & CAIC CJ PARAMETERS 6 713 ELECTRIC (MN TEST SETUP 5 1`126
DREV GAP TEST, SHOCK SENSITIVITY 8 361 ELECTRIC GUN, INITIATING TATB, SHORT $HOC9 8 380
DROP HAMMER, IHC TEST, LABORATORY SCAIE 7 965 ELECTRIC PROBE TECHNIQUE, DETONATION & DEFLAG 4 616
DROP WEIGHT APPARATUS, tXPLOSIVENESS, $KID 6 291 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY, DETONATION PRODUCTS 4 595
DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TEST, COLLIDING BALL J 1 LIQUID DIELECTRICS 5 399

HOT SPOTS, SHEAR 7 970 ELECTRICAL EFFECTS IN PIN METHOD, VELOCITY 2 141
POLYMER EFFECTS 7 24 ELECTRICAL INITIATION OF RDX 3 88
TATB/HMX 7 570 ELECTRI.CAL AMI'hCT ION EFFECT, SHOCKED HEIALS 6 151

DROP WFIOHT IMPACT, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 8 635 ELECTRICAL. h'3TNEOF IONIZED ZONE 3 112
TRANSPARENT ANVILS 3 ELECTRICAL~y l ;.ELERATED FLYER PLATE SYSTEM t 653

DTA FOR BTX, NEW HIGH-TE.4P E5W EXPLOSIVE 6 460 ELECTROCHEMICAL ELECTRODE EFFECT, LAB STOrK 5 399
DUAL VFLOCITIES Of DETONATION: 0~, TNt,YTTRYL 2 583 ELECTRODE INTERFACE EFrECTfS, LEAD AZIDG 6 393
DUAL-DELAY-LEG VELOCITY INWTERFgROMETER OfIVAR) 6 668 ELECTRON SEAiM HEATING, STRESS PULSE MFASURED 351
DURT PARTICLES INTERACTING WITH AIRBLAST 6 784 ELECTRON BEAM INITIATION 50
D~sA2D) MODEL, FAILLAE RADII & CORNER TURNING 7 488 ELECTRON BOMBARDMENY DECOMPOSITION, AZIDES 2 531
DYNA20. EXPLICIT HOT-SPOT MODEL 8 so ELECTRON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS, NQ 8 839
DYNAMIC COMPACTION, POROUS BEDS OF INERTS 7 843 ELECTRON P~ARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE (EPR) 8 734
DYNAMIC COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES, HMX CC"4POUNDS 8 1037 ELECTRON PAkAMAGNETIC RESONANCE (EPR) SPECTRA 8 742
DYNAMIC COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH EFFECTS 7 17 ELFCTRONIC EXCITLO STATES, BOND SUISSION 7 93
DYNAMIC DETECTION, SPALLING, STAINLFSS,COMP B 6 477 ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL MAP, NQ 8 845
DYNAMIC IMPACT MO0DEL, 2D LAGRANGIAN 6 336 EMBEDDED FOILS, DETONATION STATE MEASURES 5 4
DYNAMIC RADIOGRAPHS, SPHIERICAL DETONATION 5 36 X-RAY PHO(OS, FITS TO 5 16
DYNAMIC STABILITY BOUNDARIES, DEFLAGRATION 6 281 EMBEDDED GAUGE MEASUREMENTS Va RFLA 7 466
DYNAMIC STRUNS-STRAIN DATA, CAMERA RECORD 3 421 EMBEDDED GAUGES, LX-17 a 1053
DYNAMITE, CALCULATED BLASTINO PERFORMANCE 8 987 MANUANIN, TATS INITIATION 7 385

EXPLOSIVE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZED 6 729 EMF STATIC & DYNAMIC LOADING, C-.TE./Cu JUNCT 4 633
LATERAL SHOCK PRESSURE TESTS 4 95 EMISSION INTENSITY, REACTIVITY INDICATOR 8 15
TRERMAL HAZARD 7 06 EMISSION SPECTRA, DETONATING HNS 8 694

EA, EUTECTIC OF EOD AND Ak, PERFORMANCE TESTS 7 548 Hg(CNO)k & COH(NO 2)3(02Pb) 8 710
EAK AND EAKL, INTERMOLdCULAR EXPLOSIVE$ 8 III EMP GAUGES, STEADY-STATE VELOCITIES 8 187
EAK, EUTECTIC, NON-STEADY-STATE EFFECTS 8 1001 EMULITE, AIR NUGONIOT &, ISENTROPES, MODEL 8 1077

GAP TEST RESULTS 8 232 CALCULATRD BLASTING PERFORMANCE 8 987
LOW EXPLOIVI7Y BUT NOT LOW SENSITIVITY 8 1005 PRECURSOR AIR SHOCK IN AIR GAP 8 '1072

EAR (EDD/AN/RD0~ PLATE DENT TEST DATA 7 551 EMULSION EXPLOSIVES, PERFORMANCE rESTS, MODEL 8 985
EARLY-MOTION TEST, AWRE CYLINDER TEST 7 68C EMULSIONS, GLASS MICROBALLOONS, PERFORMANCE 8 "93
EBW DETONATOR, HIGH TEMP, NEW EXPLOSIVE CBTX) 6 460 EMV GAUGE, ASSEMBLIES, (ELECTROMAGNETIC VEL) 8 102
EBW, CAUSE OF ENERGY LIMI, 4 449 HUGONIOTS, POROUS TNT 6 766

ILLUMINATION IN I C PIJOTOS, PBX 9404 6 666 RISE TIME, FLOW PERTURBATION 7 1062
EDD, EUTECTICS 7 548 I6CHEMATIC, PARTICLE VELOCITIES 5 413
EDGE EFFECT STEADY-STATE DETONATION 6 356 0'V GAUGE, TECHNIQUE, P4MA 5 413
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B. Topic Phrase Inde~x (cowrt~we
SUJECT SYM PAGE XNAJCT SYN PAGE

CN, BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS 2 651, NO$, URANIUM AFTER SHOCKt LOADING 547
RADIANCE & DETONATION TEMOS 7 762 WATER 1 357
SENSITIVENESS 2 699 UATER 4 27
SENSITIVENESS, Q. m 2 648 WATER, TWIN SPHEREINTERACTION 5Sol8
SHOCK COMPRESSION THROUGH INERT, DCT 3 813 WCA4 I . a

ENERIY lANO DIAGRAM, UCHOTTKYIBARRIEk CONTACT 6 391 EPR PESOVANC.E, TRIN*IT40AROMATIC16 a 742
ENERGY DELAY EFFECf.ON BLAST WAVE 7 729 EPR SPECTRA OF TITRYL, TNT, DNT, AND DATE 8 742
ENERGY EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION OF DDT 3 842 EPR THEO.RY, DECOMPOSITION Of ROX 1 HMX 8 734
ENE166Y PIACTIO4I0, BUOtILE, HEAr, MECHANfCAI,.. 6 554 RADICAL VIDNTIFICArIoN 8 734
ENERGY RELEASE, CHEMICAL SYSTEMS 3 738 EPR, HIGH-ACCELERATION CHEMICAL REACTION 8 243

RATE MODEL, FLOW FIELDS 7 498 THERMAL DECOMPOVITION-0F'NTRAMINCS 7 75
ENERGY THRESHOLD vs SHOCK PRESSURE 6 112 EQUATION OF NOTION, CURVATURE EFFECTS 1 95
ENERGY TRANSFER EFFICIENCY,PLATES & LfLINDERS 4 21 EQUILIBRIUM IN C2Ng/02/Ngi PROOF. OF Cq THEORY 2' 238
ENERGY TRANSFER TO RIGID PISTON AFTER IMPACT 3 205 EREMENKO'S RELATIVE DETONATION IMPULIES 7 952
ENERGY TRANSFER VS MASS RATIO, SPHERES,MOOELS 6 526 ERYTHROSIN IN AZIDE PHOTOCHEMICAL INITIATION 2 554
ENHANCED THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY,BHOCKED PBX 9404 721006 ET,' Pf., D ,.3 744
ENVIRONMENTAL SHOCK TESTING, CONDENSED PHASES 3 24 EIARC tObl,.CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 7 M0
E05 & CRITICALITY CONDITIONS FOR LIQUID HE 4 395 EULERIAN,LACRANOIAN COORDINATES COUPLEDMODEL 4 529
105S DETERMINATION, AWRE METHOD 7 678 EUtECTIC, AN-IIASED HE 8 997
EDS, 1060 ALUMINUM, SHOCK WAVE MEASUREMENT 4 213 AN-COMPO3ITE EXPLOSIVES 7 801

ALUMI1NUM 2 354 AN, COSOLID.IFICATION, INDICES 6 448
ALUMINUM 3 358 wnp. OF BINARYA'IXTURES, LIOWOD HC 6 47U
AN-BASED HE 8 997 EVANS' LIMI1TS IN HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES 4 190
ANTIMONY 6 602 EXCESS TRANSIT TIME Vs FLYER VELOCITY 6 660
ARGON, EXPANSION ISENTROPES OF TATE 8 816 EXCIMER LASER INITIATION, SPECTROGRAPHY 8 710
EASED ON :NTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS 7 703 EXPANSION ISENTROPES, TATE COMPOSITIONS 8 815
CALIERATION METHOD 8 794 EXPANSION WAVE BEHIND DETONATION FRONT,IMPACT 4 560
CARBON 8 521 NXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK SENSITIVITY TEST 7 924
CAST PBX CHMX/POLYURETHANE) 8 599 EXPLODINO-WIRE DETONATOR, PETH SURR~OUNDING IT 1
CHNO EXPLOSIVES PROPERTIES MODEL 7 703 ýXPLOSIVE DEFLECTION Of A LINER 5 4!7
CJ CONDITIONS (K-W) 4 27 EXPLOSIVE GRAINS, CUMP B, TNT, M430A1 7 899.
COMP B 4 3 'IMPLOSIVE PARAMETERS, CONICAL SHAPED CHARGES 8 1093
DETONATION OASES 1 72 EXPLOSIVE SHOCK~ ADIABAT, COMPRESSIBILITY 7 791
DETONATION PARAMETERS, CHINESE 7 795 EXPLOSIVE WEDGE TEST, SETUP & STREAK RECORD 6 22
DETONATION PRODUCTS, AT P 4 3D kbars 4 52 EXPLOSIVE-DRIVEN ME, SHOCK WAVES IN X RAYS 646
DETONATION PRODUCTS, C vs HCOCH 8 540 EXPLOSIVE-DRIVEN METAL, MODELS 8 602
DETONATION PRODUCTS, COMP B 4 47 EXPL'2SIVE-FILLED TRANSDUCER, CHAflGE ASSFMRLY' 4 611
DETONATION PRODUCTS, OASES 4 29 EXP'IICIVE-PLATE INTERFACE, VELUCITY,COMP B/SS 4 545
DETONATION PRODUCTS, INTRODUCTION 8 785 EXPLOSIVEN29S, AWRE LABSET TEST 7 1?
DETONATION PRODUCTS, VLW EDS 8 796 MUNITION FIkIJsNGS 7 1040
ELASTOPLASTIC MATERIALS, At, Cu, C-7 4 280 RARDiE EURNING TUBE,CONFINEC HE 7F 1040
GAS & LIQUID, LENNARD-JONES-OEVONSHIRE 1 108 RESP(,iSE, HMX-MRSED PRMm a 1035
GRANULAR HE, PULSED ELECTRON BEAM 5 351 S14ALL* SCALE SKID TEST b 9
GRAPHITE AT TNT CJ POINT Z 401 vs MINIMUM IMfACT VELOCITY 83 268
H2-02 DETONATIONS 2 221 EXPLOSOPHOROUS BONDS, SENSITIViTY, C-NO2  7 66
HEX-1 5 531 EXTEX, MINIMUM PRIMING CHARGE TEIT 14O0E' 7 479
HMX/POLYURETHANE 7 678 EXTRUDABLE HE, 36 MEW LIQUID CARRIERS 6 466
HMX/TNT 4, 24 EYRING'S CURVED-FRONT tHEORY 3 310
RHAB, RATE MODELING 7 416 RYRINOI5 CYLINDER DETONATION, DIAMETER EFFECT 3 7837
LUCITE 3 584 EYRiNO'S EQUATION FOR UNCONFINED CHARGES 2 461
NITROMC'THANE 7 609 EYRINGIS THEORY & TECHNIQUE DISCOUNTIID 2 452
PEX 9404 7 407 ý'ASRY-PEROT !4TERrEROMETER, SC.HEMATIC 8 124
PETN DETONATION PRODUCTS 5i 503 U15  8 596
PLEXIGLAS 5 477 FABRY-PEROT vw ROTATING-MIRROR RESULTS 3 617
P4MNA 5 477 FAILURE & REIGNITION PROCESSES, NM/PMMA/Al 6 130
POLYTROPIC, CJ PARAMETERS vs AREA 1 589 FAILURE CM9d AND FAILURE WEDGE SETUPS 8 980
POROUS MATERIAL (INSULBOARD) 3 396 FAILURE DIAMETER, E;S-DIFLUnROAMINO ALKANES 5 89
RDX 7 )6CHARGE SETUP 5 91
REACTIVE MIXTURES, POSTOETONATION 7 650 ;COR PBAA PROPELLANTS (RDX) 4 105
SOLID EXPLOSIVE (TAIT) + ISENTROPE 3 610 NITRIC OXIDE, SHOT SETUP 6 724
TNT, BURN MODEL FROM LSZK EOS 5 4?0 RDX ADDITION 4 97
TNT, IMPACTED, UNCONFINED 5 316 SOLID COMPOSITt PROPEI.LANI 4 1021
TNT/NmNO3 50/50 2 519 THEORY, APPROX. DELETED 6 99

EOS, UNREACTED EXPLOSIVE 3 5a.2 FAILURE EFFECTS, DARK WAVES IN LIQUID HE 5 169
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B, Topic Phrase inden (contirvwd)
SUJECT ZYM PAGE SUBJECT IYM.PAG

FAILURE LIMIT CLRVES, TNT, OIAM vs DEN9ITY 5 k11 FLYER PLATE, SLAPPERS, AIR & GAS EFFECTS 7 930
VAILURE Of CJ THEORY FOR' SOLID'& LIQUID HE 4 84 .TEST SETUP, IlL (ORANCE) 8 161
FAILURE"RADII, DATA & MOIIL, HOT SPOTS 6 411 FLYER VELUCITY CALIBRATION CURVES 6 658
FAILURE R05II, TESTA, PBX 9404 & LX-17 7 4688 FLYER VELOCITY ve BURST CURRENT DENSITY - 8 1127
FAIL01E WAVIS, PHOTO MAPPING TECHNIQUE 5 115 FLYING-FOIL TE871 IN METHANE & VACUUM, 9404 _4 .376
FALLING HAMMER 'i&T, MN biNSITIVITY 5 268 FOANID HE, DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS 5 ' 47
FAST-BURNING REACTI1N, PETN, FRAMING CAMERA 3 16 FOA41ED PETN CHARGE, LOW-DENSITY HE gYrT'EMS 6 183

'FDA, LIQUID HE, CHARACIERIZATION 6 467 FOAMS, SHdCKED, HEATED, PRWSSUln WAVZS 4 266
FDEE, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 FOIL"MOTION METHOD, CJ UONDIlIONSlLOW DENSITY 6 185
FDIK (AN/ADNT/EDD/KN) WRNSITIVITY 7 804 FOIL8, CONFiMEPUNT, REDUCING FAILURE DIAMETER 2 474
FDNE-A,oN,-S, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 FOREST FIRE IURN MODIL v,,TEST DATA 7 479
FONEP, 'LIQUID IE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 FOREST FIRE MODEL, TARGET GAUGE RECCIRDS 6 27
FEFO, EXPERIMENTAL A CALCULATED WJ PARAMETERS 6 713 FOUP.-IlIOCK CONFIOURATIOlI, UbLIQUE, RMFLECTED 6 57?

LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 FRACTURE IN hE-METAL EYSTEM#ECABWING/3PALLINU 1 33
FIBER'OPTIC DEThCTOS USED WITH STREAK CAMERA 8 381 FRACTURE PATTERNSIMPACTI AT DIFFZRINA AN•ILM 5 5?5

FIBER OPTICS ASýEMBLY, SHAPED-CHARGE TEST 8 462 FRACTURE PHENOMENA: FROM SUODEN RELEASE 1 35
FIlER 07C1, %MED DEVICE, ARRIVAL TIME 8 460 HIGH ACCELERATION 8 •43
FICKETT I WOOD 10, STRAIGHT-LINE CJ ADIABAT 4 52 XPS (SPECTROSCOPY) 8 243
FICKETT-JACCSI.CCLE 8 794 FRACTURE ZONd LIMITS vt ANGLE OF INCIDEOCE 5 576
FILM CONTACT,ANVILIMPACT SENIIT)VIYY MACHINE 3 11 FRAGMENT ATTACk 13ST, SENSITIVENESS 2 696
FILM, SPRAYED-ON HE, LARGE-AREA DETONATOR 7 746 FRAGMENT IMPACT EFFECTS, PLATE & PLUG 7 1048
FINITE-DiPFERENCE MESH, R CHARGES UNDERWATER 6 584 FRAMING CAMERA, COMP I & DITHEKITE PLASMA 3 189
FINITE-DirPERENCE METHOD, FLOW TO PISTON 3 205 RECORD, NM/PMMA/At, WAVES 6 129
FINITE-DIFFERENC9 SCHEME IN LAGRANGIAN COORD. 4 528 fREE RADICALS, HMX DECOMPOSITION 8 Al7
FITS TO p-u POINTS FOR HMX/TNT 4 61 RDX DECOMPOSITION 8 737
FITTING FORM DESIGN, ISENTROPE 8 792 FREE-RADICAL SHOCK INITIATION MOOkL 7 778
FIVONITE, WAX-GAP TEST 1 i3 FREE-S0RFACE MOTION, PREDICTION & DATA I 295
FLAM9 ANALYSIS, TETRYL, PETN, NITRAOLYCEHIN 2 572 STREAK CAMERA READINCS 4 573
FLAME AS REACTIVE DISCONTINUITY 7 223 FRCE-SURFACE ROTATION, UBLIQUE SHOCK 4 566
FLAME HEIGHT PREDICTIONS, HMX IN DDT 7 1¶6 MREE-SURIACE VELOCITY, a ?(PARTICLE VELOCITY) 1 91
FLAME PROPAGATION, CONVECTIVE BURN MODEL " 186 FLAT TOP 2 381
FLAME SPREAD tHROUGH PROPELLANT, DDT 7 143 IRON IMPACTED, 25 aPa 6 672
FLAME TRAJECTORY, CALCULATED * 227 vs PLATE THICK, PINS 2 349
FLASH X RAY, CINLPADIOCRAPHY, HIGH SPEED 7 986 vY ýLAT% THICKN4ESS 2 330

COMP B, 1ET INITIATION 7 358 vs PLATE THICKNESS 4 547
INSTRUMENTED SHOTGUN, DEF, NOT 7 299 vs TIME, PBX 94,04 5 324
PHERMEX 4 639 ve(PLATE THICK/CD) 1 /2  5 20

FLASH-GAP TECHNIQUE, DEtONATION PkESSURE 5 13 FREE-VOLUHE INCREASE, SLOWER REACTION,LOWER P 2 b29
FLAT PLATE 1%3T, ELECTRIC GUN :NITIATION 8 614 FREE-VOLUME THEORY, FLUIDS, LENNARD-JONES-... 1 107
FLO, PRESSURE-BASED, RAACTIV6 rLOW 2D MOOFL 7 328 FRIuTION INITIATION APPARATUP 5 191
FLOW BEHIND REACTION ZONE, PLATE DENT RESULTS 2 749 FRICTION TEST, SENSITIVENESS TESTINU 3 660
FLOU BOUNDARY & SilOCK WAVE IN AIR, PHOTO 5 461 FRONT & MASS VELOCITY IN EVACUATED CHAMBERS 4 1?6
FLU€ YIELD MEASURENENTS, EXPLOSIVE STRUCTURE 5 33 FTE, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467
ILOW FIELDS, CALCULATION, RFLA TECHNIQUE 7 466 FULL-MOTION TEST, AWRE CYLINDER TEST 7 679
FLOW 6AUGE4, CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 5 427 FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH ON EXPLCSIVES, NO 8 422
FLOW VELOCITV, EMV & VELOCIMETER 7 1064 FUZE DESIGNS & TECHNOLOGY 2 720
FLUID MODEL, ID, COMPRESSIBLE, REACTIVE FLOW 2 313 GAMMA & CJ PRESSUkE (CAI.C) vs DURAL DATA 3 394
FLUORINE AS OXIDIZER IN EXPLOSIVES 7 940 GAMMA LAW HE, DETONATION PARAMETER RELATIONS 3 754
FLUORODINITROMETHYL COMPCAJNDS, SENSITIVITY 7 84 GAMMA LAW, (P-V BEHAVIOR', COMP B 4 a
FLIOOROMETHYL- SYNTHESIS, HISTORY 7 84 CALCULATII.'NS, HE PARAMETERS 8 946
FLUORONITROALIPHATIC SENSITIVITY, OXYGEN SAL 7 87 EOS vs DATA, CJ PRESSURE 5 8
FLYEK ACCEtERATION, EXPLODING METAL FOILS 6 653 EOS, P-Up ISENTROPE FROM CJ STATE 3 387
FLYER PLATE, COLLISION, PHERMEX RADIOGRAPH 4 6"5 GAMMAS, GRUNEISEN ANn ADIABATIC 8 791

CONVERGENT FLOW DRIVER 7 826 GAP TEST, 6-In.-DIAM CONFINED,INSTRUMENTFD 8 223
CRITICAL SURFACE AREA CONCEPT 7 316 CARD, PROPELLANTS, CONFINEMENT 3 823
ENERGY vs REACTION RESPONSE 6 7 CAVITATION EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY 7 373
EXPLODING FOIL, SENSITIVITY TEST 7 924 CRITICAL FAILURE DIAMETER 3 800
IMPACT SIMULATION 8 52 CRITICAL SHOCK INITIATION 7 278
IMPACT TEST, HE SENSITIVITY 6 105 CYLINDRICAL 4 462
LIMITINU VELOCITY 7 798 DATA vs FRAGMENT IMPACT DATA 8 1151
METAL-HE-METAL ACCELERATION 7 811 ERDE, SENSITIVENESS 2 646
OBLIQUE IMPACT 4 381 HISTORICAL WORK 3 785
SCHEMATIC, HNS SENSITIVITY TEST 7 1025 INITIATION THRESHOLD, TNT 6 36

FLYER PI.ATE, SHOCK FOCUSING 6 62 GAP TEST, INTERSTITIAL GAS EFFECTS 5 247
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B. Topic Phrase Index (continud)
W-. JECT SYN PAGE . UJECT SI-----

GAP TEST, LIQUID MONOPROPELLANTO 3 436 GAUGE, QUARTZ, TECHNIQUE FOR IPPACT tEgTS 5 490
LOW-AMP SHOCK INITIATION (LASI) 7 285 QUARTZ, THICK, PukA 4 2P.2
LOW-ORDER REACTIONS IN SHOCKED HE 4 462 REdOROG, PERFECT ýis MODEL V 472
MODEL vt LANL & NOL RESULTS 7 479 GBFO, LIQUID HE, CHARACrIRIZATION 6 467
MODIFIED 8 1131 Ge AND II, COMPLEX SHOCK WAVES. $ 408
MODIFIED, LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 7 575 GELIGNITE, SHOCK PARANETERI, MItIN'E)* LOSIVf 4 559
MODIFIED, UNDERWATER SHOCK TO SURN 4 488 GEM-DINITRO.COMPOUNDS, IMPACT TESTS, O*10. 3 616
MnRE RELIABLE FOR MONOPROPELLANTS 2 695 GEOMETRICAL SHOCK FOCUAIBG 6 '62
kM, 50 GAP o WITH AL CONFINEMENT 3 798 GI01s FREE ENERGYE•IUILIIRIUM OMONP$SITION 4 168'
NOL, SHOCK PRESSURE TO INITIATION 3 584 GITTINGS' rLYIWNGFOIL REAULTS, VACUJUM/HETHAKS 8 i101
PERPENDICULAR, LOW-ORVER REACTIONS 4 463 GLASS MICROCALLOONS, EMULVION.IXPLOSIVEI' 8 993
SCHEMATIC CROSS SECTION 5 220 GLASS NCUS9TRAP Pt.ANE1WA,''fGN'tRATOk a 447
SENSITIVENESS TESTING 3 660 GLYCOL DINITRATE, DILUIENT EFECTS iN NM .7 583
SENSITIVENESS, CONSTANT PRIMER 2 602 GRAIN BURNING, GUILDUP TO lETONATION 6, 11
SENSITIVITY, LIQUID HE SYSTEMS 4 412 CRAINS-BURNING MODEL,.REACTION ZONE MOOE!. 3 310
SETUP, TATE AND HMX COMPOUNDS 8 897 GRANULAR DECOMPOSITION, LAMINAR GRAIN JURNING 7 394
SETUP, VACUUM vt AIR 7 5 GRANULAR HS DETONATIONS MODEL 8a 35
SHOCK WAVE SENSITIVITY IN LIQUIDS ? 575 GRANULAR HE, PRESSED, SHOCK TO INITIAtION 3 562
SHOCKED H-6 & PBXW-109 7 308 GRANULONETRY EFFECT ON MACIH REFE4.TICH 8 :437
SMALL-SPALE TEST SETUP 5 261 GRAPHITE FUl, EFFECT ON D ,se i!IYtL DI03IT.i .. 392
TATE FORMULATIONS, PANTEX 7 430 GRIT EFFECT CI' FRICTIONAL INMTATION 5 295
WAX Af INERT BARRIER 3 787 GROWN OF DhTONATION FROM INITIATING SHOCK 3 534
WAX EFFECTS ON SENSITIVITY 4 401 GROWTH OF REACTION IN SMALL CflAROES, TESTS , 6 290
WAX, SENSITIVITY, PRESSED/CAST 1 22 GROWTH TO DETONATION IN ACCEPTOR, IGH ORIDER 2 l66

GAP THICKNESS, COMPRESSIVE HEATING IGNITION 7 3 GROWTH TO DETONATION, C-4 A'AP,INtERFEhONE'VY 4 %A4
GAS BUBBLE, SCREENING EFFECT, DELAYED ARRIVAL 6 587 GRUNEIGUN COWFI;CIONT FOR 4RANULAR EXPLOSIVES 5 351
GAS DETONATION, STRUCTURE & INSTABILITY 4 67 GRUNEISEN EOS, COEFF!CIENT1, Cu AND Av. 8 615
GAS EFFECTS ON FLYER INITIATION 7 931 UNREACTECs POROJR TNT 6 .76/
GAS EVOLUTION AND GAS ESCAPE V6 PRESSURE 1 110 GRUNEISEN GAMMA ALONG CJ ADIhA•AT, HNB 7 0•5
GAS leRACTIONS, PYROLYSIS & FINAL GAS FRACTION 8 938 03UNEISEN PARAMETER, FVALUATION, METALS 4 203
GAS GUN, HUGONIOT, LtAD AZIUE 6 389 MEASUREMIENT, HNS i1 6 742

TESTS, PLANAR SUSTAINED SHOCK0 7 385 PRECOMPRIS;ION EFFEcrS 5 68
GAS IMPERFECTION FACIOR F DEFINED, K-W EOS 2 385 GURIT CHARGE, PRECURSOR Alk SHOCK, DET FRONT a 1071
GAS IN SUPERSONIC NOZZLE FLOW, SHOCK-LIKE 2 295 GURNEY CONSTANT, S!KPLER DkEDICTION 7 952
GAS NONIDEALITY IN CJ STATE, SCHMIDT EQUATION 2 204 GURNEY C'RVI vs CALCULATEL EFFICIE4iCIES 7 824
GAS PASSING THROUGH SHOCK FRONT INTO REACTION 1 43 '2JRNEY ENERGY vs INITIAL DENSITY ROR CP 7 870
GAS POCKETS IN LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 582 GURNEY MODEL AND THOMAS' SYNTHESIS 8 602
GAS SHOCK VELOCITIES, HMX/TNT/INERT 4 57 GURNEY MODEL, FRAGMENT VELUrITIES 4 19
GAS-DYNAMICAL MODEL, RDX/TNT INITIATION 8 196 GURNEY VELOCITY, CA$1Ntl EXPANSION MODEL 7 834
OAS-PHASE REACTIONS IN DOT 7' 216 H-6, ANOMALOUS IWVERSE SEhTITIVIi'Y, LAS! 7 293
GAIDYNAMIC FLOW FUNCTIONS, DIMENSIONLESS 6 592 BURNING AND DETONAT!ON, CAP TtSy 7 308
GASEOUS DETONATION WAVES, AIR CYCLE CALC 2 266 HUGONIOT DATA FOR UNREACTED EXPLOSIVE 5 251
GASEOUS DETONATION, PHOTOS, 02-H2 , 02-CO 2 281 HARDNESS NUMBERS, GROWTH SURFACE OF RON 7 P30

RAPID DENSITY CHANGES 2 187 HAZARD CLASSES, PELOCITIES OF PROPELLAnTS 6 303
GASEOUS FLOW FROM METAL TUUE (20), CODE 3 226 HAZARD POTENTIAL, LIQUID HE, LARCE HASd 6 122
GAUGE CALIBRATION, PRESSURE, CARBON RESISTOR 5 54 IIBX, MEASUREO DETONATION VELOCITY, 0-54 kpsl 5 73
GAUGE RECORDS, PERFECT vs MODEL 7 472 V-d CURVES, WAVE SHAPE Vs d, KINETICS 2 733
GAUGE RISE TIME & PARTICLE VELOCITY (EMV) 7 1064 HEX-1, DENSITY, CD. D, EXPERIMEN1AL PRESSURE 3 37I6
GAUGE, ELECTROMAGNETIC VELOCITY TECHNIQUF 5 413 ELECTRON-BEAM INITIATION y SO

EM, REACTION RATES 8 99 STABILITY & EXPANSION BEhAVION 5 S23
EM, REACTION RATFS FROM 8 83 HBX/TNT/AL, V-d CURVUS, WAVE SHAPE vs d 2 733
EMBEDDED Ve VISAR 1N REACTIVE FLOW 8 955 HEAT CAPACITIES, CALC, C, 0, N, CN, CO, 02,.. 2 239
EMP, INTERMOLECULAR HE REACTION 8 187 HEAT OF EXPLOSION X MASS BURN a SENSITIVENESS 2 643
IONIZATION & PIEZOEIECTRIC 2 201 HEAT PULSE, FORMATION & TRANSMISSION 3 57'1
MANGANIN WIRE, PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 6 625 HEAT RELEASE, PLANE AND HEMISPHERICAL WAVES 8 147
MANGANIN, LOW RESISTANCE 7 386 RATE ALONG SHOCK TRAJi:CTORV 8 143
MANGANIN, MULTIPLY EMBEDDED 6 21 vs VELOCITY, CPAREOU$ DETOWATION 2 268
MANGANIN, STRAIN COMPENSATED 6 330 HEAT TRANSFER, FROM (p,v,e) 7 504
MULTIPLE LAGRANGE, TNT 6 786 HEAT TRANSFER FACTOR IN INITIATION 3 793
MULTIPLE, STUDIES IN SITU 7 1062 HEAT-SENSITIVE FILM RECORD, HOT £POTS, SHEAR 7 970
PARTICLE VELOCITY, NEW 8 447 HEATS OF FORMATION, AT 298 K, EXPLOSIVES 3 808
POX 9501 EJECTA 7 883 CN, C2N2 , C, N, 0 2 240
PRESSURE, CARRON RESISTOR 5 47 MAXIMUM RATE or DURN 2 683

GAUGE, QUARTZ, STUDY, UPSTREAM OF SHOCKED HE 5 435 HEATS OF FORMATION, RDX, TNT, 2. 2 388
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B. Topic Phrase Iridex (continued)
SUBJECT SYN PAGE 81JECT lTH PAN

H&L14HOLTZ FqEE-ENER4Y CALCULATION, HNMI 6 751 MAX, SELF-PRESSURIZING BOME EXPERIMENTS 7 17n
HILMHOLT2 ;NSTAIILITY, 20, FLUIDS' INTERFACE 4 305 SHOCK IGNITION CHARACTIRISTICS ? 4.3
HEMP MODEL' HE CHARGE INSIDE Cu CYLINDER 4 520 SHOCK INITIATION, TESTO AND MODELS a 892
HEMP, 2D ELASTIC-PLASTIC CODE, DIVERGING WAVE 5 4"7 SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY Ol, DETONATION a 691
HENRY MODEL, GURNEY VELOCITY, HE CASING 7 834 STEAD)Y-STATE BURR~ R41TES 7 21n.
HqMRkMANN MODEL, 0..OPACTED POROUS MATERIAL 7 428 SURFACE MELTING CRYSTALS EFFECT ON BURN 5 311

PARAMETERS !OR 5 POROUS HE 8 6 77 TEMPtRATUPE, MEASURED AND CALCULATED a 55fl
HETFROGSNEOIJS COMPOSITE HE (H.C.X.) 6 1011 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AT P a 1040O kbers 5 1131
HE7EROGfAlOUS DETONATION WAVE PROPAGATION, 2D 6 405 THERMAL INITIATIOW AND GROWTH 5 2600

* HEThROGIINEOUS HE REACTION ZONE, MODEL 7 641 TUNU$ISTN*LOADED# XO0233,11ETONATION TESTS 8 979
lifI1R.OGIINIOUS SN(OCK-HEATING EFFECT 6 76 WEDGE TEST, SMEAR CAMERA *FCOPRD 3 011
NEXATOL, HE'(OTONAL, HEXOTOI.If DATA 6 513 X-RAY AND INFRARED STUDIES, BONDS 7 77
HIXCIRM WAX/IALLISTITE GENERATOR, DDT 7 157 HMX*SASEI) CUBIOMIZED EXPLOSIWVS 7 566
HOXOTOL, BUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546 HMX-RASED PO~e, EXPLOSIVE RESPONSE, AWRE TEST 8 1035
HEXOTONAL, SUBBLE IKNERY,UNDIRRWATER EXPANSION 6 546 HMX/Ak/VITON, PIRCHLORATES, CYLINDER VEIY3 .1 140
HIGII*DENSZTI INCLUSIONS, SMALL TIlkRMAL EFFECT 6 336 HMX/AP MIXTURES, COMPONITE HE MOEL 7 517
HtGH-DENSITY POLYTHENE (HOPE) BINDER 7 34 NONIDEAL DETONATION 7 620
H1GII-ORDER DET0401ATO, ON2ET A TRANSITION 3 51? HMX/SINDERS, EXPLOSIVENESS EFFECT, LAISET 8 1039

SURFACE DtISCONTINUITY 3 520 EXPLOCIVENESS, LANIET 7 17
HIGH-000YGENOH, A vs INITIAL DKNSItY 1 26 HMX/INERT, 6281 FITS TO TAYLOR WAVES 6 633
HI:GH-SPEED FRAMING CAMERA, IMPACT INITIATION 3 10 HMX/NC/CEF, ELECTRON REAM INITIATION 7 53
HIGH-SPEED PARTICLE INITIATION, AZIDES 2 565 HMX/NG & HMX/TNT, LIGHT EMISSI1ON TESTS 5 156
HIOH-tEIAP DETONATOR STUDY, *TX IN SE-i 6 460 HMX/NYLON, ENERGY THRESHOLD, p-t P!'OT 6 100
HIGH-TEMP' EFFECTS, TIME1 TO EXPLOSION 3 60 HMX/Pl, SIN61TIVITY AND PERFORMANCE, &DDT 8 1132
NI&H.IEMP THERMODYNAMICSI &, GASEOU& DETUNATION 2 231 IIMX/POLVURETAMAE, AWRE EOS NETHOD 7 679
HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION4, SPECIES SEPARATION 5 559 HMM/TATI, CHEMICAL OUCOMPOSITION MODEL 7 56
HIGH-VELOCITY METAL JETS 6 316 HMX/TATE/BTF, TEMPERATURE, CYLINDER TEST DATA 8 1020
HMX, ID HYDROOYNAMIV HOT-SPOT MOD~EL 6 44 HMX/TNT, DIVERGENT WAVOS & RETONATION 4 426

BUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546 POLYTROPIC GAMMA, ENERGIES, VELOCITY 5 462
CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODEL 7 $,A MHX/TNY/INERT, CJ POINT FROM VELOCITIEW 4 56
CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGlVN BALANCE 9 547 PLATE & CYLINDER DRIVER 4 23
CONFINEMENT INFLUENCE ON SENSiTIVITY 7 966 HM4X/Viton, RADIUS OF CURVATURE EFFECT 4 86
CONTENT, EFFECT ON EXPLOPIVIINESC 8 1035 HMX/WAX, SURFACE COAT EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY 4. 399
CONVECTIVE BURN AT HIGHER PRESSURES 1. 77 HMX/ZmC12, TEMP A CONC EFFECT ON iENBITIVITY 5 165
CONVEROINO SPHERtICAL DETONATION 7 602 HNAI, HUGONIOT DATA 7 416
D(km/e), DENSITY 8 514 INITIATION PT ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN FLYER 8 1126
DDT MODEL, TIGER CODE 8 672 POL':IrOkPHIC FORMS (1,11), THRESHOLDS 8 1126
DOT P'HENOMENA IN SMALL DIAMCTERS 7 107 HMOl, CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 13 547
DnT 671.1Y, PLASTIC TUBES 7 1%9 DETONATION VELOCITIES 6 538

DETONATI0I9 TEMPERATU'RE, PYROMETER 8 574 ISENTROPE BEHAVIOR, FLUORINE OXIDIZER 7 942
DOPPLER LASEk IWTERFERGMETER STUDY a3 135 POSTDETONATION PRIOPERTIES, CJ POINTS 7 647
EXPERIMiNTAL A CALCULATED CJ PAKAMETERS 6 713 HNI Z1, EQS Ai SHOCK INITIATION 6 740
HHX/teL-F CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5 HNS, CHEMICAL REACTION, SHOCK-INITIATED a 15
HOT-SPOF INITIATION 7 398 ;J PROPURTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 6 547
IGNITION DATA IN DDT 7 217 DDT STUDIES, SMALL DIAMETERS 7 107
IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 06/100 3 674 D!TONATION PROPERTIES, CARSON EOS 8 526
INTERSTITIAL GAS iFF16CTS ON SENSITIVITY 5 247 ENHANCED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE 6 62
IWTERSTITIAL GAtSk, SENSITIVITY 4 349 EOS & CHEMICAL KINETICS 6 748
JET PENETRATION MODEL 8 337 IMPACT SE'JEITIVITY AND 06/100 3 681
LAMINAR TO CONVECTIVE SURNNYO, DDT 7 164 1,1 COMP 5, REDUCED THERMAL HAZARD a 252
LASER IGNITION TEST 8 476 INITIATION T1IRESMOLD, HIGH To 6 44
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 8 637 L-ASER IPN.TION TEST 8 476
PARAMAINITIC D~ECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 734 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, DROP WEIGHT 8 642
PARTICLE SIkE DISTRIBUTIONS, MICROGRAPHS 8 1036 MICROSTRUCTURE EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY 8 26
PARTICLE SIZE, EFFECT ON. EXPLOSIVENESS 6 1035 OPTICAL ABSORPTION 7 935
PERFORMANCE MODEL 7 $!7 SENSITIVITY 7 1024
PHYSICAL PR')PERTIES 7 33 SENSITIVITY A4D PERFORMANCE, SODT MODEL 8 1132
POLYMORPHS, DIFFERING ICNSITIVITY 665 SHOCK HUGONIOTS & INITIATION THRESHO.LD 5 219
POROUS SED COMPACTION, !TRAIN RATE 8 645 SPEUTROSCOPIC STUDY OF DETONATION 8 691
POROUS, POP PLOT, MODEL va TEST JATA 8 96?1 HOLLOW CHARGES, MULTIPROFILE STREAK TECHNIQUE 7 751
PRE.CURSORS IN DETONATION 7 877 HOLOGRAPHY, PULSED LASER, HMX IN DOT 7 165
QUASI-STATIC COMPACTION 8 645 MOM E0S, UNDERWATER SHOCKS,MACH STEM PRESSURE 6 570
RETARDED DETONATION, TRICKS (CHICANERY) 6 226 MOM-SO EDO, DECOMPOSITION ESTIMATE 6 25

HMX, RUBBER-UONDED SHEET CXLOSIVE 4 496 HOMOGENEOUS DETONATIONS, 20 MODEL 6 405
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HOMOGENEOUS HE, TECHNIQUES TO ENSURE THEM 2 119 HULL EULERIAN CODE, COMPOSITE HE MODEL 7 51?
HONDOtKRIER, COMBUSTION MODEL + DYNAMICS CODE 6 258 HV4, THERMAL INITAITION AND GROWTH 5 280
HOOK EFFECT, CORNER-TURNING PROPAGATION 7 625 HW4, GROWTH OF REACTION, SKID TEST 6 290
HOOK EFFECT, PARK ZONE, RAREFACTIONS 3 802 HW4, THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH 5 280

OSSERVATIONSTHEORY,RAREFACTIONS 3 786 HYDRAZINE MONONITRATE, DETONATION VELOCITY 1 8
HOPKINSON OAR, APPARATUS, STRAIN RATE DATA 8 635 RIACTION TIME 1 56

SHOCK PRESSURE TEST 2 657 WAX-GAP TEST 1 23
HOT BOUNDARY OF 10 DETONATION WAVE (SIGMA) 4 82 HYDRAZINE NITRATE (HN),HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION 5 559
HOT PLATE AND HOT WIRE SENSITIVITY TENTS 5 280 HYDRAZOIC ACID, UNIMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 8 828
HOT SPOTS, CAVITY INITIATION 2 643 HYDROCODE RUBY, ALUMINIZED HNX, PERCHLORATES 5 141

COMP Be INGSORE EXPLOSIONS 8 252 HYDROCODES, 2DI, HOT SPOTS, RAREFACTIONS 5 177
DOT, COMPACTION OF POROUS HE 8 881 HYDRODYNAMIC CODES, 10 A 20, USED WITH TESTS 4 519
DECOMPOSITION AT LOW PRESSURE 6 29 HYDRODYNAMIC ELASTIC PLASTIC THEORY IN METALS 4 289
FORMATION MECHANISMS 6 69 HYDRODYNAMIC MOTION, 201 SHELL CODE 5 487
FORMATION, EXPLOSIVE CRYSTALS 8 62 HYDRODYNAMIC SOLUTION, REFLECTED SHOCK, fe 3 264
GAS INCLUSIONS CAUSE OF 6 336 HYDRODYNAMICS, HIEX IOL MOOEL,DURATION EFFECT 5 191
HIGH RATE DEFORMATION & SHOCKS 7 970 PHERMEKX RADIOGRAPHY,RAREFACTION 4 642
INITIATION, MICROHARDNEES OF RDX 7 976 HYDROGEN INCREASES PERFORMANCE ) CARSON 8 1003
INITIATION, VARYING PLANAR FIGURES 7 79? HYDROGEN PEROXIDE-GLYCEROL, LVD & HVO, GAP 4 412
INTERACTING SHOCK IN NM, MODEL 5 180 HYDROGEN-OXYGEN, DETONATION, ICHLIEREN PHOTO 2 284
LOW IMPACT At LOW AMPLITUDE 7 970 MIXTURES, STOICHIOMETRIC 2 258
MODEL, At & VOID IN NM CYLINDER 4 394 HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION OF HE, THEIR PRODUCTS 6 700
MODEL, CAVITY COLLAPSE 8 68 HYDROXYL-TERMINATED BUTADIENE (HTPB) 7 17
MODEL, IMP VELOCITY GAUGE DATA 8 190 HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT DATA, STEEL, At, Pb 8 1153
MODEL, HETEROGENEOUS HE 7 394 HYPERVELOCITY WAVE PHENOMENA, CONDENSED HE 3 304
MODEL, INITIATES BULK REACTION 6 371 IDEAL AND NONIDEAL DETONATIONS 8 988
MODEl,, REACTION CENTERS, PRESSED H 7 435 IDEAL GAS, ADIABATIC COMPRESSION, EQUATION 2 584
MODEL, REACTION SPOTS ORIGIN 8 678 IDEAL/NONIDEAL HE, WAVE SHAPE MEASUREMEHNT 2 500
MODEL, SHEAR SAND NUCLEATION 8 35 IGNITER COMPACTION OF INERT$ 7 843
MODEL, SHOCK-COMPRESSED HE 7 523% IGNITERS, DOT EFFECTS IN PLASTIC TUBES ? 143
MODEL, THERMAL ENERGY, PORE COLLAP 8 26 IGNITION & GROWTH OF REACTION, SUMMARY 4 512
MODEL, TEMP DEPENDENT, 3 TERMS a 951 IGNITION AND GROWTH MODEL, 2D LAGRANGIAN 7 4688
MODEL, VOID COLLAPSE 7 506 DYNA2D 7 1035
MODEL,CHEMICAL,PRESIURE LOADING 8 926 PONOUS HE 7 234
SHOCK CAUSES THERMAL REACTIONS 3 518 PROPELLANT CRACKS 7 186
SHOCKS 4 DENSITY DISCONTINUITIES 6 405 TATE EOS 8 588
SIZE, CRITICAL, PROPAGATING NM 4 395 THREE TERMS 8 902
SLURRY HE UNDER IMPACT, MODEL. 7 343 IGNITION BY RAPID COMPRESSION OF AIR 7 3
SURFACE BURNING IN POROUS SOLIDS 3 801 IGNITION STUDIES, MECHANICAL & CHEMICAL 4 477
THEORY, FIRST PROPOSED 3 842 IGNITION TESTS, RDX/TNT 8 255
THERMALLY DECOMPOSED INTERMEDIATES 5 725 IHE LAS-SCALE SENSITIVITY TESTING 7 965
VOLUME FRACTION 6 372 IMAGE DISSECTION MULTIPLE-FRAME PHOTOGRAPHY 2 169

HOT-WIRE INITIATION OF PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES 5 339 IMAGE INTENSIFIER CAMERA, MULTIPLE EXPOSURE 6 664
HTPI/PDL BINDERS 7 17 IMPACT (PLATE) INITIATION, RDX/TNT MODEL 8 198
H1UGONIOT, (THEORETICAL) OF METALS vs DATA 4 209 IMPACT HEIGHTS (50%) vs OB/100 VALUES 6 317

BRASS, PRESSURE vs U 3 567 IMPACT IGNITION 4ODEL 7 459
CONDENSED-PHASE EXPLOSIVES 4 241 IMPACT INITIATION, CRITICAL CONDITIONS 7 316
DATA, LEAST-SQUARE FITS 5 222 LOW-ORDER EXPLOSIVES 6 325
DETONATION & DEFLAGRATION BRANCHES 6 238 MILITARY EXPLOSIVES 2 612
ELASTIC LIMITS IN At-Cu ALLOYS 6 i51 IMPACT MACHINE, ERL, HIGH RATE DEFORMATION 7 970
EQUATION, DETONATION PRODUCTS 2 386 FRAMING-CAMERA STUDY 3 10
EXPERIMENTS, SOT, SMALL POWDER GUN 8 907 SENSITIVENESS TESTS 3 660
INSULSOARD 3 401 IMPACT ON HEAVILY CONFINED HE TARGETS 8 294
LAMELLAR AL-Cu COMPOSITES 6 155 IMPACT PHENOMENA, EXPLOSIVES & PROPELLANTS 6 336
LIQUID N2 , C02 , 02 7 649 IMPACT RESPONSE, CONFINED CHARGES 8 262
LOW PRESSURE, OF SOLID HE 4 239 FLAT & ROUND-.NOSED vs CODE 7 325
POLYURETHANE FOAMS 6 492 FRAGMENT ATTACK 7 1048
SHOCK INITIATION THRESHOLD,Pb(N 3 )2  6 389 INSTRUMENTED SHOTGUN TESTS 7 299
STEAM 2 307 LOW-AMPLITUDE & LOW-IMPACT 7 970
UNREACTED EXPLOSIVES 5 251 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY 7 783
UNREACTED POROUS HIGH EXPLOSIVES 6 766 SMALL CYLINDERS, THRESHOLDS 7 273
UNREACTED, EOS, 4 90 kbars 4 240 TWO MECHANII;MS 8 1150
WITH TOO MUCH At, ENVELOPES 1 114 IMPACT SENSITIVITY, & OB/i00, 78 EXPLOSIVES 6 314

HUGONIOTS-RAYLEIGH LINE INTERSECTION, STEAM 2 298 CRITICAL AIR GAP 2 628
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IMPACT SENSITIVITY, MACHINE, COLLIDING BALL 3 1 INTERMOLECULAR HE, EAK, WEDGE TESTS 8 1001
ORGANIC HE STRUCTURE 6 312 REACTION, IMP GAUGES a 187
OXYGEN BALANCE 3 693 SHALL DIVERGENCE 8 176
TESTS, NA EUTECTICS 7 548 INTERSTITIAL GAS EFFECT, LOW-DENSITY COMPACTI 4 349
THERMAL EXPLOSION TIME 3 69 SENSITIVITY & TIMES 5 247

IMPACT WITH TRANSIENT CONFINEMENT 5 279 INTRAGRANULAR STRESS, COMPACTION OF INERT$ 7 843
IMPACT, TANDEM AND AXIIYMMETRIC, PROPELLANT 8 287 ve PLASTIC $TRAIN RATE 8 645
IMPACT-FACE ITRESS RECORDS 7 867 INVERSE METHOD, CJ PRESIURE, 5 75
IMPACT-LOADED VOID MODEL 7 783 INVERSE MULTISTREAK TECHNIQUE, WN SYMMETRY 7 751
IMPACTING SURFACES, ALIGNING I ADJUSTING 5 384 IODINE IN H2-02, LIGHT ASSORPTION OF FRONT 2 217
IMPEDANCE EFFECTS ON DETONATION FAILURE 8 378 ION PROSE ASSEMBLY, DIAMETER EFFECT TEITI 4 97
IMPEDANCE MATCH DETERMINEIS PARTICLE VELOCITY 5 251 ION-EXCHANGED EXPLOSIVE (lIE), AXIAL FUlS 4 M16
IMPEDANCE HATCHER, SHOCK WAVEIS 7 908 IONIZATION & PIEZOILECTRIC GAUGES 2 201
IMPEDANCE HATCHING PLATE & HE, REFLECTION m 0 1 91 IONIZATION IN SHOCK INITIATION 3 150
IMPEDANCE-MISMATCHED SYSTEMS 2 363 IN IMISSION, TEMPERATURE Of SHOCKED NE ? 993
IMPULII I ENERGY FLUXES, CALCULATED 6 557 IRON, ELASTIC PRECURSOR & SHOCK WAVE PHOTOS 4 569
IN-SORE THERMAL EXPLOIIONS, CONP 1 8 251 IRON-CONITANTAN THERMOCOUPLES, NM TEMPERATURE 2 456
INCLUSION GEOMETRY EFFECTS ON INITIATION 4 386 ISENTROPE PRESSURE EFFECT ON CYLINDER TEST 4 7
INDUCTION PERIOD, GAIEOUS DETONATION 1 49 ISENTROPES, X-0233, GAMMA LAW AND BKW 8 983
INDUCTION PERIODS,MEMORY EFFECT 3 42 ISENTROPIC COMPRESSION, PERPENDICULAR DRIVE 6 608
INDUCTION TIME DEPENDENCE ON SHOCK PRESSURE 3 487 ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS 6 717
INDUCTION TIME t VS THICKNEISS OF INCLUSIONS 4 389 ISENTROPIC UNSTEADY 30K FLOW, SURFACE, MODEL 4 78
INDUCTION ZONE IN TNT, VARIABLE DENSITIES 2 3?0 ISOBAR CROSS SECTIONS, TRIPLE WAVE 7 672
INERT ADDITIVEI, EFFECT ON HE 5 464 ISOEARI, INOTHERMS, miOWS, NM CALCULATIONS 5 179
INERT BINDER EFFECTS ON CAST-CURED PEN 7 560 ISOMERIC CAST PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES, DOT STUDIES 6 231
INERT GAS EFFECT IN GAS REACTION ZONE 2 196 ISOPHORONE DI-IIOCYANATE (IPDI) lINDER ? 17
INERT SOLIDS, SHOCK WAVE REIEARCH ON 4 321 ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSION OF HE & THEIR PRODUCTS 6 ?00
INERT WITNESS FOAMS, LOW.DENSITY HE SYSTEMS 6 183 ISOTHERME, GAS EUBBLES IN RADIUS-TIME PLANE 6 342
INERT-HE INTERFACE, DICOMPOSITION EFFCCT 6 29 JACOIS EQUATIONS OF STATE 6 162
INFINITE CONFINEMENT FOR NM IN METAL TUSKS 2 455 JACOSS-COWPERTHWAITE.ZWISLER (JCZ) 10 6 163
INFINITE CONFINEMENT IN 0.1-in. PYREX TUBES 2 439 JACOES-ROSLUND FORMULA THRESHOLD VELOCITY 7 332
INFINITE DIAMETER DETONATION VELOCITY, C2N2  2 236 JCZ 1E0, DETONATION PRODUCTS, TIGER CODE 6 162

TNT 3 327 SINGLE SPECIES FOR HYDROCODES 7 721
INFINITE DIAMETER VELOCITY, Al CONCENTRATION 6 124 JCZ3 CSl, FOR TIGER 6 166
INFINITE DIAMETER vs DENSITY, DEVIATIONS, TNT 3 345 POUTDETONATION BEHAVIOR MODEL ? 646
INFRARED RADIOMETRY, TIME-RESOLVED 7 993 QUATUOR MODEL 8 765
INFRARED SPECTRA, NM, HIGH-PRESSURE 5 331 JCZ3P EOS, DETONATION PROPERTIES OF CHNO HE 7 713
INFRARED-SENSITIVE PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE 5 339 JET INITIATION, CHARACTERISTICS, BARE HF 8 323
INITIABILITY TEST, HMX BY PBX 9404 8 1064 COMP I 7 352
INITIAL DECAY TIME CONSTANTS, UNDERWATER 6 556 CONICAL SHAPED CHARGES 8 1091
INITIATING POWER Vs SENSITIVENESS, d 2 608 SOLID EXPLOSIVES 8 318
INITIATION, ADIABATIC CAVITY COMPRESSION 2 645 vs 2DE, FOREST FIRE MODELS 7 479

CENTERING DEVICE 8 336 JET PENETRATION OF HMX AND TATB, MODEL 8 337
CRITERIA, PARTICLE VELOCITY 6 71 JETTING INTERACTION OF DETONATING GRAINS 7 885
CRITERIA, PRRIEURE vs PULSE LGNTH 7 429 JONES & EYRING THEORIES CONTRADICTED 2 451
DEllAYED, OPAQUE RAREFACTION ZONE 3 468 JONES NOZZLE THEORY FOR UNCONFINED EXPLOSIVES 2 483
GRADIENTS IN METASTASLE COMPOUND 3 842 JONES' DETONATION THEORY 1 26
IGNITION A GROWTH SUMMARY 4 312 JONES' EOS FOR DETONATION GASES 1 76
IH BY LOW-AMP COMPRESSION 6 115 JUMP CONDITIONS, BOUNDARY OF PISTON, REACTIVE 4 503
MOLECULAR CRYSTAL (MD) 8 870 FLOW VELOCITY IN SHOCK 1 54
POROUS PROPELLANT 8 293 JUMP DISTANCE, GAMMA, MEAN FREE PATH 4 194
TRANSIENT IN DILUTE EXPLOSIVES ? 448 JWL CALCULATION, HE PARAMETERS 8 947

INSENSITIVENESS Ve OXYGEN BALANCE, CHNO HE 3 697 JWL EO, COEFFICIENTS, INTERFERONETER TEST 8 596
INSTABILITY OF INTERFACE, TWO FLUIDS 4 305 CYLINDER TEST DATA & ELA CODE ? 678
INTERACTING DETONATION WAVES IN CONDENSED HE 4 154 DETONATION PERFORMANCE IN HMX 8 914
INTERFACE CALCULATION, AL/HE, ACOUSTIC APPROX 4 524 PARAMETERS 8 909
INTERFACE EQUATION SOLUTION, GRAPHICAL MODEL 5 254 REACTION RATE PARAMETERS 7 488
INTERFACE INITABILITIES, LAGRANGIAN MESH 4 316 vs DATA, 1D CALIBRATION, COMP B-3 5 8
INTERFACE VELOCITY HISTORIES 8 123 JWL ISENTROPE, P-V, THREE TERMS 8 598
INTERFEROGRAN OF REACTIVE MACH STEM IN GAS 4 71 K-W (KISTIAKOWSKY-WILSON) EOS 4 27
INTERFEROMETER DEVELOPMENT, DOPPLER SHIFT 6 673 K-W EOS, APPLICABILITY TO PRODUCT GASES 4 173
INTERFEROMETER QUADRATURE SIGNAL 8 468 CJ ISENTROPE, PENTOLITE SPHERES 4 27
INTERFEROMETRY, GAUGE RISETIME IN PMMA 7 1063 KAMLET'S METHOD, EXPLOSIVE PERFORMANCE 7 952
INTERMOLECULAR HE, EA EUTECTIC TESTS 7 548 KANTROWITZ RELATION, SHOCK PATH EQUATION 2 301
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KONBF, MIE-ORUNEISEN 105, ELECTRON IEAN MEAT 5 352 LATERAL SHOCK PREISSURE IN CYLINDRICAL CHARGE 4 92
KERR CELL CAMERA DEVELOPMENT 1 31 LATTICE DISSOCIATION, 20 SYSTEMS 7 781
KERR-CELL PHOTOS, NM TRANSVERSE-WAVE EFFECTS 6 415 LATTICE STRUCTURE, CJ PRODUCTS, HIGH DENSITY 2 409
KHT 10, EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION AT CJ STATE 8 997 LAUB SACK-REFLECTION PHOTO, A0X CRYSTAL 7 978

QUATUOR MODEL 8 764 LAX METHOD, DISCONTINUITIES IN 10 HYDROCODES 3 615
KIHARA-HIKITA EOS1, REVISED (KHT) 8 548 UNSTEADY 10 FLOW 3 534
KINETIC LATTICE MODEL, HETEROGENEOUS HE 6 344 LAYZURIS SOLUTION, ACCELERATION, 2 FLUIDS 4 305
KINETIC PARAMETERSN-NITRO, C-NITRO COMPOUNDS 6 318 LEAD AZIDE, 1, LASER INITIATION 7 735
KINETICS OF DETONATION WITH SOLID REACTANT 1 107 C'DEFLAGRATION MCJ)EL, DOT STUDY 6 244
KIRKWOOD PROPAGATION THEORY, CJ CONDITIONS 1 107 CRYSTAL SIZE EFFECTS, SIZE EFFECT 2 561
KIRKWOOD THEORY, SHOCK UAVE PARAMETERS I 8 DOT STUDY 1 60
KIRKWOOD-UOO) DISCUSSION, von NEUMANN'S MODEL 2 312 DECOMPOSITION REACTION 2 529
KISTIAKOWSKY's THEORY OF INITIATION 1 57 DEFLAGRATION IN SINGLE CRYSTALS 5 301
KISTIAKOWSKY-WILION (KW) 105, PERFORMANCE 3 725 ELECTRIC FIELD INITIATION 6 390
KISTIAKOWSKY-WILSON 100 FOR COMP 8, CYCLOTOL 3 721 ENVIRONMENTAL SHOCK TEST 3 24
KIITIAKOWSKY-WILSON SOt, MODEL OF SOLID NE 2 383 FAST BURNING, IMPACT MACHINE 3 10
KIITIAKOWSKY-WILION EQUJATION FOR PARAMETERS 1 30 HIOH-VACUUM DETONATION 5 561
KNOOP TESTING, PLASTIC ANIIOTROPY, CRYSTAL 7 9n7 HOT-WIRE INITIATION 5 339
KOENEN TEST, SENSITIVITY & RISK EVALUATION 6 274 NUGONIOY & SHOCK INITIATION, GUN 6 389
KP/Ato DEFLAGRATION VELOCITY, ELEC PROSE 4 616 LINEAR MEMORY EFFECT 3 47
KRAKATOA MODEL, DELAYED DETONATION 8 135 PRECIPITATED w/ POLYVINYL ALCOHOL 2 711
KRAKATOA SHOCK INITIATION MODEL, ID & 20 8 892 LEAD OXIDE EFFECT IN RDX/TNT 5 465
KRIER/VAN TAISELL GUN COMBUSTION CODE, DOT 6 258 LEAD SPREAD ORIENTATION EFFECT IN TESTS ? 1065
KWO 90 FOR 50/50 TNT/AN 2 520 LEAD STYPHNATU, BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, Q 2 651
LABORATORY-SCALE EXPLOSIVENESS TESt (LASSET) 8 1035 DOT STUDY 1 60
LAIIET SETUP, EXPLOSIVENESS TEST 1 1037 HOT-WIRE INITIATION 5 339
LAGRANOG 10 MODEL, GAS FLOW, COMPACTION,... 8 914 LASER INITIATION STUDY 8 710
LAGRANGE ANALYIII TECHNIQUE, CHINESE 8 83 LEAST SQUARES METHOD, RATE STICK TESTS ? 131
LAGRANGE ANALYSIS, SHOCKED TATS 7 386 LENNARD-JONES PARAMETERS, CALCULATED VELOCITY 2 237
LAGRANGE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD, FLOW 4 317 LENNARD-JONEI-DEVOENMIRU 105, GAS 9 LIQUID 1 108
LAGRANGE GAUDE, EA.SASED EXPLOSIVE a 111 LENNARD*JONES-DEVONSHIRE FREE-VOLUME EOS 2 389

IN SITU CASTING, FLOW MODEL 7 1072 LIAHOV EQUATION FOR SLURRY HE DENSITY 7 346
STUOIES, FLOW FIELDS 7 498 LIP EFFECT ON COMP I'S ACCELERATION OF METAL 6 510

LAGRANGE PARTICLES, PHASE TRAJECTORIES 8 201 LIP, MATERIAL PROPERTY VALUES 8 65
LAGRANGE SOUND VELOCITY 7 791 LIF.HE INTERFACE DETONATION PRODUCTS 8 133
LAGRANOIAN 1D FINITE DIFFERENCE CODE, WONDY 7 394 LIGHT EMISSION, COMPRESSED GAS AROUND CHARGE 3 203
LAGRANGIAN 20 MODEL, CYLINDER, LVo IMPACT 5 313 INITIATION OF LIQUID HE 5 153
LAGRANOIAN 20 UNSTEADY MODEL OF IMPACT 6 336 LIGHT INITIATION OF CRYSTALLINE AZIDES 2 547
LAGRANGIAN COORDINATES, POROUS HE MODEL 7 442 LIGHT INTENSITY AT CHARGE-PERSPEX INTERFACE 4 431

SLURRY HE MODEL 7 344 LIGHT PATTERNS IN POWDER & PLASTIC HE, PHOTOS 6 422
LAGRANGIAN MESH 29 CALCULATION, INSTABILITIES 4 316 LIGHT PIPE, DETECTORS OF HOT-WIRE INITIATION 5 340
LAGRANGIAN WAVE PROPAGATION MODELS, NM 7 609 LIGHT-GAS GUN EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 6 16
LAME'S CONSTANTI, ELASTIC STRAIN RATE 4 296 LIGHT-GAS GUN, MULTIPLE S11OCKS TO TNT 7 907
LAMELLAR COMPOSITE MATERIALS (AL-Cu), SHOCKED 6 151 SUPRACOMPREISION, TAT@ EO 8 587
LAMINAR REACTIVE FLOW, CONFINED HE 7 958 LIGHT-SCATTERING PROCESSES, SCHEMATIC 7 101l
LAMINAR-CONVECTIVE BURN, POROUS, CRYSTALLINE 7 164 LINEAR $URN RATE, THEORY 6 CALCULATION 3 655
LARGE-CALINER CHARGES, TNT, NG, AN, At a 577 LINER DEFLECTION, SYMMETRIC, INTERFEROMETER 8 $96
LARGE-SCALE GAP TEST, CORRELATING OTHER TESTS 7 863 LINER VELOCITY Vs POLAR ANOLE,PINI IN SPHERES 6 524

CRITICAL DIAMETER, TNT 5 207 LINER VELOCITY, INTERFEROMETER DATA 8 597
MODEL, TEST SETUP 7 480 LIQUID ME, 36 NEW, CHARACTERIZATION STUDY 6 466
NSWC, PENTOLITE/PMMA 6 76 CAVITATION EFFECTS 7 373
NUMERICAL MODEL 5 477 DECOMPOSITION, THERMAL EXPLOSION 6 29
TAT$ & NMX MIYTUREG 7 569 DETONATION, HOT SPOT MODEL 8 678

LASER SEAM FLUX CALCULATION 7 797 INITIATION & GROWTH OF DETONATION 3 436
LASER SEAM SHOCK IN SOLID DEUTERIUM 5 361 NM FAILURE PROCESS 2 462
LASER IGNITION TEST 8 473 SENSITIVENESS, m x 0 2 699
LASER INITIATION, INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVE 6 612 SENSITIVENESS, 0, M 2 648

LEAD AZIOE CRYSTALS ? 735 LITHIUM NIONATE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS,AQUARIUM 7 1016
LASER INTERACTION, UAMAGE TO MATERIALS 6 613 LOGOSPHERE EXPLOSIVE DEVICE, SETUP 8 152
LASER INTERFEROMETRY, LINER DEFLECTION 8 596 LONG PRESSURE PULSES, 102mnw GUN TESTS 8 11
LASER SPECKLE, TENSILE ITRENGTH AND STRAIN 8 635 LOW DETONATION VELOCITY, HMX/AP/At 7 620
LASER-INITIATED DECOMPOWITION, SPECTROGRAPHY 8 710 LOW4-AMPLITUOD SHOCK INITIATION (LASI) TEST 7 285
LATERAL EXPANSION, PRANDTI.-MEYER FLOW 6 602 LOW-AMPLITUDE SHOCKS, HOT SPOTS 7 973
LATERAL RAREFACTIONS, OBLIQUE IMPACT EFFECTS 5 578 LOU-DENSITY EXPLOSIVES, D, P, CJ CONDITIONS 5 47
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LOW-DENSITY H! SYSTEMS (40.25 9/cm$I el 183 MACH BRIDGE, W1AINAM'S METHOD MODIFIED 4 142
LOW-ENERGY LASER INITIATION, LNAO AZIDE 7 735 NACH NRIDGEINTYRACTING TWIN SPHERES IN WATEk 5 SbS
LOW-IMPACT TESTS, HOT POT1 OENERATUD , 7 971 MACH DETONATION WAVES 1 40
LOW-ORUER DECOP.POSITION (PYMPATHETIC DET) 3 520 MACH DETONATION WAVES, FORMATION CONDITIONS 4 135
LOW-ORDEq DETONATION, CAVITATION, NO/1ODN 3 451 MACH INTERACTION, CRITICAL ANGLE 6 498

EARLY HISTORICAL WORK 3 786 TWO PLANE DkTONATION WAVES 4 142
RAPID *1RN,STEADY STATE 3 607 MACH PHENOMENA, CONTINUOUS OGSIRVATION 8 431
TNT, PARTICLE SIZES 2 479 TWO INERACTING WAVES 4 138

LOW-ORDER INITIATIUN, RETONATION, COMP 1 3 833 MACH REFLECTION, AIR SHOCK AFTER IMPACT 8 1075
VELOCITY ve MASS 6 328 CONODNSED EXPLOSIVE 4 154

LOW-ORDER REACTION5 IN SHOCKED EXPLOSIVES 4 462 ChTONATION WAVES 7 669
LOW-PRESSURE EFFECT IN DOT 7 143 DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH 1 s0
LOW-PRESSURE HUGONIOTS OF SOLID EXPLOSIVES 4 239 IRON 4 153
LOW-PREISSURE POINTS ON ISENTRIOPEIS OF HE 3 386 OBLIQUE VLOW ACAOIS IHOCK 6 571
LOW-VELOCITY, 10 IMPACT ON SHOCKED SOLID HF 4 239 OF DETUNATION WAVES 7 796

IMPACT INITIATION, ANVIL TEST 4 473 MACH STEM, IN WATER, PARAMETERS, DAIA A MODEL 6 82
IMPACT, SUSAN TEST 4 477 ZERO & NONZERO GROTH ANGLES 6 574
NONDETONATIVE EXPLOSION 7 248 MACROKINETIC9 EQUATIONS OF DE.OMPOSIYION 7 362

LUCITE, SHOCK VELOCITY VS SHOCK PRESSURE 3 372 MAGNESIUM, ELASTOPLANTIC RELEASE AT 3O kbar 4 290
LUMINOSITY, DETONATION FLAMES 2 571 MAUWItrIC & ELECTRIC FIELDS IN DETONATION 3 844

RADIATION ENERGY, FOR DETONATION 1 15 MAGNETIC FLUX COMPRESSION GENERATOR SOURCE 7 746
LUMINOSITY-TIME CURVEt,DETONATION TEMPERATURE 2 158 MAGNETIC PROSE DATA, PARTICLE VELOCITIES 1 534
LVD, (LOW VELOCITY DETONATION), CAVITATION 7 373 MAGNETIC PROBE PkASURE OF PARTICLE VELOCITIES 6 637

CONDENSED HE 6 344 MANGAMIN GAUGE, MULTIPLY EMBEDDED 6 21
DOT STUDY 6 250 PRESSURE RECORDS, DIMPLE TEST 8 ICES
GAS EFFECTS a $82 RECORDS, LOb-ORDER DETONATION 6 330
HVD IN LIQUID HE, CARD GAP TEST 4 1•2 SETUP, LOW RESISTANCE 7 386
HVD IN UREAPERCHLORATE MIXTURES 6 450 SETUP, RECORDS 6 625
LIQUID HE, CAMERA 4 117 MANSOORI-CANFIELD-ROS1 PROCEDURE, POLYATOMIC 7 648
METIHYL NITRATE 5 267 MAPPING FAILURE WAVES IN LIQUID ON DETONATION 5 11W
NO-EGDN, CASED 5 81 MASS FRACTION CONTOUPS, FROW 2DE MODEL 8 314
NITROMETHANE 7 575 POX 9502, CORNER 8 59
NM, WINDOWS 4 126 MASS FRACTION PROFILES, X-0219 III AIR, 2D 6 411
SCREENING TEST 6 470 MASS NOTION IN DETONATION PRODUCTS (ASM) 5 447
WALL EFFECTS 4 117 MASS POINTS IN HE, MARKED, X RAYS, ANALYSIS 5 3
WALL EFFECT^ 4 126 MAES RATE OF COMBUSTION, SENSITIVENESS 2 643
WAVE STABILITY, TESTS 5 81 MASS SPECTROMETER, DETONATION PRIODUCTS 8 701
WITNESS PLATES 6 473 MATRIX PROPERTIES, SHO)CK SENSITIVITY 5 182

LX-04, -07 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5 MOSKIMIN PHASE COMPARISON TECHNIQUE, TRANSIT 6 398
CURVATURE RADIUS EFFECTS 4 88 MECHANICAL PROPERTIESLFFECT ON. EXPLOSIVENESS 8 1037
LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT SENSITIVITY, PINCH 4 478 MEDINA, IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 00/100 3 674
MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE, AOUARIUM 5 65 MELAMINE, COMPACTION IN POROUS BEDO 7 843
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF CONFINED HE 6 214 MELT KETTLE DEVION, HOMOENEOUS HE CHARGES 2 IaI
UNDERWATER SHOCK-TO-BURN TEOTS 4 489 MEMORY EFFECT, THNPMAL INITIATION 3 42

LX-06, MEASURED 'AETONATION PRESSURE, AQUARIUM 5 65 MERCURY FULMINATE, $URN RATE, G, m X G 2 651
LX-07, CYLINDER TEST RESULTS, 2-1n. DIAM 5 140 CONTACT FILM RECORD 3 10

EOS ABOVE CJ PRESSURE 8 58? DEFLAURATION LEFORE DOT 1 58
MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE, AQUARIUM 5 65 LASER INITIATION STUDY 8 710

LX-1O, CYLINDER TEST RESULTS, 2-In. DIAM K 140 MERCURY INTRUSION POROSIMETRY, TATS 8 3
MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE, AQUARIUM 5 65 MESH-INITIATED DETONATOR, MFG AS SOURCE 7 746
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF CONFINED HE 6 214 METAL (A0) FOILS, ELECTRICALLY EXPLODED 6 553

LX-14, CJ ADIASATS, HUGONIOTS 8 504 METAL ACCELERATION BY CHEMICAL EXPLOSIVES 4 3
DYNAMIC HIGH-RESOLUTION TESTS 8 613 METAL ACCFLERATION BY COMPOSIIE HE 5 137
POSTDETONATION BEHAVIOR THEORY a 501 METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR SLOCKING CONTACT, E LEVEL 6 391

LX-17, 2D IGNITION MODEL, CORNER TURNING 7 488 METALLURGICAL PROPERTIES, SHCCX PROPAGATION 4 295
CALrULATED & TEST PARTICLE VELOCITIES 7 1034 METHYL NITRAT7 & MIXIURES, DETONABILITY 5 267
EOi APOVE CJ PRESSURE 8 587 METHYL NITRATE, OUfN RATE, OENSITIVENESS, Q 2 651
TATS COMPOSITIONS, INITIATION STUDIES 8 1043 DILUENT EFFECT ON NM 7 583

"M29 & 447 DETONATORS, VA LEAD AZIDE 2 712 METHYL NITRITE, SHOCK INITIATION, GAP TkSt 5 237
M30 Al BURN RATE 7 899 14ETHYL-5-NITRAZOLE (1-MNT)&(2-MNT), DDT STUDY 6 231
M30, CHEMICAL REACTION, FRACTURE RESULT 8 243 METHYLNITRAMINE, MOLECULAR OEOMETRYA1 INITIO 8 828
MA, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 MF, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467
MACEK'S MODEL, MODIFIED, FOR DDT IN CAST HE 6 236 MFDNB, LIQUID HE, CHAPiCTERIZATION 6 467
MACH BRIDUE, CRITICAL ANGLE, SHOCK WAVES 6 489 MFF, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467
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MICHELSOU-REYLAIN LINE, P-V PLANE 7 791 MURNAGHAN 1O0 AND EXPONENT 7 503

MICRCISALLOONS, EMULSION HE, PERFORMANCE 8 993 WIRNAGHAN 10, CONSTANTS FOR C-7, At, CU, AU 4 279

NO, INITIATION EFFECTS 3 460 NE POWDER, POLARIZATION & RELAXATION SIGNALS 6 145

MICROCRACKS IN CAIT ME, BURN RATE EFFECT 7 904 NB-40, EXPERIMENTAL vs COMPUTED HUGONIOTS 6 772

MICROGRAPHS, SHEAR AND FRACTURE DAMAGE 8 297 NC, DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS 5 47
MICROHARONESS STUDY, RDX, DEFORMING HOT SPOTS 7 9F6 EFFECT, CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION 7 56

MICROVTRUCTURE EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY 8 26 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, DROP WEIGHT 8 642

MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETER, WAVI FORM, TNT 3 147 NONDETONABILITY THRU TRAWSITIONEXPLAINEO 3 636
MICROWAVE INTERVIROMETRY TECHNIQUES 4 5" NC/NO DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS, LOW DENSITY 5 47
MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETRY TECHWIGUEI 8 485 NF2 CALORIMETRY STUDIES 7 940

MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE FOR DETONATION VELOCITIES 2 151 NO, EKW MODEL A PERFORMANCE DATA 3 728

MICROWAVE VELOCIMETER, HE.FILLED WAVEOUIDE 2 151 SUIBLE-FREE, LOW SENSITIVITY 3 455
MIE-GRUNEISEN Ea0, DETONATION PRODUCTS 5 67 BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, Q, m x 0 2 651

HE & DETONATION PRODUCTS 7 362 OJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 547
SHOCK LOADIWO Cu & U 5 554 DETONATION FLAME ANALYSIS 2 573

THEORY 4 205 HIGH- & LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION, AERATION 2 582
UNBURNED MATERIAL 5 196 LIGHT EMISSION IN INITIATION 5 153

MILITARY EXPLOSIVES, IMPACT INITIATION 2 612 POLARIZATION & RELAXATION 6 144
MINIMUM PRIMING CHARGE TEST, CORRELATIONS 7 888 RADIANCE, DETONATION TEMPERATURE 7 762
MINIMUM DLTONATOR TEST FOR SENSITIVENESS 2 602 SIENSITIVENEES, m x 0 2 699
MINIMUM PRIMING CHARGE TEST, ASSEMBLY 7 698 SENSITIVENESS, Q, m 2 646

MODEL 7 479 STREAK CAMERA RECORD, 5.2-DIAM CYLINDER 3 814
MCOEL 5 954 TIME DELAY vs TEMP RECIPROCAL 3 66
PROPELLANTS 8 285 NOIEGODN, GAP TEST, CAMERA RECORD 3 440

MINIMUM SHOCK PRESSURE TO START REACTION 6 3 LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 4 117
MINIMUM SHOCK-LOADED SURFACE AREA 7 316 LVO & HVD IN LIQUID HE, GAP TEST 4 412
MINOL, LOW.ORDER REACTIONS.-.REACTION ZONE 4 462 NO/EGON/TA, SHOCK SENSITIVITY GAP TEST DATA 4 416
MINOL-2, CURVATURE EFFECT ON SHOCK WAVE 1 99 NIP MODEL, PLANE WAVE DRIVING PLATE, $PALL 4 538
MIXER CIRCUIT, CAPACITORS i RESISTORS, 0 2 139 NITRAMINE DECOMPOSITION, EPR SPECTRA 8 734
MODEL OF 3O SPINNING DETONATION WAVE FRONT 4 74 NITRANINE PROPELLANTS, GAS PHASES IN DDT 7 217
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (MD), DIATONIC XTAL 8 8564 NITRAMINES & NITRAMIDEI, SENSITIVITY TESTS 3 673

EXOTHERMIC XTALS 8 870 NITRAMINES, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 65
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS METHODS 7 777 IMPACT SENSITIVITY vs 00 3 696
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS METHODS 7 789 NITRATE ESTER (aq.), THRESHOLD V, BURN RATE 6 119
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS, N2 & C02 5 531 NITRIC ESTERS, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES 7 65
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, JCZ OS 7 721 NITRIC OXIDE, CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 547
MOLECULAR INITIATION, BUCKINGHAM POTENTIAL 7 716 DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS 6 723

SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES 7 65 DETONATION PROPERTIES 8 422
MOLECULAR KINETICS, V & P DEPENDENCE 6 305 DETONATION VELOCITIES a 538
MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS, AS INITIO, HE 8 827 POSTDETONATION PROPERTIES 7 647
MOLECULAR SUBIGNITION, UNDERWATER SHOCK 8 725 STATIC HIGH PRESSURE STUDY a 715
MONEL BOMB WALLS, HF-PRODUCINU HE 7 942 NITROALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS, SENSITIVITY vs 0 3 696
MONOMETNYkAMINE NITRATE (MMAN) SENSITIVITY 7 373 NITROALIPHATIC HE, HEATS OF DETONATION 6 320
NOWOMOCAL CAST PBX FORMULATION$, RDX a 903 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 5 331
MONOMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 6 306 IMPACT SENSITIVITY & 09/100 7 87
MONOPROPELLANT, CARD GAP SENSITIVITY TEST 3 822 NITROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS, 08/100, SENSITIVITY 3 680

REACTION MODEL 7 317 NITROAROMATICS, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 65
MONTE CARLO AND THEORETICAL ISOTHERMS B 523 NITROGEN, EQUIVALENT EQUATION a 1011
MULTI-INITIATOR EXPLOSIVE INITIATION 7 671 ISOTHERMS AND HLIGONIOT 8 534
MULTILAYERED SHIELDS, IMPEDANCE VARIATIONS 8 1143 TEST & CALCULATED HUDONIOT a 551
MULTIPHASE DETONATION, FUEL-AIR 7 ?99 NITROHETEROCYCLES, AMMONIUM SALTS 7 801
MULTIPLE FLASH GAP, DETONATION PRESSURE 7 409 NITRONYL NITROXYL RADICAL, DECOMPOSITION 8 740
MULTIPLE LAGRANGE GAUGES, CONDENSED HE i 1072 NITROSOL, DENSITY,SHOCK & PARTICLE VELOCITIES 4 245

TNT 6 786 NM & NN/TNM GAP TEST RESULTS, SENSITIVITY 4 417
MULTIPLE SHOCK CALCULATIONS FOR PBX 9404 8 1063 NM & NN/TNM, BKW MODEL A PERFORMANCE DATA 3 728
MULTIPLE-EXPOSURE IMAGE-INTENSIFIER CAMERA 6 664 NM, 2DE MODEL, FAILURE i SHOCK INITIATION 5 177
MULTIPLE-GAUGE STUDIES, IN SITU ENV SYSTEMS 7 1062 AQUARIUM TESTS, PHOTOS OF FAILURE WAVES 5 115
MIULTIPROBE DETONATION BUILDUP TESTS 5 249 BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES 1 1000
NULTIPROFILE STREAK TECHNIQUE, WH SYMMETRY 7 751 RUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546
MULTISTREAK CAMERA RECORD, SHAPED CHARGE 8 464 CAVITATION SENSITIVITY 7 373
MULTIETREAK TECHNIuUE, DETONATION FRONT 8 330 CJ PROPERTIES, OXYOEN BALANCE 8 547
MUNITIONS ACCIDENTS, ANALYSIS AND TESTS 8 211 CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES, C PRECIPITATION 4 500
MUNITIONS, PROPAGATING DETONATION MODEL 7 1055 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5
MUNROE JET, FORMATION & EQUILIBRIUM IN X RAY 4 644 NM, DARK WAVE STRUCTURE, CAMERA RECORDS 5 170
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NMR, DECOMPOSITION KINETICS 6 95 NONEQUILIBRIUM MOLECULAR DYNAMIC METHOD ki 680
DECOMPOSITION, KAMLEt'S FiRTHOD 6 96 NOMIDEAL ID DETONATION WAVES, MODEL 5 1025
DETONATION PRE93URE DATA 7 531 NONIDEAL BEHAVIOR, HMX/AP/Mt PROPELLANT 7' 620
DETONATION TEMPERATURE, PYROMETER a 558 NOWIDEAL DETONATION, #NFO MIXTURES 3 309
DETONATION TEMPERATURE, TEWT GETUP a 569 C.E.E. 20 MODEI. 7 695
DETONATION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 5 41 EMULSION, MODEL 8 1069
DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMITER 6 647 KINRTIC LATTICE MODEL 6 344
DILUENT EFFECT ON DETONATION 7 583 LATERAIP MXANSION 4 107
DINA, TNT, DITHEKITE, %HOCK INITIATION 3 469 NONLAMI4I1 FLOW 114109r IN OASES 4 t0
EARLY RESEARCH 3 78 NONREACTIVEI RARIFACTION FAN SOLUTION a 1027
IDS CONSTANT 7 619 NONSTATIONARY DETONATION WAV ES IN BABES 1 45
EXPERIMENTAL & CALCULATED CJ PARAMETERS 6 713 NONSTIADY BEHAVIOR AND RATE, EOS MODEL 7 703
EXPERIMENTAL DETONATION ViLOCITY DATA 5 74 NONSTEADY DETONATION, REVIEW 3 764
FAILURE DIAMETER$, II0TIAL TEMPERATURES 5 102 NONVTEALY IFFECTS, LIQUIIUl A AINCLE CRYSTAtS 3 791
FAILURE WAVE, FOILS, TRANSIENT WAVES 3 791 NONSTEADY $TATE DETONATION VELOCITY,MICROWAVE 2 i51
FAILURE, RAREFACTION COOLING, 20 MODEL 6 405 NOVA MODEL, GJN INTERIOR BALLISTICS CODE 7 509
rifE-SURFACE VELOCITY DATA 7 537 NOZZLE CONCEPT, LONG CYLINDRICAL CUIARGES 2 759
INTERNAL/EXTERNJAL VELOCITY, CAMERA RECORD 3 47,1 NOZZLE THEORY (H4, JONES), DIAMETER EFFECT 3 342
LIGHT EMISSION, EBT. SIIOIK TEMPERATURES 5 153 NOZZLE THEORY, 1D MOEL, SLURRY .8 168
LIGHT EMITTED FROM REAUTION MC'E 4 604 REACTION RATE OF TNT/NmNO3  2 519
LIQUID DILUENTS EFFECT ON PROPAGATION 6 133 No, 30 HYDRODYNAMIC HOT-POT MODEL a 44
IVD I, HVO IN LIQUID HE, CARD CAP TEST 4 412 BOND LENGTHS, CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA 8 841
MIXTURES, PROPERTIES ? 584 CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN flALANCE a 547
POLARIZATION &, RNLAXATIOW SIGNALS 6 144 DIRECT-CONTACT SENSITIVITY TEST 4 404
PREDICTED TIMES. REACTION ZONES, E4PV 4 395 ELECTRON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS a 839
RADIANCE ANM DkTONAtION TEMPERATURE 7 762 kUTECTIC COMPOSITC EXPLOSIVE5 7 803
REACTION PATHWAYS IN SHOCK INITIATION 8 055 GAS POCICETS IN LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 584
SENSITIVITY CAVITATION EFFECT 7 374 RETARDED DETONATION, TRICKS (CHICANERY) 6 226
SHOCK COMPRESSION THROUGH INERT, DDT 3 813 SYMPATHETIC DETONATION Of AP 6 173
SHOCK INTERACI'ON WITH DISCONTINUITIES 4 386 NO/AP COMPO21TE3, DETONATION PARAMETERS 6 178
SHOCK WAVE GROWTH MODES 6 47 NUCLEAR WEAPON SIMULATION WITH TNT TEST 8 418
STABLE LOW-VELOCITY ORTONATION WAVE 7 575 NUMERICAL CODES, ID & 2D, ALONG WITH T95TS 4 519
STRONG DETONATION WAVES 8 425 2D, UNSTEA~DY FLOW 4 527
TEMPERATURE & DIAMETER EFFECTS 2 454 0-NITROANISOLE, SHOCK-INDUCED NLECTR!C l'UNAL 5 387
TEMPERATURE BEHIND SHOCK,RAMAN SCATTERING 7 1010 01/100, OXIDANTS IN SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS 3 671
7E,4PERATURE EFFECTS, GAP TEST 5 237 OBLIQUE 011ONATION WAVES IN7ERACTING, IRON 4 153
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AT P m 10-50 kbars 5 331 OBLIQUE IMPACT, LARGE CHARnES 5 296
THRMHOLD VELOCITY, BURN RATE 6 119 METAL PLAYK ON EXPLOSIVE 4 381
TIME-RESOLVED EMISSION 7 9913 OOLIOUE CHOCK, DETONATION WAVE PERPENDICULAR 6 602
UNIMOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 8 828 INITIATION OF PELLETS 3 791
VELOCITY*'7IAMETER RELATION, MOM~! 7 589 OCTOL, CHEMICAL DELOMPOSITION MOME 7 56

NN-CARBORL'NDUM, INHOMOGIINEOUS NIXTURE,EPFECTS 3 512 CYLINDER ME~T RESULITS 4 5
NM-INM MIXTURES, LOW & HIGAI-VtELOCITY WAVEC A. 126 DINSIIY, BHOCK A PARTICLE vrLOCITIES 4 245
NM/ACETONE DETONATIONS, FINE STRUCTURE 7 958 DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647
NM/ACETONE MIXTURES,WALL TRACES Of DETONATION 5 105 JET (EMPFRATUIPEC, ir ~1ADI0MITER 6 691
NM/ACETONE, TRIPLE-POINT TRAJECTORIES 5 126 LOW-ORDER EXPLOSIONS AFTER IM4PACT 6 328
NN/PMMA/AI, CELLULAR STRUCTURE OF DETONA(ION 6 124 LUW-PRESSURC POiNT ON ISENTROiPE 3 3en
NM/Sb02 VELOCITY/DIAMETEN ReLATION, MOVEL 7 589 NONDETONATIVE EXPLOSIVE 1' 248
NM/ThuN MIX(TURES, DETONATION WAVE TEMPERATURES 7 768 PLEXIGLAS MONITOR, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 23

NO2, MOLECULAR EXCITATION ENERGIES 7 100 OCTOL-A, -8, THERMAL INITIATION & GROWTH 5 280
IdOL GAP TEST, MODEL 8 233 GKCMTH OF REACTION 6 290
NOL LARGE-SCALE CARD 3AP TEST 7 265 ONk-DtMENSIONAL STEADY DETONATION WAVE MODEL 5 24
NOL LARGE-SCALE OArk TEST, MODIFIED (LASI) 7 285 ONt-DIMENSIONAL rIME TO EXPLOfl1)N (OOTX) TEST 7 56

MODIFIED (MOT) 7 308 ONE-FLUID v.ý der Wadst MIXTURE MODEL 7 646
NOL SHOCK SENSITIVITY TEST, SHOCK PRESSURE 3 584 OPEN CAMERA DETONATION LIGHT RECCRDS, NM r, l16
NOL SMALL-SCALE GAP TEST REPLACEMENT 7 924 OPTICAL FIBER/PHOTOCELL nOT TUBE 7 i2U
NONA, INITIATION THRESHOLD, NIGH To 6 44 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DETONATION WAVES 5 51

SHOCK HUCONIOT4 & INITIATION THRESHOLD S 219 OPTICAL EONION, HOMOGENEO~h HE CYLINDER$ 5 515
NOMOETONATIVE LVXPLOSIOW9, CONFINED CHARGES 7 247 OPTICAL SYSTEM, VISAR/EMISSION MEASURED 8 17

H6 & PBXW-109 7 308 OPTICAL TECHNIQUE, UETONATIOII FRONT TEMP 7 759
VENTING EFFECT,AIOOEL 7 173 OPTICS, DETONATION WAVE GENERATORS 5 ýi13

NONDIMEPt.IONAL PROFILES, NONIDEAL DETONATION 8 1029 MULTIFRAME MICRUSCOPE PHOTOGRAPHY 2 172
NONEQUILIBRIUM4 FLOW, WAVE PROPAGATION 7 795 OPTO-ELECTRONIC PLASTIC OPTICAL FIPER 8 465
NONEOUILIBRIUN IN SHOCK COMPMESION ZOhE 7 789 3XVIS VELOCINE-fER 7 1084
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OSCILLOGRAMN, INERT-HEVELOCITY, u(t) 6 30 PBX 9404, ID PRESSURE-SHEAR LOADING 8 274
OSCILLOIRAMS, SMOCK-INDUCED POLARIZATION 6 145 Pm "ODEL, INITIAION AND GROWTH 7 488
OSCILLOORAPH vs LIGHT ABSORPTiON, SHOCK FRONT 2 225 ?DE MODEL, WAVE PROPAGATION,CORNERS 6 406
OSCILLOSCOPE RECORDS, DROP WEIGHT TEST OUTPUT 6 292 3-TERM IGNITION AND GROWTH MODEL 8 951
OCCIL'.OS009E TRACES, SHAPED-CHARGE TEMP 6 696 AQUARIUM TEST DATA, d a 7.2 am 5 64
OTTO, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 BARE A COVERED, SHOCKED 7 325
OVERDRIVEN AND MACH RdFLECTION OF WAVES 1 796 CANCRA RECORD, IMPACT TO INITIATION 3 426
OVEROWIVUN DETONAl IONS, SETUP FOR NM 0 425 CENTRAL DETONATION, AIR & WATER 6 528
OVERDRIVEN EXPLO4IVEI, SHOCKED STATES 5 533 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODELS 7 56
OVERORIVEN PRESSURE DECREASES TO CJ POINT 1 56 CJ ADIABATI, HUGONIOTS 8 503
OXIDANT PALANCE, OS/1O0, DECOMPOSITION 6 312 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5

IMPACT HE'GHT, SENSITIVITY 3 671 DAGMAR vs $HORT-SHOCK DATA 8 107
OXYGEN bALANCE, IMPACT SENCITIVITY 3 693 DETONATION CRITERION VTUDY 6 78

00 !XPLOSIVE, PARTICLE SIZES 8 1011 DETONATION PRESSURE DATA 7 531
PLASMA, DETONATIO4 VILOCITY 3 192 DETONATION THRESHOLD PARAMETERS 6 72
80LiD CARBON (C 103S) 8 809 DETONATION WAVE INTERACTIONS 7 669

OXYGEN RATIO EFFECT ON OCTONATýON FRONT 7 768 DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647
OXYGEN-BALANCED, -DEFICIENT CHNO EXPLOSIVES 6 548 DRIVER OF BERYLLIUM 6 602
P 2100 B, BALLISTIC CLASSIFICATION 6 626 ELECTRON BEAM INITIATION 7 53
P-V DIAGRAM FOR STEIAD, ID nZUNE DETONATION 4 69 ELECTRON BEAM, INITIATION 7 50

.PALLET FIRES, SINGLE AND MUL'IPLE SHILLS 8 214 LOS ABOVE CN PRESSURE 8 587
PARALLEL PACgEo, CONDUCTIVITY, SPHF PLATES 3 156 0S% CONSTANTS 7 407
PARAMAGNETIC DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS, SPECTRA 8 7M4 EO FOR NOT AND COLD SOLIDS 8 38
FARAIETER 0FFECTS, IDEAL DETONATION STAI'd a 714 FLYER PLATE, CRITICAL SURFACE AREA 7 316
PARTIALLY REACYFD Hf, HUG0NiOT ITATE1 8 943 GROWTH OF REACTION, SKID TEST 6 290
PARTICLE & RAAh6EN7 WITH MOVING GRID 4 5"7 HEAT OF DETONATION a, 0, Poj 3 744
PARTICLE SIZl EFIECTS ON HOT-S1POT TEMPERATURE 5 22C HOT-SPOT INITIATION MODEl. 7 394
PAPTICLF SI1Z EFFECTS, 1- A 2.COMPONENT HE 2 475 HUGONIOT CURVES A SOUND VELOCITY 4 235

ANFO 3 312, HUGONIOT DATA FOR UNREACTED HE 5 251
AP•NQ 6 175 IMPACT RESPONSE, MODEL & TESTS 7 273
COBALT AMINE AZIDES 3 50 INITIATION THRESHOLD, HIGH TEMP 6 44
CRITICAL DIAMETER 8 902 1'C PHOTO, LINE DETONATION, ESWs 6 666
DDT 7 107 LOW-ORDER EXPLOSIONS AFTER IMPACT 6 328
DDT I 119 LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT SENSITIVITY 4 478
DDT 7 166 OBLIQUE SHOCKS, PERPENDICULAR DRIVE 6 602
DETONATION WAVES 8 1047 PARTICLE VELOCITIES, MAGNETIC PROBE 6 637
EA EUTECTIC 54V9 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 7 593
NEGATIVE OS EXPLOSIVES 8 1011 PLEXIGLAS MONITOR, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 23
ON DETONATION VELOCITY 1 791 POLYTROPIC, JWL, CONSTANT BETA FOSs 6 566
ON HMX/WAX 4 399 POP PLOT, ID & 20 MODELS 8 59
ON rENSITIVITY, RUX 8 902 POP PLOTS, HIGHEST DENSITY MODEL 7 237
OXIDIZERS,PROPELLANTS 3 825 POSTDETONATION. BEHAVIOR THEORY 8 501
PETM, RDX, 9 TETRYL 5 ?9 PRESSURE EFFECTS ON INITIATION 5 321
RUN TIME vs PRESSURE 3 51$ PULSE DURATION SENSITIZING EFFECT 5 191
TATE INITIABILITY 8 1047 RADIUS OF CURVATURE EFFECTS 4 88
TETRYL, DDT STUDY 6 426 REE's PRhDICTION vs DATA 8 513

PARTICLE VELOCITIES, CAMERA RECORD, MEASURED 3 420 SHOCK DESENSITIZATION 8 1057
FREE-SURFACE, DIFFERENCE 6 637 SHOCK FRONT TEMPERATURE 7 1005
IMPACTED PMMA 5 592 SHOCK HUGONIOTS & INIT THRESHOLD 5 219
MAGNETIC PROtE 6 637 SHOCK WAVE GROWTH MODES, INITIATION 6 47
TEST & MODEL 7 1U34 SHOCKED QUARTZ GAUGES, UPETREAM 5 435
TNT, LAGnANGE GAUGE 6 78? SHOCKED, IR EMISSION MEASUREMENTS 7 993
VS UISTANCE, MODEL 6 355 SHOCKED, PRESSURES, MODEL AND TEST 8 931
vo TIME, ACCEPTOR HEs 5 484 SHORT-DURATION SHOCK INITIATION 4 373

PARTICLE VELOCITY, DISTANCE DIAGRAMS, DOT 6 239 SHORT-PULSE SHOCK INITIATION 7 859
EM GAUGE, IN SITU 7 1062 THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH 5 280
GAUGE SYSTEM, NEW 8 447 UNDERWATER SHOCK-TO-BURN TESTS 4 489
HISTORIES, HNS a 19 VELOCITY-DIAMETER PREDICTION V 589
STRESS CALC, GAUGES 5 427 VELOCITY-DIAMETER RELATION, MODEL 7 589

PATERSON EOS, LONG-RANGE MOLECULAR FORCE3 3 722 WAVE SURFACE CURVATURE EFFECTS 6 379
PB'HMX-9404, OVEr DRIVEN, SHCCKEU STATES 5 533 WAVEFORMS, MICROWAVE RECORD 8 491
PBX 9010, IOX 9011 CYLINDFR TEST RESULTS 4 5 n'X 9404/DURAL, FREE-SURFACE VELOCITY 7 536
PBX 9.11, LOW-VELOCITY IkPACT SZNSITIVITY 4 478 PBX 9407, EXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK SENSITIVITY 7 928
PBX 9205, UNOERWATLR SPHERICAL EXPLOSIONS 5 599 POX 9501, AQUARIUM TEST RECORDS 8 981
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POI 9501, COMPOSITION, DENSITIES 7 567 PETH, ADIABATIC ELASTt4 MODULISINGLE CRYSTAL E 396
DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647 BUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546
GAUGE RECORD ANALYSIS, EJECTA 7 883 BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, 0, In x 0 2 651
SUCTAINED-SHOCK HISTORIES 8 104 CALC & TEST DETONATION VELOCITIES, PaJ 2 418

PIN 9"02, COMPOSITION, DENSITIES 7 567 CALC vs TEST CJ PRESSURE & VELOCITIES 5 503
CONFINEMENT EFFECT ON FAILURE 8 372 CJ POINT, CJ ISENTROPE, ERROR 9 7 709
CORNER-TURNING DATA 7 630 CJ PROPERTIES Ve INITIAL DENSITY a 553
DESENSITIZATION CALCULATIONS 8 47 CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 547
DETONATION PRESSURE DATA 7 531 CONTACT FILM, F0,14ING-CAMERA STUDY 3 10
DETONATION REACTION ZONE STUDY 8 123 CONVECTIVE BURN AT HIGHEA PRESSURES 3 77
ELECTRON BEAN INITIATION 7 52 CRITICAL LENGTH ve CRITICAL VELOCITY 4 432
TENSILE PROPERTIES 8 637 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5
TRIPLE SHOCK-WAVE INTERACTION 7 669 DOT STUDY, CONVECTIVE BURN, LVD 6 250
Uf$ , MAGNETIC PROBE 7 538 DEFLAORATION BEFORE DOT 1 60

PBN 9503, DETONATION REACTION ZONE STUDY 8 123 DETONATION FLAME ANALYSIS 2 572
PIN, BEHAVIOR DURING DROP WEIGHT IMPACT 8 635 DETONATION HEAT, DETONATION CALORIMETER 4 167

CAST-CURED, BEHAVIORAL MODEL 7 560 DETONATION PRODUCTS, REAL-TIME ANALYSIS 8 701
CAST-CURED, EFFECTS OF INERT BINDERV 7 560 DETONATION TEMPERATURE, PYROMETF.R A 574

PBXN-5 IENIITIVITY CROSSOVER, PRESSURE 6 74 DETONATION VELOCITIES (30-Mm SIZE) 1 14
PBXW-i09, BURNING & DETONATION, GAP TENT 7 308 DETONATION VELOCITY, ELECTRIC PROBE 4 616
P94, SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265 DROP WEIGHT IMPACT TEST 8 641
PEAK PRESSURE, EFFECT, CRITICAL ENERGY 6 12 8D0 CALCULATIONS AND TEST RESULTS 5 503

9 PARTICLE VELOCITIES, AL i Cu 4 284 EXPERIMENTAL & CALCULATED CJ PARAMETERS 6 713
POSITIVE IMPULSE, SPHERES 6 533 EXPERIMENTAL vs COMPUTED HUGONIOTS 6 773
TRANSMITTED BY FOAMS 4 273 EXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK NENSITIVITY 7 925

PENTANEX, BUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546 EXPLOSIVE-ETCHED Cu MESH INIIIAfOR 7 746
PENTOLITE, ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY CALCULATION 5 597 FOAMED, LOW DENSITY, CHARACrERISTICS 5 47

CASE EFFECT ON AIRBLAST 6 777 FREEZE-OUT iEMPERATURE 4 167
CONDUCTING ZONE, ELECTRICAL EFFECT 3 120 HEAT OF DETONATION, CONFINED/UNCONFINED 3 750
DEFLAGRATION WAVYI, DDT STUDY 6 241 HIGH-DENSITY SHOCK INITIATION 6 20
DENSITY & VELOCITIES 4 245 HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION 5 559
DENSITY, D, CD, EXPERIMENTAL P 3 377 IMPACT-FACE PRESSURE, POROSITY MODEL 7 443
DETONATION VELOCITIES 1 14 IN METHANE, LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 58s
MPF GENERATED NY CONDUCTION ZONE 3 11C INITIATION THRESHOLD, HIGH T0  6 44

GROWTH TO DETONATION,INTERFEROMETR 4 584 INTERSTITIAL GASES, SENSITIVITY 4 349
HIGH-DENSITY GAS, ELECTRODE, X RAY 3 136 ISOTHERMAL LINEAR & VOLUME COMPRESSION 6 700
HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION 5 561 JCZ STATE, MOLECULAR PARAMETERS 7 721
INERT MONITOR, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 23 LASER AND SHOCK INITIATION 7 797
INITIATION BY AIR SHOCK,DELAY TIME 3 790 LASER IGNITION TEST 8 476
LATERAL SHOCK PRESSURE TESTS 4 95 LINEAR MEMORY EFFECT 3 47
MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE 5 65 LINEAR SURFACE REGRESSION TO 500"C 4 461
SHOCKED SYMPATHETIC DETONATION 3 521 LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION, CONFINED 7 575
SHOCKED, THERMAL FILM RECORD 7 974 MIE-GRUNEISEN EOS, PULSED ELECTRON BEAM 5 351
SLURRY, CONTACT FILM RECORD 3 is MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 65
SPHERICAL EXPLOSIONS IN WATER 6 570 PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS, SMALL-SCALE GAP 5 259
SPHERICAL SHOCKS IN WATER,INITIATE 3 790 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 7 33
UNDERWATER SHOCK-TO-BURN TESTS 4 489 POLYMERS ADDED, DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT 7 25
UNDERWATER SHOCK-WAVE PERFORMANCE 4 27 POP PLOTS Of HIGHEST DENSITY 7 237
vS PBX 9404 SHOCK WAVE DATA, MODEL 6 528 PRECURSORS IN DETONATIONS 7 877
WAVE CURVATURE vs CHARGE LENGTH 2 506 PRESSURE PROFILES, POP PILOTS 6 22
WAX-GAP TEST 1 23 RECEPTORS IN CAP TESTS 7 279

PERCUS YEVICK (PY) EOS, QUATUOR CODE 8 764 RETARDED DETONATION, TRICKS (CHICANERY) 6 226
PERFECT GAS, SHOCK POLARS, DEFLECT!ON ANGLE 5 129 RUBBER-BONDED SHEET EXPLOSIVE 4 496
PERFLUORINATED ALKYLAMINES, SYNTHESIS 7 941 SHOCK HUQONIOT 3 570
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, EASIER PREDICTION 7 952 SHOCK HUGONIOTS & INITIATION THRESHOLDS 5 219
PERFCRMANCE TESTS, PLATE DENT, BURN 8 353 SHOCK WAVE INITIATION MODEL 6 371
PERIPHERAL DETONATION, WAVEGUIDE DESIGN 1 31 SHOCKED, PRESSURE vs DISTANCE DATA 5 225
PERPENDICULAR EXPLOSIVE DRIVE, OBLIQUE SHOCKS 6 602 SIMULATIONS IN HOT-SPOT MODEL 7 506
PERSPEX MOUSETRAPS, SHOCK TO DETONATION 8 447 SINGLE-CRYSTAL TESTS, PROPERTIES 2 470
PERSPEX TUBES, BURN VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 3 83 SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF DETONATION 8 691
PERTUkBATION METHODS IN DETONATION PHYSICS 6 352 SPRAYED ON COPPER MESH ON MYLAR 7 746
PERTURBATION ON INNER SURFACE nF SHELL, 2DL 4 316 SURROUNDING EXPLUDING WIRE INITIATOR ¶ 12
PETN, 2D SIMULATION OF CHNO CHAIN 7 784 TEMPERATURE, MEASURED AND CALCULATED 8 558

30 HYDRODYNAMIC NOT-SPOT MODEL 8 44 PETN, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION, P n 10-50 kbars 5 331
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PETN, THERMAL INITIATION & GROWTH 5 280 PLANE LATERAL DRIVING TESTS 8 625
THERMODYNAMIC PRUPERTIES, 293 K, 0 OPa 6 7M4 PLANE SHOCK INITIATION, DILUTE HE 7 448
TIME DELAY vs TEMP RECIPROCAL, DECOMP 3 67 PLANE SHOCK RESPONSE, CRITICAL ACCELERATION 6 387
TNT REACTION ZONE LENGTHS 2 755 PLANE SPALI ING OF COPPER, 1D CALCULATIONS 5 567
WEDGE-IRA3S INTERFACE, 1 g/cm8  3 562 PLANE vs DIVERGING DETONATION WAVES 8 143

PETN-POLYURETHANE, DETONATION PROPERTIES 7 $S0 PLANE WAVE GENERATOR SETUP, X RAY, PHERMEX 5 4
PETN/BENZOYL PE2OXIDE DECOMPOSITION 7 27 PLANE WAVE GENERATORS, MACH PHENOMENA 8 431
PETH/NmCI, AIR SHOCKS IN AIR GAP 8 1072 PLANE WAVE SMEAR CAMERA RECORD, AP 4 365
PETN/POLYURETHANE, DIVERGING DETONATIONS 7 408 PLANE WAVE, HEAT RELEASE, FLOW DERIVATIVES 8 148
PETN/TNT, POLYTROPIC GAMMA, ENERGIESVELOCITY 5 462 PLASM. IN PROPANE, C0g, Ne, & IN VACUUM 3 202
PETRIN ACRYLATE PROPELLANT, SENSITIVITY 3 830 PLASMAS, DILUTE, DETONATION GENERATEDFACTORS 3 184
PHASE CHANGE WITHIN SHOCK WAVE 3 358 PLASTIC DEFORMATION, CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS 8 62
PHASE DIAGRAMS, P-T, CARBON 8 528 MECHANISM 7 241
PHASE SHIFT vs SEAL THICKNESS, (RANIIT TIME 6 399 METALS 1 37
PHASE TRANSFORMATION OF HNAS, DSC MEASUREMENT 8 1129 PLASTIC FLOW CONDITIONS OF METALS 1 33
PHASE TRANSITIONS, SHOCKED; *I,F*,QUARTZ 4 248 PLASTIC PROPELLANT$, GAP SENSITIVENESS 2 653

TYPES & BOUNDARIES 4 249 PLASTIC WORK ve PROJECTILE VELOCITY, DIAMETER 6 332
PHASE VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION DEFINED 4 258 PLASTISOL, CARD GAP SENSITIVITY, PROPELLANTS 3 825
PHERMEX APPLICATIONS,DETONATION A SHOCK WAVES 4 639 PLASTISOL-NITROCELLULOSE PROPELLANTS 4 99
PHERMEX MACHINE, NEW, FLOW BEHIND WAVE, FRONT 5 3 PLASTISOL-NITROCELLULOSE PROPELLANTS 4 103
PHERMEX RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITY, HE STUDY 6 409 PLATE & CYLINDER MOTION, ELA MODEL 4 14
PHONON-DRAG EFFECT, THERMOELECTRIC 4 636 PLATE ACCEL.ERATION IN HE-METAL SANDWICH 7 811
PHOTOCELL MONITOR, LIGHT EMITTED BY IMPACT 6 682 PLATE DENT DEPTH vs DETONATION VELOCITY 2 753
PHOTOCHEMICAL INITIATION OF SILVER AZIDE 2 547 PLATE DENT PHOTOS, BTX & PETN ON DURAL 6 463
PHOTOELASTIC SUBSTANCES, TPANtIENT STRESSES 1 31 PLATE DENT RESULTS, AREA BEHIND REACTION ZONE 2 749
PHOTOORAPHY, HIGH-REUOLUTION, WAVE EFFECTS 6 414 PLATE DENT TEST, (SMALL-SCALE) SETUP 3 745
PHOTOIYSIS & THERMOLYSIS OF METAL AZIDES 3 843 EA EUTECTIC & OTHERS 7 549
PHOTOLYSIS OF BARIUM & POTASSIUM AZID38 2 530 HMX/AP/AL PROPELLANT 7 622
PHOTOMULTIPLIER & OSCILLOSCOPE, REACTION ZONE 4 602 PLATE IMPAUT TEST, PRESSURE PROFILES 3 246
PHOTOMULTIPLIER DETECTOR, DENSITY CHANOPS 2 102 PLATE IMPACT, CASE FAILURE, NO IGNITION 7 1048

LIQUID HE 7 ?59 PLATE TRAJECTORY, NEGATIVE PRESSURE REGIONS 4 544
PHOTOSENSITIZATION OF HE ACCEPTORS 7 938 PLATE-PUSH TEST, DISK SHOT FROM MORTAN 3 780
PHYSICAL SYNTHEFIS, AN COMPOSITE HE 6 439 PLEXIGLAS, SHOCr COMPRESSION DATA 4 225
P1C (PARTICLE-IN-CELL) METHOD, HYDRODYNAMICS 5 177 PMMA, COMPRESSION BY LOW-AMPLITUDE SHOCK WAVE 4 214

VISCOSITY ADDED 4 5$2 ENHANCED EXPLOSIVE EFFECT ON IMPACT 7 308
PICRAMIDE, RADICALS IN DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 742 HUGONIOT FOR PLEXIGLAS ve AP 4 363
PICRIC ACID, CALC A TEST DET VELOCITIES 2 418 HUGONIOTS, PETN 505 TESTS 5 507

CURVATURE EFFECTS ON SHOCK WAVC 1 99 PARTICLE VELOCITY, EMV OAUGE STUDIES 5 414
IMPACT SENSITIVITY, 00/100 3 681 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 7 33
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 8 642 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SHOCK HUGONIOT A 326
SENSITIVENESN OF PRESSED CHARGES 2 643 PROPAGATION SPEED OF RELEASE WAVES 5 589
SENSITIVITY AND OXYGEN BALANCE 3 700 SHOCK UAVE COMPRESSION, 3-20 kbars 4 222

PICRYLAZOLES, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 66 SURFACE-VELOCITY TESTSi FOIL TECHNIQUE 4 215
PIEZOELECTRIC PRESSURE GAUGES, CASING EFFECT 6 777 U1*, INITIATING PBX 9404, 20DL MODEL 5 322
PIEZORESISTIVE GAUGES, GAP TESTS 7 280 POINT EXPLOSION SELF-SIMILAR PROCLEM 6 594
PIKE EQUATION, AIR-MATCH POINT ABOVE ADIABAT 4 51 POLAR (LIISAJOUS) PLOT, PUSH/PLILL VISAR 8 470
PIN ARRAY, DETONATION FRONT VELOCITY, SPHERES 6 522 POLAR ANGLE vY FRONT & L:NCR VELOCITIES 6 521
PIN METHOD, MEASURING DETONATION VELOCITY 2 136 POLAR INITIATION, COMP 8ON At SPHERES 6 521

VELOCITY DETERMINATION, TOA 2 440 POLARIZATION or HOMOGENEOUS HE, SHOCK INDUCED 6 143
PIN SIGNAL RECORD, CONDUCTIVITY, TOA SIGNALS 3 139 POLARIZATION SIGNALS, DETONATION INDUCED 5 429
PIN SWITCH CONSTRUCTION, DETONATION VELOCITY 2 140 LIQUID DIELECTRICS 5 399
PIN TECHNIQUES, MEASURING PARTICLE VELOCITY 1 107 POLARIZATION TEST SETUP, DIELiCTRICS 5 IC8
PIN-CONTACTOR TECHNIQUE, SHOCKED SOLID HE 4 373 POLARIZATION, SHOCK INDUCED IN SOLID HE 5 429
PIPE BOMBS, VARYING IGNITION METHODS 7 248 POLYCARBONATE (PC), BINDER EFFeCTS,PROPERTIES 7 25
PISTON IMPACT, LOW VELOCITY, DELAYED DET 7 256 POLYESTER, PHYSICAL EFFECTS 7 25

POROUS ENERGETIC MATERIALS a 882 POLYETHYLENE, SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL SIGNAL 5 387
PISTON IN FlLUID, HEAT FROM CHEMICAL REACTION 4 502 POLYMER EFFECT ON DROP-WEIGHT RESULTS 7 24
PISTON VELVCITY, FLOW AFTER IMPACT, GAMMA a 3 3 205 POLYNITROALIPHATIC EXPLOSIVES, SENSITIVITY 3 672

INERT AGAINST HE SLAB 3 534 SENSITIVITY 6 312
PLANAR ID EXPLOSIVE-METAL MODEL, CJ STATES 4 538 POLYNITROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS, SENSITIVITY 3 680
PLANAR IMPACT GUN TEST,SHOCK PROFILE DETECTOR 5 369 POLYNITROSTILBENES, SENSITIVITY AND O/100 3 684
PLANAR SHOCK INITIATION, SOLID NE 3 499 POLYPROPYLENE BINDER, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 7 33
PLANE DETONATIONS vw CYLINDRICAL, SPHERICAL 5 41 POLYSULFONE BINDER, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 7 25
PLANE ELASlIC PRECURSOR DECAY MODEL, CRACKS 6 267 POLYSULFONE COATING, DECREASED SENSITIVITY 8 257
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POLYTROPIC CrO, CHANGES, SHOCK PULSE IN WATER 6 561 PRESSURE EFrECT, INITIATING, NN & TNT, IN NO 5 156
SHOCK MOTly, OF A LINER 3 275 LOU-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 585

POLYTROPIC GAMMA FROM d /P I|" 1 5 56 MOLECULAR DECOMPOSITION 8 835
POP PLOT, CORP 3, PSX 9404, TA 7 487 OCTOL, HOT WIRE, NOT PLATE 5 283

EAKe Yo COMP 5, TETRYL, TNT, PBXs a 1008 PRESSURE ENTERING RECEPTORMODEL 4 555
LOW-DENSITY TATE 7 386 PRESSURE EVOLUTION, TRANSIENT ZONE 8 143
PETN, NIGH DENSITY 7 237 PRESSURE GAUGE (SHOCK), CARSON RESISTOR 5 47
SHOCK INITIATION BEHAVIOR 8 945 PRESSURE GRADIENTS ACROSS WAVE FRONT 2 514
SHOCK WAVE & INITIATION DATA 4 237 PRESSURE HISTORIES, S1HOCKED METALSWAVE FORMS 4 271
XDT, THREE MODELS, PBX 9404 8 932 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT BY NANGANIN WIRE GAUGE 6 625

PORE COLLAPSE AND COMPRESSION MODEL 7 523 PRESSURE PEAK & TIME BEHIND THE SHOCK, DECAY 3 795
POR•I COLLAPSE FROM SHOCK LOADING 8 26 PRESSURE PROSE RECORD, NOL GAP TEST 3 590
PORE SURFACE HEATING IV VISCOUS FLOW 7 435 PRESSURE PROFILE, DETONATING SOLID EXPLOSIVE 3 241
POROSITY EFFECT, LOW-DENSITY C.iARGES, ANDREEV 3 794 DETONATION WAVE vY At PLATE 2 3M2

PRESSED HE, MARN RATE 7 904 DETONATION WAVE, NH 6 138
STRONG SHOCKS, EOS (CALC) 3 396 DETONATION WAVE, P vs x 2 327

POROSITY vs IGNITION ENERGY, MUGONIOT CURVE 4 181 FOR REACTION ZONES,SOLID HE 2 345
POROSITY-DEPENDENT SNEAR MODULUS 7 201 REACTION ZONE IN At PLATE 4 525
POROUS lED BURNING, DOT MODEL 7 234 PRESSURE PULSES, ,-t PL'Ir 6 106
POROUS lED COMPACTION, HMX STRAIN RATE 8 654 PRESSURE RATIOS AT CRI r 4L BETA, CALCULATED 6 578

INERT MATERIALS 7 843 PRESSURE RISE IN CONFINED CHARGES 6 211
POROUS 0ED MATERIALS, TND, AVE. PARTICLE SIZE 8 883 PRESSURE SIGNATURES, CALCULATED, UNDERWATER 6 556
PO1OUS SUDS OF HE, COMPRESSIVE REACTION a G81 PRESSURF SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES, NO 8 716
P001US CHARGE, DETONATING PRECURSORS 7 877 PRESSUE TRANSDUCER, SULFUR, CALIBRATION 3 241

NMX REGRESSION RATES 7 17.3 PRESSURE vs EULERIAN POSITION 6, TIME v 3 551
SHOCK-INDUCEO HEATING 7 523 PRESSURE vs EXCESS TRANSIT TIME, SOLID HE 4 237

POROUS SOLID, SHOCK PROPAGATION 4 258 PRESSURE Ve Pu, OVERDRIVEN COMP I 4 51
P0ROU., NONREACTIVE MATERIALS, RESPONSE 6 766 PRESSURE vs PARTICLE VELOCITY, ISENTROPE 3 387
POSTPEAK IGNITION (PPI) TRACES, GAP TEST 7 916 PRESSURE vS PULSE LENGTH, INITIATION CRITERIA 7 429
POTASSIUM PICRATE, BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS 2 651 PRESSURE vs TIME, ACCEPTOR HE* 5 485
POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES, OOND SCISSION 8 827 PRESSURE, 293 K vs RELATIVE VOLUMES NeCL, NaF 6 702
POWDER MORPHOLOGY EFFECT, HNS 7 938 DETONATION, SHOCK, IMPACT, ADUARIUN 3 357
P0bOFR TRAIN TIME-DELAY ELEMENT 1 32 VICINA., FAR FROM BUBBLE 6 120
PRAND1L-MEYER EXPANSION, "SIMPLE" WAVE FLOW 3 578 PRESSURE-DISTANCE CURVESs q, LAX, ANALYTIC 3 619
PRANDTL-MEYER FAN, EXPLOSIVE EDGE CALCULATION 4 16 PRESSURE-PARTICLE VELOCITY DATA, MaX-i 5 528
PRANDTL-MEYER FLOW BEHIND DETONATION WAVE 3 767 PRESSURE-PARTICLE VELOCITY FITS, HMIX/TNT 4 61
PRANDTL-HEYER SINGULARITY, STEADY DETONATION 6 356 PRESSURE-SHEAR LOADING (0D) OF PBX 9404 8 274
PRECOMPRESSING CHARGES, QUENCHING AIR SHOCK 3 798 PRESSURE-TIME PROFILES, INOMMOGENEITIES 6 341
PRECOMPRESSION EFFECTS, FLYERS 7 938 LOW-ORDER INITIATION 6 325

LIQUID & SOLID HE 5 67 PRESSURE-VELOCITY SLOPES, PHASE TRANSITIONS 4 256
TNT & COMP 1 7 3 PRESSURE-WAVE REFLECTION EFFECT ON BURN 7 186

PRECURSOR AIR SHOCK, PISTON EFFECT OF HE 8 1069 PRESSURE-WAVE VELOCITY IN MAPLE 1 31
PRECURSOR WAVE DETECTOR, STREAK C.JMRRA, PRISM 4 573 PRESSURIZED HEMEASURED DETONATION VELOCITIES 5 73
PRECURSOR WAVE, FLUID & AIR CAVITATION EFFECT 4 117 PRESTRESSING SHOCK, 14ETAL-NE INTERFACE 4 383

WATER-CONTROL TESTS 5 81 PRIMACORD, DETONATION VILGCITIES 1 14
PRECURSOR, DETONATING POROUS HE 7 877 EXPLODING-WIRE INITIATORS 1 9

SHOCK DEfl:NSITIZPTION 7 352 LATERAL SHOCK PRESSURE TESTS 4 9"
PREDETONATION COLUMN LENGTH (PCL) 7 107 PRESSURE-TIME PROFILES 3 317
PREDETONATION COLUMN LENGTH,COMPACTION EFFECT 6 433 PRIMAKOF SIMILARITY SOLUTION, SHOCKED INERT 4 510
PREDETONATION TAANSIENT WAVES 7 248 PRIMERS, INITIATING POWER, NUMERICAL QUANTITY 2 602
PREDICTING PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, SIMPLIFIED 7 952 PRISM TEST, CONFINLMENT EFFECT ON FAILURE 8 372
PREHEATING kFFECT ON DETONATING LEAD AZIDE 2 569 PROSE, COAXIAL, OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL 8 89
PRESHOCKED PIX 9404 AND CORP 1-3 8 1057 CONO4UCTIVITY, EFFECTS & SUITABILITY 2 443
PRISHOCKING SOLID HE TO MAKE IT INSENSITIVE 3 785 SHAPE CHANCES, MODEL & TESTS 4 597
PRESSING " , VACUUM MOLDING CHARGES 2 123 PROBIT TESTS, CARD rAP TESTS 7 265
PRESSURE A DENSIlf IN SNC-CKED SOLIDS, MODEL 4 555 PROFILE STREAK TECHNIQUE, WAVE PROFILES 8 330
PRESSURE AT IMPACT vs TEMPERATURE, PIX 9404 •' 1007 PROGRESSIVE DECONSOLIDATION MODE, DOT 7 168
PRESSURE CONTOURS, SHOCKED LX-IF, MODEL 7 491 PROJECTILE ATTACK TEST, SENSITIVENESS TESTING 3 660
PRESSURE DEFLAGRATION RATE,CLOSED VESSEL 6 195 PROJECTILE IMPACT, MODEL 7 175
PRESSURE DEFLECTION CURVES, FLOW DIAGRAMS 4 382 MODEL 7 325
PRESIURE DEPENDENCE ON LOADING DENSITY 6 714 MODEL 7 343
PRESSURE EFFECT, BONDS, REACTION, MODEL 7 93 SENSITIVITY, AMMUNITION 6 682

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 6 827 IESTS 7 316
PRESSURE EFFECT, HE DECOMPOSITION 5 331 PROJECTILE IMPACT, TESTS, ROX PARTICLL SI1E 8 907
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PROJECTILE VELOCITY, THREE LASER BEANS 7 300 RADIOGRAPNY, NMERKX, RAREFACTION WAVES. 4 642

BARRIER LENGTH 4 433 RADIOMETER, 2-COLOR ir, IHAPOD CNAR91 TEMPS 6 691
PROJECTILE-IMPACT SHOCK INITIATION MODEL S 307 RADIUS-OF-CURVATURE EFFECT ON DET VELOCITY" 4 86

PROPAGATING SFPLAGRATION, CONFENEMENT EFFECT 6 204 RADIUS-TIME HISTORY, CU CYLINDERS, COWP 4 4
PROPAGATING DETONATION FRONT I1 TATS 6 762 RAMAN MIASUREMENTS, REACTION ZONE LENGTH 8 691

PROPAGATING DETONATION MODEL, MUNITIONS ? 1055 RAMAN SCATTERING TEMPERATURE, SHOCK WAVE 7 1010
PROPAGATING DETONATION THRESHOLD 5 207 RAMAN SPECTRA, PITH AND HlX, SINGLE PULSES 8 696
PROPAGATING FAST REACTION,LEAD AZIDE CRYSTALS 5 301 SHOCKED RoX, PETH XTALS 8 847

PROPAGATINw SHOCK & DETONATION WAVES 4 7'9 SOLID NITRIC OXIDE 6 719
PROPMGATION RATE, IMPACT MACHINE, PHOTOGRAPHS 3 10 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY, EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 7 1013

TNT, AIR GAP EFFECT 8 409 RAMP WAVE RISKTIME EFFECT ON RUN-UP DISTANCE 8 970

PROPAGATION TEST vs GAP TEST RESULTS 2 656 RAMP WAVES, PBX 9404 7 N94

PROPAGATION THEORY, KIRKWOOD/BRINKLEY 1 107 RAMP-INDUCED COMPRESSION, PROPELLANT INIT 8 962

PROPANE ISOMERS, FAILURE DIAM I SENSITIVITY 5 89 RAMDOM CHOICE METHOD, DETONATION SIMULATION 7 799

PROPANE, DETONATION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 5 44 RANKINE-HUOONIOT CONDITION, DISCONTINUITIES 2 317

PROPANE-IMPREGNATED HE, DETONATION TEMPS 2 166 PRESSURE MODEL 6 604

PROPELLANT, ACCELERATION SIMULATOR 7 915 VECTOR IN EQS. 2 426
BURN, REFLECTION & RECIRCULATION 7 186 RANKINE-HUOONIOT CURVE IN MIXED PHASE 4 252
CAMERA i X RAYS, SHOTGUN FACILITY 7 302 RANKINE-HUGONIOT EQUATIONS, 10 STEADY STATE 3 305

D & E, PROPERTIES 8 285 P, V FLUID 2 219

DELAYED DETONATION IN GRANULAR 7 256 PRECOMPRESSION 5 68

DIAMETER EFFECT, REACTION ZONF 4 97 REFLECTED SHOCK 3 215

DUAL THRESHOLDS IN GAP TEST 7 267 SHOCK CO4PRESSION 4 207

EXPLOSIVENESS, RARDE BURNING TUBE 7 1040 RARDE BURNING TUBE-TEST, LOU EXPLOSIVES 8 211
FAILURE DIAMETER PREDICTION 4 102 RARNE SMALL-SCALE BOOSTER COOK-OFF TEST SETUP 8 1107
GAP SENSITIVENESS 2 653 RARDE SMALL-SCALE BURNING-TUBE TEST 8 262

HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT RESPONSE 8 284 RARDE SMALL-SCALE FUEL-FIRE TEST a 211
LARGE-SCALE INITIATION STUDY 7 887 RAREFACTION EFFECT ON MACH BRIDGE 4 144
NONIOEAL DETONATION, NHMX/AP/AL 7 620 RAREFACTION WAVES IN EXPLOSIVE PRODUCTSX RAY 5 14
POROUS $ED DOT STUDY vs MODEL 6 258 RAREFACTION WAVES RESTRICTING ACCELERATION 3 579
SENSITIVITY, CARD GAP TEST 3 822 RAREFACTION-OVERTAKF MODEL vY INITIATION DATA 7 431
SHOCKED & DESENSITIZED, NOT SPOTS 3 796 RAREFACTION$ FROM METAL-HE INTERFACE, At 2 379
TEMP IS RATE-DETERNINIOG FACTOR 2 741 RASTER CHRONOGRAPH, DETONATION VELOCITY 2 137

PROPVL NITRATE, THRESHOLD VELOCITY, BURN RATE 6 119 RATE OF EXPANSION & tau FOR PEAK STRESSES 4 492
PTFE INSULATOR, MANOANIN GAUGE, PRESSURE 6 626 RATE PARAMETERS, CRITICAL DIAMETER I VELOCITY 7 589
PULSE DURATION EFFECT, COMP B, '-3, PBX 9404 5 191 RATE STICK, ASSEMBLY, JOINTS EFFECTS 6 642
PYRIDINE, EFFECTS ON ODT,AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE 7 153 ANALYZED BY DIFFERENCE METHOD 3 334
PYROMETER, DETONATION PRODUCT TEMPERATURE 8 567 COMP B, PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS 2 480

FOUR-COLOR 8 558 FAILURE RADII, 20 MODEL 7 488
FOUR-COLOR, BRIGHTNESS IN NM-TNN 7 768 PLATE DENT, UNCONFINED AN COMP 7 806
TWO-COLOR OPTICAL FIBER a 567 PRODUCTION 2 120

P2, DETONATION CRITERION, DERIVATION 8 1119 PROPELLA•T, NONIDEAL BEHAVIOR 7 620
0 METHOD, CALCULATION, UNDERWATER FLOW 4 33 RATES OF REACTION, ESTIMATES, Ir EMISSION 7 993

PO.EL, CONFINED DEFLAGRATION 3 606 RAYL DEFINITION, SHOCK IMPEDANCE OF ACCEPTOR 2 633
O-SWITCHED LASER PULSE INITIATION 6 612 RAYLEIGH LINE-HUGONIOT, STEAM CONDENSATION 2 298
QUARTZ GAUGE, FRONT-SACK SETUP, PETN 6 21 ROX, AXIAL FUSE INITIATION ve NORMAL BOOSTER 4 156

RECORDS, NNAI HUGON OT 7 419 lKW MODEL AND PERFORMANCE DATA 3 728
SANDIA, CONSTRUCTION & TESTING 5 369 BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, 0, m x 0 2 651
TECHNIQUE FOR IMPACT TESTS 5 369 CALC & TEST DETONATION VELOCITIES 2 418
THICK, SHOCKED PMMA, RECORDS 4 222 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODEL 7 56
UPSTREAM OF SHOCKED HE 5 435 CJ POINT, THEORETICAL EOS MODEL 7 716

QUARTZ, ELASTIC PRECURSOR a SHOCK WAVE PHOTOS 4 569 CJ PRESSURE va INITIAL DENSITY 8 519

QUASI-SONIC DISCONTINUITY, CJ DETONATION 7 6J5 CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 $47
QUASI-STATIC COMPACTION OF INERT$ 7 843 CONTACT FILM, FAST-BURNING MODE 3 13
QUASI-STATIC STRESS-STRAIN CUINVES: At, STEEL 4 298 CONVECTIVE SURN AT HIGHER PRESSURES 3 77
QUATUOR CODE, DETONATION THERMOCNEMISTRY 8 762 CRYSTAL GROWTH AND MORPHOLOGY 7 977
RADIAL VELOCITIES, COLLAPSING CAVITIES 8 ?8 CURVATURE EFFECT ON SHOCK WAVE 1 99
RADIANCE SIGNALS, NE-LOADED COPPER PLATES 6 693 D (km/*), DENSITY 8 514
RADIANCii, NO, NM, DEGON, EN, 2-NE 7 764 DOT PHENOMENA, VERY SMALL DIAMETERS 7 107
RADIATION EFFECT ON PROPELLANTS 1 32 DDT STUDY, NREONATION" WAVE 5 231
RADIATION MEASUREMENTS IN REACTION ZONE 4 602 DENSITY, CD, 0, EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE 3 376
RADIATION SIGNAL DURING DET..MATION 2 144 DIAMETER EFFECT, REACTION ZONE THICKNESS 4 97
RADIATIVE vs HOT-GAS IGNITION a 481 DURAL, Uls 2 336
RADIOGRAPHS, DETONATION ZONE 4 162 ROX, ELECTRICAL INITIATION s 88
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RDX, ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 7 75 RDX/TNT, LASI GAP TEST 7 291
ENERGY THREOHOLD, p-t PLOT 6 106 LIGHI EMITTED FROM REACTION ZONE 4 604
EXPERIMENTAL vs COMPUTED HUGONIOTS 6 773 LOW-ORDER REACTIONS- -RACTION ZONE 4 462
EXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK SENSITIVITY 7 928 POLYSULFONE-COATING, IGNITION 8 253
HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION S $59 POLYTROPIC EXPONENT GAMMA, ENERGIES 5 459
HOT-SPOT TEMPERATURES, MODEL 7 524 SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265
IMPACT SENSITIVITY & OXYGEN BALANCE 3 659 SHOCK WAVE TO DETONATION TRANSITION 3 574
IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 06/100 3 674 SIMULATED ACCIDENT 8 211
INITIATION THRESHOLD, HIGH To 6 44 RDX/TNT/AL/WAX, ILECTRON BEAM INITIATION 7 so
INITIATION, PHOTOMULTIPLIER RECORDS 3 109 RDX/TNT/AW, CYLINDER TESTS vs 5KW EOS (TIGER) 6 439
INTERMEDIATE RADICAL, ACTIVATION ENERGY 7 75 RDX/TNT/WAX (COMP U), SHAPED CHARGE 7 352
JCZ STATE, MOLECULAR PARAMETERS 7 721 RDX/WAX, DOT, POROUS SED, MECHANICS/CHEMISTRY 8 972
KINETIC PARAMETERS 7 75 RUNUP DISTANCE AND GAP TEST 7 336
LASER IGNITION TEST 8 476 STEEL CONFINEMENT, OUT STUDIES 7 139
LIGHT EMISSION DURING INITIATION 5 158 RDX/WAX/C, DETONATING CENTERING DEVICE 8 332
LINEAR SJRFACE REGRESSION TO 500C 4 461 REACTANTS, PRODUCT & DETONATION PARAMETERS 8 1005
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, DROP WEIGHT 8 642 REACTION BUILDUP IN SHOCKED PORUUS EXPLOSIVES 8 926
MICROHARDNESS, DEFORMATION, HOT SPOTS 7 976 REACTION CENTERS, HOT SPOTS 7 435
MIE.GRUNEISEN EOS, ELECTRON BEAN HEATING 5 352 REACTION CHEMISTRY, NITRIC OXIDE 8 715
MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 65 REACTION COMMUNICATION DISTANCE 6 4?
MOLECULAR GEOMETRY, BOND LENGIHSA2 INIT 8 831 REACTION GROWTH OR DECAY, LOW-AMP SHOCKS 7 970
PARAMAGNETIC DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 734 RMACTION PHASES: GRANULAR, BINDER, GASEOUS 7 396
PARTICLE SIZE EFFECT, CAST PBX 8 902 REACTION RATE ACCURACY, LAGRANGE ANAL, GAUGE 7 466
PARTICLE SIZE EFFECT, SMALL-SCALE GAP 5 259 REACTION RATE LAW, NITROMETHANE MODELING 7 611
PARTICLE SIZES, RATE STICK VELOCITIES 2 131 REACTION RATE THEORIES, 0 vW d, 3 EXTANT 2 519
PRESSURE AND HEAT RISE EFFECTS, MODEL 7 523 REACTION RATES, ELECTROMAGNETIC GAUGES 5 99
REACTION PRODUCTS, THEORETICAL EOS 7 716 EM GAUGE DATA 8 83
RETARDED DETONATION, TRICKS (CHICANERY) 6 226 LAGRANGE & IN SITU GAUGES 7 466
RUBBER-BONDED SHEET EXPLOSIVE 4 496 NOZZLE, CURVED FRONT, D HEAD 2 522
SENSITIVITY WITH AMMONIUM NITRATE 7 804 REACTION ZONE, CAST TNT 2 376
SENSITIVITY, GAS COMPRESSION 7 7 CONDENSED HE, PMT & SCOPE 4 602
SHOCK HUGONIOTS & INITIATION THRESHOLD 5 219 DETONATION HEAD OF HIGH-P GAS 2 749
SINGLE-CRYSTAL TESTS, PROPERTIES 2 470 EFFECT, STEADY AXIAL WAVE 7 661
SOLID, IN MODIFIED GAP TEST 7 310 ESTIMATE FROM SURFACE VELOCITY 1 92
SPECTRA, UNDER SHOCK AND AT REST 7 73 H2 -02 & ACETYLENE-O 2 MIXTURES 2 193
STEEL-CONFINED, DDT STUDIES 7 139 HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES 7 641
STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 7 $46 LENGTH 3 327
TEMPERATURE, MEASURED AND CALCULATED 8 558 LENGTH, & CJ PRESSURE MEASURED 2 343
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION < MELTING POINT 7 75 LENGTH, & TEMPERATURE VARIANCE 1 53
THERMAL INITIATION AND GROUTH 5 280 LENGTH, CURVED WAVE FRONT, D 1 96
TUNGSTEN FLYER, CONVERGENT FLOW 7 826 LENGTH, EFFECT ON CURVATURE 2 509
V-d CURVES, WAVE SHAPE ve d, KINETICS 2 733 LENGTH, TATS FORMULATIONS 6 652
VOLUME DISPLACED BY DROP-IMPACTED SAMPLE 3 8 LENGTH, 1ATB, FRONT CURVATURE 6 642
WAVE CURVATURE vs CHARGE LENGTH 2 506 LENGTH, TATS,HMX,WAVE CURVATURE 8 159
WEDGE TEST WITH SMEAR CAMERA RESULTS 3 504 LENGTH, CO & CURVATURE RADIUS 2 424
X-RAY AND INFRARED STUDIES, BONDS 7 779 PARAMETERS, ANALYSIS & MODEL 7 362
XTALS, FINE & COARSE, PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 8 904 PRESSURE w CJ PRESSURE 3 396

ROX-LOADED E1W INITIATION A 452 PREVENTING CJ PRESSURE DATA 4 526
ROX/At, DEFLAGRATION VELOCITY, ELECTRIC PROBE 4 616 PROFILES IN DETONATING HE 7 1029

ELECTRIC SPARK INITIATION TESTS 3 706 SEPARATION--WAVE FRONT, EFFECT 6 414
RDX/Al/PBX. SENSITIVITY & PERFORMANCE, SDOT 8 1132 STRUCTURE, NONIDEAL IN GAS 4 107
ROX/AN/MAN, CYLINDER TESIS vs IKW EOS (TIGER) 6 439 THICKNESS CALCULATION 4 96
RDX/AP PROPELLANT, INPUT PARAMETERS 6 350 THICKNESS DATA, CURVATURE TEST 4 90
RDX/BORON, V vs d, REACTION KINETICS 2 733 WIDTH, PREDICTED FUR NM 4 395
RDX/HTPS BINDER, DIVERGING DETONATIONS 7 400 REACTIVE CASES, AIRULAST EFFECT FROM NE 8 207
ROD/POLYSUTADIENE, CX-84 EXPLOSIVE 8 361 REACTIVE FULERIAN HYDRODYNAMIC CODE, 3DE 7 669

FRENCH EXPLOSIVE 7 316 REACTIVE EXPLOSION MODEL 8 209
RDX/TNETS, DESENSITIZATION WITH WAX, 06/100 3 688 REACTIVE FLOW, LAGRANGE ANALYSIS (RFLA) 7 466
RDX/TNT, ADDITIVES, BURNING AND IGNITABILITY 8 231 MATHEMATICAL ANALOG 7 448

At OR LIF ADMIXTURES, EFFECIS 6 510 REACTIVE HEAT FLOW MOMELS, HMXTATB,ROX,TNT 7 56
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SENSITIVENESS 3 666 REACTIVE HYDRODYNAMIC (20) CALCULATIONS 6 405
INITIATION, PRESSURE VARIATION 8 143 REACTIVE NUI.TIPHASE MIXTURES 8 501
KINETIC PARAMETERS 7 75 REACTIVE SHOLK WAVES, MODEL 8 943

ROX/TNT, KINETICS OF SIMULATED INITIATION 8 196 REE's PIX-9404 MODEL vs DATA 4 513
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REFLECTED SHOCK, PRESSURES & ANGLES, CALC 5 587 SABOT, At, FRAGMENT-CAUSED VULNERABILITY 7 326
RAREFACTION, X-T PLOT 4 540 SAFETY CERTIFICATE TESTING, SENSITIVENESS 3 •59
TAT$ STUDY AMD MODEL a 138 SANDWICH RESISTANCE WIRd WALI PROSE,TRACE,DOT 4 618

REFLECTED WAVE VELOCITY vs PARTICLE VELOCITY 2 377 SAP, 1DL SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIt BURN CODE $ 467
REFLECTED WAVES IN OVERDRIVEN COMP B 4 49 SAPPHIRE FLYER, ISHORt-PULSE INITIATION 7 860
REFLECTED-WIRE TECHNIQUE, DETONATION P 6 422 SAPPHIRE WINDOW, FLYER, VACUUM OR 043 SHOTS 7 931
REFLECTION AND RAREFACTION IESTS, PBX 9404 a 591 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS, *TX 6 462
REFLECTION-CHANGE FLASH GAP TEST, D, P 5 13 EUTECTICS 7 550
REGRESSION RATE, DEFLAGRATION AT 21 kber 6 195 SCHIiPPEL EFFECT, STRETCHED SHEET EXPLOSIVES 4 499
REGRESSIVE BURNING RATE, PRESSURE EFFECT 7 168 SCHLIEREN PHOTOS, INITIATION, ACETYLENE-O 2  2 210
REINITIATION IN A DARK WAVE, PROPANES 5 97 PRECURSOR SHOCK, PETN/NaCI 8 1072
RELATIVE DETONATION IMPULSES, PREDICTION 7 9"4 UCHOTTKY-NARRIER REGION, CONTACT, WJDEL 6 390
RELEASE STRESS-STRAIN PATH, ELASTOPLASTICITY 4 290 SCOTCHLITE PHOTO$, CASING EFFECT ON AIRILAST 6 782
RELEASE WAVE APPROXIMATION, POLYTROPIC OS 3 275 SDOT, INSTRUMENTED SHOTGUN TESTS 7 301
RELEASE WAVES IN Pt4qA, PROPAGATION SPEED 5 589 POP PLOTS FOR FOUR TATS COMPOUNDS 8 3E0
REOLT, BOOSTER STUDY, CRITICAL DIAN & MASS 4 435 IOROUS HE CHARGES IN PLASTIC TUBES 7 301
RESISTIVITY, ELECTRICAL EFFECTS OF DETONATION 3 120 RELATED TO DDT 7 139

ELECTRICAL/MAGNETIC FIELD 3 112 THIN-PLATE IMPACTS, PROJECTILES, WEDGES 8 902
SHOCKED,INHOMOGENEOUS SOLID HE 3 505 THRESHOLD, CRITICAL INITIATING PRESSURE 5 207
vs TEMP CURVE, HE AT HIGH TEMPS 3 63 TWO.PHASE MULTICOMPONENT, PBX 9404 8 943

RETARDED DETONATION, VULOCITIES * BURN RATES 6 225 9DT/ODT COMBINED MODEL 8 962
RETONATION PHENOMENON, SOLID EXPLOSIVES 8 93 SE-1 DETONATOR, MODIFIED, STX STUDY 6 462
RETONATION WAVE EFFECT, POSITIVE/NMOATIVEDDT 1 48 SECONDARY EXPLOSIVE9,NITRATED,UOND POLARITIES 7 71
RETONATION, REFLECTION OF DIVERGENT WAVES 4 426 SELF-PRESSURIZING BOMB EXPERIMENTS 7 172

RETARDED DETONATION, SCHIKANES 6 225 SELF-SUSTAINING DEYONATIGN, EAK & EAKL 8 116
SHOCK, DETONATION CURVES 7 355 SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS, SHOCK EFFECTS 5 403

REVERBERATION TIMESPALLED & NONSPALLED AREAS 6 486 SENSITIVENESU, BULLET TEST 2 660
REX-20, LIQUID HE0, CHARACTERIZATION 6 467 COMBUSTION DATA 2 643
ROPA, SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265 DETONATION, HE, TESTS 2 601
RICHTMYER-VOd NEUMANN "iqII METHOD 3 615 ENERGY RELEASE RATE 2 695
RICSHAW MODEL, ID UNSTEADY FLUID DYNAMICS 6 629 HEAT OF EXPLOSION 0 2 643

Be ELASTIC PRECURSOR WAVE 5 470 LIMIT, PRESHOCKED RECEPTORS 3 176
RICSHAW, ID UNSTEADY COMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW 6 477 TESTS, EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES 3 659

10 UNSTEADY FLOW MODEL S $01 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS, SOS PARAMETERS 8 770
RIEMANW PROBLEM, MESH CELL SPACING 7 799 SENSITIVITY AND PERFORMANCE DATA, GAP, MODEL 8 1131
RIGIDITY EFFECT ON SHOCK WAVES IN At & Cu 4 277 SENSITIVITY OF LIQUID HE, NM, TNM, etc. 4 412
RISE TIME, MAGNETIC DIFFUSION EFFECTS 7 1068 SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS, MOLECULAR, 00/100 3 671
RISK EVALUATION, EXPLOSIVES' SENSITIVITY 6 272 SENSITIVITY TEST, BURNING, GAP,30-kg IMPACT 7 541
RISK TESTINGSINGLE- & DOUALE-BASE PROPELLANT 6 299 CO2 LASER 0 413
RMX.11-AY, MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE 5 65 COLLIDING-BALL HE IMPACT 3 1
ROTATING-MIRROR CAMERA, SPLIT CHARGE & WEDGE 4 242 DIRECT CONTACT WITH SHOCKS 4 404
ROTATING.MIRROR SMEAR CAMERA, Ufl 2 330 FLYER IMPACTS HE ON ANVIL 3 420
ROTATING-MIRROR STREAK CAMERA, SCHEMATIC 8 124 IHE, LABORATORY SCALE 7 965
ROTTER PROCEDURE, IMPACT MACHINE TECHNIQUE 3 660 IMPACT, HENKIN, WEDGE,PLATE 7 804
RUBBER-BONDED PETN SHEET EXPLOSIVES 4 496 IMPACT, THERMAL, SPARK GAP 8 353
RUBY CODE, CJ ISENTROPE FROM K-W OS 4 31 MULTIVARIATE APPROACH 6 272

EXPLOSIVES PERFORMANCE vs COMP 8'S 4 3 SENSITIVITY, BOND POLARITY EFFECTS 7 68
RUN DISTANCE vs PRESSURE & TIME, SOLID HE 4 237 IMPACT vs 09/100 3 674
RUN TO DETONATION IN TATS, POP PLOTS 8 380 MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION 3 40
RUNAWAY BURNINI, TNT, COMP 0, RDX MODFLS 7 175 NOT ABSOLUTE CRITERION 1 109
RUNUP DISTANCE, HE-WAX SENSITIVITY 7 336 vs DELAY TIMES 3 60
RX-03-BB, 2D SHOCK MODEL 7 488 SENSITIZING EFFECT OF POLYMERS 7 24
RX-04, -05, -09 CYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5 SERVICE LEAD AZIDE vu DEXTRINATED LEAD AZIDE 2 711
RX-04-P'1, CURVATURE RADIUS EFFECTS 4 88 SETBACK SIMULATION, ACTIVATOR TESTS 8 1080
RX-23, CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCES 8 547 SETBACK-SHOCK SIMULATOR, BASE CAP EFFECT 7 014
RX-23-AA, -AS ISENTROPE BEHAVIOR ?' 942 SHAPE FACTOR IN DIAMETER FOR INITIATION 7 273

-AS, -AC CJ PARAMETERS 6 713 SHAPED CHARGES, BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT 8 630
RX-23-AB, !,OSTOETONATION PROPERTIES 7 647 DETONATION WAVE FRONT 7 751
RX-26-AE CHMX/TATB), CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION 7 56 INITIATION, COMP B 7 352
RX-26-AF (HMX/TATI), SHOCKED 7 325 INITIATION, TEST AND MODEL 8 337
RX-26-AF, EOS ABOVE CJ PRESSURE 8 58? LINER COLLAPSE, LIGHT TRACER 1 31
RX-26-AY DETONIC PROFILES 7 1032 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 6 691
RX-36, HNX/TATS/BTF, CYLINDER TEST DATA 8 IOaU TO DISRUPT AND DETONATE 8 318
S-U EOS FOR UNDERWATER SHOCK WAVES 6 570 2HARP SHOCK CALCULATION, SPHERICAL SHOCK WAVE 6 528
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SHARP SHOCK, LAGRANGIAN ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY 6 529 SHOCK INITIATION, THRESHOLD DATA, TATE 8 5
SHEAR BAND FORMATION, SHOCK LUADING, COMP 1 8 1119 THRESHOLDS, HI-DENSITY HE 5 219
SHEAR BAND NUCLEATION, GRANULAR HE 8 35 TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 7 488
SHEAR SANDS, THERMAL MODEL 7 36 TWO-PHASE MODEL 7 435
SHEAR DEFORMATION, FRAGMENT ATTACK,CONFINED HE 7 1048 SHOCK INSENSITIVITY OF NO, ELECTRON DENSITY 8 839
SHEAR IN IMPACT INITIATION 8 294 SHOCK INTERACTION, THEORY vs RESULT1 6 496
SHEAR MECHANISM, IMPACT INITIATION 8 1150 DENSITY DISCONTINUITIES 4 394
SHEAR VELOCITY AT THERMAL EXPLOSION 7 41 SHOCK INTERSECTIONS, COLLISION EFFECTS 5 119
SHEAR VELOCITY IN DI-CONSTITUENT EXPLOSIVES 8 1120 SHOCK LOCUS, IONIC LOCUS CALCULATIONS 6 352
SHEAR, CHEMICAL REACTION, FRACTURE RESULT 8 246 SHOCK PASS-HEAT FILTER TEST, NOL CARD GAP 7 266

ROLE IN HOT-SPOT GENERATION 7 970 SHOCK POLARS FOR PERFECT OAly GAMMA a 1.4 5 129
SHEAR-INITIATED IGNITION 7 144 SHOCK POLARS, 2 MACH STEMS, X ) 0 6 574
SHEAR-RELATED IGNITION MECHANISM 7 1050 SHOCK PRESSURE , AQUARIUM TESTS 7 1016
SHEET EXPLOSIVE, RUBBER-BONDED PETN, RDX, TNT 4 496 HIGH FOR CHEMICAL REACTION 3 840
SHELL, 2DE CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC CODE 5 487 INCIDENCE Vs REFLECTION ANGLE 6 49?
SHIELDING EFFECTS, iD MODEL 8 1139 WATER, END & LATERAL 4 95

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION 7 1059 SHOCK PROFILES (RADIAL vs AXIAL DISTANCES) 5 483
SHIELDING MATERIALS, HIGH vs LOW IMPEDANCE 8 1139 SHOCK PROPAGATION, CONDENSED MATERIAL 7 780
SHOCK AMPLITUDE, GROWTH & DECAY CONDITIONS 6 379 LOW INTENSITY SHOCK a 893
SHOCK AND DETONATION WAVE INTERACTIONS 7 669 SHOCK REACTION TIME TEST SETUP 5 95
SHOCK AND LASER INITIATION 7 797 SHOCK RELATIONS TO GET PRESSURE, SHOCK FRONT 2 433
SHOCK AND SHEAR MECHANISM, FRAGMENT IMPACT 8 1150 SHOCK RETARDATION IN ELASTIC MEDIA, CRACKS 6 268
SHOCK ATTENUATION IN LUCITE AND WATER 3 589 SHOCK SENSITIVITY TEST 7 479
SHOCK BEHAVIOR OF NONREACTINO POROUS SOLIDS 4 266 SHOCK SENSITIVITY, 50% THRESHOLDS, PREHEATING 5 223
SHOCK BREAKUP BY IMPROVED SHIELDING 8 1139 CARD GAP TEST 7 278
SHOCK COMPRESSION, SOLID & POROUS HE 6 5 EXPLODING FOIL 7 924
SHOCK DESENSITIZATION MODEL 8 52 GAP TESTS 8 228
SHOCK DESENSITIZATION OF PIX 9404 & COMP B-3 8 1057 NUMERICAL MODELING 7 479
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY ZONE, CHEMICAL ACTION 7 791 REACTION THRESHOLDS 8 1135
SHOCK EFFECT ON AROMATICS AND ALIPHATICS 7 793 TATI/HMX MIXTURES 7 573
SHOCK ENERGY FLUENCE, SHORT PULSE EFFECT 6 68 THRESHOLDS 5 207

SHORT-PULSE EFFECT 6 68 TNT, MULTIPLE SHOCKS 7 906
SHOCK FRONT, ANGLE Co/D, 7000 m/s, NONPLANAR 1 53 vs PARTICLE SIZES 8 3

CURVATURE, TEST SETUP, PMMA 5 478 SHOCK STRENGTH, CRITICAL FOR INITIATION 4 179
ENERGY, REACTIVE/NONREACTIVE 4 584 SHOCK TEMPERATURE vs PARTICLE VELOCITY, TNT 2 371
PRESSURE vS MATERIAL THICKNESS 2 328 SHOCK TEMPERATURE vs VELOCITY, DIAMETER 6 332
VELOCITY BY STREAK CAMERA RECORD 4 440 SHOCK TUBE PROFILE A SETUP, LEAD AZIDE 3 24

SHOCK GENERATION IN DEUTERIUM, LASER PULSE 5 361 SHOCK VELOCITY, INERT MONITORS ON HE 5 23
SHOCK HEATING, MECHANISMS OF 8 68 LUCITE & WATER, SHEAR DATA 3 593
SHOCK HUGOHIOT OF UNREACTED EXPLOSIVES 5 251 PMMA Vs DISTANCE 4 219
SHOCK IMPEDANCE & PRESSURE BOUNDARIES 4 274 SCHLIEREN PHOTOS 4 555
SHOCK IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS OF CJ STATE 5 526 vs DISTANCE, TNT, COMP B,... 5 25
SHOCK IMPEDANCE MISMATCH EQUATION, PRESSURE 3 359 vs PARTICLE VELOCITY, PMMA 4 231
SHOCK INITIATION, & DETSNATION FAILURE MODEL 5 177 ve PRESSURE, OVERDRIVEN HE 5 533

AND P r 6 82 SHOCK WAVE, & INITIATION DATA FOR SOLID HE 4 233
BURN, UNDERWATERSOLID HE 4 487 COMPRESSION OF PLEXIGLA8,3-20 kbar 4 222
CORRELATING RESULTS 7 687 CONVERGING CYLINDRICAL 1 79
CRITICAL CONDITIONS 7 316 DECAY IN SOLIDS I Al SPALLINGS 3 253
DENSITY FUNCTION, rATS 7 429 EFFECT ON POROUS SOLID 4 258
H-6 & POXW-109 7 308 EVOLUTION, CHEMICAL KINETICS 6 379
HISTORICAL WORK 3 786 EXPLOSIVE DECOMPOSITIOCI 6 29
IN LIQUID EXPLOSIVES 3 813 FOLLOWING COMPRESSION WAVE, PHOTO 4 172
LOW-DENSITY PRESSINGS, AP 4 359 GROWTH MODEB, HE INITIATION 6 47
MECHANISM 6 89 INITIATION MODEL, HETEROGENEOUS HE 6 371
MODEL, EVALUATING NEW 7 857 INTERACTION WITH CONDENSED HE 7 778
MODEL, HOT-SPOT EASED 7 459 INTERACTIONS,FRAMING CAMERA RECORD 6 581
MODEL, HOT-SPOT BASED 7 506 PARAMETERS FOR 4 POX 9404 MODELS 6 568
NM, HYPERVELOCITY WAVE 3 304 PARAMETERS FOR MACH WAVES IN WATER 5 588
NM, LIQUID TNT, DINA, 3 469 PERSPEX, PRESSURE EFFECTS 4 156
NONIDEAL, PROPELLANT 7 620 PRESSURE, ATTENUATOR/HE INTERFACE 3 500
PBX 9404, HMX/TATB 7 325 PROPAGATION VELOCITY, MEASURED 3 420
PLOT, SHORT DURATION 4 376 RESEARCH ON INERT SOLIDS 4 321
WOLID EXPLOSIVES 3 499 SOLIDS, At a COMP 1, TNT 1 18

SHOCK INITIATION, TAT@ AND HNMX COMPOUNDS a 892 SHOCK WAVE, STRUCTURE IN SOLIDS, EXPERIMENTAL 4 566
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SHOCK WAVE, TEMPERATURE, RAMAN SCATTERING 7 1011 SMALL-SCALE GAP TEST, SETUP, AXIAL AIR GAPS 2 623
UNDERWATER, TWIN SPHERES 5 581 SMALL-SCALE PLATE DENT TEST, ENERGY RELEASE 3 744

SHOCK WIDTH & IMPULSE ve Q & GAMMA 6 563 SMALL-SCALE THERMAL TEST, IRE SENSITIVITY 7 965
SHOCK-FOCUSING MECHANISM, HOT SPOTS 6 371 SMEAR CAMERA RECORD, ID & 20 TESTS 4 269
SHOCK-IMPEDANCE-HATCHINO INFRARED WINDOW 7 993 CYCLOTOL WEDGE, Us 3 $02
SHOCK-INDUCED BOND SCISSION 7 779 NITRONETHANE INITIATION 3 485
SHOCK-INDUCED DECOMPOSITIONFOREST FIRE MODEL 7 234 SMOKELESS POWDER (E.C. BLANK FIRE), DOT STUDY 1 60
SHOCK-INDUCED ELECTRICAL POLARIZATION IN HE 5 429 SODATOL, WAVE SHAPE STUDIES, R/d 2 503
SHOCK-INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS 4 248 SODIUM NITRATE (SN), E05 OF TNT/N&NO3 50/50 2 519
SHOCK-INDUCED POLARIZATION, HOMOGENEOUS HE 6 143 SODIUM SULFATE ADDITIVE IN ROX/TNT 5 465
SHOCK-INDUCED REACTION, IR EMISSION 7 993 SOLID HE & OTHER SOLIDS, PROPERTIES, MODEL 4 555
SHOCK-INDUCED SIGNALS FROM DIELECTRICS 5 387 SOLID HE DECOMPOSITION, HOT-SPOT REACTION 6 29
SHOCK-INDUCED SYMPATHETIC DETONATIONSOLID HE 3 520 SOLID HE, PLANE SHOCK WAVE INITIATION 3 499
SHOCK-INDUCED THERMAL RISE MODEL 6 89 SOLID-STATE MODEL FOR DETONATIONS 2 404
SHOCK-TO-DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION (SODT) 8 1131 SOLID/LIQJID RATIOS (1/L) OF HE, MODEL 7 343
SHOCK-TO-DETONATION TRANSITION, (SOT) 7 265 SONIC ANGLES CALCULATED FOR COMP I & NM 4 154

ID MODEL 3 792 SONIC OR QUASI-SONIC DISCONTINUITY 7 635
RESULTS 8 307 SONIC POINT IN STEADY AXIAL WAVE 7 664

LIGHT EMISSION 4 607 SOPHY CAP TEST DATA FOR AAS 3267 7 892
SHOCK-WAVE LUMINOSITY/PRODUCT LUMINOSITY 2 $76 SOUND SPEED c DEFINED, THERMODYNAMIC IDENTITY 3 543
SHOOTING vs BARRIER TEST RESULTS, VELOCITIES 4 432 SOUND VELOCITY, (EULERIS) DETONATION GASES 1 74
SHORT- & LONG-PULSE INITIATION THRESHOLD, HNS 6 745 POROUS NED UNLOADING 8 653
SHORT-, LONG-,SUSTAINED-PULSE INITIATION,TATU 6 757 SPACE vs TIME, SHOCK INITIATION IN SOLID HE 4 233
SHORT-DURATION SHOCK INITIATION OF SOLID HE 4 373 SPACE-TIME HISTORY, PROPAGATION DETONATION 5 108
SHORT-PULSE SHOCK INITIATION, GRANULAR HE 7 857 $PALL CALCULATIONS FOR AL, SCALING LAWS 3 253

SOLID HE,MOOEL 8 951 SPALL, MESH CALCULATION i WAVE DIAGRAM 4 348
SHORT-PULSE SHOCK SENSITIVITY TESTS 7 924 SPALLING (SCABBING), STRESS WAVE RESULT 1 33
SHORT-SHOCK INITIATION MODEL 8 52 SPALLING DETECTION, CORP I TESTS & MODEL 6 477
SHORT-SHOCK INITIATION OF TATE 7 385 SPALLING IN NICKEL PLATE, PHERMEX RADIOGRAPH 4 646
SHOTGUN TEST, 2DE & FOREST FIRE MODELS 7 479 SPALLING MECHANISM, CALCULATION, FOR COPPER 5 567
SHOTGUN, INSTRUMENTED FACILITY, PROPELLANTS 7 299 SPALLING UNDER OBLIQUE IMPACT 5 573
SILICA IMPACTOR, SHORT-PULSE SHOCK STUDY 7 860 SPARK INITIATION IN ALUMINIZED HE 3 706
SILVER AZIDE DETONATION BY LIGHT 2 547 SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO EFFECTS ON LIQUID HE 7 374
SILVER AZIDE, HOT-WIRE INITIATION 5 339 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT, INITIATION 5 153
SIMILARITY SOLUTION, REACTIVE TAYLOR WAVE 8 1026 SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND EMISSION FOR FLYER 7 934
SINGLE CUBICAL AIR-HOLE STUDY 8 45 SPECTROGRAMS OF SHOCKS IN ARGON & AIR 1 86
SINGLE-CRYSTAL DETONATION, PREPARATION, TESTS 2 469 SPECTROSCOPY, REAL-TIME, DETONATING HE 8 691
SINGLE-CRYSTAL EXPERIMENTS, EARLY WORK 3 791 TIME-RESOLVED IN VACUUM 5 560
SINGLE-PORE DEFORMATION, MODEL 7 436 SPECTRUM, OPTICAL ABSORPTION, LEAD AZIDE 7 740
SINGLE-SHOCKED SUPRACONPRESSION TESTS 8 590 SPHERICAL DETONATION, CONVERGING, SOLID HE 7 602
SINGLE-SPECIES EQUIVALENT, JCZ3 EOS 7 721 DIVERGENT WAVES 5 31
SIZE FACTORS IN DETONATION TRANSFER 4 442 SURFACE, LINER VELOCITY 6 521
SKID TEST (AWRE) VS LAISET RESPONSE 7 19 WAVE INTERACTIONS 7 671
SKID TEST RESULTS, TATB/HMX MIXTURES 7 570 SPHERICAL EXPLOSION SHOCK WAVES IN WATER 6 570
SKID TEST vs LABSET DATA, EXPLOSIVENESS, HMX 8 1039 SPHERICAL INITIATORS & CHARGES, UNDERWATER 5 600
SLAPPER DEVICE, AIR/GAS EFFECTS 7 930 SPHERICAL PORE COMPACTION CELL MODEL, P vs V 8 915
SLIC METHOD, ADVECTED VOLUME, TRANSPORT MODEL 7 696 SPHERICAL SHOCK WAVES IN CONDENSED HE, MODEL 6 528
SLIPPAGE ROUTINE IN LAGRANGIAN FLOW, MODEL 3 234 SPHERICAL SHOCK WAVES IN WATER, TWIN SPHERES 5 581
SLURRY BLASTING AGENTS, CHARACTERIZATION 6 729 SPHERICAL vs CYLINDRICAL vs PLANE DETONATION 5 41
SLURRY EXPLOSIVE, AXIAL INITIATION STUDY 4 159 SPHERICAL WAVE FRONTS, WAVE SHAPE STUDY 2 504

COOK-TYPE, BOOSTER 4 435 SPHERICALLY DIVERGING DETONATION WAVES 8 151
CS EO a 805 SPHERICITY ANALYSIS, STREAK CAMERA RECORD 5 32
DIAMETER EFFECT 8 168 SPIN DETONATION, VISCOSITY EFFECT 7 796
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION 8 810 SPIN FREQUENCY AS FUNCTION OF TUBE DIAMETER 1 51
IMPACTED, HOT SPOTS MODEL 7 343 SPIN HAMILTONIAN PARAMETERS, NITROSO RADICALS 8 745
PERFORMANCE, REACTION MODEL 8 985 SPIN TRAPPING SPECTRAL DATA 8 737

SMALL DIVERGENT DETONATION THEORY 8 176 SPIN, SPOT SPIRALING ALONG TUBE, COMBUSTION 1 44
SMALL-CALIBER CASELESS AMMUNITION SENSITIVITY 6 682 SPINNING DETONATION, PROPAGATING H2 -02  2 269
SMALL-SCALE DENT TEST, SETUP 2 760 RETONATION WAVE 1 48
SMALL-SCALE GAP TEST, ASSEMBLY 4 401 SPIS-44 (HMX/AP/AL)PROPELLANT, NONIDEAL 7 620

CORRELATING 7 888 SPLIT-CHARGE EXPERIMENT, LOWER PRESSURE 4 241
INTERSTITIAL GAS 4 349 SUIlS- & PISTON-INITIATED HMX MODEL 8 914
MECHANISM OF INITIATION 3 794 SQUI-IGNITED DOT TUBE, 80 COMPACTION 8 917

SMALL-SCALE GAP TEST, RESULTS, MNX/VltOn A 90 SRI-',-2,-3,-4,-5, LIQUID HE CHARACTERIZATION 6 469
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B. Topic Phrase Index (cowtled)
OBUJECT SYN PACE OBUJECT SYN PAGE

STABILITY Of PLANAR, STEADY WAVE FRONT 4 73 SUSAN TEST, ENERGY RELEASE vs IMPACT VELOCITY 6 755
STABILITY PROPERTIES OF NEW LIQUID HE$ 6 471 LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT SENSITIVITY 4 477
STAGGER SCHEME, SHOCK & CONSTANT STATE POINTS 3 214 SENSITIVITY Of IRE 7 965
STARTlE (OITOU) BOOSTERS,CRITICAL DIAM & MASS 4 435 TATS/HMX MIXTURES 7 570
STATIC PORE COLLAPSE MODEL 8 964 IVEP, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 469
STATIC STABILITY BOUNDARY, DEFLAORATION WAVES 6 283 SYMPATHET IC DETONAT ION, 201 MODEL 1 1055
STATIlTICAL MECHANICAL THEORY, CHUG MODEL a 502 All Y N9 6 173
STATISTICAL MECHANICS, POSTOETONATION 7 646 MODEL /7 479
STEADY AXIAL PLANE, REACTION ZONE EFFECT 7 661 PROPEL .ANTS 6 302
STEADY AXIAL WAVE, DETONATION STATE LOCI 7 666 SHOCK ~NDUCED 3 520
STEADY CONDENSATION AIR SHOCKS, WATER VAPOR 2 296 SYWCHRO-STREAK TECHNIQUE, SHAPER~ CHARGE 7 751
STEADY DETONATION IN 2D FLOW, SLAN A CYLINDER 1 52 T1, EXPERIMENTAL ISENTROPE DATA a' 815
STEADY PLANE REACTION ZONE, ZND MODEL 7 532 T2 (TATE), ED$ CALCULATION875
STEADY vs OVERORIVEN WAVES, ACETYLENE-02 MIX 2 203 T2,' EXPERIMENTAL ISENTROPE DATA a 820
STEADY-STATE DETONATION WAVE, FINITE RATE 2 312 TAIT EOS,' PRESSURE PROFILES, LIQUID BLASTS 6 502
STEADY-STATE DETONATION, TIME-DEPENDENT MODEL 4 520 TAIT EQUATION, SHOCK TRANSMISSION THROUGH At 1 91
STEADY-STATE PLANE DETONATION WAVE ($0P0 2 425 TANDEM SINGLE IMPACT, PROPELLANTS D AND E 8 286
STEADY-STATE PLANE DETONATION WAVE STRUCTURE 3 791 TANTALUM-COVERED PROJECTILE, IMPACTED 7 325
STEEL, 4340, EFFECT ON WAVE PROPAGATION 4 295 TARGET GAUGE ASSEMBLIES, QUARTZ GAUGE STUDY 5 376
STEP SHOCK SOLUTION IN PLANAR FLOW 4 503 TATS, 3D HYDRODYNAMIC HOT-SPOT MODEL 8 44
STILBENES, IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 04/100 3 681 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODEL 7 56
$TONG POINT EXPLOSION IN A COMBUSTIBLE MEDIUM 6 590 CJ POINT, CJ ISENTROPE, ERROR % 7 709
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY, HMX a 645 CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 547
STRAIN RATE vs STRAIN CURVES FOR COMP 1 3 432 CORNER-TURNING DATA 7 624
STRAIN WAVE, CONFINED, SUBSONIC & PLASTIC 7 253 CRASH-PRECIPITATED PORE-SIZE TESTS 8 3
STRAIN-TIME PLOTS, TETRYL, DOT STUDY 6 428 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CELL PARAMETERS 6 705
STRAND BURNER, PRESSURE VESSEL 3 80 DETONATION PARAMETERS, INTERPOLATION 7 1029
STREAK CAMERA RECORD, CORP B, POLARIZATION 5 432 DETONATION PROPERTIES, CARBON EOS 8 525

CONVECTIVE BURN OF PETN 6 253 DETONATION REACTION ZONE STUDIES 8 123
CYLINDER TEST 6 512 DOPPLER LASER INTERFEROMETER STUDY 8 135
DARK WAVES IN NM 6 417 ES INITIATION, TWO EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS 7 50
DOT STUDY 5 235 EXPANSION ISENTROPES 8 815
DIGITAL FILTERING 7 296 FLYER PLATE INITIATION 6 756
FLYFR IMPACT 6 656 FRONT CURVATURE, REACTION ZONE LENGTH 6 642
MACH REFLECTION 8 433 INITIATION & DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS 6 755
SHOCK CURVATURE 8 190 INITIATION STUDIES OF LX-17 a PBX 9502 8 1045
SPHERICITY ANALYSIS 5 32 ISOTHERMAL LINEAR a VOLUME COMPRESSION 6 700
WAVE DIAGRAM 7 680 JET PENETRATION MODEL 8 337

STREAK CAMERA RESULTS vs CURVE FITS 5 60 LOW DENSITY, SHOCK INITIATION 7 385
STREAK SCHLIEREN INTERFEROGRAM, REFLECTED 4 71 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS 8 3
STREAM TUBE EXPANSION, JACOBS vs ETRING 1 54 PLANAR SHOCK INITIATION, GAUGES, WEDGES 7 385
STRESS HISTORIES IN SHOCKED PBX 9404 5 438 POROUS, SHOCK INITIATION 7 385
STRESS WAVE INTERACTIONS, x-t,F*/FREE SURFACE 6 672 REACTION ZONE, STEADY AXIAL WAVE 7 661
STRESS WAVES, LONGITUDINAL, LEAD AZIDE 5 302 SCANNING ELECTRON PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 7 427
STRESS-STRAIN DATA, DYNAMIC RECORD 3 420 SOT, RUN TO DETONATION 8 380
STRESS-TIME PROFILES OF SHOCK a RELEASE WAVES 4 290 SENSITIVITY WITH AMMONIUM NITRATE 7 804
STRESS-WAVE PROPAGATION, SCHEMATIC 7 1052 SENSITIVITY, SHORT a LONG PULSES 7 425
STRESSES GENERATED BY ELECTRIC DETONATORS 3 285 SHOCK INITIATION, TESTS AND MODELS 8 892
STRETCHED HE, EFFECT ON DETONATION VELOCITY 4 500 SHORT-PULSE SENSITIVITY 7 390
STROBOSCOPIC LASER-SCHLIEREN RECORDS, SHOCKS 5 125 STANDARD GAP TEST, BURN MODEL 7 482
STRUCTURE, CHEMISTRY, a INSTABILITY IN GASES 4 67 SYNTHESIS 7 425
SULFUR CONDUCTIVITY PRESSURE DEPENDENCE 3 241 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF CONFINED HE 6 214
SULFUR PRESSURE TRANSDUCER, CALIBRATION, PERF 3 241 vs OINGU, COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES 7 540
SUPER GAP TEST SETUP 8 230 vs HMX, CONFINED DROP HAMMER TEST 7 966
SUPER-VELOCITY REACTIOW WAVE MODEL 3 307 TAIE-BASED CUSTOMIZED EXPLOSIVES 7 566
SUPRACOMPRESSION, TATB, EOS OF PRODUCTS 8 587 TAYB/AP, CYLINDER TEST DATA, TEMPERATURE 8 1020
SURFACE AREA INCREASE, IGNITABILITY & BURN 2 629 TAtB/HMX COMPOSITIONS, CUSTOMIZED PBX 7 567
SURFACE BURNING EQUATION, EYRING*S, CALC TIME 2 526 TATO/KeL-F, CONFINEMENT EFFECT ON FAILURE 8 372
SURFACE BURST, UNDERWATER, HALF-SPACE MODEL 5 493 DOUBLE DISCONTINUITY MODEL, GAP 7 294
SURFACE FILM EFFECTS ON EXTERNAL PLASMAS 3 188 ELECTRON BEAM INITIATION 7 52
SURFACE HEAT DISSIPATED vs IMPACT SENSITIVITY 4 461 RECEPTORS IN GAP TESTS 7 279
SURFACE HEAT NELEASE, DEFLAGRATION WAVES 6 284 TATB/KeL-F, SUSTAINED PULSE INITIATION, WEDGE 6 764
SURFACE RATE PROCESSES & SENSITIVITY OF HE 4 461 TATB/Vlton, TRANSPORT MODEL 7 697
SURFACE-TO-VOLUME RATIO OF PROPELLANT 7 143 TAYLOR AWALY31IS OF A TUBULAR BOMB 8i 604
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TAYLOR INSTAIILITYSAME AS LANDAU'S (RUSSIAN) 1 105 TETRYL, RADICALS IN DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 742
TAYLOR MO4EL SIMPLIFIED AND EXTENDED 8 602 RETARDED DETONATION,TRICKS(CHICANERY) 6 226
TAYLOR WAVE CALCULATED FOR PENTOLITE 4 33 SINGLE-CRYSTAL TESTS, PROPERTIES 2 470
TAYLOR WAVE FITS, RICSHAW MODEL, MANGANIN GA. 6 625 TEMPERATURE, MEASURED AND CALCULATED 8 558
TAYLOR WAVE IN PREISURE-TINE CURVE 3 249 HEAT OF DITONATION,UNCONFINED/CONFINED 3 750
TAYLOR WAVE P-T, PYROMETER, IN SITU GAUGE 8 564 TETRYL/WAX, x-t PLOT,STRAIN-t PLOTDDT EFFECT 6 434
TAYLOR WAVE REGION, NONSTEADY 10 FLOW 7 531 TFA, LIQUID ME, CHARACTERIZATION 6 469
TAYLOR WAVE, ENERGY TRANSFER TO RIGID PISTON 3 206 TFMA, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 469

INERT BINDERS EFFECT 7 564 TFMDA, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 469
TOPF, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 669 TFMFF, LIQUID HE, CHARACTERIZATION 6 469
TEFLON 7C TESTS, STRAIN RATES OF HMX 8 648 TFNA & TFENA, SKW MODEL & PERFORMANCE DATA 3 731
TEFLON IC, COMPACTION IN POROUS BEDS 7 843 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF CCo(NH3 )6o(N 3 )3  3 50

SOUND VELOCITIES vs % T141 7 204 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION RATE CONSTANTS 5 166
TEGODN, GAP TEST SENSITIVITY IN PROPELLANTS 3 830 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION REACTION, CONFINED HE 6 214
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DENSITY FOR NM 2 455 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION VELOCITIES, SENSITIVITY 3 60
TEMPERATURE EFFECT, COBALT AMINE AZIDES 3 53 THERMAL EXPLOSION THEORIES, GASEOUS SYSTEMS 2 563

COMPOSITE HE 8 1018 THERMAL EXPLOSION THEORY, REACTION RATE 6 76
DETONATION VELOCITY OF NM 2 455 THERMAL EXPLOSION TIME AT m.p. vs PRESSURE 7 37
DIAMETER EFFECT, NM 2 461 THERMAL EXPLOSION TINES, CRITICAL DIAMETER 5 102
DIVERGING DETONATION WAVE 8 1047 THERMAL EXPLOSIONS, El HIATINO,HEAT FLOW OVEN 7 62
GAP TEST 7 336 THERMAL HAZARD OF DYNAMITE, MODELING 7 43
PRECOMPRESSION STUDY 5 77 THERMAL INITIATION & REACTION, SECONDARY HE 5 279
PROPELLANTS 3 828 THERMAL INITIATION, ELECTRON REAM, MODEL 7 50
SECONDARY EXPLOSIVES 5 279 MEMORY EFFECT 3 42
SHOCK IGNITION 7 459 THERMAL RESPONSE OF INTERMEDIATE EXPLOSIVES 8 1105
SHOCK INITIATION 5 219 THERMAL fEET, SENSITIVENESS TESTING 3 660

TEMPERATURE IN REACTION ZONE, LIGHT INTENSITY 4 602 ISNSITIVITY TEST, SMALL SCALE 7 965
TEMPERATURE VARIATION,INITIATION OF LIQUID HE 5 153 THERMAL WAVE, ENERGY MOTION 5 361
TEMPERATURE, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT 1 17 THERHO-HYDRODYNAMICS IN METALIZED EXPLOSIVES 2 733

SHOCK WAVE ENVIRONMENTS 7 1004 THERMOCOUPLE CONFIG, THERMOELECTRIC STUDY 4 628
SHOCKED HE, IR RADIOMETRY 7 993 THERPMOCOUPLE DESIGN FOR SHOCK WAVE LOCUS 7 1005

TEMPERATURE-TIME CURVES, IDEAL GAS vs BKW ? 348 THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM IN DETONATION WAVES 2 198
TENSION CONTOURS ve OBSERVED FRACTURE PATTERN 5 579 THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS, DETONATION PRODUCTS A 799
TENSOR MODEL, HOT SPOTS IN SLURRY HE 7 344 GAS & tOLID PHASES 2 384
TETRAZOLES, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 7 71 THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS DISTRIBUTION 7 789
TETRYL, BOOSTER REPLACEMENTS a 1105 THERMODYNAMIC PATH IN (P,V) PLANE 7 693

BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, 0, m x 0 2 651 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES, INVERSE METHOD, COS 2 522
CALC & TEST DETONATION VELOCITIES 2 418 THERMODYNAMIC STATE PROM DETONATION VELOCITY 1 72
CONTACT FILM, DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT TEST 3 13 THERMODYNAMICS OF DETONATION PRODUCTS 7 759
DOT STUDIES, PLASTIC TUBES 7 119 THERMODYNAMICS, INFLUENCE ON HYDRODYNAMICS 8 788
DENSITY, DET. VELOCITY, PRESSURE 3 378 THERMOELECTRIC EFFECT, SHOCK PRESS TRANSDUCER 4 627
DETONATING CENTERING DEVICE 8 332 THERMOKINETIC PARAMETERS, TETRYL,RDX,HNS,HMX 8 1112
DETONATION FLAME ANALYSIS 2 572 THERMOMECHANICAL COEFFICIENT vs AMPLITUOD 6 186
DETOWATION PROPERTIES, CARBON EOS 8 528 THIN FOILS CONFINING DETONATION WAVE 6 406
DEIONATION TEMPERATURE vs DENSITIES 8 573 THIN METAL FILMS, CONFINED, SHOCKS ULNERAtED 6 614
DIAMETER EFFECT, D vs I/d 4 182 THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY (TLC), SUBIGNITION 8 725
DIRECT-CONTACT DETONATION SENSITIVITY 4 405 THIN-PULSE INITIATION, LX-1i, VELOCITIES 8 1051
EMP VELOCITY GAUGES 8 447 THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3DE) HOT-SPOT MODEL 8 42
EMV GAUGE, PRESSURES & TIMES 5 413 THRESHOLD GAP VALUES, CAVITATION EFFECTS 7 376
EXPERIMENTAL vn COMPUTED HUGONIOTS 6 773 THRESHOLD INITIATION, LX-13,PEIN,PBX 9407,... 8 1091
EXPLODING-FOIL SHOCK EFFECT 7 928 THRESHOLD PRESSURE vs RECIPROCAL CHARGE DIAM 4 446
GAP TEST CALIBRATION RESULTS 7 288 THRESHOLD VELOCITY DATA, COMP B, TNT, TETRYL 8 1151
GAP TEST FOR LIQUID HME, NO/EGON 3 438 THURSTON'S STRESS GRADIENT MODEL, SPALL STUDY 6 487
GAS POCKETS, LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 5134 TIGER CALCULATION PARAMETERS,BKW, BKWR, JCZ3 6 720
HIGH-VACUUM DETONATION 5 561 TIGER JCZ3 ADIABATS, EMULITE ve AIR,P-Up 8 1077
IMPACT INITIATION, .30-CAL. CYLINDERS 2 612 TIGER MODEL, CP DETONATION PROPERTIES 7 870
IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 06/100 3 614 DETONATION PRESSURE CALCULATIONS 5 28
IMPACT SENSITIVITY, CRITICAL TEMP 3 69 MATCHED TO CJ FROM JCZ EOS 7 725
LASER IGNITION TEST 8 476 NITROMETHANE EOS 7 610
LINEAR MEMORY EFFECT 3 47 TIGER/CKWR EOS FCl EUTECTICS OF EDO AND AN 7 555
LINEAR SURFACE REGRESSION, 500*C 4 461 TILT CONTROL OF IMPACT SURFACES 5 382
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES,DROP WEIGHT 8 642 TIME DOPENDENCE vs METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 4 520
PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS,SMALL-SCALE GAP 5 259 TIME-DEPENDENT 10 UNSUPPORTED DETONATION 6 352

TETRYL, PELLET INITIATORS IN NOL GAP TEST 3 585 TIME-DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR, COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES 6 729
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TIME-DEPENDENT DETONATION WAVES, CURVATURES I 99 TNT, IGNITION BY AIR GAP COMPRESSION 7 3
TIME-DEPENDENT FLOW BEHIND DETONATION FRONT 6 637 IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND 0B/1OU 3 681
TIME-RESOLVED INFRARED RADIOMETRY 7 993 IMPACT SENSITIVITY AND OXYGEN BALANCE 3 701
TIME-RESOLVED RADIATION IN REACTION ZONE 4 602 INERT-EXPLOSIVE INTERFACE STUDY 6 29
TMETN, SHOCK COMPRESSION THROUGH INERT, DOT 3 813 INITIATION AND PROPAGATION, MODEL 7 362
THe, DIRECT-CONTACT DETONATION SENSITIVITY 4 407 JCZ STATE, MOLECULAR PARAMETERS 7 721

TIME DELAY vs TEMP RECIPROCAL, DECOMP 3 68 LARGE-SCALE GAP TEST, CRITICAL DIAMETER 5 20?
THETS, IMPACT SENSITIVITY, CRITICAL TEMP 3 69 LASER IGNITION TEST 8 476
TNM, DETONATION VELOCITIES 8 538 LINEAR SURFACE REGRESSION TO SO0C 4 461

LVO & HVO IN LIQUID HE, CARD GAP TEST 4 412 LIQUID, MODIFIED GAP TEST 7 310
TNM/Al ISENTROPIC BEHAVIOR 7 942 LIQUVD/SOLID, ENERGY THRESHOLD, p-t PLOT 6 106
TNM/C, CYLINDER TEtT DATA, TEMPERATURE EFFECT 8 1022 LOW-PRESSURE POINT ON ISENTROPE 3 389
TNT, 500-TON HEMISPHERE, PHOTOGRAPH 8 410 LOW-PRESSURE, LOW-VELOCITY SHOCKS 4 239

AIR GAP EFFECT ON PROPAGATION 8 409 LOW-TEMPERATURE INITIATION 6 36
ANOMALOUS BURN RATE CHARACTERISTICS 7 898 LUMINOSITY RECORDS, DETONATION TEMPS 2 158
BASE GAP EFFECT ON SENSITIVITY,NSWC TEST 7 914 MEASURED DETONATION PRESSURE, AQUARIUM 5 65
BKW MODEL & PERFORMANCE DATA 3 728 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, DROP WEIGHT 8 642
BUBBLE ENERGY, UNDERWATER EXPANSION 6 546 MOLECULAR nEOMETRY, BOND LENGTHS,AB INIT 8 830
BURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, Q, m x Q 2 651 MULTIPLY SHOCKED, SENSITIVITY EFFECT 7 906
CALC & TEST DETONATION VELOCITIES 2 418 OBLIQUE SHOCKS, PERPENDICULAR DRIVE 6 602
CALCULATED DETONATION TEMPERATURE 1 74 OVERALL ENERGY BALANCE 6 559
CALCULATED PRESSURE PULSE SHAPES 7 910 OVERDRIVEN SHOCKED STATES 5 533
CAST, LOW-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES 6 36 PARTICLE VELOCITIES, LAGRANGE GAUGES 7 1074
CAST, MULTIPLE LAGRANGE GAUGE STUDY 6 786 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, GRAIN GROWTH 1 32
CAST, SHOCK COMPRESSIBILITY DIFFERENCES 7 793 PLEXIGLAS MONITOR, SHOCK VELOCITY 5 23
CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION MODEL 7 56 POROUS, RESPONSE, MODEL & DATA 6 766
CHEMICAL REACTION, FRACTURE RESULT 8 243 PRESSED, DETONATION VELOCITY Ye DIAMETER 3 327
CJ DATA & CALCULATED CJ PARAMETERS 6 713 PRESSED, JET INITIATION 8 318
CJ POINT, CJ ISENTROPE, ERROR X 7 709 PRESSED, LIGHT-GAS GUN IMPACT 6 3
CJ PROPERTIES, OXYGEN BALANCE 8 547 PRESSED, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 6 6
Cd STATE FOR CAST, MODEL 7 3M4 PRESSED, WEDGE TEST & SMEAR CAMERA DATA 3 504
COMP B, BURN RATE ANOMALIES 7 898 PRESSURE PULSES, FREE-SURFACE VELOCITIES 7 910
CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES, C PRECIPITATION 4 "99 PROPERTIES COMPARED WITH THOSE OF DATE 3 769
CONFINED, AFTER FIRING, DEFLAGRATION 6 204 RADICALS IN DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 8 742
CRITICAL LENGTH vs CRITICAL VELOCITY 4 432 REACTION ZONE LENGTH CALCULATED 5 23
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE IN CAST BLOCK 8 412 RECEPTORS IN GAP TESTS 7 279
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, SENSITIVENESS 3 666 RETARDED DETONATION, TRICKS (CHICANERY) 6 226
CURVATURE EFFECT ON SHOCK WAVE 1 99 SENSITIVENESS OF LIQUID & PRESSED GRAINS 2 643
LYLINDER TEST RESULTS 4 5 GENSITIVITY 7 373
CYLINDER WITH AIR BUBBLE, DEFORMATION 6 340 SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265
DEFLAGRATION RATE, MODELING 7 175 SENSITIVITY AND PERFORMANCE DATA, SOOT 8 1132
DENSITY, 0, CD, EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE 3 376 SENSITIVITY WITH AMMONIUM NITRATE 7 804
DENSITY, SHOCK & PARTICLE VELOCITIES 4 245 SHOCK COMPRESSION THROUGH INERT, DOT 3 813
DETONABILITY IN PROPELLANTS & EXPLOSIVES 3 637 SHOCK FRONT VELOCITY IN VACUUM 4 176
DETONATION BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID 2 439 SHOCK TEMPERATURE IN MODEL 7 463
DETONATION DECAY VELOCIlY 1 15 SHOCK WAVE TRANSMISSION THROUGH At 1 90
DETONATION PARAMETERS, CHINESE TEST 8 440 SHOCK-INDUCED PHASE CHANGE 5 257
DETONATION PROPAGATION DATA, GAP TEST 6 40 SHOCKED, HEAT-SENSITIVE FILM RECORD 7 973
DETONATION PROPERTIES, CARBON EOS 8 528 SINGLE-CRYSTAL TESTS, PROPERTIES 2 470
DETONATION TEMPERA1URE, PYROMETER 8 574 SLURRY, CALCULATED BLASTING PERFORMANCE 8 987
DIAMETER-EFFECT PARAMETERS 6 647 SNOW-FLAKED PACKED, CJ PRESSURES 2 380
DIRECT-CONTACT DETONATION SENSITIVITY 4 406 TEMPERATURE, MEASURED AND CALCULATED 8 558
DROP-WEIGHT IMPACT TEST 3 6 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AT P a 10-50 kbars 5 331
DURAL, Ufs 2 333 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF CONFINED HE 6 214
EMV GAUGE, DETONATION PRESSURES & TIMES 5 413 THERMAL INITIATION AND GROWTH 5 280
ENERGY vs REACTION RESPONSE 6 3 TIME DELAY vs TEMP RECIPROCAL, DECOMP 3 67
ENERGY vs REACTION RESPONSE 6 7 TNT/NM, ELECTRICAL TRANSDUCER STUDIES 4 609
EDS AND THERMAL DECOMPOSITION RATE 3 352 UNCONFINED CYLINDER, TEST, 2DL MODEL 5 313
EXPLODING-FOIL SENSITIVITY EFFECT 7 928 UNDERWATER SHOCK-TO-BURN TESTS 4 489
EXPLOSIVELY DRIVEN METAL, MODEL 8 610 WAVE CURVATURE vs CHARGE LENGTH, L/d 4 3 2 504
GAS POCKETS IN LOW-VELOCITY DETONATION 2 584 WAX-GAP TEST 1 23
HUGONI07 CURVES AND SOUND VELOCITIES 4 235 ZND PROOF, INDUCTION/CHEMICAL REACTION 2 358
HUGONIOT DATA FOR UNREACTED EXPLOSIVE 5 251 TNT-LOADED EBW INITIATION 4 452

TNT, HUGONIOTS. DERIVATIVES ALONG SHOCK PATH 6 791 TNT/AN + At, DETONATION PRODUCTS ANALYZEO 8 577
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TNT/AN, DIAMETER EFFECT, D vi I/d, LIMIT DATA 4 182 UNDERWATER SENSITIVITY TEST, NOT SPOTS 7 973
V-d CURVES, WAVE SHAPE vo d, KINETICS 2 733 UNDERWATER SHOCK, INITIATION TO BURN 4 48?

TNT/NQ (NIou) + AL, DETONATION PRODUCTS 8 577 METHODS 3 795
TNT/NQ/WAX, GAP TEST RESULTS 8 228 MOLECULAR SUIIGNITION TESTS 8 725
TNT/RDX/WAX, RUNUP DISTANCE AND GAP TEST 7 336 PRESSURE Pi vy R/Ro 6 5o7
TNT/SALT MIXTURES, QUENCHING EFFECT OF SALT 2 509 WAVES FROM PENTOLITE 4 27
TNT/WAX, CAP TEST RESULTS 8 228 UNDERWATER TESTS, ANFO, NONIDEAL DETONATION 3 315
TNTB, GURN RATE, SENSITIVENESS, 0, m x 0 2 651 UNSTEADY & REGULAR MACH REFLECTION, WATER 6 570
TOODY MODEL, NITROMETHAHE FAILURE 7 609 UNSTEADY ID SHOCK WAVES IN SOLID HE 3 535
TORCHING EXPERIMENTS, SUMULATIONS 8 215 UNSTEADY CONDENSATION 31) SHOCKS, JET FORMED 2 304
TORPEX 20, SENSITIVITY AND EXPLOSIVENESS 8 265 UNSTEADY DETONATION GROWTH, SOLID HE 3 534
TORPEX, LOW-ORDER REACTIONS- -REACTION ZONE 4 462 UNSTEADY FLOW EQUATIONS, EULERIAN, LAGRANGIAN 6 582
TRANBA SUBROUTINE TO RUBY PROGRAM, ISRNTROPES 4 168 UNSTEADY FLOW, PLANE, LAGRANGIAN EQUATIONS 3 213
TRANSDUCER STUDIES, INITIATION OF LIQUID HE 4 609 UNSTEADY MOTION OF PERFECT FLUID, ID MODEL 4 503
TRANSIENT COMBUSTION PROCESS, MODEL 8 940 UNSTEADY SHOCK PROPAGATION IN REACTIVE MEDIA 4 502
TRANSIT TIMES m SOUND SPEEDS & INITIAL SLOPES 4 240 UP, PROPERTIES OF COMPOUNDS 6 450
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8 330 HUTCHINSON, C. D. 8 211HELM, F. H. 6 710 8 1105
6 729 IGEL, E. A. 2 439
7 940 7 865HEMSING, W. F. 8 468 IIDA, M. 8 993

HERSHKOWITZ, J. 4 168 INGRAM, 0. E. 5 369
6 439 JACKSON, R. K. 6 653
7 175 6 755
7 898 JACOBS, S. J, 1 52
7 914 2 358HESS, W. R. 3 42 3 784

HEUZE, 0. 8 762 5 413
HEYBEY, W. H. 2 295 6 305
HICKS, A. N. 6 551 7 970
HIKITA, T. 8 558 JACQUES, L. 5 457
HILLYER, R. M. 4 449 JACQUESSON, J. 4 627
HOFER, W. W. 6 755 5 403
HOFFSOMMER, J. C. 8 725 6 151
HOLLAND, T. E. 2 454 JAFFE, I. 3 584
HOLMBERO, R. 6 540 JAMES, E. 2 119
HOLMES, W. I. 5 279 3 327
HONCIA, 0, 6 521 4 86
HONODEL, C. 7 425 7 256
HOOPER, G. 7 759 7 887
HORIE, Y. 4 248 8 284
HORNIG, H. C. 4 3 JAMES, R. M. 6 489

5 137 JAMESON, R. L. 3 120
5 503 4 241
6 710 5 34HOSKIN, N. E. 4 14 JENSEN, R. C. 7 299
5 501 JERBERYD, L. 7 43
7 811 JIAO, Q. 8 83HOUSTON, E. 2 343 JING, F.-Q. 7 826

HOWE, P. M. 6 11 JOHANSSON, C. H. 4 435
7 1048 JOHNSON, C. B. 7 1062
7 1055 JOHNSON, C. D. 5 47
8 294 JOHNSON, E. 0. 4 584
8 1150 JOHNSON, J, D. 8 531
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C. AUTHOR INDEX (Continued)
14AME SYh PAGE NAME SYN PAGE

JOHNSON, J. N. 7 1016 KINCAID, J. 7 887
8 52 KINEKE, J. H. 5 533

JOHNSON, J. 0. 6 20 KING, A. J. 6 258
JONES, E. 2 571 KIPP, M. E. 7 394

2 601 7 608
JONES, E. C. 7 50 e 35
JONES, H. D. 7 716 8 274
JOYNER. T. B. 3 50 KIRBY, 1. J. 8 #76
JUNG, R. 0. 5 191 8 187
JUNK, N. M. 4 92 KIRKHAM, J. 3 I
KAHARA, M. 6 710 KIRKWOOD, J. G. 1 71
KAMAL, M. M. 6 502 1 107
KAMEGAI, K. 5 477 2 312
KAMLET, M. J. 3 671 2 424

6 305 KISTIAKOWSKY, a. B. 1 45
6 312 1 105
7 84 2 187
7 952 2 198

KANO, S. 8 567 KLEE, C. 7 336
KANTROWITZ, A. 1 79 KLIMENKO, V. Y. 7 789
KARAKHANOV, S. M. 7 362 8 678B

8 143 KOOKER, D. E. 7 198
8 196 KORNHAUSER, M. 7 834

KARO, A. M. 7 777 KOROTKOV, A. I. 6 250
8 864 7 435

KASSEL, C. 7 965 KOSIREVA, 1. Y. 8 678
KATO, Y. 6 124 KOT, C. A.- 5 313

7 583 6 336
7 768 KOVACIC, S. M. 7 186
8 558 KRAMER, P. E. 6 755

KEEFE, R. L. 7 143 7 425
7 265 KRAVTSOV, V. V. 6 36

KEGLER, W. 4 496 KRIER, H. 8 962
KENDREW, E. L. 3 202 KROH, M. 8 1131

3 574 KUMAR, M. 7 186
KENNEDY, J. E. 4 449 KUO, K. K. 7 186

5 435 KURRLE, J. E. 5 503
6 47 KURY, J. W. 3 738
6 68 4 3
6 379 5 137

KERLEY, 0. 1. 8 540 8 613
KERSHNER, J. D. 7 479 8 902

8 42 KUSABOV, A. S. 5 105
KEYES, R. T. 2 733 KUSAKABE, M. 5 267

3 150 6 133
3 202 6 450
3 357 8 993

KHASAINOV, B, A. 6 250 KWAK, D. 5 119
7 435 KYDD, P. H. 2 187

KHRAPOVSKY, V. E. 6 250 KYSELKA, C, 4 404
KIM, K. 7 843 LAMBOURN, B. D. 4 52

a 926 4 142
KINAGA, K. 3 813 4 538
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C. AUTHOR INDEX (Continued)
NAME SYM PFAE NAME SYN PA13E

LAMBOURN, B. D. 5 501 LIDDIARD, T. P. 4 487
6 477 7 308
6 489 7 970
6 561 8 725
6 625 LING, R. C. 3 42
7 811 LISTH, 0. 6 204
8 778 LOBANOV, V. F. 7 362LANZEROTTI, N. Y. D. 8 243 LOBANOV, V. F. 8 196

LEDERER, R. A. 6 668 LOUIE, N. A. 6 682
LEE, E. L. 4 3 LOWNDS, C. N. 8 390

5 137 LU, B. C.-Y. 7 343
5 331 8 805
5 503 LU, P. 8 460
6 214 LUDWIG, D. 6 225
6 710 7 336
6 729 LUNDBORO, N. 4 176
7 256 4 432
7 517 LYMAN, 0. R. 8 1080
7 887 MACEK, A. 3 606
8 284 MACINTYRE, I. B. 8 318
8 587 HADER, C. L. 3 725
8 613 4 394
8 914 5 177LEE, L. M. 7 416 6 405
7 865 7 479LEE, P. R. 7 1040 7 669LEE, R. S, 6 653 8 42
6 755 8 979
7 425 MALA, J. 7 540
7 466 7 560
7 1062 8 625
8 3 MALIN, M. E. 2 136
8 1045 2 454LEEUW, M. W. 8 710 2 478

LEGRAND, J. 5 567 MALLORY, H. D. 2 3S8LEORAND, N. 7 695 NANSON, N. 5 41LEIBUNDOUT, F. 8 399 MARK, P. 6 390
LEIPER, 0. A. 8 176 MARLOW, W. R. 4 426

8 187 MARSHALL, E. F. 5 321LEONE, CAPT. N. 4 404 MARSHALL, W. W. 5 185
LEOPOLD, H. S. 5 339 5 247LEROY, M. 8 815 MASON, C. M. 1 12LESLIE, W. B. 6 455 2 157
LETHABY, J. W. 4 14 2 281

5 573 3 436LEWIS, B. 1 43 MATSUI, H. 8 168
LEYGONIE, J. 5 547 MAURIN, C. 7 151
LI, H. 8 440 MAUTZ, C. W. 2 478
LIANO, Y. 8 83 MAZZELLA, A. 5 351
LIDDIARD, T. P. 3 706 MCDONNEL, J. L. 4 3

3 761 MCEArHERN, D. M. 4 126
4 214 MCFADDEN, D. L. 8 1080
4 240 MCGUIRE, R. R. 6 214
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C. AUTHOR INDEX (Continued)
NAME SYM PAGE NAME SYM PAGE

MCOUIRE, R. R. 6 710 NUNZIATO, J. W. 7 608
7 56 O'BRIEN, J. F. 4 239
7 940 OCKERT, K. F. 3 822
8 3 4 96
8 1018 4 102

MCKNIGHT, C. E. 3 635 OLINGER, B. 6 700
MCLAREN, A. C. 2 561 OPPENHEIM, A. K. 5 119
MCMILLAN, C. 8 613 6 502
MEHLMAN, M. H. 8 864 ORLOW, T. 3 226
MELANI, 0. 6 325 ORNELLAS, D. L. 4 3
MENICHELLI, V. J. 6 612 4 167
MENIL, A. 7 1010 6 214
MICHAILJUK, K. M. 7 789 7 940
MICHAUD, C. 7 65 OSTMARK, H. 8 473

7 965 OWENS, F. J. 8 742
MIGAULT, A. 4 627 PACE, M. D. 8 734
MISSONIER, M. 7 641 PALMER, S. J. P. 8 635
MITCHELL, A. 8 587 PANDOW, M. L. 4 96
MITCHELL, D. E. 6 748 4 102
MOHAN, V. K. 7 373 PARKER, N. L. 6 653
MOHLER, J. H. 7 865 7 1062
MONIZ, W. B. 8 734 8 613
MONTEAGUDO, P. 7 151 PARLIN, R. B. 1 93
MOORE, D. B. 3 88 2 404
MOORE, P. W. J. 6 489 PARTOM, Y. 7 506
MORI, N. 8 558 PARTRIDGE, W. S. 2 733
MORITANI, A. 8 168 PASMAN, H. J. 6 299
MORRIS, C. E. 6 396 PASTINE, D. J. 6 305
MORRISON, R. B. 2 266 7 523
MORVAN, J. 5 429 PASZEK, J. 3 520
MOTTET, A. L. 5 67 PAUL, S. 7 686
MOULARD, H. 6 105 PEARSON, J. C. 4 289

7 316 PEEK, H. M. 2 231
8 902 PELLETIER, P. 8 361

MULLER, 0. M. 3 88 PENO, 0. 8 1011
MUNSON, D. L. 4 295 PENN, L. 6 729
HURRY, W. L. 4 555 PERSSON, A. 7 43
MYERS, T. F. 7 914 8 985
NAINAN, E. 8 460 PERSSON, 0. 6 414
NAMENSON, A. I. 7 50 PERSSON, P.-A. 4 602
NAPADENSKY, H. S. 3 396 5 115

3 420 5 153
4 473 6 414
5 313 8 985
6 336 PETERS, W. C. 5 559

NEAL, T. R. 6 602 PETRONE, F. J. 4 395
NEEDHAM, C. E. 5 487 5 99
NICHOLLS, J. A. 2 266 PEYRE, C. 4 135
NIDICK, E. J. 6 755 4 566
NIKOWITSCH, P. 6 225 PHILIPART, D. A. 8 447

7 751 PIACESI, D. 3 226
NUNZIATO, J. W. 6 47 4 153

7 394 PIKE, H. H. M. 4 305
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PILARSKI, D. L. 7 906 RILEY, J. F. 6 740
PILCHER, D. T. 6 258 RINEHART, J. S. 1 31
PIMBLEY, 0. H. 7 479 3 285
PINEGRE, M. 8 815 RITCHIE, J. P. 8 8e9
PINTO, J. 8 243 RIVARD, W. C. 5 3
PIROTAIS, D. 8 337 ROBINSON, N. J. 7 143
PITTION-ROSSILLON, 0. 7 703 ROGERS, 0. T. 2 547
PITTS, L. D. 4 616 ROGERS, J. W. 7 930
PLANT, J. 4 555 ROMAIN, J. P. 5 403
PLOTARD, J. P. 8 337 6 151
POPE, P. H. 8 635 ROOIJERS, A. J. T. 8 710
POPOLATO, A. 4 233 ROSENBERG, J. T. 6 786

7 566 7 466
POTAU, J. 4 381 7 1072
POULARD, S. 7 965 8 11t
PRATT, T. H. 4 102 ROSLUND, L. A. 5 523
PRESLES, H. N. 7 583 5 581

8 431 ROTH, J. 1 57
8 762 5 219

PRESSMAN, Z. 4 126 RYAN, R. R. 8 839
PRICE, C. F. 7 216 SADWIN, L. D. 3 309

8 934 4 92
PRICE, D. 1 22 SAINT-MARTIN, C, 8 596

5 207 SAKAI, H. 8 558
6 426 SAKURAI, A. 5 493

PRICE, J. H. 4 290 SAKURAI, T. 8 558
PROTAT, J. C. 8 815 SAMIRANT, H. 7 139
PROUTEAU, F. 5 567 8 972
PROUTEAU, M. 4 39 SANBORN, R. H. 5 331
PUGH, H. L. 7 75 SANDERS, S. 8 3
PUJOL, J. 4 566 SANDUSKY, H. W. 7 119
PUJOLS, H. 5 429 7 843
PUJOLS, H. C. 8 135 8 658
QUIRK, W. 8 613 8 881
RAINSBERGER, R. B, 7 466 SANG, W. 7 746
RAMSAY, J. B. 3 499 SANTIAGO, F. 8 725

4 84 SAVITT, J. 2 620
4 233 3 309
6 723 3 396
7 531 3 420
7 566 4 404
8 372 SCHALL, R. 4 496

RANDALL, R, R. 5 67 SCHEDLBAUER, F. 8 577
RENLUND, A. M. 8 691 SCHILPEROORD, A. A. 6 371
REE, F. H. 7 646 7 575

8 501 SCHMIDT, D. N. 4 266
REED, S. 0. 2 295 SCHOTT, 0. L. 4 67
REESE, B. 0. 4 359 SCHULER, K. W. 5 589
REMPEL, J. R. 4 266 SCHWARTZ, F. R. 3 833
RIBOVICH, J. 4 412 SCHWARZ, A. C. 6 62

5 81 6 668
RICE, J. K. 7 930 7 416
RIGDON, J. K. 5 59 7 1024
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C. AUTHOR INDEX (Continued)
NAME SYM PAGE NAME 8Th PAGE

SCOTT, C. L. 5 259 SMITH, L. C. 3 327
SCOTT, F. H. 2 157 SHOLEN, J. J. 5 119

4 412 SMOTHERS, W. a. 5 251
SCRIBNER, K. 6 466 SOHN, C. H. 8 926
SEARCY, J. Q. 6 62 SOLOMONOVICI, A. 8 1126

6 455 SONG, J. 8 1011
SEAY, 0. E. 3 562 SOREL, J. 8 135
SEEGAR, D. E. 2 711 8 892
SEELY, L. B. 2 439 SOULETIS, J. 8 431

3 562 8 625
4 359 SPAULDING, R. L. 7 877
5 89 STACY, H. L. 8 123
5 237 STADNITSHENKO, I. A. 6 36

SEGALOV, Z. 8 1126 STAHL, S. 0. 4 602
SEITZ, W. L. 7 385 STANTON, P. L. 7 865

8 123 .8 485
SELLAM, M. 8 425 STARKENBERO, J. 7 3
SENTMAN, L. H. 7 721 8 307
SERVAS, J. M. 7 686 8 1080

8 159 8 1139
SETCHELL, R. E. 7 394 STARR, L, E. 2 620

7 857 STEC, D. 8 734
8 15 STEINBERG, D. J. 8 513

SHARMA, J. 8 725 STERNBERG, H. H. 3 205
SHARPLES, R. E. 3 738 3 226
SHAW, L. L. 6 755 4 27
SHAW, H. S. 8 531 4 153
SHAW, R. 5 89 5 597

5 237 6 528
6 231 STEWART, J. R. 8 962

SHEA, J. H. 5 351 STEWART, R. F. 8 839
SHEFFIELD, S. A. 6 668 STINECIPHER, H. M. 7 801

6 748 8 351
7 1004 STOLOVY, A. 7 50

SHIINO, K. 6 450 STRANGE, F. M. 4 3
8 993 STREHLOW, R. A. 7 721

SHIKARI, Y. A. 6 336 STRESAU, R. H. F. 2 620
SHORT, J. M. 7 952 2 711
SHRADER, J. 6 740 2 749
SHUEY, H. M. 4 96 3 309
SHUPE, 0, K. 3 150 3 396
SHVEDOV, K. K, 6 29 3 420
SILVESTROV, V. V. 6 36 4 442
SJOLIN, T. 4 435 4 449

5 153 6 68
SKIDMORE, I. C. 4 14 STRETZ, L. A. 8 351

4 47 STROHBERG, H. D. 5 331
5 573 SULIMOV, A. A. 6 250

SLETTEVOLD, C. 8 3 SULTANOFF, M. 3 520
SLIE, W. H. 2 749 4 241
SMEDBERG, U. 8 1069 SUMMERS, C. R. 2 157
SMITH, C. P. H. 5 467 3 436

6 477 4 117
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SUNDARARAJAN, R. 8 635 TROTT, B. D. 5 191
SWALLOWE, 0. M. 7 24 TROTT, W. M. 8 691

8 635 TSAI, D. H. 8 870
SWANSON, R. I. 8 715 TULIS, A. J. 5 47
TAN, B. 7 826 6 173
TANAKA. K. 7 583 6 183

8 548 UDY, L. L. 3 150
8 558 URIZAR, M. J. 3 327
8 993 URSENBACH, W. 0. 2 519

TANG, P. K. 8 52 2 733
TARVER, C. M. 6 231 3 357

7 56 URTIEW, P. A. 5 105
7 256 5 119
7 488 VACELLIER, J. 5 567
7 993 VALENTINI, J. J. 8 701
7 1029 VAN DER STEEN, A. C. 8 710
8 587 VAN DOLAH, R. W. 3 436
8 613 4 117
8 951 5 81
8 1045 VAN THIEL, M. 8 501

TASKER, D. 0. 7 285 VANPOPERYNGHE, J. 8 135
TAYLOR, B. C. 3 267 8 892

6 3 VANTINE, H. C. 7 325
TAYLOR, J. W. 3 77 7 466

5 291 7 1062
5 311 VELICKY, R. W. 7 898

TAYLOR, P. A. 8 26 7 924
TEGO, D. 5 89 8 251
THIVET, R. 7 107 VENABLE, D. 4 639
THOMA, K. a 1131 5 3
THOUVENIN, J. 4 135 5 13

4 258 VENTURINI, E. L. 8 485
4 566 VERBEEK, H. J. 8 669
7 661 VERDES, G. 4 39

THRAP, R. a. 2 231 5 31
TIMNAT, Y. M. 6 590 5 41
TISLEY, D. G. 7 1040 VERHOEK, F. H. 3 50
TITOV, V. M. 6 36 VIDART, A. 4 527

7 362 VIGIL, M. G. 8 1091
8 143 VOIGHT, H. W. 8 251
8 196 VOLK, F. 8 577

TOMBINI, C. 7 1010 VON HOLLE, W. 0. 6 691
TRAVIS, J. R. 3 469 7 993

3 499 8 3
4 386 8 1045
4 609 VORECK, W. E. 7 924
8 1057 8 251

TREVINO, S. F. 8 870 8 460
TRIMBLE, J. 6 325 VORTHMAN, J. 8 99

6 691 WACHTELL, S. 3 635
7 247 WACKERLE, J. 4 154

TRIMBLE, J. J. 7 986 6 20
TROFIMOV, V. S. 7 789 7 385
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WACKERLE, J. 8 99 WILKINS, M. L. 4 3
8 123 4 519

WAGNER, J. 8 577 WILLIAMS, R. F. 5 427
WALKER, E. H. 8 1119 WINNING, C. H. 3 455
WALKER, F. E. 7 777 WINSLOW, 0. 0. 6 664
WALKER, 0. R. 1 39 WISEMAN, L. A. 2 643
WALKER, W. A. 4 27 WOLLENWEBER, U. 8 1131

5 597 WOOD, W. W. 2 312
WALLACE, A. A. 6 625 2 424
WALSH, E. K. 7 394 WRENN, E. 6 214
WALTON, J. 6 214 WRIGHT, P. W. 4 142

6 729 4 573
7 887 WU,X 8 796
8 613 XU, L. 8 1011

WANG, A. 8 1011 YAKUSHEV, V. V. 5 399
WARD, S. H. 8 380 6 143
WASLEY, R. J. 4 239 YANG, L. C. 6 612
WASSERMAN, H. J. 8 839 YONEDA, K. 8 168
WATSON, J. L. 7 1048 YOSHIDA, M. 8 993
WATSON, R. W. 4 117 YU, J. M. 7 343

5 81 ZAKER, T. A. 5 313
5 169 ZERNOW, L. 5 67
5 559 ZHANG, G.-R. 7 746
6 115 ZHAO, H. 8 83

WEBBER, P. E. 8 294 ZIMMERSCHEID, A. B. 6 389
WECKEN, F. 4 107 6 740
WEDAA, H. W. 2 251 ZINMAN, W. G. 2 198
WEINGART, R. C. 6 653 ZOE, J. 7 602

6 755 8 151
7 325 ZOU, Q. 8 1011
7 425 ZOVKO, C. T. 3 606
7 1062 ZURN, D. E. 7 216
8 3 ZWISLER, W. H. 6 162
8 1045

WENOGRAD, J. 3 10
3 60

WEST, C. E. 5 533
WEST, 0. T. 7 865
WESTMORELAND, C. 7 256

7 517
WESTON, A. M. 7 256

7 887
8 914

WHATHORE, C. E. 7 17
8 1035

WHITBREAD, E. G. 2 643
2 695
3 202
3 574
3 659

WIEDERMANN, A. H. 6 336
WILKES, J. S. 7 75
WILKINS, M. L. 3 721
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D. ACRONYM and CODE NAME INDEX
Alphabetically, First Reference

NAME SYN PAGE MAKEUP

A-5 7 551 97 RDX/3 wax

A-589 5 139 86 HHX/14 PB

A-590 5 139 80.3 HMX/5.9 AP/13.8 PB
A-591 5 139 69 HMX/17 AP/14 PB
A-592 5 139 57 HMX/29 AP/14 PB
AAB 3189 7 892 9.2 RDX/60.8 AP/15 Al/I5 binder

AAB 3225 7 892 7.1 RDX/62.9 AP/15 Al/I5 binder

AAB 3267 7 892 5 RDX/65 AP/15 Al/15 binder
ABH 8 528 C2 4H6 N1 4 02 4

ADDF 6 467 1,4,4,10,10,13-hexafluoro-1,1,7,7,13,13-hexanitro-
3,5,9,11-tetraoxotridecane

ADNT 7 801 ammonium salt of 3,5-dinitro-1,2,4-triazole
AFX-521 8 1106 95 PYX/5 Kel-F 800
Amatex 20 6 647 20 RDX/I0 TNT/40 AN
Amatol 5 501 20-60% AN/80-40% TNT
Amatol 7 801 N1 5-labeled ammonium nitrate (AN/TNT)
AN 6 439 ammonium nitrate
ANFO 3 186 94.6 AN/5.4 fuel oil
ANFOAL-1O 6 546 87.4 AN/2,6 fuel oil/10 aluminum
AP 5 139 ammonium perchlorate
B 2141 7 409 88 RDX/12 HTPB
B 2142 7 409 77 PETN/23 PU
B 2161 8 437 40 HMX/30 AP/20 Al/O polyurethane binder
B 2169 8 437 83 PETN/17 polyurethane
B 2174 8 437 47 HMX/30 AP/I11 lead nitrate/12 polyurethane
B 2190 8 437 30 PETN/70 HTPB
B 2191 8 437 37 HHX/40 AP/11 lead nitrate/12 polyurethane
B 2192 8 437 27 HMX/50 AP/11 lead nitrate/12 polyurethane

B 3003 8 437 80 HHX/20 NC-NOl
Baratol 6 629 72 barium nitrate/28 TNT
Baratol 3 563 76 barium nitrate/24 TNT
Baratol 4 361 70 barium nitrate/30 TNT
Baratol 76 6 647 76 barium nitrate/24 TNT
BH-1 8 83 plastic-bonded RDX
B0-1 8 93 plastic-bonded HMX, similar to PBX 9404
BTF 6 712 benzotrifuroxane

BTFMA 6 467 1-fluoro-1,1-dinitro-4,4-bis(trifluoromethyl)-
3,5-dioxohexane

STNEN 3 70 bis-(2,2,2-trinitroethyl)nitramine
BTX 6 460 5,7-dinitro-l-picrylbenzotriazole

BTZ 8 1019 bitetrazole
BWX 2 661 beeswax
BX1 8 1106 60 TATB/35 (95 RDX/5 HMX)/5 Kel-F
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NAME SYM PAGE MAKEUP

BX2 8 1106 60 'rATB/35 (95 RDX/5 H14X)15 PTFE
BX3 8 1106 60 TATB/35 (90 RDX/10 HMX)/5 Kel-F
BA4 8 1106 60 TATB/35 (90 RDX/10 1U4K)/5 PTFE
c-4 4 97 91 RDX,'9 wax
CACTP 6 455 catena-A-cyanotetraammine cobalt(1II) perchiorate
CEF 4 5 tris 13-chloroethylphomphate
Comp A 3 687 91 RDX/9 wax
Comp -A 6 647 92 RDX/8 wax
Comp A 5 8 265 98.5 RDX/1.5 stearie acid
Comip A-5 7 551 97 RDX/3 wax
Comp A-5 7 928 98 RDX/2 stearic acid
Camp B 2 479 60 RDX/40 TNT, wax and other additives (I to 1,.5%)
Comp B 4 48 60 RDXI4O TNT
Comp B 6 493 60 RDX/40 TNT/i wax
Comp B 6 629 59.5 RDX/39.5 TNT/I beeswax
Comp B 6 647 63 RDX/36 TNT/I wax
Comp B 7 353 45 RDXI55 TNT/I wax
Comp B (ISL) 7 317 65 RDX/35 TNT
Comp B, Grade A 4 5 64 RDX/36 TNT
Comp B, Grade A 5 198 59.5 RDX/39.5 TNT/I .0 wax
Comp B-3 5 4 60±1 .5 RDX/40±I .5 TNT
Comp B-3 4 361 64 RDX/36 TNT
Comp B-3 (ISL) 7 317 60 RDX/40 TNT
Comp 83 (waxed) 5 280 60 RDXI40 TNT/I wax
Comp B4 7 900 60 RDX/40 TNT, no wax
CID 6 455 I-(5-cyanotetrazolato)pentaamniine cobalt(III)

perchlorat.
CmX-I 8 265 15 RDX/40 AP/23 AI/22 TNT + additives
CX-84 8 366 84 RDX/9.7 R45-HT/5.6 DOA/0,7 TDI
Cyclonite a 437 RDX
Cycbotol 3 502 65 RDX135 TNT
Cycbotol 5 65 72 RDX/25 TNT
Cyclotol 77/23 6 647 77 RDX/23 TNT
DATB 3 761 1 ,3-diamino-2,4,6-trinltrobenzens
1.2-DB 5 237 1,2-bia(difluoramina)butane
2,2-DB 5 237 2,2-bio(dit'luoramino)butane
DDNP 3 12 diazodinitrophenol
Debrix ISAS 8 265 95.5 RDX/2.5 wax/2 additives
Debrix-2 8 1106 95 RDX/5 wax
DEGDN 7 762 diethylene glycol dinitrate
DFB 6 467 2,2-dif'Iuoro-2-nitroethly-5,5-difluoro-2-(3',3'-

difluoro-3'-nitro-1-oxopropyl)-5,5-dinitro-3-
oxopentanoate

DFF 6 467 bis(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl)difluoroformaI
DFNT 6 467 2,2-difluoro-2-nitroethyl-trifluoromethane-sulfonate
DHE 8 365 2-hydroxymethyl dimethyihydantoin
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DINA 8 66 di-p-nitroxyethyl nitramine
DINOU 7 540 dinitrogylcolurile
DiTeU 4 485 dinitroethyl-uric (sic)
Dithekite 3 186 a mixture at 82.8% nitric acid, nitrobenzene, and water
Dithekite 13/20 2 648 dithekite with 13/20 wt% water
Dithekits 13 3 493 63 nitric acid/24 nitrobenzene/13 water
QNP 7 374 dinitrophenol
ONPA 4 5 2,2-dinitropropylacrylate
DNPF 3 685 bis-dinitropropyl fumarate
DNPP 6 467 2,2-dinitropropyl porchlorate
DNPTB 3 70 2,2-dinitropropyl 4,4,4-trinitrobutyrate
DNT 7 374 dinitrotoiushe
DNT 7 802 3,5-dinitro-i .2,4-triazole
DOA 8 363 dioctyl adipate
DOP 4 5 dioctylphthalate
1.1-DP 5 90 1,1-bia(difluoroamino)propane
1,2-DP 5 237 1,2-bia(difluoramino)propane
1,3-OP 5 90 I.3-bin(dirluoramino)prop&ne
2,2-OP 5 237 2,2-bia(difluoramino)propane
DREV-Explosive 8 363 84 RDX/16 polybutadiene

CA7 548 50 EDD(ethyloendiamine dinitrate)/50 AN
ZAK 8 1002 46 ethylenediamine dinitrate/46 amimonium nitrate/

8 potassium nitrate
EAR 7 551 42.5 EDD/42.5 AN/15 RDX
lARK 7 551 42.5 EDD/A6.1 AN/IS RDX/6.4 potassium nitrate
EARL-I 7 551 40.3 EDD/40.3 AN/14.2 RDX/5.2 Al
EARL-2 7 551 36.2 EDD/36.2 AN/12.S RDX/14.8 Al
EDO 6 439 ethylenediamine dinitrat.
EDNA 6 314 ethylenedinitramine
EDNP 5 139 ethyl-4,4-dinitropentanoate w/1% Cab-O-Sil gelling agent
EGO 3 456 ethylene glycol dinitrate
lOON 3 438 ethylene glycol diniltrate
CON 2 659 ethylene glycol dinitrate
CEl 4 159 exchang~ed-ion explosive (10 NO/90 stoichiometric

ammonium chloride-potassium nitrate mixture)
Emulite 8 1071 AN/FO/water with gas-filled microsphere.
EN 3 813 ethyl nitrate
Estane 4 5 trademark for polyester-urethane of adipic acid

I .4-butanediol, diphenylmethone diisocyanate
ET 3 744 homogeneous mixture of othyldecaborane In

tetranitromethane
EtDP 4 5 ethyl 4.4-dinitropentanoate
FDA 6 467 bis(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl) acetal
FDE 6 467 1,1 ,4-trifluoro-1 ,4,4-trinitro-3-oxobutane
FDEK 6 467 1 .5,-difluoro-1.1 ,5,5-tetranitro-3-oxopentane
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FDEK 7 804 2.55 AN/0.9 ADNT/1 EDD/0.36 potassium nitrate
(Notel Theme numbers are vol%)

FNE-A 6 461 1 ,g-difluoro-1.1 ,5,5,9,9-hexanitro-3,7-dioxononane
FDNE-N 6 467 2-fluoro-2,2,-dinitroethyl nitrate
FDNE-S 6 467 bis(2-tluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl )uulfate
FDNEP 6 467 2-iluoro-2,2-dinitroothyl perchiorate
FEFO 6 467 bis(2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl)formal
FNR 4 5 totrafluoroothylene-trif'luoro-nitroso methane copolymer
FO 6 546 86 fuel oil
FTE 6 461 1.1.1 ,4-tetrafluoro-4,4-dinitro-3-oxobutans
OBFO 6 467 I ,12-difluoro-1 .1,12,12-tetranitro-

3,5,8,1 O-tatraoxododecane
OHS 8 993 glass microballoons
Gurit 8 1071 NO/EGDN/SiO2
H-6 5 255 45 RDX/30 TNT/20 Al/5 wax
HAY-10 5 139 74.7 FU4X/1O.6 AI/14.7 Viton
HAV-20 5 139 65.7 HMX/18.9 Al/15.4 Viton
HBX 5 73 75 Composition B/25 Al
HBX 2 737 45 RDX/30 TNT/25 Al
JHnX-I 5 524 40 RDX/38.1 TNT/17.1 Al/4.8 Wax
HCX 8 1011 heterogeneous composite explosive
HDBA 8 365 4-hydroxy-N-N-dimethylbutyramidm
HEP 8 883 high-energy propellant
Hexatol 60/40 6 546 59 RDX/40 TNT/I wax
Hexatonal 15 6 546 42.1 RDX/42.1 TNT/0.8 wax/IS Al
Hexogen 4 159 RDX
Hexotol 60/40 6 511 60 RDX/40 TNT
Hexotol if 15 6 511 42.5 RDX/42.5 TNT/IS LiF
Hexotonal 15 6 511 42.5 RDX/42.5 TNT/IS Al
FINTA 4 184 hexamethylenetetramine
HMX 6 712 cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine
FIN 1 27 hydrazine mononitrate
HNAB 7 416 hexanitroazobenzens
HNB 7 647 hexanitrobenzone
JINS 5 222 hexanitrostilbene
HTPB 8 1036 hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
HUV 5 280 85 FIFX/IS Viton
HW4 5 280 95 FIMX/5 wax
IBA 5 237 1 ,2-bis(difluoramino)-2-methylpropan.

(isobutylene adduct)
ICCP 6 455 inothiocyanatopentaammine cobalt(III) perchiorate
IPD1 8 1036 isophorone diisocyanate
KP 5 139 potassium perchiorate
LP 5 139 lithium perchlorate
LS 8 711 lead styphnate, Pb(C609N3H3)
LX-04-1 4 489 85 HMX/15 Viton, "I" denotes fine-particle-.ized HMX
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LX-07 5 65 90 H141/10 Viton
LX-07-0 4 5 90 1041/10 Viton
LX-09 5 65 93.3 HMX/4.2 DNPA/2.5 FEFO
LX-10 5 65 95 JiNX/5 Viton
LX-11 5 139 830 1041/20 Viton
LX-13 8 1091 80 PETN/20 Sylgard (see XTX-8003)
LX-14 8 614 95.5 1041/4.5 Estane 5702-Fl
LX-15 8 1106 95 HNS/5 Kel-F 800
LX-17 7 488 92.5 TATB/7.5 Kel-F (formerly RX-03-BB)
14-FEFO 6 467 1 ,7-difluoro-4-(1-oxomothyl )-1 .1 7,7-tetranitro-

3, 5-dioxoheptane
MA 6 467 1,1 ,7-trifluoro-4-methyl-1 ,7,7-trinitro-3,5-dioxohaptane
MAN 6 439 methylammonium nitrate
MEDINA 3 674 CHAN40, methylene dinitramine
MF 6 467 1 ,1,7-trifluoro-1,7,7-trinitro-3,5-dioxoheptane
MF 8 711 mercury fulminate, Hg(ONC)2
MFDNB 6 467 methyl-4-fluoro-4,4-dinitrobutyrate
MFF 6 467 1,4,4,7,7-pentafluoro-1 ,4,7-trinitro-3,5-dioxoheptane
lMinol 2 4 463 aluminized ammonium nitrate/TNT
M?4AN 7 374 monomethylamine nitrate
MN 5 267 methylnitrate
I -MNT 6 232 1-mothyl-5-nitrotetrazole
2-MNT 6 232 2-methyl-5-nitrotetrazole
NB-40 6 771 60 pyroxyline/40 nitroglycerine
NC 4 5 nitrocellulose
2-NE 7 762 2-nitroethanol
NO 3 66 nitroglycerin
NGI 7 43 nitroglycol
Nigu 8 577 nitroguanidine
Nitromixture 2 648 83% nitromethans/17 2-nitropropane
NM 4 126 nitromethane
NONA 5 222 nonanitroterphenyl
NQ 7 566 nitroguanidine
Octol 6 647 77 HMX/23 TNT
Octol 4 5 78 HMX4/22 TNT
Octol-A 5 280 80 1041/20 TNT/I Wax
Octol-B 5 280 70 HMX/30 TNT/I Wax
OTTO 6 467 1,I,I,7,7,13,13,13-octafluoro-4,4,IO,I0-tetranitro-

2,6,8,1 2-tetraoxotridecane
P2100 B 8 626 88 HMX/12 HTPB
PA 3 700 picric acid
PB 5 139 hydroxyterminated potybutadiene
PB 8 1132 polybutadiene
PBX 9205 5 599 92 RDX/6 polystyrene/2 dioctyt phthalate
PBX 9404 5 60 94 1114/3 nitrocellulose/3 trim-p-chloroethyt phosphate
PBX 9407 7 928 94 RDX/6 EXON 461
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PBX-9010 4 5 90 RDX/10 Kel-F
PBX-9011 4 5 90 HMX/10 Estane
PBX-9404-03 4 5 94 HHX/3 NC/S CEF
PBX-9501 6 647 95 1041/2.5 Estane/1 .25 BDNPA/1 .25 BDNPF
PBX-9502 7 52 95 TATB/5 Kel-F 800 (formerly X-0290)
PBX-9503 8 1106 80 TATB/I5 HNX/5 K.!-F 800
PBXN-5 7 928 95 1041/5 Viton A
PBXW 8 883 RDX/inert binder
PC 3 329 Primacord
PE 6 543 86 PETN/14 wax
PE 6 5 139 6-polyethylene
PE4 8 265 88 RDX/12 plasticizer
Pentanex 6 546 45 PETN/37 AN/2 glycol/15.5 water/0.5 guar
Pentolite 1 14 50 PETN/5O TNT
PETN 3 12 pentaerythritol tetranitrate
Polystyr 4 5 polystyrene
PTFE 6 626 polytetrafluoroethylene
PVA 2 712 polyvinyl alcohol
PYX 8 1106 2,6-bis(picrylamino)-9,5-dinitropyridine
QMAN 6 439 tatramethylammonium nitrate
RDX 7 928 1 ,3,5-trinitro i ,3,5-tetrazacyclohexane
RDX 5 222 cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
REX-20 6 467 2,2,2-trif'luoroethyl-4-tluoro-4.4-dinitrobutyrate
ROPA 8 265 70 RDX/19 plasticizer/5.5 polyurethane/5.5 ?
RX-03-BB 7 488 92.5 TATB/7.5 Kel-F (now name is LX-17)
RX-04-AT 4 5 88 HMX/12 carborane-fluorocarbon copolymer
RX-04AU 5 139 92 HMX/8 Viton
RX-04-AV 4 5 92 HMX/8 PE
RX-04-BM 5 139 81.6 HMX/4 Al/14.4 Viton
RX-04-BN 5 139 79 HNX/6.6 AI/14.3 Viton
RX-04-Bl0 5 139 72.7 HMX/13.3 AI/14.0 Viton
RX-04-ST 5 139 76 HNX/10 LIF/14 Viton
RX-04-BY 4 5 86 HMX/14 PNR
RX-04-DS 5 139 81 HNX/9.9 Al/9.1 Viton
RX-QA-P1 4 5 80 1041/20 Viton
RX-05-AA 4 5 80 RDX/8 polystyrens/2 DOP
RX-09-AA 4 5 93.7 HHX/5.7 DNPA/0.6 EtDP
RX-11-AF 5 139 52 Hl4X/43 KP/5 PE
RX-11-Al 5 139 52 HMX/43 KP/5 PE
RX-11-AJ 5 139 52 HKX/43 KP/5 PE
RX-1I-AW 5 139 51 HKX/35 KP/14 PB
RX-11-AX 5 139 51 HMX/35 KP/14 PB
RX-11-AY 5 139 33.4 HMX/53.4 KP113.2 PB
RI-il-AZ 5 139 33.4 HHX/53.4 KP/13.2 PS
RX-11-BA 5 139 51 1011/39 AP/lO Viton
RX-18-AB 5 139 51 HMX/20 AP/29 EDNP
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RX-18-AE 5 139 51 1041/20 AP/29 EDNP
RX-I8-AG 5 139 51 HNX/20 AP/29 EDNP
RI-ISB-AN 5 139 71 1041/29 EDNP
RX-I 8-AJ 5 189 52.6 1041194.7 KP/12.7 PB
RX-IS-BA 5 189 31 HMXI45 KP/24 %DHP
RX-22-AO 5 139 78.6 1041/26.4 LP
RX-23-AA 6 712 79 hydrazins nitrate/21 hydrazins
RI-23-AB 6 712 70 hydrazine nitrate/5.9 hydrazine/24.1 water
RX-23-AC 6 712 30 hydrazine nitrate/70 hydrazine
RX-25-AA 5 189 22 1041/58 AP/lO AI/lO Vitan
RX-26-AF 7 59 49.8 1041/46.6 TATE/4.1 Estan.
RI-SO AD 6 731 47.1 KP/51.3 HH1/Suar 1.6
RX-30-AA 6 731 60.6 AP/Sa 104/1.2 guar
RX-30-AB 6 731 61.1 APIS7.9 NM/I Suar
RX-30-AC 6 731 47.6 KP/50.8 NM/1.6 guar
RX-30-AE 6 731 57.9 AN/40.8 104/1.3 guar
RX-30-AF 6 731 57.9 AN/40.I 114/1.3 guar
RX-31-AA 6 731 28.8 AN/47 N41/22.8 AI/1.4 guar
RX-S1-AB 6 731 43.2 AN/47 KM1/8.3 Al/IS5 guar
RX-36-AA 8 1020 1 Hl4X/I TATS11 BTP, note mole ratios
RX-36-AB 8 1020 1 TATE/I BTF. note mole ratios
RX-36-AC 8 1020 4 Hl4X/i TATB/1 BTF, note mole ratios
RX-36-AD 8 1020 1 HMX/3 TATB/I BTPI note mole ratio.
RX-36-AE 8 1020 1 1041/I BTF, note mole ratios
RX-36-AF 8 1020 1 HHX/i TATB, note mole ratios
RX-36-AO 5 1020 1 HMX/1 TATBI3 BTF, note mole ratios
RXAC 8 802 70 hydrazine/3O hydrazine nitrate
a-TCB 7 425 smmnietrical 1,3.5-trichlorobonzens (precursor to TATE)
SPIS-44 7 620 20 HMX/49 AP/21 Al/I binder
SRI-I 6 467 1,1 ,1-trifluoro-4,4,4-trinitro-2-oxobutane
SRI-2 6 467 1,111,4-tetrafluoro-4,4-dinitro-2-oxobutane
SRI-3 6 468 1,1 .1-trifluoro-4.4-dinitro-2-oxopentane
SRI-4 6 468 1,1,1 ,7,7,7-hexafluoro-4,4-dinitro-2,6-dioxoheptane
SRI-5 6 468 1-f luoro-I A ,3,3-tetranitro-5-oxohexans
SX-2 6 493 RDX/filler, sheet explosive
SUIP 6 468 4,4-bis(difluoramino)-1 ,7-difluoro-1 ,1 .7,7-tetranitro-

3. 5-d loxoheptane
T 7 697 95.5 TATB/4.5 Viton
TI 8 151 95.5 TATB/?
T2 8 151 97 TATB/?
TA 2 659 triacetin
TATB 6 659 1 ,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitroberizens
TCE 7 374 trichloroethylene
TCTNB 7 425 1 ,3,5-trichloro-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene

(precursor for TATB)
TDI 8 368 toluenediisocyaraate
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TDPF 6 468 1,1,1,13,139,13-hexafluoro-4,4,10,10-tetranitro-
2,6,8,1 2-tetraoxotridecano

Tetryl 6 427 N-methyl-N-nltro-2,4,6-trinitroaniline
TFA 6 468 1,7,difluoro-1.1 ,7,7-tetranitro-4-trlfluoromethyl-

3 .5-dioxoheptans
TP)4A 6 468 1-i'luoro-1 ,1-dinitro-4-trifluoromethyl-3,5-dioxohexans
TFMDA 6 468 1-f'luoro-4-difluoronltromethyl-1 .1-dinitro-

4-trif luoromethyl-3 .5-dioxhoeptane
TFMFF' 6 468 1,1.1 .4,4,7-hexafluoro-7,7-dinitro-3,5-dioxoheptans
TFNA 8 802 1,1 ,1-trifluoro-3,B,5-trinitro-39-azahexane
TMKTN 3 813 trimethylolethane trinitrate
TNA 8 746 trinitroaniline, picramide
TNB 3 66 1,3,5 trinitrobenzene
TNETB 3 70 2, 2,2-trinitroethyl-4,4,4-trinitrobutyrate
TN?4 4 126 tetranitromethane
TNT 3 66 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
TNTAB 8 802 l,3,5-triazido-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
Torpex 4 463 aluminized RDX/TNT
Torpex 2B 8 265 42 RDX/40 TNT/la Al/6 desensitizer
Tritonal 2 735 80 TNT/20 Al
TTF 6 468 1,1 ,l-trifluoro-7,7,7-trinitro-3,5-dioxoheptane
UP 6 450 ureamonoperchlorate
UPS 6 450 90 wt% aqueous solution of' UP
Viton 5 139 vinylidine fluoride-hexafluoropropylons copolymer
WC 231 8 883 75 NC/25 NO "commercial reloading powder"
WO-2 6 546 MMAN-sensitized watergel explosive 7% Al
WO-4 6 546 41IAN-sensitized watergel explosive 13% Al
X-0204 4 5 83 HI4X/17 Teflon
X-0219 6 647 90 TATB/10 Kol-F 800
X-0233 8 979 85.48 tungsten/13.22 HMX/0.8 polystyrene/0.5 DOP
X-0290 6 637 95 TATB/8 Kel-F 800 (changed to PBX 9502)
X-0319 7 567 50 TATB/45 l'11X/5 Kel-F 800
X-0320 7 567 60 TATB/35 HMX/5 Kel-F 800
X-0321 7 567 75 TATB/20 HMX/5 Kel-F 800
X-0341 7 567 90.25 TATB/4.75 lIMX/5 KeI-F 800
X-0342 7 567 85.5 TATB/9.5 HHX/5 1(61-F 800
X-0343 7 567 80.75 TATB/14.25 Hk4X/5 Kel-F 800
X-0344 7 567 71 .25 TATB/23.75 HMX/5 K. I-F 800
X-0407 8 123 70 TATB/25 PETN/5 Kel-F
Xl 8 151 96 l*IX/?
XTX-8003 6 647 80 PETN/20 silicone rubber
Z TACOT 83 528 Cj2H4N608
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